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TUITION TAX CREDITS

THURSDAY, APRIL 28, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in room SD-

215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Robert J. Dole
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Dole, Packwood, Chafee, Durenberger, Grass-
ley, Long, Moynihan, Boren, and Pryor. -

[The press release announcing the hearing, and the prepared
statements of Senators Dole, Chafee, Durenberger, Moynihan, and
Pryor follow:]

[Press release No. 83-126, Apr. 12, 1983]

FINANCE COMMIIrEE SETs HEARING ON TUITION TAX CREDIT BILL

Senator Bob Dole (R., Kans.), Chairman of the Senate Committee on Finance, an-
nounced today that the Committee will hold a hearing on Thursday, April 28, 1983,
on S. 528, the Administration's tuition tax credit bill introduced by Senator Dole for
himself, and Senators Packwood, Moynihan, Roth, and D'Amato.

The hearing will begin at 10:00 a.m. on April 28, 1983 in Room SD-215 (formerly
Room 2221) of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN H. CHAFEE

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the opportunity to join with you this morn-
ing in exploring the arguments both for and against the administration's tuition tax
credit proposal.

I have given this proposal very careful consideration each time it has been set
forth, and though I respect the bill's proponents, I remain strongly opposed for sev-
eral reasons.

The first reason should be clear to each member of the Finance Committee, which
has been struggling with methods to contain the $200 billion (baseline) deficit cur-
rently facing our nation-the highest in history. In the face of such a sea of red ink,
it is to me unconscionable that we should be considering this new tax expenditure
program, the cost projections for which are at best highly questionable.

However, tuition tax credits would be wrong even if the budget were in surplus.
In the last few years, the Congress has had to make some extremely difficult reduc-
tions in spending for a host of valuable social programs in the name of budget con-
trol. Some of these cuts have been at the expense of valuable education programs.
Further reductions were proposed by the Administration this year, including a 15-
percent reduction in elementary and secondary education programs, 10 percent in
child nutrition, 8 percent in higher education, and 40 percent in vocational educa-
tion. Those of us in Congress who are concerned about the quality of our education-
al system will work diligently to ensure that these severe cuts do not take place.
However, given the nation's budget constraints, we will be fortunate to be able to
maintain these programs at the current level of funding. I am frankly astonished
that the Administration should propose a program whose price tag is at least $1.5
billion over the next 3 years, when so many worthy education programs are being
squeezed.

(1)
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Furthermore, tuition tax credits would be wrong even if we do preserve current
levels of education funding. I fear that tuition tax credits could still profoundly un-
dermine our nation's public school system. There is no question that our public
schools face an enormous challenge. They are charged with educating all of our
young people-not just the most talented. Tuition tax credits would provide an in-
centive for more parents to send their children to private schools, thus "skimming"
many of the most highly motivated students away from the public schools. These
highly motivated students help provide balance to our public school system and help
bolster public satisfaction and support for the system.

Parents certainly have a right to choose to send their children to private schools,
but this is indeed a personal decision and not one we should subsidize with revenues
from the taxpayers.

I am deeply troubled about what this could mean for education in America, and I
look forward to examining the issue at today's hearing.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE ON CRS REPORT

In preparation for today's Finance Committee hearing on tuition tax credits for
private elementary and secondary schools, I asked the Congressional Research Serv-
ice to prepare a revenue estimate of the amount of Federal tax expenditures subsi-
dizing public school districts. The CRS estimate, which I am releasing today, indi-
cates that $13.7 billion in tax subsidies will be provided to public school districts in
fiscal year 1983, largely through tax deductions permitted for State and local taxes,
and through the nontaxability of interest on certain State and local bonds.

The Administration's tuition tax credit bill is estimated by the staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation to cost less than $800 million when fully phased in.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE

INTRODUCTION

"Our Nation is at risk. Our once unchallenged preeminence in commerce, indus-
try, science and technological innovation is being overtaken by competitors through-
out the world."

These are not my words, but excerpts from "A Nation at Risk", a report of the
National Commission on Excellence in Education that was released on April 26th at
the White House. The National Commission report is sobering reading. The Com-
mission found that the average achievement of high school students on most stand-
ardized tests in now lower than it was 26 years ago when Sputnik was launched. In
addition, the Commission found that over half the population of gifted students
failed to match their tested ability with comparable achievement in the schools.

The report notes that these deficiencies come at a time when the demand for
highly skilled workers in new fields is accelerating rapidly. But the concern of the
Commission went well beyond matters such as industry and commerce. To quote
from the report again,

"Our concern . . . also includes the intellectual, moral and spiritual strength of
our people, which knits together the very fabric of our society. A high level of
shared education is essential to a free democratic society and to the fostering of
common culture, especially in a country that prides itself on pluralism and industri-
al freedom."

It is fitting that this report was released on the eve of the Finance Committee's
hearings on the Administration's proposal to allow a limited tax credit for elemen-
tary and secondary private school tuition. I was pleased to introduce the Adminis-
tration's tax credit bill, in the Senate, for myself and on behalf of Senators Pack-
wood, Moynihan, Roth and D'Amato.

TUITION TAX CREDITS ARE CONTROVERSIAL

Tuition tax credit legislation has always been controversial. Both proponents, and
opponents of tuition tax credit legislation have strongly-felt views, on all of the criti-
cal issues this proposed legislation raises.

Tuition tax credits are championed, and challenged, on education policy grounds.
They are championed, and challenged, in terms of their relationship to the First
and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution. They are championed, and chal-
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lenged, in terms of their impact on tax policy. And they are championed, and chal-
lenged, in terms of their overall budgetary impact.

SENATOR DOLE'S SUPPORT FOR TAX CREDITS

One thing is certain: As the old adage goes, "If you think education is expensive,
try ignorance." Or, as the National Commission put it, "Excellence costs. . . but in
the long run mediocrity costs far more."

At today's hearing the Finance Committee will be hearing testimony from distin-
guished witnesses representing a broad range of views on the educational, budg-
etary, constitutional, and tax policy-issues raised by the Administration's tuition tax
credit propoal. In addition, many groups and individuals who requested to testify,
but who were unable to be scheduled in the limited time available, will be submit-
ting testimony and comments for the hearing record. All comments submitted to the
Committee, orally and in writing, will be given careful consideration. Indeed, be-
cause of the length of today's witness list, I would like to ask the witnesses who are
presenting oral testimony to please try to limit their testimony to a short statement
of the most salient points they wish to make. Because the Finance Committee held
hearings on a similar Administration bill last July, it would be most helpful if the
witnesses could limit their oral testimony, as far as is possible, to comments and
views which were not presented to the Committee last July, or to specific comments
on provisions in the Administration's current proposal that were not contained in
last year's bill.

Personally, I have been a long time supporter of providing Federal income tax
relief for lower and middle income families who carry the additional burden of sup-
porting the public 3chools while sending their children to private schools. Because of
this double burden, an alternative to public education is simply not available to
lower income families today and is not available to middle income families without
substantial sacrifice. The economic burden of inflation and recession in recent years
has made matters worse. Yet alternatives to public education contribute to the plu-
ralism that help make our society strong. Alternatives to public education can also
help stimulate improvements in our public schools through the competition those
alternatives present. A strong system of private schools available to all income
classes should contribute to a better education for all of our children. Moreover, an
educated skilled populace is an essential ingredient in maintaining this Nation's
technological industrial prominence.

NO CREDITS FOR DISCRIMINATORY SCHOOLS

Although I support tuition tax credits in principle, I would not support any bill
without adequte safeguards ensuring that tax credits would be allowed for payments
to private schools- with racially discriminatory policies or practices. Last year the
Finance Committee carefully reviewed the anti-discrimination provisions of the ad-
ministration's tuition tax credit bill. Extensive discussions were held with adminis-
tration officials and experts and interested laymen in the fields of education, civil
rights, and law. The final product of the Finance Committee's deliberations was a
set of anti-discrimination rules that, I believe, are very strong. The President's bill
is substantially the same as the bill reported last September by the Finance Com-
mittee with some minor modifications and technical corrections. Because the provi-
sions of the Administration's bill dealing with racial discrimination are the product
of last year's careful review of the discrimination issue by the Finance Committee, I
believe that the enactment of the Administration's bill will not in any way frustrate
our fundamental national policy against racial discrimination in education. I am not
an expert on this topic, however, and welcome the comments of civil rights experts
and interested laymen on the specific provisions of this bill.

BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS

The Administration's bill also contains several modifications to last year's bill
that were adopted by the Finance Committee and that substantially reduce the cost
of tuition tax credits. By reducing the amount of allowable credits, delaying the
bill's effective date, and lowering the phase-out and ineligibility criteria, the admin-
istration's revised bill eliminates all revenue losses in fiscal year 1983, and reduces
the total revenue loss over the 3-year period ending in fiscal year 1985 by over $400
million. When the bill is fully effective in fiscal year 1986, it will cost less than $800
million each year. Of course, these costs are not insignificant. But in light of the
long term economic benefits to be obtained from encouraging investment in human
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capital and promoting greater diversity and competition in education, these costs
are a sound and prudent investment in our Nation s future.

REFUNDABIIJTY

Many supporters of tuition tax credits feel that private school tuition assistance
should be available to individuals with no tax liability, on the same basis as higher
income individuals with tax liability. They feel, accordingly, that any tuition tax
credit legislation should include provisions making the tax credits refundable, in
order that the benefits provided by the bill be available to lower income individuals.
Last year, the Members of the Finance Committee expressed their strong support
for the concept of a refundable tuition tax credit. I expect that the issue of refunda-
bility will be considered again this year when the Finance Committee reviews this
proposed legislation.

I look forward to hearing the testimony of our distinguished witnesses today, and
also to reading the more extensive comments they and others will be submitting for
the record.

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE,
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS,

Washington, D.C., April 27, 1988.
To: Senate Finance Committee, Attention: Harry Graham.
From: Nonna Noto, Specialist in Public Finance, Economics Division.
Subject: Estimate of Federal Tax Expenditure Subsidy to School Districts.

In the Government estimates of tax expenditures made by the Treasury Depart-
ment and the Joint Committee on Taxation, there is no explicit category for aid to
school districts, or even of aid to State and local governments in general. Conse-
quently, in order to address your question about the amount of the Federal tax ex-
penditure subsidy to primary and secondary education, we needed to generate an
estimate by assigning to school districts a portion of four categories of tax expendi-
tures associated with aid to State and local government in general. The results are
summarized in the accompanying table.

For reasons explained in greater detail below, CRS estimates that school districts
benefit from 58 percent of the subsidy associated with the deductibility of property
taxes on owner-occupied homes; 29 percent of the subsidy associated with the de-
ductibility of all other nonbusiness State and local taxes (primarily income, general
sales, and personal property taxes); 35 percent of the subsidy associated with the
exclusion of interest paid on State and local general obligation bonds; and none of
the subsidy associated with the exclusion of interest paid on revenue bonds spon-
sored by State and local governments. These are the percentage figures shown in
column 1 of the table.

Column 2 of the table presents the revenue loss estimates for these four categories
of tax expenditure made by the Treasury Department and reported in Special Anal-
ysis G of the fiscar"year 1984 Federal budget, published in February 1983. The esti-
mated dollar amount of benefit associated with school districts (as opposed to other
State and local functions) presented in column 3 is calculated by multiplying the
percentage allocation for school districts (in column 1) times the total dollar esti-
mate for the tax expenditure item (in column 2).

The resulting dollar amount of subsidy attributable to scho61 districts in column 3
can then be compared with the total for all State and local government activities in
column 2. The subtotal considers only the tax expenditure estimates for property
taxes, other State-local nonbusiness taxes, and exclusion of interest on State-local
general obligation bonds. It indicates that for fiscal year 1983, of the total of $36,825
million in tax expenditures going to State-local taxpayers (individuals only) and gen-
eral obligation bondholders (both individuals and businesses), approximately $13,700
million, or 37 percent, is attributable to school districts.

The total considers tax expenditures associated with the exclusion of interest on
State and local revenue bonds as a form of aid to State and local governments,
rather than as aid to private-purpose activities sponsored by State and local govern-
ments. Because no revenue bonds are associated with primary and secondary educa-
tion, the dollar estimate of tax expenditures for school districts remains at $13,700.
But because the basis of comparison for total State-local subsidy grows to $42,600
million, the percentage attributable to school districts drops to 32 percent.
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"ESTIMATING THE FEDERAL TAX EXPENDITURE SUBSIDY TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Projected Estimated tax
S expenditure

Estimated remuem su to- from tax so
Tax expenditure category gs o to districts, fiscalitem, fWical t r3

disricts year 1983 In yea 1983

() (2) (3)
Deductibility of State and local taxes:1

Property taxes on owner-occupied homes ................................................................... 58 $8,765 $5,083
Other nonbusiness taxes (primarily income, sales, and personal property) ................ 29 20,060 5,817

Exclusion of interest on State and local debt:2 General obligation bonds ............................ 35 8,000 2,800

Subtotal .................................................................................................................. 37 36,825 13,700
Revenue bonds .................................................................................................................. 0 5,775 0

Total ....................................................................................................................... 32 42,600 13,700

'Derives from individual income tax only. Because State and local taxes are considered a normal business expense, their deduction is not treated
as a tax expenditure item for corporation income tax purposes, or for sole proprietorship or partnership income tax purposes.

2 The tax-expenditure figures for the exclusion of interest on State and local bonds include estimates under both the corporation and individual
income tax.

3 The revenue bond category includes the following classifications detailed in the tax-expenditure budet: industrial development, pollution control,
owner-occupied housing, rental housing, student loan, hospital, mass transit, and energy production facilities.

Source- Tax expenditure revenue loss estimates in column 2 from U.S. Offie of Management and Budget, Special Analyses, Budget of the United
States Government, Fiscal Year 1984 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1983), table G:2, p. G-31 and G-32. CRS estimated the
percentage of each category going to school dtricts by the methods explained in the text.

It should be emphasized that the total revenue loss estimates for tax expenditures
are rough aggregate figures for the Nation as a whole. These estimates are particu-
larly rough for the exclusion of interest on State and local bonds, since there are
inadequate records of the total amount of bonds outstanding (especially for revenue
bonds) and there is no IRS record of who holds these bonds and consequently no
way to determine the actual marginal tax rate applicable for tax expenditure esti-
mates. In addition, because of differences among States and localities in the propor-
tion of their own revenue sources that are deductible for Federal income tax pur-
poses, there may be corresponding differences in the percentage of benefits associat-
ed with State-local tax deductions that are directly attributable to school districts as
compared with other State and local functions.

METHODS FOR ESTIMATING THE PERCENTAGE OF TAX EXPENDITURES ATFRIBUTABLE TO
SCHOOL DISTRICTS

The percentage estimates for the deductibility of State and local taxes were based
on data obtained from the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances in
1979-80, Series GF80, No. 5, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
1981. The estimates for the exclusion of interest on State and local general obliga-
tion debt were based on data obtained from the 1977 Census of Governments.

Property taxes. It was assumed that all property taxes were paid to local as op-
posed to State governments, that property taxes were the sole local own-source rev-
enues available to support school districts, and that these local property taxes must
be allocated between school district and other local government functions. Total
local spending on education ($104.8 billion, including interest payments, debt retire-
ment, and pension contributions, in addition to direct expenditure on education)
minus State ($52.7 billion) and Federal ($1.7 billion) aid to local school districts was
considered local own-saved spending on education ($50.4 billion). This was compared
with local own-source tax revenues ($86.4 billion) to produce the percentage of 58
applied to property taxes for school districts. (Own-source tax revenues include taxes
paid by businesses as well as individuals as households.)

Other nonbusiness State and local taxes.-The category of other nonbusiness State
and local taxes includes primarily income, general sales, and personal property
taxes. To facilitate this calculation, it is assumed that all of these taxes are paid to
State as opposed to local governments. (We know that in practice some local govern-
ments levy these taxes, although the resulting revenues may be designated for mu-
nicipal and not school district purposes.) It is further assumed that all own-source
State aid to local school districts is paid from these tax revenue sources.
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State aid to local school districts ($52.7 billion) minus Federal Aid to States for
education purposes ($12.8 billion) yields an estimate of State own-source aid to
school districts ($39.9 billion). This is compared to total State own-source tax rev-
enues ($137 billion) to yield the percentage of 29 applied to "other nonbusiness State
and local taxes" for school districts.

General obligation debt.-Total school district debt outstanding ($35.1 billion) was
compared to local full faith and credit debt outstanding ($94.8 billion) (this corre-
sponds to general obligation as compared with revenue bonds). The resulting figure
of 37 percent, based on 1977 data, was rounded down to 35 percent as the figure to
apply to general obligation interest for school districts.

Revenue bonds.-The one category of revenue bonds that can be considered educa-
tional aid is student loan bonds. But because this is for college education and out
side the scope of aid to primary and secondary education being considered here, it is
excluded from the calculation. Consequently, it is assumed that none of the tax-ex-
penditure benefits from revenue bonds are associated directly with school districts.
Because the tax-favored treatment of revenue bonds can be considered as aid to pri-
vate-purpose activities rather than State and local governments, it can or cannot be
considered as part of the total subsidy to State and local governments. In the table,
the subtotal excludes consideration of revenue bonds and the total includes it.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVE DURENBERGER

I am pleased to have the opportunity to support S. 528 and the concept of tuition
tax credits. I commend the chairman for bringing this bill before the committee.

I represent the State of Minnesota which has a long tradition of excellence and
innovation in education, a tradition I am proud to share. We understand that dol-
lars invested in education today return many times their value in benefits to soci-
ety. Education is the key to America's future, the thread that binds the fabric of our
society.

Recent reports have made us painfully aware that the thread has begun to unra-
vel and we have found our educational system threatened. Forces from within our
society and from without have challenged America's claim to the finest learning tra-
ditions in the world. No longer can we boast that we produce the best teachers, sci-
entists, and mathmeticians. Tomorrow our place in the international economic com-
munity may be imperiled because we lack the linguistic abilities to compete. Many
youngsters have been faced with inadequate curricula and our school systems have
been threatened with economic and demographic crises.

How, during these troubled economic times, can we begin to reweave the fabric of
education in the United States? This task, while not an easy one, challenges us to be
creative, to Look to the future, and to respect the integrity and commitment of the
vast majority of Americans to our youth.

I want to commend Senators Packwood and Moynihan for their continuing com-
mitment to improving America's educational system. I also applaud President
Reagan for making the quality of elementary and secondary education and the issue
of tuition tax credits a priority in his administration. Although I am supporting the
administration's bill, I support tuition tax credits for reasons which differ from
those espoused by the President. I do not view tuition tax credits as simply a mecha-
nism to assist private and parochial school students and their parents. I support tu-
ition tax credits because I believe they are the most efficient and effective national
means to improve the educational opportunities of all children by fostering choice
and competition in our elementary and secondary educational system.

I believe if Americans were given greater opportunities for educational selection,
they Would become more involved in the educational process and would make re-
sponsible decisions. Tuition tax credits are an effective mechanism to strengthen
educational delivery systems-both governmental and non-governmental-by ex-

.tending the concept of consumer choice.
Consumer choice has proven in other important public services to ensure diversifi-

cation and innovation by those who are professionally trained to deliver services.
Choice works in both the private and public sectors as competition for consumer
support develops creative and improved services. Teaching continues to be the
strongest professional resource in our educational system. Tuition tax credits, and
other innovative concepts, could provide teachers with an incentive to develop non-
traditional approaches to service delivery, along with a clear benchmark by which
they can judge the success or failure of those efforts.

Tuition tax credits are not a trade-off between public and private education. Effec-
tive consumer choice can only exist in an environment where both systems are
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strong. Consumers must have access to alternatives, not only between government
and non-government systems, but more importantly, among differing systems within
each sector. Tuition tax credits are not an excuse to weaken traditional governmen-
tal support for the "public school" system. On the contrary, a commitment to con-
sumer choice means a recommitment to the principles underlying that support.

But if tax credit legislation is to accomplish these goals, it cannot be restricted to
families with children enrolled in non-governmental organizations. The program
must be structured as governmental tax policy aid to all children-not just those
who patronize a certain class of institution.

As part of national education incentives, I will therefore offer an amendment to
extend the tax credit to families with children in public schools who are paying tu-
ition. In 1978-79, the State of Minnesota received over $2 million in tuition pay-
ments from parents with children in the public school system. And with local and
State governments under considerable financial strain, the use of tuition to ensure
adequate funding for government-financed schools is likely to continue.

The Minnesota experience has proven that a tax credit or deduction for both
public and private school tuition is necessary not only for the success of the pro-
gram, but is a constitutional necessity.

In order to withstand constitutional challenges predicated upon the Establish-
ment Clause of the Constitution, legislation must satisfy three criteria. First, the
legislation must have a secular purpose-in this case, the benefit and improve our
educational system. Second, there cannot be excessive governmental entangle-
ment-the present tax proposal should not require excessive government involve-
ment.

Finally, legislation will be analyzed to determine its primary effect. In order to
ascertain the primary effect of government action, the courts have looked at the
breadth of the class of individuals benefited. S. 528, as currently written, will bene-
fit only families with children in private and parochial schools-thus, subjecting the
legislation to serious constitutional objections.

If this proposal were expanded to include public school tuition, the class of stu-
dents, potentially, would be greatly expanded beyond those attending sectarian in-
stitutions. Minnesota, whose educational tax deduction law is currently being con-
sidered by the United States Supreme Court, in Mueller v. Allen, 514 F. Supp. 998
(D. Minn. 1981), has emphasized the constitutional significance of including both
public and private school expenses in that law.

"The deduction is allowable to all taxpayers who have dependents in elementary
and secondary schools, public or nonpublic, religiously affiliated or not. Of particu-
lar importance constitutionally are the benefits available to public school parents."
(Brief of Respondents.)

Although it is true that there are currently a limited number of public school par-
ents who would benefit from tuition tax credits, such a provision would ultimately
result in increased use of tuition by public schools. In time, public school parents
would become the primary beneficiaries of this law.

The Constitution, through the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, guarantees the
right to equal protection of the law. If individuals in the same class receive different
treatment under the law there must be a rational basis for such discrimination.
Presently, certain parents with children in public schools are paying tuition for at-
tendance (i.e., parents whose children attend schools outside their home district
boundaries).

S. 528 allows tuition tax credits only for those children in parochial and private
schools-not those attending public schools. As a result, the legislation is also sub-
ject to constitutional objection on Equal Protection grounds. I fail to see any ration-
al distinction between parents who are paying tuition and property taxes and send-
ing their children to public schools and parents who pay tuition and property taxes
and send their children to private or parochial schools.

The choice must rest with family and it is my intention to continue to work to see
this legislation extend, ultimately, to public and private school tuition, fees, books
and transportation.

Similarly, I do not believe this legislation should be limited to elementary and sec-
ondary education. If we are truly going to expand consumer choice in education,
this proposal should be extended to post-secondary education as well. While we have
made progress in expanding consumer choice in higher education, through loan and
grant programs, these are not the most efficient means of doing so.

Our national grant and loan programs, because of their administrative costs,
reduce the actual amount received by the consumer and are therefore a less effi-
cient use of federal revenue. It is my hope that we apply tuition tax credits to
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higher education as a more efficient supplement to loan/grant programs and I will
continue to work towards that goal.

It is essential that we insure that tuition tax credits cannot be used as a mecha-
nism to foster discriminatory educational institutions. The Federal Government cer-
tainly cannot restrict the right of private or religious institutions to espouse what-
ever doctrines they choose, but a tax advantage is a privilege, not a right. It is fully
proper for government to condition access to that privilege on compliance with pri-
mary national policy, namely the policy of nondiscrimination.

I sincerely hope that the proposed tuition tax credit legislation is an introduction
to further dialogue-a starting point from which we can explore the many opportu-
nities for American education and a chance to provide consumers with choices in
education.

The 1980s are, and will continue to be, challenging for America. Our educational
system must be at the forefront as we move from an industrial-based economy to a
service-oriented one. We cannot shrink in fear from that challenge, but instead
must meet it head on.

As indicated by the conclusions of the Minneapolis/St. Paul Citizen's League
Study of Education, creativity is the key to the future.

"We need a climate which encourages, defends, and rewards innovative results.
We need flexibility to contract with other providers for certain services, to match
teachers to the instructional path. There is enormous unused creative potential
among today's teachers and frustration which can be converted to renewed commit-
ment if we had the courage to remove the barriers, many of which are firmly fixed
in existing policies and procedures, now discouraging more individual responsibility
for improving performance."

Expansion of choice, through programs such as tuition tax credits, will ultimately
return preeminence to education to the American public.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN

Mr. Chairman, the tuition tax credit legislation that we are holding hearings on
today is a matter of justice for the 5 million students currently enrolled in the Na-
tion s elementary and secondary nonpublic schools.

I have been a strong proponent of tuition tax credit legislation, having introduced
such measures in the 95th, 96th, and 97th Congresses. The first bill I introduced
(with Senator Packwood) upon coming to the Senate proposed the creation of a tu-
ition tax credit plan not unlike the measure the Finance Committee recommended
to the full Senate for enactment last year. In 1978, Senator Packwood and I chaired
3 full days of hearings on an elementary, secondary, and postsecondary tuition tax
credit measure we had introduced. Tuition tax credit legislation Nmssed the House of
Representatives that year and our proposal nearly passed the Senate as well. Sena-
tor Packwood and I reintroduced our bill in the 96th Congress but no action was
taken on it during that session.

This has not been a business for the short winded. In 1961, 1 wrote an article for
the Reporter, entitled "How Catholics Feel About Federal School Aid." In it, I ad-
dressed the upcoming debate over the question of whether Federal aid ought to be
provided to education. I emphasized that if such aid were to be forthcoming, the
question of providing such aid to the Catholic schools (at the time they enrolled over
85 percent of the students attending non ublic schools at the elementary and sec-
ondary levels) would need to be resolved if Federal aid to education was to become a
reality. As it happened, I was to become further involved with this matter while a
member of the administration of President Kennedy. President Kennedy had pro-
posed, in 1961, the creation of " $2.8 billion program of grants to States for class-
room construction and for increasing teacher's salaries. The President's advisers,
however, opposed making such aid available to church related schools. Having failed
to include provisions or the participation of the church-related schools, the
churches opposed the measure and this led in part to it not being a proved by Con-
gress. Similar efforts the following 2 years were unsuccessful as well. In 1964, after
extensive negotiations, in which I was the mediating party, the issue of Federal aid
to education including church-relating schools was resolved as between the Johnson
administration and the advocates of aid to all schools. It fell to me that summer to
draft the Democratic Party platform embodying that agreement. It read:

"New methods of financial aid must be explored, including the channeling of fed-
erally collected revenues to all levels of education, and to the extent permitted by
the Constitution, to all schools."
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President Johnson signed the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
on April 11 of that year. Included among its many provisions was a promise that
nonpublic schools would receive their fair share of Federal assistance provided to
education. Title I of that act provides:

"That to the extent consistent with the number of educationally deprived children
in the school district of the local education agency who are enrolled in private ele-
mentary and secondary schools, such agency has made provisions for including spe-
cial educational services and arrangements (such as dual enrollment educational
radio and television, and mobile educational services and equipment) in which such
children can participate."

In the main this was intended to mean that Title I services would be provided to
needy school children, regardless of where they attended school. Instructional equip-
ment and other aid authorized by the act was to be treated in a similar fashion. But
the promise of 1965 has not been kept. In the 17 years since Congress passed and
President Johnson signed that landmark measure into law, participation by the
nonpublic sector has never equaled the commitment made. Successive Congresses
and administrations have been either unable or willing to take whatever steps are
needed to see that nonpublic schools receive their fair share. Given this history of
failed promises, and given what I view as the desirability of encouraging the diversi-
ty and pluralism which the nonpublic sector brings to education in this Nation, I
believe it entirely appropriate for Congress to enact a. system of tuition tax credits
designed to assist those parents who choose to send their children to nongovernment
schools.

Such assistance has been promised repeatedly in recent years by both the Demo-
cratic and Republican Parties and their Presidential candidates.

When President Reagan sent his proposal for tuition tax credits in 1982 to the
Congress I commended him for being the first American President to propose such
legislation. This was indeed a momentous occasion. While other candidates had
pledged to do so, President Reagan was the only one in a position to carry out his
campaign promise. Thus, on July 16, with only a few months remaining in the 97th
Congress (and with little assurance that a consensus could be reached) the Finance
Committee began hearings on S. 2673, the administration's tuition tax credit plan,
introduced by my colleague, Senator Dole, the distinguished chairman of the com-
mittee.

Let me emphasize the two major concerns I have had with the tuition tax credit
legislation that has come before this committee previously. First, no student attend-
ing a school that practices illegal discrimination would benefit from the availability
of tuition tax credits. This bill, like the bill that came out of the Finance Committee
last year, directs the Attorney General upon a finding of good cause to seek declara-
tory judgments against schools which discriminate. Such an action could be brought
in response to a complaint of discrimination filed by individuals or upon evidence
presented showing that a school was following a racially discriminatory policy. If
the Attorney General brought such an action and prevailed, the parents of any stu-
dent attending the school would be ineligible for tuition tax credits. In addition, the
tuition tax credit program would not go into effect until it is firmly established that
section 501(cX3) of the Internal Revenue Code requires a school to maintain a racial-
ly nondiscriminatory policy. This issue shall be decided by either the Supreme Court
in connection with cases currently before it or, failing that, action by Congress.

Second, I continue to maintain that tuition tax credits must be refundable so as to
benefit low-income families who choose to send their children to nonpublic schools.
Members of the committee agreed with me last-year when we considered the Presi-
dent's bill, and our intent at the time was to offer a committee amendment on the
floor of the Senate. I hope the same shall be done this year, as the bill before us
now contains no refundability provisions.

Tuition tax credits have been claimed by some to be of aid almost exclusively to
white families. This is not so. Catholic schools, which make up the largest portion to
nonpublic schools in the nation, have shown an increase in minority enrollment
over the last 12 years. In the 1970-71 school year, Blacks made up 4.8 percent of the
total elementary and secondary enrollment in Catholic schools in the country. In
1982-83, the enrollment of Blacks grew to 8.8 percent of the total student popula-
tion. The percentage of Hispanics also increased from 5.0 percent to 9.1 percent over
the same period. Minority enrollment in Catholic schools has gone from slightly
over 10 percent to more than 20 percent in the past 12 years.

Assistance to education, including aid to the nonpublic sector, is a well estab-
lished idea. It has been endorsed repeatedly by many both in and outside of Govern-
ment. Still, as I have remarked at the hearings Senator Packwood and I have held
on this subject over the past six and a half years, many remain of the view that
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providing any assistance to nonpublic schools is a concept somehow foreign to the
American experience. I believe that our hearings have had substantial educational
value in this regard. They have, in my view, dispelled the myth that State aid to
private schools is somehow a new concept or that the Founding Fathers believed
that the first amendment barred any assistance to church-related schools. There is a
history here and if our hearings have accomplished anything they have served to
establish the important historical and contemporary role that non-public schools
have played in our society.

The legislation we are holding hearings on today is intended to insure that stu-
dents in nonpublic schools receive a fair share of assistance from the Federal Gov-
ernment. The public schools do and must come first; the vast bulk of current Feder-
al education expenditures goes to the public schools and their students. This is as it
should be. But that does not mean we should forget the nonpublic schools and their
students. Rather, we would strive to confer justice on nonpublic education, to treat
private school students the same as public school students, and finally to fulfill the
promise we made in 1964. I continue to regard tuition tax credits as a reasonable
and desirable means of achieving these objectives, and urge my colleagues to give
our proposal the consideration it merits.

STATEMENT BY U.S. SENATOR DAVID BOREN

I think it is very unfortunate the Administration has again decided to pursue its
tuition tax credit proposal. Frankly, I had hoped that with the demise of this legisla-
tion in the 97th Congress we had seen the last of it.

At the outset, I want to make it clear I am opposed to tuition tax credits primar-
ily because of the negative effects I believe they would have on our public education
system. No one believes any more strongly than I do that parents should have the
right to send their children to a private school if they so choose. It is one thing to
have that right, however, but quite another to expect the federal government to en-
courage and support it through the tax system. I, for one, do not believe the federal
government has that obligation to provide direct financial assistance for private
education.

I want to focus my comments today on the impact I believe this proposal would
have on the public schools. It is both ironic and regrettable that, at a time when we
should be searching for ways to re-vitalize and upgrade the nation's public educa-
tion system, we are holding these hearings on a proposal which, in my opinion, will
only undermine the system.

The just-released report of the National Commission on Excellence in Education
has called attention to the major challenges we face in educating the next genera-
tion of America's leaders. As we all know, the task of achieving excellence in educa-
tion is certainly not an easy one. Nothing short of a determined national effort will
succeed in keeping our educational system in step with the rapid changes taking
place in the world.

Public education has been a powerful force in our national development. Ameri-
ca's pre-eminence in world affairs has been achieved largely because of the nation's
investment in public education. We have invested not only our financial resources,
but our national will in support of free public education for all our citizens.

Now, at a time when America's pre-eminence and leadership is being challenged,
we must rediscover the central importance of the nation's public school system and
the role it plays in producing our scientists, mathematicians, skilled workers and
engineers, to name just a few.

Perhaps more importantly, however, I believe establishment of a tuition tax
system for private schools will lead to an erosion of something which has made our
American democracy unique. I am speaking here of the role p'lblic education has
played in bridging gaps and promoting understanding in our society, in creating a
sense of community which comes from a shared, common experience in a classroom
by children of different economic, racial and cultural backgrounds.

In some countries it is the privileged few, the wealthy, or those who enjoy major-
ity status, who are permitted an education. In this nation, however, we have com-
mitted ourselves to the ideal that all citizens, regardless of race, religion, or finan-
cial means, are entitled to a free public education and one which is just as good as
could be purchased by the wealthiest individual. Reducing funding for public educa-
tion will clearly not help us reach that ideal.

Many of our greatest leaders, both in the private and public sectors, have come
from the humblest of origins. For most of these individuals, the public schools have
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provided the means whereby they were able to develop their minds and reach their
full potentials.

How tragic it will be if we ever lose sight of the fact that public education has
contributed so much to our democracy. Out of the shared, common experiences of
the public schools has emerged our national identity. I firmly believe we should be

____acting to reaffirm the importance of public education to our national life by reject-
i-ng proposals such as tuition tax credits, for they can only serve to weaken our com-
mitment to the public schools.

21-573 0-83-2
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES GRASSLEY

Mr. Chairman, the bill before us today, S. 628, would establish a nonrefundable
tax credit for 50 percent of tuition paid during a taxable year to elementary and
secondary schools with non-discriminatory policies.

The measure before us provides a maximum tuition tax credit to a taxpayer on
behalf of each dependent in the following amounts: $100 paid in 1983; $200 paid in
1984; and $300 paid in 1985 and subsequent years. The maximum credit would be
reduced by a specified percentage for taxpayers earning over $40,000 annually. The
credit would phase out entirely when the taxpayers earn $60,000 per year. The bill
also prohibits parents from claiming the credit if their children are enrolled in a
school with a racially discriminatory policy. Senators Packwood, Moynihan and
Bradley studied this language at length last year and agreed upon the language in
this measure as the most effective way to prevent federal furtherance of racially
discriminatory policies of educational institutions.

Despite the considerable controversy that surrounds the concept of tuition tax
credits, I believe that this committee should lower the income cap limit. To accom-
plish this goal, I introduced a bill this week which competely phases out the credit
at $50,000 rather than $60,000, yet retains the exact language of this bill in every
other respect. When this bill is marked up, I intend to offer a similar amendment.

This legislation should prove to be constitutionally acceptable, educationally bene-
ficial and helpful in giving parents a broad range of choices for their children.
Historically, our nation has supported the right of parents to be personally involved
in the education of their children. Indeed, until the late 19th century, schools were
not primarily state-supported, state-founded or state-initiated. A pluralistic society
such as ours should highly value the encouragement of increased educational
choices, not narrow options. We should be stimulating innovation and flexibility, not
monolithic institutions. We should be spurring genuine competition in the market-
place of ideas, not limiting the intellectual outlets of our youth.

Economically, tuition tax credits should benefit lower and middle income parents.
A majority of parents with children in private elementary and secondary schools
have incomes of $25,000 or less. These parents are strapped by inflation, taxation
and the recession we are emerging from this spring. Without tuition tax credits, the
exercise of educational choice is a financial hardship except for the well-to-do. Tax
credits, unlike deductions, give an income-constant benefit, which means lower
income taxpayers will proportionately benefit more than upper income individuals.

Parents of private school children support the public education system through
state and local taxes. This credit is designed to provide them some very modest
relief for the cost of supporting a dual education system. In the-case of religious
schools, it enables them to exercise the constitutional rights guaranteed under the
Free Exercise clause.

Assuming that there must be stringent controls to disallow tuition credits to ra-
cially discriminatory schools, I believe the tuition tax credit would encourage plural-
ism, not stifle it. The comments of the witnesses on this year's legislation will be
important to all of us in trying to perfect and advance this measure.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVID PRYOR

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to this hearing today on S. 528, the Educational
Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983. I know that you and three other of my col-
leagues on this committee, Senators Packwood, Roth and Moynihan, are actively
supporting this measure.

Mr. Chairman, I have strong reservations about the whole concept of tuition tax
credits. I realize that this subject is not a new one. The summary of this area by the
staff of the Joint Committee shows the amount of activity just in the last few years,
and this committee even reported out a bill in the 97th Congress on this subject.
However, many questions need to be answered.

For instance, I am concerned about the effect of this proposal on public education
which is already under severe pressures. Additionally, I have concerns about consti-
tutional problems with this proposal.

I also am bothered by the revenue loss from this measure. From my calculations,
the estimated revenue loss by the Joint Committee on Taxation is $245 million in
FY 1984; $526 million in FY 1985; and roughly $3 billion over a five-year period. I
simply don't think we can enact this bill at a time when the budget deficits are con-
tinuing to mount. Two days ago we learned that the deficit for the first six months
of this fiscal year was $129.2 billion. The deficit for the entire last fiscal year (Fiscal
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Year 1982) was a record $110.6 billion. Therefore, we've already set a new record-
but we did it in just six months time and the picture doesn't get any better.

Mr. Chairman, this is an extremely complicated area, and one which deserves de-
tailed consideration. I look forward to hearing the testimony of the witnesses today
and I appreciate your holding this hearing on this very important subject.

VF
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DESCRIPTION OF S. 528

(THE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY AND
EQUITY ACT OF 1983)

RELATING TO

TAX CREDIT FOR TUITION EXPENSES

INTRODUCTION

The Senate Committee on Finance has scheduled a public hear-
ing on S. 528, the Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983
(introduced by Senators Dole, Packwood, Moynihan, Roth, and
D'Amato), relating to tax credits for private elementary and sec-
ondary education expenses.

This pamphlet, prepared in connection with the hearing, has
four parts. The first part is a summary of present law and the bill.
Part two describes present law. Part three discusses prior Congres-
sional action relating to tuition tax benefits. Part four provides a
detailed description of the provisions of S. 528, including effective
date and estimated revenue effect.
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I. SUMMARY

Present law provides no tax credit or deduction for personal edu-
cational expenses. However, in certain cases, taxpayers are entitled
to a personal exemption for a dependent, which they could not
claim otherwise, because the dependent is a student. Moreover, in-
dividuals generally may exclude from gross income amounts re-
ceived as scholarships and fellowships, or amounts received under
qualified educational assistance programs. Finally, certain types of
"job-related" education expenses may be deducted.

The bill would provide a nonrefundable credit for 50 percent of
tuition expenses paid to private elementary and secondary schools
for certain qualified dependents of the taxpayer. The maximum
credit per dependent would be $100 in 1983, $200 in 1984, and $300
in 1985 and subsequent years. The maximitm credit amount would
be phased down for taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes of great-
er than $40,000 and no credit would be allowed for taxpayers with
adjusted gross incomes of $60,000 or more.

For tuition expenses to be creditable, a school could not follow a
racially discriminatory policy. An eligible school (i.e., a school that
is exempt from taxation under Code sec. 501(a) as an organization
described in Code sec. 501(cX3)) would be required to include a
statement of its nondiscriminatory policy in any published by-laws,
admissions materials, and advertising, and to file annually with
the Treasury Department a statement that it has not followed a ra-
cially discriminatory policy. Generally, a copy of this statement
also would have to be furnished to each individual who pays tuition

--to the school and be attached to any return on which credits are
claimed. In addition, the bill would disallow credits for payments to
any school found to be following a racially discriminatory policy in
an action brought by the Attorney General under the bill's declara-
tory judgment provisions.

The bill generally would apply to tuition paid or incurred after
July 31, 1983, for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1982;
however, no credits-would be allowed until either a final decision
by the Supreme Court of the United States or an Act of Congress
prohibits the granting of a tax exemption under section 501(a) of
the Internal Revenue Code by reason of section 501(cX3) to private
educational institutions that maintain a racially discriminatory
policy or practice as to students. Credits would be effective on a
prospective basis after such final decision or Act of Congress.
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II. PRESENT LAW

Tax Benefits for Educational Expenses
Special rule for claiming dependency exemption for a child who is a

student
In certain cases, taxpayers are entitled to a personal exemption

for a dependent, which they otherwise could not claim, because the
dependent is a student. Generally, a taxpayer may claim a $1,000
personal exemption for each dependent who has less than $1,000
gross income for a taxable year. However, the gross income limita-
tion does not apply if the dependent is the taxpayer's child and is
under the age of 19 or is a student (Code sec. 151).
Income tax exclusion for scholarships and fellowships

Individuals generally may exclude from income amounts re-
ceived as scholarships and fellowships (Code sec. 117). The exclu-
sion also covers incidental amounts received to cover expenses for
travel, research, clerical help, and equipment when they are ex-
pended for these purposes. The exclusion for scholarships and fel-
lowship grants is restricted to educational grants by relatively dis-
interested grantors who do not require any significant considera-
tion (e.g., promises of future services) from the recipient, except in
the case of certain Federal grants. Similarly, where an educational
institution allows delayed payment of tuition, the Internal Revenue
Service regards tuition postponement to. be a loan and, therefore,
not includible as income to the student (Rev. Rul. 72-2, 1972-1 C.B.
19).
Deduction for "job-related" educational expenses

Education expenses which qualify as trade or business expenses
under Code section 162 may be deducted. Expenditures made by an
individual for his own education generally are deductible if they
are for education which (1) maintains or improves skills required
by the individual's employment or other trade or business or (2)
meets the express requirements of the individual's employer or the
requirements of applicable law or regulations imposed as a condi-
tion to the retention by the individual of an established employ-
ment relationship, status, or rate of compensation (Treas. Reg. sec.
1.162-5(a)). These types of education commonly are called "job-re-
lated" education.
Income tax exclusion for amounts received under educational assist-

ance programs
For taxable years beginning after December 31, 1978, and before

December 31, 1983, amounts paid by an employer for an employee's
educational expenses may be excluded from the employee's income
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if paid pursuant to a qualified educational assistance program
(Code sec. 127). A qualified educational assistance program must be
a separate written plan of an employer for the exclusive benefit of
employees. The plan also must meet requirements with reset to
nondiscrimination in contributions or benefits and in eligibility or
enrollment, but it need not be funded or approved in advance by
the Internal Revenue Service. For a program to qualify, the em-
ployees must be given adequate notification and must not be able
to choose taxable benefits in lieu of the educational assistance.

Benefits which may be provided under the program include tu-
ition, feed, and similar payments, books, supplies, and equipment.
Covered studies need not be restricted to courses which are job-re-
lated or part of a degree program. I However, an employee claiming
an exclusion under this section may not claim any other deduction
or credit (e.g., a Code sec. 162 deduction for job-related education)
with respect to any excludible benefits.
Other tax provisions of benefit to education

Some provisions that benefit education, in general, and some-
times students, in particular, include the exclusion from income of
gifts (Code sec. 102), which may comprise a large portion of a stu-
dent's educational expenses and the charitable contribution deduc-
tion (Code sec. 170), which allows a deduction for charitable contri-
butions (not tuition payments) to educational institutions. Other

iions, such as the exclusion of interest on State and municipal
nds (Code sec. 103) and the deduction for State and local taxes

(Code sec. 164) indirectly assist publicly-supported educational insti-
tutions by easing the financial burden of State and local govern-
ments.
Effect of Racial Discrimination on Tax-Exempt Status of Private

Schools
The Internal Revenue Service issued a revenue ruling and a rev-

enue procedure,2 in 1971 and 1972, respectively, which state that
private schools with racially- discriminatory policies as to students
will not be recognized as organizations exempt from Federal
income tax. These documents also set forth guidelines for determin-
ing whether certain private schools have adequately publicized
their racially nondiscriminatory policies so as to enable them to
qualify for tax-exempt status.

In 1975, the IRS published Revenue Procedure 75-50, 1975-2 C.B.
587, which sets forth guidelines and recordkeeping requirements
for determining whether private schools have racially nondiscri-
minatory policies. This revenue procedure superseded Rev. Proc.
72-54, supra.

In general, the 1975 guidelines provide that to obtain recognition
of tax-exempt status under section 501(cX3):

(1) A school must include a statement in its charter, by-laws,
or other governing instrument, or in a resolution of its govern-

'Generally, however, no exclusion is permitted for educational assistance furnished for
courses involving sports, games, or hobbies.

$Rev. Rul. 71-447, 1971-2 C.B. 230 and Rev. Proc. 72-54, 1972-2 C.B. 834. These documents
were issued in response to Green v. ConnaU, 330 F. Supp. 1150 (D.D.C.) affd per curiam sub
nom. Coit v. Green, 404 U.S. 997 (1971), which held that racially discriminator private school
are not entitled to the Federal tax exemptions provided for educational organizations and that
gifts to such schools are not deductible as charitable contributions by the donors.
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ing body, that it has a racially nondiscriminatory policy as to
students and, therefore, does not discriminate against appli-
cants;

(2) the school must include a statement of its racially nondis-
criminatory policy as to students in all its brochures and cata-
logues dealing with student admissions, programs, and scholar-
ships;

(3) the school must make its racially nondiscriminatory
policy known to all segments of the general community served
by the school;

(4) the school must be able to show that all of its programs
and facilities are operated in a racially nondiscriminatory
manner; and

(5) as a general rule, all scholarships or other comparable
benefits procurable for use at the school must be offered on a
racially nondiscriminatory basis. Their availability on this
basis must be made known throughout the general community
being served by the school and should be referred to in the
publicity necessary to satisfy the third requirement in order
for that school to be considered racially nondiscriminatory as
to students.

This revenue procedure also requires that an individual author-
ized to act officially on behalf of a school which claims to be racial-
ly nondiscriminatory as to students must certify annually, under
penalties of perjury, that to the best of his knowledge and belief
the school has satisfied the requirements listed in the procedure.

The 1975 revenue procedure further provides that the existence
of a racially discriminatory policy with respect to employment of
faculty and administrative staff is indicative of a racially discrimi-
natory policy as to students, while, conversely, the absence of racial
discrimination in employment of faculty and administrative staff is
indicative, of a racially nondiscriminatory policy as to students.
Failure to comply with the guidelines set forth in Revenue Proce-
dure 75-50 ordinarily results in the proposed revocation of the tax-
exempt status of a school.

Through provisions enacted as part of annual appropriations leg-
islation, the Congrems has, at various times in the past, forbidden
the Internal Revenue Service from developing or carrying out any
rulings, procedures, or other positions concerning tax exemption
for racially discriminatory private schools beyond those that were
in effect prior to August 22, 1978.3

The issue of whether schools with racially discriminatory policies
may qualify for tax-exempt status currently is pending before the
U.S. Supreme Court in the cases of Goldsboro Christian Schools,
Inc. v. United States (No. 81-1) and Bob Jones University v. United
States (No. 81-3).

S This prohibition originally was enacted in response to the fact that on August 21, 1978, the
Interfial Rvenue Service proposed publication of a revenue procedure intended to revise admin-
istrative guidelines for determining whether a private schooloperates in a racially discriminato-
ry manner. As a result of the reopening of litigation in Green v. Connally, supra, and Wright v.
Miller, 480 F. Supp. 790 (D.D.C. 1979), rev d sub nor. Wright v. Regan, 656 F. 2d 820 (D.C. Cir.
1981), the IRS had concluded that its prior revenue procedures had not been effective in identi-
fying schools that were racially discriminatory even though they had professed an open enroll.
ment policy and had complied with the requirements of Revenue Procedure 75-50.
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III. PRIOR CONGRESSIONAL ACTION
In the 1950's, tax deductions from adjusted gross income for someportion of college expenses and an additional personal exemption

fgr each student were the most common legislative proposals for
tax relief for educational expenses. In the 1960's, tax credit propos-
als became popular. From 1967 to 1977, six education tax credit
proposals passed the Senate, but none was ever approved by the

ouse of Representatives. As noted below, different tuition tax
credit proposals passed both the House and Senate in 1978.

1977 Legislation
The Social Security Financing Amendments of 1977, as passed by

the Senate, contained an amendment, known as the "Roth amend-
ment," to provide a tax credit for certain educational expenses.
This amendment was deleted from the bill by the conferees.

The 1977 amendment would have allowed a tax credit for educa-
tional expenses paid by an individual for himself, his spouse, or his
dependents. The credit would have covered 100 percent of the eligi-
ble educational- expenses at institutions of higher education (but
not graduate schools) or postsecondary vocational schools, up to a
maximum of $250 for any one individual. This credit would have
been refundable only for the first year that it was effective.

1978 Legislation
In February 1.978, the Senate Finance Committee reported a

House-paseed tariff bill with an amendment providing a refundable
credit for tuition and fees paid for undergraduate college and post-
secendary vocational school expenses after August 1, 1978, and for
elementary and secondary school expenses after August 1, 1980. On
August 1, 1981, this credit would have been extended to the educa-
tional expenses of graduate students and part-time students. The
credit would have been for an amount equal to 50 percent of tu-
ition and fees, with a maximum credit of $250 per-student per-year
as of August 1, 1978, increasing to a maximum of $500 per student
on August 1, 1980. This bill was never considered on the Senate
floor.

The House Ways and Means Committee, in April, 1978, reported
a bill (the "Tuition Tax Credit Act of 1978") that would have pro-
vided a nonrefundable credit equal to 25 percent of the tuition paid
by the taxpayer to one or more eligible educational institutions for
himself, his spouse, or any of his dependents.'

This credit would have been available only for tuition paid to un-
dergraduate institutions of higher education and postsecondary vo-
cational schools. The maximum credit would have been $100 for
1978, $150 for 1979, and $250 for 1980.-

1 H.R. Rep. No. 95-1056, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978).
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The House amended this bill to provide a credit, with the samelimits applicable to tuition paid to undergraduate institutions, for
graduate postsecondary expenses. In addition, the bill was amended
to provide a credit for expenses paid to elementary and secondary
schools. The maximum credit for elementary and secondary school
expenses would have been $50 for 1978, $100 for 1979, and $100 for1980.

The Senate Finance Committee, in August 1978, reported the
House-passed bill with amendments (the ition Tax Relief Act of
1978").2 This bill would have provided a nonrefundable credit for
an amount equal to 50 percent of the educational expenses paid by
the taxpayer during the taxable year. Beginning August 1,_1978,
the maximum credit for undergraduate college or postsecondary vo-
cational school expenses would have been $250. This amount would
have increased to $500 on October 1, 1980. In addition, the credit
would have been expanded to cover students in private elementary
and secondary schools (including vocational secondary schools) and
half-time undergraduate students, as of October 1, 1981. The maxi-
mum credit for elementary and secondary school expenses would
have been $250. The Senate amended this bill by deleting coverage
for elementary and secondary school expenses and by providing
that no credit would be allowed after December 31, 1983.

On October 3, 1978, the Conference Committee reported a bill
that would have provided a credit equal to 35 percent of tuition
paid to institutions of higher education and postsecondary vocation-
al schools.3 The maximum credit allowed under this proposal
would have been $100 for 1978, $150 for 1979, $250 for 1980, and
$250 for 1981. The House rejected this proposal, and the Conference
Committee submitted a second report that, in addition to a credit
for higher education expenses, would have allowed a credit for sec-
ondary education expenses (a maximum credit of $50 in 1978, $100
in 1979, $100 in 1980, and $100 in 1981).4 This proposal was reject-
ed by the Senate.

96th Congress
Although there were several bills providing for tuition tax cr6d-

its introduced in the 96th Congress, no legislative action was taken
on them.

97th Congress
In the 97th Congress, the Senate Committee on Finance reported

a bill similar to S. 528 (see, S. Rep. No. 97-576, 97th Cong., 2d. Sess.
(1982)). That bill (H.R. 1635) differed from S. 528 in that it would
have provided no credit for tuition paid to a school having an ad-
missions policy that discriminated against handicapped children, or
attendance at which did not satisfy State compulsory attendance
laws. In addition, no credit would have been allowed or taxpayers
with adjusted gross income of $50,000 or more (rather than $60,000
or more).

I S. Rep. No. 95-1066, 95th Cong., 2d Sees. (1978).
3 H.R. Rep. No. 95-1682, 95th Cong., 2d See. (1978). A similar provision was contained in the

Senate version of the Revenue Act of 1978, but was deleted in conference. (See, H.R. Rep. No.
95-1800, 95th Cong., 2d Sees. (1978).)4 H.R. Rep. No. 95-1790, 95th Cong., 2d Sea. (1978).
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE BILL

A. General Provisions

Congressional findings
The bill contains a policy statement that sets forth propositions

that are based upon a Congressional finding that it is the policy of
the United States to foster educational opportunity, diversity, and
choice for all Americans. This policy statement concludes that the
primary purpose of the bill would be to enhance equality of educa-
tional opportunity, diversity, and choice for Americans.
Credit for tuition expenses

Under the bill, an individual would be allowed to claim a nonre-
fundable tax credit for 50 percent of certain tuition expenses paid
during the taxable year to one or more eligible private educational
institutions. Credits would be allowed only with respect to tuition
paid for certain dependents who are under age 20 at the close of
the taxable year in which the expenses are paid and with respect
to whom the individual is permitted to claim dependency exemp-
tions. Provided that over half of his or her support is received from
the taxpayer, the payment of tuition expenses for (1) a son or
daughter or a descendant of either, (2) a stepson or stepdaughter,
(3) a brother, sister, stepbrother, or stepsister, (4) a son or daughter
of a brother or sister, or (5) an individual (other than the taxpay-
er's spouse) who has as his or her principal place of abode the
home of the taxpayer and who is a member of the taxpayer's
household, would qualify for the credit. Except for the taxpayer's
children, these individuals would be required to have less than
$1,000 of gross income for the calendar year in order to be claimed
as dependents.
Eligible educational institutions and qualified tuition expenses

The credit would be available only with respect to tuition paid to
certain educational institutions. An educational institution would
be required to meet the following requirements in order for tuition
paid to it to be a creditable expense:

(1) It must provide a full-time program of elementary or second-
ary education;

(2) It must be a privately operated, not-for-profit, day or residen-
tial school; and

(3) It must be exempt from taxation under Code section 501(a) as
an organization described in section 501(cX3). 1 (This includes

I These are organizations that are organized and operated exclusively for reliious, charitable,
educational, or other enumerated purposes, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the
benefit of any private shareholder or individual and which meet certain other specified require-
ments.
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church-operated schools that currently are exempt from the re-
quirement that applications for recognition of tax-exempt status be
filed with the Internal Revenue Service.)

While the bill would not require a private school to have by-laws,
advertisements, admission application forms, or other such publica-
tions, if an institution does have any such publications they would
be required to include a statement that the institution does not dis-
criminate against applicants or students on the basis of race. The
form or manner for making this statement is to be prescribed by
Treasury Regulations.

Tuition expenses eligible for the credit would be tuition and fees,
paid for the full-time enrollment or attendance of a student at an
educational institution, including required fees for courses. Howev-
er, amounts paid for (1) books, supplies, and equipment for courses
of instruction; (2) meals, lodging, transportation, or personal living
expenses; (3) education below the first-grade level, such as attend-
ance at a kindergarten, nursery school, or similar institution; and
(4) education beyond the twelfth-grade level would not be eligible
for the credit.
Limitations on credit amount

The credit would be subject both to a maximum dollar amount
and a limitation based upon the amount of a taxpayer's adjusted
gross income. Both the maximum dollar amount of the credit and
the maximum income limitation would be phased in over a three-
year period.

The maximum credit allowable to a taxpayer with respect to tu-
ition expenses paid on behalf of each dependent would be:

(1) $100 in the case of tuition expenses paid or incurred after
July 31, 1983, in taxable years beginning in 1983;

(2) $200 in the case of tuition expenses paid or incurred in
taxable years beginning in 1984; and

(3) $300 in the case of tuition expenses paid or incurred in
taxable years beginning in 1985 or later.

A special rule would provide that any tuition tax credits available
to any taxpayer could not be taken into account in determining the
estimated tax of a taxpayer for any taxable year beginning before
January 1, 1984, or in determining the number of withholding ex-
emptions to which any taxpayer would be entitled with respect to
remuneration paid before January 1, 1984.

The maximum credit amount would be reduced by a specified
percentage of the amount by which a taxpayer's adjusted gross
income for the taxable year exceeds $40,000 ($20,000 in the case of
a married individual filing a separate return). The phase-out rate
would be .5 percent for taxable years beginning in 1983; 1.0 percent
for taxable years beginning in 1984, and 1.5 percent for taxable
years beginning in 1985 and thereafter. These percentage phase-out
rates would be doubled for married individuals filing separate re-
turns. Thus, for taxable years beginning in 1985, a taxpayer with
adjusted gross income of $60,000 or more ($30,000 in the case of a
married individual filing a separate return) would receive no tax
credit.
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Special rules
Under the bill, otherwise eligible tuition expenses would be re-

duced by certain amounts paid to the taxpayer or his dependents.
These amounts are: (1) amounts received from tax-free scholarships
or fellowship grants; (2) certain Veterans' benefits; and (3) other
tax-exempt educational financial assistance (except for excluded
gifts, bequests, devises, or inheritances). If the scholarship is paid
directly to the school and the school sends a bill for tuition to the
taxpayer that is net of the scholarship, the taxpayer would not be
deemed to have been paid the scholarship; the scholarship would
be excluded from the computation of tuition expense.

B. Anti-discrimination Provisions

Overview
No tax credit would be permitted for tuition payments to schools

that follow racially discriminatory policies. The bill would define
the term "race" to include color or national origin.

Under the bill, an educational institution would be treated as fol-
lowing a racially discriminatory policy if it refused, on account of
race: (1) to admit applicants as students; (2) to admit students to
the rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally made
available to students by the educational institution; or (3) to allow
students to participate in its scholarship, loan, athletic, or other
programs.

A racially discriminatory policy would not include failure to
pursue or achieve any racial quota, proportion, or representation in
the student body.

Required publication of nondiscriminatory policy and report to
Treasury Department

Eligible schools would be required to include a statement of non-
discriminatory policy in all published by-laws, application forms,
advertising, or other such published documents.

The bill would also require a school to file annually with the
Treasury Department a statement declaring that it had not fol-
lowed a racially discriminatory policy and indicating whether a
judgment declaring that the school had followed a racialy discrimi-
natory policy was in effect. The statement would have to indicate
whether the school had complied with the requirement that it in-
'elude a statement of nondiscriminatory policy in its published by-
:laws, application forms, advertising, etc. Additionally, a copy of the
nondiscrimination statement would generally have to be furnished
to each person paying tuition to the school. A copy of the state-
ment would have to be attached to the ta return of each person
claiming a credit for tuition paid to the school.
Enforcement proceedings

Under the bill, the Attorney General would be responsible for de-
termining whether a school followed a racially discriminatory
policy.2 The Attorney General would be authorized and directed to

'The bill, as printed contains a typographical error on pge 6, line 7. The correct text of the
bill, as introduced on February 17, 1983, appears on page Milk of the Congressional Record for
that day,
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seek a declaratory judgment against a school after receiving a writ-
ten allegation of discrimination filed by a complainant against the
school and finding good cause. This written allegation would be re-
quired to allege with specificity that (1) the school had committed a
racially discriminatory act against a student applicant or student
within one year preceding the date on which the allegation was
made, or (2) that the school had made a communication within one
year preceding the date on which the allegation was made, express-
ingthat the school follows a racially discriminatory policy.

The Attorney General would be required, upon receipt of a writ-
ten allegation, promptly to notify the school, in writing, of the. ex-
istence of the allegation. Before commencing a declaratory judg-
ment proceeding, t e Attorney General also would be required to
give the school a fair opportunity to comment on the allegations
made against it by the complainant and to show that the racially
discriminatory policy alleged in the written allegation either did
not exist or had been abandoned.

If the Attorney General decided not to seek a declaratory judg-
ment against the school, he would be required to make available to
the complainant the information on which he based his decision,
including any relevant information submitted by the school. He
would not be required or authorized, however, to make available
any information the disclosure of which would violate any Federal
or State law protecting personal privacy or confidentiality.

Instead of seeking a declaratory judgment, the Attorney General
could, in his discretion, enter into a settlement agreement with a
school against which an allegation of discrimination had been
made. However, before doing so, the Attorney General would be re-
quired to find that the school had been acting in good faith and
had abandoned its racially discriminatory policy. A copy of any set-
tlement agreement would be required to be furnished to the com-
plainant whose allegations resulted in the Attorney General's in-
vestigation. If the school violated the settlement agreement, then
no subsequent allegation would need to be filed before the Attorney
General could initiate a declaratory judgment proceeding or com-
mence a proceeding to enforce the terms of the settlement.
Attorneys' fees

The bill would authorize the district court to award costs and
reasonable attorneys' fees to a school prevailing in a declaratory
judgment proceeding brought by the Attorney General.
Discontinuance of racially discriminatory policy

7%e bi provides that a school against which a declaratory judg-
ment had been rendered could, at any time after one year from the
date of the judgment, file with the district court a motion to modify
the judgment to include a declaration that the school no longer fol-
lowed a racially discriminatory policy. The motion by the school
would be granted, and tuition paid to the school that is otherwise
qualified would again become eligible for tax credits, unless the At-
torney General established that the declaration by the school was
false, or that the school had, within the preceding year, (1) commit-
ted a racially discriminatory act against a student or applicant, (2)
communicated that it followed a discriminatory policy, or (3) en-
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gaged in a pattern of conduct to implement such a racially discrim-
inatory policy.

Period of disallowance of tax credits
No credits would be allowed for amounts paid to a school during

the period in which a declaratory judgment against the school was
in effect. Generally, a declaratory judgment would be effective be-
ginning with the calendar year in which it was entered by the dis-
trict court, whether or not it was appealed. The period of disallow-
ance would end only if a motion to reinstate credits was granted by
the district court. In that everit, credits would again be allowed be-
ginning with the year the motion was granted by the district court,
whether or not that motion was appealed.

Annual report by Attorney General
The bill would require the Attorney General to make an annual

report to the Congress on his activities regarding enforcement of
the anti-discrimination provisions.

Credit not to be considered as Federal assistance
The bill provides that tuition tax credits would not constitute

Federal financial assistance to educational institutions or the recip-
ients thereof.

C. Effective Date
The bill generally would be effective for tuition payments made

after July 31, 1983. However, no credits would be allowable until
either a final decision of the Supreme Court of the United States or
an Act of Congress prohibits the granting of a tax exemption under
Code section 501(a) by reason of section 501(cX3) to private educa-
tional institutions maintaining a racially discriminatory policy or
practice as to students.

D. Revenue Effect

It is estimated that the bill would reduce budget receipts by $245
million in fiscal year 1984, $526 million in fiscal year 1985, $753
million in fiscal year 1986, $779 million in fiscal year 1987, and $763
million in fiscal year 1988.
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98TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION .528

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide a Federal income tax
credit for tuition.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

FEBRUARY 17 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 14), 1983
Mr. DOLE (for himself, Mr. PACKWOOD, Mr. MOYNIHAN, Mr. ROTH, and Mr.

D'AMATO) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide a

Federal income tax credit for tuition.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Educational Opportunity

5 and Equity Act of 1983".

6 SEC. 2. CONGRESSIONAL FINDINGS AND PURPOSES.

7 (a) FINDJNG.-The Congress finds that it is the policy

8 of the United States to foster educational 6 pportmuity, diver-

9 sitV, ana choice for all Americans. Therefore, this Act recog-

10 n:2es that-

21-573 0-83-3
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1 (1) pluralism is one of the great strengths of

2 American society, diversity in education is an impor-

3 tant contributor to that pluralism, and nonpublic

4 schools play an indispensable role in making that diver-

5 sity possible;

6 (2) the existence and availability of alternatives to

7 public education tend to strengthen public education

8 through competition and to improve the educational op-

9 portunitics .f all Americans;

10 (3) Americans should have equal opportunities to

11 choose between the education offered by public schools

12 and available in private educational systems and should

13 not be compelled because of economic circumstances to

14 accept education provided by government-created and

15 government-operated school systems, and to force such

16 a selection is an unfair and unjust discrimination

17 against persons of lesser means;

18 (4) increasing numbers of American families are

19 unable to afford nonpublic school tuition in addition to

20 the State and local taxes that go to support public

21 schools, and tax relief for nonpublic school tuition ex-

22 penses is necessary if American families are to contin-

23 ue to have a meaningful choice between public and pri-

24 vate education at the elementary and secondary levels;
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1 (5) tax relief in the form of tuition tax credits is

2 the fairest way to extend a choice in education to a

3 wide range of individuals, tax relief in the form of tu-

4 ition tax credits creates the least possible danger of in-

5 terference in the lives of individuals and families con-

6 sistent with achieving these ends, and tax relief in the

7 form of tuition tax credits achieves these ends with a

8 minimum of complexity so that those for whom the tax

9 relief is intended will be able to understand and take

10 advantage of it;

11 (6) the tax revenue loss occasioned by a tuition

12 tax credit for a child would be small compared to the

13 cost to State and local taxpayers of educating the child

14 at a public school; and

15 (7) equality of educational opportunity is the

16 policy of the United States, and the tax relief afforded

17 by this legislation should not be used to promote racial

18 discrimination.

19 The Congress finds that this Actwill expand opportunities

20 for personal liberty, diversity, and pluralism that constitute

21 important strengths of education in America.

22 (b) PURPOSE.-The primary purpose of this Act is to

23 enhance equality of educational opportunity, diversity, and

24 choice for Americans.
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1 SEC. 3. CREDIT FOR TUITION EXPENSES.

2 (a) IN GENERAL. -Subpart A of part IV of subchapter

3 A of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relat-

4 ing to credits allowable) is amended by inserting after section

5 44G the following new section:

6 "SEC. 44H. CREDIT FOR TUITION EXPENSES.

7 "(a) GENERAL RULE.-At the election of an individual,

8 there shall be allowed as a credit against the tax imposed by

9 this chapter for the taxable year an amount equal to 50 per-

10 cent of the qualified tuition expenses paid by such individual

11 during the taxable year for any qualified dependent.

12 "(b) LIMITATIONS.-

13 "(1) MAXIMUM DOLLAR AMOUNT PER QUALI-

14 FIED DEPENDENT.-

15 "(A) IN GENERAL.-The amount of the

16 credit allowable to the taxpayer under subsection

17 (a) with respect to any qualified dependent for any

18 taxable year shall not exceed the applicable

19 amount.

20 "(B) APPLICABLE AMOUNT.-For purposes

21 of thia paragraph, the term 'applicable amount'

22 means the excess, if any, of-

23 "(i) $300, over

24 "(ii) 1.5 percent (3 percent in the case

25 of a married individual who does not file a
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1 joint return) of the amount, if any, by which

2 the adjusted gross income of the taxpayer for

3 the taxable year exceeds $40,000 ($20,000

4 in the case of such married individual).

5 "(C) TRANSITIONAL RULE.-For taxable

6 years beginning after December 31, 1982, and

7 before January 1, 1985, subparagraph (B) shall

8 be applied-

9 "(i) in taxable years beginning in 1983,

10 by substituting-

11 "() '$100' for '$300',

12 "(I) '0.5 percent' for '1.5 per-

13 cent', and

14 "(IM) '1 percent' for '3 percent',

15 and

16 "(ii) in taxable years beginning in 1984,

17 by substituting-

18 "(1) '$200' for '$300',

19 "(II) '1 percent' for '1.5 percent',

20 and

21 "(I) '2 percent' for '3 percent'.

22 "(2) Credit not to exceed tax liability.-The

23 credit allowed by subsection (a) shall not exceed the

24 tax imposed by this chapter for the taxable year, re-

25 duced by the sum of the credits allowable under a sec-
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1 tion of this subpart having a lower number or letter

2 designation than this section, other than credits allow-

3 able by sections 31, 39, and 43.

4 "(C) CREDIT DENIED FOR AMOUNTS PAID TO RACIAL-

5 Li' DISCRIMINATORY INSTITUTIONS.-

6 "(1) DECLARATORY JUDGMENT ENTERED.-

7 "(A) IN GENERAL. -Credit shall be allowed

8 under this section for any amount paid to an edu-

9 cational institution during any taxable year if-

10 "(i) within the calendar year ending

11 with or within such taxable year or in any

12 preceding calendar year-

13 "(I) a judgment has been entered

14 by a district court of the United States

15 under section 7408 (regardless of

16 whether such judgment is appealed) de-

17 caring that such educational institution

18 follows a racially discriminatory policy,

19 or

20 "() an order by any United

21 States Court of Appeals has been made

22 which, by its terms, requires the district

23 court to enter such a judgment, and

24 "(ii) no order described in section

25 7408(f)(2) with respect to such educational
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1 institution has been entered which is in effect

2 for the calendar year ending with or within

3 such taxable year.

4 "(B) REVERSALS OF DECLARATORY JUDG-

5 MENTS OR ORDERS.-

6 "(i) IN oENRAL.-A judgment or

7 order described in subparagraph (AXi) en-

8 tered in an action brought with respect to an

9 educational institution shall not be taken into

10 account under subparagraph (A) for any tax-

11 able year if, after all appeals in such action

12 have been concluded or the time for filing

13 such appeals has expired, the declaration

14 contained in such judgment, or required to be

15 entered under the terms of such order, that

16 such institution has followed a racially

17 discriminatory policy is negated (other than

18 by reason of an order described in section

19 7408(f(2)).

20 "(i) WAIVER OF LIMITATIONS.-Not-

21 withstanding section 6511(a) or any other

22 period of limitation or lapse of time, a claim

23 for credit or refund of overpayment of the

24 tax imposed by this chapter which arises by

25 reason of this subparagraph may be filed by
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1 any person at any time within the 1-year

2 period beginning on the earlier of--

3 "(1) the date on which all appeals

4 with respect to the judgment or order

5_ described in subparagraph (A)(i) have

6 been concluded, or

7 "(I1) the date on which the time

8 for such appeals has expired.

9 Sections 6511(b) and 6514 shall not apply to

10 any claim for credit or refund filed under this

11 subparagraph within such 1-year period.

12 "(C) STAY OF DECLARATORY JUDGMENT.-

13 "(i) IN GENERAL.-Any judgment or

14 order-described in subparagraph (A)(i) shall

15 not be taken into account under subpara-

16 graph (A) for any taxable year if such judg-

17 ment or order is stayed as of the close of

18 such taxable year.

19 "(ii) REMOVAL OF STAY.-If a stay en-

20 tered against a judgment or order described

21 in subparagraph (AXi) is vacated-

22 "(1) this subparagraph shall not

23 apply with respect to such judgment or

24 order for any taxable year preceding the
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1 taxable year in which such stay is va-

2 cated, and

3 "(II) notwithstanding any other

4 provision of this title or of any other

5 law, the statutory period for the assess-

6 ment of a deficiency attributable to the

7 disallowance of any credit under this

8 section by reason of this clause shall not

9 expire before the date which is 3 years

10 after the close of the calendar year in

11 which such stay is removed.

12 "(D) WAIVER OF LIMITATIONS IF INSTITU-

13 TION CEASES TO DISCBIIONAT.-Notwithstand-

14 ing section 6511(a) or any other period of limita-

15 tion or lapse of time, a claim for credit or refund

16 of overpayment of the tax imposed by this chapter

17 which arises by reason of a reversal of any order

18 denying a motion under section 7408(fX1XA) may

19 be filed by any person at any time within the

20 1-year period beginning on the date on which

21 such reversal is made. Sections 6511(B) and 6514

22 shall not apply to any claim for credit or refund

23 filed under this subparagraph within such 1-year

24 period.

25 "(2) REQUIRED STATEMENTS.-
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"(A) STATEMBNTS FURNISHED BY INBTITU-

2 TIONS TO TEM SBCRBTARY.-No credit shall be

3 allowed under subsection (a) for amounts paid to

4 any educational institution during the taxable year

5 if such educational institution has not filed with

6 the Secretary (in such manner and form as the

7 Secretary shall by regulation prescribe) within 30

8 days after the close of the calendar year ending

9 with or within such taxable year a verified state-

10 ment which-

11 "(i) declares that such institution has

12 not followed a racially discriminatory policy

13 during such calendar year;

14 "(ii) indicates whether-

15 "00 a declaratory judgment or

16 order described in paragraph (IXAXi)

17 has been entered against such institu-

18 tion in an action brought under section

19 7408;

20 "(I) a stay against such judgment

21 or order is in effect; and

22 "(I) an order described in section

23 7408(0(2) is in effect; and
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"(iii) attests that such institution has

2 complied with the requirements of subsection

3 M(dX3)() during such calendar year.

4 "(B) STATEMENTS FURNISHED TO TAXPAY-

5 ERs.-Except as otherwise provided by regula-

6 tions, within 30 days after the close of the calen-

7 dar year to which the statement described in sub-

8 paragraph (A) relates, the educational institution

9 shall furnish a copy of such statement to all per-

10 sons who paid tuition expenses to the institution

11 in the calendar year to which such statement re-

12 lates.

13 "(C) STATEMENTS FURNISHED BY TAXPAY-

14 ERS TO THE SECBETARY.-No credit shall be al-

15 lowed to a taxpayer under subsection (a) for

16 amounts paid to an educational institution during

17 the taxable year if the taxpayer does not attach to

18 the return on which the taxpayer claims the credit

19 the statement described in subparagraph (A)

20 which is furnished by such institution for the cal-

21 endar year ending with or within such taxable

22 year of the taxpayer.

23 "(3) ENFORCEMENT BESPONSIBIITY.-The At-

24 torney General shall have exclusive authority under

25 this subsection to investigate and to determine whether
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1 an educational institution is. following a racially dis-

2 criminatory policy.

3 "(4) RACIALLY DISCRIMINATORY POLICY.-For

4 purposes of this subsection-

5 "(A) IN oENBAL.-An educational institu-

6 tion follows a racially discriminatory policy if such

7 institution refuses, on the basis of race, to-

8 "(i) admit applicants as students;

9 "(ii) admit students to the rights, privi-

10 leges, programs, and activities generally

11 made available to students by the educational

12 institution; or

13 "(ii) allow students to participate in its

14 scholarship, loan, athletic, or other programs.

15 "(B) QUOTAs, ETC.-The term 'racially dis-

16 criminatory policy' shall not include failure of any

17 educational institution to pursue or achieve any

18 racial quota, proportion, or representation in the

19 student body.

20 "(0) RAc.-The term 'race' shall include

21 color or national origin.

22 "(d) DBFINITIONS.-For purposes of this section-

23 - "(1) QUALIFIED TUITION EXPENSBE.-The term

24 'qualified tuition expenses' means the excess of-
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1 "(A) the amount of tuition expenses paid by

2 the taxpayer during the taxable year to any eligi-

3 ble educational institution for any qualified de-

4 pendent of such taxpayer, over

5 "(B) any scholarship or financial assistance

6 paid during such taxable year to such qualified de-

7 pendent or to the taxpayer with respect to such

8 qualified dependent.

9 "(2) QUALIFIED DEPENDENT.-The term 'quail-

10 fled dependent' means any individual-

H- - "(A) who is a dependent of the taxpayer

12 (other than an individual described in paragraph

13 (4), (5), (7), or (8) of section 152(a)),

14 - - - "(B) who has not attained 20 years of age at

15 the close of the taxable year, and

16 "(C) with respect to whom a deduction under

17 section 151 is allowable to the taxpayer for the

18 taxable year.

19 "(3) ELIGIBLE EDUCATION INSTITUTION.-The

20 term 'eligible educational institution' means an educ-

21 tional institution-

22 "(A) which provides a full-time program of

23 elementary or secondary education;

24 "(B) which is a privately operated, not-for-

25 profit, day or residential school;
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1 "(C) which is exempt from taxation under

2 section 501(a) as an organization described in sec-

3 tion 501(cX3), including church-operated schools

4 to which subsections (a) and (b) of section 508 do

5 not apply; and

6 "(D) which includes in any published bylaws,

7 advertisements, admission application forms, and

8 other such published materials, a statement (in

9 such form and manner as the Secretary may by

10 regulation. prescribe) that it does not discriminate

11 against student applicants or students on the basis

12 of Yae.

13 "(4) TUITION EXPENSES.-

14 "(A) IN OENEBAL.--The term 'tuition ex-

15 penses' means tuition and fees paid for the full-

16 time enrollment or attendance of a student at an

17 educational institution, including required fees-for

18 courses.

19 "(B) CERTAIN EXPENSES BXCLUDED.-The

20 term 'tuition expenses' does not include any

21 amount paid for-

22 "(i) books, supplies, and equipment for

28 courses of instruction;

24 "(ii) meals, lodging, transportation, or

25 personal living expenses;
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1 "(iii) education below the first-grade-

2 level; or

3 "(iv) education above the twelfth-grade

4 level.

5 "(5) SCHOLARSHIP OR FINANCIAL ASSIST-

6 ANCE.-The term 'scholarship or financial assistance'

7 means-

8 "(A) a scholarship or fellowship grant (within

9 the meaning of section 117(a)(1)) which is not in-

10 cludible in gross income under section 117;

11 "(B) an educational assistance allowance

12 under chapter 32, 34, or 35 of title 38, United

13 States Code; or

14 "(C) other financial assistance which-

15 "(i) is for educational expenses, or at-

16 tributable to attendance at an educational in-

17 stitution, afid

18 "(ii) is exempt from income taxation by

19 any law of the United States (other than a

20 gift, bequest, devise, or inheritance within

21 the meaning of section 102(a)).

22 "(e) ELECTION.-The election provided under subsec-

23 tion (a) shall be made at such time and in such manner as the

24 Secretary shafl by regulations prescribe."
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1 "(b) DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION TO ATTORNEY

2 GENRAL. -Subsection (h) of section 6103 of such Code (re-

3 rating to disclosure to certain Federal officers and employees

4 for tax administration purposes) is amended by adding at the

5 end thereof the following new paragraph:

6 "(6) CERTAIN INVESTIGATIONS AND PROCEED-

7 INGS REGARDING RACIALLY DISCRIMINATORY POLI-

8 cIs.-Upon the request of the Attorney General or

9 the Secretary's own motion, the Secretary shall dis-

to close any return or return information which is rele-

t1 vant to-

2 "(A) any investigation conducted by the At-

3 torney General under section 44H(c) with regard

4 to whether an educational institution is following

5 a racially discriminatory policy (within the mean-

6 ing of section 44H(cX4)), or

7 "(B) any proceeding which may be brought

3 under section 7408,

) to any officer or employee of the Department of Jus-

) tice who is directly and personally involved in such in-

1. vestigation or in preparation for such a proceeding.".

I (C) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-

"(1) The table of sections for subpart A of part

IV of subchapter A of chapter 1 of such Code is
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1 amended by inserting after the item relating to section -

2 44G the following:
"Sec. 44H. Tuition expenses."

3 "(2) Section 6504 of such Code (relating to cross

4 references with respect to periods of limitation) is

5 amended by adding at the end thereof the following

6 new paragraph:

7 "(12) For disallowance of tuition tax credits be-

8 cause of a declaratory judgment that a school follows a

9 racially discriminatory policy, see section 44H(c)."

10 SEC. 4. DECLARATORY JUDGMENT PROCEEDING.

11 (a) LN GENEAL.-Subchapter A of chapter 76 of the

12 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to judicial proceed-

13 ings) is amended by redesignating section 7408 as section

14 7409 and by inserting after section 7407 the following new

15 section:
"Sec. 7408. Declaratory judgment relating to racially discriminatory

policies of schools.

16 "(a) IN GBNBRAL.-Upoin filing of an appropriate

17 pleading by the Attorney General under subsection (b), the

18 district court of the United States for the district in which an

19 educational institution is located may make a declaration

20 with respect to whether such institution follows a racially

21 discriminatory policy. Any such declaration shall have the

22 force and effect of a final judgment of the district court and

23 shall be reviewable as such.

21-573 0-83-4
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1 "(b) FILING OF PLEADING.-

2 "(1) IN GENERAL.-The Attorney General is au-

3 thorized and directed to seek a declaratory judgment

4 under subsection (a) against any educational institution

5 upon-

6 "(A) receipt by the Attorney General within

7 the previous 1-year period of any allegation of

8 discrimination against such institution, and

9 "(B) a. finding by the Attorney General of

10 good cause.

11 "(2) ALLEGATION OF DISCRIMINATION.-For

12 purposes of this section, the term 'allegation of discrim-

13 ination' means an allegation made in writing by any

14 person which alleges with specificity that-

15 "(A) a named educational institution has

16 committed a racially discriminatory act against a

17 named student applicant or student within one

18 year -preceding the date on which such allegation

19 is made to the Attorney General, or

20 "(B) the educational institution made a com-

21 munication, within one year preceding such date,

22 expressing that the institution follows a racially

23 discriminatory policy.

24 "(3) NOTICE OF ALLEGATIONS OF DISCRIMINA-

25 TION.-Upon receipt of any allegation of discrimination
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1 made against an educational institution, the Attorney

2 General shall promptly give written notice of such alle-

3 gation to such institution.

4 "(4) OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT.-Before any

5 action may be filed against an educational institution

6 by the Attorney General under subsection (a), the At-

7 torney General shall give the institution a fair opportu-

8 nity to comment on all allegations made against it and

9 to show that the alleged racially discriminatory policy

10 does not exist or has been abandoned.

11 "(5) AVAILABILITY OF CERTAIN INFORMATION

12 TO COMPLAINANT.-

13 "(A) IN GENERAL.-f an allegation of dis-

14 crimination against an educational institution is

15 made to the Attorney General and the Attorney

16 General-

17 "(i) declines to bring an action under

18 subsection (a) against such institution, or

19 "(ii) enters into a settlement agreement

20 with such institution under subsection (d)

21 before such an action is brought,

22 the Attorney General shall make available to the

23 person who made such allegation the information

24 upon which the Attorney General based the deci-

25 sion not to bring such an action or to enter into
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1 such settlement agreement. The Attorney General

2 shall promptly give written notice to such person

3 that such information is available for his inspec-

4 tion.

5 "(B) PRIVACY LAWS.-Nothing in this para-

6 graph shall be construed to authorize or require

7 the Attorney General to disclose any information

8 if such disclosure would violate any applicable

9 State or Federal law relating to privacy.

10 "(c) REQUIREMENTS FOR A FINDING OF FOLLOWING A

11 RACIALLY DISCRIMINATORY POLICY.-A district court may

12 declare that an-educational institution follows a racially dis-

13 criminatory policy in an action brought under subsection (a)

14 only if the Attorney General establishes in such action that-

15 "(1) the institution has, pursuant to such policy,

16 committed a racially discriminatory act against a stu-

17 dent applicant or student within the 2 years preceding

18 commencement of such action;

19 "(2) the institution has, within the 2 years preceding

20 commencement of such action, made a communication

21 expressing that it follows a racially discriminatory

22 policy against student applicants or students; or

23 "(3) the institution has engaged in a pattern of

24 conduct intended to implement a racially discriminatory

25 policy, and that some act in furtherance of this pattern
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1 of conduct was committed within 2 years preceding

2 commencement of such action.

3 "(d) SETTLEMENTS.-

4 "(1) IN GENBRAL.-Prior to, and in lieu of, filing

5 an 'action under subsection (a), the Attorney General

6 may, at his discretion, enter into a settlement agree-

7 ment with the educational institution against which an

8 allegation of discrimination has been made if the Attor-

9 ney General finds that the institution has been acting

10 in good faith and has abandoned its racially discrimina-

11 tory policy.

12 "(2) VIOLATION OF SETTLEMENT AGREE-

13 MNT.-If the Attorney General has entered into a

14 settlement agreement with an educational institution

15 under paragraph (1) and the Attorney General finds

16 that such institution is in violation of such agreement,

17 the Attorney General may-

18 "(A) notwithstanding subsection (b)(1)(A),

19 bring an action under subsection (a) without

20 having received any allegation of discrimination

21 against such institution, or

22 "(B) bring an action to enforce the terms of

23 such agreement.

24 "(3) Copy OF SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT TO

25 COMPLAINANT.-The Attorney General shall give a
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1 copy of any settlement agreement which is entered into

2 with any educational institution under paragraph (1) to

3" any person from whom the Attorney General has re-

4 ceived an allegation of discrimination against such in-

5 stitution.

6 "(e) RETENTION OF JURISDICTION. -Any district

7 court which makes a declaration under subsection (a) that an

8 educational institution follows a racially discriminatory policy

9 shall retain jurisdiction of such case.

10 "(f) DISCONTINUANCE OF RACIALLY DISCRIMINATORY

11 POLICY.-

12 "(1) Motion.-

13 "(A) IN GENERAL.-At any time after the

14 date which is 1 year after the date on which a

15 judgment is entered in an action brought under

16 subsection (a) declaring that an educational insti-

17 tution follows a racially discriminatory policy,

18 such institution may file with the district court a

19 motion to modify such judgment to include a dec-

20 laration that such institution no longer follows a

21 racially discriminatory policy.

22 "(B) AFFIDAVITS.-Any motion filed under

23 subparagraph (A) shall contain affidavits-

24 "(i) describing with specificity the ways

25 in which the educational institution has aban-
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1 doned its previous racially discriminatory

2 policy;

3 "(ii) describing with specificity the-ways

4 in which such institution has taken reason-

5 able steps to communicate its policy of non-

6 discrimination to students, to faculty, to

7 school administrators, and to the public in

8 the area it serves;

9 "(iii) averring that such institution has

10 not, during the preceding year-

11 "(1) committed a racially discrimi-

12 natory act against a student applicant

13 or student pursuant to a racially dis-

14 criminat6ry policy;

15 "(I1) made a communication ex-

16 pressing that it follows a racially dis-

17 criminatory policy against student appli-

18 cants or students; or

19 "(III) engaged in a pattern of con-

20 duct intended to implement a racially

21 discriminatory policy, and committed

22 some act in furtherance of this pattern

23 of conduct; and
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1 "(iv) averring that such institution has

2 complied with the requirements of section

3 44H(d)(3)(D).

4 "(2) ORDER.-If a motion is made under para-

5 graph (1), the district court shall issue an order modify-

6 ing the judgment entered in the action to include a

7 declaration that the educational institution no longer

8 fqllows a racially discriminatory policy unless the At-

9 torney General establishes that-

10 "(A) any affidavit provided by the- institution

11 under paragraph (1)(B) is false;

12 "(B) the institution has, during the preceding

13 year, committed any act, made any communica-

14 tion, or engaged in any pattern of conduct de-

15 scribed in paragraph (1)(B)(iii); or

16 "(C) the institution has not, in fact, complied

17 with the requirements of clauses (ii) and (iv) of

18 paragraph (1)(B).

19 "(3) APPEAL OF ORDERS.-Anv order of the dis-

20 trict court granting or denying a motion made under

21 paragraph (1) shall be reviewable.

22 "(g) ATTORNEYS' FEES.-If an educational institution

23 prevails in an action under this section, the court may award

24 the institution costs and reasonable attorneys' fees in such

25 action.
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1 "(h) DEFINITIONS.-For purposes of this section-

2 "(1) RACIALLY DISCRIMINATORY POLICY.-The

3 term 'racially discriminatory policy' has the meaning

4 given to such term by section 44H(c)(4).

5 "(2) RACIALLY DISCRIMINATORY ACT.-

6 "(A) IN GENRAL.-An educational institu-

7 tion commits a racially discriminatory act if such

8 institution refuses, on the basis of race, to-

9 "(i) admit any applicant as a student;

10 "(ii) admit any student to the rights,

11 privileges, programs, and activities generally

12 made available to students by the educational

13 institution; or

14 "(iii) allow any student to participate in

15 its scholarship, loan, athletic, or other pro-

16 gains.

17 "(B) QUOTAS, ETC.-The term 'racially dis-

18 criminatory act' shall not include the failure of

19 such institution to pursue or achieve any racial

20 quota, proportion, or representation in the student

21 body. -

22 "(C) RACE.-The term 'race' shall include

23 color or national origin.

24 "(i) REPORT.-Within 90 days of the close of each cal-

25 endar year, the Attorney General shall submit a report to the
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1 Congress concerning the disposition during such calendar

2 year of-

"3 "(1) any allegations of discrimination received by

4 the Attorney General, and

5 "(2) any actions brought under this section.".

6 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-

7 (1) The table of sections for subchapter A of chap-

8 ter 76 of such Code (relating to civil actions by the

9 United States) is amended by striking out the item re-

10 lating to section 7408 and inserting in lieu thereof:

"Sec. 7408. Declaratory judgment relating to racially discriminatory
policies of schools.

"Sec. 7409. Cross references.".

11 (2) Section 2201 of title 28, United States Code

12 (relating to creation of declaratory judgment remedy) is

13 amended by striking out "section 7428" and inserting

14 in lieu thereof "section 7408 or 7428".

15 SEC. 5. TAX CREDITS ARE NOT FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSIST-

16 ANCE.

17 Tax credits claimed under section 44H of the Internal

18 Revenue Code of 1954 shall not constitute Federal financial

19 assistance to educational institutions or to the recipients of

20 such credits.

21 SEC. 6. EFFECTIVE DATE: SPECIAL RULE.

22' (a) CERTIFICATION REQUIRED.-The amendments

23 made by this Act shall not take effect until the Attorney
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eral certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury that, pur-

it to-

(1) an Act of Congress which has been enacted,

1 Ge

2 sua

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

or

(2) a final decision of the United States Supreme

Court, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 prohibits

the granting of tax exemption under section 501(a) by

reason of section 501(c)(3) to private educational insti-

tutions maintaining a racially discriminatory policy or

practice as to students.

(b) APPLICATION WHEN CERTIFICATION IS MADE.-

(1) IN GENERAL.-If the certification described in

subsection (a) is made to -the Secretary of the Treas-

ury-

(A) except as provided in paragraph (2), the

amendments made by section 3 shall apply with

respect to expenditures made after the date on

which such certification is made to the Secretary

of the Treasury in taxable years beginning after

December 31, 1982, and ending -after such date,

and

(B) the amendments made by section 4 shall

- take effect on the date on which such certification

is made to the Secretary of the Treasury.

N

LI
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1 (2) No APPLICATION BEFORE JULY 31, 198.-

2 In no event shall the amendments made by section 3

3 apply with respect to expenditures made before August

4 1, 1983.

5 (C) ESTIMATED INCOME TAX AND WAGE WITHHOLD-

6 ING.-

7 (1) ESTIMATED INCOME TAX.-Any credit allow-

8 able to any taxpayer under section 44H of the Internal

9 Revenue Code of 1954 shall not be taken into account

10 under section 6015(d) in determining the estimated tax

11 of such taxpayer for any taxable year beginning before

12 January 1, 1984.

13 (2) WAGE WITHHOLDING.-Any credit allowable

14 under section 44H of such Code shall not be taken into

15 account in determining the number of withholding ex-

16 emptions to which any taxpayer is entitled under sec-

17 tion 3402 of such Code with respect to remuneration

18 paid before January 1, 1984.
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The CHAIRMAN. I would include a statement in the record and-
just say, in summary:"Our Nation is at risk. Our once unchallenged preeminence in
commerce, industry, science, and technological innovation is being
overtaken by competitors throughout the world." These are not my
words, but exerpts from "A Nation at Risk," a report of the Na-
tional Commission on Excellence in Education, released just this
week at the White House.

The National Commission report is sobering reading. The Com-
mission found that the average achievement of high school stu-
dents on most standardized tests is now lower than it was 26 years
ago when Sputnik was launched. In addition, the Commission
found that over half the population of gifted students failed to
match their tested ability with comparable achievement in the
schools.

So I just suggest that perhaps these hearings may be timely for
that reason. I would also say that I have introduced the adminis-
tration's tax credit bill, for myself and on behalf of Senators Pack-
wood, Moynihan, Roth, and D Amato.

Tuition tax credit legislation has always been controversial. Both-
proponents and opponents of tuition tax credit legislation have
strongly felt views on all of the critical issues this proposed legisla-
tion raises.

Tuition tax credits are championed, and challenged, on educa-
tional policy grounds. They are championed, and challenged, in
terms of their relationship to the 1st and 14th amendments to the
Constitution. They are championed, and challenged, in terms of
their impact on tax policy. And they are championed, and chal-
lenged, in terms of their overall budgetary impact.

One thing is certain: as the old adage goes, "If you think educa-
tion is expensive, try ignorance." Or, as the National Commission
put it, "Excellence costs-but in the long run mediocrity costs far
more."0

We have a number of witnesses today, and I would say to the
witnesses that we have had hearings on this bill as recently as last
July. Many of the same witnesses will be going over the same ma-
terial. It is my hope that you can very quickly summarize your
statements; they will be made a part of the record.

I would hope we are not trying to shut anyone off, and if those
who are not testifying personally would like to submit for the
record statements for or against the legislation, obviously the
record will remain open.

I support tuition tax credits in principle, but I would not support
any bill without adequate safeguards insuring that tax credits
would not be allowed for payments to private schools with racially
discriminatory policies or practices.

We did do a careful review last year of the different proposals,
and I believe that the final product of this committee was a set of
antidiscrimination rules that were very strong. The bill before us is
substantially the same as the bill reported last September by the
Finance Committee, with some minor modifications and technical
corrections.

There are budgetary considerations, and certainly that is a
matter that we are looking at not only here but throughout the
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Government. We are told by the administration that when the bill
is fully effective, in fiscal year 1986, it will st less than $800 mil-
lion each year.

Many supporters of tuition tax credits feel that private school tu-
ition assistance should be available to individuals with no tax lia-
bility, so we will get into the question of whether or not there
should be refundability, and I expect this will be considered by the
committee. There are, of course, differing views. The administra-
tion does not support refundability, and I am not certain what will
be the outcome.

In preparation for today's Finance Committee hearing on tuition
tax credits for private elementary and secondary schools, I asked
the Congressional Research Service to prepare a revenue estimate
of the amount of Federal tax expenditures subsidizing public school
districts. The CRS estimate which I am releasing today indicates
that $13.7 billion in tax subsidies will be provided to public school
districts in fiscal year 1983, largely through tax deductions permit-
ted for State and local taxes, and through the nontaxability of in-
terest on certain State and local bonds.

The administration's tuition tax credit bill is estimated by the
staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation to cost less than $800 mil-
lion when fully phased in.

I will make the information, the "Estimate of Federal Tax Ex-
penditures Subject to School Districts," a part of the record, and
that will be made available to members of the committee.

Senator Moynihan, do you have any opening comments?
Senator MOYNIHAN. I do-very brief.
Mr. Chairman, I have a statement that I would like to put in the

record.
I would like, first, to thank you for holding these hearings. We

have come a very considerable distance in this matter from the
time Senator Packwood and I proposed specific legislation in 1977,
which legislation was reported out of this committee 14-1. It passed
the House and almost passed the Senate.

I have been with this matter for a long time, and I am happy to
think that I may have a 25th anniversary before too long.

In 1961 when President Kennedy proposed the first measure of
Federal aid to education, this was a central issue-whether it
would go to all schools or simply to the schools that are Govern-
ment-supported. And the debate has been going on since.

There has been some progress-not a great deal. The main prog-
ress is, I think it is fair to say, that where 25 years ago no legal
scholars much questioned the series of court cases in this matter
that began in 1948, and only in 1948, today it is generally agreed
that the court cases are a shambles. The Supreme Court is solemn-
ly required to distinguish between the nature of Federal aid to a
freshman in a college as against a senior in a high school, and to
do so in terms of susceptibility to religious indoctrination, which is
not much of a grounds for the courts.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, let me say this: We are never going to
get through this question if we continue to recognize a wholly arti-
fcial distinction between "public schools" and "private schools."
The schools that are designed to be aided by your legislation-
which I am happy to cosponsor-are in every respect "public" insti-
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tutions. They are as public as the hospitals associated with the
same. The Lutheran and Methodist and Presbyterian and Catholic
and Jewish hospitals are in every sense publichospitals, and are
thought to be such. So are their schools.

Remember, these schools predate "public schools"-as they are
now called-and to give them different names is to confer a differ-
ent status. I think if we could overcome this misconception, we
would clear up a lot of confusion.

I thank you very much for your careful attention to my remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Boren, do you have an opening statement?
Senator BOREN. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the

opportunity to make an opening statement on this matter.
I think it is unfortunate that the administration has decided to

again pursue its tuition tax credit proposal. Frankly, I had hoped
that with the demise of this legislation in the ninety-seventh Con-
gress we had seen the last of it.

At the outset I want to make it clear that I am opposed to tu-
ition tax credits, primarily because of the negative effect which I
believe they would have on our public education system. No one be-
lieves any more strongly than I do that parents have the right to
send their children to a private school if they so choose. It is one
thing to have that right, however, but quite another to expect the
Federal Government to encourage and support it through the tax
system. I do not believe that the Federal Government has the obli-
gation to provide direct financial assistance for private education.

I want to direct my comments today to the impact which I be-
lieve this proposal would have on the public schools. It is both
ironic and regrettable that, at a time when we should be searching
for ways to revitalize and upgrade the Nation's public education
system, we are holding these hearings on a proposal which, in my
opinion, only undermines that system.

The just-released report of the National Commission on Excel-
lence in Education has focused attention on the major challenges
we face in educating the next generation of America's leaders.

As we all know, the task of achieving excellence in education is
certainly not an easy one. Nothing short of a determined national
effort will succeed in keeping our educational system in step with
the rapid changes taking place in the world.

I hope, Mr. Chairman, that every Member of Congress has read
the report of the Commission on Excellence in Education, and has
noticed the disastrous decline in the standardized test scores of
American students.

Public education has been a powerful force in our national devel-
opment. America's preeminence in world affairs has been achieved
largely because of the Nation's investment in public education. We
have invested riot only our financial resources but our national will
in support of free public education for all of our citizens.

Now, at a time when America's preeminence and leadership is
being challenged, we must rediscover the central importance of the
Nation's public school system and the role it plays in producing our
scientists, mathematicians, skilled workers, and engineers, to name
just a few. Perhaps more importantly, however, I believe that the
establishment of a tuition tax system for private schools will lead
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to an erosion of something which has made our democracy unique;
I am speaking here of the role public education has played in
bridging gaps and promoting understanding in our society, in build-
ing a sense of community in which people from different back-
grounds, different economic backgrounds, have been able to come
together in a single-classroom experience, in which young people
without regard to their race or economic standing have had an op-
portunity for the best in education in this country, and we have
never regarded public education as a second-class alternative. I
think this proposal would lead us down the road toward that direc-
tion.

In some countries it is the privileged few, the wealthy or those
who enjoy majority status, who are permitted an education, or who
are permitted the best education.

In this Nation, however, we have committed ourselves to the
ideal that all citizens are entitled to a free public education with
the highest possible standards.

Many of our greatest leaders, both in private and public sectors,
have come from the humblest of origins. For most of these indiv'd-
uals the public schools have provided the means whereby they
were able to develop their minds and reach their full potential.

How tragic it would be if we ever lose sight of the fact that
public education has contributed so much to our democracy. Out of
the shared common experiences of public schools has emerged our
national identity.

I firmly believe that we should be acting to reaffirm the impor-
tance of public education to our national life by rejecting proposals
such as tuition tax credits, for they can only serve to weaken our
commitment to the public schools of this country.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to keep my statement brief and introduce a longer

statement in the record, if I may; but I will just read a part of it.
Having heard Senator Moynihan, briefly, and Senator Borenl at

greater length, it seems to me we may be doing something this
year we didn't do last year, and that is raising the issue of tuition
tax credits above the level of a tax credit to the level of education.
We obviously have members of this committee to be grateful to for
that, and the President, and a variety of other people.

Let me commend you, Mr. Chairman, for offering the administra-
tion's legislation, and in particular let me commend the gentlemen
on my right, Senators Packwood and Moynihan, for their long-term
commitment to improving America's education system.

I applaud the President for making quality and consumer choice
in education a priority in his administration. Let me say, while I
am saying that, that I don't necessarily agree with a quotation I
read in yesterday's Washington Post, allegedly quoting the Presi-
dent to the effect that our agenda is "to restore quality to educa-
tion." And then he goes on to say, "We'll continue to work"-and,
by implication, all of these relate to the quality cf education-"for
passage of tuition tax credits, vouchers, educational savings ac-
counts, voluntary school prayer, and abolishing the Department of
Education."
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I think that objective is the reverse side of a national commit-
ment to the quality of education. Some of the other things obvious-
ly I do agree with.

I support tuition tax credits because I believe they help all chil-
dren by fostering diversity, quality, accessibility, and choice in our
educational system.

I would say to my colleague from Oklahoma that, quite to the
contrary, the quality of education in America and our commitment
to public education in the broadest sense will be fostered by the
passage of this legislation.

We have traditionally recognized, as Senator Moynihan pointed
out, the value of competition in consumer choice in service-delivery
areas as diverse as health care, law, airlines, transportation-you
name it. It is pretty hard to find an area in which we don't find a
value in competition and consumer choice.

Tuition tax credits can be an effective mechanism to strengthen
educational delivery systems both in the Government sector and
the nongoverment sector, by extending the concept of consumer
choice to education at the elementary and secondary level, where
in large part it does not exist today.

Giving more families the option of choosing where their children
will seek educational opportunities will put competitive pressure
on all schools, consumer-oriented pressure to improve the quality
of education by improving the quality of choice.

Consumer choice inevitably breeds diversification and innova-
tion. Those who deliver educational services in both the public and
private sector will compete for consumer support by developing cre-
ative, improved services which are price competitive.

A choice in education means that we are going to have to turn
the present system on its head, and recognize that the professionals
in education are the teachers, not the managers-the educational
profession, not educational administration.

It seems to me it's the only public service area in which the pro-
fessionals never get to hire the administrators or the managers. If
you are a doctor or a lawyer, or some other professional, and you
go out to sell your services to the public, you decide who is going to
manage the system for you, but you decide also what kind of serv-
ice is needed. For some reason or another in elementary and sec-
ondary education in this country in large part that does not exist.

Tuition tax credits provide teachers with an incentive to develop
nontraditional approaches to service delivery along with a clear
benchmark by which they can judge the success or failure of those
efforts.

But if tax credit legislation is to accomplish these goals it cannot
.be restricted to families with children enrolled only in nongovern-
ment educational institutions. The program must be structured as
assistance to children-all children-not just those who patronize
certain classes of institutions.

Last year the State of Minnesota received $2,500,142 in tuition
payments from parents with children in the public school system.
And with State and local budgets under considerable strain, the
use of tuition to assure adequate funding for Government-financed
schools is likely to continue.

21-578 0-83-5
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In short, Mr. Chairman, is there any valid reason why this na-
tion's future system of elementary and secondary education cannot
be built on our experience in the last 35 years with higher educa-
tion in this country?

Tax credits will not be effective in promoting consumer choice
unless they apply equally to public and private school tuition. The
choice must rest with the family, and it s my intention to offer an
amendment to this legislation to extend its scope to tuition charged
by both Government and nongoverment schools.

The balance of that statement I would ask be inserted in the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. Your entire statement will be included in the
record.

Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a longer statement for the record, Mr. Chairman. I would

not engage in reading this entire statement, but my concern is also
the concern expressed by the distinguished Senator from Oklaho-
ma, Senator Boren.

And my concern also, Mr. Chairman, not only relates to the con-
stitutional pressures, to the constitutional problems, and to the
impact, and I would say "adverse impact" ultimately on public edu-
cation, but also upon the revenue loss that we are looking at if weadopt the administration's measure.

Mr. Chairman, the administration, I think, if my figures are cor-
rect, is estimating about a $1.5 billion revenue loss over the next 3
years. I would say that this is a most conservative figure, especially
given the Congress institutions propensity to escalate present pro-
grams and to enlarge present programs, and to give additional ad-
vantages as time goes along. I think if we talk about tuition tax
credits we are only talking about a tip of the iceberg in aid for pri-
vate schools.

Mr. Chairman, this really concerns me. I might say that I'm very
proud that we are holding this hearing and have this opportunity
this morning to engage in some questions of the witnesses, but I do
want to express at this point my opposition to the administration's
proposal.

I thank you, Chairman and my colleagues, very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Pryor, and your entire state-

ment will be made a part of the record.
Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Moynihan and I have been up and down this trail since

1977 on this issue. I hope that our position has been very clear
from the start that public education in our mind comes first. We
are not talking about cutting any money out of public education;
we do not regard this bill as a threat to public education, and I
think if we did we would not support this bill-if we thought it was
this and the end of public education, or not this and public educa-
tion.

There is no empirical or any other evidence that this bill is going
to doom to extinction public education in this country.

I support this bill for a variety of reasons, not the least of which
is that I think diversity promotes creativity, and certainly diversity
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protects civil liberties in this country. And I would feel much more
comfortable with another 100,000 private schools, denominational
and nondenominational, sponsored by a thousand different
churches spread all over this country, each jealous and protective
of their own rights. I would feel more secure about our civil lib-
erties with that system than if we had no private schools existing
in this country.

I fear if private schools do not have some inducement, financial
inducement, they will gradually-maybe not this year, maybe not
next year, but they will gradually wither and disappear, and Amer-
ica will be the lesser because of it.

Senator Moynihan and I have always realized, now and for the
last 6 years, that this bill is not going to pass unless it has not just
the wholehearted backing of the administration-any administra-
tion-but has the wholehearted 100 percent lobbying effort of that
administration. It will do no good if at each news conference the
President says, "Yes, I support tuition tax credits"; it will do no
good if the President speaks to the Annual Convention of Agudoth
Israel, and the Moral Majority, and the Catholic Education Confer-
ence, and says, "Yes, I support this."

This bill is only going to pass-and it's going to have to be
through a filibuster in the Senate-it will only pass if the Presi-
dent will give to it roughly the same degree of lobbying effort that
he gave to his tax bill in 1981, or AWACS, or something of that
magnitude. Without that degree of not just leadership but push,
this bill will not pass in this Congress, and no one should be delud-
ed that anything less than that will cause the bill to pass.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Packwood.
I share your thoughts about what is needed for the bill to pass. I

think those who have an interest in its passage are going to have
to work a little harder.

Our first witness this morning-I understand Secretary Bell will
be here momentarily, so we will ask Assistant Secretary for Tax
Policy John Chapoton, Buck Chapoton, who has been before this
committee probably more times than he would like to remember to
be the first witness.

Again, I would indicate to the witnesses-we just completed
action on this bill last September, and it's fairly fresh in our
minds. Unless there has been some substantial change in the posi-
tions of the witnesses, including the Government witness, we would
hope you might quickly summarize your statements so that we
might move on to the next witness.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN E. CHAPOTON, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR TAX POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. CHAPOTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman; I will be very brief.
We are happy to have the opportunity to appear before the com-

mittee this morning in support of S. 528. I would just emphasize a
couple of the basic purposes.

The basic purpose of this bill and of the tax credit is to enhance
equality and diversity of educational opportunity for all Americans
at the secondary and elementary schools of their choice.
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As you know, Mr. Chairman, the President is personally commit-
ted to this legislation and to improving the quality of education
and promoting parental participation and control in the education
process.

Secretary Regan testified on this matter last year, and as he
then stated, "We believe that parents have a fundamental right
and responsibility to direct the education of their children in a way
which best serves their individual needs and aspirations." The en-
actment of the tuition tax credit system provided for in this bill
will make freedom of choice a reality for many parents, where it is
not a reality now, and will let us contribute substantially toward
achieving this administration's goal of maintaining the excellence
of the American educational system and protecting the rights of
American parents to determine how and where their children will
be educated.

We appreciate the action of this committee last year in reporting
out similar legislation, and we urge you to act favorably on S. 528.

As you know, the bill addresses the double burden placed on par-
ents who pay taxes to support the children of others in the public
schools but also- pay full tuition for their own children in private
schools. Basically, the bill would allow individual taxpayers to take
a credit against income tax in an amount equal to 50 percent of the
qualifying tuition expenses paid by the taxpayer in the taxable
year.

Generally, the credit is allowed only for expenses paid with re-
spect to dependents-children, grandchildren, siblings, nieces, and
nephews of the taxpayer-for which a dependency deduction is al-
lowed.

It's a 50-percent credit. The credit is subject to two limits: First,
a dollar limit of $300. The 50-percent credit, 50 percent of the tu-
ition expenses, cannot exceed $300. But there is a phase-in; that
full $300 is allowed in 1985. The bill would be effective July 31,
1983. For this'year the credit would be limited to $100; in 1984 the
credit would be limited to $200, and then subject to the full $300 in
1985 and thereafter.

The second limitation is to direct the benefit to less wealthy fam-
ilies by a phase-out of the credit for higher income families. The
phase-out begins at an adjusted gross income of $40,000, and is
phased out entirely so that no credit would be allowed for taxpay-
ers whose adjusted gross income exceeds $60,000 or more.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I won't go into all of the details, but
there are three separate provisions to insure that no credits will be
permitted for amounts paid to schools that follow a racially dis-
criminatory policy. Credit would be denied if the school does not
qualify for tax exemption under section 501(cX3) of the Code, and
the effective date is delayed until the Supreme Court acts to make
clear that that is the law (that is, that a racially discriminatory
policy will prevent a school from qualifying for tax exemption
under 501(c03)) or legislation is enacted to insure that result.

Second, the school must file an annual statement, under penal-
ties of perjury, with the Treasury that it does not discriminate.

And, third, there is a procedure established in this bill that, upon
receipt from any person of an allegation of discrimination by a
school, the Attorney General is authorized and directed to seek a
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declaratory judgment in the U.S. district court for the district in
which the school is located, that the school follows a racially dis-
criminatory policy, in which event the credits would be denied for
the year that determination is made by the local district court and
for all subsequent years until that discriminatory policy is modi-
fied.

As I think the points have been made earlier, the revenue
impact of the bill is less than $800 million, even when fully effec-
tive in 1985. It starts out at $245 million in fiscal year 1984 and
goes up to $779 million in fiscal year 1987.

Mr. Chairman, that is a very brief summary of the bill. I see Sec-
retary Bell is here. I would be happy to answer questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Chapoton follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to appear before you this morning in
support of S. 528, which would provide an income tax credit
for 50 percent of certain elementary and secondary school
tuition expenses. The tax credit is intended to enhance
equality and diversity of educational opportunity for all
Americans at the elementary and secondary schools of their
choice.

S. 528 addresses an extremely important area of public
policy. As you know, the President has taken considerable
personal interest in its development. The Administration
believes that enactment of tuition tax credit legislation is.
essential to maintain the excellence of the American
educational system and to protect the right of American
parents to determine how and where their children will be
educated. We appreciate the action of this Committee last
year in reporting out a similar bill (H.R. 1635) and we urge
you to act favorably on S. 528.

This bill would establish a tuition tax credit system
that will fulfill this Administration's commitment to
parental responsibility, educational excellence, and fiscal
and administrative restraint. The bill will further the
educational diversity that is the hallmark of our educational
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system. It will make educational freedom of choice a.reality
to more American families. It will target relief to those
families that need it most. Finally, it will neither
interfere with the operation of private schools nor impose
costly administrative and regulatory burdens on them.

Equality of educational opportunity clearly requires
that a diverse range of schools -- public and private -- be
available to all' American families, and that all American
families have the financial ability to permit meaningful
freedom of choice among schools. As Secretary Regan
testified last year, we believe that parents have a
fundamental right, and responsibility, to diect the
education of their children in a way which best serves their
individual needs and aspirations. Moreover, we believe that
parental involvement in the decision-making process enhances
the quality of education provided.

Private schools are essential to fulfilling our national
educational needs. They provide a healthy diversity of
approach, and are often a significant source of innovation
and experimentation. But tuition at a private school is an
additional expense for parents, and inflation has increased
this burden. At the same time, higher taxes caused by
bracket creep have made it more difficult for families to
afford private education. Tuition tax credits offer a simple
means to expand the opportunities of private school students
by permitting families to spend the money that they have
earned for the education they themselves select. It also
guarantees the'continued independence of private schools,
since no Federal agency will be involved in a funding
capacity.

This proposal addresses the double burden placed upon
parents who pay taxes to support the children of others in
public schools but who also pay full tuition for their own
children in private schools. Sending their children to the
public schools instead wculd increase the burden on the
public schools and further strain scarce financial resources
for public education. It is only fair that the burden on
parents now suffering this double expense be relieved. This
will also avert the possibility that they might be forced
through economic circumstance to return their children to the
public schools, which would have trouble accommodating them.

Tax credits for tuition expenses have the advantage of
providing the same dollar benefit to all taxpayers. In
contrast, a deduction would provide a greater benefit for
individuals in higher tax brackets.

S. 528 would allow an individual taxpayer to take a
credit against income tax in an amount up to 50 percent of
the qualifying tuition expenses paid by the taxpayer in a
taxable year. Qualifying tuition expenses are expenses paid
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for tuition and fees to send certain dependents under the age
of 20 to private elementary or secondary schools on a
full-time basis. Qualifying tuition expenses do not include
amounts paid for books, supplies, equipment, meals, lodging,
transportation, or personal expenses, or for education below
the first-grade level or above the twelfth-grade level.

The credit is allowed only for expenses paid with
respect to students for whom the taxpayer is allowed a
dependency exemption and who bear any of the following
relationships to the taxpayer: children (including adopted
children) and descendants stepchildren; siblings,
stepbrothers and stepsisters; nieces and nephews; and members
of the taxpayer's household, other than the taxpayer's
spouse, whose principal place of abode is the taxpayer's
home. To be allowed a dependency exemption, the taxpayer
must provide more than half of the student's support for the
calendar year in which the taxpayer's taxable year begins
and, except for the taxpayer's'children and stepchildren, the
student must have less gross income than the amount of the
exemption.

The amount of the credit that is allowable for the
taxable year with respect to a student is subject to two
limits. First, the maximum amount of credit that may be
claimed by the taxpayer for each student in any taxable year
is $100 for expenditures made after July 31, 1983 in taxable
years beginning in 1983, $200 for expenditures made in
taxable years beginning in 1984, and $300 for expenditures
made in taxable -years beginning in 1985 and thereafter.
These ceiling amounts limit the relative benefit that the
credit will provide to parents whose children attend more
expensive private schools. Beginning in 1985, parents who
send their children to private schools with tuition of $600
or less per year will receive a credit for a full 50 percent
of tuition expenses. Parents who send their children to more
expensive schools will not be able to claim a credit for
additional tuition expenses.

The second limit contained in S. 528 directs the benefit
of tuition tax credits to less wealthy families by a
phase-out of the credit for higher-income families. The
maximum amount of credit per student is reduced as the
taxpayer's adjusted gross income increases over $40,000 and
is phased out entirely for taxpayers with adjusted gross
incomes of $60,000 or over. For taxable years beginning in
1983, the $100 per student maximum credit is reduced by 0.5
percent of the taxpayer's adjusted gross income over $40,000;
for taxable years beginning i-n 1984, the $200 per student
maximum credit is reduced by 1 percent of the taxpayer's
adjusted gross income over $40,000; and for taxable years
beginning in 1985 and thereafter, the $300 per student
maximum credit is reduced by 1.5 percent of the taxpayer's
adjusted gross income over $40,000.
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The amount of tuition expense for which a taxpayer is
allowed a credit does not include expenses that are paid by
scholarships and other educational aid which are not
includible in the taxpayer's or the student's income. If the
scholarship is provided directly by or to the school and the
school sends a tuition bill to the taxpayer that is net of
the amount of the scholarship, the taxpayer is not deemed to
have been paid the scholarship; the scholarship is excluded
from the computation of tuition expense altogether.

A school with respect to whTch credits are allowable
must provide a full-time elementary or secondary school
program and must be a private, not-for-profit, day or
residential school. In addition, the school must be exempt
from taxation under section 501(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code as an organization described in section 501(c)(3) of the
Code, and must include in any published materials a statement
that it does not discriminate against student applicants or
studersts on the basis of race. Church-operated schools will
continue to be exempt, pursuant t6 section 508(c), from the
provisions of section 508(a) and (b), that generally require
an organization to apply to the Secretary of the Treasury to
be recognized as a section 501(c)(3) organization that is not
a private foundation. The fact that credits are claimed for
payments to a church-operated school shall not serve as a
basis for imposing any new requirements on the school in this
regard.

S. 528 contains strong provisions to ensure that no
credits will be permitted for amounts paid to schools that
follow racially discriminatory policies. A racially
discriminatory policy is a policy under which a school
refuses, on account of race, to admit applicants as students;
to admit students to the rights, privilege, programs and
activities generally made available to students by the
school; or to allow students to participate in its
scholatrship, loan, athletic or other programs. A racially
discriminatory policy does not include the failure by a
school to pursue or achieve any racial quota, proportion, or
representation among its-students.

Three anti-discrimination enforcement mechanisms have
been written into the bill.

First, a tax credit cannot be claimed unless the school
is a tax-exempt organization described in section 501(c)(3).
l you afre aware, litigation now before the Supreme Court

will determine whether the Internal'Revenue Service has
authority to deny tax-exempt status to schools that
discriminate on the basis of race. The provisions of S. 528

--vi-1-l--not become effective until either a final decision of
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the Supreme Court or explicit legislation prohibits the
granting of tax exemption on the basis of section 501(c)(3)
to a school that maintains a racially discriminatory policy
or practice as to students.

Second, in order for tuition expenses to be eligible for
the credit, the school must file-annually with the Treasury a
statement under the penalties of perjury that it has not
followed a racially discriminatory policy during that
calendar year. The school also rust include a statement of
nondiscrimination in all materials it publishes-

Third, the Attorney General of the United States, upon
receipt from any person of an allegation of discrimination by
a school, is authorized and directed to seek a declaratory
judgment, in the United States district court for the
district in which the school is located, that the school
follows a racially discriminatory policy. An allegation of
discrimination must allege with specificity that, within one
year preceding the date on which the allegation is made, a
named school has committed a racially discriminatory act
against a named student applicant or student or the named
school has made a communication expressing that the school
follows a racially discriminatory policy. If the Attorney
General decides not to bring an action for declaratory
judgment or to enter into a settlement agreement before such
action is brought, the Attorney General must make the
information on which such decision is based available to the
person who filed the allegation of discrimination. A
settlement agreement may be entered into prior to filing a
declaratory judgment action if the Attorney General finds
that the school has been acting in good faith and has
abandoned its racially discriminatory policy.

A court may declare that a school follows a racially
discriminatory policy only if the Attorney General
establishes that within 2 years preceding the declaratory
judgment action the school, pursuant to a racially
discriminatory policy, committed a racially discriminatory
act against a student applicant or student, made a
communication expressing that it follows a racially
discriminatory policy against student applicants or students,-
or engaged in a pattern of conduct intended to implement a
racially discriminatory policy and committed some act in
furtherance of this pattern of conduct. If a district court
judgment is entered that the school follows a racially
discriminatory policy, tuition tax credits are disallowed
beginning in the year in which the judgment is entered. If
the district court judgment is reversed after all appeals
procedures are completed, tuition tax credits are allowed
retroactively. If the district court judgment is not
appealed or is upheld on appeal, no tuition tax credits are
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allowed until the year in which the judgment is modified to
state that the school no longer follows a racially
discriminatory-policy. A motion for such modification of the
judgment may be filed with the district court at any time
that is more than one year after the date on which the
judgment was entered. Any such motion must contain
affidavits describing the ways in which the school has
abandoned its previous racially discriminatory policy,
describing the ways in which the school has taken reasonable
steps to communicate its policy of nondiscrimination to
students, faculty, administrators, and the public in the area
it serves, stating that the school has not, during the
preceding year, committed an act, made a communication, or
engaged in a pattern of conduct that would be the basis for a
declaration that the school follows a racially discriminatory
policy, and stating that the school hal included the required
statement of nondiscrimination in all of its published
materials.

This triple enforcement mechanism, which reflects the
enforcement mechanism in H.R. 1635 as reported out by this
Committee last year, will prevent use of tuition tax credits
to pay expenses at racially discriminatory schools without
interfering in the operation of private schools and without
subjecting private schools to costly administrative burdens.

Finally, S. 528 wi-ll assist American families to educate
their children at the schools of their choice without
significant fiscal impact. Our revenue estimates indicate
that the cost of this tuition tax credit program will be $245
million in fiscal year in 1984; $526 million in fiscal year
1985; $753 million in fiscal year 1986; and $779 million in
Fiscal year 1987.

S. 528 is a bill that provides substantive tax relief to
the families of nonpublic school students, thereby broadening
and enriching educational opportunities and promoting
excellence in our schools. The bill recognizes the value of
our private schools and will strengthen the right of parents
to decide how and where to educate their children. The
Administration strongly supports S. 528.

This concludes my prepared testimony. I would be happy
to answer any questions you may have at this time.
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The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions before the Secretary
speaks?

Senator CH"=. Yes. I have a couple of questions, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. Chairman, I apologize for being late-I was testifying over in
the House-but I have a statement I would like for the record.

Mr. Chapoton, is there a surplus forecast for the Nation for 1984?
Mr. CHAPOTON. No, Senator Chafee, there is a deficit forecast.
Senator CHAFE. Could you give us those figures, roughly
Mr. CHAP TON. The deficit under the President's budget is-I

don't have the exact figures-about $190 billion.
Senator CHAFER. $190 billion?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Yes, sir.
Senator CHAin. And is the debt ceiling going to be increased

soon?
Mr. CHAPOTON. There will need to be a request for an increase in

the debt ceiling soon, yes, sir.
Senator CHAFER. But the budget will be balanced in 1984, will it?
Mr. CHAPOTON. No, sir. Under our projections it would not be

balanced. It would be a declining deficit through 1988, but it would
not be balanced through the projction period through 1988.

Senator CHAmm. Well, this is a spending program? How much?
Could you just repeat?

Mr. CHAPOTON. This is a tax relief program, Senator Chafee, as
my statement points out, and it has a revenue impact going up to
somewhat under $800 million a year.

Senator CHAzz. $800 million. I see. These are what we call tax
expenditures?

Mr. CHAPOTON. It will show up on the tax expenditure list; that's
correct.

Senator CHAFER. And your position has been pretty consistently
in favor of tax expenditures?

Mr. CHAPOTON. Senator Chafee, no. Our position has been oppos-
ing most tax expenditures, most items that come up-new legisla-
tion that would involve tax expenditures. I think it's dangerous, as
I've said many times before this committee, to have a reaction that
everything that appears on the tax expenditure list is bad, or
indeed that you should oppose everything that appears on the tax
expenditure list, and we have not done that. We have expressed
concern about some of them and have supported others.

Senator CHAmE. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I think I'll put Senator Chafee down as "undecid-

ed."p
ULahter.]

TheUHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHMMAN. Senator Boren?
Senator BOREN. I have just thought on what Senator Chafee said,

and I gather we are paying for it out of the deficit; is that the long
and short of it?

Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, if you give tax relief, Senator Boren, it does
reduce tax receipts; there is no getting around that fact. The bill
has been carefully crafted to try to give the tax relief where it is
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most needed and to keep the revenue impact of it as low as possi-
ble.

Senator BOREN. So you are not proposing cutting some expendi-
ture in some other area?

Mr. CHAPOTON. No.
Senator BOREN. 3$o it will just have to be added to the deficit,

then, as the net effect.
Mr. CHAPOTON. The impact will be felt in the deficit, no doubt

about it.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. Have we ever had any form of tuition tax credits

in this country for private educational institutions? -
Mr. CHAPOTON. Not at the Federal level; no, sir.
Senator PRYOR. Could you give us a reason why this country has

not engaged in that practice in the past?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, I think the reason would depend on your

analysis of the history of this Nation. The question of tuition tax
credits has been discussed over the years, as you know, Senator.
The argument is made-I think the argument that we have al-
ready seen here this morning really set forth the issue-of whether
or not it strengthens or hurts the public education system. -

Our position, our belief, is that it will strengthen the public edu-
cation system. The diversity of choice will have that impact. And I
think that is the concern. It is a legitimate concern, but one must
deal with that question. We think it will strengthen not weaken
the public education system.

Senator PRYOR. That's all I have.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, I had one other question, if I

might.
Mr. Chapoton, you said that you are proposing certain restraints

on the school which will receive this, or that the parents send their
children to. In other words, the schools must do what? Must indi-
cate that they are nondiscriminatory?

Mr. CHAPOTON. That is correct. The bill is designed to make it
clear that the credits will not be available for tuition paid to a
school which follows a racially discriminatory policy.

Senator CHAFEE. So, therefore, you are levying that requirement
upon the schools?

Mr. CHAPOTON. That is correct.
Senator CHAFEE. Now, do you have a requirement that the

schools must educate all the handicapped?
Mr. CHAPOTON. There is nothing in the bill dealing with the

handicapped.
Senator CHAFEE. Why?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, this was discussed before this Committee

last year, Senator Chafee. It was difficult then to determine how
one would articulate that in legislation such as this.

Senator CHAFEE. But we articulate it for the public schools. We
have managed to do that.

Mr. CHAPOTON. There is a law now requiring education to be of-
fered without discrimination by reason of handicap in the public
schools. There are expenses, of course, in meeting those require-
ments> In preparing this legislation we reviewed that situation
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again, and we thought that the tuition tax credit mechanism was
not an appropriate place to enforce those rules.

Senator CH"zu. But you have seen fit to make the requirement
that they nondiscriminate.

Mr. CHAPOTN. That's correct. But that is the law now. That
question received a lot of attention, as you well know, last year. We -
were trying to make it clear that there would not be a benefit to a
school that followed a racially discriminatory policy, and so we put
it in several ways in this bill to make that clear. That was a point
of controversy last year, of course, and _we want to remove that
point of controversy from this legislation.

Senator CHAFE. But you don't want to remove the point of con-
troversy as far as the handicapped?

Mr. CHAPOON. I think, honestly, Senator Chafee, that point of
controversy hasn't arisen. There has not been the charge that
these credits would be used to avoid the law that now prohibits dis-
crimination against the handicapped.

Senator CHAmz. Well, there's no harm putting it in, then.
The CHAIMAN. Well, let me say that it may be put in. It was in

the bill that I introduced last year, that you could not discriminate
in an admission policy, but neither would you require schools to
provide all of the extra facilities if there were extraordinary costs
involved.

Mr. CHAPOTON. I think that's right. I think we would have no
problem with that, Mr. Chairman. There is the problem, when you
state that policy, of how you implement that policy.

Senator CH"w!. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BOREN. Mr. Chairman, could I just ask one technical

follow-up question?
I understand the administration estimates the proposed tuition

tax credits would-cost $1.5 billion over the three years; I think you
said $800 million when fully implemented in the third year.

Mr. CHAPOTON. That's $779 million when fully implemented.
Senator BOREN. All right.
These estimates appear somewhat low to me. I wonder, how did

you arrive at that mathematical computation? What assumptions
did you reach? What mathematical procedure did you go through
to reach those estimates?

Mr. CHAPOTON. You estimate the number of students now in pri-
vate schools, and the eligible enrollment in private schools in the
future years. I don't have the enrollment figures with me-Secre-
tag Bell might. But we can provide those, certainly.

nator BOREN. You estimated that the parent of every student
now in a private school would-take advantage of the credit?

Mr. CHAPOTON. Every student whose parents' income is within
the eligible limits; yes, sir.

Senator BoRE. Yes. And then I suppose you would make some
assumption that, with this being provided, there would be a growth
of members going into private education in the future?

Mr. CHAPOTON. There would be some growth; yes, sir. I don't
have those figures with me.

Senator BoREN. But you are not sure what projection of the
growth?
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Mr. CHAPOTON. No, but we have that available. I don't have it
with me.

The CHAIRMAN. You might submit that for the record, then.
Mr. CHAPOTON. All right. We will submit that for the record.
[The information requested by Senator Boren follows:]

ENROLLMENT IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS, GRADES 1-12
(in ft~anvhl ]

( I) 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Current law .................................................. 4,155 4,155 4,155 4,155 4,155 4,155 4,155

Induced enrollment ............................................................................... 115 345 460 460 460
Total enrollment under proposal .......... 4,155 4,155 4,270 4,500 4,615 4,615 4,615

A s repated in ft Curret Poputibon Smy.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. I have a technical question relating to

Senator Chafee's concern about the deficit and his desire to raise
taxes.

Is there any current administration--
Senator CHAFEE. Wait a minute. Let's get this straight. "Desire

to raise taxes"-that didn't come up in this conversation.
Senator DURENBERGER. All right. We will forgo the latter part.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes, I think that would be helpful.
Senator DURENBERGER. Is there any administration proposal to

eliminate the tax deduction for real estate taxes paid in this coun-
try?

Mr. CHAPOTON. No, sir.
Senator DURENBERGER. Is there any administration proposal to

eliminate the deduction for income and sales taxes in this country?
Mr. CHAPOTON. No, sir.
Senator DURENBERGER. Is there any administration proposal to

eliminate the interest deduction for interest paid on State and local
general-obligation bond financing?

Mr. CHAPOTON. The interest exclusion? No, sir. We have made no
such proposal. We did have a proposal last year, as you know, deal-
in with private-purpose tax-exempt bonds. That was acted on by
ths committee. We have not made any further proposals.

Senator DURENBERGER. We have a report from CRS that indi-
cates that the total revenue forgone by the Federal Government in
that proportion of real estate taxes and the other taxes and inter-
est that I mentioned that goes into public education in this country
is $13.7 billion. Would you are with that figure?

Mr. CHAPOTN. No, I wouldn't arge with that figure. I would
think it would be at least that high, Senator Durenberger. And
when you translate that in the public school system on a per-stu-
dent basis, the estimate is that the Federal tax benefit through the
deduction is over $300-slightly over, about $310-per student.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
The CHmIMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. No further questions.
The CHAIRMA. Senator Grassley.
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Senator GRASSLEY. I didn't hear your testimony, but I think the
questions that I wanted to ask, even if you addressed them, I could
still raise the questions.

Number one, is the $300 cap considered by the administration
the ultimate that they are going to? Because originally legislation
started out with $500, a year or so ago. So my question is: Is the
administration then committed to standing with the $300 and not
going above that? My position would be that we should stay at the
$300 and not somewhere along the legislative process compromise
that up.

Mr. CHAPOTON. I think we would have no thought of compromis-
ing it up in this legislative process. You are perfectly correct that
we did propose $500 at first. The revenue impact was a considera-
tion. We think the principle is important, and the revenue con-
straint was one that we had to deal with.

Senator GRASSLEY. The other point that I dwelled on a year ago
when the legislation was up dealt with the cap on the complete
phaseout of the use of the credit by income groups. And I think the
administration's original position a year or so ago was $75,000.
That was amended down in committee on an amendment that I got
adopted to phase out completely by a $50,000-income, and then the
administration bill now is at $60,000.

Mr. CHAPOTON. You are correct. The bill reported last year start-
ed the phaseout at $40,000, was completely phased out at $50,000.
But the bill before you now starts the phaseout at $40,000, as your
amendment did last year, but it has a slower phaseout and phases
out completely at $60,000.

Our thought there, Senator Grassley, was, you are trying to pick
a number above which the tax relief is no longer needed.

When you ate talking about two-earner families, and a lot of the
families we are talking about will fall in that category, $60,000-if
you are talking about each parent making $25,000, you are at the

50,000 already-we did not think that was an income level above
which this would not be a strain on such parents.

Senator GRAmSSuY. OK. Well, I feel as strongly about that as I did
a year ago, and I would proceed in the markup with an amend-
ment similar to that.

But let me repeat for you from a year ago my rationale for it,
because I suppose that $50,000 is as arbritrary as $60,000; but it
was a follow-on of a debate that we used during the 1981 tax bill,
and then we even used it during the debate of the 1982 tax discus-
sions. And I assume, from what I read, it is still being used. And
that is basically what we have in this committee and in the rhet-
oric of politicians in Washington generally, speaking of $20-$50,000
income class people as being middle-income people.

I guess I have a personal feeling that this ought to be for low-
and middle-income people to make use of. And since we have estab-
lished that in our rhetoric at $50,000, I think we ought to have that
as the cutoff so that we can follow the same rules of debate on leg.
islation, that that's what we are trying to affect. And my amend-
ment would do that. It would cut it out at $50,000, and I intend to
proceed with that amendment.

Mr. CHAPOTN. It is a judgment decision, as you point out.
Senator GRAssLEY. Mr. Chairman, I am done.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. No questions, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. We are

pleased to have you, and we will be calling you again when we get
into some of the nitty-gritty issues.

Mr. CHAPoTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I would now like to ask the Secretary of Educa-

tion, the Honorable Terrel Bell, to come forward, and Dr. Jones
and others who may be with the Secretary.

We are pleased to have you before the committee again. You
may proceed in any way you wish, Dr. Bell. Your statement will be
made a part of the record. We hope you might be able td summa-
rize and give us any insights that may not be in the statement.

Secretary BELL. Yes.

STATEMENT OF HON. TERREL H. BELL, SECRETARY OF
EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Secretary BELL. Out of respect for the time of this very busy com-

mittee I would like to submit my full statement for the record and
just give you a few highlights and then be ready for questions, Mr.
Chairman.

I am pleased to have with me the Undersecretary, Dr. Gary
Jones, and the Deputy Undersecretary for Planning and Budget,
Gary Bauer.

I would like to present to you, and would hope that it could be
part of the record, a letter from President Reagan expressing his
very strong support for this legislation, -outlining the reasons for it.
Knowing how pressed you are for time, I'll not take time to read
the President's letter, but we would like to transmit it to you, Mr.
Chairman, and submit it for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Right. I think it might be helpful, and we have
that much time, I think, if you would read it. I wasn't aware that
the letter was coming.

Secretary BELL. It is not very long, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. In my view, it answers a question raised by Sen-

ator Packwood, and that's the commitment of the administration. I
think this would indicate what the commitment is.

Secretary BELL. Right. Yes, sir. I didn't know how many wit-
nesses you have coming up and how abbreviated you wanted us to
be.

This letter is dated April 28:
"DEAR BOB: I want to thank you and the members of your com-

mittee for moving expeditiously on my proposal to enact tuition tax
credits. As you know, I am deeply committed to this measure to
strengthen parental control over education and to extend choice to
those who would otherwise bear a heavy burden of dual- payments
for education.

"I am encouraged that your committee is giving this legislation
the full attention it merits.

"Recently I received the report of the National Commission on
Excellence in Education from Secretary Bell. This report outlines
steps which must be taken to restore quality throughout our educa-

U1-78 0-8-6
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tion system and places a heavy emphasis upon the role that par-
ents must play in renewing our country's educational standards.

"After reviewing the findings of the Commission with great in-
terest, I am more convinced than ever that passage of tuition tax
credit legislation is needed now. It will enhance the measures the
Commission recommends for excellence in both our public and pri-
vate schools.

"I have remarked elsewhere that without a race there can be no
champion. Without competition to excel in our educational system,
we will not have excellence. Making alternatives affordable to
those parents who want them by allowing them to keep some of
what they now earn to spend on their children's education will pro-
vide competition as public and private schools seek to improve the
quality of education they offer to attract and retain students.

"We will not provide tuition tax credits at the expense of public
education. The reduction in revenues to the Treasury will not-be
offset by reducing Federal support for other educational programs
of benefit to public and private school children.

"Our Constitution recognizes the parental right to choose be-
tween public and private education.

"Your consideration of this legislation and its passage by your
colleagues on the floor of the Senate will help make this right a
reality for more American families.

"We must improve the quality of education in both our public
and private schools, and the Commission's report suggests that
much of the reform must come from State Governors, legislators,
school boards, principals, superintendents, educators-and parents.

"Parental involvement in a child's education is best assured
when families choose the schools they wish their children to
attend. This measure can be especially beneficial to minority stu-
dents and those from low-income families.

"My administration was pleased to work with the Senate Fi-
nance Committee last year to insure that parents who send their
children to schools which practice discrimination will not benefit
from tuition tax credits. The language of the legislation which I
sent to the Congress this year and which you are considering today
is identical to that approved by your committee in the last session
of the Congress.

"I do not want to repeat the persuasive arguments in support of
tuition tax credits which will be presented by Secretary Bell and
other members of the administration before the committee today,
but let me assure you I have the strongest personal interest in this-
legislation and support your efforts to secure its passage.

"I look forward to working with your committee for its enact-
ment."Sincerely,

-e RONALD REAGAN."

Thank you for the privilege of reading that, Mr. Chairman. I
deeply wanted to read it. I sensed a sense of haste here.

[The letter for the record follows:]
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THm Wanz HousM,
Washington, D.C, April 28, 198S.

Hon. RoBRT DoLE,
U.& Senate,
Washington, D.C

DuR Bo: I want to thank you and the members of your Committee for moving
expeditiously on my proposal to enact tuition tax credits. As you know, I am deeply
committed to this measure to strengthen parental control over education and
extend choice to those who would otherwise bear a heavy burden of dual payments
for education. I am encouraged that your Committee is giving this legislation the
full attention it merits.

Recently I received the report of the National Commission on Excellence in Edu-
cation from Secretary Bell. This report outlines steps which must be taken to re-
store quality throughout our educational system, and places a heavy emphasis on
the role that parents must play in renewing our country's educational standards.

After reviewing the findings of the Commission with great interest, I am more
convinced than ever that passage of tuition tax credit legislation is needed now. It
will enhance the measures the Commission recommends for excellence in both our
public and private schools.

I have remarked elsewhere that without a race there can be no champion; with-
out competition to excel in our educational system we will not have excellence.
Making alternatives affordable to those parents who want them, by allowing them
to keep some of what they now earn to spend on their children's education, will pro-
vide competition as public and private schools seek to improve the quality of educa-
tion they offer to attract and retain students.

We will not provide tuition tax credits at the expense of public education. The
reduction in revenues to the Treasury will not be offset by reducing Federal support
for other educational programs of benefit to public and private school children.

Our Constitution recognizes the parental right to choose between public and pri-
vate education. Your consideration of this legislation, and its passage by your col-
leagues on the floor of the Senate, will help make this right a reality for more
American families.

We must improve the quality of education in both our public and private schools,
-and the Commission's report suggests that much of the reform must come from

state governors, legislators, school board members, principals, superintendents, edu-
cators-and parents. Parental involvement in a child's education is best assured
when families choose the schools they wish their children to attend.

This measue can be especially beneficial to minority students and those from low-
income families. My Administration was pleased to work with the Senate Finance
Committee last year to ensure that parents who send their children to schools
which practice discrimination will not benefit from tuition tax credits. The language
of the legislation which I sent to the Congress this year, and which you are consider-
ing today, is identical to that approved by your Committee in the last session of theCongress.

I do not want to repeat the persuasive arguments in support of tuition tax credits
which will be presented by Secretary Bell and other members of the Administration
before the Committee today. But let me assure you, I have the strongest personal
interest in this legislation and support your efforts to secure its passage. I look for-
ward to working with your Committee for its early enactment.

Sincerely, RONAL R

The CHAmRMAN. We are not in that big a hurry. I think there
should be a clear indication that the President strongly supports
this legislation, that it is, frankly, a promise that he made in the
last campaign that he hasn't given up ofn.

I can recall promises that former President Carter made about
the creation of the Department of Education. He didn't give up on
those, and I know that the President is sincere in what he hopes to
do. It is a very controversial issue, but we are going to try to ac-

- commodate the President's concerns.
Secretary Bmx. Now, if I may, just a few comments, and I will

try to be brief.
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I give these views to you, Mr. Chairman and committee mem-
bers, drawn upon over, considerably over, 30 years of experience
that I have had working in education and working most of that
time in the public schools of this country.

I would emphasize to you that the strength of American educa-
tion, in my opinion, is found in its diversity. It is found in the
grassroots arrangements that we have for education, our emphasis
on both public and private schools and colleges and universities. _

I would emphasize that the private schools do an enormous
amount of public good in this country.

Another point I would like to make is that most other Western
countries offer some kind of encouragement or incentive or help to
assure that their private schools are strong and that they are
healthy, and this measure, as has already been indicated, will offer
the kind of tax relief that will make it possible for parents to con-
tinue to support private schools, those who choose and prefer to
send their children to private schools.

So I just stress that we need the strength and the diversity and
the opportunity for learning in this country. The Commission on
Excellence Report that was released this week and the reference
made to it by the President emphasizes that.

I would like to move from that to a quick comparison, if I may,
of the choice and the diversity that we have in higher education
and the help that we give parents there in this country, and con-
trast it with what we do in elementary and secondary schools.

We do help, as the members of this committee well know, p.ir-
ents who want to send their children to, and students who elect to
attend, private as well as public colleges and universities. And
about 25 percent of our enrollment on the higher education level is
private, and 75 percent is public.

We don't worry about the assistance that we give them in paying
their tuition on that level. Contrast that to the elementary and sec-
ondary schools.

I would emphasize that one of the great traditions in this coun-
try is to provide both access to education and choice, so parents
have some freedom to choose. We support that choice element as
well as access.

Now, on the elementary and secondary education level parents
receive no recognition or assistance, and the percent of enrollment
there is 10 percent private and 90 percent public.

The access is there, but the choice is difficult and to some extent
puts pressure on the financial capacity of the middle and lower
income students, and also on minorities, to have this opportunity.

Just a quick comment about the big question: Will this hurt the
public schools? I would like to emphasize to you that I see no evi-
dence that it will. Our experience in Minnesota indicates that
there was not a change in enrollment or a dimunition in the levels
of support in that State where they have had an experience with
tuition tax credits.

Other nations, where they are offering this or similar opportuni-
ties to give this kind of relief, we don't see a weakened and dimin-
ished public school system.
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Now, I would like to just emphasize my own experience as a
parent and as a public school administrator-I would like to per-
sonalize this just a little bit, if the committee will excuse me.

I have four children. They have all gone through the public
schools. I prefer the public schools for my children. I have a son
now who is attending a public school in Arlington. I couldn't be
more pleased with the service that I have received from the public
schools. They are my choice.

At the same time, I would emphasize that parents ought to have
that choice. And if a parent is unhappy with the school which a
child is attending, I want to testify to you that that's a difficult sit-
uation. If a parent is frustrated with the school, totally convinced
that the school is inadequate, whether the school is inadequate or
not the fact that the parent doesn't have a choice is difficult for
them.

So those who want a choice feel that they need that option, for
whatever reason they might have, I think that in our country we
ought to offer that. If parents are not in support of the school
which their children are attending, I can tell you that the children
aren't going to do as well as they will if the parents feel good about
the school they attend. That's how important J think it is that
there be choice in this regard as well as access.

What we ought to be concerned about isn't whose schools the
children attend, but that learning opportunities are there. And we
ought to make sure that we provide that, because learning is what
is important and what we ought to be worrying about today.

And learning requires, especially on the elementary and second-
ary school level, strong parental ties to the school.

I don't believe that this bill is costly. You have heard about the
dollar cost on tax revenue. I don't believe that it is costly. Many of
my public school colleagues criticize me and argue that it is going
to be costly in the diminution of the capability of the public
schools. If I believed that I certainly wouldn t be emphasizing this.

I don't think it is going to cost us in public school strength;
indeed, I feel the public schools have been and will continue to be
competitive. So I think it will do the opposite in providing that.

Now, there are many other details in my testimony. I won't go
into it. My colleagues and I would be pleased to respond to ques-
tions, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Secretary Bell follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF HONORABLE T. H. BELL* SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

April 28, 1983

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOKMfTTEE:

I want to thank you for giving me the opportunity to appear before
/

you this morning to present the views of the Department of Education on

S. 528, "The Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983," the bill the

President transmitted to Congress on February 16 of this year.

When I appeared before your Committee on Finance last July to support

the Reagan Administration's tuition tax credit proposal, I stated my

conviction that tuition tax credits would enhance the educational

opportunities of lower- and middle-income working families and through

competition improve all American elementary and secondary education.

Today I want to reiterate that conviction and emphasize that tuition tax

credits will increase the ability of American families to choose the

best possible education for their children as they see fit.

S. 528 or the President's proposal would permit individual taxpayers to

receive a credit against their income taxes of up to 50 percent of the cost

of tuition and fees for each child in eligible private elementary and

secondary schools up to a maximum credit per child. The maximum credit

would be phased in over a three-year period, rising from $100 in 1983 to

$200 in 1984, and $300 thereafter.

This legislation is not aimed at benefiting the well-to-do who can

already choose the best school for their children and who need no assistance

in meeting their educational expenses. It is intended to meet the needs

of lower- and middle-income working families for whom choices are more

limited. A full credit would be available only to those families with
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adjusted gross Incomes up to $40,000, and benefits would decline to zero

at $60,000 income.

S. 528, the Administrationts tuition tax credit bill, alsq contains the

strong anti-discrimination provisions that were adopted and reported out last

year by the Senate Finance Committee. Tax credits would not be allowed

for payments to private schools with racially discriminatory policies or

practices. Parents would be eligible for the credit only if they 9sod

their children to not-for-profit tax-exempt schools that state their

nondiscriminatory policy in their published bylaws, admission materials,

and advertising. An eligible school must also annually file a statement

that it has not followed a racially discriminatory policy with the Treasury

Department. Parents will also be disallowed credits for payments to any

school found to be following a racially discriminatory policy in an

action brought by the Attorney General under the bill's declaratory

judgment provision. In addition, although this bill bas a general effective

date of August 1, 1983, no credits will be allowed until a final decision

of the U.S. Supreme Court or an act of Congress prohibits Lhe granting

of tax exemption under the Internal Revenue Code to private educational

instiutlns- th-t intain a racially discriminatory policy or practice

against students.

Our proposed legislation is also sensitive to the need to avoid the

possibility-or even the appearance-of Federal interference with the

independence of private schools so long as they do not discriminate on

the basis of race. Tuition tax credits are not Federal financial

assistance with strings attached. No Federal funds will pass from Federal

officials to schools or even to students; no choices will be made at the

Federal level concerning the content or program of the schools; and all

decisions regarding education for which tax credits are granted under this
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proposal will be made by the families and schools directly involved.

What this proposed legislation will do is increase the ability of

American families to choose the beat possible education for their

children. Growing numbers of American families, especially lower income

families, want greater choice in education. This legislation would also

foster the div-efsity 6-o-our-elemen-tary and secondary education system.

That diversity, which encourages experimentation and improvement, is one

of its strengths. It leads to improved education for all students.

The possible benefits that minority children would gain from tuition

tax credits should also be stressed. Many minority children already

attend private schools. Considering just blacks, the Bureau of Census

reports that in the central cities of metropolitan areas in 1979, 12

percent of private school enrollees were black. The Census Bureau also

reports that Hispanic students contributed over 8 percent of the private

school enrollment in these central city areas that year.

The proportion of minority students is even greater in certain

private schools. A recent survey, for instance, showed that 20.4 percent

of the students in the Catholic school system--which represents over

60 percent of the nation's private school enrollment--were minority

group members. The U.S. Census Bureau reports that this is the same

proportion of minorities it found in the population at large in the 1980

Population Census.

This legislation will assist those families who have already

chosen private schools for their children to continue to do so. The cost

of education, both public and private, has risen dramatically in recent

years. The cost of private schools, in addition to the State and local

taxes paid to support public schools, has always limited the ability of

lower-income families to choose them. Rising costs are now putting private
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schools beyond the mans, without substantial sacrifice, of a growing

number of middle-income Americans as well.

By providing tax relief in the form of tuition tax credits, this

legislation will promote tax equity by reducing the double burden of private

school tuition and State and local taxes for public schools that many

parents now bear. In reducing the unfairness of this double burden, it will

also allow many of these families to continue to exercise educational choice.

Americans have such to be proud of in their public and private

educational system by virtue of its quality and diversity. Tuition tax

credits will foster that diversity and encourage its qualiLy. Diversity

stimulates a healthy competition between public and private schools and

promotes higher standards in both sectors. If a school has little or no

competition, it may lack the incentive to improve its educational quality.

This improvement in quality through competition is of special importance

to low Incom and minority youth. Since these students face considerable

barriers in their quest for upward mobility, the better education that

competition will produce will be an important step in improving their

prospects after they leave school.

As Secretary of Education, I am well aware of the quality education

offered in many public schools today and of the efforts to Improve that

quality. It is difficult, however, for any one school system to meet

all the needs of all students or to be consistent with the values of

all parents. There will always be many parents whose educational values

differ from those of the public school system. These views should be

respected and their freedom to choose supported, especially when this

choice might increase the achievement of their children.
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It should also be remembered that private schools do more than

offer alternative educational choices to students and their parents.

Private schools also carry a significant part of the burden of providing

elementary and secondary education in this country, often at the cos- below

that of public schools. If it became financially impossible for many of

the families now sending their children to nonpublic schools to continue

to do so, the resulting increase in public school attendance would place

large and unwelcom new tax burdens on State and local taxpayers. If

one-tenth of the private school population of nearly five million

students shifted to public schools, the costs to the public school system

could increase by over one and a quarter billion dollars, based on current

per pupil expenditures in public schools.

In closing, let me restate my belief that the public schools-like

the public universities--will benefit from the diversity and wholesome

competition chat tuition tax credits will~provide. The more diversity and

options we offer, the richer will be our learning opportunities for all

children. For these and other reasons I have given, I urge you to support

this proposal and enact it into law during this session of Congress.

I would be happy to answer any questions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you,

Mr. Secretary. It's always a pleasure to have you before the com-
mittee just because of your own personal qualities and also to know
that you are still there.

[Laughter.]
Secretary BELL. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I have just a few very brief questions that I

would like to ask, and I hope you will think of them as friendly
questions from a sometime professor of education who has been in-
volved for a quarter century with this subject.

My first point would be this: The President-and this is not in
any sense meant to be critical, but the President says here on page
2, "Our Constitution recognizes the parental right to choose be-
tween public and private education." Where in the Constitution?

Secretary BELL. I think this relates to the freedom that we all
ought to have to choose.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Wait, wait, wait. "Ought to have"? -

Secretary BELL. It relates to the matter of choice. It relates to the
taxation to a benefit for which you don't have an opportunity to
receive.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Secretary, I don't want to make this dif-
ficult for you, but the word "education" does not appear in the
Constitution. And is there anybody present who thinks otherwise?

[No response.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. I only say this because we want to bring to

these matters a certain rigor, don't we?
Secretary BELL. Of course.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And I hate to have the President of the

United States telling me the Constitution says something when the
Constitution doesn't even mention it.

Secretary BELL. But you seeA the opportunity to exercise your dis-
cretion and to choose is throughout all of the words that we have
there, and I think that's the reference to which the President was
making. I think he would acknowledge that the word "education"
is not mentioned in the Constitution.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I ask you, was this letter written in
the White House?

Secretary BELL. It surely was. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right.
[Laughter]
Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you find the fellow who wrote it, send

him a copy of the Constitution, and say, "Please read this. You ob-
viously had a deficient secondary school education." [Laughter.]

If we are going to talk about education, the President of the
United States should not be telling us something is in the Constitu-
tion that isn't anywhere remotely in the Constitution.

Secretary BELL. But you see, Senator, if you arrive at the conclu-
sion that since the word "education" is not in the Constitution that
that eradicates all other freedoms and the right to exercise that as
it relates to other opportunities where we guarantee discretion,
then that's another matter.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. He could have said our Constitution "infers"
the right of parents to choose. Now, "infer" you could get away
with; "recognizes" you can't.

Secretary BELL. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Now, second, you were mentioning higher

education, and I think it is appropriate to say, if you were to make
a judgment, would it not be your judgment that the majority of the
principal research-oriented universities in this country are in fact
private universities? Are they not, if you took the top 25? A good
hal?.

Secretary BELL. Yes; I think if we took the top 25 we could say
that. We have an organization in this town called the American
Association of Universities, they allege that they are the top 50. If
we take them, I would say that it might be close to a 50-50 break.
Surely they are represented in excess of their numbers there.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I think that is an important point.
One last question-pnd, Mr. Chairman, may I take just another

second? You published this report "A Nation at Risk," which in-
cludes all kinds of wonderful images about war, and what would
happen if the KGB had its way, et cetera. It is certainly an allur-
ing document, but in all truth I don't find private elementary and
secondary education even to exist within the horizons of this
report. ---

Secretary BELL. Oh, yes, that's mentioned in the report. I know,
as busy as you are, you haven't had an opportunity to read it.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Where is it? What does it say?
Secretary BELL. It mentions the importance of education and the

importance of having a strength on the public and private level in
education.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It doesn't mention tuition tax credits.
Secretary BELL. Oh, of course it doesn't.
Senator MOYNIHAN. "Of course it doesn't"?
Secretary BELL. It doesn't discuss the financing at all; that

wasn't the charge of the Commission.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Just curious. Thank you very much, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Boren?
Senator BOREN. Mr. Secretary, you talked a moment ago about

the importance of choice and access. Does the administration pro-
posal extend to refundability of tuition tax credits? Does it provide
for refundability?

Secretary BELL. No; it does not. One reason for that is, this re-
lates to the very low-income students, and they are already receiv-
ing-the low-income private school students are eligible to partici-
pate under chapter I of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act-those that are below the poverty level. And it was our view
that that met that--

Senator BOREN. They are eligible for direct Federal Government
tuition grants to private schools presently?

Secretary BELL. No. They are eligible to receive the benefits of
those services, those compensatory services.

Senator BOREN. Like school lunches and other special categorical
grants?
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Secretary BELL. No, I wouldn't emphasize school lunches there; I
would emphasize instruction in reading and spelling and math-
ematics, and academic areas that are being offered there.

Senator BOREN. In other words, they can get the same categorical
assistance provided to low-income students, whether they are in
the private or the public school at the present time.

Secretary BELL. That is correct.
Senator BOREN. But it does not go to tuition itself?.
Secretary BELL. That doesn't go to tuition itself, but it serves

that same group of students.
Senator BOREN. It serves the same group of students, but it does

not meet the same financial purpose in terms of meeting tuition
costs. Isn't that correct?

Secretary BELL. Yes. But, you see, upper-income private students
are not eligible for those services, but low-income private students
are.

Senator BoREN. Well, certainly not. Certainly, I understand that,
Mr. Secretary, but we are here talking about the ability to pay tu-
ition, which goes over and above additional help in reading or
other things that low-income students might be entitled to have.

Secretary BELL. I am aware of that, but the refundability has to
do with those whose income is so low that they don't receive any
income tax, and that's the category we are talking about.

Senator BOREN. I understand that, and that would encompass 46
percent I am told, according to the 1980 census, of black families in
this country, and 37 percent of Latino children. So in other words,
the administration proposal which is founded upon choice excludes
46 percent of black families and 37 percent of Latino families, as
far as tuition payments are concerned. Is that not correct? Tuition
only I am talking about.

Secretary BELL. We would emphasize that there is considerable
participation of minority students in the private schools in many
areas. In fact, the number of black students enrolled in private
schools is almost representative of the black population in this
country, percentagewise.

Senator Bo~mN. Well, I am aware that there is some participa-
tion, but in terms of the aid which would be given by this proposal,
$1.5 billion. And we would assume that tax credits are generally
utilized by this committee to affect behavior. If we want to give a
person an incentive to do something, we enact a tax credit to en-
courage that. So, presumably, by enacting a tax credit here, we
make attendance at a private school less burdensome for the
person who receives that $100, $200, $300 of tuition help than it is
now.

So in theory we would be encouraging them or making it easier
for them to attend private school; but we are not making it easier
for those families, therefore-would we not be?-in terms of the tu-
ition effect that would not be able to receive it by refundability?

Have there been any demographic studies made b the adminis-
tration in terms of the characteristics- of students tat can be ex-
pected to switch from public school to private school under this
particular proposal? Are there any studies available on the demo-
graphic shift that would be expected, of those students that would
be switching from public school to private school?
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Secretary BELL. We are in the process of conducting such a
study, and possibly the Under Secretary could respond to that
question in a bit more detail, if he would, please.

Dr. JONES. There has been, Senator, for the past few months, a
project on financing of elementary and secondary education, and
part of that project has focused on private education and different
incentives that parents could receive to send their children to pri-
vate schools-not to have it misinterpreted that we think tax cred-
its is Federal aid to private institutions.

That study is in the closing stages, and we should have informa-
tion available in the not too distant future.

Senator BOREN. Will it demonstrate the type, demographically, of
students that would be expected to be shifted from public to private
schools under this proposal?

Dr. JONES. I haven't read the proposal. I presume that it will ad-
dress questions like that and identify what may be preferences by
parents as to which school they would send their children to.

Secretary BELL. If the history in Minnesota is any indication, it
won't have much of an impact.

Senator BOREN. How long has that been?
Secretary BELL. They have had several years.
Senator BOREN. Two? Three?
Senator DURENBERGER. Three.
Senator BOREN. Three years? In the third year?
Secretary BELL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
I think, we had testimony in response to that last year. I don't

see them on this hearing agenda, but we did have testimony from
the people who were involved in the Minnesota experience, last
year, which would substantiate the Secretary's statement.

Mr. Secretary, is there a voucher proposal that the administra-
tion has-put together, and is it up here somewhere in bill form?

Secretary BELL. Yes. I have testified on that in the House and
will soon do so in the Senate. The voucher proposl would be an
amendment to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and
it--would permit low-income children to receive a voucher if the
local school board will grant it, for the student to take that vouch-
er and use it to help to defray their cost of attendance at another
school. It could be another public school or another private school.
And this voucher, and the existence of it if we can get the legisla-
tion passed, would help to meet the refundability point that Sena-
tor Boren was raising.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, is it a piece of authorizing legisla-
tion for the appropriation of Federal moneys?

Secretary BELL. Yes, it would be authorizing legislation in that it
would permit the student to use the Federal financial assistance to
exercise an option to utilize the amount of that assistance-it is
about $521 a child-in another school setting if the parents and the
school officials agree that that would be best for the child. It is not
unlike what we have now for education for the handicapped. We do
provide Federal financial assistance for handicapped children, to be
under the individualized education plan that is put together, to
attend a school other than a public school if, in the combined judg-
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ment of the parent and the school officials, that will be best for the
educational experience for the child.

So what it does is offer that same opportunity for the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act that is available in the Educa-
tion for the Handicapped Act at the present time.

It does require the consent of both the school official and the
parent, so in that respect it wouldn't be identical to this, where
this is an entitlement. The other one is an entitlement only if the
local school board grants it. But it will help to meet the refundabil-
ity question.

Senator DURENBERGER. Are you familiar with the fact that some
States in this country, including the State of Minnesota, are explor-
ing vouchers at the State level as well, particularly aimed at the
economically disadvantaged?

Secretary BELL. Yes, I am.
Senator DURENBERGER. That is a growing area of interest and a

growing area of policy concern across this country and at the State
level.

Secretary BELL. Yes. I applaud that and hope we could have
more of that. I think it leads on to the choice that I have been em-
phasizing, that I think is so important, that we offer so broadly in

igher education.
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Secretary, is there some special

reason why the administration bill does not provide a tax credit for
tuition paid to public schools? What is your general philosophy on
that?

Secretary BELL. Yes. We feel that this is not an access problem,
obviously. And we also feel at this particular time we likely
couldn't afford that in the revenue loss picture.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, which one of those is important? I
guess, in light of all of our concern for the deficit I can understand
the second part of that. I don't understand the first. You say it's
not an access problem? What does that mean?

Secretary BELL. Oh, I don't think we have any problem of access
to the public schools in this country. Regardless of where a child
lives, there is a school district there, and they are offering free
public education to the children.

Now, there are expenses attendant to that. In some places on the
high school level activity fees and books ind so on are charged for.
I know, particularly in the State of Minnesota that there is some
acknowledgment of that in their State tax structure.

Senator DURENBERGER. But, Mr. Secretary, you are making the
argument for tuition tax credits on the premise of choice. Are you
saying that there is a choice in the public system? Or are you just
saying that every kid has a school that he can go to?

Secretary BELL. No, my point was that there is access at the
present time. There is choice among public schools in some school
systems, a considerable choice.

Senator DUmmBERGER. Would it improve both the choice and the
quality of public education in this country if there were tuition tax
credits andthere were tuition in the public system?

Secretary BmiL. I am not sure that it would, since the expendi-
tures, the costs, for attending nublic schools are very negligible. I
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can't see that it's as significant an issue as it is with respect to pri-
vate school children.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long?
Senator LONG. I would not like to see legislation of this sort used

as a pretext for the Federal Government to impose strings and con-
trols on private schools that do not now exist, Mr. Secretary. I was
very much dismayed, in trying to help with revenue-sharing legis-
lation for local communities, at the extent at which we have been
bogged down and impeded in that program by amendments that
appear to be well-intentioned but that would put first one string
and next another on what local communities would have to do to
get those revenue sharing funds. From my point of view it is an
outrage. I regard it as clearly their own money, and to make them
contend with a bunch of Federal conditions imposed on them in
order to get some of their own money back stirs great resentment
in me. If I could, I would repeal every string that was put on it.

When we started out with revenue sharing, I only had one sug-
gestion. I thought they ought to tell us afterwards what they did
With the money. But I would be willing to settle for not even
having that requirement, if I could get rid of all the other strings
that have been put on the revenue-sharing legislation. It is not fair;
it is not right that just to get their own money back they should
have to comply with a bunch of conditions.

What king of assurance can you- offer me that on your proposal
we won't have a whole bunch of strings that have been imposed
out of Washington on these private schools?

Secretary BELL. Well, since it is a revenue matter it will, be ad-
ministered by Treasury. I know that they very much share aarcon-
cern that we keep the red tape to a minimum. I don't anticipate
that Treasury will be promulgating regulations that go beyond the
scope of the statute.

Now, what amendments are going to be attached as this legisla-
tion gets through both Houses up here is another matter. And this
is, of course, a matter of considerable concern not only to us but
also to the private school community that want to remain free of
much of that restriction and reporting and red tape difficulty.

Senator LONG. I hope that we will have your help and the help of
everybody you can associate yourself with in trying to keep this
program from being impaired with first one string and one condi-
tion, and next another, to say, "You don't get the credit unless the
school does this," and "You don't get it unless you do something
else." By the time we get through with all of that it is possible to
so slow this down with red tape and strings and conditions before
the people could get the tax credit that it just wouldn't be worth
anything to them.

Secretary BEmL. Senator, I share that concern, with the years
that I have spent contending with that on the State and local level.
I share that concern. I know it is shared by Treasury.

I don't think that we need to worry about the regulatory part of
it. My worry has to do with the amendments that are going to be
tacked on as the legislation moves its way.

Senator LONG. I'm concerned about the amendments, both those
that will be offered before this proposal becomes law as well as
those that can be offered after it becomes law.
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Secretary BELL. By the bureaucracy, and I'm aware of that, and
I'll do alIcan on that side of it. And hopefully, if this committee
can keep from having too many provisos tacked on here, we will
have a bill we can be proud of, and American education will be the
better for it.

Senator LONG. I don't have much difficulty supporting what you
are here to advocate. What concerns me is all the unintended bag-
age that might find its way aboard this proposal before it is final-

ly law, and also afterwards.
Secretary BELL. Right. I am sympathetic with that concern. I

share it.
Senator LONG. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. We might just have to put ion an amendment

that they can't complicate it by regulation, or something.
Senator LONG. But I'm worried about what might be added right

up here.
The CHAIRMAN. I know.
Senator LONG. Let's start with what we do right here.
The CHAIRMAN. We may complicate it first.
Secretary BELL. I just emphasize that it's a palling the amount

of law that is written in the executive branch by exercising regula-
tory authority and interpreting what you tell us to do. It is just
amazing to me how much is added and how much embellishment
there is. So I know where the Senator is coming from there, and I
want to assure that I will do everything I can to see that that
doesn't happen. I have had my own suffering with that.

Senator LONG. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bell, in the President's letter there is a ringing phrase:

"Without a race there can be no champion; without competition to
excel in our educational system, we will not have excellence."

Could you cite, in the United States, where excellence has been
brought about on the elementary and secondary level by competi-
tion between private and public schools?

I come from a section of the country that probably has the high-
est private school enrollment, percentagewise, of anywhere. Are
the public schools in the Northeast superior to the public schools in

-the West?
Secretary BELL. Oh, if we were talking about today I would not

say so.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, what do you have to substantiate the sug-

gestion that competition in schools on the elementary and second-
ary level produces a better public school? What figures do you
have?

Secretary BELL. I think the President was expressing his belief in
the marketplace and how it gives us all an incentive. And I know
that it is his feeling that-

Senator CHAmF. Never mind his feeling. Do you not have any
statistics whatsoever in your vast Department that would indicate
that the education is improved where there is a high percentage of
private schools?

Secretary BzLL. I believe that we could provide evidence to you
that where there is choice and freedom to choose there is a correla-

21-878 0--3--7
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..tion between that and achievement. And I emphasize that because
it is choice that we are talking about as-

Senator CHI4E. Mr. Secretary, I have a limited time here.
Secretary BELL. Let me finish if I may, Senator. I haven't made

my point yet.
In many public schools there is an open and freedom-to-choose

policy of the board, and that's the point that is being made. And as
you have asked for evidence, I think there is evidence there.

Senator CHAFEE. No, Mr. Secreta -what you are proposing is
that money go into the private schools of the country. That's what
it is. And you are saying that that will produce better public educa-
tion. I am asking for some evidence.

Secretary BELL. And I was indicating to you that where we have
had choice, and we haven't had much choice thus far in the private
schools, but where we have had choice we think it has been benefi-
cial from the point of view of--

Senator CHAFEE. Would you submit evidence, for the record, of
board scores or whatever it is, taking different sections of the coun-
try where there is a high percentage of private enrollment to sub-
stantiate your point?

Secretary BELu. We can submit that where there is choice. I am
not saying it is necessarily between public and private, but where
there is choice as well as access among--

Senator CHAFEE. But this has nothing to do with choice in the
public schools.

Secretary Bll. Of course it does, Senator. That's what we are
after. And where we have competition for students and choice
among public schools, the same thing would apply to private
schools.

Senator CHAIEE. Well, I would look forward to that coming in for
the record.

Senator CHAFm. Now, from Senator Moynihan, he said in the
discussion that there is support for the private tuitions in the uni-
versities, he said in the top 20 universities in the country, affd the
suggestion was as a result of this private assistance-the sugges-
tion was that over half of them were private universities.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Sir, I didn't say that.
Senator CHAF. Well, that was the implication of your question.'
Senator MOYNIHAN. No, no, no.
Senator CHAnx. If it wasn't, then we will set it aside. We will

take that upin the next round.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, I want to say something on your

behalf in awhile.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, on your time you can do it. [Laughter.]
The problem here, Mr. Secretary, is a whole series of require-

ments are levied on the public schools by your Department and by
the Congress. Now, why shouldn't those same requirements be
levied on the private schools? If they are beneficial for the public
schools, why shouldn't they be levied on the private schools under
your program? Why shouldthey be treated differently?

Secretary BELL. First of all, the private schools' parents are re-
ceiving the tax credit, and it's quite a small one. As Senator Long
was pointing out, we don't want the requirements to exceed the
benefit. A $100 tuition tax credit the first year is not a very large
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one. I think we levy upon the public schools many more require-
ments than is justified by the small 8 percent that we put up
versus 92 percent in the public schools-that's State and local
money. I think it is a matter of putting so many requirements on
there that it far exceeds the small for the first year $100 tax credit.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, Mr. Secretary, then isn't the answer for
you to come forward with legislation to remove these excessive re-
quirements that you believe are imposed on the public schools?

I presume you might come in and say they shouldn't handle the
handicapped-maybe so; I don't know. Or they shouldn't have to
educate in bilingual, shouldn't have to take immigrant children. I
don't know what your proposals would be. And at the same time
impose the remaining requirements on the private schools, since
you deem that those are beneficial requirements, the remaining re-
quirements. Are you prepared to do that?

Secretary BELL. Well, first of all I would say we have come for-
ward with those proposals and they are now pending before the
Congress, to eliminate many of these regulations and problems.
There are many legislative proposals up here pending before you
now, and we would urge you, if I could take this opportunity, to
enact them. And then we would get the kind of relief in that
regard that we are talking about. We are on the record in that
regard. It relates to everything we are trying to do with block
grants; it related to a number of regulatory reforms that we have
wanted to make, and we have run into Congressional opposition in
that regard.

Senator DURENBERGER. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. Dr. Bell, how do you respond to the criticism,

usually a last-resort proposition put up by the opponents of this
legislation, that, "Well, if we are going to have tuition tax credits,
at the very least they should only go to children that are going to
schools that are State-approved? In other words, the sort of proposi-
tion where the schools would have to be formally approved by a
State organization or some governmental agency?

I am raising that as an obstacle people raise. So how would you
answer that?

Secretary BELL. I would like to call on the Undersecretary to re-
spond to that one.

Dr. JONES. Number one, Senator, there are several institutions in
each State that don't believe that it is appropriate to be approved
by the State. You do have State-supported schools now, and many
people do wish to seek other types of institutions.

If you look at the 50 States, there are 9 States that have no State
accreditation or approval or licensure regulations whatsoever.
There are 23 that only require voluntary accreditation, approval,
or licensure.

So on the one hand you have the State trying not only to invoke
one school system on their constituents, through the public schools,
but now those advocates against tuition tax credits would want to
invoke the same type of State accreditation standards on private
schools. And we find that there are many parents who wish to
choose private schools so they aren't encumbered in their choice by
the State regulations or licensure or accreditation standards.
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Senator GRASSLEY. So then your answer is (1) that you wouldn't
have a uniform system because some States don't even get involved
with that aspect of regulation of private education, and(2) that we
just shouldn't even be having that sort of condition put on it?

Dr. JONES. Not at the Federal level, sir, that's correct.
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, they were not suggesting it at the Fed-

eral level; they were suggesting State approval, but that tuition tax
credits should not be available to anybody who did not go to at
least a State-approved private school.

Dr. JONES. But if it is part of this legislation, Senator, it would be
a Federal Government intrusion on State policy.

Secretary BELL. We would try to persuade the States not to do
that either.

Senator GRASSLEY. Didn't we have an amendment, though, adopt-
ed before the bill got out of committee last year to that effect?

Dr. JONES. You had an amendment adopted on compulsory at-
tendance, or language to that effect. A mix. Yes, sir. It does not
appear in the administration's bill.

Senator GRASSLEY. No, it's not in the administration's bill, but it
was put on this bill that came out of committee last year, right?

Dr. JONES. Yes, sir. We believe that the language in the bill last
year could be interpreted that some State laws would require
schools be State-approved or accredited before parents would re-
ceive the benefit of the tax credit, and we do not believe that is an
appropriate role for this legislation.

Senator GRAssLEY. Well, then the administration opposed that
amendment a year ago?

Dr. JONES. We opposed it a year ago in this very committeeroom,
yes.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Senator Boren brought up the proposition of slippage away from

the public schools. Now, you referred to a study, and those studies
are not completed yet? Or those studies are showing that there
isn't slippage?

Dr. JONES. Well, we have referred to two studies here. One of
them was the Minnesota case where there was actually a decrease
in attendance at private schools after tuition tax credits was imple-
mented in that State. There is another study that Senator Boren
has referred to, which is a project undertaken by the Department,
started some months ago and is reaching conclusion, but it does not
address the question of slippage. I think they have done a survey
that will address parental preferences.

Senator GRASSLEY. OK.
Well, my view would be that, whether or not there is slippage

would be directly related to whether or not the tuition tax credit is
looked at as an economic incentive for people to go to a private
school, and I think with the $300 limit which I favor and would not
want it to go higher, I think at that level it is a recognition of the
dual cost of education for private school children; but yet it is not
so high that there would be an economic incentive, because I for
one would want the rationale for parents sending their children to
a private school, for that to be the traditional and historical ration-
ale, that the private schools can give their children something that
the public schools can't, and to have that reason be used as opposed
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to an economic incentive that the tuition tax credit might give
them for sending their children to a private school.

Dr. JONES. Senator, we addressed this bill as equity rather than
incentive; so we concur on that.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan, did you say you had a follow-
up?

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, just two things.
On the question of competition, choice, and resulting educational

outcomes, Senator Chafee asked a question. And I think he was
probably responding at least in part to the President's statement in
his letter:

I have remarked elsewhere that without a race there can be no champion, with-
out competition to excel in our educational system we will not have excellence.

Can I say to you I don't think there is 5 cents worth of data in
this country that would demonstrate that anything approaching
competition between school systems produces different outcomes.
And if there is, I wish you would give it to us.

I am very serious about this. I don't much like this report, to tell
you the truth. It is a statist report. It says we'd better have better
schools so we can beat the Japanese-which is not why you have
schools. "Excellence" defined as competence at machine tool build-
ing is not my idea of what educational excellence is really all
about; and in any event I don't think you can solve the problem
with that approach. [Applause.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you. [Laughter.]
But most people if they make choices among school systems do so

because of where they choose to live, and to the degree they have
that choice they very commonly choose to live where they think
the school systems are best. The correlations, however, are very
weak.

Now, if the National Institute of Education had been doing its
work over the last 10 years-and I went to an awful lot of effort to
get it established-you would have some such data. But I don't
think you have any. If you say there is a correlation, I would like
to see that correlation. I'll bet you it's very weak. I bet you it
would not get through a National Science Foundation peer review.
Do you have it?

Secretary BELL. I have some evidence from school systems that I
know of where they have offered choice to the parents and where
there has been increases in achievement gains.

Senator MOYNIHAN. What choice? The choice between one school
and another?

Secretary BELL. Well, one I know of is a school system that I
came from in Salt Lake City.-Now, I want to emphasize, Sena-
tor--

Senator MOYNIHAN. By definition, a public school system.
Secretary BELL. That's right, but--
Senator MOYNIHAN. What was the choice offered?
Secretary BELL. Well, Senator, it's a choice among this school or

this school or this school in the public schools. And that's what we
are talking about, is the--

Senator MOYNIHAN. Can you give us a hard research paper?
Secretary BELL [continuing]. Is the principle of choice.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Sir, can you give us a hard research paper?
Secretary BELL. It depends on the Senator's definition of a "hard

research paper."
Senator MOYNIHAN. It is a very "hard" definition, let me tell

you. [Laughter.]
Secretary BELL. I don't know whether I would be able to provide

one that would meet the Senator's standards or not. I would try to.
Senator MOYNIHAN. May I just plead to you that the case for tu-

ition tax credits, as for many other things, is a case of individual
choice that does not have to be buttressed by false or unsubstanti-
ated claims of outcomes. And I really do say that if you bring in
these extraneous things you will be destroyed; there will not be a
respectable professor in the subject in the country who would pay
any attention to you. They would say, "Where is your data?" and
you won't have any.

Now, there is data, some recent studies for minority students,
showing that the nonpublic schools frequently have higher out-
comes in certain kinds of cognitive tests. But can you collect it and
bring it up here? And please don't be afraid to say "It turns out we
don't have any."

Secretary BELL. Well, it's difficult, as you know better than
anyone else here, Senator, it's difficult to extract other factors
when you have research in education.

Now, as I point out some school systems where they have choice
and at the same time the achievement has gone up, some other
critic and scholar could say, "Well, how do you know, Secretary
Bell, that that was the cause or some other factor at that time was
the cause?" And I would say, "I don't know." I am aware of that,
and it isn't the prime purpose, it isn't the prime tenet upon which
we have been building our advocacy for tuition tax credits.

I would, if I may, Senator-and I know how pressed you are for
time-I would like to defend this for just a moment. I know it's ex-
traneous.

I appointed, Senator Moynihan, as conscientiously as I could a
panel of educators and scholars, including one Nobel Laureate--

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Seymour.
Secretary BELL. Yes, and William 0. Baker.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Who has just become a faculty member at

the Graduate School of Education at Berkeley.
Secretary BELL. Yes, sir. And Gerald Holton.
Senator MOYNIHAN. One professor. That's the only professor; a

first-rate one, to be sure. One teacher, and the rest are administra-
tors.

Secretary BELL. Some distinguished school administrators. One of
the outstanding school superintendents in this country is Dr. San-
chez from Albuquerque.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Agreed.
Secretary BELL. We feel that this is an objective study. I feel,

Senator, that it is unfair to these Commission members that re-
sponded to our request that they appraise the American education
system, if I dare say it, for you to say that this is military oriented
and focused upon the Japanese and it's related to production of
things and not for education for its own sake. I would say to you
Senator--
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Senator MOYNIHAN. If I said that, I would like to withdraw that
statement.

It's kind of hard to put together a panel of people who say we are
having a huge economic crisis, and have the President say, "Right.
They have said just what -1 mean. The Federal Government has no
responsibility in this business."

Secretary BELL. But you see, Senator, that isn't what this study
says. That isn't the thrust of this study. And Senator, for you to
typify that after all that hard work, I would suggest that it is
unfair to these fine, conscientious citizens, including some adminis-
trators, if you please, who are very intelligent people and who com-
mand a lot of respect.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, of course they command a lot of re-
spect. I make the observation that there is one professor and one
school teacher, and that in the whole section that deals with fi-
nancing there is not a single reference to tuition tax credits.

Secretary BELL. Senator, that was not their charge. Their charge
was to look at excellence in education and describe to us the prob-
lems that we are having in attaining excellence, and make some
recommendations as to how we might be able to accomplish it. It
was a bipartisan group. It was a panel of distinguished leaders.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It is a fine study, Mr. Secretary.
Will you provide- this committee with the research evidence on

the effects of choice in education with respect to outcomes?
Secretary BELL. I will provide what we have available.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. That's what I assume you mean. I

will appreciate it.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long?
Senator LONG. I just want to ask about one other matter, Mr.

Secretary, because I was not aware of it until I thought I heard you
say it.

believe I heard you say, withr reference to one of the questions
asked, that the black minority are represented up to their popula-
tion percentage in the private schools. Is that correct, or not?

Secretary BELL. I wasn't sure I followed the thrust of your ques-
tion, Senator Long. Would you repeat it, please?

Senator LONG. You said something about minorities being repre-
sented in the private school system. I thought I heard you say
something to the effect that the minorities were well represented
in the private school system.

Secretary BELL. They are, and maybe one of my colleagues could
present some numbers to you in that regard.

Dr. JONES. Senator, I believe you will find the 1979 data indicat-
ed that there was close to 11 or 12 percent minority representation
in private schools, and the 1980 data provided to the Department
indicates nearly 20 percent of the enrollment in Catholic schools is
minorities.

Senator LONG. I was not aware that there is that large a percent-
age of minorities in the private school system.

Dr. JONES. In the Catholic schools, sir.
Senator LONG. But you said 11 to 12 percent were minority stu-

dents in the private schools generally.
Dr. JONES. Yes, sir, but that would also include Hispanics and

other minority individuals.
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Senator LONG. Perhaps you could provide me with some addition-
al information on that subject. I think it is of interest in view of
the fact that one of the witnesses has a statement here from the
NAACP, apparently, that is expressing a very severe concern about
the potential discriminating effect of this legislation.

I was not aware that there is that large a minority representa-
tion in the private schools, and I think it tends to support your
case if that be so. So I would like to have more information on that
if you have it. I would like to have it in greater detail.

Dr. JONES. It certainly approaches 10 percent for minority repre-
sentation across the Nation. We will provide you with the data.

Senator LONG. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, could I ask just one more

question?
The CHAIRMAN. We have about 20 witnesses left.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I have a 1-minute question.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, go ahead.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I just wanted to ask, because again it is a

question of, it seems to me, certain kinds of things pressing in
against each other. Mr. Edward Fisk, who is a respected education
writer for the New York Times says that several members of the
Commission who made this report said they were flabbergasted
when President Reagan praised them for their "call for an end of
Federal intrusion," and said that this was "consistent with our
task of redefining the Federal role in education."

Did the President say that this calls for an end to Federal intru-
sion?

Secretary BELL. The President addressed the group of education
leaders that met at the White House when we released the report,
and the President in his address to them expressed a number of his
views about education, among which was his hope that there would
bp a lessening in Federal intrusion.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Did he say that these people came to this
conclusion?

Secretary BELL. He did not say that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Fisk has got it wrong?
Secretary BELL. I haven't read Ted Fisk's article. I know Ted,

and I respect him. He is a splendid reporter. So I don't want to
allege here on the record that he got it wrong, because I don't
know in the context that he said that. But I was there, and I know
what the President said. He was expressing some of his own views
about education. At the same time he expressed to the group that
he hoped tuition tax credits would be passed. And of course this
Commission didn't address themselves to that at all; it wasn't their
charge.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Boren?
Senator BOREN. Mr. Secretary, one of the few changes that the

administration made in the bill passed by this committee last fall
was to drop the protections for handicapped children, and I won-
dered why that change was made in resubmitting the proposal this
year.

Secretary BELL. Would you respond to that, Dr. Jones?
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The CHAIRMAN. I might respond to that. We may put that back
in the bill.

Secretary BELL. Dr. Jones can defend our position on it.
Dr. JONES. Well, briefly, if I may, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Dr. JONES. Last year we advocated that it wasn't necessary for

this provision, partially because the 94-142 Education of the Handi-
capped Act now provides some support for students attending pri-
vate schools, to the tune of about $230 per student. Students who
attend private schools, through the chapter I 89-313 provision can
receive on the average $560 per student.

Furthermore, in addition to that support through those public
law provisions, you will find that public schools do provide pay-
ment in full if they assign a handicapped child to a private school.

Third, you will find that many thousands of handicapped chil-
dren are being educated in private schools.

And last, we simply don't believe that Internal Revenue Code
501(cX3) applies to coverage of the handicapped. It's the only en-
forcement measure that we would have in this bill, and it does not
apply to the handicapped.

Senator BOREN. So the administration would oppose the inclusion
of a provision on the handicapped?

Dr. JONES. The administration would prefer that there be no in-
clusion of a handicapped provision.

Senator BOREN. Well, I understand that only 2.7 percent of the
private schools provide the programs for the handicapped that are
mandated under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the education
of all handicapped. Is that correct? And if that is so, how then can
we be sure, and how are we having any kind of an equal competi-
tion, if we are not providing these mandates?

Dr. JONES. Well, the law requires that if the handicapped chil-
dren attend private schools the dollars that flow to the public
school are provided either in services or in kind to those students.

Senator BOREN. Do you oppose also including a mandate that the
private schools would have to meet the same requirements in
terms of bilingual requirements and requirements for legal alien
children that the public schools would have to meet?

Dr. JONES. We don't believe this is a bill that should impose upon
institutions all types of regulations when you are dealing with
501(cX3) of the Internal Revenue Code which addresses nondiscrim-
ination.

Senator BOREN. Well, if you leave the public school with all these
mandates and requirements, and you do not put these mandates
and requirements on the private schools, isn't it very likely-going
back to my earlier statement about the demographic effect of who
is going to end up in private schools and who is going to end up in
public schools-that that is going to have an immense effect?

Dr. JONES. No, I don't believe so, sir. I think you will find that
because of the passthrough of dollars from the local education
agency to those students attending private schools, in services or in
kind, you are going to find that kind of support, and attendance
patterns will be quite normal, as they are now already, by demo-
graphic information that we have shared with the committee this
year and last year, and you will find that there are many ways
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that the bilingual or limited-English proficient child can be taught
without even getting Federal dollars from the bilingual education
program.

Senator BOREN, We are talking about public tax dollars, public
tax dollars and public schools. We assure that they are used appro-
priately to meet equal opportunity standards, whether it be for the
handicapped or for others that the public schools are constitution-
all mandated to serve.

How do we assure that kind of public control, then, over these
schools that will be receiving public moneys? One of the things
that we have always believed in in this country is public account-
ability in the use of public funds. How do you propose that we do
that without mandating the same kinds of policies and controls on
private schools?

And I'm all against private schools having these mandates-
unless they want to have public tax money. Then I think they must
apply.

Dr. JONES. They are not getting public tax dollars, Senator.
Senator BOREN. Where does this money go that the parent pays?
Dr. JONES. It stays in the pockets of the wage earners before it

comes to the Federal Government.
Senator BOREN. Oh. If they do not pay tuition to these private

schools, they can pocket the money we are giving them, and the
school doesn't get it? Is that correct.

Dr. JONES. The parents maintain the dollars in their own pock-
ets.

Senator BOREN. Oh, they don't pay it to the private school in tu-
ition? Isn't that necessary that they pay the tuition as a qualifica-
tion for getting the tuition tax credits?

Dr. JONES. But it is not aid to the institution, Senator. If you be-
lieve that the Government has first call on the wage earner's dol-
lars before the wage earner does, then you can make that assess-
ment. I don't happen to believe that.

Senator BOREN. There is no passthrough here?
Dr. JONES. I don't happen to believe that.
Senator BOREN. Are you trying to make me believe-now, surely

you do not believe that any intelligent person can believe that
there is no connection between the $300 tuition tax credit and $300
being eventually paid in tuition to the private schools. Are you tell-
ingme there is no relationship to that?

Dr. JONES. I am telling you the relationship of this bill to the
question that you are raising is that we are providing a tax credit
to parents and no tax credit to an institution.

Senator BOREN. Without anj requirement that parents convey
that money to the institution. s that correct? There is no require-
ment here in this bill? Where does it say that they will get a credit
if they are not paying that money to the private school?

Mr. BAUER. You are missing the point, Senator. The point is that
when you allow a parent to keep some of their tax money, that
does not represent a grant from the Federal Government that then
allows the Federal Government to--

Senator BOREN. Oh, I think you are missing the point. If there is
a direct requirement that the money be used by that person merely
as a vehicle for passthrough, then there is a very direct connection,
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and I don't see how in the world you can sever that connection.
That's nonsense.

Mr. BAUER. We do not believe this is Federal aid to private
schools, Senator.

Senator BOREN. Well, I think that shows how shortsighted that
this proposal is.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me suggest that there probably will be addi-
tional questions as we move on.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, Mr. Chairman, I didn't get my second
round. I know you have a long list of witnesses, but we have the
premier educator in the United States before us, and I think he is
the principal proponent of this legislation. I had 5 minutes, and I
would like to have a second round, if I might.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Bell, are you suggesting anywhere that

there is a crisis in private education in the schools in the United
States as far as financing goes?

Secretary BELL. From my own definition of a crisis I don't believe
that I could say that, Senator.

Senator CHAFEE. Are you aware that the enrollment in the pri-
vate schools now is greater than it was 10 years ago as a percent-
age of the total pool?

Secretary BELL. I believe that is accurate.
Senator CHAFEE. Now, the gentleman with you-Mr. Jones, is it?
Secretary BELL. Yes. He is our Undersecretary, Senator.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Jones, you said that enrollments declined in

Minnesota after these tuition tax credits went through in Minneso-
ta. Is that in numbers, or is that a percentage of the total pool?

Dr. JONES. That is a percentage of the students who were attend-
ing school. Of the total population the percentage of attendance de-
clined.

Senator CHAFEE. I would appreciate it if you would submit that
for the record.

Dr. JONES. I will, sir.
[The information follows:]
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STUDENT ENROLL.iENT
TABLE 2

NONPUBLIC
YEAR PUBLIC NONPUBLIC TOTAL % OF

TOTAL

1967-68 886,171 150,596 1,036,767 14.5

1968-69 916,946 137,319 1,054,265 13.0

1969-70 934,032 124,934 1,058,966 11.8

1970-71 942,474 118,091 1,060,565 11.1

1971-72 949,600 106,392 1,055,992 10. -.- t-

1972-73 950,701 99,139 1.049,870 9.5

1973-74 944,555 94,023 1,038,578 9.1

1974-75 939,998 92,128 1,032,126 8.9

1975-76 879,944 91,893 971,837 9.5

1976-77 862,591 91,793 954,384 10.1

1977-78 835,672 90,919 926,591 9.8

1978-79 806,381 88,524 894,905 9.9

1979-80 773,906 90,954 864,860 10.5
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STUDENT ENROLLMENTS GRAPH 2
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SLUMBER OF TEACHERS

PUBLIC NONPUBLIC

6,878

6,759

6,543

-6,628

6,442

6,261

6.025

6.094

6,073

5,383

5,312

5,283

5,354

YEAR

TABLE 3

1967-68

1968-69

1969-70

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77

1977-78

1978-79

1979-80

43,604

46,291

48,495

48,911

51,553

52.643

51,100

51.176

50,845

44,974

44,628

44,281

44,021

TOTAL

50,482

53.050

55.038

55.539

57.995

58,904

57,125

57,270

56,918

50,337

49,940

49.564

49,375

NONPUBLIC
s OF

TOTAL

13.6

12.8

11.9

11.9

10.6

10.6

10.7

10.7

11.0

10.6

10.7

10.8
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NUMBER OF TEACHERS GRAPH #3
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TEACHER CERTIFICATION

In the public school sector, necessary qualifications for empo,-.nan: L-s either teacher
or administrator include certification. Though the exact requirements have undergone
revision and change over the years, the trend has been gene:'lly to include more
formal educational training rather than less, and to add inservice and continuing
education requirements for renewal of certificates. Life certification was discontinued
several years ago. In addition, more detailed requirements have been established
for teachers in almost every academic field as well as in many extra-curricular fields.
Financial incentives in the various salary "tracks" have encouraged teachers to
broaden their areas of training.

A portion of the Minnesota Statutes reads as follows:

Section 120.10, Subd. 2: "A school, to satisfy the
requirements of compulsory attendance, must be one in
which all the common branches are taught in the English
language, from textbooks written In the English language and
taught by teachers whose qualifications are essentially equivalent
to the minimum standards for public school teachers of the same
grades or subjects - -

It is obvious that the critical phrase
regarding certification is "whose qualifications are essentially equivalent to the
minimum standards", since there is Implied a judgement without indicating who
is to make the judgement or what the criteria are to be except "essentially equivalent".

Because the statutory language was indefinite regarding the specific requirement
of nonpublic school teacher certification, and because monitoring of nonpublic
schools was largely self enforcing, certification of nonpublic teachers has always
been somewhat indefinite. This condition is still true. The Private School Committee
could find no available source of information regarding the number of nonpublic school
teachers actually holding currently valid Minnesota certificates. In recent years. the
governing bodies of certain schools have adopted a policy of requiring Minnesota
certificates; in other schools, such certification is not mandatory.

Perhaps some specific examples would be enlightening. Statistics compiled by the
Education Department of the Minnesota Catholic Conference ,for the 1980-81 school
year show that in the Catholic elementary schools of the state, 94% of the full time
teachers actually hold valid and current Minnesota certificates, with an additional
4.5% being "certifiable". The remaining would fall into the category of having
"qualifications essentially equivalent". On the secondary level, the actually certified
is 89%, the certifiable 9%, and the essentially equivalent factor is the balance.

In the Missouri Synod Lutheran schools, all teachers are required to have at least
a Bachelor's Degree from an approved Lutheran college; in the majority of cases
these teachers would qualify for a Minnesota certificate.

In the Christian Schools International sector, 93% are either certified or certifiable.

Investigation indicates that the current trend in the majority of nonpublic schools
is to encourage, urge, and in some cases require, certification for all teachers
entering that particular nonpublic school. The Private School Committee was unable
to discover any widespread or serious abuse of the present system. In addition,
the present system permits some flexibility in the employment of teachers who may
lack professional education credits but whose preparation in knowledge and back-
ground of subject matter may be quite superior.

21-573 0-83-8
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON TEACHER CERTIFICATION

1. It is the Judgment of the Private School Committee that this area of education
does not require legislative action, rather the committee wishes to endorse the
current statute and regulations without change, regarding teacher certification
in nonpublic schools as described in M.S. Section 120.1, Subd. 2. Several
reasonable factors lend support to this judgment:

a) Existing statutory language has served satisfactorily for many years;
educational measuring devices such as achievement tests, post secondary
attendance and graduation, community participation, etc. all indicate that
nonpublic school teachers are fulfilling their instructional roles.

b) There is lacking conclusive and persuasive evidence that the legitimate
educational needs of Minnesota students attending nonpublic schools in
the state are not being met.

c) Voluntary compliance is meeting with increasing favor.

d) The exceptions to formal certification seem to be based upon valid, rasons;
the single fact of certification being no guarantee of a teacher's cour, etency
or ability to teach.

2. The Private School Committee would recommend that the Board of Teaching
membership be examined and changed to reflect a greater number of nonpublic
teacher representatives.

3. The Nonpublic School Committee wishes to encourage the legislature to look at
alternative and creative ways to permit teachers to qualify for certification. We
would hope that the quality of the total educational program successfully under-
taken by an appic ant o-certiflcadon warrants greater consideration than the
number of semester hours of credits obtained.

Considerations for determining "essentially equivalent" might include any of the
following:

* a degree from an accredited college or university.

* accreditation from the association which accredits the school employing the
teacher.

* participation in periodic teacher evaluations ... written or oral competencies
by a prescribed procedure.

* experience of 5 years in the field, and 12 quarter credits in child psychology.

a recognition of suitable equivalencies for formal course work, whether a person
of distinction acquired his/her expertise in formal academic courses, study, or
life experiences (i.e.: artists, writers, musicians, government officials, social
workers, etc.).
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DEFINITION OF A SCHOOL

I. The Governor's Private School Committee would recommend that
there be no change in the current M.S. 120.10, Subd. 2, and other
sections that define a school for purposes of compulsory attendance.

2. The Governor's Private School Committee would endorse and
recommend legislation changing the provisions in M.S. 120.12,
Subd. 3 from criminal to civil action. Proper changes should also
be made in Section 127.20 in order to give the county attorney
authority to initiate proceedings.

3. The Governor's Private School Committee would endorse the
bringing of charges against parents or guardians rather than private
school authorities.

4. The Governor's Private School Committee feels there is insufficient
evidence at present to warrant statutory change in current reporting
from private schools-on a voluntary basis.
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Population By Age : Minnesota 1 (in 000's)

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

5-13

737

707

688

670

648

633

607

566

1Statistical Abstract of the U.S.;

14-17

312

324

328

333

335

337

332

317

Department

Total

1049

1031

1016

1003

983

970

939

883

of Commerce; Bureau of the Census

TUITION TAX CREDIT DATA

- 240,000 black children in Catholic Schools (1 million)

- only 1.5 of all Catholics are black

- 8% of Catholic school students are black
- 40% of these are non-Catholic

- D.C. - Black children constitute 73% of Catholic school-enrollment

- Chicago - Black & Hispanics make up 41% of Catholic elementary school population

- New Orleans - 9,000 of 20,000 in Catholic elementary schools are black

- 6 schools have more non-Catholics than Catholics

- New York (Manhattan) - 78% Catholic elementary school students are black,
Hispanic, oriental or other minority
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Senator CHAFEE. Now, Mr. Bell, the concern that we have here is
that what- you are fostering is what I will call "skimming"; that is,
you are giving every incentive for the bright, the well-disciplined,
the well-motivated youngsters to move out of the public schools and
into the private schools. And as a result, the public schools will
have the ill-disciplined, the handicapped, the poor, and the immi-
grants. Now, what is your answer to that?

Secretary BELL. You see, Senator, if I felt that would be the
result, after having spent my whole life in the public schools, I
would not under any condition or under any persuasion be advocat-
ing this legislation.

Now, I know that many public school educators feel that way, be-
cause they have expressed it to me. But I think that there are
plenty of individuals, numerous individuals, and I include myself
there, who prefer the public schools, and that there are going to be
an ample supply of bright and highly motivated and able students
in the public schools.

I think experience in other countries and so on proves that that
would be so.

I just feel, Senator, that the public schools are capable of holding
their fair share of those students.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, Mr. Secretary, why are you permitting
under your legislation this reinforcement for the private schools
without levying requirements on them? Why shouldn't they be re-
quired to take their share of the ill-disciplined youngsters? Why
shouldn't they be required to take their share of immigrant young-
sters? Why shouldn't they be required to take their share of the
handicapped?

Now, please don't tell me that we don't want to put anything in
the legislation to that effect; we have already crossed that bridge.
We crossed it when the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury spoke
that there is a requirement that these schools not discriminate. So
we have crossed that. We are now prepared to levy requirements
on the schools.

Despite what Mr. Jones is saying, it is perfectly acceptable for
this Congress to levy requirements on these schools. Now, why are
we not prepared to levy the requirement that they have bilingual
education, or that they take not the handicapped that they choose
to take, that won't cost them too much, but any handicapped child
that the public schools will take?

Secretary BELL. You see, the thrust of the question implies that
private schools are not now taking those numbers, and I think
there is plenty of evidence that they are.

We have looked at what is going on in Chicago where they have
a large Catholic school system, and we find all kinds of children
with all kinds of learning problems and with all kinds of income
backgrounds, and many with language deficiencies attending those
schools at the present time.

Senator CHAFEE. But they have the right to pick and choose. A
child that is too difficult, where do they send him? Back to the
public schools?

Now, if we are going to get into this I think we ought to treat
everybody fairly. And why is my suggestion not proper?
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Secretary BELL. We have contemplated the existing circumstance
related to the private schools. We have looked at their enrollment
practices and their admission practices, and I am just not con-
vinced that we are going to have this kind of weeding out of stu-
dents. I just don't think that the evidence, as we have looked at
private schools and large private school systems that that has been
happening. I don't think it is a serious problem. I haven't observed
it as being that. And so why put legislation in there to solve a
problem that you don't have?

Senator CiHAFEE. Well, Mr. Secretary, to suggest that this prob-
lem doesn't exist, that the public schools are not required to take
these youngsters, and that no such requirement is on the private
schools, it seems to me you are being blind to the facts.

Secretary BELL. Well, the private schools are accepting large
numbers of these youngsters now in many of the inner-city areas.
We have large private school enrollments there. Take Chicago, as
an example, and look at what the Catholic schools are doing there.
They are not just taking the bright and the talented and the major-
ity students and those of high income. That isn't the thrust of their
commitment to these students.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, Mr. Secretary, what you are trying to do,
as I understand it, is to promote competition here to improve edu-
cation. And no matter how you slice it you have money going to
the private schools. I know Mr. Jones and the other gentleman
flanking you don't agree with that, but the fact is public funds are
going to private schools.

Therefore, it seems to me clear that the private schools should
have the same obligations levied upon them that the public schools
do. Then we will have competition, and see how they do with the
handicapped and the immigrants and the poor and the minorities.
What do you Say to that?

Secretary BELL. The students that attend these schools, private
school groups are now arguing for increased participation in a
number of our programs that we offer. And I would emphasize that
every time we introduce Federal legislation we offer that alterna-
tive possibility for private school students to participate.

We have Public Law 94-142, the Federal Education for the
Handicapped Act, and this permits participation of both public and
private in it. So the opportunity is there in our legislation at the
present time.

I pointed out earlier our desire also to offer the option with the
chapter I for the disadvantaged. If that legislation passes, that will
give us another opportunity to meet that. So we think that we have
in the legislation that we are administering and that we have been
sponsoring ample opportunity to meet that with other Federal leg-
islation and other Federal funds where support is made available.

Senator CHAFEE. Are you prepared to have this legislation
amended to require that any school that accepts tuition tax credit
payments through a parent, as we have already done as far as non-
discrimination, to amend this legislation that no child could be re-
fused for disciplinary purposes that is accepted in a public school?
No child could be refused for handicapped purposes as it is in the
public school? That no child could be refused because of language
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problems? And we might as well throw in religion, too, give equal
access. Are you prepared to accept those?

Secretary BELL. No; I don't think that we would go that far, Sen-
ator. We don't think that that would be a wise move. Among other
things, I think it would bring Federal control and surveillance and
supervision over private schools that would be unacceptable to
many of them.

Mr. BAUER. Senator, currently under the law an individual is
permitted to give a contribution to his church and take a deduction
on his income tax. I am not aware of anyone who suggests because
we permit that the Federal Government should then attempt to
regulate the practices of that church in any of the areas that you
have mentioned. That is not perceived as "Federal aid to that
church."

We would submit that this tuition tax credit proposal is compa-
rable to the same way that we currently treat charitable deduc-
tions.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I am not going to get into an analogy ar-
gument. What we are interested in here is improved education.
And what you are saying is proposing a two-track system. One
track is selective, can take who they want, can reject those who
they believe are undisciplined, cannot accept those who have lan-
guage problems or handicap problems, and they go on the other
track. And then you are going to make a comparison. Obviously
the ones that skim will come out best; that's no comparison. And
the others-the poor, the minorities, the handicapped, the immi-
grants-will be left in a group, and they will suffer, and their edu-
cation will suffer. That is the argument that I very strongly be-
lieve, and I find it difficult that you can't agree with that.

Secretary BELL. But Senator, this has not been the result. Take
the Chicago schools, the public and private schools there. The pri-
vate schools aren't just receiving and the enrollment isn't just re-
lated to the picture that you just described. Indeed, there is quite a
microcosm of the population up there. Those Catholic schools are
receiving all kinds of students with all kinds of problems, and they
are willingly meeting the needs of these students.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary BELL. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Secretary, it may be necessary that

you return, but I do want to get on to other witnesses.
As you have indicated, this is a very controversial bill, and those

who oppose it will obviously try to amend it.
But I would say, as far as handicapped students are concerned,

we see no problem with the amendment that we had last year that
does prevent discrimination as far as admissions are concerned, but
that also, if there are extraordinary expenses involved, we would
not impose that on any school or school district. So we may try to
address that area.

But there are the other areas where we will need the assistance
of you and your staff, Mr. Secretary. I think you have made an ex-
cellent presentation, and we appreciate very much your being here
this morning.

Secretary BELL. Thank you.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, would you allow me just to
say, I hope that I didn't in any way give offense to the Secretary in
my comments about research. I surely didn't intend that, and I
want to make that clear.

Secretary BELL. Well, I have been strutting around as proud as
someone with a new baby, and you were implying the baby was
ugly. [Laughter.]

And naturally I was going to come back on that. Now, I under-
stand, Senator, I hadn't ought to be so darned sensitive. You don't
come up here to testify and be sensitive, and I'm aware of that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
Secretary BELL. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is the Honorable William Bradford Reynolds,

Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division.
I don't believe there has been any change at all in the bill before

and the language worked out through the efforts of Senator Moyni-
han, Senator Bradley, myself, Senator Packwood, and others on the
committee last year, with the exception of the deletion of the provi-
sion with reference to the handicapped. If that is not accurate you
can correct me on that; but I would like to limit your statement,
unless there is something new that you are proposing. And then I
would like to speed along as quickly as we can.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM BRADFORD REYNOLDS, ASSIST-
ANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION, DEPART-
MENT OF JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. REYNOLDS. Mr. Chairman, I understand and appreciate that.

I will not make any opening statement except simply to say that I
was personally involved in the effort last year to work out an anti-
discrimination provision that was acceptable to this committee at
that time.

The provision that is in the bill is the same except as you have
indicated. We think it is a strong provision, and it does indeed
meet the necessary needs in this area.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you might just summarize what it does,
and then we will have your statement, because there may be ques-
tions from Members who are here. But I think it is essentially the
same; in fact, you have indicated it is the same. That would be of
some comfort to many of the Members.

Mr. REYNOLDS. The provision is the same. It provides for an en-
forcement mechanism against discrimination, against racial dis-
crimination.

The primary enforcement mechanism is through an action by the
Attorney General on complaints that are submitted to the Attor-
ney General. The district court would have to make a declaratory
judgment with respect to racial discrimination on the part of any
of the schools that were complained of, at which point those par-
ents whose children were going to those schools would be ineligible
for tuition tax credits.

As the bill is now drafted, any school that is denied tax-exempt
status under section 501(cX3) of the current Tax Code would not be
one which would be eligible for the tuition tax credit, provided that
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the Supreme Court case that is now pending, the Bob Jones Tax-
Exemption Case, affirms the court below and says that the IRS
does indeed have authority to deny tax exemptions on the grounds
of racial discrimination.

The bill also provides that if the Court decides that case the
other way, that this particular bill would not go into effect until
such time as Congress has addressed the question that would be
left open from that decision as to tax-exempt status of schools that
do engage in racial discrimination.

I think that that, in very summary fashion, is the nature of the
antidiscrimination provision that the bill contemplates.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other areas of the bill that you
have addressed from the standpoint of the Justice Department?

Mr. REPYNoLDs. The Justice Department primarily has been in-
volved with the antidiscrimination provisions, but we have obvious-
ly reviewed the other features of the bill and do, indeed, support
the legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to hear

that the antidiscrimination provision in the legislation this year is
what we agreed to last year.

Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Boren.
Senator BOREN. Mr. Bradford, under what theory are we impos-

ing provisions of the Federal law and requirements in regard to
racial discrimination in the private schools?

Mr. REYNOLDS. Well, the Congress has already imposed provi-
sions of the Federal law on private schools in the area of racial dis-
crimination under section 1981 of the Federal Code,' and the Su-
preme Court has upheld that particular Federal enforcement mech-
anism to allow for rights of action against private schools that
engage in racial discrimination.

Senator BOREN. Can you find any logical distinction, once we
have traveled down the road of imposing certain requirements on
private schools--can you find any legal or intellectual difference
between imposing those kinds of requirements and, let us say, the
requirements of due process for suspension and expulsion of stu-
dents on their first amendment exercise of free speech, or the ad-
mission of illegal alien children or handicapped or others? Can you
find any?

There has been the statement made that we should not go down
the road of providing any kind of restrictions on private schools,
even if they begin to receive public funds. And here we are impos-
ing such a restriction. We are saying that racial discrimination is a
matter of such importance to us that we are imposing that require-
ment.

Can you see any legal distinction between imposing that require-
ment and, say, simply by reference, saying that these schools shall
also meet the same requirements, lets say, under Federal stand-
ards for other educational institutions for the handicapped or for
some other reason?

Could we not use the same mechanism, legal mechanism, incor-
porate by reference the standards that Senator Chafee and I have
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mentioned, and utilize the same mechanism, from the legal point
of view?

Mr. REYNOLDS. Well, I think there is a legal distinction. It is one
that, as I understand from the colloquy that you engaged in earlier
with the Secretary, you don't agree with, but we do not yet in this
country have a national public school system. And until such time
as Congress makes the decision that that is what we are going to
have, then there are certainly legal distinctions with regard to
what the Federal Government can permissibly do in the area of
public schooling, and what it cannot do with regard to imposing re-
quirements on private schools.

The clear difference of opinion, as I understand it, with regard to
this particular measure is whether a tuition tax credit that is af-
forded to parents of children attending a private school amounts to
public funding of private schools. The Supreme Court has given a
very clear indication that that's not the case. It has at least two
other cases before it this term with that issue presented, and I sus-
pect we will get some further enlightenment on that from the
Court before the end of the term; but at the present time I think
that the answers that you were provided before, that you felt were
not in agreement with your view, were certainly the correct state
of the law.

So I would say, legally, there is no question in my mind that
there is a reasoned and a rational basis for this.

Senator BOREN. Well, we have talked in this committee of impos-
ing certain requirements in regard to treatment of the handi-
capped. The Chairman has indicated we want to add that to this
bill. Is it your legal opinion that we have the right to mandate cer-
tain equal opportunities for the handicapped by private schools
which receive tuition tax credits, utilizing somewhat the same
mechanism as we are here utilizing in regard to racial discrimina-
tion? Or would it be your advice to the committee that we would be
exceeding our legal right to impose such requirements for equal op-
portunities for the handicapped on private institutions?

Mr. REYNOLDS. My view is that the committee certainly has the
authority to impose a provision, to add a provision, in the bill that
would address the handicapped situation. In fact, in the committee
before there was such a provision, and I think certainly that that
legally is right.

I would caution that once you start going in that direction it
seems to me that one has to at least be cognizant of the fact that in
our private school system there are any number of special-needs
schools that are in existence in this country, schools that are not
only definitely set up for the needs of handicapped children but
also for those of gifted children.

One thing I would be very cautious of, with regard to an antidis-
crimination provision in the area of the handicapped, is that you
do not exclude those schools from the ability to enjoy a tuition tax
credit because they are set up specifically catering to one group of
people who have special needs and therefore excluding other
people. Whether that would be something that would fall on the
basis of a provision that relates to discrimination on account of
handicap is something that I think certainly would require some
careful attention.
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Senator BoRmN. Then once we do start down the road of making
additional requirements beyond racial discrimination, we get into
the requirements on the handicapped and others, there is no legal
barrier that you can see? There might be a wisdom of policy as to
which requirement you would impose, but as a lawyer do you see
no legal barrier to us imposing additional requirements in similar
areas?

Mr. REYNoLDS. Well, I guess I would want to see the require-
ments and the manner in which you did it. But in trying to be re-
sponsive to your question, Senator, my general sense is that Con-
gress does have the authority to legislate in these areas. And, de-
pending on how it crafts the legislation, I would think that if it
were carefully done it probably could be done in a way that would
pass legal scrutiny.

Senator CHA1 x. Mr. Reynolds, I think it is clear from your an-
swers to Senator Boren that the Congress has the power to levy
certain responsibilities on the schools. In the legislation that the
administration has submitted that is present as far as the civil
rights goes; isn't that correct? As far as race goes?

Mr. REYNoLS. That's right; that has already been done by Con-
gress in the racial area. It is now unlawful for private schools to
engage in racial discrimination, and the Congress has already done
it.

Senator CHAFm. Now, how about the requirement that there be
no discrimination on the base of religion? That is certainly accept-
able, isn't it?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I think that all of these questions raise some diffi-
cult constitutional considerations. And obviously the manner in
which Congress will go about doing that has to be sensitive to es-
tablishment-clause concerns and free-exercise concerns.

Senator CHAFEm. Well, the requirement that there be no discrimi-
nation on the basis of religion hardly gets into violating the estab-
lishment clause, does it?

Mr. REYNoLDS. I think there are some hypotheticals one could
come up with that would suggest that you could get into an estab-
lishment-clause question or a free-exercise question, Senator.

Senator CHAFEE. Could you give me an illustration of what you
are talking about?

Mr. REYNOLmS. Off the top of my head all I can say is that I
think if you start talking about the private school sector with paro-
chial schools and what can or cannot be done under the first
amendment in that area, you do run into some substantial first
amendment problems.

Senator CHAFm. Well, this is the first time I have ever heard the
suggestion that when Federal funds were involved that the Federal
Government doesn't have the right to levy a requirement that
there be no discrimination on the basis of religion, for example.
Can you give me other illustrations where that requirement has
fallen down?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I guess when one makes a broad and general
statement like that, it masks over some serious questions. I think
you are asking for a broad general signoff on that kind of a state-
ment, and I would suggest to you that it needs to be thought
through more carefully than that. I think that, generally speaking,
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there should be no discrimination on account of religion, but I cer-
tainly think that there are very legitimate educational institutions
in our country that are tied to a religion, and I think that they cer-
tainly are entitled to operate the way they currently operate.

Whether in doing that you would wind up with an argument
that that is discriminatory against other religions or people of
other religions who might want to go to those schools, and how you
would deal with those kinds of questions does indeed raise matters
that I would want to think through more carefully before I gave
you a blanket response to your question.

Senator CHAFEE. I think you are putting your finger on the prob-
lem here. We may well have a neighborhood that is predominately
of one religion, and they construct a school. And therefore there is
no further requirement for a public school nearby, thereby impos-
ing a requirement that the youngsters travel a considerable dis-
tance.

Now, if the Federal Government is going to get into the business
of subsidizing the youngsters that go to that school, they are impos-
ing a burden on the remaining youngsters who do not meet those
religious standards. And this presents difficulties, and I wonder
why the youngster who does not meet those religious requirements
isn't entitled to attend that school if his parents so choose. Do you
see any problem with that?

Mr. REYNOLDS. It goes back to the fundamental point of contro-
versy, as to whether one believes or does not believe that the Fed-
eral Government is subsidizing the schools by enacting or legislat-
ing a tuition tax credit program. We are obviously on a different
point on that, and I guess we agree to disagree.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, you disagree on the policy. You are here
as a lawyer. We had the policy man before you, and there certainly
can't be any constitutional problem-this is unique. I am interested
in hearing this, that the United States can impose a requirement
that there can be no discrimination based on religion when Federal
funds are involved. That is what you. are suggesting, is that right?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I told you, Senator, that I was not going to get
pushed into the situation where with a categorical question I was
being required to give a categorical response.

I see that question as having an awful lot of very difficult varia-
bles that would have to be considered, and I would be more than
happy to undertake to provide you with a written response to a
written question in that area if you would like to pursue it, but I
am not in a position right now to give you a categorical response
on that.

Senator CHAFEE. I will submit it and appreciate the answer.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Senator Chafee's question and William Bradford Reynolds

answer follow]:
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May 16, 1983

The Honorable William Bradford Reynolds
Assistant Attorney General
Department of Justice
Civil Rights Division
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Reynolds:

During the public hearing conducted by the Senate Finance
Committee on the Administration's Tuition Tax Credit proposal
on April 28, 1983, we engaged in discussion on the question of
whether private schools which receive federal funding should
be prohibited from practicing discrimination on the basis of
religion.

At that time, you requested that the question be posed in
writing. I am, therefore, submitting the following question
for the hearing record: Should private schools which receive
federal funds, such as the pass-through of tuition tax credit
payments made to the parents of private school students, be
permitted to discriminate on the basis of religion?

I would appreciate your response to this question. Thank
you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

John . ChafeeUn it States Senator )
JHC/wst
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U.S. Dep-tznent of Justice

Civil Rights Division

Office of the AnstMnt Alttorney General Washnstaom, D.C. 20330

1 JUN 1983 (" 7,
Honorable John H. Chafee
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Chafee:

This is in response to your letter of May 16, 1983, in
which you asked whether private schools whose students receive
tuition tax credits under the Administration's proposed bill
should be prohibited from discriminating on the basis of religion
as well as race.

The issue you raise is not new. It was raised and con-
sidered by Congress during the deliberations on Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination in Feder-
ally assisted programs on the basis of race, color, and national
origin, but not religion. In our view, the reasons why "religion"
was omitted from that bill, as a proscribed basis for discrimina-
tion, are still valid.

The Civil Rights bill formulated by the Kennedy Administra-
tion in 1963 would have prohibited discrimination on the basis of
religion in Federally assisted programs (see 110 Cong. Rec. 2462,
February 7, 1964), as well as in public accommodations, public
facilities, and employment. The committee bill, and the ultimate
compromise bill, did not contain this prohibition. Rep. Celler,
floor leader in the House, explained (ibid.) that local sectaridn
welfare groups and sectarian schools and universities were already
receiving some forms of Federal financial assistance that would be
covered by Title VI. It was undisputed that these institutions
served a valuable public function. During the hearings, which had
been extensive, there was simply no testimony suggesting that, as
a general matter, these or secular institutions engaged in reli-
gious discrimination or, if some religiously operated institutions
did have religion preferences, that it constituted an important
problem. See, also, 110 Cong. Rec. 9085-9087, April 25, 1964.

We are aware of no information to indicate that the circum-
stances today are any different. The antidiscrimination clause in
our bill is thus directed at the more realistic source of concern,
i.e., private segregated academies established in the wake of
court-ordered desegregation of the public school system. This has
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been the historic problem, and our bill takes a strong and unequiv-
ocal position against it. At the same time, we have framed the
language in sufficiently broad terms to reach all exclusionary
practices based on race, no matter what the school's explanation
or when it was established.

We know of no public policy opposed to religious education
as such. On the contrary, cases under the Free Exercise Clause of
the First Amendment have made it clear that, as a general rule,
there is a protected right to join together and furnish a reli-
giously oriented education to one's children, e.j., State of
Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972). To prohibireligiously
based schools from discriminating" on the basis of religion in
order to share in the tax treatment afforded all other schools
would put at risk protected religiously oriented practices. As
long as these schools fulfill a legitimate function, they should
be free from the "entanglement" that would result from govern-
mental inquiries into the schools' religious orientation.

Sincerely,

i'I Bra ford Ry
Assistant Attorney General

Civil Rights Division

cc: Senator Dole
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman,- could I just make a comment
to Senator Chafee?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. There is a free-exercise clause as well as an

establishment clause. It seems to me entirely within the powers of
the Congress to withhold Federal funds or Federal aid if they so
choose, because Congress can do anything it wants of that order.
But there is a limit to the powers of Congress where the free-exer-
cise clauses are involved.

The free-exercise clauses continue to be understood in their origi-
nal meaning. The establishment clause has completely been mis-
read in the last 50 years. No one remembers what an "established
church" in Rhode Island was like.

But, be that as it may, the issue is whether we want to help
these schools which basically come together, the largest number of
them, for religious purposes. Most democratic societies have no dif-
ficulty with this; we do.

I think the Assistant Attorney General was absolutely right to
say let him give you an answer in writing. It is a very hard ques-
tion.

Mr. REYNOLDS. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Reynolds.
I would like to include in the record at this point a statement

from Senator Hollings-maybe earlier when other Senators had
their statements-in opposition to tuition tax credits, along with a
letter of transmission from Senator Hollings.

[Senator Hollings' letter and prepared statement follow:]
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The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Since I have testified in opposition to tuition tax credit
legislation several times before, I see no reason to appear
before your Comittee again. However, I would greatly appreciate
your making my attached statement a part of your hearing
record on this legislation.

I certainly thank you for your accommodation.

With personal regards, I

Ernes8

21-573 0-83-9
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APRIL 28, 1983
TFSTIINY OF SENATOR EMEST HOLLINGS
Win'GARDiNc 'ruT'nN TAX CT.IDITS

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate having the opportunity to testify before the

members of the committee gathered here today. I have testified before this

committee regarding tuition tax credits on two prior occasions, al since

nr, position should be familiar to you, I will keep my remarks brief.

I am here today to voice my strenuous opposition to the Educational

Opportunity and [Luity Act or 1983, S. 528. I an opposed to this tuition tax

credit legislation because it will strike a serious and debilitating blow to

our nation's public education system. The United States is being challenged

at every turn by international competitors and the one institution with the

most potential for aiding our attempted resurgence as tho preeminent force in

the international arena would be severely and irreparably harmed by this tuition

tux credit scdiemv.

I have opposed tuition tax credit (TrC) legislation since 1978 when tho

Packwood- Mynihan TMC measure was introduced in the Senate. The arguments used

to defeat this legislation back in 1978 are even more poignant today; this

Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983 is just as onerous and ill-

conceived as the Packwood- Moynihan measure of 1978. 'flic logisltion before uis

today would turn our nation's education policy on its head, benefit the few at

the expense of many, add a sea of red ink to the Federal budget deficit, violate

the clear meaning of the Constitution, foster discrimination against the handicapped

and disadvantaged, and ultimately destroy the diversity aind genius of our system
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of public education.

Lt Ls calizc at the outset that there is a fundamental duty of the U.S.

government regarding our educational system. The government's duty to the

public is to provide public schools. The duty of the government toward private

schools is to leave them alone. The distinction and the duties are fundamental.

Now comes the Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983 and the duty to

leave the private alone is suddenly inverted to the duty to provide for them.

And provide it would.

TiE ENDING INBIUITIES

While Federal funds are presently being provided to the needy and dis-

advantaged in public and private schools, implementation of this tuition tax

credit plan would give private schools vastly more money per pLpil thwu

the public schools. This past March, I rele sed a study canpiled by the

Council of Great Schools and the American Association of School Administrators

that surveyed the impact of TfCs on 65 urban schools systems. The study tused

last year's TTC bill -- $100 tax credits for the first year, $300 for the second,

and $500 for the third. The results are dramatic.

By accounting for current Federal government funding for private and public

school students and then accounting for the impact of the ITC at the above-mentioned

rates, the study found that the public school children would see their per pupil

expenditure fall from $207 in 1980-81 to $105 in 1984-85. This constitutes a

fifty percent decrease! On the other hand, per pupil expenditures for private school
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students would be increased from $43 per child to $329. This amounts to An

increase or 665 percent' lli lc the amount of allowed credits hns IWen scaled

back in S. 528 and the impact would not be as pronounced, the fact remains that

private schools will receive a great deal more than the public schools, es-

pecially in light of the current Administration's budget cuts for education

programs.

A BUDGET BUISER

Ilegardless of attempts to reduce the amout or the allowable VIMIN and

target them toward lower income individuals, S. 528 will cost the Federal govern-

ment literally billions of tax dollars to implement and maintain. Ihe National

Coalition for Public Bducation has estimated that S. 528, with its $100, $200

und $300 TF'Cs, would cost an estimated $3 billion in its first thr-e years and

upwards of $1.2 billion every year after that with no lid and no way to control

spi ruling costs us additional students enter the private and ciurcL schools.

During these times of fiscal austerity and record budget deficits, I am

dreadfully alarmed that the Administration and the supporters of this bill would

be pushing another tax hemorrhaging measure. Our government simply cannot

afford to haw this bill enacted into law. By passing the 'I"Ils hera uid iIi Ic-

menting the third year tax cut and indexing there, we would sillply he exacor-

bating the existing fiscal problems we currently face, all to the benefit of

our rich and at the expense of the rest.

This ITC legislation is patently unconstitutional as it flies in the face
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of both the First and Fourtcenth Amendments to the Constitution. '1lic Suprnio

Court has hcId that u simni lIar state tax tuition credit plrogr;un violIatd tile

Constitutional principles of separation of church and state because religious

schools would be recipients of Federal aid. Since religious schools or parishes

would be beneficiaries of tax credits) loderal monies would tend to advance

and foster religion at the public's expense. There is no reason to believe

that the Supreme Court will rule otherwise, despite the fact that it has re-

cently heard oral arguments on a similar state TfC plan.

I O'IT:Il DISCIMINATION

Although S. 528 contains provisions prohibiting racial discrimination,

discrimination on other grounds is not prohibited. Only about 2.7% of all

religious schools provide prograns for the handicapped; 3.1t of all non-public

schools provide vocational education. Since the programs are not available to

these populations in the private school system, costly cducatiollal prAgr'ul1s lor

these students would fall within the realm of the public schools. Furthennore,

the protection against racial discrimination is very weak and relies on individual

complaints before legal action is taken.

St f'WMY

As a parent, a citizen, and an officeholder, I have always believed that

public education is the best investment a nation can make. It develops a diversity,

a competitiveness, a canpetence that is nowhere else available. Our public schools

are run by over 16,000 local school boards, and theirs has always been the fun-

dainntal role. "Iose who pcse the straw man of a public education nlonopoly have

not traveled this land and breathed the diversity and the vitality or 107,272

p)bliC sdcools. No private school can hoaLst this kind of diversity. The public

school teaches the American Way as no other school can teach it. There is no

substitute. Our public schools are and must remain the cornerstone of America's

education system. This is not to deny or deprive private education, which can and

should remain a vital part of our nation's education. But we are being asked

now to discriminate in favor of the private, and what is left alone and unfunded

is public education. This two-tiered educational system being proposed to us

today .annot be tolerated and I urge the honorable numbers of this Conittee to

demonstrate their dedication to equitable education for the poor and wealthy

alike by defeating S. 528.
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Senator BOREN. Mr. Chairman, may I also submit for the record
a resolution on the question of separation of church and State, the
issue we have been addressing? The resolution by the Southern
Baptist Convention, June 15, New Orleans, La., 1982meeting?

The Chairman. It will be made a part of the record.
[The resolution follows:]

SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION, NEW ORLEANS, LA., JUNE 15-17, 1982

RESOLUTION ON TUITION TAX CREDIT

Whereas, The Congress of the United States is considering legislation to give tax-
payers a tax credit (that is, a direct subtraction from one's tax bill) for tuition pay-
ments, and

Whereas, The effect of such legislation would be of most benefit to those who
could afford to finance their children's attendance at private schools, including elite
schools, and

Whereas, Most private elementary and secondary schools are related to churches
and exist to serve the religious mission of sponsoring churches, and

Whereas, Tuition tax credit legislation carries the potential of financing private
education at the expense of public education, and

Whereas, The attorney general of the United States has issued an advisory opin-
ion that such legislation is of doubtful constitutionality under the First Amend-
ment, especially with regard to tuition paid to elementary and secondary schools,
and

Whereas, The Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs has opposed such legisla-
tion because of its threat to the principle of separation of church and state; There-
fore, be it Resolved, That we call upon President Ronald Reagan to reconsider his
support of a tax credit legislation now under consideration by Congress; Be it fur-
ther Resolved, That we, messengers to the Southern Baptist Convention, meeting in
New Orleans, Louisiana, on June 17, 1982, register our opposition to all tuition tax
credit legislation pending in Congress, urge the Baptist Joint Committee on Public
Affairs to continue to oppose such legislation, and express our concern over such
legislation's threat to the First Amendment guarantees of non-establishment of reli-
gion and the free exercise of religion.

Adopted by the Southern Baptist Convention June 15-17, 1982, New Orleans, La.
Harold C. Bennett, Executive Secretary-Treasurer, Executive Committee of the

Southern Baptist Convention.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And we ought to have somebody who is de-
termined to have a separation of church and State and prayer in
the public schools.

The CHAIRMAN. We probably will be calling you back, Mr. Reyn-
olds. Again, we appreciate your testimony.

I want to announce for the witnesses who haven't yet appeared
that Senator Chafee will chair when I have to depart, until 1, and
Senator Durenberger from 1 to 1:30. Beyond that we are not cer-
tain, but somebody will be here to preside. I am going to do what I
have rarely done and exercise the chairman's prerogative to call a
Kansas witness, Nancy Lindberg, who would not appear until later;
but I may not be able to return. So I have asked Nancy if she
would mind, if no one else would object to that.

First, I want to apologize to Nancy for being less than totally re-
sponsive to a question that she directed to me in Great Bend,
Kans., recently, and I appreciate your being here today.

STATEMENT OF NANCY LINDBERG, PRESIDENT, KANSAS
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Ms. LINDBERG. Thank you, Senator.
Committee members, I am Nancy Lindberg. I am the president of

the Kansas National Education Association, and I am here today
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representing 20,000 teachers and education support personnel from
across the State of Kansas.

I am here to express Kansas NEA's total opposition to the
wrongly titled "Education Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983,"
S. 528.

I am here as a classroom teacher in the public schools of Kansas,
as a citizen, and as a taxpayer of one of the numerous States in
this country that stands to benefit very little from any tuition tax
credit scheme.

As many of you already know, Kansas, along with many other
States in the Midwest and western areas of our country have so
few children in nonpublic schools, that the majority of the taxpay-
ers in these areas will be forced to pay for something that will not
aid them in the least.

For example, the U.S. Department of Education's National
Center for Education Statistics reported that in the fall of 1980,
Kansas private school enrollment was less than 35,000-or only 7
percent of the children in the State of Kansas. Compare this with
States such as Florida with private school enrollment of 205,000,
Massachusetts with 140,000, or Michigan with 215,000, and you will
see that the taxpayers in Kansas will indeed suffer discriminatory
effects from any tuition tax credit proposal.

We feel that this is an unfair burden to ask of Kansas citizens. It
is one thing to ask us to share jointly with citizens in other States
the cost of highways, public transportation, and public schools, but
it is quite another to ask us to subsidize higher income families
who choose to send their children to private schools.

In addition, we must protest the administration's tuition tax
credit proposal in light of Federal expenditures for public educa-
tion in the State of Kansas. We have seen funding for most of the
major Federal education programs diminish in the last several
years. For example, our chapter II funds decreased from nearly $7
million in 1980 to only $4.5 million for fiscal year 1983. Likewise,
vocational and adult education funds slipped from an appropriation
of $9.3 million in fiscal year 1980 to only $7.9 million in fiscal year
1983; impact aid was also sliced by a quarter, from $8.3 million in
fiscal year 1980 to $6.1 million in fiscal year 1983. And in nearly
all of these cases, plus one other, Chapter I funds, the Reagan ad-
ministration proposal for fiscal year 1984 proposes even deeper
cuts.

The administration has proposed slashing vocational and adult
education funds to only $4.3 million and has attempted to cut vital-
ly needed chapter I moneys from a fiscal year 1980 funding level of
$22 million to $19 million in fiscal year 1984.

Further fueling our discontent with the tuition tax credit propos-
al are statistics prepared by the Council of Greater City Schools
and the American Association of School Administrators last year.
The study, "The Effect of Tuition Tax Credits on Urban Schools,"
analyzed how public schools in large urban centers would fare com-
pared with their private counterparts should the 1982 Reagan ad-
ministration tuition tax credit proposal have passed. We must keep
in mind that the figures used in the statistics were based on the
larger credits called for by the administration's proposal in the last
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Congress, but I know that you will see the clear trends that are
projected.

In the three Kansas cities studied-Kansas City, Wichita, and
Topeka-overall Federal funding for the public schools is on the de-
cline between the period 1980-81 and 1984-85; yet, with tuition tax
credits, private schools in these cities would have gained tremen-
dously.

The figures are stark:
In Kansas City, Federal per pupil expenditures for public schools

would decrease from $138 to $108 in the 5-year period, while Feder-
al per pupil expenditures for the Kansas City private schools would
leap from $46 to $338. In Topeka, per pupil Federal expenditures
for public school students would decline from $82 to only $57, while
private school students in that city would get nearly 10 times the
subsidy in 1984-85-$315-as they were getting in 1980-81.

And in Wichita, funding would be cut by a quarter, from $109 to
$79, while private students would go from a $49 subsidy to a $331
subsidy in the 5-year period.

It is clear that the administration, through its tuition tax credit
proposal, is only adding injury to the standing insult to public edu-
cation brought on by its budget cuts.

Members of Kansas-NEA believe that choice and diversity must
exist in education as in other sectors of the lives of citizens. Gov-
ernment should of course, raise public funds for public purposes.

But we disagree fundamentally and completely with proposals to
raise public funds and use them for private purposes.

I very much appreciate this opportunity to present Kansas-
NEA's views on tuition tax credits.

Thank you, Senator Dole and Committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Boren?
Senator BOREN. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the witness for

the very excellent testimony, and I would say on an objective basis
it's by far the most sensible testimony that we have received this
morning.

aughter.]
S. LINDBERG. Thank you.

Senator BOREN. I would like to add into the record comparable
figures that you have cited for Kansas Cit _ for Oklahoma City,
where we projected under the administration s proposal Federal ex-
penditure per pupil in Oklahoma City would decline from $159.17
to $124.49, and Federal expenditure for private pupils would in-
crease from the present $9.52 to $295.70 during the same period.
And we are seeing the same thing.

I couldn't agree more with your last statement that we of course
support the right of private education, and we in Oklahoma have
always believed very strongly in the right of private education and
the separation of church and State. We certainly take exception to
the idea of using public funds for private purposes. -

I wonder-since we will have a great regional impact, and that's
what I gather from your discussion, there are many, many States
where a very small proportion of the students are in private
schools, therefore the tax dollars from those citizens of those States
will be going principally to other areas of the country-I don't
know whether you were here earlier, but if-and I can assure you
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that it will be only after long debate, and I hope that I will have an
opportunity to read your statement in full on the floor of the
Senate if this matter ever gets there, and every other statement
that I can find to read on the floor of the Senate, which I fully
intend to do along with offering amendments that would prevent
the discrimination on the basis of religion and sex and the physical
status of people, and others which Senator Chafee has already
mentioned, so there will be adequate opportunity for that.

But I wonder. Let's say that worse came to worse, if this hap-
pened to move on toward passage. Wouldn't one way for trying to
redress at least partially the idea of the regional impact and un-
fairness to public education be to allow and require an offsetting at
in equal amount of tuition tax credit back to the public school?

Ms. LINDBERG. When that was mentioned earlier I thought that
sounded like a great idea.

Senator BOREN. That would be a great help to States like Kansas
and Oklahoma, if we have to have a proposal like this, would it
not?

Ms. LINDBERG. Yes.
Senator BOREN. And, you know, I couldn't understand, and I

wonder if you could follow any reason that Secretary Bell seems to
think there is going to be a great advantage to private education
by a $300 tuition tax credit, but he could figure out no reason why
there would be any advantage of this additional money flowing to
public education. Can you understand why there wouldn't be at
least as much advantage to public education for parents in public
education to get a tuition tax credit as there would be an advan-
tage to private education?

Ms. LINDBERG. It would be an advantage for public schools, be-
cause there are a number of parents that are not able to pay the
book rental fee and all the costs that go with the beginning of
schools. If we had a tuition that parents would want to pay, that
they could pay, then we could have a better quality public educa-
tion across the country.

Senator BOREN. I wonder about this. I wonder if NEA or if you
personally have any figures, and if you don't have them personally,
maybe you could get them for us for the record, but a lot has been
made here about the fact that private schools in other parts of the
country have a large number of handicapped, they have a large
number of minority students; it was said that parochial schools in
some parts of the country have 20-percent minorities. I don't doubt
that, because you have patterns in some parts of the country where
vast percentages of the school students in those States traditionally
and for long periods of time have gone to parochial schools. Cer-
tainly I am not critical of that, but I wonder in our part of the
country, and particularly, let's say, on across the South, if the same
kind of figures would prevail, where we do not have the traditional
pattern of a very large religious community.

Let's say we don't have-in Oklahoma we might have 1 percent
of the students or less in let's say Catholic schools. And I'm sure
that that's true in South Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, across the
South. I wonder if those same percentages would' hold true in
terms of percentage of black students, percentage of poor students,
percentage of students with religious diversity and so on. I wonder
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if those same kinds of treatment of the handicapped-I wonder if
those same kind of statistics would hold true, or if we would not
find, indeed, that the public schools in those parts of the country
bear a much higher proportion of taking care of those who let's say
are at the bottom end economically or are a part of racial minor-
ities, or otherwise.

Ms. LINDBERG. I don't have those statistics, and I would be glad
to see if I could get those for you. I would agree with you that it is
probably very different in our area.

Senator BOREN. I think it would be very helpful if you could, per-
haps with the assistance of the NEA, provide us with a State-by-
State breakdown, because I think it is very important. And I ap-
plaud the courage of Senator Chafee, being from Rhode Island, to
take the position that he has on this particular issue. I think it
shows unusual sensitivity on his part.

But I think that the breakdown of these kinds of figures would
make our friends in Massachusetts, in Michigan, in States where
we have large populations, let's say, of Catholic populations. I
think if they would see the effect that this might have in other
areas of the country, not in their own areas of the country but in
other places, in terms of what it might do to change the nature of
who goes to public education and who goes to private schools, I
think that they might well want to reassess their own position on
this issue when they looked at the national impact, and I would ap-
preciate it if you could obtain that for us.

Ms. LINDBERG. I would be glad to try to get that.
There is also one other key element of the private schools in the

State of Kansas, where you have teachers in the private schools
that do not have to be certified, or you do not have to be an accred-
ited qualified school. So you are looking at questioning the quality
for the private schools in the State of Kansas and I don't know if
that is similar across the country.

Senator BOREN. We have the same problem, and I would agree
with you. And I certainly, if we go down this road, am going to
fight for the provision that we have to have the same kind of teach-
er certification standards prevailing so that we make sure that the
students who do end up in some of these schools, that you cannot
have a fly-by-night operation, that you have to have faculties that
are professionally trained and meet the same accrediting stand-
ards.

We must assure also equal opportunity for those children whose
parents might decide to put them in those schools, And that would
include making sure those teachers are certified by the appropriate
agencies.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHMME. Thank you very much, Ms. Lindberg. I appreci-

ate that testimony. That was excellent, and I'm so glad you came
on. You keep working on your congressional delegation, and I
think it will be certainly helpful. [Laughter]

Ms. LINDBERG. It's difficult, but I will.
The CHAMRMAN. Well, Nancy, thank you very much. I don't want

to get into an argument with you today; I have already done that
one time, but I didn't win.
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But I would call your attention to Library of Congress Congres-
sional Research Service, document that I referred to earlier, talk-
ing about other tax expenditures finding their way into public
schools. I don't think the figures quoted from the Topeka Star may
reflect this most recent study, which was made available to mem-
bers this morning.

I don't suggest that will change any minds. I certainly under-
stand the diversity of opinion on this issue. But we do appreciate
your excellent testimony. I don't quarrel with the testimony, and
we certainly will be working with you and listening to others from
the NEA later on this afternoon.

Thank you very much.
Ms. LINDBERG. Thank you, Senator Dole.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Nancy Lindberg follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY LINDBERG, PRESIDENT, KANSAS-NATIONAL
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and committee members, I am Nancy Lindberg, President of
Kansas-NEA, and I am here today representing 20,000 teachers and education sup-
port personnel across the State of Kansas

I am here to express Kansas-NEA's total opposition to the wrongly-titled "Educa-
tion Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983", S. 528.

I am here as a classroom teacher in the public schools in Kansas, and as a citizen
and taxpayer of one of the numerous states in this country that stands to benefit
very little from any tuition tax credit scheme.

As many of you may already know, Kansas, along with many other states in the
midwest and western areas of our country have so few children in nonpublic
schools, that the majority of the taxpayers in these areas will be forced to pay for
something that will not aid them in the least. For example, the U.S. Department of
Education's National Center for Education Statistic reported that in the fall of 1980,
Kansas private school enrollment was less than 35,000-or only 7 percent of our
entire school population. Compare this with states such as Florida, with a private
school enrollment of 205,000; Massachusetts with 140,000; or Michigan with
215,000-and you will see that taxpayers in Kansas will indeed suffer discriminato-
ry efforts from any tuition tax credit proposal.

We feel this is an unfair burden to ask of Kansas citizens. It is one thing to ask us
to share jointly with citizens in other states the cost of highways, public transporta-
tion, and public schools, but it's quite another to ask us to subsidize higher income
families who choose to send their children to private schools.

In addition, we must protest the administration's tuition tax credit proposal in
light of Federal expenditures for public education in the State of Kansas. We have
seen funding for most of the major Federal education programs diminish in the last
several years. For example, our Chapter II funds decreased from nearly $7 million
in 1980 to only $4.5 million for fiscal year 1983; likewise, vocational and adult edu-
cation funds slipped from an appropriation of $9.3 million in fiscal year 1980 to only
$7.9 million in fical year 1983; Impact Aid was also sliced by a quarter, from $8.3
million in fiscal year 1980 to $6.1 million in fiscal year 1983. And, in nearly all of
these cases, plus one other-chapter I funds-the Reagan administration proposal
for fiscal year 1984 proposes even deeper cuts.

The administration has proposed slashing vocational and adult education funds to
cnly $4.3 million and has attempted to cut vitally needed chapter I monies from a
fiscal year 1980 funding level of $22 million to $19 million in fiscal year 1984.

Further fueling our discontent with the tuition tax credit proposal are statistics
prepared by the Council of Great City Schools and the American Association of

hool Administrators last year. The study, "The Effect of Tuition Tax Credits on
Urban Schools", analyzed how pubic schools in large urban centers would fare com-
pared with their private counterparts should the 1982 Reagan administration tu-
ition tax credit proposal have passed. We must keep in mind that the figures used
in the statistics were based on larger credits called for by the administration's pro-
posal in the last Congress, but I know that you will see the clear trends that are
projected.

In the three Kansas cities studied-Kansas City, Topeka, and Wichita-overall
Federal funding for the public schools is on the decline between the period 1980-81
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and 1984-95; yet, with tuition tax credits private schools in these cities would all
have gained tremendously.

The figures are stark:
In Kansas City, federal per pupil expenditures would decrease from $138 to $108

in the 5-year period, while federal per pupil expenditures for the Kansas City pri-
vate schools would leap from $46 to $338; in Topeka, per pupil federal expenditures
for public school students would decline from $82 to only $57, while private school
students in that city woud get nearly ten times the subsidy in 1984-85--$315-as
they were getting in 1980-81; and in Wichita, funding would be cut by a quarter-
from $109 to $79; while private students would go from a $49 subsidy to a $331 sub-
sidy in the year period.

It's clear that the administration, through its tuition tax credit proposal, is only
adding injury to the standing insult to public education brought on by its budget
cuts.

Members of Kansas-NEA believe that choice and diversity must exist in education
as in other sectors of the lives of citizens. Government should, of course, raise public
funds for public purposes. But we disagree fundamentally and completely with pro-
posals to raise public funds and use them for private purposes.

I very much appreciate this opportunity to present Kansas-NEA's views on tuition
tax credits.

Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, before I leave I would like to call the next
panel. I am going to leave them to the tender mercies of Senator
Chafee and Senator Boren. If they suddenly disappear, I'll know
that they didn't prevail.

Mrs. Wallie Simpson, principal, Lower East Side Community
School, New York, N.Y., on behalf of the Council for American Pri-
vate Education;

Dr. Thomas Vitullo-Martin, director of research, Metroconomy,
Inc., New York, N.Y., and

Mr. Richard B. Dingman, legislative director, the Moral Major-
ity, Washington, D.C.

And I am going to add to that panel former Gov. Edgar D. Whit-
comb, a Governor of the State of Indiana, on behalf of the Acceler-
ated Christian Education, Inc., Lewisville, Tex.

We will be very pleased to hear from this panel. We will start
with Mrs. Simpson.

As I have indicated to other witnesses, you-may proceed in any
way you wish. We are under some time constraints; we would hope
that you might be able to insert your statements and then summa-
rize your statements for the record.

STATEMENT OF MRS. WALLIE SIMPSON, PRINCIPAL, LOWER
EAST SIDE COMMUNITY SCHOOL, NEW YORK, N.Y., ON BEHALF
OF THE COUNCIL FOR AMERICAN PRIVATE EDUCATION, WASH-
INGTON, D.C.
Mrs. SIMPSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to say before I begin reading my statement that I

very strongly invite you to ask me questions following this, because
of the fact that I started a school in New York City 7 years ago,
and I have had a great deal of experience for over 8 years, first-
hand experience, with parents, their frustrations, what is motivat-
ing them to want to have an option, why they do not have options
concerning private schools, and the voluntary actions they take to
be certified, and many other aspects. I would be very happy if you
would question me following my statement.
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Recent scores on the reading tests given in the New York City's
public elementary and junior high schools in district 1, where the
school I started is located, showed over 81 percent of the students
were reading below their grade level. Also, in the 30 other school
districts in New York City and districts in large urban centers
across the Nation, there were a disproportionate number of stu-
dents reading below their grade level. And of course we are all con-
cerned about the underachievement crisis in mathematics and sci-
ence. America is still faced with the problem of underachievement
in the public school system after decades of practice, experiments,
grants, studies, and rewards, at the expense of the taxpayer.

Now, options are natural birthrights for all human beings. The
affluence, seeded by industrialization in this country, was achieved
because of a constitution that encouraged free enterprise. This
system of fundamental principles according to which America is
guided also provided the springboard for the onset of high technol-
ogy.

America's public school system was initiated and developed in
good faith, based on the national principle of assuring an education
for all Americans-the poor, the middle class, as well as the rich.

We applaud the taxpayers for their noble effort, but the plain
truth is, the public school system isn't working. I am referring, of
course, to the large urben centers across the United States in the
inner cities.

The overwhelming majority of the children are not learning in
the system, and the social atmosphere is tainted with violence,
drug abuse, and an appalling lack of civility. To be sure, it is a
system completely out of control, and alternative school systems
for most parents are beyond their means. Options for them are
nonexistent. Parents are forced to send their children to unworka-
ble schools because they, the parents, do not have the money to
send them to schools in which they are confident that their chil-
dren can learn.

America's greatest gift to its citizens is the opportunity to pursue
independence, to be responsible for one's self and his or her chil-
dren. Those without a sense of independence are stagnant, docile,
complacent. And, most devastating-and this is a Pandora's box,
my distinguished people here--parents are abdicating their parent-
ing responsibility.

Now, why is there an ever-growing void between parents and the
public schools? Why are more and more parents inaccessible to the
public schools, and relinquishing parenting?

I strongly support the tuition tax credit initiative because it rep-
resents a beginning to restore the values on which the foundation
of this country rests-that is, the need to have options; not a mo-
nopoly, but rather a competitive educational system in order that
all children may benefit.

I am not concerned that the legislating of tuition tax credit will
encourage private schools to increase their tuition; private schools
know that they exist at the pleasure of parents. Private schools re-
alize that they must have a quality educational program. They
must be productive. And they must be accountable.
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Before tuition tax credit became an issue, private schools were
already increasing their tuition, because they simply must pay
their bills.

Parents struggle to pay increased tuition because the schools are
meeting the needs of their children and are successfully preparing
them to be functional, responsible adults.

The tuition tax credit is a welcomed incentive for parents to
begin to look for an alternative school system that can successfully
prepare their children for adulthood.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mrs. Simpson, for your
fine testimony.

I think what we will do is take the testimony from each of the
witnesses and then have questions.

Why don't you proceed?
Well, I think, in gubernatorial courtesy, since we have two Gov-

ernors up here, we ought to have the former Governor from Indi-
ana.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Simpson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MRS. WALLIE COOPER SIMPSON, LES INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNITY SCHOOL (FoUNDER/DIRECTOR), New York, N.Y.

Recent scores on the reading tests given in the New York City's public elemen-
tary and junior high schools in district 1 (LES International Community School's
district) showed over 81 percent of the students were reading below their grade
level. Also, in the 30 other school districts in New York City and districts in large
urban centers across the Nation, there were a disproportionate number of students
reading below their grade level. And, of course, we all are concerned about the un-
derachievement crisis in mathematics and science. America is still faced with the
problem of underachievement. In the public school system after decades of practice,
experiments, grants, studies and rewards at the taxpayers expense.

Options are natural birthrights for all human beings. The affluence, seeded by in-
dustrialization in this country was achieved because of a constitution that encour-
aged free enterprise. This system of fundamental principles according to which
America is guided also provided the springboard for the onset of high technology.

America's public school system was initiated and developed in good faith, based
on the national principle of assuring an education for all Americans-poor, the
middle class as well as the rich. We applaud the taxpayer for their noble effort, but,
the plain truth is, the public school system isn't working. The overwhelming major-
ity of the children are not learning in the system and the social atmosphere is taint-
e with violence, drug abuse, and an appalling lack of civility. To be sure, it's a

system completely out of control, and, alternative school systems for most parents
are beyond their means. Options for them are non existent. Parents are forced to
send their children to unworkable schools because they (parents) do not have the
money to send their children to schools in which they are confident that their chil-
dren can learn.

America's greatest gift to its citizens is the opportunity to pursue independence,
to be responsible for one's self and his/her children. Those without a sense of
independence are stagnant, docile, complacent and-most devastating-abdicate pa-
rental responsibility. Why is there an ever growing void between parents and the
public schools? Why are more and more parents inaccessible to the public schools
and are relinquishing parenting?

I strongly support the tuition tax credit initiative because it represents a begin-
ning to restore the values on which the foundation of this country rests.., that is,
the need to-have options, not a monopoly, rather, competitive educational systems
in order that all children may benefit.

I am not concerned that the legislation of tuition tax credit will encourage private
schools to increase their tuition: private schools know that they exist at the pleas-
ure of--parents. Private schools realize that they must have a quality educational
program, be productive and accountable.

Before tuition tax credit became an issue, private schools were already increasing
their tuition because they simply must pay their bills. Parents struggle to pay in-
creased tuition because the schools are meeting the needs of their children and are
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successfully preparing them to be functional, responsible adults. The tuition tax
credit is a welcomed incentive for parents to begin to look for an alternative school
system that can successfully prepare thier children for adulthood.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDGAR D. WHITCOMB, FORMER GOVERNOR
OF THE STATE OF INDIANA, ON BEHALF OF THE ACCELER.
ATED CHRISTIAN EDUCATION, INC., LEWISVILLE, TEX.
Governor WHITCOMB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFEE. Ex-Governors have few privileges, but let's

make this one.
Governor WHITCOMB. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the committee, I am

going to abbreviate my statement which I have presented and ask
that the statement together with the results of the California
achievement test be entered into the record.

Senator CHAFEE. We certainly will. -
[The prepared statement and the test results follow:]
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Statement by Senate Finance Committee
Edgar 0. Whitcomb April 28, 1983
former Governor of Indiana
representing
Accelerated Christian Education
2600 Ace Lane
Lewisville, Texas 75067

Accelerated Christian Education, Inc. (A.C.E.) is an organization which
develops curriculum for grades K thru the 12th grade, prints text material
and instructs pastors in the procedures necessary to operate Christian church-
schools.

The first such school was established in Garland, Texas by Dr. Donald R.
Howard, Ph.D., in 1970 with 45 students and the system now serves 5000 church-
schools with 500,000 children.

As a former member of the Indiana State Senate some 30 years ago and more
recently as Governor of the State of Indiana I have become well acquainted with
the educational establishment in this country and the myriad of problems facing
public officials today. As Governor education was given the highest priority
in my administration. We poured far more money into education than any admini-
stration in history, while the quality of education continued to decline; and
the educational establishment continued to demand more and more money in order
to provide what they called "Quality Education."

We are concerned about:
illiteracy (23,000,000 illiterates in the U.S. today)
increased costs of welfare programs
illegal use of drugs
excessive use of alcohol
epidemic of venereal diseases
state funded abortions (1,000,000 in 1982)
increased teen age suicides (No. 1 killer of teen agers)
run away children (330,000 in 1982)
over crowded mental institutions
over crowded jails
over crowded court dockets
Juvenile delinquency
ever increasing cost of government education.

We know that billions upon billions of dollars have been spent trying to solve
these problems, but year by Vear the problems grow worse.
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The trouble is that we are not addressing the root causes of the problems-
-the kind of education and training children are receiving.

I can tell you from experience that spending more money will not solve these
problems. I can further tell you that the educational establishment is imposing
an increasing,excessive burden upon eve'y state in the Union even as we see de-
clining enrollment in public schools.

There is an answer and you have It within your power to change the course

of this country by giving parents the freedom to place their children in an
educational institution of their choice.

The opportunity is available in every community in this nation for a parent
to put his child in a school where he will:

-not be exposed to drugs or alcohol
-where he will be safe from bodily harm
-where he will learn that it was the free enterprise system which

made this the greatest country in the world
-where he will learn to do math, to read, write, and speak well
-where he will learn to love and respect his mother, his father, his
teacher, his country, and his God

-what is most important is that he will develop a high sense of morality
which will remain with him throughout his life
-with this kind of education and training it is highly unlikely that he
will ever be a candidate for welfare, food stamps, the psychiatric

ward in the hospital, or the state prison.
These are church-schools where the academic achievement is running well

ahead of that of the public schools. (See attachments for random test of 1466
students from 30 states on the California Achievement Test showing that the

average student achieved 1 year, 6 months above the national average(norm)).
In terms of money, it is now calculated that education costs the

government in excess of $2,000.00 per pupil.
Senate Bill 528 would allow a tax credit of up to $300.00 per pupil.
The difference is significant but the real importance of the bill is that

the long term benefits are incalculable in terms of elevating the standards of
a generation of young people in America.

The Equal Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983 (S.B. 528) may very well be
the most significant piece of legislation to be presented to the 98th Congress.
I urge that you give it the consideration it deserves.

21-573 0-83-10
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY

1. The test was admini tered in September, 1982.
2, The 1977 California Achievement Test was the instrument.*
3. The sampling was as follows:

a. 67 schools participated.
b. Th" schools were selected randomly, by computer.
c. All schools have used the A.C.E. program for four or more years.
d. 1,466 students were tested, enrolled in grades 4-12.
e. 30 states were represented, with a random distribution throughout the U.S.A.

4. The results were obtained by computer scoring (CTB/McGraw Hill).
5. The average student achieved at 1 year, 6 months above the national average (norm).

*The California Achievement Test is a nationally recognized, standardized test. It is the most
widely used achievement test in the United States, in both public and private schools.
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These tests were adminitered in September, 1982. This means that the students where tested at
the beginning of their grade-levels, not the end. For example, a "sixth-grade" child had completed
the fifth level of work and had just begun sixth level when the test was admini tered.

Furthermore, being administered at the beginning of the year, rather than the end, the students
wer responding after a summer of academic inactivity. Nevertheless, the results speak for
themselves.

CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
eaft"

8th

7th

64k

5th

4th

In the A.C.E. Math, computational skills of multiplication and division are presented at a later
level (4th & 5th) than conventional courses. Therefore, achievement scores on any standardized
test will appear low. However, as the child masters these concepts. the scores will rise dramatically
at the 6th level and above.

READING I LANGUAGE MATHEMATICS TOTAL MACOMPf, TOTAL SP,,R, MA 'BrMV

-PNEOI. ED. A co P C.. TA

12.9 12.9 12.9 12.5 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.5 12.9 12.5 12.9 12.9

11.8 12.9 iL3 12.5 12.9 11.6 12.2 11.0 10.1 10.4 11.1 11.2

O. 10.0 10.0 -9.5 9.6 9.5 9.6 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.7 8.9

8.0 6.0 8.0 8.5 7.2 7.9 7.5 6.6 6.3 6.5 7.1 7.6

6.2 6.0 6.0 5.3 5.6 6.6 6.2 4.7 4.5 4.7 S.4 5.4

4.4 4.5 4.4 3.9 4.3 4.1 4.2 3.4 3.6 3.5 4.0 3.8
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12-

11

7

4

1

4th 5th 6th 7th th
A..F.. Acbimnmt L.el

The shaded area shows the level of achievement for each "grade-level" indicated at the bottom of
the graph.

1. Fourth level tested at the national average.
2. Fifth level is four months above national average.
3. Sixth level is slightly more than a year above national average.
4. Seventh level is over two years above national average.
5. Eighth level is over three years above national average.
6. High school students' average, at 12.9. is the maximum score obtainable on this test.
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CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

13

12

11

18

Average grade level of students tested: 6.4
Average level of achievement: 8.0
Average student 1.6 years ahead of norm
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CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
READING SD.64Irg LANGUAGE MATHEMATICS Total feleunc

voc Como. Total McK E Total Comp 5&fA0 Total &alUM S1U1IS

13

12

11 -" . . . . . . . . . . .

10

7

- - . . .. . . . .. . . . m -

4

3

2 - J TILLIiL

Actual GrmW Plemet
Level of Achievemen

1. 1377 Ca11fornia Achievement Test
2.
3.
4.
S,
t5

11STING CRITERIA

Administered Sept., 1062 (Eamllr. students tsted In yew 4 had completed only three years of school).
67 schools which had been on A.C.L program at lea 4 yr.
144 students who had completed grade levels 3-11.
30 states geographically disirubuted throughout U.S.A.
Computer scored by McGrsw-Hill.
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CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
REDN plig LANGUAGE MTHEMATICSI roTIt ~ TA1moi 9

voc. Comp. Torsi Macp Ex. Tota Co 0, & to Total 8atey SkiJlls

11

12

11

10

0

7

S

I -

'1

- -..- ,-..-.-.-

.w m wm m 4 i i -- t
Actual Grad. Plemmt
Level of Achi mem

TESTING CRITERIA
1. 1W?7 CWfornlm Ashkmmeft Test
2. Admlniatered Sept, 1552 (Eiampiel, students tested In year 4 had completed only three years of school).
* 67 aeheal which had been on AC.L program at 1laM 4 yrs
4. 144 studens who had completed grade levels 3.11.
5. 30 states geographically distrubuted throughout U.S.A.
I. Cempa er scored by MoGrsw-Hlll.

a

4

3

2
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CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
READING LANGUAGE MATHEMATICS Total MOet

voc. Como. Totl McA Exp. Total Coop & ts Total eatt" SUMl

13

12

10

3

2

Actual Grade Placement
Level of Achievement

1. 1977 California Aohlevemet Tet
2.

4.
5.
6.

TRO ING CRITEIA

A1mnlestered Sept, 1942 (Example: students tested In yer 4 had completed only three years of school).
6? whools which had been on A.C.E program at least 4 yrs.
14" students who had completed grade levels 3.11.
30 smites eographically distrubuted throughout U.S.A.
Computer sored by McGraw-Hill.
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CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

Actual Grade Placement
Level of Achievement

TESTING C1RITIA
lf77 California Ahlevemeont Test
Administsed Sept., 1982 (Example. students tesled In yew 4 hod completed only three years o sohoof.
S7 aehools which had been on A.C.L program at least 4 yrs.
144 students who had completed grade levels 3.11.
3 states geographlcally distributed throughout U.S.A.
Computer scored by Mclraw-llII.

'3

'2

It

'S

7

5

4

3

2

1.
2.
3,
4.
5.
S.
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CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

13

12

11

to

7

3

2

Actual Grade Placement
Level of Achlevement

1ING CFUTLMA
IN"7 Caifermna AelevemeM Teea
AJdM e, d e I M amp: students teted In year 4 had comp4ed only three yeas of school).
67 ImlNe whlh had bon an A.C.L program at loel 4 yrs.
UMN sumWudeft had competed grad. levels 3-11.
30 "M Seeogrphica"y dlsruluted threqaheit U.S.A.
Cemwpusr need by MaG1aw44ll.

1.

4.
5.
L
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CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

m -n- -- A nU mm-

-ML Ii

Actual Grade Placement
Level of Achievement

1. 1177 1Cal0omia Achlevomem Test
TESTIN CNrTRIA

L donlatered Sept, 1k2 (Earale: students tested In yw 4 had completed only three year of school).
3. 67 90h 0ls which had been on A.C.L program at Iset 4 yrs.
4. 141 tucmnts who had completed grad levels 3.11.
5. 30 sume. geogrephiml1y dltmbubted threheat U.SA.
6. Coo 0em tseed by MGre"w-III.

The following are percentiles for each of the levels tested. This indicates the percentage of rawscore in a norm group that fall blm a given student's raw score. For example, if a student's
percentile rank is 71%, this means that the student scored higher than 71% of the students in the
norm group.

In peventile ranking, 50%ile is average. Anything less is below average, anything more is above
average& Below are the percentile for each gr&d-level.

4th. 0%ile
5th -57%ile
6th- 78%ie
7th - 80%ile
8th 86%ile

High School*- 9 1%ile

*None of the high school students tested had completed more than 11 years of schooL Seniors were
in the first month of their twelfth year.

11

12

11

10

7

4

3

2
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As Governor of Indiana, education was given the highest priority
in my administration. We poured far more millions of dollars into
education than any administration in history, while the j'uality of
education continued to decline.

Now, we are concerned about the 23 million illiterates in this
country today, increased costs of welfare payments, illegal use of
drugs, excessive use of alcohol, venereal diseases, abortions-1 mil-
lion last year, suicides-the No. 1 killer of teenagers, runaway chil-
dren-330,000 last year, overcrowded mental institutions, over-
crowded jails, overcrowded court dockets, and the great increase in
juvenile delinquency.

We know that billions upon billions have been spent on trying to
solve all of these problems, and year after year we find that these
problems become worse. The kind of education and training that
children are receiving we feel is the root cause of many of these
problems in our country today.

I can tell you from experience that spending more money on
these problems will not solve them. There is an answer-and you
have it within your power to change the course of this country by
giving parents the freedom to place their children in educational
institutions of their choice.

Now, the opportunity is available in every community in this
Nation for a parent to put his child in a school where he will not
be exposed to drugs and alcohol, where he will be safe from bodily
harm, where he will learn it was a free enterprise system which
made this the greatest country in the world. He will learn to do
math, to read, to write, and to speak well, where he will learn to
love and respect his mother, his father, his teacher, his country, his
God, and his U.S. Senators.

What is more important is that he will develop a high sense of
morality which will remain with him throughout his life. With this
kind of education and training it is highly unlikely that he will
ever be a candidate for welfare, food stamps, the psychiatric ward
in a hospital, or the State prison.

Now, these church schools where the academic achievement is
running well ahead of the public schools are indicated by the
report which I have submitted. It was a test of 1,466 random sam-
ples, computer samples, from 30 States on the California achieve-
ment test, showing that the average student achieved 1 year and 6
months above the national average.

Now, in terms of money, it is calculated that it is costing better
than $2,000 a year to teach one pupil. Senate bill 528 would allow
at the maximum $300 per pupil. The difference is significant, but
the real importance of this bill is the long-term benefits. They are
incalculable in terms of elevating the standards of a generation of
young people in America.

The Equal Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983 may very well be
the most significant piece of legislation to come before the Ninety-
eighth Congress, and I urge your serious consideration of this bill.

Senator CHA1EE. Thank you very much, Governor, we appreciate
that.

Next we will have Dr. Thomas Vitullo-Martin from New York.
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STATEMENT OF DR. THOMAS VITULLO-MARTIN, DIRECTOR OF
RESEARCH, METROCONOMY, INC., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Dr. VITULLO-MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, Senator Boren, I would like
to ask or request that my prepared testimony be inserted in the
record.

Senator CHAFEE. Yes. All of the statements from this panel and
all of the witnesses will go into the record, so have no fear on that.
And if you can summarize them, it is always helpful to us.

Dr. VITULLD-MARTIN. Then I won't read my statement, but I will
just summarize it.

First, I would like to offer a recommendation to the committee,
and that is that you work to neutralize the influence on education
of taxation policy.

I say that because the net impact of the taxation policy now is
damaging both to public and to private education. I think there is a
principle of education I would like to announce, that this Nation
needs a literate and thoughtful people; it's vital to its being a free
democracy. The existing taxation policy is damaging to that, be-
cause it makes it more difficult to support education as a whole. It
taxes the efforts people make to improve the education of their
children and of themselves.

It doesn't do that across the board, by the way; if the education
effort is for the purposes of business gains, immediate and merce-
nary, it is tax deductible. If the education, by the way, were an ex-
ercise of religion in itself, it would fall under the existing policy by
which we exempt contributions that directly support religious pur-
poses.

The reason it is taxed is that education right now is perceived as
some sort of personal service and is not tax deductible.

What I would like to say first is that the taxation on education is
relatively recent, that as of 1963, when the Catholic system was
quite a bit larger than it is now and dominated, with the Luther-
ans, the private school sector, there was very little Federal revenue
from the efforts of parents to support private education-very
little-because there was very little tuition. And of course the tax
tables were lower then, and we didn't have this escalation of infla-
tion of income.

Today, however, there is a very substantial diminution by the
Federal Government, by the efforts of the Treasury, of the efforts
made by the private sector to support private education. I calculate
it to be $700 million withdrawn from families that are supporting
private schools.

Another thing to say is that the taxing impact on private educa-
tion is increasing as we sit here, and in 3 years from now, when we
can expect that the average let's say secondary and independent
school tuition will have gone up another $500, the impact of that
$500, the taxation impact, will be that the Federal Treasury will
get another $110 extra from those families. And if we calculate
that in, then the cost of this tax deduction goes down.

There is another side of the coin, and that is that the Federal
Government supports public education through the tax system sub-
stantially. I would like to add a different estimate of that amount
from what the CRS has presented you: Mr. Larry Uzell of Learning
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Inc., has calculated that amount of be $20.2 billion in 1985. That is
$517 per public school pupil in 1985. There is a problem with that
amount of money, however. It is not evenly distributed. In fact, it
is distributed across public schools in the worst possible way-you
would not be able to legislate a worse way. It is given dispropor-
tionately to families with higher amounts of deductions. If you
have a high income school district where the median income is in
the range of $50,000 and the marginal rate of taxation for those
families averages 50 percent, then the Federal Government will be
paying half of the cost of that local education. If you are dealing
with the central city where the median tax rate is median, and no
one deducts, you might be lucky to get in that central city 10 per-
cent of your local education costs back through the Federal system.
The effect of that on school systems is to drive out of central cities
to suburban areas-a fact we well know-the wealthiest people.
They are bribed out, and they are bribed out by the Federal tax
system.

" i wouldrecommend to you that you do apply some of the con-
cerns, some of the rules you have been talking about to guarantee
civil rights and other measures, to any bill dealing with tax bene-
fits of education expenditures; but I would recommend that you
apply them to public schools as well as to private schools, to all of
those districts with no minorities, outside of central cities, where
you are permitting the total deduction of those education costs. I
would recommend that you cut those off to those families if those
districts don't meet the standards that you are asking private
schools to meet.

I will conclude in one sentence.
I look at central cities, and in central cities it is the school re-

sources available to those cities that are important. The central
cities' public and private schools support each other, even if the
people who are in public schools think that they are deprived of
some money by the presence of the private schools. Parents find
communities with many different school resources more desirable
than communities with few.

That is what I have to say.
[Dr. Vitullo-Martin's prepared statement follows:]
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Testimony of Dr. Thomas Vitullo-Martin
Director of Research for Metroconomy, Inc.

Before the Committee on Finance, United States Senate
April 29, 1983

Both sides of the debate over tuition tax credits for private
school users appear to assume tht federal tax policy is today
neutral toward both private and public schools and that,
therefore, a tax credit for private school tuition-payers is a
form of aid to private schools that is denied public schools.
Following this logic, opponents of tax credits frequently argue.
that such a preferential policy is either unfair or unwise, and
that it encourages the rich to use private schools to separate
themselves from the poor, left behind in the pubilc schools.
Similarly, opponents fear tax credits will encourage the racial
segregation of public schools by making the choice of private
schools less costly.

Federal tax policy is neutral neither toward private schools nor
public schools. Private schools operated by churches or other
not-for-profit organizations.are tax-exempt. They are already
helped by the tax laws. Contributions to such schools are tax
deductible. Tax credit legislation poses no new, unsettled
Constitutional questions. The law now permits the direct
deduction of contributions to churches for expressly religious
purposes a tax credit (which is essentially similar to a tax
deduction) for the payment of tuition to a church school poses no
substantially different issue.

we should ask ourselves why the tax law does not permit the
deduction of tuition expenses. Present policy considers the
instruction provided by tuition-charging schools as a personal
service to the recipient; it considers tuition payments as
payments for services from which individual recipients benefit
and therefore as expenses that cannot be deducted from taxable
income. If tuition payments were regarded as contributions in
support of religious training, they would be deductible under
current tax law. if the recipients of the benefits of the
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education service were businesses and not individuals, the
tuition would be deductible.

The deductibility of tuition has absolutely nothing to do with
the degree to which the school reaches a public objective.
Indeed, tuition payments for public schools--and many public
school districts including the New York City system charge
tuitions to out-of-district enrollees--are not deductible. The
policy can have some very damaging effects: Black or Hispanic
parents who send their children out of district to enroll in
white-dominated suburban systems must pay tuition to those
systems. And then they must pay taxes on the money they earn for
the tuition, despite the fact that they are integrating the
suburban school. This tax policy deters--even punishes--their
integrating efforts.

Despite the much voiced concern that private schools segregate,
the federal government has no programs to aid private schools
become more racially or economically heterogeneous. On the
contrary, through its taxation policies, the federal government
actually punishes those schools attempting to integrate. A
private school that decides to reduce or eliminate its charges so
that lower-income or minority-families may enroll their children
will, all other conditions remaining the same, make up the lost
income by charging the rest higher tuitions. As tuitions rise,
so do the amount of taxes the federal government collects from
the portion of the gross incomes of the tuition-paying families
that support the school.

For the simplicity of illustration, consider a two-salary family
with an income of $45,000 per year, thus reaching-the 50% federal
tax bracket. If the scholarship efforts of the private school
cost $300 per tuition-paying students, the family would have to
devote $600 more of its gross pre-tax income to education than it
would if its school offered no scholarships and made no attempts
to integrate: $300 will go to the private school to pay the extra
tuition to cover the scholarship and $300 will go to the federal
government as taxes on that effort. In .this case the federal
government takes a dollar for every dollar of scholarship support
imbedded in the private school's tuition charge.

It is theoretically possible to tie the deductibility of private
school tuitions to the racial and economic characteristics of the
school, but the approach would be extremely difficult to regulate
and would be highly intrusive into the operation of the schools.
Alternatively, federal policy could be changed to permit the
deduction of all education expenses. I believe this to be the
wisest approach, but it suffers a major objection in common with
all tax deduction measures for any purpose: The higher a family's
income and tax bracket, the more valuable the deduction. Thus a
wealthy family paying a $1000 tution will save $500 from its tax
liability. A poorer family, for example one at the 10% tax
bracket, will save only $100 on its tax liability after paying
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that same-tuition. In fact, the tax system is so constructed that
most families at or below median income use the standard
deduction, and gain no advantage from the additional deduction of
an educational expenditure.

I believe that a thoughtful, and therefore literate and educated
people, are vital to our democratic form of government as well as
to our economic prosperity. And therefore I believe that a
policy that taxes the effort citizens make for education to be an
extremely poor one. Expenditures for education should be tax
deductible, because they should be encouraged. Against this
reasoning are the objections that I have already outlined. They
are, at their core, that a pure system of tax deductions is
inequitable in its benefits to those with dramatically varying
incomes. This inequality is particularly objectionable in the
area of educational expenses, because the schools are such an
important springboard for mobility and equality in our society.
Tax credits are a progressive way of eliminating the objections
to a pure system of deduction.

A 50% tax credit up to $300, in effect, equalizes the benefits of
tax deductions for families of all incomes except those with
incomes so low that they have no tax obligation. (In this case, I
urge the Committee to adopt the same rule that applies to U.S.
Steel or other companies with investment tax credits in
profitless years. Let lower income families accumulate the
credits or transfer their benefit to others who can use them.)
First, every one--whether or not he or she takes the standard
deduction--will benefit from the credit. Second, everyone
receives the benefit that only those in the highest tax bracket
receive from a tax deduction--a 50% benefit. Third, the limit of
$300 on the total amount of the credit means that the benefit to
wealthier families is substantially reduced, because the
wealthier families tend to pay substantially higher private
school tuitions than lower and middle-income families. In
addition, the present bill excludes families with incomes above
$60,000 from any benefits whatsoever.

These progressive aspects are desirable, but the bill does not go
far enough in redressing the imbalance of the federal impact on
the choices of schools open to families. Assume a family with an
income of $25,000 must pay $1,000 a year tuition to send its
child to a church-affiliated school. Assume the family's
marginal tax rate is 30%. The family must earn $1428, of which
$428 is paid to the federal treasury. Even after the tax credit
at its full value, the family is paying the federal government
$128 for the privilege of its choice of schools. If the family's
income is $50,000 and it is paying $4000 in tuition,- then it must
earn $8000 and pay $4000 to the treasury for this privilege. If
it received the full $300 credit (which it cannot under the
present bill), its net payment to the government for its
education support efforts would be $37001

21-573 0-83--11
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Even with the passage of this bill, the taxation policy of the
federal government will continue to make it very difficult for
families to support education through tuition payments.

So far as private schools are concerned, this is a new federal
policy. In the early 1960s when the Catholic system had its peak
enrollment and, together with the Lutheran schools, accounted for
more than 90% of all private schools, the federal government
recieved almost no tax income from the money which supported
these schools. The schools were supported principally by their
parishes, which in turn were supported by contributions. It was
only toward the end of the 1960s that these schools turned toward
tuition as a principal source of support. Thus only then did the
federal government begin to gain much revenue from taxation of
elementary and secondary education expenses. In a sense, this
bill turns back the clock--to about 1970.

The other half of my concern is that current federal policy is
not neutral toward public schools either. If Congress decides
against this bill, then I suggest it pass a bill that prohibits
the deduction of AU expenditures in support of education. That
bill would reestablish the balance. Parents would be freer to
choose private schools, but central city public schools would not
be so seriously damaged as they are by existing policy.

No matter the outcome of your current deliberations, I hope the tax
credit debate develops general recognition that the existing
taxation policy affecting education strongly aids some public
schools and fails to aid others, and that the net effect on public
education is to deprive lower-income districts of resources while
encouraging the segregation of central city school systems. This
effect is the result of a little recognized fact: The local and
state taxes that pay for public education are themselves deductible
from federal (and state) taxable income. In many suburban
districts, as much as 80% of the local taxes go to suport the
schools--taxes are little more than a tuition payment. In the case
of the private school, the tuition is not deductible. But in the
case of the public school, it is. This means that in a high-income
school district, where most every family is at the 50% tax bracket,
a $4000 cost per pupil will result in a $2000 per pupil reduction
in the federal taxes owed by residents of. the community. In other
words, the federal treasury will foot half the local school costs,
because when it permits the deduction of the local taxes that
support the public school, it is reducing the amount of money those
local taxpayers will owe the federal treasury. And, I cannot resist
pointing out, there are no caps on the income of the families who
can benefit from these deductions.

The problem is that the benefit is not available to all public
school systems, only those where most families are in a high
enough tax bracket to itemize their deductions. A city like New
York--where 90% of the families use the standard deduction--gains
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very little from this provision of the tax law. This, in turn,
means that it is much easier for a high-income suburban district
to increase its education budget than it is for New York City,
because the federal government helps the high income district
more than New York. Public school systems receive more money from
the federal treasury from the deductibility of local taxes than
they do through the actual grant programs of the Department of
Education. Larry Uzzel, of Learn, Inc., calculates the amount to
be $20.2 billion by 1985, or an average of $517 per public
elementary and secondary school student.

Most of that money goes to wealthier districts. The net effect of
federal taxation policy on schools is to aid wealthier districts
far more than the poorer ones, even after the distribution of
federal grants is calculated, and that only encourages the flight
of the middle and upper income families from these poorer
districts.

And we are now full circle. It is not unfair to give private
schools tax credits (a progressive alternative to tax deductions),
because public school users now recieve enormous benefits from the
tax deductions of their education expenses (i.e. their tax payments
in support of their local schools.) The unfairness rests in the
fact that the existing system gives extraordinary benefits only to
the wealthiest and least integrated public school districts and
very little to medium- and lower-income districts. Tax credits are
designed to aid low- and middle-income families disproportionately,
and this will have the effect of stemming the flow of such families
from central cities to the exclusive and attractive--because so
heavily subsidized--public school havens. That in turn, will aid
urban pubilc schools, because it will make their cities stronger.

Further Information

I present in greater detail the argument that present taxation
policy is damaging public systems as well as handicapping the
private schools and limiting their integrating effect in an article
in the C Amanac, which I have attached to this testimony.

A much more detailed discussion of the damaging effects current
taxation policy has on the ability of private schools to offer
scholarships to lower-income and minority-families for the purpose
of Integration can be found in: Tuition Reform For Private
Schools: The Manhattan Country School Plan (with Frank Roosevelt),
(New York: Manhatan Country School, 1981). This publication,
supported by a grant from the Ford Foundation, is available from
the school at 6 E. 96th Street, New York, New York 10029.

In this article, I cite calculations of the cost to the federal
government of tax deduction of public school expenses. These
calculations are also appended to this testimony in the form of the
report from: Larry Uzzel, Issue Brief: Tuition Tax Credits,
(Washinqton, D.C.: Learn, Inc., September 1982).
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Conventional wisdom suggests that
private schools are elitist and do not
do not benefit the community as a
whole-not to mention its public
schools. Indeed, as recently evi-
denced, when a public official sup-
ports private schools, even to the ex-
tent of proposing tax credits for tui-
tions paid by parents, he incurs the
wrath of "liberals."

Marshaling evidence from around
the country as well as from New
York City, Dr. Thomas Vitullo-Mar-
tin sharply questions this traditional
view. Further, he suggests that its
private schools may be one of the
city's most potent weapons in stem-
ring the flight of the middle class
to the suburbs and the continued
erosion of the city's economic base.

Many families, dissatisfied with
the city's public schools, may be
well off enough to buy a suburban
home in order to send their children
to a public school there. But they
may not be able to afford the tax-
able dollars required to remain in
the city and send their children to
comparable private schools. In this
regard, Dr. Vitullo-Martin probes
fresh ground by unraveling the way
the federal income tax codes, in ef-
fect, subsidize suburban public ed-
ucation without giving an equitable
benefit to parents who opt to stay in
the city and use private schools.

The author's argument merits the
attention of those who are concern-
ed with and responsible for the
city's socioeconomic well-being.

Henry Cohen, Dean
-Center for New York City Affairs

Jac Friedgut, Editor
City Almanac

New York Cityt Interest in Reform
of Tax Treatment of School Expenses

Retaining the Middle Class in the City
Thomas Vitutlo-Martin

It's not news that New York City is losing
its white middle class. What is surprising
is how the loss is tied so tightly to school-
age children. Between 1970 and 1975,
New York City lost 15.3% of its total of
intact white families with children under
18, a !oss of more than 15,000 families
per year, according to the Foundation for
Child Development (FCD).I

Some of this change is the result of
forces beyond the city's control-reduced
rate of family formation and reduced
birth rate among whites and an increase
in the number of single-parent families.
But roughly 60% of this loss,9,000 fami-
lies per year, comes from white families
moving out of the city. 2 More families flee
to the suburbs when their children are
five to fourteen years old, says a study
for the Council of Great City Schools.
These moves hurt the city. "The decision
about where to live by parents in their
late twenties and early thirties will ...
continue to be a prime determinant of
the racial and socioeconomic composition
of the central cities and suburbs." 3 In New
York City, while children form a larger
portion of all under-six-year-olds than
they do of any other age group because
as many white children reach school age
their families leave the city. 4

The FCD data show an astonihig
difference In median income between New
York City families with children and those
without. Those with children had a medi-
an ncome of $11,912 in 1975;childless
families had a median income of $15,453.

New Yorkers with children had a lower in.
come than their national counterparts;
those without children, a higher ncome.S
The implications of the data seem pretty
clear: More affluent New Yorkers with
children leave the city when their child-
ren reach school age.

The exodus to the suburbs is skewing
the city's racial makeup and weakening
its tax base. Today, 89% of all minorities
living in the New York City metropolitan
area live in the city itself. 6 The flight of
the wealthier white families has left the
city with a school-age population in
which one of every four children comes
from a family with an income below the
poverty level.

New York City was not alone In losing
white families. Between 1960 and 1970,
central cities in the Northeast lost 16.2%
of their white families to the suburbs, al-
most twice the national rate. University
of Wisconsin sociologist William Frey ar-
gues that "the most damaging aspect of
this flight, from the perspective of a city's
economic viability, is not the out-move-
ment of whites per se, but the loss of
the city's upper-status, high-income pop-
ulation-a subgroup which tends to be
overwhelmingly white." 7 In the older
Northeast cities Frey studied, between

Thomas Vitutio-Martin is a consultant to the
Ford Foundation and the National Institute of
Education. He is also an associate of the Brook-
tns Institution on urban economic development
ad federal pmgrAmL

INI
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Summary

New York City has a strong interest in reform of the way
federal income tax codes treat education expenses. For
years, city officials have known that the middle-class ex-
odus weakening the city's tax base is, to a great extent, at-
tributable to the high quality of suburban public schools.

The city's answer has been to try to improve its own
public schools, but massive reform is always slow, too slow
to effect current outmigration. This solution also ignores an
Important aspect of the middle class's flight to the suburbs:
tax advantages. In the wealthier suburbs, middle. and
upper-income families not only get higher quality education
for their children, they pay less for it.

The federal tax codes alow individuals to deduct from
their taxable income local taxes that support public educa-
tion-but not tuition to public or private schools. State and
local income tax laws generally follow federal rules. The de-
duction of a local tax from federally taxable income is, in
effect, a federal subsidy of the local tax.

If a family is in the 50% federal tax bracket, the net in-
crease in its total tax obligation of a $3,000 rise in prop-
erty taxes is only S I 500-only $1,240 if we take into ac-
count the effects of state and city income taxes. The lo-
cal government raises its revenue by S3.000, but the fed-
eral government simultaneously decreases its revenue by
$1,175. Any tax deduction is, of course, worth more to a
high-income family than to one with a low income. The
aggregate effect of the tax deduction system on a high-in-
come community is that the federal and state governments
pay a higher percentage of the community's tax obliga-
tion-up to 70% of local taxes in some New York suburbs
compared with less than 15% of city taxes.

One social effect of this regressive tax provision is to
drive high-bracket taxpayers from the city. These citizens
need little in the way of public services; they provide most
of their own needs from their own resources. One thing
they do need, however, and something they find in the sub-
urbs, is quality education. Local suburban districts common-
ly concentrate as much as 80% of their tax revenues on sup-
port of their schools. Local taxes, in effect, are little more
than tuition to these exclusive public schools. And this
"tuition" is made much less costly to the families in the dis-
trict because they can deduct it from their taxable income.

in contrast, New York City, which must handle massive
and more diverse social problems than the suburban govern-
menu, can spend less of its tax revenues on public schools-
about 20% of its Income from local taxes. And city schools
must address a much broader range of more difficult educa-
tion problems than the suburban schools. The tax system
exacerbates the situation because the aggregate value of the
federal subsidy of New York City schools through the tax
deduction is much lowe,. In essence, suburban public

schools can concentrate more on the needs of upper-income
families, and the federal and state tax systems make it eas-
ier for the suburbs to pay for these schools.

New York City does have schools that compete with
high-quality suburban schools in attracting middle and up-
per-income families: private schools. But because the tax
system does not permit families to deduct tuition payments,
private schools are farther out of reach for city families
than the schools' tuitions would suggest.

A New York City family with $45,000 taxable income
and two children in independent private schools (an average
S8,000 per year expense) must allocate about $24,000 of
gross taxable income to meet those education expenses.
The 14 years of nursery, elementary, and secondary schools
will cost the family more than $336,000 of its earnings.
The family's alternative would be to move to a suburb with
public schools of comparable quality and put that S336,000
into a house or other capital investment. The combination
of disproportionate tax benefits for the public education
expenses of wealthy suburbs and the substantial tax disad-
vantages of using private schools in the city drives out mid.
dle- and upper-income families.

The elimination of the tax deductability of local taxes
is not a popular proposal and would be difficult for the
city to promote at the federal level. In addition, the change
would create some problems for the city. Federal coffers
would take in a lot more money, but the city wouldn't nec-
esuarly get more of it. Eliminating the deductability of lo-
cal taxes is politically risky and probably out of reach. But
providing for the deduction of school tuitions would bene.
fit the city-and that measure is thin reach.

The major objections to such a change in the tax laws
have centered on the presumed elitist, segregationist appeal
of private schools. Enrollment data, however, show private
school students to be quite similar socioeconomically to
those in the public schools. In some sections of the country
private schools enroll even higher percentages of minorities
than public schools. And private schools serving the highest-
income clients enroll higher percentages of minority and
low- and moderate-income students than public schools
with similar clients-principally because they offer scholar-
ship aid, which public schools do not.

Objections also center on the economic and political
impact of private school enrollments on public schools. A
careful review shows that the central city public schools
will have more resources for fewer students as a result of
increased private school enrollment. The city's private
schools are valuable social and economic resources, and
have the reputation of delivering the highest quality ed-
ucation to inner-city students in particular. Present tax
laws damage them and the city.

2
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1965 and 1970, 30%40% of high-status
whites had moved to the suburbs.

Frey's analysis of the causes of their
flight showed that the highest.status,high-
est-income families were motivated par-
ticularly by relatively higher levels of per
pupil expenditures in suburban school dis-
tricts. Either these families put more em-
phasis on education than lower-status,
lower-income families, or their high In-
come gave them the means to move in
the pursuit of better quality education for
their children.

In a similar study, Janet Pack uncov-
ered an additional factor motivating high-
status families to relocate. Along with
education, Pack found tax considerations
of particular importance in the family's
decision to leave the central city.8 Pack's
research concerned property taxes, which
are much less important to most families
than state and federal income taxes. We
shall explore how these taxes affect the
decisions of higher-income families to re-
main in or leave the city.

White Flight and Income Taxes
Most commentators on white middle-

class migration from city to suburb have
ignored the Internal Revenue Codes as a
factor. They have preferred to blame the
exodus on the generally poor quality of
city public schools. There is reason to be-
lieve that even if these schools offered an
education equivalent to that in the most
exclusive suburban public schools, migra-
tion from the city would still be '.milar
to what we see today simply h, sause the
migration patten is so heavily reinforced
by the federal tax codes.

The tax codes influence family reloca-
tion decisions. The .- erage American fam-
ily relocates every five years. The quality
of local schools, housing amenities, rela-
tive costs of the new houts, other com-
munity services and amenities, and the
tax effects of the relocation all play a
role in the family's choice of a new resS-
dentlal location. It is consisten! with Frey's
data (although he himself does not argue
the point) that the higher the family in.
come, the more significant are tax consid-
erations in the choice of a new location.

When commentators hold city schools
responsible for the large-scale exodus of
white, middle-class families, they assume
that these families cannot find city schools
equivalent to those in the suburbs. But

this is simply not true. Parents seeking
quality education for their children can
find it in the city's private schools, wiose
quality is at least the equivalent of that in
suburban public schools. The existence of
quality private schools thus should encour-
age wealthier families to remain in the city.
But because the tax system massively pe-
nalizes upper- and middle-class families us-
ing these schools, it limits private schools'
ability to hold these families in the city.

According to the U.S. Department of
Labor, a family of four at the "higher lev-
el" standard of living in the New York City
area required an income of $34,252 in
1978. The amount would be higher in the
city proper, putting the city family in the
50% federal tax bracket. To give their chil-
d ren an education equivalent to that of the
best suburban public schools, these fami-
lies would have to use private schools in
the city. But private school tuition and re-
lated expenses are not tax deductible. In
the 50% bracket, a family must earn two
dollars to pay for every dollar it spends to
send its children to a private school.

The family's alternative is a "free" pub-
lic school education in the suburbs. It does
pay something extra for quality suburban
public schools in the higher price tag and
property taxes on a home in a desirable
school district. Both these costs are mod-
erated, however, by associated federal in-
come tax deductions.

BY far the most important factor that
virtually forces middle- and upper-income
families to leave the city is the combina-
tion of the substantial tax benefits given
those who use the free suburban public
schools and the huge tax disincentives at-
tached to using urban private schools.

The issue here is not equity. No one
could seriously argue that it is unfair for
affluent families to pay more than poor
families to obtain a good education for
their children. Rather, the concerns are
what family choices do the tax and edu-
cation systems encourage, and what are
the social effects of those choices? The
tax system encourages upper-income and
middle-income families to leave the city
for the suburbs, where their children can
attend free public schools that are the
academic equivalents of urban private
schools; the system thereby encourages
these families to take a substantial pub-
lic subsidy for their education expenses.
In the end, we will see there is a serious

question of equity in this Issue: By way
of the tax system alone, the federal gov-
emnent gives many times more aid to
wealthy suburban families than it gives
poorer urban families through all federal
education programs and the tax system.

This essay attempts to clarify New York
City's interest in tax reforms that would
remove some of the incentives for upper-
and middle-income white families to leave
the city. The argument is complicated,
first, because it centers on the incentive
and disincentive effects of deductions
from taxable personal income. (Trying to
understand how tax deductions affect so-
cial behavior is a little like trying to see the
photographic print in the negative.) Sec-
ond, tax reforms discussed here would al-
ter the calculations parents make in choos-
ing private or public schools. Therefore, a
discussion of these tax reforms necessarily
involves consideration of the city's private
schools, especially their racial and econom-
ic composition, and of the social policies
advanced or retarded by encouraging up-
per-, middle-, or lower-income families to
use the private schools.

The tax system's present treatment of
education expenses puts the city at a dis-
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advantage. Private schools in the city ame-
Iorate the disadvantage, and tax reforms
would further reduce-if not eliminste-it.
Ultimately, the argument rests on the con-
vlction that increasing the resources com-
mitted to education within New York City
and retaining for the city more of the re-
sources its citizens spend on schools-in-
stead of allowing them to be frittered off
to Washington-greatly benefits the city.
Its economy, its public schools, and all
Its residents whatever their income.

How Taxes Influence Behavior
From its original use as a simple reven-

ue-raising device, the federal Income tax
system has become a means of changing
behavior. Initially, the system was directed
at altering purely economic decisions. It
gave incentives to families financing :heir
own homes, to wealthy individuals invest-
ing in municipal bonds, to businesses mak-
ing capital investments in new equipment,
and so on. Current tax laws also give incen-
tives to businesses to educate their employ-
ees. Businesses can deduct expenses for the
education of their employees if the edu-
cation is related to the improvement of
the employees' job skills. Nonbusiness.
related education expenses, however, are
not deductible.

In drawing up these tax rules, Congress
appears to have focused only on economic
considerations. But tax rules have social as
well as economic effects. The tax treat.
ment of education expenses ha social Ima-
pacts that have been ignored-to New York
City's detriment-and should be examined.

Although families do not choose
schools in the strict, economically rational
fashion that investors choose bonds, a
change in tax policy will still normally af-
fect a family's education decisions. The
higher the family's income, the higher its
tax bracket, the more valuable the tax de-
ductions, and the more likely the family
will be influenced by tax policy. Suburbs
offer several tax-related attractions to the
higher-income family, all of which are en-
hanced by current federal tax codes.

In contrast to New York City, the typ-
ical affluent suburb has a wealthier tax
bae, fewer children per household, and,
therefore, lower education expenses per
household. The suburb can spend substan-
tially more per pupil and still keep taxes
relatively ow because upper-income fami-
lies seek few other public services. These

4

families are able to provide more of what
they need themselves; they live in low-den-
sity areas that require low capital invest-
ment and lower public service expenses.
Local suburban governments principally
provide the public services that wealthy
families need and avoid the expense of
those services used predominantly by low-
er-income families, such as welfare, parks.
public transportation, and the like.

Central cities provide all these ser-
vices and more. Wealthy families in the
city must pay for such services even though
they may make only minimal use of them.
For upper-income families, then, suburbs
are more efficient: They charge taxes for
and deliver only those services needed by
their wealthy residents. In the suburbs,
affluent families bear little of the burden
of caring for the poor, which they would
have to do if they lived in the city.

The federal tax codes enhance this nat-
ural advantage of the suburbs, by permit.
ting wealthy families to deduct local taxes
from their federally taxable income. This
deduction is. in effect, a subsidy to the af-
fluent suburb by the federal government
because theTederal government forgoes
a part of the taxpayer's normal tax obli-
gation whenever the local government
raises taxes. The significance of the de.
duction of local taxes is much greater in
the affluent suburb, where most families
are in high tax brackets, than it is in the
central city, where most are in relatively
low tax brackets. The proportion of the
local budget refunded by the federal gov-
emnment through tax deductions of local
taxes is therefore greater in affluent juris-
dictions than in low-income suburbs or
the central city.

Thus, it is doubly easy for the afflu-
ent suburb to raise its taxes and increase
local revenues because (1) any given
amount of tax revenue represents a smal-
ler proportion ofaverage family income in
the affluent suburb than it does in the
poorer central city ($2,500 property tax
is a greater proportion of a city family's
$15,000 annual income than of a suburb-
anite's $50,000 income); and (2) the
federal government refund a greater pro-
portion of local taxes to the wealthy than
to the poor.

A local government's increase of prop-
erty taxes by $5,000 per year changes the
tax liability of a family in the 50% brack.
et by only $2,500. It changes the tax lia-

ability of a family in the 15% bracket by
$4,250. If a school district's taxpayets
are all in high tax brackets, we can expect
to find as much as 50% of local public ex-
penses subsidized by the federal govern-
ment through the tax system. And state
and local income tax systems increase this
amount of governmental subsidy. In New
York City and any areas with more mixed
populations, the federal government pro-
vides a subsidy through deductions on
personal income of only about 15%.

The city's situation is even worse than
it seems. The federal government provides
a 15% subsidy of city taxes only in theory.
Families at New York's median family in-
come level normally use the federal stan-
dard deduction and do not itemize ex-
penses. Thus, if the city raises its taxes
S 1,000 per family in order to improve
the public schools, most families would
have to pay $1,000 out of pocket-be-
cause they do not itemize. In wealthy
suburbs, in contrast, the average family
would be out of pocket only $250 to
$500. The 'ederal tax codes reduce the
tax increase to high-income families in
the wealthy suburbs by 50% or more
but do not reduce the cost to lower-
income families at all. (The state and
city income tax codes follow suit and
increase the advantage of the wealthy
family.) It is, therefore, much more
difficult for central cities than for
wealthy suburbs to raise taxes because
of thefederal tax provisions. 9

Tax Deductions as a Form
of Public School Aid

Let us examine this reasoning in great-
er detail: (1) the entire operatingexpense
of local government-including local
schools-is raised by state and local taxes
and is deductible from personal income
subject to federal taxation :(2) this deduc-
tion is, in effect, a federal subsidy of lo-
cal expenditures;(3) in places where the
average family income is relatively high,
the average tax bracket is higher, and con-
sequently, the value of the average deduc-
tion is greater ;(4) as a result,affluent sub-
urbs receive a far greater per capita sub-
sidy from the federal government than do
central cities, and this federal aid covers a
far greater proportion of all local expen-
ditures in these wealthy areas; (5) public
school aid through the tax system far ex-
ceeds direct programmatic aid the federal
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government gives to support education.
In 1978. state and local governments

raised about $90 billion to support the op-
erations of their public schools. The fed.
eral government refunded, through tax
deductions, $20 billion or more of this
cost-almost three times the direct federal
education budget of about $7 billion for
all programs. Although the direct program-
matic budget is modestly skewed to aid
lower-income areas, the refund program is
much more heavily skewed in the opposite
direction. The net effect of federal inter-

vention n education Is to subsidize the
wealthiest families in the wealthiest dis-
tricts far more than the central cities and
their residents.

For example, Pocantico Hills, N.Y.,
which operates only elementary schools,
spent $9,080 per pupil in 1977-78, com-
pared with New York City's approximately
$2,700 per pupil. The median income in
Pocantico Hills was twice that of New York
City in 1970. and the difference has prob-
ably increased since then. The federal gov-
emnment gives Pocantico Hills almost seven

times u much aid per pupil as it gives New
York City (see box. "Pocantico Hills and
New York City: How Federal Education
Aid Works"). So Pocanuco Hills is quite
attractive to anyone who can afford to
move into the district, and it will attract
the wealthiest families from the city.

Ta.r Disincentihes for Using
Private Schools

The tax system, with all its conse-
quent disadvantages for central cities,
drives wealthier families from the city

New York City and Pocantico Hills: How Federal Education Aid Works

Substantial federal aid comes to local schools districts
through the income tax system, but some districts bene-
fit more than others from this form of federal support.
Income tax data are not reported for communities, so we
are forced to make some assumptions about the tax brack-
ets of the average taxpayers in New York City and Pocan-
tico Hills in order to estimate the comparative value of fed-
eral aid to these cities through deductions of local taxes
that support their schools.

To determine the effect of federal tax aid on the public
schools, we must first determine the portion of per pupil
expenditure in the school system raised through taxes at
the local and state levels because only this portion of the
school bill becomes a deduction from the income tax obli-
gations of the school district's residents. Federal aid to the
district is not paid for out of local taxes and, therefore, is
not a deduction from federal tax obligation. To calculate . -

the actual federal tax aid to a district, we must subtract
the value of federal education aid to the district from its
per pupil expenditure.

We must next determine the average tax bracket of the
school district's residents, since the value of the deduction
of local school taxes is equal to the taxpayer's tax bracket.
For example, if a taxpayer is in the 25% bracket, an increase
in local school taxes of $1,000 means a reduction of fed-
eral taxes by a little more than $250. The taxpayer has to
come up with 75% of the new taxes because the federal
government, in effect, shares the cost ot the taxation by
lowering its own tax bill. If the taxpayer falls into the
50% bracket, his or her federal taxes are reduced by a little
more than $500.

State and local income taxes follow the federal regula-
tions un these deductions, so the amount of local school
taxes paid for through tax deductions is correspondingly
greater. For those in the 50% tax bracket who live in
New York State and work in New York City, the deduction
is worth almost 70% of the local tax obligation. In other
words, when a local government increases taxes by $1,000,
these high-bracket taxpayers pay only $300 in additional
taxes. The other $700 that comes to the local system is,

in effect, a transfer payment from local, state, and federal
governments to the taxpayer's school system.

Let us look at the effects of the deduction system on
two districts-New York City, whose population Is at about
the national average tax bracket, and Pocantico Hills, a
high-income, high-spending school district in Westchester
County. We can calculate the average tax bracket of a resi-
dent of the two districts by relating it to median family
income as determined by census bureau surveys. If we mul-
tiply the median tax bracket by each community's per pu-
pil expenditure, less federal programmatic aid, we have
a reasonable estimate of the per pupil federal aid to each
district through the operation of the tax system.

* New York City. Median family income in 1975 was
$13,459. The corresponding combined federal, state, and
local tax bracket, after the standard deduction, is 16%.

Per pupil expenditure less federal programmatic aid
equals:
($2.9 billion - 50.3 billion) + 1,033,813 students $ S2,500.

Federal, state, and local tax aid to the school system
equals:

$2,500 x 16% = $400 per pupil.
However, those taking a standard deduction do not itemize
local taxes; thus, the city does not get any additional tax
benefit when it increases taxes to support the school system.

* Pocantico Hills. Median family income is estimated, on
the basis of the 1970 census, to be $40,000. The combined
federal, state, and local income tax bracket would be ap-
proximately 64%.

Per pupil expenditure less federal programmatic aid
equals:

($3,449,699 - $788) - 380 students - $9,076.
Federal, state, and local tax aid to the school system

equals:
59,076 x 64% $ $5,809.

Through the tax system, Pocantico Hills receives 15
times more aid per pupil than New York City.

5
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to suburbs where residents have high
median incomes. One cure for the prob-
lem would be, as President Carter sug-
gested in his first tax reform message, to
eliminate the deduction for local proper.
ty taxes from federal tax returns, thus re-
ducing the tax advantage of the suburbs.
Such a reform would make support of
suburban schools much more difficult and
would encourage families to remain in or
move back to the central city. But the
move would also be likely to have the net
effect of reducing local investment in edu-
cation, and it would force greater reliance
on federal and state governments to fi-
nance schools, which is not necessarily a
desirable change or one likely to bene-
fit cities.

What is the solution for the cities? Some
suggest that sufficient money put into New
York City's public schools could make
them more attractive than suburban
schools. That solution does not appear
practical principally because (I) the
change would take too long to have the
desired effect ;(2) no one knows how much
more money would be necessary (the sys-
tem's budget has more than doubled since
1970. while its student population has de-
clined by about 14%, with no noticeable
improvement in the system's reputation
for quality);and (3) the-city would not be
able toincrease education spendingwsthout
increasing spending for other city services
during the fiscal crisis. Certainly the im-
provement of the city's public schools-
especially to regain their reputation as su-
perior to the best private schools-should
be pursued. But right now private schools
attract and retain middle-and uppe r-in-
come families in the city. Their continued
presence in New York will determine the
future racial and economic makeup of its
population. The city can take steps to en-
hance the effectiveness of these schools,
by working for changes in the federal tax
system-changes that could actually in-
crease the city's revenues.

Upper-income New Yorkers are most
likely to enroll their children in religiously
affiliated or independent private schools,
schools that charge high tuitions because
they are not supported by a church, foun-
dation, or other outside source. Tuitions
range from $2,000 per year to $6,000,
with an average charge of about $3,000.
In addition, parents must bear the cost of
school bus transportation and other fees

6

and services normally borne by suburban
governments or public school systems.
The present tax system effectively dou-
bles and triples these costs.

The amount of the penalty the tax sys-
tem imposes is a function of the federal,
state, and local income tax brackets into
which the family's income falls. These,
of course, vary with income. Current rep-
pesentative federal tax brackets for a mar-
ried couple filing jointly are as follows:

Taxable Income
(in thousands)
$ 8-12

16-20
24-28
32-36
40-44
52-64
76-88
100-120
140-160
180-200

Tax
Bracket

22%
28
36
42
48
53
58
62
66
69

As a rule, state and city taxes average
one-third of federal taxes. For the sake of
clarity, let us take an extreme example,
that of a fasnily with a very high income.
The line of argument, however, applies to
all tax levels.

A New York City family with a taxable
income of $45,000 is in the 50% federal
tax bracket. In addition, it is at approxi-
mately the 17% state aad local bracket.
After paying taxes ($14,700 federal and
$5,500 state and local) the family has
$24,800 remaining to pay nondeductible
living expenses, such as food, clothing,
rent, and tuition to private schools. Tu-
ition and related education expenses for
two children in private schools in the
city would average about $8,000 per year,
approximately one-third the family's af-
ter-tax income, leaving it with $16,800
for other expenses. Clearly, using private
schools requires a deep commitment to
living in the city, since the public schools
in the suburbs, as an alternativeoften have
a reputation for comparable quality.

If education expenses were deductible,
as they would be if they were simply busi-
ness expenses or religious contributions,
the impact on the family wou!d be quite
different. An $8,000 deduction from a tax-
able income of $45,000 would bring the
family down two tax brackets. It would
pay $10,800 federal and $4,200 state and

local taxes on its $37,000 taxable income.
After all taxes and education expenses
were paid, the family would be left with
$22,000, or $5,200 more than it has to-
day, without the tax deduction, for other
expenses. The effect of a tax deduction
of education expenses on this family would
be to reduce the cost of private education
by 65%.

Consider once again, but from a differ-
ent angle, the present situation in which
education expenses cannot bc deducted.
How much must the upper-income family
earn in order to pay $8,000 per year in
private education expenses? In its tax
bracket, it would have to earn $24,000
in order to cover the $8,000 private-
school expenditure (assuming the $24,000
income is "earned income" and subject to
a maximum federal tax of 50% and cor-
responding maximum state taxes). The
federal, state, and local governments
would be taking $2 for every $1 the
family spent to educate its cl)itdrenn- 
private school.

Ourexampleshave substantially under-
stated the economic incentive for the fam-
ily to move from the city. The commit-
ment to a private school is not a one-year
commitment, but stretches out over 12
to 15 years of nursery, elementary, and
high school. Tax consultants estimate the
out-of-pocket expenses of a family using
only private schools to be in the range
of $40,000 to S60,000 per child, or $120,-
OO0 to $180,O0 ofpretax, earned income
-if the education expenses cannot be
deducted. If it remained in the city, the
family with two children would have to
spend $250,000 to $333,000 of its earn-
ings for education in private schools.

At present, the alternatives are remark-
ably attractive. This same family could
move to an exclusive suburban school dis-
trict, invest in a home-a capital invest.
ment-the money it would have spent on
private schools in the city. The home in-
vestment would produce tax deductions
that allow the family to shelter a substan-
tial portion of the $250,000 to $300,000
it has to invest over the 15 years or so its
children are in pubic schools. And the
family may find its suburban home ap-
preciates in value in tha! time.

In the suburb, the family can enroll
both children in public schools, paying on-
ly the taxes on its property. Property taxes
are a function of local tax rates and of the
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assessed value of the property and so can-
not readily be projected. Let us assume
that the family pays $3,000 per year in
property taxes. Of this, 60% to 80% would
be assignable to the costs of the public
schools, or about S2,400 for both children.
This amount would be deductible from
the famirttsbte-tncome, lowering its
tax bracket and saving it about $1,600 in
taxes. Thus, the real cost to the family of
the suburban public school education
would be about $800, or $400 per child.

In summary, under the present tax sys-
tem, the family must spend $24,000 of its
grossincome to remain in the city and use
private schools, or $800 of gross income
(which is the additional tax obligation the
family must meet in the suburbs, after fed-
eral deductions are accounted) in the sub-
urban public system.

Thus, the tax system has two notable
damaging effect.st makes it almost cer-
tain that a family would choose suburban
public schools over the city's private ones.
If the family does opt for the suburbs,
that choice also removes from circula-
tion in the city's economy about two
times the amount of money a resident
family would pay to support private edu-
cation for its children.

The Tuition Tax Credit Debate
Any change in the federal tax treatment

of education expenses will rouse the same
objections that surfaced in last swnmer's
congressional debate over tuition tax cred-
its. Any tax reform that removes some dis-
advantages private schools suffer under
the revenue codes touches an ideological
nerve in many Americans. Aside from First
Amendment arguments (see box, "Tax

Tax Reform and the First Amendment

One block to careful consideration of
reform of the tax rules on education
expenses is the assumption that such a
reform tries to skirt the First Amend-
ment's prohibition of establishment
of religion. During the tuition tax cre-
dit debate last summer, this objection
drew so much publicity that the actual
impact of the proposed tax credits nev-
er really received carefu! attention. Op-
ponents' use of a First Amendment
argument stems from their confusing
a taxation bill-which the tax credit
proposal was-with a programmatic
aid bill. The two are substantially dif-
ferent things.

It is the settled practice of Congress
to exempt religious organizations from
federal taxation, to permit states to ex-
empt them from state taxes, and to al-
low individuals to deduct religious and
other charitable contributions in calcu-
lating their taxable income. Until the
early 1960s, the IRS allowed parents to
deduct "tuitions" to religious schools.
Up to that time, 80% of all private
schools were tuition-free, that is, they
were denominational schools supported
by contributions to the church or syna.
gogue. The deductability of these con-

Reform and the First Amendment"), the
principal objections voiced during the de-
bate on tax credits centered on opponents'
concern that private schools are elitist
and segregationist and succeed at the ex-
pense of public schools.

After reviewing the debate and the prin-

TABLE I: BENEFITS OF PROPOSED TAX CREDIT TO FAMILIES
PAYING PRIVATE SCHOOL TUITION BY FAMILY INCOME, 1978

't P . i-of Estimated
Fity [tcom6 FassMes Mediam Tuition

Les than $53.000 3.9% S 3000
5 5,000-9,999 tO.t 250
10,000-14,999 17.4 300
15,00O-24.99 39.9 500
25,000-39,'99 21.0 1,000
40,00n A ov'. 7.6 2.000

Tax
Credit

$150
125
I50
250
250
250

Percent of Income Percent of Tuition
Refunded Refunded

3.00% 50.0%
1.25 50.0
1.00 50.0
1.00 50.0
0.625 25.0
0.60 12.5

S'Arce: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Survey of Income and Educaton,. as reported in the
Co~gveu~onal Record-Senate, Much 20, 1978, pp. $4158-60.
*Estimated median tuition for the lowest Income group is more than the next group's because
moat of the children of the lowest-income families attend denominational schools in the inner-cities
where the parishes are nalIer and poorer than those that support schools in higher-income areas.
The iner-city schools. therefore, must rely more heavily on tuition for their support.

tributions was an accepted practice
and did not raise First Amendment
problems.

But in the 1960s-ironically, to be-
come eligible for federal funds-most
religiously supported schools began to
open their doors to students who were
not, and whose families were not,
church members. In a sense, these
schools became more secular. And since
they were accepting students whose
parents were not church members, and,
thus, not contributing to the parish,
they began to charge tuitions. The IRS
then ruled that these tuitions (as pay.
ments for services rendered) are not
tax deductible.

As a practical matter, the federal
government let parents deduct "tu-
itions" to religiously affiliated schools
until the mid-1960s, when the churches
began to limit their contributions to
the schools and the schools began to
charge tuition. Only then did the IRS
prohibit the deductions. Any reform
of the tax treatment of education ex.
penses that includes religiously affili-
ated schools-as the tuition tax credits
did-simply restores the situation that
existed prior to about 1963.

cipal arguments of the tax credit oppo-
nents, we will examine the present role of
private schools-throughout the nation
and in New York City-to see if the schools
bear out the fears expressed by the tax
credit opposition.

The tuition tax credit debate, part of
the consideration of the Tax Reform Act
of 197V/',centered on granting "tax cred-
its" to anyone paying tuition. The pro-
posed credit was to equal 50% of tuition,
up to a total of $500, and the credit was
to be refunded to tuition-paying famlies
whose incomes were too low to incur any
federal tax obligation.

The tax credit approach was a progres-
sive form of tax deduction for education
expenses (see Table 1). The approach
avoids the regressive effects of a pure tax
deduction, which gives greater benefits
to taxpayers with higher incomes. For
example, if a 50%-bracket taxpayer and
a 25%-bracket taxpayer both deduct the
same amount of tuition, the former gets

7
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back 50 cents for every dollar deducted,
the latter only 25 cents. The pure deduc-
tion system is worst for the poorest fami-
lies because it would not give them any
additional benefits.

Tax credit debaters on both sides of
the question-perhaps because most of
them came from the education profes-
sion-did not seem to understand the sig.
nificance of the tax credit approach. Op-
ponents generally took the position that
tax credits were just a ruse to aid private
schools by the back door.

The Opposition's Argument;
Education leaders in New York City

played particularly important roles in de-
feating the tuition tax credit bill in the
1978 Congress. The Board of Education
instructed its Washington office to work
for the bill's defeat; the office sent mail-
grams at public expense to the superinten-
dents and community school board mer-
bers of the city's 32 districts urging them
to convey their opposition to tax credits
to key members of Congress The Board
of Higher Education also took a position
opposed to tuition tax credits.

To organize opposition to the bill, a
number of public education lobbying
groups formed the Coalition to Save Pub-
lic Education. Spearheaded by Albert
Shanker's American Federation of Teach-
ers (AFT), the coalition members included
the National Education Association, the
national PTA, and various state and lo-
cal associations of school administrators.
By the time the House committee voted
on the bill, the coalition had 700 lobby-
ists from almost every state workisigin
Washington to defeat the measure.

One major opposition group, the Coun-
cil of Great City Schools, developed the
position of the central cities against this
tax reform. The council, which lobbies
for the country's 28 largest school sys-
tems, has New York City's as Its largest
and leading member. Unfortunately for
the large cities, the council based its op-
position on an AFT analysis of the bill's
national impact. The council performed
no independent analysis of the bill's im-
pact on central cities. Nor did New York
City's Board of Education, in taking its
stand, assess the impact locally.

This was unfortunate because the in-
terests of the 28 largest cities are not iden-
tical with those of the teacher unions or

8

even with the other 16,000 school dis-
tricts in the nation (more than half of
which have fewer than 1,000 students)
that dominate by sheer numbers the na-
tional education lobbying groups.

Both the coalition and the council op-
posed tax credits to private schools bsprin-
cdpie on the grounds that private schools
(1) are elitist institutions, catering to
wealthy clients who do not need aid;(2)
are segregationist in their attraction to
parents;(3) select the best students, leave.
ing public schools with the most difficult
educational problems; and (4) weaken
support for the public school systems.

The council itself argued that tax cred-
its would result in private school children
receiving more federal aid than public
school children. The council claimed the
present distribution was $60 for private
school students, $128 for public school
students.10 It believed that tax credits
would tip the federal aid scale too heav-
fly in favor of private school students. The
council was also concerned that the bill
would exacerbate the severe problem of
declining enrollments in urban public
school systems.

Other opponents echoed fears that
tax credits would, in practice, mean few-
er dollars for public schools and would en-
courage parents (presumably wealthy
ones) to transfer their children to pri.
vate schools. Some argued that the mea.
sure would help only the wealthy because
the total potential aid (up to $500 in early
versions of the plan) was too small to
help lower-income families.

Finally, the broadest opposition ar-
gumeni held that the strength of American
public education rested on its being a mo-
nopoly and that the slightest encourage-
ment of the competitive private sector
would permit parents to indulge their
most antidemocratic sentiments and turn
against public schools.

We cannot discuss tax credits, then,
without considering the reasonableness
of these fears. Do the characteristics of
the private schools give grounds for them?
Would federal appropriations for public
education decline as a result of tax cred-
its, and how would such a decline affect
public schools? What democratizing as-
pects of public schools are threatened
by encouragement given private schools?
Would the wealthy benefit the most from
tax credits?

Fears about Private Schools
The fears expresseed by opponents of

tax credili reflect serious concerns. We
can judge the degree to which these fears
are warranted only by examining them in
the light of enrollment in private schools
nationally. What proportion of all students
do they enroll? What proportion of the
wealthiest? Of the poorest?

Are private schools elitist? In Its 1976
Survey of Income and Education, the cen.
sus bureau found that private schools en-
rolled 10% of all elementary and second-
ary students (or4.8 million children), 17%
of all students from families whose income
was above $25,000, and 6% of all whose
family income was below $ 1,000 (in 1975
dollars).1 I Certainly, private schools enroll
a higher proportion of upper-income than
lower-income students. Nationally, 58%
came from families with above-median in-
comes, 42% from families with below-me-
dian incomes. 12 But the differences are
hardly large enough to establish private
schools as elitist.

Looked at from the public school side,
the 1976 census data show that 83% of
all students from the wealthiest families
in the country take advantage of free pub-
lic education. This would indicate great
support for American democratic values,
if these students were in economically in-
tegmrted schools. Certainly there is no great
social advantage in providing free, exclu-
sive educations to the wealthiest families
in the country.

Unfortunately, the wealthiest students
are disproportionately enrolled in public
schools in places like Shaker Heights,
Scarsdale, Main County, Beverly Hills,
Palo Alto, and Chevy Chase-exclusive
districts with exclusive schools. A stu-
dent can attend these schools only by liv-
ing in the district, and to live in the dis-
trict the family must be able to afford
housing that is among the most expenses
in the country. Residence in such a school
district requires that a family make a cap-
ital investment in a home, an investment
typically equal to 25%-40% of the cost of
a luxury home.

The implications are startling: The most
exclusive schools in America are suburban
public schools. Enrollment in them is de-
termined strictly by stringent economic
criteria, that is, by the family's having
enough capital to buy a house in a high-
income school district. This economic
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requirement is surprisingly more severe
than those set for admission to private
schools serving families with comparably
high incomes.

Private schools charge only tuition. In
budgetary terms, this is an operating ex-
pense. It is far easier to cover this ex-
pense than it is to accumulate the capi-
tal needed to enter the best suburban
systems. Private schools purposely select
a certain proportion of students from low-
er-income families to achieve some degree
of socioeconomic mix in their student bod-
ies, and they have scholarship funds for
those whose families cannot pay tuition.
Fifteen percent of the students in schools
belonging to the National Association of
Independent Schools (NAIS) receive
scholarship aid, and most of these schools
charge the highest tuitions in the country.

Wealthy public schools, despite their
financial resources, do not offer scholar-
ships to low-income students from out-
side the district to achieve an economic
mix in the student population. Instead,
they treat residence in the district as an
absolute requirement for admission to
the school. Urban, selective, indepen-
dent, high-tuition private schools provide
a far more integrated education experi-
enoe than their suburban public school
rivals. Urban private schools, by remov-
ing one of the most powerful factors im-
pelng middle- and upper-income white
families to move to suburban districts,
help keep the city economically and
racially balanced.

Are primte schools segtetionisr? Pri.
vate schools are not scattered evenly over
the country; they are concentrated in cit-
ies in the NoclhUb t and the Midwest and
are scarcest in Appalachia and the Deep
South, regions with the highest concentra-
tions of low-income and minority families.
Consequently, national statistics will show
a lower percentage of students from these
families In private schools than will the
figures for some specific regions, In some
regions, private schools enroll even great-
er proportions of low-income and minority
students than public schools do in these
areas. In 1977, the National Center for
Education Statistics found that in the 13
western states (including Alaska and Ha-
wai) blacks were more likely to use pri-
vate schools than were whites; 74% of
all elementary school-age blacks were in
private schools compared with only 6.6%

of all school-age whites. 13 In more than
half the western states, private schools
enrolled greater proportions of minor-
ities than did public schools. 14

Few states have collected reliable data
on the racial makeup of private school en.
rollments. Most information must be
drawn from federal surveys. California,
however, has now collected data that break
down minority enrollments in private
schools in the state. The figures show that
the largest private ichooi systems in Cali-
fornia enroll an equivalent or greater pro.
portion of minority group students than
the public system does (Table 2). The
Catholic school system in California is
41.3% minority; the public system, 36.5%.

The minority enrollment in the inde-
pendent schools may appear to be signifi-
cantly lower than in California's other pri-
vate schools and much lower than in the
public schools. But, given their necessarily
high tuitions, these independents have re-
markably high percentages of minority
students, who are supported principally
by scholarships, not by outside aid. The
11% minority enrollment should most
properly be compared with the minority
enrollments in the public schools in Marin
County, Belair, Newport Beach, La Jol-
Ia and similar districts serving high-income
residents. These districts have only a trace
of minority students.

Except for Catholic schools, compar-
&Oie national data on minority enrollment
.,n private schools are difficult to obtain.
Private schools-even those in the same
system, such as the Baptist day schools-
tend not to collect racial and economic
information on their students' families.
The Lutheran Church (Missouri Synod)-

has done so, however, and reports that,
nationally, 14% of itselementary and 18%
of its high school students are black. The
system enrolls a higher proportion of
black students than the public schools.

In many communities, the Catholic
schools also report high percentages of -
minority enrollments. In the District of
Columbia, 77% of the Catholic elemen-
tary school enrollments in 1974-75 were
minority students, and the proportion was
increasing. In 1973-74, Catholic schools
in Mobile, Alabama, reported a 37% black
enrollment; Montgomery reported 43%.
Minority enrollments were increasing in
both districts.

Much of the concern that private
schools are racially segregated comes from
the experience with southern "segregation
academies," which are often pointed to as
examples of private schools' tendencies in
this direction. These academies, however,
are not traditional private schools. They
are only a small, recent component of
private education in the South, created
by public authorities trying to shield pub-
lic schools from the Supreme Court's de-
segregation order of 1954.

In the South, the "real" private schools
have traditionally been far more inte-
grationist than public schools in the region.
Most southern private schools were segre-
gated only after the Beres College case of
1907, in which the Supreme Court said
the state could force private schools to
segregate. When the Supreme Court turned
the tables again in the I 950s, many private
school systems in the South integrated
before the public schools in their com-
munities. (These include the Lutheran and
Catholic systems of New Orleans and La-

TABLE 2: PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ENROLLMENT IN CALIFORNIA
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS BY RACE AND ETHNIC GROUP, 1978-79

American

Sdool System Indian Asian Black Hispatic Other

Public 0.9% 4.7%0 10.1% 20.8% 63.5%
Catholic (statewide) 0.6 4.9 9.5 26.3 58.9
Lutheran (Missouri Synod) - 12.0 14.0 2.1 72.9
Lutheran (American) 1.0 2.0 17.0 5.0 75.0
Baptist 0.2 2.4 12.5 8.8 76.1
Episcopal (Lot Angels) - 9.1 17.0 8.8 63.1
Independent (NAIS) 0.2 4.6 3.5 2.4 89.3

Sources: California Executive Council for Nonpublic Schools; California State Dept. of Education;
National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS).
Note: Figures may not add to 100% because of rounding.
*Includes Filipino.
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fayette, Louisiana; Montgomery and Mo-
bile, Alabama; and St. Louis, Missouri.)

Whatever the segregating aspects of
specific private schools, the available eva.
dence does not support the argument
that, in general, private schools segregate
racially. The belief that private schools
have always been and are elitist, segre-
gating institutions is incorrect.

Private Schools in New York City
Private schools play a far more impor.

tant role in New York City than they do
In most other American communities. The
city has about 5% of all private schools in
the United States and 7% of all private
school students. (The city has 3% of all
public and private elementary and secon-
dary students.) In fact, the city has more
private schools-almost 1,000-than pub-
lic schools.

Unfortunately, there are no adequate
data describing the family characteristics
of New York City's private school pupils.
Some data are available from federal pro-
grams-most notably the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act's (ESEA) Title
I (compensatory education). About 14%
of the city's private school students are
eligible for Title I assistance. Eligibility
requirements include both residence in a
low-income target area and a substantial
reading de ficiency. Private school students,
tend not to have as severe reading disa-
bilities as public school students, so the
14% figure substantially understates the
proportion of private school students
from low-income areas.

As we have noted, some information
on the income of families sending their
children to private schools became avail-
able for the first time in the U.S. Bureau
of the Census's 1976 Survey of Income

and Education, in which the bureau asked out" threshold, however, and let lower-
the same sample population questions
about income and private school atten-
dance. A sufficient number of responses
were received from New York City fami-
lies to permit the Foundation for Child
Development to estimate the family in-
come of New York City's school-age chil-
dren. However, the foundation was unable
to identify the incomes of the families
with children in private schools because
the sample did not include enough res-
pondents in this category.

In order to compare the incomes of
New York City families using public and
private schools, we must, therefore, look
at a larger portion of the sample, the
Northeast region. (It is reasonable to as-
sume that the Northeast data reflect the
situation in New York City; indeed, they
present a relatively conservative picture
because of the greater proportion of high-
income families in the region.) As expect-
ed, the data in Table 3 show that private
schools have a smaller proportion of low-
income families than the public schools
and a slightly higher proportion of up-
per-income families. But what is notable
is how similar are the income distributions
of the families using the two types of
schools. Public and private schools en.
roll children from families from the same
economic spectrum.

As the critics of the tax credit approach
suspected, there is some evidence that
low-income famies-ariepriced out of pri-
vate schools, but once the income thresh-
old that permits families to pay for pri.
vate school education is passed, there is
a relatively even use of these schools across
all income groups, with a slight increase
for the highest-income groups. Tax cred-
its would have eliminated the "priced-

income families use private schools almost
as readily as lower-middle and middle-in-
come families.

Socioeconomic Characteristics
New York City continues to offer a

greater variety of private schools than any
other large city in the country. We will
look at the socioeconomic characteristics
of the families of children in the four lar-
gest groups of private schools.

Catholic schools. Catholic schools ac-
count for one-third of the city's private
schools and-two-thirds of its private
school enrollment. They report rapidly
increasing minority enrollment, which
should not be surprising for two reasons:
(I) most Catholic schools-and virtually
all Catholic elementary schools-are neigh.
borhood schools and are influenced by the
same population trends affecting the pub-
lic schools: and (2) recent Hispanic immi-
grants are traditionally, if not actively,
Catholic. Authorities for both the New
York and Brooklyn dioceses report that
their enrollments are now over 50% "mi-
nority." The New York Archdiocese's mi-
nority student population rose from 41%
in 1975-76 to 60% in 1977-78.

Catholic schools are heavily concentra-
ted in the inner-city areas of Manhattan,
the Bronx, Brooklyn, and Queens. The
system identified 47 elementary schools
as "inner-city" in Manhattan in 1977. Of
the 18,421 students in these schools, 78%
were from minbrity groups. The system
identified an additional 30 inner-city
schools in the Bronx, for a total of 77 in
the inner-city areas of these two boroughs.
In 64 of these schools, more than half of
the students were from families with in-
comes below poverty level. In slightly less

TABLE 3: ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY ENROLLMENT IN NORTHEAST REGION PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BY FAMILY INCOME, 1975 (numbers in thousands)

Faray Income

Less than $5,000
$5,000-91999
10,000-14.999
15,000-19,999
20,000-29,999
30,000-49,999
50,000 & over

Total

Number

842
1,862
2,235
2,214
2,529

998
222

10,902

Total
Percent

7.7%
17.1
20.5
20.3
23.2
9.2
2.0

100.0

Number

58
189
259
329
431
196
57

1,519

Private
Percent

3.8%
12.4
17.1
21.7
28.3
12.9
3.8

100.0

Number

784
1,673
1,976
1,885
2,098

802
165

9,383

Public
Percent

8.3%
17.8
2t.1
20.1
22.3
8.6
1.8

100.0

source. See Table 1.
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than half of its inner-city elementary
schools (36), the New York Archdiocese
reported that more than 85% of the stu-
dents came from families with below
poverty4evel Licomes15

Hebrew day schools. The city's second
largest group of private schools are the He.
brew day schools (Including Solomon
Schecter, Torah Umesorah, and yeshi-
vas). These schools enrolled 39,459 stu-
dents in 1977.78.16 Although reliable data
are not available, school officials estimate
that more than half their students come
from low-income families. While these
schools have virtually no black or His.
panic children, a high proportion of their
students are Immilgrants or the children
of recent immigrants. (In recent years,
virtually all the Russian Jewish immigrants
settling in New York City, estimated at
over 10,000 and most with low incomes,
reportedly have enrolled their children in
Hebrew day schools.)

Only the most formalistic integration-
ist would argue that the integration of
black and Hispanic children with these
Eastem European and Middle Eastern mi-
norities is a reasonable solution to the
problems of racial integration in the city
schools. The integration projected under
the Constitution and the civil rights laws
involves the minorities with the majority
or dominant population.

Other denominational schools. Most
of the city's other denominational schools
are not neighborhood schools, even when
they are attached to a parish. Typically,
they are selective in their admissions and
draw their students from a wide area of
the city. These schools appear to enroll
students from families with slightly lower
than median incomes and to enroll slight.
ly higher percentages of minority stu-
dents than do the city's private indepen-
dent schools. But neither set of schools
has compiled and reported reliable fami.
ly income data, so conclusions are tenta-
tive at best.

It is not necessary to enter a detailed
argument about the segregative or inte-
grative impact of the denominational
schools enrolling large percentages of mi-
norities or immigrants. Clearly, these
schools cannot be characterized as racial
havens when they enroll minorities. Fur-
ther, those with high percentages of re-
cent immigrants, such as many Catholic
and Hebrew day schools, help stabilize

the ethnic communities where they are
located and deter families from leaving
for the suburbs.

The more interestingquestions concern
the integrative impact on middle and upper-
middle income neighborhoods of the de-
nominational schools, especially the high-
er-tuition denominational schools, and the
selective independent private schools.
These schools do tend to enroll a lower
proportion of minorities than the public
system as a whole and often a lower pro-
portion than are present in the schools'
neighborhoods. Consequently, the inde-
pendent schools often strike casual observ-
ern as encouraging the segregation of the
city's school population. But it is mislead-
ing to compare the record of the indepen-
dent schools with tlat of a neighborhood
public or private school serving a popula-
tion-with a substantially different socio-
economic composition.

Independent schools. The independent
schools should be evaluated against the
norm for their principal clients-upper-
income families. Are wealthier children
in independent schools more racially iso.
lated than wealthier children in public
schools? Have the schools taken steps to
minimize the racial and economic isola-
tion of their students, and how do their
efforts compare with the efforts of pub.
lic schools serving comparable families?

New York City's independent schools
enroll only about 9% of the city's private
school students. But these schools are per-
haps the most important to our argument
because they enroll the students from
families with the highest incomes, and
they pride themselves on their selectiv-
ity (which some critics often perceive as
exclusivity). True to their label, New York
City's independent schools are not a tight-
ly organized group;they do not collect in-
formation for the group as a whole about
scholarship aid ,minority enrollments, and
the like. Many of the independent schools,
however, belong to the National Associa-
tion of Independent Schools, whose re-
cent survey found its members nationally
had an average minority group enrollment
of 7%. 17 In 1978, the 44 member schools
in New York City (with 56% of the city's
private school students) had a minority
enrollment twice the national average
- 13.9% (the figure is 25% or more in sev-
eral of the schools)-and they devote a
greater proportion of their school budgets

to scholarship aid. Virtually all private
schools in the city ensure that their en-
rollments include students from low-in-
come and minority families.

The alternatives to these private schools
are the public schools serving the highest
median income districts in the New Yopk
metropolitan area. As we have already
seen, only 11% of all minorities in the
New York area live outside the city, and
these are concentrated in a few Westche,,t-
er communities like Mount Vernon, White
Plains, Gieenburg District No:8, and some
Long Island and New Jersey towns. Stu-
dents from upper- and middle-income
families who turn from the city's pri-
vate schools to suburban public schools
will be unlikely to attend schools with
more than 2% minority enrollments, if
that much, and with only a handful of
students from lower-income families.

Fears of supporters of public schools
that New York City private schools are
havens for the wealthy trying to avoid
racial and economic integration has not
been supported by the statistics describ.
ing the socioeconomic characteristics of
the private school population in the city.
We have enough information from avail-
able sources to know that these schools
are not elitist, selective institutions. We
have seen that private schools contribute
to integration in the city, but that the tax
system makes it less likely that middle-
and upper-income parents will remain in
the city and select these schools.

Now we turn to the arguments concern-
ing the direct and indirect fiscal impacts
of private schools on the city and on its
public schools.

The Fiscal Impact of Private Schools
on New York City

The reasoning of the Council of Great
City Schools, the supposed defender of
the interests of large cities, is worth con-
sidering in greater detail. Basically, the
council's opposition to tax credits rested
on several assumptions that go to the
heart of New York City's interest in fed-
eral tax reform.

Declining Enrollhsent
First, the council assumed declining

enrollment damages a city's interests. For
school administrators, it may cause such
problems as underused buildings, over-
sized staffs that refuse to shrink without
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a struggle, teacher layoffs, rising teacher
costs as younger, lower-salaried teachers
are laid off, and a potential loss of state
aid based on enrollment. But these are
basically problems of management, and
not necessarily serious threats to the vi-
ability of public school systems in large
cities. In essence, declining enrollment
means the same resources are available
to serve fewer children. According to
the National Institute of Education, de-
clining enrollments are forcing schools
to become much more flexible and are
bringing about "innovative experimen.
station that [past] federal initiatives (and
funds) failed to produce." t 8

Second, the council assumed that pri-
vate schools would significantly acceler-
ate the decline of public school enroll-
ment. The fact is that by taking students
from private schools, the great cities have
slowed the decline of public school en-
rollments caused by failing birth rates
and the ottmigration of families. The per.
centage of students enrolled in private
schools nationwide has dropped from its
peak of 13.6% in 1960 to below 10% to-
day. Catholic schools alone have lost 2.1
million, or 39%, of their students since
1965, while public schools have lost only

3.8% since their peak year in 1970-7 1.
The public schools have not lost stu-

dents to the private schools. On the con-
trary, they have gained students from their
private school neighbors. Is the council
proposing that public policy should fa.
cilitate the decline of private school en-
rollments for the sake of amel.orating
declines in urban public schools? A com-
parison of chants in New York City pri-
vate and public school enrollments (Ta-
ble 4) shows that the private schools have
suffered a greater decline than the public
schools-22% compared with 9% between
1970-71 and 1977-78. Year-by-year data
indicate that the decline, which began ear-
lier in the private schools in the late 1960s,
did not manifest itself in the public schools
until 1972. For a period of at least five
years, the public schools' enrollment grew
while the private schools' decline.3 9

Transfers from Private Schools
New York and other large cities should

also recognize that a transfer student
from a private school in the city does not
provide the same benefits as a new resi-
dent. The family of the transfer student
does not pay additional tax revenue; as
a result, the pressure on a city's tax base

increases. Although cities do ob %in some
increase in state aid, It is less t ian it
might appear. They receive virtu,,ly no
increase in federal aid. Almost all the
great cities are in heavily populated
states. These states provide less than 50%
of the statewide costs of education and
typically provide an even lower percent-
age of the education costs in their larg.
est cities.

Thus, transfers of students from local
private schools place greater demands on
the local tax base tlEan they do on the
state. Even if this were not the case, even
if the state provided 60% or more of the
total cost of education, the great cities
would still have to increase their demands
on their own tax resources to accommo-
date the additional students. Furthermore,
the assumption that state aid will increase
with enrollment must be modified in an-
other important respect. Only a portion
of state aid is dependent on average daily
attendance; the rest comes as grants or
is based on some portion of the school-
age population. New York City officials
estimate that almost $300 million of the
$800 million the city receives from the
state is independent of enrollment in the
city's public schools. Ironically, per pu.

TABLE 4: ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY ENROLLMENT IN NEW YORK CITY PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
1970-71-1977.78

Catoiry
PRIVATE SCHOOLS
Ronma Cathoic

Brooklyn Diocese
(Brooklyn. Queens)
New York Archidocese
(Manhattan, Bronx, Staten Island)

Jewish
Nonaffilated
Conservative
Orthodox

Oder denomiatioal
Lutheran
Episcopal
Greek Orthodox
Seventh Day Adventist
Others

tsdependent
PRIVATE SCHOOLS-TOTAL
PUBLIC SCHOOLS-TOTAL
TOTAL ENROLLMENT

1970-71
Number Percent

323,620
198.003

127,617

32,770
6,053
1,312

25,405

15399
6,056
4,204
2,403
1,.546
1,190

31,413

403,202

1,135,298

1,540,500

1977-78
Number Percent

21.1 222,968
12.8 126,787

8.3 96,181

2.1 39,459
0.4 5,663
0.1 1,476
1.6 32,320

1.1 17,375
0.4 6,727
0.3 3.989
0.2 3,001
0.1 2.151
0.1 1,507

2.0 36,674

26.3 316,476

73-7

100.0

1,033,813

1,350,289

Swoe: Now York State Education Department. Information Center on Education. Match 1979.
idludes Society of Friends, Baptist, Presbyterian, and Russian Orthodox.

12

Change
Number Percent

16.5 (102,652) (31.5)
9.4 (71,216) (36.0)

7.1 (31,436) (24.6)

2.9 6,689 20.4
0.4 (390) (6.4)
0.1 164 12.5
2.4 6.915 27.2
1.3 1,976 12.8,
0.5 671 11.1
0.3 (215) (3.1)
0.2 598 24.9
0.2 605 39.1
0.1 317 26.6
2.7 5,261 16.7

23.4 (88,726) (21.9)
76.6 (101,485) (8.9)

100.0 (190,211) (12.3)
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pil state aid for use within public schools
would be higher If the city had fewer trans-
fers from private schools.

New York City's public school enroll-
ment peakedin 1971-72at 1,140,349. En-
rolment in 1978-79 was 998,969, a loss
of 141,380 students (12.4%). New York
State has a "hold-harmnless" provision In
its state aid formula, by which a district
will not receive less aid because of a loss
in enrollment than it did in the previ-
ous year. Thus, the decline in enr'oll-
ment does not lower the amount of
state aid the city receives. Almost half of
all the students in private schools in New
York City would have to transfer into
public schools before the system would
receive any additional state money-as.
suing the city did not suffer any fur.
ther declines in Its base population.

In summary, because of the hold-harm-
less provision, the fewer the students, the

-- more funds per remaining student. Trans-
fer students from the private schools re-
duce the level of available aid per pupil.
In the past, New York City increased its
public school budget in response to the
pressures of inflation, a maturing staff
earning higher salaries, increased employ-
ee benefits, and increased enrollment.
Today, under the pressure of its budget
troubles, the city has essentially frozen
the school system's budget (while provid.
ng higher per pupil supports). The por-

tion of the school system's budget pro-
vided by the city will not increase with
transfers from the private schools. The
council's arguments do not apply to New
York City. More than that, the assump-
tion that urban public schools suffer from
measures that stabilize or enhance the en-
rollments of private schools is inapplic-
able in New York City.

Finally, New York City currently covers
62% of the total cost of educating its stu-
dents from its own tax revenues ($1.73
billion from city sources, $800 million
from the state, and $270 million from the
federal government in 1978-79). Virtually
none of the federal income would change
with increased enrollments caused by
transfers from local private schools. Fed.
eral funds are based principally on the
total school-age population; private school
pupils already earn federal funds for the
public schools. Thus, transfers from pri-
vate schools increase the drain on the
resources of the public schools without

appreciably increaing revenues.

Reduced Federal and Local Support
for Public Schools

Irrespective of the details of state, fed-
eral, and local funding, the council made
an argument that requires closer attention:
Will aid to private schools reduce support
for public schools?

The long-standing argument in Wash-
ington over whether private schools should
be included in any federal aid has repeat-
edly tied up passage of any comprehensive
education aid program, thereby delaying
and limiting the amount of federal money
available to public schools. Given this
background, it is unlikely that aid pro-
posals at the federal level that exclude pri-
vate schools will receive more congres-
sional support than they have in the past.
Excluding private schools from aid has
limited, not increased, federal aid to ed-
ucation.

The council assumes that a dollar for
private schools is a dollar siphoned off
from the amount available for public
schools. But the introduction of tax de-
ductions for all education expenses
changes the rules of the game. No critic
has suggested that Congress cut any of
Its existing aid programs for public edu.
cation in order to fund tax credits. Tax
credits do not require any budget alloca-
tion, only a budget adjustment.

The council also feared a loss of sup-
port at the local level. Here it seriously
miscalculated the impact of private
schools on central cities, particularly, on
New York City. Private schools are busi-
nesses and the city receives income from
taxes on the economic activity these
schools generate and from increased tax
revenues from the families who remain
in the city, or who move back, to make
ase if the private schools.

City Revenues from Private Schools
In 1978-79, private schools enrolled

3t4,346 New York City students, com-
r~red with 970,000 in the public system.
These private schools constitute a sizable
economic enterprise within New York
City. In the Catholic system, actual school
expenditures (which far exceed tuitions)
for operating costs, exclusive of capital
costs or depreciation, average $750 to
$1,000 per pupil in the elementary
schools and $2,000 in the high schools.

Costa in other denominational schools
are generally higher-about $1,000perstu-
dent in unaffiliated inner-city private
schools, $2,000 in the Hebrew day
schools, and over $3,000 in unaffillated
schools outside the inner city. We can
roughly estimate expenditures of about
$220 million by the Catholic schools,
$100million by the other denominational
schools, and $100 million by the indepen-
dent schools for a total of 5420 million,
and the amount may be as high as $500
million. Most of the total is spent on sal-
aries, maintenance, and utilities, generat-
ing revenue for the city.

The city's tax income from all sources
amounts to about 10% of total personal
income in New York City. This figure
is higher than the income tax rate because
the city's tax income is generated from
sales and other taxes as well and because
of the multiplier effect, that is, money
spent on salaries in the city is taxed as
income, taxed when respent by. families
for goods and services, then taxed as in-
come to businesses, and so on. It is rea-
sonable to estimate that the city receives
at least $40 million from the business-
related activities of private schools.

A tax deductability of education ex-
penses or a tax credit aloe would bring
the city substantial additional income. Say
a tax credit of 50% of tuition up to $500
per pupirwere enacted. The median tui-
tion for Catholic elementary schools in
the city is now about $300; for high
schools, $700. Median tuitions for al-
most all other private schools are above
$1,000. (We do not include in this esti-
mate the significant number of scholar-
ship students whose tuitions are under
$1,000.) In Its first year, the tax credit
would cover about half the tuition costs
of the Catholic schools and a smaller per-
centage of the higher tuitions of the other
private schools. Its initial effect would be
to bring about $90 million into New York
City's economy.

With the tax credit, most Catholic
schools, in the long run, would probably
cover a greater proportion of school ex.
penses through tuition. But it is not likely
that, after tax credits bave been taken, the
schools would charge parents effective
tuitions higher than before the legala.
tion was passed. Thus, there is a limit on
how high tuitions could rise. It is unlikely
that a school charging $300 per year
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could increase its tuition to $1,000 in
order to take full advantage of the tax
credit, since then parents would be pay-
tIg $200 more than before the tax credit.
In the near future, the city could expect
tax credits to bring a total of $125 ml-
lion annually into its economy and could
collect between $10 million and $15 mil-
lion of this credit through its own tax
system.

By retaining families in the city, pri-
vate schools increase the city's tax re-
venues. If we conservatively estimate that
at least 30,000 of the-more than 300,000
private school students belong to separate
families with Incomes of ow-r $40.000 an.
nually and that these families produce only
S6,000 a year in city tax revenues, we find
that they account fo," $180 million a year
in city revenues.

The key to this analysis is that schools
are extremely important factors in a fami-
ly's choice of where it lives. Private schools
keep In the city many families who would
otherwise leave-and they attract many
others back from the suburbs (as suggested
in recent articles in the local press). Note
theenrollment trends c;ted by Community
School Board No. 3 on Manhattan's Up-
per West Side in its application for fed-
eral school integration funds. In one of
the most integrated neighborhoods in the
country-integrated by income, race, Ian-
guale, household sze, religion, and age-
the school board stated that more than
50% of the white parents send their chil-
dren to private elementary schools. As
their children reach the middle elemen-
tary grades, these parents tend to trans-
fer them to private schools or to move
out of the city.

Private schools are not stealing stu.
dents from the public schools. In fact.
as noted earlier, private school enroll-
ment overall has dropped more rapidly
than public school enrollment. Rather, a
greater proportion of whites who have
stayed in the neighborhood are using pri-
vate schools. Every middle-clan New York-
er knows a young family that has moved
to Montclair, Scarsdale, or Greenwich
when its children reached school age. A
disproportionate number of those who
stay in the city are using private schools.

And, contrary to popular belief, this
pattern of school use helps the city's
public schools-in twv, after direct and
two more subtle ways. First, families
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able to enroll their children in private
schools are more likely to remain in the
city and contribute to Its economy, while
the private schools themselves generate
tax dollars for the city's coffers. Conse-
quently, city revenues increase and so re-
sources for public education increase.
Further, the proportion of the city's
school-age children in private schools is
2.5 times the comparable nationwide ra-
tio. Yet New York City spends more per
public school pupil than any other major
city-more, in fact, than most of the city's
private schools. There is no evidence sup-
porting the notion that the more people
use private schools, the less willing they
are to support public schools. Families
willing to invest much of their income in
education are willing generally to support
education tax measures.

Second. the public schools are relieved
of the burden of additional students at
a time when education budgets are tight.
This is especially important for the future
since more students will not increase state
per pupil funding because of the hold.
harmless provision noted earlier.

Third, in many parts of the city, fami-
lies split their children between public
and private schools. In Brooklyn in par-
ticular, Catholic elementary schools feed
their students into public junior and senior
high schools. To an extent, many private
schools function as part of the public sys-
tem of education in the city as students
move back ard forth between the two
systems.

Fourth, the private schools often set
standards against which public schools
are measured. Particularly in the inner
city, competition between private and
public schools encourages the best from
both. District 3, for exanple,openly com-
peted with private schools on the West
Side-obtaining federal funds to widen
the variety of its curriculum offerings-
in an attempt to attract new enrollment
from white families. The new flexibility
benefited all the children in the district.
Competition is especially important as a
device for improving a system as largess
New York City's Public system, because
all recent political reforms of the public
schools have not been able to improve
school quality quickly enough to affect
the children whose parents were pressing
for the improvements-within the three to
six years children spend at each level of

the city's public schools.

Educational Benefits from Private
Schools: The Inner City

The New York City Board of Educa-
tion has an obligation to provide the best
education possible for all children in the
city, especially children from minority and
low-income families. Inner-city parents
generally know-and state achievement
test results show-that private schools in
the inner city, on average, graduate stu-
dents with higher achievement levels than
the public schools in the same neighbor-
hoods. Inner-city private schools also post
absentee rates averaging 5%, compared
with the public system's 17% rate city-
wide and 35% rate in the inner city. Good
schools do not just offer services; they
must encourage children to want to learn.
The absentee rates of the two types of
schools are evidence of at least some suc-
cess of private schools in the inner city.

This is not to say that there are no
excellent public schools in the inner city.
Whenever partisans discuss the relative
merits of public and private schools, they
tend to fall into two traps. One argument
assumes that all private schools are bet-
ter than all public schools. This is not
the case, not even in the inner city, where
private schools do better on averae. The
other argument holds that private schools'
superior achievement is a simple matterof
(1) higher socioeconomic status of their
students (socioeconomic status being the
major factor related to school achieve-
ment); (2) the selection or expulsion prac-
tices of the schools; or (3) the self-selec.
tion by the parents. None of these three
assumptions is true, either.

First, the socioeconomic status of pri-
vate and public school students in most
inner-city neighborhoods Is not appreci-
ably different, and the minor differences
are not sufficient to explain the differ.
ence in achievement found in graduates
of the two types of schools. Both pub-
lic and private schools are pulling students
from the same low-income neighbor.
hoods in the inner city.

Second, inner-city private schools have
virtually no selection process. (Indeed,
discovering the superior inner-city stu-
dents, given a large preschool population
with language difficulties and many fami-
lies who do not speak English, would be
very hard to do.) As far as expulsion is

21-573 O-83- 12
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concerned, these schools simply do not
exercise that authority often enough to
account for the difference in median
achievement rates. Their use of expulsion
is quite rare, in fact, and many schools do
not expel any child in the course of a
school year. And expulsion is not the pre-
rogative of the private schools; public
schools exercise de facto, if not de jure,
expulsion simply by ignoring students
they consider troublesone-hence, their
astonomical absentee and dropout rates.

Third, the superior achievement of
private school students in the inner city
can be attributed, to some extent, to de-
liberate selection of the school by parents
with greater academic ambitions foi their
children. But this cannot be a substantial
reason. There are many public schools in
inner-city neighborhoods in which there
are no private schools. Where are the chil-
dren of the more supportive parents in
these areas except in public school?

Furthermore, national survey data re-
port that parents of inner-city public
school children put great emphasis on the
importance of education for the success
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Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Dr. Vitullo-Martin.
Now, Mr. Richard Dingman.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD B. DINGMAN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
THE MORAL MAJORITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. DINGMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to present the position of the Moral

Majority on the matter of tuition tax credits. I will attempt to ab-
breviate my prepared remarks.

As a former executive director of the House -Republican Study
Committee and as a town councilman for 10 years, I have had
many opportunities to review the concept of tax credits in educa-
tion both from an analytical and a practical perspective.

We believe public schools are a necessary ingredient of our plu-
ralistic society, but that private schools also hold an important
place. Neither should control -the other. They should be free to
compete in the marketplace of ideas and excellence.

Parents should have the freedom to choose the system which best
meets their needs and desires for their children.

When parents decide to enroll their child in a private school, it is
usually because the institution reflects the values of that parent
and provides a quality of education acceptable to the parents.
Public schools, to a large extent, are unable to promote moral and
religious principles; therefore, to many parents, private schools are
the only vehicle for providing these vital ingredients in their
child's education.

During my 13 years of congressional staff service I have wit-
nessed steadily growing support for tuition tax credits. Now, as the
legislative director for a 4.5 million member organization I can tell
you that we receive literally hundreds of pieces of mail each week
from concerned citizens requesting information and asking what
they can do to assist in the passage of this legislation. The bottom
line is that there is a large amount of active support existing for
the passage of a tuition tax credit measure in this session of Con-
gress.

In considering this legislation, we must be careful to insure that
tax credits are not given to parents who send their children to
schools which discriminate for racist reasons. As I understand this
proposal, it would not allow for parents of children in such schools
to receive the credits, a provision of this bill that the Moral Major-
ity strongly supports. However, we must also be careful to make
certain there is strong protection against government harassment
by bureaucrats who would like to make such schools "guilty until
proven innocent."

Private schools are growing at a rapid rate. The reasons for this
are simple: Besides the desire for religious training, many parents
are distraught over the breakdown of discipline, the presence of
drugs, and the general decline of commitment to excellence found
in many public schools.

Many public schooillmtiistrators and teachers nationwide con-
tend that the passage of this legislation would cause the demise of
public education. That charge is sheer nonsense. Our history is full
of examples which prove that where there is a high demand for a
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product, competition almost always results in better products. I am
convinced the same is true in education. Those public schools
which provide quality education will have nothing to fear; it is only
the inferior who need fear competition, and that type always wants
government protection.

The fact of the matter is that these educators who oppose tuition
tax credits generally want to have their cake and eat it too. They
have rejected parental values regarding the education of their chil-
dren, while simultaneously trying to bar parents from looking at
new educational options for their children.

Competition for educational excellence should be encouraged, not
stifled. Given the choice between public and private education, I be-
lieve most parents would still opt for the public school system.
However, some would choose the private schools, and that is a
choice which should not be discouraged by making parents fully
support the Government's school system when they are at the
same time paying tuition at a private schools.

The passage of S. 528 would help solve some of the problems that
I have pointed out.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Mr. Dingman's prepared statement follows:)
PREPARED TEsTIMONY BY RICHARD B. DINGMAN, LzIsLA1vE DIRECTOR, MORAL

MAJORITY INC.

I wish to thank the members of this committee for allowing me to express the
Moral Majority's position on the issue of tuition tax credits. As the former executive
director of the House Republican Study Committee and a town councilman for 10
years in Vienna, Virqiniia, I have had many opportunities to review the concept of
tax credits in education from both an analytical and practical perspective. Educa-
tion has always been a hallmark of American growth and excellence. In the early
days, education was handled almost exclusively by parents. As our society grew,
parents joined forces and resources to provide education for their children. With
still more growth, public schools came on the scene to assure that everyone had the
opportunity of education. However, private schools still continued and education
was still the primary domain of parents.

Somehow, over the years, some people-usually professional educators-have as-
sumed the proposition that the right and responsibility for eduction has shifted
from the parents to the government. We reject that proposition.

We believe public schools are a necessary ingredient in our pluralistic society, but
that private schools also hold an important place. Neither should control the other.
They should be Free to compete in the marketplace of ideas and excellence. Parents
should have the freedom to choose the system which best meets their needs and de-
sires for their children.

Tuition tax credits are an essential vehicle for providing this free choice in educa-
tion. To require that all students without economic means attend only government
schools, is to impair the right of access to divergent thoughts for today s youth.

When parents decide to enroll their child in a private school, it is usually because
the institution reflects the values of that parent and provides a quality of education
acceptable to the parents. -Public schools, to a large extent, are unable to promote
moral and religious principles. Therefore, to many parents, private schools are the
only vehicle for providing these vital ingredients in their child's education.

Public schools in America have been treated with the status of an established
church. Everyone, no matter what they believe, is required to support them. Those
who disagree or want something else for their children are only allowed to have
access to it after they have paid their dues to the establishment.

True freedom would allow parents to spend a greater share of their educational
dollars where they see fit, and tuition tax credits bring us closer to that situation.
They partially relieve parents of the unfair burden of paying twice when they
decide a private school is the best choice for their child.

During my 13 years of congressional staff service I have witnessed steadily grow-
ing support for tuition tax credits. Now, as the legislative director for a 4 -million-
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member organization I can tell you that we receive literally hundreds of pieces of
mail each week from concerned citizens requesting information and asking what
they can do to assist in the passage of this legislation. The bottom line is that large
amount of active support exists for the passage of a tuition tax credit measure in
this session of Congress.

In considering this legislation, we must be careful to ensure that tax credits are
not given to parents who send their children to schools which discriminate for racist
reasons. As I understand this proposal, it would not allow for parents of children in
such schools to receive the credits, a provision of this bill that the moral majority
strongly supports. However, we must also be careful to make certain there is strong
protection against government harassment by bureaucrats who would like to make
such schools "guilty until proven innocent".

Private schools are growing at a rapid rate. The reasons for this are simple. Be-
sides the desire for religious training, many parents are distraught over the break-
down of discipline, the presence of drugs and a general decline of commitment to
excellence found in many public schools.

Many public school administrators and teachers nationwide contend that the pas-
sage of this legislation could cause the demise of public education. That charge is
sheer nonsense. Our history is full of examples which prove that where there is
high demand for a product, competition almost always, results in better products. I
am convinced the same is true in education. Those public school which provide qual-
ity education will have nothing to fear. It is only the inferior who need fear compe-
tition. That type always want government protection.

The fact of the matter is that these educators who oppose tuition tax credits want
to have their cake and eat it too. They have rejected parental values regarding the
education of their children, while simultaneously trying to bar parents from looking
at new educational options for their children.

Competition for educational excellence should be encouraged, not stifled. Given
the choice between public and private education, I believe most parents would still
opt for the public school system. However, some would choose the private schools,
and that is a choice which should not be discouraged by making parents fully sup-
port the government's school systems when they are at the same time paying tu-
ition in a private school.

I believe passage of S. 528 would help solve some of the problems that I have
pointed out. Once again, I thank you for the opportunity to express our viewpoint. I
would be happy to answer any questions that the committee may have at this time.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
I take it that completes the panel. There was one question that I

asked this morning and I was bothered by the answer, and now
that I have a few experts here I would like to re-ask the question. I
recall asking the Secretary why he didn't recommend that we
apply the tuition tax credit proposal to public schools as well as to
private schools, and he said his first reason was that everybody had
access to the public school systems, and the second one was money.
I tried to question the first one, but we either ran out of time or
the answer I got showed that he hadn't really thought it out.

I am bothered by the fact that even in my own community in
Minneapolis there is a ghettoization of people. I am not trying to
use that in a pejorative sense, but there is a substantial degree of
ghettoization in this country, particularly for those who are eco-nomically and in some cases racially disadvantaged. And to say
that there is a school building that you can go to does not say that
you have the same access or the same choice that the Secretary in
his opening statement said we were trying to provide.

I wonder if I might ask, as a general question to any of you who
would like to respond, that you give us some advice on whether or
not it might be well to expand the notion of tax credits and vouch-
ers beyond the private school system.

Mrs. SIMPSON. I would like to get some clarification on your ques-
tion, please. Were you stating that you were questioning Secretary
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Bell this morning as to why this tuition tax credit shouldn't be ap-
plied also to those who attend public schools?

Senator DURENBERGER. Yes.
Mrs. SIMPSON. But in what sense? I want that defined. I mean,

how would they benefit from it? I know in private schools of course
they would be able to take a deduction and get the refund on it,
but I am trying to understand in what sense would they benefit
from this if it is supplied to those in the public schools? Is it a ques-
tion of lack of equity? I am just trying to understand how they
would benefit.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, he testified that the value of tuition
tax credits is that it brings choice and diversity, and we didn't ex-
plore "diversity." He could have meant that we maintain a dual
system of private and governmental schools.

Mrs. SIMPSON. Right.
Senator DURENBERGER. My notion is that we ought to have diver-

sity within the public school system, and that people ought to have
choices within that system, and they don't have them today. I
mean, many people don't have them Ltoday. And one of the reasons
that a tuition tax credit today doesn't do you much good in the
public school system is that there is no tuition.

Mrs. SIMPSON. Yes, that's right.
Senator DURENBERGER. But if the public school system could

adjust to the notion of some tuition and incorporate that into the
differences in the quality of education, or at least the cost of educa-
tion, from one school to another, then a credit might make some
sense.

Dr. VrruLLO-MARTIN. May I comment onthat?-
There is a real problem for the parents who wish to place their

children in public schools outside of their district. They can do
that; they are generally charged the per-pupil expenditure rate,
which means the public school system, by the way, makes a profit,
because they get reimbursed by the State for a portion of that.

The problem for the parent, though, is that they cannot deduct
that expenditure. And this happens in the area of New York. If
parents in the South Bronx wish to send their kids to Brownsville,
which is one of the finest school systems in the State, they will pay
about $5,000 per pupil that is not tax deductible.

It would seem to me that an amendment that limited the tuition
payment to tuition out of the district would make sense. If you
made the amendment to allow any tuition paid to public schools,
then of course you will find the public schools lopping off many
services in expectation that they are going to be able to split the
cost with the Federal Government, 50-50, and you will be in a dif-
ferent kind of situation. But it would make sense to free up the
system.

Similarly, it would make sense to expand this concept to higher
education as well-the concept. In general, my point would be to
quit taking money from people who are supporting education,
period. You could eliminate much of your need for the loans pro-
gram to the higher education, because you are taking more money
from those parents taking out those loans than you are giving
them. You are taking more money through the tax system than
you are giving to them with the loan paid that you are giving
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them. It is the same problem with elementary and secondary edu-
cation.

Senator DURENBERGER. Does anyone else care to comment on
that?

Mr. DINGMAN. Sir, it seems to me that what you are alluding to
is some form of a voucher system. Is that correct?

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, you could conceive of a combination
of a tax credit and either a refundable credit, which is a subject
that was brought up by the Senator from Oklahoma this morning,
or a voucher, which is the proposal in several States and also the
Administration proposal. You might eventually end up with a
voucher for everybody; but, right now, the concept of "voucher"
seems to have been restricted primarily to the economically disad-
vantaged.

Mr. DINGMAN. Well, I would only say, personally, that I would
favor any technique that would increase the options for individ-
uals, even if it was within school systems where there is no-tuition
paid, in the public system, and being able to choose school A over
school B.

I realize the problems that creates for the administration-they
are horrendous-but I would favor in general the concept of some
kind of voucher that would increase the options.

Senator DURENBERGER. All right. You don't have to comment.
Thank you very much.

Dave, do you have a question?
Senator BOREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Simpson and perhaps others might want to comment on

this, too.
I raised the question of the refundability of the tuition tax credit

this morning. -

Mrs. SIMPSON. Excuse me, I didn't hear that, Senator.
Senator BOREN. Earlier I raised the question of refundability,

pointing out that some 46 percent of black families and 37 percent
of Latin families-we could go down the list-fall below the income
figure, the $10,000 family income figure.

So therefore, at least in terms of tuition, they will not be benefit-
ed by this bill unless we have a refundable tax credit; in other.
words, they get the $300, whether they happen to owe any Federal
income tax this year or not.

Would you support adding refundability as a provision to this-
the Secretary talked in terms of open access and choice-so that
we make sure that we have open access to private education by
those particular groups which tend to fall below those income
levels? Would yDufaywra&dding refundability?

Mrs. SIMPSON. Well, let me just preface my answer by stating
that students at our schools-first of all, let me just say to you that
there are an enormous amount of parents who would immediately
transfer their kids to a private school or an alternate system if
they had the funds to do so.

Now, the students that I work with daily and that many other
schools work with in the New York City area and in large urban
centers throughout the United States, their parents are on fixed in-
comes, or they are jobless. They are people who defitely cannot
afford to pay the traditional large amount of tuition for schools.
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So I am supporting the tuition tax initiative because it repre-
sents some kind of action, to address ourselves to the problem out
there of underachievement in the public schools. But the student
population that I service really would not benefit from this because
of the fact they are on fixed incomes. Most of them are one-parent
families. So even with the modest tuition that we charge, we also
give out scholarships.

They would not benefit from this; they cannot get refunds if they
are not working. So this would not really benefit them. This is just
a start. The voucher would be the thing that would help them.

Senator BOREN. In essence, the same as refundability.
Mrs. SIMPSON. Yes.
Senator BOREN. So you would favor refundability-as a concept?
Mrs. SIMPSON. Yes. Right.
Senator BOREN. Would the rest of you favor refundability as a

concept?
Dr. VITULL-MARTIN. Not exactly refundability.
Senator BOREN. Whether it is a voucher or refundability-in

other words, it puts the same amount of money in the pocket of the
family that makes $10,000 or less as for the family that makes
more.

Dr. VITULLO-MARTIN. A different mechanism, right. I appreciate
the point. The point is that what you are doing will shape to some
extent who is able to go to private schools. Of course, what you are
not doing now also shapes who is able to go to private schools.

Senator BOREN. Certainly.
Dr. VITULLO-MARTIN. And more strongly.
But I would suggest that you permit the lower-income parents

whose incomes are so low that they don't have any tax obligation
the same benefits that you permit to U.S. Steel, that you allow
those tax credits to accumulate and maybe be transferred to other
people. I think the parents could figure out how to use them.

LLaughter.]
-Senator BOREN. We used to do that. We don't do that anymore

for United States Steel, either, and we happen to be cosponsors of
the repeal measure.

But would you favor the idea, then, of providing some system to
give the same benefit to those under $10,000 that you do above?

Dr. VITULLO-MARTIN. Yes.
Senator BOREN. Do any of the rest of you want to comment on

that?
Mr. WHITCOMB. If I understand the question correctly, I would

have to say that I can't see that refundability would have anything
to do with the real purpose of this proposal. The purpose, as I un-
derstand it, is to make- it possible for families to put their children
in a private school either if they are dissatisfied or if they see some
advantage in that private school, and it isn't to reward them be-
cause they have a child going to a school.

Senator BOREN. No, no. For a moment I will argue that. I am
very much in favor of choice and very much opposed to Federal
control of the private sector; I just don't think public funds ought
to directly or indirectly go into the private sector.

But let's assume for a minute that we--buy the argument of
choice, that the aim of this legislation is to give the parent a choice
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of where to send his or her child to school. All I am saying is,
shouldn't that mechanism-if that indeed is the purpose-
shouldn't that mechanism give the family with $10,000 a year or
less income the same opportunity, the same practical financial op-
portunity to make that choice, as the family that, say, has $30,000
a year of income?

Mr. WHITCOMB. Well, I will have to say, Senator, that I am a
product of the public schools, and I don't understand that this has
anything to do with the real purpose of this Act.

Senator BOREN. But I thought the purpose was to give choice.
Mr. WHITCOMB. Yes, but not to give the parent money.
Senator BOREN. Well, we are giving $300 to parents. We have to

look at it that way. We-are giving $300 to parents who wish to put
their children in private school if they make more than $10,000 a
year, on up the line. But we are not giving it to those who make
less than $10,000 ayear.

Mr. WHITCOMB. But you see, we disagree at the outset on this
first point, that we are "giving" them $300. We are not "giving"
them $300.

Senator BOREN. We are not giving it to the parent?
Mr. WHITCOMB. No.
Senator BOREN. Well, we are letting the parent have $300 of

benefit. What is the tax refund, if it is not allowing the parent to
have the $300 back that the parent would have paid in taxes, the

-$300 more into the -parent's pocket than he would otherwise have
under current law, right?

Mr. WHITCOMB. I don't think there is any purpose in taking up
the time of the committee on this, Senator.

Senator BOREN. Now, I am not trying to argue this. I am just
saying, do you favor or oppose the idea that a family, since 46 per-
cent of all the black families in the United States fall below the
$10,000 level-now you are in favor of giving somebody who makes
$10,000 or more, who has some tax liability, the right to have $300
more in pocket, and if they choose to do so to use that $300 to put
their child in a rivate school. Do you favor or oppose putting the
same $300 into the pocket of the 46 percent of Black families in the
country, if they should choose to put their children in private
school?

Mr. WHITCOMB. Well, I don't know that the color-hakes any dif-
ference, and I would have to say I oppose it.

Senator BOREN. You oppose putting it--
Mr. WHITCOMB. I oppose--
Senator BOREN. Refundability.
Mr. DINGMAN. Senator, my response would be that I think from

a political standpoint that it would sufficiently add extra clouds to
the legislative process, that it would hamper the likelihood of any
bill succeeding.

I think, as a practical matter, that it would have very little effect
on the target population that you have talked about. The benefits
of the tuition tax credit would accrue primarily to those who are in
the middle income, to whom the tax refund would not make the
difference as to whether or not they send their children to private
schools. ft would also make a difference to a small segment where
they are on the economic margin, and where that little bit of dif-
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ference would make the difference between a public school and a
private school. But those who are in the category you are talking
about, I think that even that degree of tax credit would not make
the difference.

Senator BOREN. In other words, they are not going to be able to
make the choice, even if you gave them the $300?

Mr. DINGMAN. That is correct.
Senator BOREN. Well, let me pursue that for just a minute, Mr.

Dingman. And I apologize, but I think that this is such an impor-
tant matter. It has been said today by someone that we think this
is the most important piece of legislation to be considered by the
Congress this year. I think it is the most important piece of legisla-
tion to be considered since I have been here, for the last 5 years,
and maybe that's one point on which we all at least share agree-
ment.

I asked the Secretary this morning, "Do you think that there
will be a demographic shift? What kind of numbers shift and demo-
graphic shift do you presume will occur as the result of passage of
this legislation?" He said, "Studies are underway."

And I gather, Mr. Dingman, from your statement just now, that
you anticipate that we will mainly see-because you said the lower
income people will not be in a position to make this choice, and
that includes 46 percent of all black families, 37 percent of His-
panics, and so on, and I presume it would include virtually all il-
legal aliens and on down the list. Then I gather you would feel that
those who will exercise the choice and move into private education
who are now in public education will be primarily-you said pri-
marily the middle income, middle class American, or perhaps lower
middle income person, who is not in the position to make that
choice.

Mr. DINGMAN. I said "those on the economic margin,'!-and where
we put that number is an arbitrary decision.

I am saying that those below $10,000 that you have talked about,
most of them probably-this would not make a difference in their
decision.

Senator BOREN. All right. So the demographic change that we
can expect in terms of the private sector versus the public sector
will be that those who are above the economic margin or who are
brought above the economic margin by this legislation, more of
them will move into the private schools; whereas, those who are
below the economic margin will remain in the public schools.

Mr. DINGMAN. That is probably correct, just like those below the
economic margin generally cannot go out and buy large cars where
those above it can.

Senator BOREN. I understand-and not as good of cars either,
isn't that correct?

Mr. DINGMAN. But there is a caveat there.
Senator BOREN. So in other words--you know, I think this makes

my point more eloquently than I could make it myself, that what
we are moving toward-and that's why I am really concerned. And
when I heard you say, you know-and I am concerned-I come from
an Evangelical Protestant background of which I am still very
much a part. I am concerned about the values in our school system;
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I am concerned about discipline in our school system; I am con-
cerned about parents in our school system and their involvement.

What really worries me is if at the margin we begin to affect
more parents who carry these values and concerns for the public
school and move them out of the public school, leading in the
public school those below the economic margins, those who perhaps
do not have the same moral background, religious background, or
values that you and I might share.

I really am concerned, and I want to address this to Governor
Whitcomb for just a minute.

You talked about all of the problems in the public school, the dis-
cipline. I understand. I understand the problems as a parent of a-
child in a public school right now, where we have discipline prob-
lems, where you are occasionally concerned about safety and other
factors and academic standards as well. I understand all of that. I
am very concerned. I wish every school in this country could have
some of the same solid discipline and the same kind of excellence
of curriculum that we have in some of the private institutions.
Thank goodness there are a few public schools left that still have
that. But most of them, as has been said by the gentleman in the
center, are not in the central part of the cities anymore.

But what are we going to do? What is your solution? Let me ask
you this. You talked about all of the money we spend on public
education. I guess when you finished and I turned to Senator Dur-
enberger and I said very quietly-or Senator Chafee, if he was here
at the time, whoever was in the-chair-I think what we've just
heard is a call to give up on the public schools. And that's exactly
what I heard. You said, "Well, look, there are always problems.
Anybody who can have the financially possible, who would want to,
who shares the values of wanting to have some spiritual values and
wanting to have some discipline, wanting to have the right kind of
operation of a school, will move their children out of the public
schools."

Now, what I am asking you is, you said you are opposed to let-
ting these people under $10,000 have the $300 benefit, 46 percent of
the black families, 37 percent-we've got all these problem chil-
dren, and I gather you don't want the problem children who've got
the drug problem, who have the discipline problem, you don't want
them going over to the school where you want to take your own
kids or to the kinds of schools that you are representing.

I can sympathize with that. People work a lifetime to get out of
the ghetto and move into a better neighborhood to put their kids
into a better school. It is one of the things that all of us work and
strive for. But what are we to do?

I would ask each one of you, starting with Governor Whitcomb,
what is your solution for what is left in the public school? And are
we creating in our society deep, deep divisions, with whole groups
of alienated, troubled, undereducated people?

We have talked about the test scores, too-how much better they
are in the private schools than they are in the public schools. How
in the world are we solving the problem addressed? I am very con-
cerned about the moral decay in our public schools, the decay of
discipline, and the rest of it. How do we address this problem by
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moving even more people who are at the margins out of public edu-
cation?

Mr. WHITCOMB. Well, I can answer that question for you. First,
the number of people in private schools are being more or less la-
beled as coming from the wealthy families. Now, I represent a
system that is rather fundamentalist, and these are pretty low-
level-of-income people, and the mothers and the fathers have to
work.

I am talking about a system that has increased 30 percent each
year for the past 5 years, now has half a million young people in
schools, and these--are not wealthy people, they are not middle
income, they are low income.

I visited a school in Washington, D.C., this morning of 50, and it
is not an integrated school; it is all black. These kids are from poor
income families, and they are getting the kind of education with
the kind of discipline that you are talking about. The answer to
this is to give a little help to these families, and you will see a
great many more.

Now, people forget that for the first 200 years of this country 90
percent of the people were trained in private schools. At the time
that our country had its greatest gain the percentage was 90 per-
cent. And it was only in the middle of the 1800's that it changed
and the percentage turned around to where 90 percent now are
being trained in the public schools. But that private system worked
very well, and it will continue to.

Senator BOREN. I don't want to take a lot of time, but let me ask,
Governor, what are you going to do? Are you out recruiting the
child with the discipline problem or the child that has been on
drugs, the child that has some kind of problem? Are you out re-
cruiting them into your schools? Are you trying actively to bring
those children who come from families who do not have-you
know, it's not just a matter of money. I think far more important
than dollars that a child can get are the right kind of values at
home and the kind of parental concern. And they may come from
these families as you talk about. They may be relatively low-
income but have a solid religious value structure, concern about
the children, strong concern about child rearing. That's the back-
bone of our country and a backbone of a State like mine.

But what are we going to do about all -these others? Where do
they-what do we do with them?

Mr. WHITCOMB. We are going to give them a break, give them an
Opportunity to go to these private schools so they will get this kind

Senator BOREN. With the drug problems and the juvenile-and
the discipline problems?

Mr. WITCOMB. Yes, of course. With an increase of 30 percent
per year for 5 years, if these people have the opportunity they will
take their children out of the schools where they are exposed to
drugs, and all these other things, and they will put them in these
schools, and they will have discipline, and they won't have these
problems that the public school system is plagued with right now.

Senator BOREN. I would urge you to rethinkyour idea of being
opposed, then, to those under the $10,000 mark, because that's
probably where the most severe percentages of the kinds of prob-
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lems you are talking about may rest, because they don't have the
kind of family structures very often.

Mrs. SIMPSON. Senator Boren, I am extremely concerned because
in New York City-and this is across all other large urban centers,
too-the majority of these students who are in the public school
system, over 70 percent in New York alone, are black or Hispanic.

Senator BOREN. Yes.
Mrs. SIMPSON. Now, the irony of the whole thing is, how are they

going to break out of this cycle when you find now that the highest
percentage of unemployment is among black people and Hispanics?
They can't afford to have options, and they are not being success-
fully educated in the public school system to where they are pre-
pared, where they have the skills to enter into this technological
area, where they can get jobs and break out of the cycle.

So I am very concerned. There are over 500 schools at any given
time in New York City that frustrated black and Hispanic parents
started, but are unable to continue, because of the fact they knew
their kids had to be prepared.

When we are talking about this here, the problem has to be ad-
dressed to these people who are having difficulties. The only thing
that would make any sense for them would be something like a
voucher.

I am concerned about it. I am extremely concerned about it; I
come across it every single day-parents who want to get out of the
system but cannot because they don't have money. Their kids are
not being prepared properly. I am tremendously concerned about
that.

I am concerned also if there is really a sincere interest in helping
these people to prepare. All our statistics show that the blacks
score the lowest on the tests, they are not prepared for college, and
other things. There are opportunities not available to them, and
the reason is given that they are "unprepared."

Now, you have this vicious cycle continuing over and over again.
So it is beyond tuition tax credit initiatives. Help is needed here,
and I think it has to be examined, for those who are really sincere
about helping these people.

Senator BOREN. Well, I can understand the perspective of where
Ou are speaking from, but, you know, again, I would urge you to
0ook at the effect in some other States where we do not now have

our public schools left mainly with only the minorities and with
only problem children and the rest. And now are we to adopt a
system that at least on the margins is going to move us toward
that direction in to solve a problem preexisting to maybe move 10
or 20 percent of the students now in public school in New York, to
free them so they can go to the kinds of schools that have been
talked about here by others? Are we really creating a problem of
much greater magnitude in other parts of the country by doing
that?

I am trying to be sensitive to problems in areas like New York
City, and I realize it is a tremendous problem, and that what we
are talking about alone is not going to begin to get to the grips of
all the problems.

Mr. DINGMAN. Senator, if I may; it has been referred to several
times this morning, but the one example that we have is Minneso-
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ta, where there was not a major shift in terms of the great increase
in the private schools. There would undoubtedly be some, but sta-
tistically that is the only real example we have.

I would suggest to you that another means of taking care of the
problems that you have addressed relies on this matter of competi-
tion producing excellence.

Now, I know the Secretary was badgered rather substantially on
proving it. I am sure that he could not prove it statistically, and I
think, historically, that the private schools have not been viewed
by the public school administration as any kind of a threat. They
are beginning to be perceived as a threat. And I think that the
ve/y fact that they are beginning to be perceived as a threat will
produce a new attitude and a new striving for greater excellence in
the public sector. And I think that would then discourage people
from leaving it.

Senator BOREN. Well, that might be true to a degree, as long as
we don't tilt the thing so strongly by again putting all of the re-
quirements of taking care of the handicapped and all the other pro-
grams that we have on- the public schools and not imposing them
on the private. And I think that becomes a real problem.

Let me ask one last question. It is on a different subject-and I
apologize to Senator Durenberger for taking so much time-and it
was alluded to: the problem of will the private sector merely in-
crease its tuition? I suppose every sector of education, both public
and private, is extremely desirous of funds, needing funds, needing
to upgrade quality at all times.

Is there anyhing in this bill that will prevent is there any re-
striction in this bill that will prevent the private schools from
simply raising their tuitions by an amount that will at least take
away part of the advantage?

In other words, if every private school in the country increased
its tuition $300 after we pass this, it obviously is not going to im-
prove the chances for choice of that person down at the lower
middle income level who the $300 is going to make the difference
to. If the tuitions go up that much he is still in the same box he
was in before, and he won't be able to make the choice.

- Is there any kind of protection built into this bill that would pre-
vent the private sector from increasing the tuition?

Dr. VITULLO-MARTIN. No, there isn t. But you shouldn't assume
that an increase of $300 in tuition would limit the choice. There
are two things to be said:

First, there is a study of the Australian experience with the in-
troduction of aid to private schools. We can enter the study into
the record if you wish. It is my understanding that the effect on
the private schools was to lower tuition.

The second thing to be said, and it is to be said about the prob-
lem of the $300 not getting to the lower income people too, is that
$300 in an increase in tuition might well enable the private school
to offer greater levels of scholarship aid which private schools, but
not public schools, do offer. Public schools don't offer scholarships
to people out of their district. Private schools do. They offer them
to people who can't afford to enter their schools.

Seeing how these private schools operate, I would expect them to
use some of this money if they did increase tuition, to recapture
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from the parents some of the savings, in other words. I would
expect them to use that for lower income people.

Senator BOREN. Would there be any objection, then, if we were to
write into the bill a provision-and I think again this goes back im-
portantly to the question of whether this is aid to the parent or to
the school, because if the school raised its tuition $300 after the
parent was given a tax break of $300, that would certainly even
more clearly smack of a direct subsidy of the school by the Federal
Government. Would therefore be any objection if we put a require-
ment, if we were to draft an amendment, saying that there would
not be a tuition increase over and above the average rate of tuition
increase of the preexisting private school? Of course they are going
to be escalating costs, but over and above the historic increase of
private tuitions, unless such funds were utilized for purposes of
providing scholarships for minority, low-income, and disadvantaged
persons?

Dr. VITULLO-MARTIN. But the idea is to protect the families who
are attending these schools from suffering harm?

Senator BOREN. It would be to protect the families from having
all of the advantage of the choice used up and also assure that if
we are going to go down the road of moving people into these
school systems, that the Federal funds that are used, that are going
to find their way to those schools, be utilized to expand educational
opportunity for the disadvantaged and to broaden the base of those
attending private schools. Would there be objection to that sort of
approach? We would have to work out the details.

Mr. DINGMAN. Senator, I would object to it only on the grounds
that I believe in a free market economy, and that the forces of a
competitive marketplace are almost always superior to that of
mandated Government controls on costs.

Senator BOREN. But here we are talking about the-flow of Feder-
al funds, which is a little-I would agree with you. You know, I tell
you what, if we were not asking for Federal funds you and I would
be absolute allies all up and down the line on noninterference. But
since we are asking for it--

Mr. DINGMAN. Can I come to you on other issues that don't in-
volve Federal funds, sir? [Laughter.]

Senator BOREN. Oh, you have, and we might agree on some of
those issues. But when it comes to Federal funds, this is what con-
cerns me. Would this be a possible approach?

Mr. WHITCOMB. I think it is unrealistic unless you can be assured
that there isn't going to be continued inflation.

Now, if President Reagan's programs continue to work, we could
agree to that.

Senator DURENBERGER. All right. Thank you all very much. I ap-
preciate the discussion, and you don't need to apologize for taking
time. It is a priority issue, and it was an excellent discussion.

Our next panel consists of Althea Simmons, director of the
NAACP in Washington; James Dunn, executive director of the
Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs in Washington, and also
appearing on behalf of the Americans United for Separation of
Church and State; and Nathan Dershowitz, director, American
Jewish Congress, New York.
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Welcome to the panelists. Thank you for your patience, and we
will proceed first with Ms. Simmons.

STATEMENT OF ALTHEA T. L. SIMMONS, DIRECTOR OF THE
WASHINGTON BUREAU, NAACP

Ms. SIMMONS. Thank you so much, Senator.
I am Althea T. L. Simmons, Director of the Washington Bureau

of the NAACP, the Nation's oldest and largest civil rights associ-
ation. I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf of S. 528 as
a representative of the black poor, many of whom are in public
schools, and many of whom are members of the NAACP in the
1,800 branches in that many communities in the 50 States across
the country.

Mr. Chairman, I am a product of a public school administrator, a
public school teacher, and the public schools. I have taught at the
elementary and secondary level and in higher education, and I
served one time as NAACP's national education director, I know
full well what happens with private schools that discriminate and
we have a tremendous concern about discrimination in the schools.

The NAACP specifically opposes tuition tax credits-in any form,
in any amount, at any time, because we view tuition tax credits as
an unconstitutional violation of the separation of church and state
and a threat to public education.

I will limit my testimony, Mr. Chairman, to the antidiscrimina-
tion provisions of the bill. We specifically object to them. I want to
be clear, however, that even should the antidiscrimination be re-
written to cure the defects we see therein, the NAACP would con-
tinue to oppose tuition tax credit legislation.

Let me briefly sammarize the antidiscrimination provisions as
we see them.

The measure would allow tax-exempt private schools to submit to
the Secretary of the Treasury a verified statement that it has not
permitted or followed a racially discriminatory policy in the previ-
ous year. That statement would be provided to parents to attach to
their tax returns when they claim the tuition tax credit.

If the Attorney General receives a complaint alleging that the
school has committed a racially discriminatory act, then he can
seek a declaratory judgment from a district court in the district
where the school is located, or enter a settlement agreement with
the school. Any school found to be following a racially discrimina-
tory policy could seek to modify the judgment after 1 year.

We analyzed these provisions throughout the legislation, and we
found that they were inadequate for the following reasons:

The language defining "discrimination" is too limited. It does not
clearly cover both discriminatory policies and practices. It is ex-
tremely possible to have a nondiscriminatory policy and have a dis-
criminatory practice.

When I was the national education director for the NAACP, we
submitted annually to IRS a list of private schools that we found
were discriminating, and yet each one of them had a policy state-
ment saying they did not discriminate. The schools asked member
organizations in the black community to sign off on their

21-573 0-83- 13
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nondiscriminatory policy statement which they attached to the list
that they sent to the IRS.

The bill also includes an "intent" standard, and we say that we
are concerned about results. Whether or not they "intend" to dis-
criminate is not the issue; it's the results that is important.

In addition to that, the bill does not allow a private right of
action. It also has time limits on various actions that are indeter-
minate, and it would allow a school to avoid action by the Attorney
General if its discriminatory policy had been abandoned, even if it
was in existence in violation of the verifiable statement to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury.

There are also limited affirmative steps that would be required
for reinstatement of eligibility.

We are also concerned that the exclusive enforcement authority
is in the Attorney General.

Finally, the NAACP thinks it would be disingenuous for anyone
to say that tuition tax credits are not Federal financial assistance.

Senator BOREN. Thank you very much. [Laughter.]
Ms. SIMMONS. The testimony I have submitted for the record ex-

amines these flaws, we believe, in some detail. And I want to say
again to the Senators that we reject the concept of tuition tax cred-
its. We find totally unacceptable the so-called antidiscrimination
provisions included therein.

We do believe that tuition tax credits are Federal financial as-
sistance. And in answer to what I perceive would probably be a
question from Senator Boren, we are also opposed to educational
vouchers.

Thank you so much for this opportunity.
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Dunn?
[The prepared statement of Ms. Simmons follows:]
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TESTIMONY

OF

ALTHEA T. L. SIMMONS

DIRECTOR WASHINGTON BUREAU

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Althea T. L. Simmons, Director

of the Washington Bureau of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored

People (NAACP), the nation's oldest and largest civil rights organization. I

appreciate this opportunity to testify on S. 528.

While the Association has been actively involved throughout its 74 year history

in a wide-range of civil rights issues, we are probably best recognized for our long-

standing work in the area of equal educational opportunity. The NAACP realized-long

ago that without equal educational opportunity, minorities would never attain their

rightful place in the economic and social mainstream of American life.

The NAACP strongly opposes tuition tax credits in any form, for any amount

because we view tuition tax credits as an unconstitutional violation of the separation

of church and state and a threat to public education.

We specifically object to the anti-discrimination provisions of S. 528. 1 want

to be clear, however, that even should the anti-discrimination provisions be rewritten

to cure the defects therein, the NAACP would continue to oppose tuition tax credits.

The anti-discrimination provisions of S. 528's would require tax-exempt private

schools to submit to the Secretary of the Treasury a verified statement declaring

that it "has not followed a racially discriminatory policy" in the previous year;

indicate whether a declaratory judgment, order or stay of such order has been entered

against the school; and attest that the school meets the eligibility requirements for

private schools. A copy of this statement must also be provided to parents to attach

to their tax return when claiming the tuition tax credit. -

Let me briefly summarize the anti-discrimination provisions. The Attorney General

may seek a declaratory Judgment from a district court or enter a settlement agreement

with a school district when he receives a complaint alleging that a school has

committed a racially discriminatory act.
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A school found to have followed a racially discriminatory policy may seek

modification of the judgment by filing a statement that it no longer follows a

racially discriminatory policy and has not during the preceding year; attaching

affidavits describing the ways such policy has been abandoned and how Its non-discrimina-

tory policy has been communicated. Once this procedure is followed, the order would

be modified unless the Attorney General establishes the affidavits are false or that

the school followed a racially discriminatory policy.

The NAACP's analysis of these provisions lead us to the inescapable conclusion

that the language as presently couched in S. 528 is wholly inadequate. We oppose

the provision for the following reasons.

e The language defining discrimination is too limited. It does not

clearly cover both discriminatory policies and practices and fails

to cover employment discrimination.

* The bill includes an intent standard.

e The bill grants no private right of action. The only avenue provided

to complainants is petitioning the Attorney General.

* The time limits on various actions are left indeterminate.

* The bill would allow a school to avoid action by the Attorney General

if its discriminatory policy "has been abandoned" even if it was in

existence in violation of the school's verified statement to the

Secretary of Treasury.

* Limited affirmative steps would be required for reinstatement of

eligibility.

9 Exclusive enforcement authority is vested in the Attorney General.

@ Tuition tax credits are defined as not being federal financial assistance.
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DEFINITION OF DISCRIMINATION

The definition of discrimination in the bill states that:

"an institution follows a racially discriminatory policy if such
institution refuses, on the basis of race, to (i) admit applicants
as students; (ii) admit students to the rightsprivileges, programs
and activities generally made available to students by the school;
or (iii) allow students to participate in its scholarship, loan,
athletic or other programs."

A school which follows a racially discriminatory policy would be ineligible

and subject to declaratory judgment proceedings if participating. The NAACP opposes

this limited definition and believes that both discriminatory policies and practices

should be clearly prohibited. For example, in Section 7408 (c) a school would be

found by the district court to have followed a racially discriminatory policy if

"such institution has, pursuant to such policy, committed a racially discriminatory

act..." (emphasis added). From our reading of the bill, only discriminatory actions

pursuant to a discriminatory policy would be prohibited. We know a school may practice

discrimination regardless of its anti-discrimination policies.

The language of the bill would exempt from the definition of racially discrimina-

tory policy the "failure of any educational institution to pursue or achieve any

racial quota, proportion or representation in the student body." (Section 7408 (h)(2)

(B) and Section 44H(c)(4)(B). Among the evidence the Attorney General or a district

court should examine in determining whether a school has a racially discriminatory

policy or-practice which results in discrimination would be the racial composition

of the student body. Yet this very evidence of discrimination would be barred from

consideration.

The definition should:

* prohibit the use of any test or device which has the purpose or effect of

denying admission, employment, promotion or eployment benefits on the

basis of race;
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* prohibit any policy or practice which bars or limits student rights

or participation in school program or activities;

* prohibit a school from taking any action which results in discrimination.

Should a school be found in violation, the same standards should be met by the

school in its attempt to modify the judgment (Section 7408 (f))

INTENT STANDARD

The "intent" standard appears in Section 7408(c)(3) which directs a district

court to declare against a school if the Attorney General establishes that the

"institution has engaged in a pattern of conduct intended to implement a racially

discriminatory policy..." (emphasis added). The same language appears in

Section 7408 (f)(1)(B)(iii)(Ill). It is the NAACP's position that a discriminatory

result or effect, regardless of intent, should be the applicable standard. It does

not matter whether a school intended to discriminate. If its practices or policies

result in discrimination, the school should not be eligible to participate.

PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION

All action by private individuals or organizations against a discriminatory

school would be limited to petitioning the Attorney General with such allegation.

No private right of action is provided even if the Attorney General refuses to seek

a declaratory judgment.

Because there is no private right of action, provisions of the bill permit

the award of attorney's fees only to a school which prevails in a declaratory judgment

action. Creation of a private right of action would require that attorney fee awards

be authorized to private parties.

TIME LIMITS

Various time limits in the bill are left indeterminate. These include

Section 7408 (b)(5)(A)(ii) where the Attorney General is directed, if he decides

not to bring action or enters a settlement agreement, to "promptly" give written

notice to a person making an allegation that the information on which the Attorney

General's decision is based is available.
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If a settlement agreement Is entered into, Section 7408 (d)(3) requires

the Attorney General to provide a coPY to any person from whom an allegation has

1%een received against such school, but no time frame is provided. Likewise, once

an allegation is made against a school Section 7408 (b)(3) requires the Attorney

Generaly to "promptly given written notice" to the school. In Section 7408 (b) (4)

the Attorney General is directed to give such a school "a fair opportunity to comment..."

Again, no time certain is mandated.

VIOLATION OF VERIFIED STATEMENT TO SECRETARY

The bill would allow a school to avoid action by reaching an agreement with

the Attorney General. The misuse of settlement agreements by this Administration,

documented in hearings before the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Civil and

Constitutional Rights, makes us very leery of this provision. We are particularly

concerned that a school could escape action under the language of the bill if it

"abandons" its discriminatory policy even if this discriminatory policy was in effect

in violation of a school's verified statement to the contrary. (Section 7408 (d)(1))

S. 528 provides no role for the petitioner in these negotiations or any sub-

sequent legal proceedings. Further, this out-of-court process makes it very unlikely

that any of these cases will ever go to judgment. It is likely to be construed as

intended to secure a commitment to change a school's policy in the future rather than

securing recovery of an improperly claimed credit in the past.

AFFIRMATIVE STEPS

A year after a declaratory judgment has been made against a private school such

school may seek to modify the Judgment. (Section 7408(f)) In order to do so, a

school must file a motion in the district court containing affidavits describing

the ways in which its discriminatory policy has been abandoned, the steps taken to

communicate its policy of non-discrimination and averring that no discriminatory

action has taken place in the preceding year. Unless proven false by the Attorney

General, the order would be modified.
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These provisions suffer from the samc inadequacies discussed above regarding

the limited definition of discrimination in this legislation, because it is upon

this definition that Section 7408 (f)(1)(B) is based.

Thus, the changes suggested concerning the definition of discrimination should

also be used to revise this section. It should also Include that a school would be

unable to modify the order if it has engaged in any conduct sufficient to constitute

a violation of the Constitution or any federal statute proscribing discrimination.

EXCLUSIVE AUTHORITY OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Section 44H (c)(3) grants the Attorney General exclusive authority to investigate

allegations of discrimination. There are a number of problems with this provision.

According to S. 528, the Attorney General could act only upon receipt of an allegation

of discrimination. It is thus left to an individual to complain. It is our view

that the dangers of the denial of equal educational opportunity require ongoing

oversight and monitoring and the sole burden should not be upon an aggrieved

individual to complain.

The bill requires eligible private schools to be 501(c)(3) tax-exempt

institutions. The issue of tax exemptions to private schools which discriminate

is currently before the Supreme Court. Should the Court confirm the Department of

Treasury's responsibility in this area, concurrent authority to investigate should

be granted in this legislation to the Secretary of Treasury in conjunction with its

ongoing monitoring and enforcement in the 501(c)(3) area.

In addition, we urge the Lommittee to grant concurrent authority for monitoring

to the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) at the Department of Education which monitors

and enforces civil rights in the public schools. OCR-has an established compliance

enforcement mechanism which should not be shut out of civil rights enforcement at

private schools should this legislation be enacted. OCR is already involved and

experienced at enforcing civil rights laws in an educational setting. This issue

is closely linked with Section 5 of S. 528 which exempts tuition tax credits from

the definition of federal financial assistance.
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FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Section 5 of S. 528 declares that:

"Tax credits claimed under Section 44H of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 shall not constitute Federal financial assistance
to educational institutions or to the recipients of such credits."

As the Committee is aware, it is through the definition of federal financial

assistance that the provisions of the various civil rights act are made applicable

to recipients and programs and activities conducted with federal funds. Since the

definition of discrimination provided in S. 528 is so limited, the effect of this

provision is to allow private schools to receive funds without meeting the lawful

obligations which such receipt requires. It is our contention that this provision

is a blatant attempt to place these schools beyond the reach of federal civil rights

laws.

-.CONCLUSION

In summary, the anti-discrimination provisions of S. 528 are wholly inadequate.

They would not prevent discrimination from occurring at participating private schools.

They would, in fact, by Section 5, put these schools beyond the reach of existing

civil rights laws and subject them only to the limited and inadequate provisions

contained in this legislation.

The NAA.CP rejects the concept of tuition tax credits and finds totally unaccept-

able the .o-called anti-discrimination provisions of the proposed legislation.

Finally, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee the NAACP would like to

underscore its contention that the Congress must be concerned with the actions which

result in discrimination.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES M. DUNN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
BAPTIST JOINT COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Mr. DUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished mem-
bers of the committee.

I would like to request that the testimony prepared by Ameri-
cans United for the Separation of Church and State, for whom I
appear today as a board member, as well as the the Baptist Joint
Committee on Public Affairs' testimony, be admitted for the record.

Senator DURENBERGER. Without objection it will be made part of
the record.

Mr. DUNN. I welcome the opportunity to share with you some in-
sights of a large segment of the religious community. The enact-
ment of a tuition tax credit plan would be a giant step toward a
dual system of pauper schools and private schools in this country.

"Public money for public purposes," which you have heard here
today, is a good motto, and the failure to meet the public policy
test is the greatest fault of tuition tax credits.

Elitists have always been cool to the idea that poor children
should have the same teaching as children of privilege. One Rhode
Island farmer physically threatened Henry Bernard-I wish Sena-
tor Chafee were here right now-the State's chief spokesman for
common schools, way back early, for preaching such a horrible
heresy as the partial confiscation of one man's property to educate
another man's children.

Gradually, the common school concept prevailed. Thousands of
dedicated Americans paid the price to give us the public schools of
today, because they believed that public education conducted in the
context of the community as a whole rather than in a sanitized and
separated part of it was an essential ingredient in teaching the
give and take of democracy.

The Baptist Joint Committee which I represent works for the 27
million Baptists who are members of the eight major Baptist Con-
ventions and Conferences in the United States. Because of the
democratic structure of individual Baptist Churches and Conven-
tions, we don't purport to speak for all Baptists; however, our coop-
erating conventions have spoken strongly in opposition to tuition
tax credits.

For example, the Southern Baptist Convention, the largest non-
Roman Catholic religious body in the United States, passed a reso-
lution that Senator Boren entered into the record this morning, re-
stating its opposition to tuition tax credits.

The American Baptist Churches in the United States of America
actively oppose tuition tax credits for all nonpublic and church
sponsored schools and colleges.

The Baptist opposition stems from a variety of concerns:
First, it's unconstitutional. No one can escape the conclusion that

public funds would benefit the sponsoring church, and those
schools which have, by their own attestation, a religious mission.
The net result is that the taxpayer is forced to subsidize religion,
and overwhelmingly one brand of religion, at that, because 75 per-
cent of the private and parochial schools in the United States of
America belong to one church, the Roman Catholic Church.
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Second, it's regressive. It would offer aid to people who need it
least. The poor who may want their children in available church
schools would not be able to afford them, even with the tax aid,
and would have to fall back on the public schools.

In fact, Dr. James Coleman, the author of this famous report
that has been cited several times here today, praising parochial
schools, says, and I quote, that he "fears that tuition tax credits
would mostly aid wealthier families who pay substantial income
taxes and do little or nothing for disadvantaged minority stu-
dents." That's the Coleman report.

Such welfare for the well-off would offer a choice only for those
with money.

Next, it's expensive. Estimates vary depending on the exact plan.
And I have noticed that the Department of Education this morning
didn't evidence any hard research on the escalation of cost or the
growth of the schools.

A Wake Forest study done by a Dr. Frey at Wake Forest indi-
cates that there is an absolute certainty of escalation of enrollment
and escalation of cost which would make it also inflationary. It's an
incentive from Federal policy that would make for wild escalation,
and it's sort of interesting that this kind of uncontrollable entitle-
ment is being advocated today in the very context of those who
continue to insist that they are opposed to these entitlement pro-
grams.

Next, it's unfair. The large school rather than the small school is
favored. The older, established school over against the new school
is favored. And, as the young woman from Kansas pointed out
today, there is a distinct regional warp for the Northeast quarter of
the country. In fact, the overwhelming percentage of schoolchil-_
dren who would benefit from tuition tax credits would be in Cleve-
land, Chicago, Philadelphia, Milwaukee, New York, and Boston.

To appeal for fairness because parents of private and parochial
schoolchildren pay both taxes and tuition is to advance an odd
principle of tax equity. The elderly, the singles, and the childless
support all sorts of public services in general and don't whimper
around asking for tax credits. It's divisive.

This sort of State support for church schools would arouse the
competitive worst in church folks. They would be going after the
Federal dollar like hungry piglets at the trough.

Americans are already sharply divided on this issue. Every single
State referendum for tuition tax credits or any other form of paro-
chaid has failed. There have been 15 of them in the last 17 years.

Just last November, voters in Massachusetts and California over-
whelmingly rejected all kinds of parochaid.

It's destructive of the public schools. The future of public educa-
tion is at stake. As the report released this week reveals, our
Nation may be, without a greatly improved system of public educa-
tion, in serious danger. But this reinforces once again the funda-
mental concept that we dare not divert public education dollars.
With the education of all children in crisis, if indeed it is, we can't
afford the luxury of allowing tax dollars to be misappropriated for
private and parochial schools.

A Government subsidy would place a bounty on the head of
schoolchildren for withdrawal from the public schools.
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Private schools also remove from the common schools-listen to
this interesting little juicy quote-"the interest of the most influen-
tial segment of the community. The common school ceases to be
visited by those whose children are in private schools." This is a
self aggravating process. As public interest declines, so will school
quality, and more children will be withdrawn by parents who can
purchase their education elsewhere. "Thus would the cycle contin-
ue until the public schools were pauper schools." Horace Mann
said that in 1857, but it could have been written in 1983.

It's undemocratic. We can't control what happens in private and
parochial schools.

It's dishonest to use parents tax credit for a conduit that gets tax
moneys into schools which are permeated with religion, and by
their own avowal primarily on a religious mission. It's a tad shady.
It's a subterfuge that is unworthy of the Congress of the United
States.

It's also intrusive. We have seen all of the Government regula-
tions discussed here, and Government regulations would inevitably
and legitimately follow an alternate school system in which the
public has such a vested interest.

Well, the bell rang. [Laughter.]
Senator DURENBERGER. We do have your full statement, too.
Mr. DUNN. The Internal Revenue would have to monitor every

institution.
Senator DURENBERGER. With all its juicy quotes.
Mr. DUNN. With all its juicy quotes.
I think it might be a good idea if we even entered into the record

this morning's Herblock cartoon-we're into visual aids in this ad-
ministration-"Ronald has some very original thoughts. The public
schools have problems; what's the answer? Cut Federal aid to
public schools, and have the United States pay people to put their
kids in private schools." It says it more graphically than lengthy
testimony.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Dunn.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Dunn follows:]
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TESTINOFY OF

DR. JAMES DUNN

for

AMERICANS UNITED FOR SEPARATION
OF CHURCH AND STATE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is James Dunn. I am a member of the Board of Americans
United for Separation of Church and State. We appreciate this opportunity
to testify on S.528, tuition tax credit legislation.

Americans United is a 35 year-old organization dedicated exclusively
to maintaining and promoting the free exercise of religion and its First
Amendment corollary separation of church and state. We draw our membership
from individuals of conservative and liberal political persuasions as well
as the full spectrum of religious faiths.

It is this concern and regard for the First Amendment guarantees of
religious liberty that has prompted our request to testify on this pro-
posed legislation. While our interests center primarily in the area of
constitutional aspects of this bill, I will also address the economic and
public policy problems surrounding it.

Our analysis of S.528 shows it to be unconstitutional. We arrive at
this conclusion based on examination of year after year of Court decisions
establishing a clear historical record that tpx aid, given directly or
indirectly to parochial or church-related schools, is aid to a church and,
therefore, unconstitutional.

The Court has allowed only incidental aids, or auxiliary aids, which
directly serve as benefit to all children equally and not the institutions.
Aid of this type includes loans of textbooks, diagnostic services, school
lunch programs, though it has been established in other Supreme Court
cases that this aid may not go to schools which practice racial or other
types of discrimination.

Beginning with the Lemon v. Kurtzman decision in 1971, the Court set
down a three-part test of constitutionality for any plan to aid a paro-
chial or church-related school. The law in question must reflect a
clearly secular legislative purpose; it must have a primary effect that
neither advances nor inhibits religion, and it must avoid excessive
government entanglement with religion.

A series of decisions during the seventies has established a clear
judicial precedent that the type of aid S.528 promotes is unconstitutional.

In the 1973 Nyquist case the Court ruled. unconstitutional a New York
state tuition tax credit plan similar to that proposed in S.528. It said
that since the benefits go "to parents who send their children to sectarian
schools, their purpose and inevitable effect is to aid and advance those
religious institutions."
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Further, there is no question that this tax aid advances religion
since at least 85 percent of all nonpublic schools are church-related.
The fact that the aid may be viewed as incidental in amount in light of
high tuition rates does not alter its intent to aid religion. The fact
that the aid is routed through the parents is also incidental. Parents
serve merely as conduits of that aid, which eventually goes to the
schools. We believe the child benefit theory could not pass constitutional
muster in this case.

Historically thi American people have not shown much support for aid
to parochial schools. For approximately the past 15 years Americans
from Alaska to New York have consistently voted against such aid.

While postsecondary education has been treated differently by the
courts from aid to elementary and secondary schools, we believe tuition
tax credits are not an appropriate form of aid. The majority of insti-
tutions of higher education agree with our opinion.

Beyond this, the genesis and promotion of this bill represents a
certain confluence of religious and political interests. As the Supreme
Court pointed out in the 1971 Lemon ruling, "in a community where such a
large number of pupils are served by church-related schools, it can be
assumed that state assistance will entail considerable political activity.
Partisans of parochial schools, understandably concerned with rising
costs and sincerely dedicated to both the religious and secular educa-
tional missions of their schools, will inevitably champion this cause
and promote political action to achieve their goals. Those who oppose
state aid, whether for constitutional, religious, or fiscal reasons,
will inevitably respond and employ all of the usual political campaign
techniqeus to prevail....

"Ordinarily political debate and division, however vigorous or even
partisan, are normal and healthy manifestations of our democratic system
of government, but political division along religious lines was one
of the principal evils against which the First Amendment was intended to
protect."

This bill could so entangle religion and politics that two centuries
of progress in our country with regard to religious liberty and church-
state separation could be obliterated..

Furthermore, to deny that denominational elementary and secondary
schools do not discriminate by religion is to deny their very purpose --
to remain religiously homogeneous. Giving public funds to such schools
through tuition tax credits would result in federal government subsidi-
zation of sectarian division and divisiveness in education. The result
of this could only be a decline in interfaith and community harmony and
a socio-economic crisis in education.
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Beyond the obvious constitutional problems this proposed bill
presents, there are numerous other problems it could create which I
would like to focus on now.

One such problem is the cost of this proposed legislation. Projected
costs range as high as 2.5 billion dollars. This is lost revenue from
nonstimulative credits, which do not generate new revenues, and which
are uncontrollable and inflationary. It seems unconscionable to us that
Congress would pass such legislation at a time when such drastic cuts
are being made in the education budget.

Another problem involves the issue of regulation of parochial schools.
There is no amount of federal funds that can be taken by these schools
that will not be accompanied by increased regulations. Yet we have
heard more outcries in recent years from the same people who are asking
for the aid, complaining that government is regulating their churches
and their schools.

This legislation, if passed, would certainly require new policing
efforts by some agency, such as the Internal Revenue Service or the
Department of Education. If you will recall, there were great protesta-
tions and eventual legislation following :attempts y :the IRS in 1979 to
remove the tax exempt status of nonpublic schools which discriminate
by race or which are racially out of balance.

Government bureaucracy and red tape would evolve around the
inevitable regulations that would come with tuition tax credits and
would entangle government with religion, precisely what our founding
fathers- were trying to prevent with the religion clause of the First
Amendment.

The public schools were founded on the concept of a free universal
system of education for every child, regardless of economic status, race,
religion or ethnic background. The institution of public schools has been
the foundation that has helped evolve a strong middle class in our
country and a chance for every citizen in this country to better him or
herself.

Beyond that who decides how much is enough? If 50 percent tax credit
is constitutional, then why not a tax credit for the full amount of
tuition?
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The amounts of the credits could escalate because parents would be
encouraged to remove their children from public schools and place them
in nonpublic schools to take advantage of the tax credit. This could
force the costs of programs in private sci.ools to increase, thus
encouraging those schools to ask for a greater tax credit. Those schools
could also raise their tuition rates to take full advantage of the credit.

The result could be an educational civil war between the private and
public schools for public funds.

_____ At the same time the private schools are currently not required to
follow minimum educational standards established for public schools.
This aid would foster an elitist caste system of education in this
country with the public schools becoming the dumping ground for those
not acceptable to the private schools, such as the poor, the handicapped,
and others.

That is why the idea that tuition tax credits will foster so-called
needed competition between the public and private schools is so flawed.
The roles of the public and private sectors in education are very
different. Private schools do not have to follow standards of teacher
qualifications, salaries, curricula, services, etc.

Beyond that the local citizenry would have no say in what happened
to the private schools which are privately controlled far from the eye
of the public meetings we all know to be the hallmark of public schools
and their boards.

We understand the problems that parents, who choose to send their
children to nonpublic schools, have in paying high tuition rates. But
the answer is not to provide public funds to those special interest
schools. It is bad economic and public policy because it could create
chaos in our educational system and destroy our long tradition of
searation of church and state and the right to privately and freely
exercise *ourr religious beliefs. Americans United asks this Subcom-
mittee to oppose S.528.
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Testimony of James M. Dunn
Executive Director, Baptist Joint Committee

on Public Affairs

at the Hearing on S. 528

before
Senate Committee on Finance

April 28, 1983

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Committee. I am

James M. Dunn and I welcome the opportunity to share with yo,

some insights that are the often-stated views of a large segment

of the religious community. The enactment of a tuition tax

credit plan would be a giant step toward guaranteeing a dual

system of pauper schools and private schools in this country.

"Public money for public purposes" is a good motto. The

failure to meet the public policy test is the greatest fault of

.tuition tax credit plans. Elitists have always been cool to the

idea that poor children should have the same teaching as children

of privilege. One Rhode Island farmer physically threatened

Henry FBarnardw the state's chief spokesman for common schools,

for "preaching such a horrible heresy as the partial confiscation

of one man's property to educate another man's children."l

Gradually the common school concept prevailed. Thousands of

dedicated average Americans have paid the price to give us the

public schools of today. "They believed that public education

lVivian T. Thayer, The Rise of the School in American
Society (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1969), p. 10.
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conducted in the context of the community as a whole rather than

in a sanitized and separated part of it was an essential ingredi-

ent in teaching the give-and-take of democracy."
2

The Baptist Joint Committee which T represent works for the

27 million Baptists who are members of the eight major Baptist

conventions and conferences in the United States. Because of the

democratic structure of individual Baptist churches and

conventions, we do not purport to speak for all Baptists;

however, several of our cooperating conventions have spoken

strongly against tuition tax credit legislation.

For example, the Southern Baptist Convention, the largest

non-Roman Catholic religious body in the United States, passed a

resolution in June 1982 restating its opposition to tuition tax

credits.

WHEREAS, The Congress of the United States is considering
legislation to give taxpayers a tax credit (that is, a direct
subtraction from one's tax bill) for tuition payments, and

WHEREAS, The effect of such legislation would be of most
benefit to those who could afford to finance their children's
attendance at private schools including elite schools, and

WHEREAS, Most private elementary and secondary schools are
related to churches and exist to serve the religious mission of
sponsoring churches, and

WHEREAS, Tuition tax credit legislation carries the
potential of financing private education at the expense of public
education, and

2Penrose St. Amant, "The Christian and Public Education,"
Therefore . . ., Christian Life Commission of the Baptist General
Convention of Texas, Spring, 1982, p. 2.
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WHEREAS, The attorney general of the United States has
issued an advisory opinion that such legislation is of doubtful
constitutionality under the First Amendment, especially with
regard to tuition paid to elementary and secondary schools, and

WHEREAS, The Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs has
opposed such legislation because of its threat to the principle
of separation of church and state.

Therefore, be it Resolved, That we call upon President
Ronald Reagan to reconsider his support of the tax credit
legislation now under consideration by Congress.

Be it further Resolved, That we, messengers to the Southern
Baptist Convention, meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana, on June
17, 1982, register our opposition to all tuition tax credit
legislation pending in Congress, urge the Baptist Joint Committee
on Public Affairs to continue to oppose such legislation, and
express our concern over such legislation's threat to the First
Amendment guarantees of non-establishment of religion and the
free exercise of religion.

The American Baptist Churches in the U.S.A. have also voted

to "actively oppose tuition tax credits for all non-public and

church-sponsored schools and colleges" (American Baptist resolu-

tion by the General Board in 1980).

Baptist opposition to tax credit legislation is so

widespread because it stems from a variety of concerns. What are

these concerns?

It's unconstitutional. Senator Ernest F. Hollings says, "in

1973 the U. S_ Supreme Court's Nyguist decision reaffirmed the

position of our Founding Fathers by striking down a New York

State tuition tax credit plan because it violated the First

Amendment's 'establishment clause.'"

No one can escape the conclusion that public funds benefit
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the sponsoring church. The net result is that the taxpayer is

forced to subsidize religion, overwhelmingly one brand of

religion at that. Thomas Jefferson wrote, "to compel a man to

furnish contributions of money for the propagation of opinions

which he disbelieves, is sinful and tyrannical."

It's regressive. It would offer aid to people who need it

least., The poor who may want their children in available church

schools will not be able to afford them, even with tax aid, and

must fall back on public schools. Dr. James Coleman, author of a

report praising parochial schools, "fears that tuition tax

credits would mostly aid wealthier families, who pay substantial

income taxes, and do little or nothing for disadvantaged minority

students."

Such welfare for the well-off would offer a choice only for

those with money.

It's expensive. Estimates vary depending on the exact

plan. Even the current plan approved by the Senate Finance

Committee last year would cost almost $1 billion annually once it

became operative.

It's inflationary. Such an incentive from federal policy

would make for wild escalation in the cost of private

education. The New York Times predicts that the "cost of this

uncontrollable entitlement could rise spectacularly."

It's unfair. Larger rather than smaller church schools

would be favored. The parochial systems already in place would
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have a distinct advantage. There is even a regional warp for the

Northeast quarter of the country. The largest percentages of

school children in church schools are in Cleveland, Chicago,

Milwaukee, Philadelphia, New York and Boston.

To appeal for fairness because "parents of private and paro-

chial school children pay both taxes and tuition" is to advance

an odd principle of tax equity. The elderly, singles, and

couples without children support public services in general and

don't whimper for tax credits to evade supporting public

education.

It's divisive. This sort of state support for church

schools would arouse the competitive worst in church folks. They

would root for tax credit advantage like an overlarge brood of

hungry piglets.

Americans are already sharply divided on the issue. Every

state referendum for tuition tax credits has failed. Just last

November voters in Massachusetts and California overwhelmingly

rejected tuition tax credits.

It's destructive of the public schools. The future of

publ-ic education is at stake. As the report released this week

reveals, our nation without a greatly improved system of public

education is in serious danger. This reinforces once again the

fundamental concept that we dare not divert public education

dollars, dollars which come from the public and for which the

public at large has a responsibility. With the education of all
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children in crisis, we cannot afford the luxury of allowing tax

dollars to be misappropriated for private and parochial

education.

A government subsidy would place a bounty on the head of

school children for withdrawal from the public schools. Joseph

A. Califano, Jr., former Secretary of Health, Education and

Welfare, described tuition tax credits as a "devastating blow to

public school education in this country," a proposal that "stands

the American tradition of public education on its head."

Private schools also remove from the common schools "the

interest of the most influential segment of the community .... The

common school ceases to be visited by those whose children are in

private schools. Such parents decline to serve on committees.

They have no personal motive to vote for or advocate any increase

of the town's annual appropriation for schools; to say nothing of

the temptation to discourage such increase in indirect ways, or

even to vote directly against it." This is a self-aggravating

process. As public interest declines so will school quality, and

more children will be withdrawn by parents who can purchase

better education elsewhere. "Thus would the cycle continue until

the public schools were pauper schools." Horace Mann (1796-1859)

of Massachusetts wrote these words in 1857; they could have been

written in 1983.3

It's undemocratic. There would be a sort of taxation

3Quoted by St. Amant, Ibid., p. 3.
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without representation if tax credit maneuvering prevailed.

Decisions regarding private and parochial schools would be made

beyond the reach or influence of the taxpayer. Public schools

have their problems responding to the 16,000 local school

boards. But, that is democracy.

It's dishonest. To use the parents' tax credit for a con-

duit to get tax monies into schools which are permeated with

religion is a tad shady. Constitutional tests have made it clear

that it is not legal to do something indirectly that is directly

forbidden. Such a subterfuge is unworthy of Congress.

It's intrusive. Government regulations would inevitably and

legitimately follow an alternate school system in which the pub-

lic had such a vested interest. T. A. Shannon, National School

Boards Association, contends that, "without strict regulation,

there would be no way to prevent the subsidies provided through

tax credits from helping schools that endorsed values of commu-

nists, the Ku Klux Klan or other groups."

One great strength of privateand parochial education is

found in the freedom from government intervention. It would be

sad to see that freedom swapped for a mess of tax credit

pottage. Although the proposed bill seeks to preclude super-

vision of church-related schools, there is no escape from the

fact that, when the federal government legislates tax benefits,

it also imposes obligations. See the bill's provisions barring

benefits to students attending schools which are not non-profit
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or which discriminate on the basis of race, color or national

origin. The Internal Revenue Service would be obliged to monitor

each institution named in income tax returns to make certain it

was non-profit, and the U. S. Attorney General would have to

undertake enforcement of the anti-bias provision, a task which

will involve government agencies in extensive supervision of

institutions receiving government aid.

President John F. Kennedy understood the perils of public

support for church-related schools. He said, on Sept. 15, 1960,

"I believe in an America where the separation of church and state

is absolute . . . where no church or church school is granted any

public funds or political preference."

Conclusion

We urge this panel to oppose President Reagan's tuition tax

credit proposal.

BAPTIST JOINT COMMITTEE ON

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

200 Maryland Avenue, N.E.

Washington D.C. 20002

(202) 544-4226
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STATEMENT OF NATHAN DERSHOWITZ, DIRECTOR, COMMISSION
ON LAW AND SOCIAL ACTION, AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS,
NEW YORK, N.Y.
Mr. DERSHOWITZ. Thank you.
I would like to thank the Committee for inviting me to testify

today, and I would also like to commend the Committee. The area
of tuition tax credits is one that I have been concerned about for a
number of years, and I think these hearings have been the most
interesting hearings held in that period. The probing questions
that have been asked are important questions. And I think the
record of this hearing will be a very valuable product.

I am the director of the Commission on Law and Social Action of
the American Jewish Congress. I am also the general counsel to
PEARL, which is an umbrella organization consisting of groups
that support public education and religious liberty.

I was invited to testify on this issue during the 97th Congress
and I will not reiterate the points that I made at that time. What I
would like to do now is deal with three points and possibly supple-
ment my testimony to address a number of questions that were
raised today.

The first point that I would like to make deals with the fact that
the bill, as I understand it, deals extensively with the problem of
students attending institutions which have racially discriminatory
policies. These provisions of the bill would not, however, become
operational until the Supreme Court rules in the Bob Jones case, or
until there is a subsequent act of Congress.

The bill seems to defer to the Supreme Court's acting in the area
of Bob Jones, and yet, for some strange reason, there is no defer-
ence to the Supreme Court on the issue of tuition tax credits.

In addition to the Bob Jones case, there is also pending before
the U.S. Supreme Court the case of Mueller v. Allen. And the case
of Mueller v. Allen is one of a line of cases that have dealt with the
question of tuition tax credits, and the Supreme Court, at least in
the earlier cases, has held tuition tax credits unconstitutional. And
Mueller at least raises the argument, the claimed argument, of
equality. It is argued that the tuition tax credit scheme at issue in
Mueller is applicable to both the private schools and the public
schools in Minnesota. That's one of the arguments as to why the
scheme is constitutional.

That argument cannot be made with respect to the bill that is
being considered today. The bill as written only applies to the pri-
vate schools.

Senator BOREN. Does Minnesota apply it to both?
Mr. DERSHOWITZ. Minnesota applies it to both. And one of the

strongest arguments that was made was that it applies to both; and
as a matter of fact, Senator Packwood, I believe it was at the last
hearing, emphasized that as a strong distinction between the case
that is presently before the Supreme Court and some of the prior
decisions.

The second point that I would like to make involves the slippery
slope, and it is a followup to some of the questions that have been
raised. The power of Congress to give or withdraw tax credits, de-
pending upon whether a private school or an institution complies
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with public policy, is a very dangerous power, and I think it may
well lead to the destruction of the very institutions that proponents
of the bill are seeking to defend.

It seems reasonable in the area of racial discrimination to say to
a sectarian school that it may not use or take advantage of a tax
credit proposal. But would it be reasonable for Congress to say to a
sectarian school that tuition tax credits are not available if it dis-
criminates on the basis of sex, or on the basis of religion? What
happens if a school discriminates against the handicapped? What
happens if it has a program which the majority of Americans think
is inconsistent with their philosophy as to what should be included
within the schools?

Once you start down the slippery slope, it seems to me that all
restrictions that are applicable to the public schools can, and possi-
bly should, be applicable to the private schools.

Permitting the Federal Government to inject itself into sectarian
schools by this means is very dangerous. Jewish schools have flour-
ished in this country, as have other religious schools, because of
the strong belief on the part of parents and religious leaders that
they have an absolute right to teach their children in a manner
consistent with their religion. They have that right; but once they
receive Federal funding, restrictions and responsibilities necessar-
ily must follow and, once they do, the schools will not be allowed to
continue practicing as they presently do.

Let me make two more quick points:
First, with respect to section 5, which is the section of this bill

which says that it is not Federal financial assistance, it reminds
me of the story about Abraham Lincoln.

Someone asked Abraham Lincoln how many legs a cow would
have if you called its tail a leg? And he said; "Four. It doesn't
matter what you call it. A tail is a tail, and a leg is a leg." Saying
this is not Federal financial assistance does not change the situa-
tion.

Now, if I may, I would like to just answer the question about
nonrefundability.

I think if you had a refundability provision it certainly would be
more equitable, in the sense that it would apply equally to people
whether they are wealthy or poor. But I think it is also clear, at
least under the U.S. Supreme Court decisions in Nyquist and
Lemon, that that would demonstrate how grossly unconstitutional
the provisions are. What you would basically be doing is saying to
somebody, "We will reward you for sending-your child to a reli-
gious school. Here is $300." And that makes the unconstitutionality
of the act so clear.

The other thing I don't understand is, with Senators Dole and
Packwood and Moynihan all supporting refundability, why the bill
that was introduced does not have a refundability provision. And
the answer may be that the administration has come up with an
$800 million figure. I wish someone would ask the administration
what the figure would be with a refundability provision included. If
it is inequitable-they say $800 million--equitable and unconstitu-
tional, how much would it cost? I think those questions should be
asked.

Thank you very much.
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Senator DURENBERGER. I think the answer to that, from past ex-
perience with child care tax credits and with investment tax cred-
its,, is that this administration just has a philosophical problem
with the notion of refundability, since it was raised in a Presiden-
tial election some years ago, and it somehow smacks of welfare and
implies-what was that? You know, the guaranteed--

Senator BOREN. The negative income tax?
Senator DURENBERGER. The negative income tax, or something. I

think that is probably closer to the answer; although I am sure
there may be a dollar problem there, also.

Dave, would you go first?
Senator BOREN. Sure.
First, I want to compliment the panel on the discussion and I

think that the constitutional issues that have been raised and the
way they have been raised have certainly been appropriately dis-
cussed, and also the dangers to the private sector. You know, it
seems to me that sometimes people can be very shortsighted, and it
is very puzzling to me, as I heard the spokesman for the Moral Ma-
jority-it's somewhat shocking to me to hear those statements
being made from people who have traditionally been very, very
concerned about the intrusion of Government into such private
matters as religious belief.

I think that anyone who does not believe that Federal controls
will not flow along with Federal funds has not read the history of
any use of Federal funds since the beginning of this Republic. And
it seems very, very strange to me that for the sake of $300 one is
apt to forget all of this history and be willing to take the grave
risks imposed that controls will follow. And it's not only that I
think controls will follow, that that will be harmful to the private
sector and to free expression, but I think also that they must follow
and that it is only appropriate that they follow if the funding
comes, because I for one certainly intend to follow along to make
sure if public funds are used that the discriminatory section is
strengthened, that we do not discriminate on the basis of race, or
of sex, or of creed, or of physical condition, handicap or any other,
or of condition of prior problems, be they disciplinary or any other.

So I think there are a number of us that intend to follow along
that line. It's the old thing of having your cake and eating it, too,
wanting absolute nonintervention, the absolute right to absolute
freedom, and yet at the same time wanting the public to have tax
funds coerced from them and then doled out without any exercise
of responsibility for how those funds are used. And that kind of in-
consistency isn t going to be allowed to exist-it never has been for
long periods of time in this country. And the controls will inevita-
bly follow.

I wanted to go back and ask Mrs. Simmons-in your statement,
and I followed it carefully, and I think that-you are right, I under-
stand you to say that it does appear that the definition of discrimi-
nation provided in the bill does not cover both discriminatory poli-
cies and discriminatory practices.

For example, in section 7408(c), a school will be found by the
Court to have followed a racially discriminatory policy if "such in-
stitution has, pursuant to such policy, committed a racially dis-
criminatory act."
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Isn't it possible, therefore, that a school could act in a discrimi-
natory manner even though it might have a stated policy that on
its face is not discriminatory, and therefore it would not violate,
even though it had the discriminatory practice, it would not violate
the letter of section 7408(c) as now written? Isn't that correct?

Mrs. SIMMoNs. That's correct.
Senator BOREN. The other section-and you mentioned this, but I

think we should put it into the record because I think it will be of
great concern to others on this committee who are at least at this
point in time espousing support for this legislation but who have

n sincere supporters of civil rights in the past, and I think we
ought to put it into the record so that they can carefully read it
and reflect upon changes that need to be changed in this draft.

In two sections of the bill an intent standard appears, at least it
seems to me this way, section 7408(cX3) and section 7408(fX1)(B)(III).
I think we ought to put all of that in the record so those folks in
the private sector will get used to reading all of these sections that
are going to be applying to their private sectors in the future.

For example, a court would declare against a school if the Attor-
ney General establishes that "the institution has engaged in a pat-
tern of conduct intended to implement a racially discriminatory
policy." We got into that last year over the Voting Rights Act.
Shouldn't a discriminatory result or effect, regardless of intent, be
the applicable standard? And shouldn't it not be a matter of wheth-
er a school intended to discriminate or not, if in fact it is discrimi-
nating or if the pattern of policies it's followed result in actual dis-
crimination?

Mrs. SIMMONS. I concur wholeheartedly with you, Senator. We
believe that. And we certainly believe that unless you include prac-
tices along with the policies, it's not worth the paper that it's writ-
ten on.

Senator BOREN. Well, it certainly seems to me that we have an
intent test here, spelled out here in at least two sections, and that
we do have the problem of policy versus practice, as you have al-
ready indicated it, and we have already had a discussion of section
5 and the fact that it is ludicrous on its face by stating that the
tuition tax credits are not Federal financial assistance. And I think
we can understand that I think the very apt story has been told
about the cow and the four legs.

But it perhaps has another pernicious effect here, too, as well as
being a misstatement of the fact. My reading of the bill shows that
there is no private right of action. The only course of action for
someone discriminated against by a private school, talking in terms
of racial discrimination, would be to petition the Attorney General.
But since section 5 of the bill declares that tuition tax credits are
not Federal financial assistance-it says that. The civil rights laws,
presumably, would therefore not be applicable, and therefore the
avenue for private right of action might be foreclosed.

So I would ask again Mrs. Simmons' opinion. I think you have
stated it. In your opinion, is there a private right of action in this
bill? And do you think that because of this language in section 5
that it might jeopardize the individual even as they attempt to con-
tact the Attorney General or complain to the Attorney General be-
cause of this declaration that it's not Federal aid, which might
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foreclose some kind of movement or action under the Civil Rights
Act?

Mrs. SIMMONS. That is correct. There is no private right of action
in there. The provisions of the bill will permit the award of attor-
neys fees only to a school which prevails in a declaratory judgment.

Senator BOREN. Right.
Mrs. SIMMONS. And the creation of a private right of action

would require that attorneys fees awards be authorized to private
parties. We certainly see that this is a very serious defect in the
legislation.

And of course NAACP takes the position that if you feed at the
public trough, you have a responsibility for accountability.

Senator BOREN. Well, I agree with that.
I want to thank the panel, needless to say, since the statements

that have been made by all three panelists strongly agree with my
own philosophical position on this matter. I think they have stated
it extremely well and with great insight.

Seriously, we do appreciate your taking the time to provide
thoughtful testimony to us from the various perspectives that it
has been presented. Yes, sir?

Mr. DERSHOWITZ. Senator, if I may, the New York Law Journal
that came out literally last week is also very much in accord with
your views on the unconstitutionality, and I would like to just
bring it to your attention. It not only concludes that the Supreme
Court should come down with a decision that way, but it really sug-
gests that Congress too should cease all consideration of proposals
for a national tuition tax credit benefit program, and that such a
program would violate the establishment clause of the Constitu-
tion.

Senator BOREN. I would like to ask unanimous consent that that
article which you have cited from the Law Journal appear in the
record. If you will present it to the clerk, it will be included in the
record of these hearings. I think it is very important because of
what I think were some of the misstatements of the law that were
presented earlier today.

[The article from the New York Law Journal follows:]
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LAWS RESPECTING AN ESTABLISHMENT
OF RELIGION: AN INQUIRY INTO

TUITION TAX BENEFITS

INTRODUCTION

Parents face a choice when it comes to the education of their
children. They may send them to tax-supported public schools, or
they may decide to forgo that opportunity and enroll their children in
nonpublic schools.' Those who opt for the latter course will likely be
saddled with additional expenses, not the least of which is tuition. In
recent years, several states have enacted, and members of Congress
have proposed, legislation to offset tuition expenses by granting tax
benefits in the form of reimbursements, credits, or deductions.'

In deciding on such courses of action, Congress and the state
legislatures must take care- not to offend the Constitution. The first
amendment prohibits Congress and, through the fourteenth amend-
ment, the states3 from making any "law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."4 Together, the
establishment clause and the free exercise clause embody the doctrine
of separation of-church and state. Tuition tax benefits warrant scru-
tiny under the establishment clause' because the vast majority of
nonpublic school students- eighty-four percent, according to the most

* The term "nonpublic" will be used throughout this Note to designate both-parochial and
nonsectarian private schools on the elementary and secondary levels.

I For a discussion of them benefits and the differences between them, see text accompany.
ing notes 65-67 Infra.

I See, e.g., Everson v. Board of duc., 330 U.S. 1, 8 (1947); Murdock v. Pennsylvania, 319
U.S. 105, 108 (1943); Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 303 (1940).

'U.S. Const. amend. I.
'Some commentators have urged that consideration of both religion clauses is esential to a

proper determination of any cae arising under them, arguing that the free excise and estab-
llshment clauses were not meant to operate independently of each other. See, e.g., P. Kurland,
Religion and the Law 16-18 (1962); L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 0 14-7, at 833-34
(1978); Choper, The Religion Clauses of the First Amendment: Reconciling the Conflict, 41 U.
Pitt. L. Rev. 673 (1980).

The Supreme Court, however, has not adopted such an approach. Instead, it deems each
case eithei an establishment clause case or a free exercise case; this In turn dictates the analysis to
be used. This practice has resulted in two distinct lines of cases under the religion clauses that are
often anomalous. For example. In Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707 (1981), the Court held
on free exercise grounds that a Jehovah's Witns must not be denied unemployment benefits if
he gave up his Job because of his religious beliefs. Justice Rehnquist's dissent chided the majority
for increasing the tension between the two religion clauses and demonstrated that under the
establishment clause analysis the board's decision would have to be upheld. 450 U.S. at 722-27
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recent federal statistics-attend religiously affiliated schools The
Supreme Court has determined that "insofar as such benefits render
assistance to parents who send their children to sectarian schools, their
purpose and inevitable effect are to aid and advance those religious
institutions." 7 Tuition tax legislation, like most measures implicating
the establishment clause, must pass a three-part test developed by the
Supreme Court. First, the statute must have a secular legislative
purpose (the "purpose" test); second, it must have a primary effect
that neither advances nor inhibits religion (the "primary effects" test);
and third, it must avoid excessive government entanglement with
religion (the "entanglement" test).8

(Rehnquist, J., dissenting). See also Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 414-17 (1963) (Stewart, J.,
concurring) (sustaining a Seventh Day Adventist's challenge to denial of unemployment bene-
fits).

The cases concerning government aid to parochialschools have been deemed establishment
clause cas. The courts have rejected arguments that the free exercise clause mandates govern.
ment funding of church-related schools' secular functions. See Brusca v. Missouri ex rel. State
Bd. of Educ., 332 F. Supp. 275, 278-79 (E.D. Mo. 1971) (state constitutional provision and
statutes prohibiting public aid to parochial schools are not violative of free exercise), aff'd mem.,
405 U.S. 1050 (1972)...

More importantly, the Supreme Court has not accepted the free exercise argument that,
while government does not have to support such schools, it should be allowed to if it so chooses:

It is... true that a state law interfering with a parent's right to have his child educated in
a sectarian school would run afoul of the Free Exercise Clause. But this Court repeatedly
has recognized that tension inevitably exists between the Free Exercise and the Establish.
ment Clauses .... As a result of this tension, our cases require the State to maintain an
attitude of "neutrality," neither "advancing" nor "inhibiting" religion. . . . However great
our sympathy for the burdens experienced by those who must pay public school taxes at the
same time that they support other schools because of the constraints of -conscience and
discipline," and notwithstanding the "high social importance" of the State's purposes,
neither may justify an eroding of the limitations of the Establishment Clause now firmly
emplanted.

Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 788-89 (1973) (citations
and footnote omitted). While acknowledging the drawbacks of the Supreme Court's schismatic
approach to cases arising under the religion clauses, this Note applies the Supreme Court's
current mode of analysis.

* National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Education, Digest of Education
Statistics 49 (1982). See text accompanying notes 159-00 Infra.

7 Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religiou Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 793 (1973). The
Court also asserted that "the fact that aid is disbursed to parents rather than to the schools is only
one among many factors to be considered." Id. at 781. See also Abington School Dist. v.
Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 230 (1963) (Douglas, J., concurring) ("What may not be done directly
may not be done indirectly lest the Establishment Clause become a mockery.").

6 Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971). A different analysis is used for a statute
that s not denominatlon-neutral but rather prefers or discriminates against one religion or class
of religions. In such a situation, the statute "must be invalidated unless it is justified by a

compelling governmental Interest and unless it is closely fitted to further that interest." Larson v.
Valente, 456 U.S. 228, 247 (1982) (citations omitted). -
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The most important of these criteria for evaluation of tuition tax
benefits is the primary effects test. In 1973, the Supreme Court struck
down New York legislation granting tuition tax benefits to parents
whose children attended nonpublic schools, holding that "the effect of
the aid is unmistakably to provide desired financial support for non-
public, sectarian institutions."" The decision did not necessarily fore-
close more broadly based tuition aid programs, however,' 0 and lower
courts considering such plans have reached inconsistent results. Cur-
rently before the Supreme Court is an Eighth Circuit decision uphold-
ing a Minnesota statute that grants tax deductions for tuition and /
related expenses incurred by all parents, whether their children attend /
public or nonpublic schools." A similar Rhode Island statute was
found unconstitutional by the First Circuit in 1980."1

This Note will argue that the Minnesota statute violates the
establishment clause and should be struck down in accordance with
the First Circuit decision. In addition, the recent congressional pro-
posals will be shown to be unconstitutional." Part I of the Note will
examine the historical and analytical framework of the case law,
discussing the background and formulation of the three-part establish-
ment clause test and its application to government aid programs for
nonpublic schools. Part II, after describing both the Minnesota and
congressional legislation, will discuss the tuition tax benefit cases de-
cided by the Supreme Court. It will then apply the Court's analysis to
Mueller v. Allen, the Eighth Circuit decision upholding the Minnesota
statute, and to Congress' tuition tax proposals.

I

ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE ANALYSIS:
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

Over fifty years ago, the Suipreme Court recognized that parents
have the right to send their children to parochial schools to satisfy

' Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756. 783 (1973)
(footnote omitted). For a disussion of this case, see text accompanying notes 89-97 Infra.

10 The Court said it made no judgment about the permissibility of "some form of public
assistance (e.g., scholarships) made available generally without regard to the sectarian-nonsec-
tarlan, or public-nonpublic nature of the institution benefited." Id. at 783 n.38.

" Mueller v. Allen, 676 F.2d 1195 (8th Cir.), cert. granted, 103 S. Ct. 48 (1982).
"Rhode Island Fed'n of Teachers v. Norberg, 630 F.2d 855 (1st Cir. 1980).
" In reaching this conclusion, this Note will discuss only the constitutional arguments; the

policy considerations concerning tuition tax benefit programs are beyond its scope. As one lower
court has noted, the state's interest in a vital nonpublic school system may be constitutionally
irrelevant: -However much we may approve, however much we may respect, however much we

21-573 0-83-15
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state compulsory attendance laws."4 Because of the constitutional pro-
hibition against any establishment of religion, however, it is not clear
in what ways and to what extent government may aid such schools.'5
Since 1947, the Supreme Court has upheld the following state aid
programs for elementary and secondary nonpublic schools: reimburs-
ing the cost of transportation to and from public and nonpublic
schools; 6 lending students secular, nonideological textbooks; 7 provid-
ing diagnostic, therapeutic, and remedial services;' 8 and reimbursing
schools for carrying out state-mandated testing and scoring.1' At the
same time, the Court has struck down aid programs covering field trip
transportation;20 salaries for parochial school teachers;" maintenance
and repair costs;21 instructional equipment, supplies, and materials;2 3

and some furmns of tuition benefits . 4

may admire the role of non-public education, we cannot substitute such approval, respect, and
admiration for the plain language of the First Amendment of the United States Constitution."
Woman v. Essex, 342 F. Supp. 399, 419 (S.D. Ohio) (three-judge court) (footnote omitted),
aff'd mem.. 409 U.S. 808 (1972).

" See Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 518 (1925).
"s See Abington School Dist. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 229 (1963) (Douglas, J., concurring)

("The mos"effectic way t establish any institution is to finance it.")
' See Everson v. Board of Educ., 330 U.S. 1 (1947).
" See Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349, 359.62 (1975); Board of Educ. v. Allen, 392 U.S. 230

(1968). The holding of Allen has not been liberally extended. See note 43 infra.
1' See Wolman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229, 241-48 (1977). Such services included testing and

therapy for speech, hearing, and psychological impairments; services for physically handicapped
and emotioraly disturbed children: and general counseling. See Id. at 241, 244 n.12. To avoid
entanglement problems, the legislation provided that the therapeutic and remedial services
would not be performed on school grounds. Instead, public employees would conduct the
treatment in other facilities. Id. at 244 n. 12. A New Jersey statute providing for similar auxiliary
services to take place on school premises had been found to violate the establishment clause on
entanglement grounds. Public Funds for Pub. Schools v. Marburger, 358 F. Supp. 29, 39.42
(D.N.J. 1973), aff'd mem., 417 U.S. 961 (1974).

" See Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Began, 444 U.S. 646 (1980). The
program upheld in Regan contained an auditing provision which was adopted as a corrective
measure after the predecessor statute was invalidated in Levitt v. Committee for Pub. Educ. &
Religious Liberty, 413 U.S. 472 (1973).

9o See Wolman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229, 252-55 (1977).
21 See Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 619-22(1971).
" See Committee for Pub. Fduc. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 774.80

(1973).
13 In Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349, 366 n.16 (1975), the Court found direct loans of such

items unconstitutional on the authority of Fublic Funds for Pub. Schools v. Marburger, 358 F.
Supp. 29 (D.N.J. 1973), af'd mern., 417 U.S. 961 (1974). This type of aid cannot be saved even
when the loan recipients are not the schocs themselves but rather the parents and students.
Wolm-an v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229, 250 (1977) (The equipment is substantially the same; it will
receive the same use by the students; and it may still be stored and distributed on the nonpublic
school premises.").

" See text accompanying notes 87-111 infra.
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A superficial examination of these lists will not readily reveal any
definitive line of demarcation between permissible and impermissible
aid.2- As the Court has admitted, the three-part test "has been clearly
stated, if not easily applied, jPy this Court in recent Establishment
Clause cases." 2 6 For example, transportation to and from parochial
schools, which enhances the opportunity to receive religious instruc-
tion, is constitutional; yet field trip transportation, which is arguably
no more sectarian than other bus rides, is not.

These results can best be reconciled by recognizing that the Court
has found it advisable to draw bright lines at the border between
constitutional and unconstitutional aid.27 In the main, the Court has
adhered to the view that "[s]ubstantial aid to the educational function
of [parochial] schools . . . necessarily results in aid to the sectarian
school enterprise as a whole."'

The first case to attack a government aid program for nonpublic
schools under the establishment clause was Everson v. Board of Edu-
cation, decided in 1947.1 The Court, by a bare majority, upheld a
New Jersey law authorizing reimbursement to parents of money spent
transporting their children to and from school. The beneficiaries of

" Even the Court has described its line as a "blurred, indistinct and variable barrier
depending on all the circumstances of a particular relationship." Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S.
602, 614 (1971). Justice Stevens, who has advocated a prohibition on all types of subsidies to
nonpublic schools, wrote in dissent in Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Began,
444 U.S. 646, 671 (1980), that the majority's approval of the program at issue was "but another
in a long line of cases making largely ad hoc decisions about what pa%nents may or may not be
constitutionally made to nonpublic schools."

" Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349, 358 (1975). In Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious
Liberty %,. Began, 444 U.S. 646 (1980), the Court conceded:

[O]ur decisions have tended to avoid categorical imperatives and absolutist approaches at
either end of the range of possible outcomes. This course sacrifices clarity and predictabil-
ity for flexibility, but this prom ises: to be the case until the continuing interaction between
the courts and the States-the former charged with interpreting and upholding the Consti-
tution and the latter seeking to provide education for their youth-produces a single, more
encompassing construction of the Establishment Clause.

Id. at 662; see also Note, Rebuilding the Wall: The Case for a Return to the Strict Interpretation
of the Establishment Clause, 81 Colum. L. Rev. 1463 (1981) (proposing a "strict neutrality"
standard that would forbid any form of aid to religious Institutions unless entirely incidental to
broader programs); Note, Government Neutrality and Separation of Church and State: Tuition
Tax Credits, 92 Harv. L. Rev. 696 (1979) (proposing an analysis based primarily on notions of
government neutrality toward religion, rather than the current emphasis on separation of
government and religion).

" See Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612 (1971) ("In the absence of precisely stated
constitutional prohibitions, we must draw lines with reference to the three main evils against
which the Establishment Clause was intended to afford protection: 'sponsorship, financial
support, and active involvement of the sovereign in religious activity.' ") (citation omitted).

s. Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349, 366 (1975).
0 330 U.S. 1 (1947).
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the program included parents with children in public schools as well
as those with children in private and parochial schools. The Court
found the aid to be within the state's constitutional authority but said
that it "approache[d] the verge of that power." 30

The Court developed its test in the context of measures that,
rather than granting aid to nonpublic schools, attempted to place
religious practices and values into the public school system. 3' In 1963,
the Court held, in Abington School District v. Schempp, that laws
requiring public schools to begin each day with Bible readings were
unconstitutional.32 In so deciding, the Court distilled from previous
cases the first two parts of its current establishment clause test:

[W)hat are the purpose and primary effect of the enactment? If
either is the advancement or inhibition of religion then the enact-
ment exceeds the scope of legislative power as circumscribed by the
Constitution. That is to say that to withstand the strictures of the
Establishment Clause there must be a secular legislative purpose
and a primary effect that neither advances nor inhibits religion.3"

While the purpose test is often fatal to measures involving reli-
gion in the public schools, 3 it is not a significant obstacle to govern-

30 Id. at 16.
1' See, e.g., Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421 (1962) (recitation of an official prayer to begin

school day found unconstitutional); Zorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 306, 308-09 (,952) (release-
time program allowing students to leave their public schools to receive religious instruction at
parochial facilities is constitutional as it involves "neither religious instruction in public school
classrooms nor the expenditure of public funds"); Illinois ex rel. McCollum v. Board of Educ.,
333 U.S. 203 (1948) (invalidating program permitting 30 minutes of religious instruction a week
by outside religious teachers in the public schools during regular school hours).

32 374 U.S. 203 (1963) (Pennsylvania and Maryland statutes violative of establishment
clause). Recently there has been renewed Interest in allowing religion in the public schools. See,
e.g., N.J. Pub. L. No. 1982, ch. 205 (Dec. 16, 1982), N.Y. Times. Jan. 11, 1983, at Al, cols. 2-4
(providing for daily minute of silence); N.Y. Times, Jan. 26, 1983, at A14, col. 4 (President
Reagan, in 1983 State of the Union address, calling for constitutional amendment allowing
voluntary school prayer). While the constitutionality of moments of silence is uncertain, see
Note, Daily Moments of Silence. A Constitutional Analysis, 58 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 364 (1983),
Engel and Schempp leave no option but constitutional amendment for legitimating school
prayer. See Karen B. v. Treen, 653 F.2d 897 (5th Cir. 1981) (statute authorizing voluntary
student. or teacher.initiated prayer at the beginning of the school day is unconstitutional), aff'd
mem., 455 U.S. 913 (1982).

" 374 U.S. at 222.
34 The purpose test is at its strongest in the public school cases. Even an unequivocal

statement of secular purpose will not help a statute that places religion in the public schools. See,
e.g., Stone v. Graham, 449 U.S. 39, 41 (1980) (statute requiring posting of the Ten Command.
ments in public schools prefaced by a legislative finding that " [t]he secular application of the
Ten Commandments is clearly seen in its adoption as the fundamental legal code of Western
Civilization and the Common Law of the United States' "); Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97,
103 (1968) (statute forbidding teaching of evolution in public schools "for the sole reason that it is
deemed to conflict with a particular religious doctrine").
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ment aid to nonpublic schools. As long as the legislature has espoused
a secular purpose, the Court has deemed the test satisfied.35 Indeed,
even legislation devoid of any mention of purpose, secular or other-
wise, has been upheld when the Court has "found" a secular pur-
pose. 6

Once past the purpose test, legislation must satisfy the second
prong of the establishment clause test: its primary effect must neither
advance nor inhibit religion. To avoid such an effect, the statute must
either contain a mechanism to ensure that the aid will not be used for
religious purposes 7 or to provide aid that by its nature cannot be
diverted to such uses.38 For this reason, assistance that substantially
aids the educational function of religious schools is prohibited, even if
the aid is designated for the schools' secular functions. 39

Parochial school aid programs may survive this test if the ad-4
vancement of religion is an incidental rather than a primary effect.

3s The Court in Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 773

(1973), said that "we need touch only briefly on the requirement of a 'secular legislative purpose.'
W . . \e do not question the propriety, and full), secular content, of New York's interest in

preserving a healthy and safe educational environment for all of its schoolchildren." Similarly, in
Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 613 (1971), the Court found that "the statutes themselves
clearly state that they are intended to enhance the quality of the secular education in all schools
covered by the compulsory attendance laws.. . . [W]e find nothing here that undermines the
stated legislative intent; it must therefore be accorded appropriate deference." See also L.
Pfeffer, Cod, Caesar, and the Constitution 285 (1975); F. Sorauf, The Wall of Separation 366
(1976); L. Tribe, supra note 5, 1 14-8, at 836.

14 See \Valz v. Tax Comm'n, 397 U.S. 664. 672-74 (1970). The weakness of the purpose test
does not mean that the courts are blind to potential sectarian legislative motives. While defer-
ence is given to a legislature's avowed purpose, the primary effects analysis often serves to
unmask unconstitutional governmental intent. By demonstrating that the effect of a statute is to
aid an overwhelmingly sectrTian class, the statute's challengers are in addition illustrating that
such an effect was intended by the legislature. See Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious
Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 783 (1973). The Court has observed that a statute may fail the
establishment clause test "if It can be demonstrated that its purpose-evidenced either on the
face of the legislation, in conjunction with its legislative history, or In its operative effect-is to
use the State's coercive power to aid religion." McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420, 453 (1961).

' Compare Levitt v. Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty, 413 U.S. 472 (1973)
(reimbursement for costs of testing and scoring is unconstitutional) with Committee for Pub.
Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Began, 444 U.S. 646 (1980) (successor statute with audit procedure
is constitutional).

34 See, e.g., Wolman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229, 244 (1977) (upholding state-provided diagnos-
tic services; Everson v. Board of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 17-18 (1947) (transportation to and from
school).

" Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349, 365-66 (1975) (such aid "necessarily results in aid to the
sectarian school enterprise as a whole"). It is the nature of the ad, not the form it takes, that is
controlling. Aid to the educational function of a nonpublic school is unconstitutional whether
granted to the schools or the students, and whether granted in serve Ices or tax benefits; even direct
cash reimbursements can be constitutional if granted In payment for discrete, purely secular
functions, see Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Began, 444 U.S. 646, 658 (1980)
(reimbursement for the scoring of standardized tests).
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"Effect" max- be measured by two criteria: the nature of the aid and
the nature of the class that benefits from it.40 The Supreme Court's
earl,.- cases focused primarily on the first factor. In Board of Education
v. Allen,4' the Court found that a New York statute requiring local
boards to lend secular textbooks to all secondary school students,
including those in parochial schools, did not violate the purpose or
primary effects test. The Court later spid that Everson and Allen
"recognize that sectarian schools perform secular, educational func-
tions as well as religious functions, and that some forms of aid may be
channeled to the secular without providing direct aid to the sectarian.
But the channel is a narrow one, as [Everson and Allen] illustrate."142

In more recent cases, proponents of government aid to parochial
schools have argued that the principle of Allen permits provision of
materials other than-textbooks. These proponents also assert that
Everson and Allen established that aid is constitutionally acceptable if
given directly to the parents and students, rather than to the schools.
The Court has rejected both these analyses, warning that aid ap-
proaching the verge of constitutionality should not be relied upon as a
"platform for yet further steps."4

,o The line between a primarily sectarian effect and one that is merely incidental has never
been precisely drawn, at least In analysis of the benefited class. It can be argued that if over 50%
of the benefits of a program accrue to Identifiably sectarian institutions, the program should fall.
While this factor could present great difficulties in other contexts, see note 140 and accompany.
Ing text-infra, the fine distinctions need not be made in the context of government assistance to
parochial schools. With 84 % of nonpublic school students In the nation attending parochial
schools, see text accompanying notes 159-60 Infra, the primarily sectarian character of the clas
falls well within the prohibition of the primary effects test. See Committee for Pub. Educ. &
Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 768 (1973) (impermissible primary effect when 85%
of class of schools affected are sectarian).

" 392 U.S. 236 (1968). Supplying textbooks to all school children had been the subject of an
earlier Supreme Court case, Cochran'v. Louisiana State Bd. of Educ., 281 U.S. 370 (1930). The
aid was attacked not under the establishment clause but as a deprivation of property under the
due process clause of the fourteenth amendment. As in Alen, the statute was upheld.

4" Committee for Pub. Educ. & Relglous Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756 775 (1973). The
Court went on to note that

the provision of such neutral, nonideological aid, assisting only the secular functions of
sectarian schools, served Indirectly and incidentally to promote the religious function by
rendering It more likely that children would attend sectarian schools and by freeing the
budgets of those schools for use in other nonsecular areas. But an indirect and incidental
effect beneficial to religious institutions has never been thought a sufficient defect to
warrant the invalidation of a state law.

Id.
41 Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 02, 624 (1971). The Court addressed the first argument In

Wolman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229 (1977), concluding that
Board of Edt"cHaton v. Allen has remained law, and we now follow as a matter of store
deciaos the principle that restriltion of textbooks to those provided the public schools Is
sufficient to ensure that the books will not be used for religious purposes. In more recent
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In 1970, in Walz v. Tax Commission," the Court enunciated the
third and final prong of the three-part establishment clause test:
government must avoid excessive entanglement with religion. In
Walz, upholding property tax exemptions for religious institutions,
the Court stated that the nature of the aid as w,'ell as the form it takes
determined whether the resulting involvement between church and
state is permissible.4

The Court developed the entanglement test more fully the fol-
lowing year in Lemon v. Kurtzman," invalidating state subsidy of
parochial school teachers' salaries, and explained two aspects to the
entanglement problem. First, there is administrative entanglement,
which will fell a statute if "comprehensive, discriminating, and con-
tinuing state surveillance" would be required to ensure that the aid
program does not take on a sectarian taint.' 7 The analysis focuses on
the form of the aid."' The Court scrutinizes the way in which the
government proposes to provide a given service to determine the
resulting relationship between the religious institution and the state..If
the administration of the aid program would involve "pervasive re-
strictions'49 upon the operation of a religiously affiliated facility or
would require the state to engage in investigation to classify the -

school's activities as either religious or secular, the aid program will

The second aspect of entanglement is the problem of political
divisiveness, which the Lemon Court explained in dicta 3 ' after it

cases, however, we have declined to extend that presumption of neutrality to other items in
the lower school setting.

Id. at 252 n.18. In another decision, three Justices suggested that Allen might not withstand
scrutiny under the entanglement test. See Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349, 378 (1975) (Brennan,
J., joined by Douglas and Marshall, JJ., concurring and dissenting).

As to the argument that Everson and Allen permit aid granted directly to parents and
students, the Court has responded that those cases "make clear that, far from providing a per se
Immunity from examination of the substance of the State's program, the fact that aid is disbursed
to parents rather than to the schools is only one of man), factors to be considered." Committee for
Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 781 (1973).

" 397 U.S. 664 (1970). For a fuller discussion of this case, see text accompanying notes 143.
46 tnfra.

" See id. at 674-75.
" 403 U.S. 602 (1971).
' Id. at 619. See also Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 397 U.S. 664, 675 (1970).
In Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 615 (1971), the Court set out the test as an

examination of "the character and purposes of the institutions that are benefited, the nature of
the aid that the State provides, and the resulting relationship between the government and the
religious authority." Id.

" Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. at 616.
4 Id. at 619.
' Id. at 621.22.
51 Id. at 622-24. The Court explained:

A broader base of entanglement. . . is presented by the divisive political potential of these
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invalidated the programs at issue on the ground of administrative
entanglement. The Court said that religious concerns fostered by some
aid programs will find their way into the political process, thereby
intensifying "'[p]olitical fragmentation and divisiveness on religious
lines."5- While the aid at issue in Lemon extended to all religious
schools, the Court seems to have limited its application of the political
divisiveness concept to statutes that involve denominational prefer-
ence or discrimination, whether favorable to a particular sect or not.53
Statutes that aid all religions, as in the parochial school aid cases, do
not inherently pose the "risk of politicizing religion."" Thus the dis-
cussion below will be limited to the administrative aspect of the
entanglement test.

When seen in conjunction, the primary effects test and the entan-
glement test have been described as "Scylla and Charybdis";"5 it is
difficult to satisfy one without violating the other. To pass the pri-
mary effects test a statute must ensure that the government aid does
not support religion. However, the safeguards necessary to avoid that
effect must not involve excessive entanglement between church and
state. That is, verification procedures that guarantee the secular
effect of an aid program might, in their operation, impermissibly
entangle the government in the operation of the parochial schools."

In the decade following Walz, the Court ruled on many state
laws aiding elementary and secondary parochial schools." Distinc-

state programs. In a community where such a large number of pupils are served by
church-related schools, it can be assumed that state assistance will entail considerable
political activity.. . . It would be unrealistic to ignore the fact that many people con.
fronted with issues of this kind will find their votes aligned with their faith.

... (P]olltical division along religious lines was one of the principal evils against which
the First Amendment was intended to protect.

Id. at 622.
" Id. at 623.
43 See Larson v. Valente, 456 U.S. 228, 252.55 (1982). Larson concerned a Minnesota statute

that required charitable organizations to register with the state if they solicited more than 50%
of their funds from nonmembers. Id. at 230. The Court found, partly on the basis of legislative
discussions, that the statute discriminated against some religions, specifically the Unification
Church. Id. at 254-55.

" Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 397 U.S. at 695 (separate opinion of Harlan. j.).
" Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 788 (1973).
" Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 614 (1971) ("The obj6dtlve is to prevent, as far as

possible, the intrusion of either into the precincts of the other.").
" See Id. at 619.22.
"See cases cited in notes 17-23 supra.

During the 1970's, the Court also ruled on a number of cases involving government aid to
colleges and universities and found those Institutions less rellglon-pervasive than elementary and
secondary schools-thus indicating that aid which is permissible for colleges could fall the
primary effects test if it were channeled to elementary or secondary schools. See Roemer v. Board
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tions were made according to whether the aid was in theory and in
practice granted for secular functions and could not contribute to or
be diverted to the religious functions of the schools. 59 For example, the
Court noted that although a parochial school teacher spends a signifi-
cant percentage of his or her time teaching purely secular subjects, the
state cannot pay a corresponding percentage of the teacher's salary; a
teacher's dual function as disseminator of religious beliefs as well as
secular educational information is, in practical terms, incapable of
separation." On the same reasoning the Court held that, since infor-
mation gathered on field trips is disseminated by the teacher, state
funding for the transportation costs of such functions is prohibited.6
Governing all these decisions was the following-theme:

The church-related elementary and secondary schools that are the
primary beneficiaries of .the aid program] typify . . . religion-
pervasive institutions. The very purpose of many of those schools is
to provide an integrated secular and religious education; the teach-
ing process is, to a large extent, devoted to the inculcation of
religious values and belief."

Thus, as it stands now, any aid that has a primary effect of
supporting the religious educational function of parochial schools, or

of Pub. Works, 426 U.S. 736 (1976) (plurality opinion) (state aid to private colleges, including
church.affiliated schools). Hunt v. McNair, 413 U.S. 734 (1973) (issuance of revenue bonds for a
sectarian college); Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 672 (1971) (plurality opinion) (federal con-
struction grants for church-related institutions of higher education). The Court noted that "[o]ur
holdings are better reconciled in terms of the character of the aided Institutions"' than the nature
of the aid. Roemer, 426 U.S. at 766. The Court also found that "college students are less
Impressionable and less susceptible [than younger students] to religious indoctrination." Tilton,
403 U.S. at 686 (footnote omitted). See also Giannella, Religious Liberty, Nonestablishment, and
Doctrinal Development: Part I1. The Nonestablishment Principle, 81 Harv. L. Rev. 513, 583-90
(1968).

Despite this recognized dichotomy, at least one measure considered by the 97th Congress
attempted to tie tax benefits for parochial school tuition to benefits for colleges and universities.
See S. 550, 97th Cong., Ist Seas., 127 Cong. Rec. S1514-16 (daily ed. Feb. 24, 1981) (tuition tax
credits to parents of children at the elementary, secondary, or postsecondary level); note 79
Infra.

' See, e.g., Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 780
(1973) (the state must be able to guarantee, without excessive entanglement, that public funds
will be used "exclusively for secular, neutral, and nonideological purposes").

" Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971). The Court asserted: "We cannot ignore the
danger that a teacher under religious control and discipline poses tc the separation of the
religious from the purely secular aspects of pre-college education. The conflict of functions
inheres in the situation." Id. at 617. The Court admonished that "t]he State must be certain,
given the Religion Clauses, that subsidized teachers do not Inculcate religion." Id. at 619.

Bt Wolman v. W\'alter, 433 U.S. 229, 253.55 (1977).
'S Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349, 366 (1975).
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that excessively entangles government in such function, violates the
establishment clause. The Court has approved state provision for
services such as administration and scoring of standardized examina-
tions6 3 and testing for physical a'nd emotional disabilities by public
employees on private school grounds," as these functions involve only
incidental and indirect benefits to the schools and minimal entangle-
ment between church and state.

In recent years, government attempts to aid nonpublic schools
have often taken the form of tax benefits for tuition payments. There
are three main categories of such benefits: reimbursements or grants,
whereby the government makes payments directly to parents who
incur tuition expenses;s5 tax credits, whereby the dollar amount set by
statute is subtracted from the tax owed, giving the taxpayer a benefit
equal to the amount of the allowance;" and tax deductions, whereby
the amount allowed is subtracted from adjusted gross income, benefit-
ing the taxpayer to the extent that the reduction in taxable income
reduces his or her ultimate tax liability." The courts have invalidated
various forms of these benefits; of all the state tuition tax programs to
be challenged in the courts, only Minnesota's has withstood constitu-
tional scrutiny.

See Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Regan, 444 U.S. 646 (1980);
Woman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229, 238-41 (1977).

* See Wolman v. \alter, 433 U.S. at 241-44 (1977).
' See Sloan v. Lemon, 413 U.S. 825, 828 (1973) (Pennsylvania statute providing $75

reimbursement for each child in nonpublic elementary school and $150 for each in nonpublic
secondary school, not to exceed tuition paid); Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v.
Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 780 (1973) (New York program giving low-income parents grants of $50
for each elementary school chfld and $100 for each high school child, not to exceed 50% of
tultion paid); see also People ex rel. Klinger v. Howlett, 56 . 2d 1, 5-6, 305 N.E.2d 129, 131
(1973) (statute authorizing grants to low.income parents of nonpublic school children in the
amount equal to the state's contribution to the public school district for the child's education).
All of these programs were found unoonsttutional.

Grant and reimbursement programs are not neoesartly connected with or part of tax
statutes. The parents receive payments merely upon the filing of a separate form attesting to the
amount expended for tuition. This Note, however, will refer to these benefits as -tax benefits."

06 See Kosydar v. Woman, 353 F. Supp. 744 (S.D. Ohio 1972) (three-judge court) (invali-
dating an Ohio statute allowing tax credit of $90 per student for tuition expenses in nonpublic
and some public school programs), aff'd mem. sub nom. Grit v. Wolman, 413 U.S. 901 (1973).

I" See Rhode Isand Fed'n of Teachers v. Norberg, 630 F.2d 855, 857 (1st Cir. 1980)
(deductions of up to $500 per pupil enrolled in elementary school and up to $700 for each
enrolled in secondary school); Public Funds for Pub. Schools v. Byrne, 590 F.2d 514, 516 (3d
Cir.) (New Jersey statute authorizing a $1000 deduction for each child attending a nonpublic
elementary or secondary school), affd mem., 442 U.S. 907 (1979). Both aid programs were
found unconstitutional.

" Act of April 23, 1955, chi. 741, see. 1, 1 290.09(19), 1955 Minn. Laws 1148, 1154 (codified
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II

THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF TUITION TAX BENEFITS

A. The Current Issues:
State and Federal Legislation

1. Minnesota's Program and Mueller v. Allen

Since 1955, Minnesota has allowed tax deductions for elementary
and secondary school expenses."" All parents may deduct actual ex-
penses incurred for tuition, transportation, and textbooks (including
secular instructional materials and equipment), not to exceed $500 for
elementary school dependents and $700 for secondary school chil-
dren. 6

In Rhode Island Federation of Teachers v. Norberg, the First
Circuit found a virtually identical Rhode Island program to be uncon-
stitutional.70 The fact that all parents were eligible for the benefit,
whether their children attended public or nonpublic schools, was
described by the district court as "mere window dressing." 7' The
district court carried out a de facto analysis, looking to the effect of
the statute, rather than a de jure analysis, which would look no
further than the facial neutrality of the statute. The First Circuit
endorsed that approach. 7 Under a de facto analysis, the First Circuit
concluded, the primary effect of the tuition benefit program was to
aid an overwhelmingly sectarian class; parents of public school stu-
dents constituted an insignificant portion of the recipients.73

at Minn. Stat. Ann. § 290.09(22) (West Supp. 1983)) (effective for taxable years beginning after
Dec. 31, 1954).

" Minn. Stat. Ann. § 290.09(22) (West Supp. 1983). Amendments in 1976 added the
provision for textbooks, defined to include instructional materials and equipment, and raised the
deduction from $200. See Act of March 8, 1976, ch. 37, § 1, 1976 Minn. Laws 93, 93 (codified at
Minn. Stat. Ann. § 290.09(22) (West Supp. 1983)) (effective for taxable years beginning after
Dec. 31, 1974).

The Minnesota legislature attempted in 1971 to give nonpublic school parents a choice of tax
relief. Instead of claiming a deduction under § 290.09, they could claim a tax credit for
education costs, including tuition. The highest state court found the statute unconstitutional
under the authority of the Supreme Court's decision in Committeefor Pub. Edue. & Religious
Liberty v. Nyqutst. Minnesota Civil Liberties Union v. State, 302 Minn. 216, 224 N.W.2d 344
(1974), cert. denied, 421 U.S. 988 (1975). The court, however, read Nyquist extremely broadly,
finding that in that case the primary effects test had become an - 'any effects' test." 302 Minn. at
232, 2A4 N.W.2d at 353. Consequently, it did not offer an in.depth analysis of the statute's
constitutional defects.

"o 630 F.2d 855 (1st Cir. 1980), aff'g 479 F. Supp. 1364 (D.B.I. 1979).
71 479 F. Supp. at 1371.
72 630 F.2d at 859.60.
"3 Id. at 860. The textbook and transportation deductions were also struck down, the former

on entanglement grounds, see note 148 Infra, and the latter because it was not deemed severable
from the rest of the statute. Id. at 862.
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The Eighth Circuit, in determining the constitutionality of the
nearly identical Minnesota statute in Mueller v. Allen, declined to
follow this analysis.74 That court applied a de jure analysis and found

/ that the statute benefits a large, primarily nonsectarian class. The
court also accepted the state's argument that the statute operates as a
genuine.tax deduction comparable to federal income tax deductions
for charitable contributions. 5

2. Federal Tuition Tax Credits

Tuition tax credit proposals in Congress have had a short but
active history. Such measures have been proposed in each Congress
since 1976, 7 and a tuition tax credit bill has been introduced in the

74 676 F.2d 1195, 1199-1201 (8th Cir.), cert. granted, 103 S. Ct. 48 (1982). The statute was
also challenged on establishment clause grounds Mi 1978 In Minnesota Civil Liberties Union v.
Roemer, 452 F. Supp. 1316 (D. Minn. 1978). The three-judge district court found the statute to
be constitutional:

because [it] is neutral and neither advances nor Impedes religious activity, benefits the
parents of children attending both public and nonpublic schools, has received unchal-
lenged historical acceptance, and is analogous to the long recognized practice of tax
deductible ontributions to religious and charitable causes by federal and state govern-
rnents.

452 F. Supp. at 1322. For a critical analysis of this decision, see Note, Constitutional Law-
Establishment Clause-Tax Deductions for Cost of Religiously-Oriented Education, 25 Wayne
L. Rev. 1119 (1979).

The First Circuit, in Norberg, distinguished the Minnesota decision on the basis of the
allegations concerning the benefited class; in contrast to the Rhode Island plaintiffs, who
provided specific statistics identifying the beneficiaries, the Minnesota challenge stipulated "only
that some taxpayers who claim the deduction have dependents who attend parochial schools."
Minnesota Civil Liberties Union v. Roemer, 452 F. Supp. 1316, 1319 n.2 (D. Minn. 1978)
(emphasis by court), cited in Rhode Island Fed'n of Teachers v. Norberg, 630 F.2d 855, 861 (Ist
Cr. 1980).

Among the plaintiffs who brought the current challenge in Mueller v. Allen, 514 F. Supp.
998 (D. Minn. 1981), were some who had tried and failed In Roemer. They were dismissed from
the second case on the theory of res judicata. Id. at 999. The Roemer analysis was confirmed
when the Eighth Circuit upheld the statute on virtually the same grounds as the 1978 decision.

The only significant difference between Mueer and Roemer concerned the finding t.f
historical acceptance. The historical acceptance argument is based on Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 397
U.S. 664 (1970), In which the Supreme Court gave significance to the fact that property tax
exemptions had been In operation since before the adoption of the Constitution. Id. at 676-78.
The Eighth Circuit rejected the analogy to the Minnesota statute, even though it had been in
operation for over 25 years. Quoting the district court In Norberg, the Eighth Circuit agreed that
lt]he Walz property tax exemptions were upheld not merely because of their long historical
acceptance; rather, It was the reason underlying that history of tolerance that proved control-
ling." Mueller v. Allen, 676 F.2d 1195, 1203 n.16 (8th Cir. 1982) (quoting Norberg, 479 F. Supp.
1364, 1371 n.9 (D.R.I. 1979)).

" Mueller v. Allen, 676 F.2d 1195, 1203, 1205 (1982).
" Proposed bills have taken several forms, Including tax credits only for higher education

tuition, see S. 311, 95th Cong., 1st Sen., 123 Cong. Ree. 1526 (1977) (credit for all expenses, up
to 500, attributable to tuition, fees, books, supplies, and equipment for undergraduate courses
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current session with the support of the Reagan Administration* 7 This
measure is the product of deliberations that took place during the
Ninety-seventh Congress, which considered two similar proposals, one
of which was also an Administration-sponsored bill. 8 Senators Pack-
wood and Moynihan introduced the other bill,79 on which they held
hearings in 1981; the Senators are also among the co-sponsors of the
current legislation.

The Administration's proposal, the Educational Opportunity and
Equity Act of 1983, would allow a credit against taxes for tuition paid
to nonpublic schools.80 Specifically, the bill would permit a taxpayer
to reduce his or her tax liability by an amount equal to fifty percent of
tuition expenses incurred, with certain limitations:81 the credit cannot
exceed a statutory maximum of $300 when the bill is fully effective;s"
the credit covers only tuitinn and fees paid for full-time enrollment in
grades one through twelve and excludes books, supplies, equipment,
and transportation expenses,-" and the institution attended has to be
an elementary or secondary, not-for-profit, privately operated
school." The full benefit of the bill is not available to taxpayers

or required courses at vocational schools); only for elementary and secondary school tuition, see
S. 2673, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., 128 Cong. Rec. S7406-08 (daily ed. June 23, 1982); and for a
combination of the two, see S. 550, 97th Cong., Ist Seas., 127 Cong. Rec. S1514-16 (daily ed.
Feb. 24, 1981). For other measures, see also Tuition Tax Relief Bills: Hearings Before the
Subcomm. on Taxation and Debt Management Generally of the Senate Finance Comm., 95th
Cong., 2d Sess. 3-49 (1978) [hereinafter 1978 Hearings]. In 1978, tuition tax credit bills passed
both the Senate and the House of Representatives. Unlike the House measure, the Senate bill
excluded elementary and secondary school expenses; this difference proved fatal and no compro.
mise measure ever received bicameral acceptance. See 124 Cong. Rec. 37,566-69 (1978), discus
sing H.R. 12050, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978).

" See S. 528, 98th Cong., Ist Sess., .129 Cong. Rec. S1335-42 (daily ed. Feb. 17, 1983).
7, See S. 2673, 97th Cong., 2d Seas., 128 Cong. Rec. S7405-10 (daily ed. June 23, 1982).
' See S. 550, 97th Cong., 1st Sess., 127 Cong. Rec. S1514-16 (daily ed. Feb. 24, 1981). This

measure also extended the credit to tuition paid to colleges, universities, and vocational schools.
While aid to colleges and universities has been allowed more liberally by the Supreme Court,-see
note 58 supra, it Is unlikely that this joint aid package would have Insulated the elementary and
secondary school credits from constitutional scrutiny; also, the bill contained a severability
provision, Id. at § 2(d).

0 S. 528, 98th Cong., Ist Ses., 129 Cong. Hec. S1335-38 (daily ed. Feb. 17, 1983).
s, Id. at § 3(a) (creating I.R.C. I 44H).
" The maximum credit will be$100 in the first year of the bill's operation, $200 in the

second year, and $300 thereafter. Id. (creating I.R.C. i 44H(b)(1)). Budgetary considerations
have prompted the reduction of the allowed credit from that allowed by the proposals advanced
In the previous Congress. The 1981 Packwood.Moynihan bill granted a maximum credit of
$1000, S. 550, § 2(a) (creating I.R.C. § 44F(b)(1)), while the Administration's own 1982
legislation reached a ceiling of $500, S. 2673, 03 (creating I.R.C. j 44H(b)(1)).

S 5. 528, § 3(a) (creating I.R.C. 0 44H(d)(4)).
, Id. (creating I.R.C. I 44H(d)(3)).
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having a joint adjusted gross income in excess of $40,000.5- Unlike the
1 earlier Packwood-Moynihan proposal, this measure does not provide

for a refund in the event that the allowable credit exceeds an individ-
ual's tax liability; even the sponsors, however, have called for the
inclusion of such a provision so that each eligible taxpayer could
receive the full benefit of the credit."

Supporters of federal tuition tax credits present two general argu-
ments to counter constitutionally based challenges. First, they assert
that the Supreme Court will show greater deference toward Congress
than it has toward state legislatures that have enacted similar mea-
sures. Second, they allege that tuition benefits implemented on a
national level would benefit a broader class than the state measures
have, and thus would not be seen as having a primary effect of
advancing religion.

B. Supreme Court Precedent

In 1973, the Supreme Court for the first time confronted the issue
of the constitutionality of tuition tax benefits in two decisions, Com-
mittee for Public Education & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist" and
Sloan v. Lemon." In Nyquist the Court found unconstitutional a New
York statute that granted benefits to parents whose children attended
nonpublic elementary and secondary schools." Parents with taxable
incomes of under $5000 a year were given reimbursements directly
from the state for fifty percent of their tuition expenses, not to exceed
$50 for each elementary school child ind $100 for each high school
student." Parents who paid at least $50 for nonpublic school tuition
but had taxable incomes between $5000 and $25,000 were allowed to
deduct a statutorily set amount, depending on income, from their
adjusted gross income prior to determining their tax liability."'

The Court had difficulty categorizing the latter benefit as either
a credit or deduction. The difficulty arose because, although in the
form of a deduction, the amount allowable varied according to the
taxpayer's adjusted gross income from $1000 to $100 per dependent.

"Id. (creating I.R.C. I 44H(b)(1)(B)). Further, the credit is totally phased out for taxpayers
with $0.000 or more in joint adjusted gross income. See id.

" 129 Cong. Rec. S1335 (daly ed. Feb. 17, 1983) (statement of Sen. Dole); Id. at S1342
(statement of Sen. Moynihan).

,1 413 U.S. 756 (1973).
I 413 U.S. 825 (1973).
" The decision also invalidated provision for direct grants to reimburse qualifying nonpt 'ic

schools for maintenance and repair expenditures. 413 U.S. at 774-80.
" Id. at 764.
" Id. at 763-06.
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This resulted in a precalculated net benefit to the taxpayer ranging
from $50 per dependent for a family at the lowest end of the income
scale to $0 at the upper end, in effect taking up where the reimburse-
ments had left off.9 2 Thus the deduction operated much like a credit,
reducing the tax payable by amountsof up to $50 for each child. The
Court noted: "We see no reason to select one label over another, as the
constitutionality of this hybrid benefit does not turn in any event on
the label we accord it."' 3 Nonetheless, the Court specifically reserved
judgment on the constitutionality of "a genuine tax deduction, such as
for charitable contributions."" In more recent cases, proponents of
tuition tax deductions have cited this reservation as support for their
programs. This argument, which the Eighth Circuit' accepted in
Mueller v. Allen,95 will be confronted in the next Section.

In Nyquist, the Court urged that if the direct grants to low-
income families "are offered as an incentive to parents to send their
children to sectarian schools by making unrestricted cash payments to
them, the Establishment Clause is violated whether or not the actual
dollars given eventually find their way into the sectarian institu-
tions."" Applying the same test to the tax benefit provision for mid-
dle-income families, the Court held that both portions of the New
York plan failed the' primary effects test.' 7

Sloan v. Lemon,"s decided the same day as Nyquist, dealt with a
Pennsylvania statute providing direct reimbursements to parents of
$75 for each nonpublic elementary school student and $150 for each
secondary student attending nonpublic schools, not to exceed actual
tuition paid." The Court struck down the law, finding:

The State has singled out a class of its citizens for a special eco-
nomic benefit. Whether that benefit be viewed as a simple tuition
subsidy, as an incentive to parents to send their children to sectar-
ian schools, or as a reward.for having done so, at bottom its
intended consequence is to preserve and support religion-oriented
institutions. 10

"Id. at 766-67 & nn.18-19.
93 Id. at 789.
" Id. at 790 n.49.
" 676 F.2d 1195, 1203 (8th Cir. 1982).
" 413 U.S. at 786.
" Id. at 791. The Court quoted with approval the statement in dissent below that "[i]n both

instanou the money involved represents a charge made upon the state for the purpose of religious
education." Id. (citation omitted).

" 413 U.S. 825 (1973).
" Id. at 828.
IN Id. at 832.
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The Supreme Court has not spoken specifically on tuition benefits
in the succeeding years except to affirm summarily three lower court
decisions that had found tuition aid programs unconstitutional.' 0'
Thus Nyquist and, to a lesser extent, Sloan-have governed inquiry into
the constitutionality of tuition tax benefits. But while the Court's
summary affirmances have limited precedential value, they do indi-
cate a consistent view of tuition aid programs.1°'

In the first of these decisions, Grit v. Wolman, issued the same
day as Nyquist and Sloan, the Supreme Court affirmed the judgment
of a three-judge federal district court in Ohio that invalidated a tax
credit plan covering nonpublic and some public school tuition. 03 The
Ohio statute allowed qualifying taxpayers to subtract school expenses
of up to $90 per child from their state and local taxes otherwise
payable.1°1 This statute provided benefits for designated groups of

s See Byrne v. Public Funds for Pub. Schools, 442 U.S. 907, aff'g mern. 590 F.2d 514 (3d
Cir. 1979) (discussed at text accompanying notes 108-11 infra); Franchise Tax Bd. v. United
Ans. for Pub. Schools. 419 U.S. 890 (1974) (mein.) (state income tax reductions for taxpayers
sending their children to nonpublic schools) (affirming unreported decision by N.D. Cal.); Grit
v. Wolman, 413 U.S. 901 (1973), afrg mren. Kosydar v. Woman, 353 F. Supp. 744 (S.D. Ohio
1972) (discussed at text accompanying notes 103-07 Infra).

I" State courts have also had occasion to review tuition aid statutes under the United States
Constitution. See, People ex rel. Linger v. Howlett, 56 II. 2d 1, 305 N.E.2d 129 (1973)
(invalidating grant program on the authority of Nyquis); Minnesota Civil Liberties Union v.
State, 302 Minn. 216, 224 N.W.2d 344 (1974), cert. denied, 421 U.S. 998 (1975) (discussed at
note 69 supra).

One state court also found a tuition aid program for elementary and secondary schools
invalid under its more restrictive state constitution. See Weiss v. Bruno, 82 Wash. Ud 199, 209-
12, 509 P.2d 973,978-81 (1973) (grants to needy students of S100 for elementary school and 300
for secondary school to help meet tuition costs and other expenses, with 85% of the funds used
for nonpublic school students); see also Sheldon Jackson College v. State, 599 P.2d 127, 132
(Alaska 1979) (college tuition grant program violates Alaska Constitution); cf. California Teach.
ers Ass'n v. Riles, 29 Cal. 3d 794, 812-13, 632 P.2d 953, 964, 176 Cal. Rptr. 300, 311 (1981)
(textbook loan program to nonpublic school students found violative of state constitution); Paster
v. Tussey, 512 S.W.2d 97, 104 (Mo. 1974) (same), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 1111 (1975).

10 Grit v. Wolman, 413 U.S. 901 (1973), afrg mer. Kosydar v. Wolman, 353 F. Supp. 744
(S.D. Ohio 1972). Ohio turned to credits as a means of reimbursing parents only after a previous
program of direct grants, also in the amount of $90 for each child, was found unconstitutional in
Woman v. Essex, 342 F. Supp. 399 (S.D. Ohio), affd me., 409 U.S. 808 (1972), reh'g denied,
413 U.S. 923 (1973). The three.judge court found that state funds were going to parochial
schools, the parents being "mere conduits." Id. at 416.

Further, the original plan contained Inherent entanglement, as the dollar amount of the
grant in the future was left to the political process Id. at 417-18. The successor statute, at issue in
Koeydar v. Wolmcn, provided that the size of grants in future years would be determined by a
statutorily set calculation of relevant factors. 353 F. Supp. 744, 750-51. Still, the court was not
convinced that political entanglement would be avoided. See Id. at 766. The court also found no
constitutional difference between direct grants and tax credits. See id. at 751.

I" A taxpayer who owed lea in Income tax than the total credit allowed was eligible to
receive a refund from the state, although the total refund could not exceed the sum of the
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public school students, primarily the disabled,105 as well as nonpublic
school students. The district court held that broadening the benefited
class to include these new individuals did not make the statute consti-
tutional, for the benefited class %vas still overwhelmingly sectarian. 10
The lower court also found no significant difference between credits
and other forms of tax benefits, holding that religion is advanced just
the same.107

The Supreme Court gave that conclusion additional support in
affirming Public Funds for Public Schools v. Byrne, I" a Third Circuit
decision holding that tax deductions for tuition paid to nonpublic
schools violate the establishment clause.0'9 The $1000 deduction al-
lowed by the New Jersey statute was not tied to tuition actually
paid.110 The Third Circuit found the statute unconstitutional on the
authority of NyquLt," and the Supreme Court's affirmance effec-

income, sales, excise, and property taxes that the taxpayer paid during the tax year. Xosydar v,
Woman, 353 F. Supp. at 750.

'"These new beneficiaries included:
(a) Persons enrolled in home nstruction programs .. .; (b) Persons enrolled in public
adult high school, continuation programs ... , schools for tubercular persons ... , and
vocational and basic literacy programs ... to the extent that tuition is charged such
persons and not paid for by local school districts; (c) Persons who pay non-resident public
school tuition payments . . .; and (d) Persons, other than inmates and patients at state
institutions and hospitals, who incur tuition or fee expenses in public or private programs
for the deaf, blind, crippled, emotionally disturbed, neurologically handicapped, or men.
tally retarded.

Kosydar v. Woman. 353 F. Supp. at 750.-
I" See text acompanying notes 129-30 infra.
10 Kosvdar v. Wolman. 353 F. Supp. at 762 ("[The form of these benefits, whether by tax

credits, exemptions or deductions, cannot alone insulate them from First Amendment infir.
-Mity.").

590 F.2d 514, aff'd mem., 442 U.S. 907 (1979).
'" The New Jersey statute in questlor6 provided that, as part of the new state income tax, "the

following additional personal exemptions shall be allowed Ls a deduction from gross income:...
for each dependent child attending on a full-time basis an elementary or secondary institution
not deriving its primary support from public moneys--$1,000.00." 590 F.2d at 516 (quoting N.J.
Stat. Ann. 54A:3-1(b)(2) (West Supp. 1977)).

"' Since everyone who fell under the statute was automatically entitled to a $1000 deduc-
tion, regardless of actual expenditures, the benefited class would have been greatly expanded If
all parents had been entitled to the deduction. The court left open the question of what effect
such a provision would have had:

Inasmuch as New Jersey's exemption denies to parents of public school students a benefit
granted to parents of students in nonpublic schools, the exemption is not saved because a
similar provision applies to parents of college and university students, including those in
public institutions.... New Jersey's exemption for taxpayers who support dependents In
nonpublic elementary or secondary schools is not a neutral approach to religion; It does not
encompass a comprehensive system of educational exemptions.

Id. at 520.
"I Id.

21-67S O-83-16
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tivelv placed tax deductions in the same category of unconstitutional
aid to religion as credits, reimbursements, and the hybrid benefit in
Nyquist.

C. The Current Issues: An Analysis

1. Mueller v. Allen

The novelty_ of the Minnesota program at issue in Mueller v.
Allen is in the granting of tax deductions, similar to those at issue in
Byrne, coupled with a facially broad class of recipients, such as that in
Grit. This combination of elements is before the Supreme Court for
the first time. Since the Court decided Byrne and Grit without opin-
ion, the rationale for those decisions is unknown; they can be read
most plausibly, however, as practical applications of the Nyquist-
Sloan analysis to constitutionally insignificant variants, justifying the
conclusion that tuition tax deductions are unconstitutional even if
granted to a theoretically broad class of beneficiaries.

The Eighth Circuit applied the three-part establishment clause
test to the Minnesota tuition benefits,"' finding a valid secular pur-
pose" 3 and then concentrating its analysis on the primary effects
requirement. The court, in finding that the primary effect of the
tuition tax deduction did not advance religion, based its conclusion
first on the statute's apparent provision for a broad class of beneficia-
ries and second on the similarity of broad-based deductions for tuition
to deductions for charitable contributions.

As to the first argument, the Eighth Circuit contended that while
Nyquist concerned a narrow class, the Minnesota statute is distin-
guishable as it provides for a broad class of beneficiaries and thus is
facially neutral toward religion. The statute on its face does allow all
parents, whether their children attend public or nonpublic schools, a

"I The provision for deduction of transportation expenses, insofar as it applies to transporta-
tion to and from school only, is valid under Everson v. Board of 2,due., 330 U.S. I (1947). The
textbook deduction must be analyzed further, however. See notes 124 and 148 infra.

113 The Eighth Circuit found that It]he manifest purpose of the challenged statute is to
provide all taxpayers a benefit which will operate to enhance the quality of education in both
public and private schools." Mueiler v. Allen, 676 F.2d 1195, 1198 (8th Cir. 1982). This Is
consistent-ith the Supreme Court's approach to the purpose test; as noted earlier, see note 35
and accompanying text supra, the Supreme Court has not required a detailed analysis of
legislative purpose in the context of aid to nonpublic schools. In Lemon v. Kurtzman, it accepted
Just such an avowed purpose with the statement that -[a] State always has a legitimate concern
for maintaining minimum standards in all schools it allows to operate." 403 U.S. 602, 613
(1971).
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deduction for tuition expenses. When the benefited class is drawn to
include all parents, the benefit to religion does seem -remote and
incidental."'14 The real question, however, as the First Circuit recog-
nized in Rhode Island Federation oJ Teachers v. Norberg"s and as the
lower court explained in Grit v. Wolman,"6 is the composition of the
class that is actually benefited. Resolution of this question requires a
de facto analysis. The Eighth Circuit rejected the plaintiffs' attempt to
demonstrate statistically that the effect of the benefit is to aid a
primarily sectarian class. The court relied on the Supreme Court's use
of a de jure analysis, looking only to the face of the statute, in Everson
v. Board of Education'"7 and Board of Education v. Allen, "' the only
Supreme Court cases in which benefits were given facially to all
parents and children."'9

However, this aspect alone does not dictate a de jure analysis. A
reading of the Supreme Court cases in this area indicates that the
Court engages in a two-step analysis to determine whether the pri-
mary effect of a challenged statute is government "sponsorship [or]
financial support. . . [of] religious activity"'10 to an extent forbidden
by the establishment clause. First, as an essential threshold matter, it
looks to the nature of the aid, that is, the activity or service that the
government proposes to subsidize. In the context of aid to parochial
schools, this analysis focuses on whether the aid substantially benefits
the educational function of recipient schools and is incapable of sepa-
ration from the religious aspects of parochial school education.

Only after this determination does the Court look to the "narrow-
ness of the benefited class.""' If the aid is both substantial and insepa-
rable from the religious aspect of the school's function, the Court uses
a de facto analysis of the benefited class, looking to the actual benefi-

'4 Mueller v. Allen, 676 F.2d at 1206.
-s 630 F.2 85 (1980).
' Kosydar v. Woman, 353 F. Supp. 744, 761 (S.D. Ohio 1972), afrd mem. sub nom., Grit

v. Wolman, 413 U.S. 901 (1973).
'1 330 U.S. 1 (1947). see text accompanying note 29-30 supra.
M 392 U.S. 236 (1968); see text accompanying notes 41-42 supra.
"' Mueller v. Allen. 676 F.2d at 1199, 1205. In Nyqukt, the Supreme Court distinguished

Everon and Allen on the grounds that -1f)n both cases the class of beneficiaries included all
schoolchildren, those in public as well as those In private schools." 413 U.S. at 782 n.38 (Court's
emphasis). This distinction was clarified in Sloan v. Lemon, which described tuition reimburse-
ments as "quite unlike the sort of 'indirect" and 'Incidental' benefits that flowed to sectarian
schools from programs aiding al parents by supplying bus transportation and secular textbooks
for their children. Such benefits were carefully restricted to the purely secular side of church.
affiliated Institutions .... ." 413 U.S. 825, 832 (1973).

" Walt v. Tax Comm'n, 397 U.S. 664, 668 (1970).
e Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 794 (1973).
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ciaries of the statute in operation. As the Court recently observed,
when religion would be aided, the introduction of "empirical evi-
dence"-in other words, a de facto analysis of the benefited class-is
appropriate to determine the effect of a chaH-anged-progiam. 1

22 Only
in this way can it be seen whether the effect is to aid a primarily
sectarian class, or whether the aid to religion is only incidental. If the
aid has neither triggering characteristic, however, the Court will
engage only in a de jure analysis of the benefited class.

Thus, in Everson and Allen, as well as in more recent cases such
as Committee for Public Education & Religious Liberty v. Regan, 1 3

the Court initially analyzed the nature of the governmental assistance
to be provided to the parochial schools. The Nyquist Court, distin-
guishing tuition benefits from the aid approved in Everson and Allen,
noted that transportation to school and provision of nonideological
textbooks used solely for secular courses "are 'so separate and so indis-
putably marked off from the religious function' [of parochial schools]
that they may fairly be viewed as reflections of a neutral posture
toward religious institutionss" 'll Likewise, the Regan Court found
that reimbursements for the costs of administering standardized tests
"would serve the State's legitimate secular ends without any apprecia-
ble risk of being used to transmit or teach religious views."'2 5 Only
after making this crucial determination did the Court settle on a de

lu See Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263 (1981). In that case, the Court noted that the
University of Missouri must allow religious groups to use its facilities "[a]t least in the absence of
empirical evidence that religious groups will dominate UMKC's open forum." Id. at 275.

"1 444 U.S. 646 (1980).
" Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 782 (quoting

Everson v. Board of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 18 (1947)). This is not to say, however, that the
"textbook" deduction at issue in Mueller is necessarily constitutional. In 1976, the Minnesota
statute was amended to include -instructional materials and equipment" as well as textbooks.
See Act of March 8, 1976, ch. 37, * 1, 1976 Minn. Laws 93, 93 (codified at Minn. Stat. Ann.
j 290.09(22) (West Supp. 1983)) (effective for taxable years beginning after Dec. 31, 1974). The
Eighth Circuit found the inclusion of materials other than books to be -troublesome," Mueller,
676 F.2d at 1201, but not unconstitutional. Aside from failing to heed the Supreme Court's
dictum that Board of Educ. v. Allen should not be extended beyond its facts, see note 43 and
accompanying text supra, the Eighth Circuit misread relevant Supreme Court precedent. It
distinguished Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349 (1975), Wolman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229 (1977),
and Marburger v. Public Funds for Pub. Schools, 417 U.S. 961 (1974), aff'g mem. 358 F. Supp.
29 (D.N.J. 1973), on the ground that the aid for instructional materials and equipment in those
cases was given to the schools themselves and not to the parents and students. Mueller, 676 F.2d
at 1201-02. The Supreme Court has not allowed this factor to be of controlling significance, see
note 23 supra, and in fact expressly held so In Wolman v. Walter, contrary to the Eighth
Circuit's reading of that case. The instructional materials in Wolman v. Walter were loaned to
the parents and students, not to the schools, yet the program was held to violate the establish.
ment clause. 433 U.S. at 250-51. Likewise, the Minnesota statute's parental tax deductions for
"textbooks" should be found unconstitutional.

,u Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Began, 444 U.S. 646, 662 (1980).
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jure analysis, limited to the face of the statute, to ascertain the nature
of the benefited class.

The aid at issue in Mueller is not analogous to transportation,
textbooks, or testing services. Minnesota is attempting to subsidize
tuition payments. Such payments substantially benefit the educational
function of schools, as the) are a substantial source of the revenue that
keeps the schools in operation. Further, tuition payments clearly sup-
port a school's total educational programs, which in the case of paro-
chial schools necessarily includes religious instruction; the state is
supporting part of this function when it grants tax benefits for such
payments. Tuition tax benefits thus lack "an effective means of guar-
anteeing that the state aid derived from public funds will be used
exclusively for secular, neutral, nonideological purposes. 1" There-
fore, a de facto analysis of the benefited class is warranted.

The Eighth Circuit conceded that the tuition tax deduction,
while available for payments made in a variety of contexts,"' benefits
"only a minority of taxpayers with dependents in the public school
system."lu Just how small a minority is not certain, but it can be

Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyqulst, 413 U.S. 756, 780 (1973).
"' The decision cited the district court's finding that payments which warranted deductions

included:
1. Tuition in the ordinary sense.
2. Tuition to public school students who attend public schools outside their residence

school districts.
3. Certain summer school tuition.
4. Tuition charged by a school for slow learner private tutoring services.
5. Tuition for instruction provided by an elementary or secondary school to students who

are physically unable to attend classes at such school.
6. Tuition charged by a private tutor or by a school that is not an elementary or secondary

school if the instruction is acceptable for credit in an elementary or secondary school.
7. Montessori School tuition for grades K through 12.
8. Tuition for driver education when it is par of the school curriculum.

676 F.2d at 1196 (citing 514 F. Supp. 998, 1000 (D. Minn. 1981)).
lu See Id. at 1205. The court was acknowledging that the state could exclude religion.

affiliated schools from government benefits without violating the equal protection clause. While
the courts have never wavered from this position, sporadic attempts have been made to challenge
It. For example, In Sloan v. Lemon, 413 U.S. 825 (1973), it was argued that the tuition
reimbursement statute should be upheld as to nonsectarian schools, and then made applicable to
parochial schools as a matter of equal protection. The Supreme Court rejected that line of
reasoning, holding that "[tJhe Equal Protection Clause has never been regarded as a bludgeon
with which to compel a State to violate other provisions 6f the Constitution." Id. at 834; see also
Norwood v. Harrison, 413 U.S. 455, 462 (1973) ("It has never been held that if private schools
are not given some share of public funds allocated for educkaton that such schools are isolated
into a classification violative of the Equal Protection Clause."); Luetkemeyer v. Kaufmann, 364
F. Supp. 376, 381-82 (W.D. Mo. 1973) (statute providing school bus transportation only for
public school students does not violate equal protection clause), affd mem., 419 U.S. 888 (1974).
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inferred from estimates relied upon by the lower court in Grit v.
\Volma,. 2

1 concerning a statute that had been amended to extend tax
benefits to most of the same categories of beneficiaries as the Minne-
sota statute. W\'hen only nonpublic school parents were covered by the
statute, ninety-eight percent of the beneficiaries sent their children to
church-related schools. Vhen the public school parents were also
made eligible, the court concluded that "[in relation to the size of the
original and overwhelmingly sectarian subclass of nonpublic school
parents . . . , the aggregate of new beneficiaries will not alter in a
meaningful fashion the sectarian nature of the recipient class taken as
a %,'hole." 130

The nature and size of the benefited class can also be measured
on a nationwide scale. The Supreme Court, in Nyquist, accepted the
premise that nonpublic schools receive thirty percent of their funding
from tuition.13' On that assumption, according to the most recent
statistics published by the federal government, parents pay over $3.5
billion a year in nonpublic school tuition.' 32 By contrast, public school
parents pay $200 million a year at most. 33 It is clear that taxpayers/with children in nonpublic schools, paying a total sum at least seven-
teen times as much as their public school counterparts, are by far the
primary beneficiaries of any tuition aid statute. When translated into

Sper-pupil costs, the statistics are more striking; the average payment is
142 times as much for nonpublic school students.13 This arithmetic

2s Kosydar v. Woman, 353 F. Supp. 744 (S.D. Ohio 1972), afOd mem. sub nom. Grit v.
Woman, 413 U.S. 901 (1973). The case is discussed at text accompanying notes 103.07 supra.

IN Kos%'dar v. Wolman, 353 F. Supp. at 761. The court found that of 334,420 nonpublic
school students in Ohio, 98 % attended parochial schools. Id. at 748 n.1. The court also found
that the largest of the new classes of beneficiaries "numbers something In the nature of 20,000
pupils and that the others are substantially smaller." Id. at 761 (footnote omitted). If the number
of parochial school students-327,732, or 98% of 334,420-is divided by the new total of
354,420, the percentage of sectarian beneficiaries is only reduced to 92.5%, although the
resulting percentage would be slightly smaller when other groups of public school beneficiaries
are accounted for.

1 413 U.S. 756, 787 (1973) (citing appellees estimate).
In National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Education, Digest of Education

Statistics 19 (1982) (receipts of educational institutions, 1979-1980). The statistics show that
nonpublic elementary and secondary schools were funded by $11,817,000,000. This entire
amount came from student fees, private contributions, and other sources of funding exclusive of
government aid. Thirty percent of that figure is $3,545,100,000.

'3 Id. Total receipts for public elementary and secondary schoolt amounted to
$100,954,463,000, of which only $200,000,000 was not attributable to government support. The
$200 million was received from student fees, private contributions, and other nongovernmental
sources. For the sake of comparison, this discussion treats the entie amount as if it were derived
from student fees.

13 In 1979.1980, 41,579,000 students attended public elementary and secondary schools and
5,100,000 attended private schools. National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Dep't of
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indicates that, as individual taxpayers, parents with children in non-
public schools have much more to gain from any form of tuition tax
benefit.

Likewise. the primary effect of the Minnesota statute is to aid
parents whose children attend nonpublic schools, notwithstanding
that some public school parents are also beneficiaries. Moreover, be-
cause nearly ninety-four percent of the state's nonpublic school stu-
dents attend parochial schools, "nonpublic" is tantamount to "sectar-
ian."'"3

This is no less true in light of the Supreme Court's dictum in
Nyqulst reserving judgment on the constitutionality of a "genuine tax
deduction, such as for charitable contributions." 36 Nevertheless, the
Eighth Circuit based its decision in Mueller largely on *its view that
deductions for tuition and those for charitable contributions are
equivalent.137 The two are subject to the same analysis; contrary to
the Mueller court's opinion, a de facto rather than a de jure analysis
should be applied to both. As will be demonstrated below, however,
such an approach is impracticable when applied to charitable contri-
bution deductions.

Deductions for charitable contributions, as defined in section 170
of the Internal Revenue Code, are available to contributors to all
nonprofit charitable institutions, including medical and research fa-

Education, The Condition of Education 44 (1982). Dividing $200 million by the entire number
of public school students yields expenses of $4.81 per student. In contrast, when $3.5 billion is
divided by the total number of nonpublic school students, the resulting per capita expense is
$686.27, or 142.7 times the per capita expense for public school students.

,u National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Dep't of Education, Digest of Education
Statistis 49 (1982). In 1980 Minnesota had 90,557 nonpublic school students, of whom 85,016,
or 93.9%, attended church-related schools.

I" Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religous Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 790 n.49 (1973).
"2' See 676 F.2d at 1205. In addition. the fact that a tax deduction was involved in Mueller led

the Eighth Circuitto distinguish Nyqukt on the ground that the Minnesota statute has the form
of a genuine deduction while the New York statute in Nyquki involved a hybrid benefit that
functioned more like a tax credit. Mueller v. Allen, 676 F.2d at 1203. In Brne v. Public Funds
for Pub. School,, however, the Supreme Court affirmed a decision holding tuition tax deductions
unconstitutional. 442 U.S. 907; aff'g mem. 590 F.2d 514 (3d Cir. 1979); see text accompanying
notes 108-11 supra. While the amount deductible was not tied to actual tuition expenditures, it
was no less a true deduction than the standard $1000 deduction for each dependent allowed by
the Internal Revenue Code. see .R.C. 1 151 (1976 & Supp. V 1981). Unlike the Nyquit statute,
under which the amount deductible varied from one taxpayer to another in order to achieve a
predetermined net effect on tax liability, see 413 U.S. at 765-66, the Bymrn statute allowed the
full $1000 deduction to be taken by all qualifying taxpayers, regardless of adjusted gross income,
see 590 F.2d at 518. Thus, as the Byrne Court Implicitly recognized, tuition tax deductions do
not differ in principle or in constitutionality from credits or other forms of tuition aid. The form
of the aid is of constitutional significance only In the entanglement prong of the establishment
clause test. See text accompanying notes 47-50 supra.
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cilities. educational institutions, and other worthy causes, as well as
religious organizations. 3 ' Tax deductions aid religion w%,henever a
deduction is allowed for a contribution made directly to a church or
lille institution with no attempt to guarantee that the contribution will
not be used for religious purposes.

Under the two-part "primary effect" analysis set out above, a de
facto test is called for to determine whether the institutions benefited
by section 170 constitute a primarily sectarian class.139 In the case of
charitable deductions, however, such an analysis involves tremendous
practical and constitutional difficulties. There are no available statis-
tics classifying the recipients of charitable contributions, let alone
showing how many dollars each receives. Even if such data existed,
difficulties would arise in categorizing church-affiliated institutions
such as social welfare organizations, hospitals, and schools as sectarian
or secular. A line could be drawn between religion-pervasive institu-
tions, such as parochial elementary and secondary schools, and insti-
tutions whose secular functions clearly outweigh their sectarian char-
acteristics, such as most church-affiliated colleges and hospitals. 4 0

'" .R.C. § 170(c) (19.76). Federal courts have never found tuition payments to schools to be
classifiable as charitable contributions. See, e.g., Oppewal v. Commissioner, 468 F.2d 1000 (1st
Cir. 1972) (voluntary payment to religious school attended by taxpayer's children not deducti-
ble): Haak v. United Staites, 451 F. Supp. 1087 (W.D. Mich. 1978) (contributions to a church are
not deductible in the face of a verbal agreement that church will pay donors' educational costs);
see also Rev. Rul. 79-99, 1979-1 C.B. 108 (no deduction allowed for "contributions" to child's
school). The Internal Revenue Code defines a deductible charitable contribution as '"a contribu-
tion or gift to or for the use or' a qualifying organization. I.R.C. § 170(c). The Supreme Court
has held that "[a] gift in the statutory sense ... proceeds from a 'detached and disinterested
generosity' . ... [T]here must be an objective inquiry as to whether what is called a gift
amounts to it in reality." Commissioner v. Duberstein, 363 U.S. 278, 285-86 (1960) (citations
omitted).

Tuition, unlike the "gifts" exempted by § 170, is payment made in return for services.
Whether it is labeled "tuition" or contributionon" it is no more a charitable gift than is payment
to a hospital for costs incurred for treatment. The Internal Revenue Service will disallow a
contribution to a qualifying institution to the extent that it is offset by the fair market value of
services received from that institution. The I.R.S. has explained:

fi[t is immaterial that the payments... were not explicitly designated as tuition ....
However the payment is designated, and whatever the taxpayer's motive in making it, the
test to be applied is whether the payment was, to any substantial extent, offset by the fair
market value of services rendered to the taxpayer in the nature of tuition. If so, the
payment, to the extent of the offset, should be regarded as non-deductible tuition.

Rev. Rul. 79.99, 1979-1 C.B. at 108-09. Under this criterion, deductions for tuition payments
cannot, as a practical matter, be equated with charitable contributions.

'3 See text accompanying notes 120-22 supra.
'" Even if such a classification were successfully completed with the religious beneficiaries

identified and comparative financial statistics analyzed, the results would probably show that
the benefited class was neither overwhelmingly sectarian nor overwhelmingly secular. Instead,
the percentage of sectarian beneficiaries wQuld more than likely put the charitable contribution
deductions into a "gray zone" between aid having a primary effect of advancing religion and
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Drawing this line in practice, however, would result in excessive
entanglement, as it would require inquiries into the operation of
religiously affiliated organizations. 4

In light of these difficulties, the constitutionality of charitable
deductions must be determined under a different analysis, and the
Supreme Court has indicated that the appropriate analysis would be
'the 'neutrality' test in Walz."'1' In Walz v. Tax Commission,"13 a
case concerning property tax exemptions for religious institutions, the
Court did not employ the usual establishment clause test but devel-
oped an analysis to accommodate both establishment clause and free
exercise concerns; the analysis requires a neutral role for government
with respect to religion, permitting "neither sponsorship nor hostil.
ity."'1" The Court found the exemptions constitutionally neutral for
two reasons. The first concerned the nature of the benefited class.
Religious groups were just one category among the larger class of
nonprofit organizations whose facilities were exempted from taxa.
tion. 5 Similarly, charitable contributions ultimately benefit a broad
class of institutions. Tax deductions for tuition do not.

The second basis of the Walz neutrality doctrine was the neces.
sity of avoiding church-state entanglement. The Walz Court recog-
nized that the only alternative to exemption is taxation, and thus
possible entanglement.' 4° This is not an issue in section 170 deductions
or in tuition tax deductions. In light of the preceding discussion,
however, the Mueller court was in error in failing to distinguish the
deductions for charitable contributions from those for tuition pay.
ments.

that having only an incidental effect. In such a situation, the constitutionality of the aid would
be uncertain.

"I1 Tuition tax deductions, on the other hand, are free from such entanglement considerations
as.elementary and secondary schools are easily classified as either sectarian or secular.4t See Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756, 790 n.49
(1973).

'" 397 U.S. 664 (1970).
I" Id. at 672.
1" The exemption at issue applied to charitable, educational and religious organizations,

including property used exclusively for -religious, ... charitable, ... hospital. ... educa.
tional, public playground, scientific, literary, bar association, medical society, library, patriotic,
historical or cemetery purposes." Id. at 667 n.I.

" Taxation of church property could be viewed as a form of "hostility" toward religion, Walz
v. Tax Comm'n, 397 U.S. at 673, and woujd engender the excessive entanglement involved in
assessing and collecting taxes. Id. at 674. The Wal Court noted that taxing church property
could give rise to liens and foreclosures, "and the direct confrontation and conflicts that follow in
the train of those legal processes," Id., while exemption "restricts the fiscal relationship between
church and state, and tends to complement and reinforce the desired separation Insulating each
from the other." Id. at 676.
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Administering the tuition portion of the Minnesota statute does
not affirmatively foster excessive 'entanglement with religion 'under
the third aspect of the establishment clause test as developed in Lemon
v. Kurtzman."' Rather, the program illustrates the Scylla-and-
Charybdis problem. The state would only have to audit individual tax
returns, with the taxpayer merely having to substantiate that the
amount deducted was in fact paid in tuition to a qualifying educa-L tional institution."" But in failing to monitor the uses to which such
tuition payments are put, the state has generated an effects problem.
Nothing more clearly contributes to the sectarian educational function
of religious schools than does tuition; without such payments it is
highly doubtful that most religious schools could operate at all.14 '

Thus tuition aid programs prompt serious consideration under the
primary effects test. Minnesota has tried to clear this formidable
hurdle by including all parents in its tuition benefit scheme. When the
class of parents who actually incur' tuition expenses is scrutinized,
however, its sectarian nature is clear. On this basis, the Supreme
Court should reverse the Eighth Circuit decision in Mueller v. Allen
and hold that the Minnesota tuition tax deduction violates the estab-
lishment clause.

14 403 U.S. 602 (1971); see text accompanying notes 46-50, 55-57 supra.

' It is not the form of the tax deduction but the general nature of the aid, tuition benefits,
that avoids the entanglement problem. In a different context tax deductions can engender
excessive entanglement. For example, the Mueller statute also allows deductions for secular
textbooks, instructional material, and equipment. The Eighth Circuit, relying on Walt. held
that tax deductions are neutral toward religion because, as with tax exemptions, the state
"abstains from taxing that income" which a taxpayer has allocated to educational expenses.
Mueller v. Allen, 676 F.Id 1195, 1203, 1205 (8th Cir. 1982). This is not an accurate characteri-
zation of tax deductions, however. Deductions, like credits and reimbursements, continually
involve government in the determination of tax liability. If audited, the taxpayer must show that
deductions taken do not Include payments for religion.related educational material. The gov-
ernment thus becomes entangled to an impermissible degree in the determination of which
materials-md equipment are unquestionably secular and which are not. The First Circuit, in
Rhode Island Fed'n of TwcJers v. Norberg, pointed out:

We think it highly unlikely, ... especially In the cas of textbooks and instructional
materials, that the choice of materials will be made by th. parent. If only to ensure that
students study proper materials and are evaluated fairly, schools will be forced to provide
some guidance on the purchase of educational materials. Thus, if a dispute arises as to the
religious nature of a text or Instructional materials, the dispute will eventually have to be
z,,esved between the State and the affected religious irstituton .... This is precisely the
kind of affirmative entanglement of church and state the first amendment prohibits.

630 F.2d 855, 881 (1980).
'' If the Minnesota statute allowed tax deductions for tuition applicable only to the secular

functions of the schools, it would fail by the same reasoning as did salary supplements for
parochial school teachers and field trip transportation for parochial school students. See text
accompanying notes 59-02 supra.
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2. The Congressional Proposals

While the granting of tuition tax credits to nonpublic school
parents would seem to be foreclosed by Supreme Court precedent,
particularly the Nyquist decision,'- supporters of federal legislation
claim that their programs can be distinguished from the unconstitu-
tional state programs on two grounds: first, the deference shown to
Congress by the courts, and second, thedilution of the sectarian
component of the benefited class.

At the Senate hearings on the Packwood-Moynihan bill, for ex-
ample, its supporters tried to assuage doubts about its constitutionality
with the proposition that, whatever the Supreme Court may decide
about state legislation, when the Congress of the United States speaks,
its pronouncements are treated with a deference far greater than that
paid to any single state legislature.' 1 While in other areas
congressional pronouncements are accorded great weight,'5 where
first amendment prohibitions are at stake, such deference is not ap-
propriate. Any attack on tuition tax legislation will rest directly on the
Framers' admonishment that "Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion." 3

The proponents' argument is justifiable to the extent that the
Supreme Court defers to congressional statements of purpose. Each of
the recent federal proposals has been prefaced by a statement that its
purpose is to promote educational pluralism, opportunity, and diver-
sity. I4 But while the Court does not scrutinize explicit statements of a

,0 See Hunter, The Continuing Debate Over Tuition Tax Credits, 7 Hastings Const. L.Q.
523. 544-46 (1980).

"I That bill even included a finding that "[w]hIle the Congress recognize; that the Supreme
Court is ultimately responsible for determining the constitutionality of provisions of law, the
Congress finds that the provision of"such relief to individuals or families in this manner is in
accord with all provisions of the Constitution." S. 550, 97th Cong., 1st Sem. I 1(b). 127 Cong.
Bee. S1514 (daily ed. Feb. 24, 1981). See also Tuition Tax Credits: Hearings on S. 550 Before
the Suboomm. on Taxation and Debt Management of the Senate Comm. on Finance, 97th
Cong., 1st Son. 320 (1981) (statement of William Bentley Ball, Esq., Bali & Shelly, Harrisburg,
Pa.) (-The adoption of [tuition tax credit legislation] by the Congress will have strong constitu.
tonal significance in that it will represent a national judgment with respect to the public interest
and welfare.") (emphasis in original); 1978 Hearingi, supra note 76, at 296 (statement of Prof.
Antonin Scalia) ("It is unquestionable that the Supreme Court-in this field even more than In
most-is more disposed to accord validity to the acts of this Congress than to those of State
legisatures.").

lu See, e.g., Rostker v. Goldberg, 453 U.S. 57, 64.8 (1981) (deference to Congress' decision
to require Selective Service registration for males only); Fullflove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448, 472
(1980) (deference to Congress in equal protection challenge to affirmative action program).

15 U.S. Const. amend. I (emphasis added).
I" See S. 528, 98th Cong., 1st Se. J 2(b), 129 Cong. Re. S1336 (daily ed. Feb. 17, 1983)

(M-he primary purpose of this Act is to enhance equality of educational opportunity, diversity,
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nonscctarian legislative purpose.155 that is no indication that the Court
would defer to Congress on the ultimate determination of constitu-
tionality.

As in the tuition benefit cases discussed above, that determina-
tion would rest in large part on the primary effects aspect of the
establishment clause test. As in Mueller, the breadth of the benefited
class is an essential consideration. There is even a stronger case for
invalidating the federal legislation, however, as none of the federal
measures has contained even the pretense of widening the benefited
class by including public school students.'" Rather, the proposed
statutes have been designed for parents whose children attend "pri-
vately-operated, not-for-profit" schools. 57 Their supporters' conten-
tion that these measures would not have a primary effect of advancing
religion rests on the assumption that the national ratio of parochial
school students to private, nonsectarian school students is lower than
in states whose tuition aid benefits have been struck down."" There is
no evidence that this is the case. In the 1980-1981 academic year, the
most recent for which federal statistics are available, 5,028,865 pupils
attended nonpublic elementary and secondary schools. 15 Of these,
4,226,491, or eighty-four percent, attended church-related facili-
ties. 160 Thus this group's representation in the class of beneficiaries
designated by the legislation is not appreciably smaller than it was in
New York, Rhode Island, and other states whose aid programs have
failed the primary effects test.1''

and choice for Americans."); S. 2673. 97th Cong., 2d Sess. § 2, 128 Cong. Rec. S7406 (daily ed.
June 23, 1982) (same); S. 550, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. § 1(b). 127 Cong. Rec. S1514 (daily ed. Feb.
24, 1981) ("The primary purpose of this Actis to enhance equality of educational opportunity for
all Americans at the schools.., of their choice.").

However, "the propriety of a legislature's purposes may not immunize from further scrutiny
a law which either has a primary effect that advances religion, or which fosters excessive
entanglements between Church and State." Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious Liberty v.
Nyquist. 413 U.S. 756, 774 (1973).

" See note 35 and accompanying text supra.
' Even if they had so broadened the class, the actual change in the nature of the class would

have been negligible. See text accompanying notes 131-34 supra.
-' See text accompanying note 84 supra.

U See 1978 Hearings, supra note 76, at 296 (statement of Prof. Antonin Scalia).
" National Center for Education Statistics. U.S. Dep't of Education, Digest of Education

Statistics 49 (1982). These statistics include kindergarten students.
I" Id.
101 See Sloan v. Lemon, 413 U.S. 825, 830 (1973) (more than 90% of nonpublic school

students in Pennsylvania enrolled in parochial schools); Committee for Pub. Educ. & Religious
Liberty v. Nyvquist, 413 U.S. 756, 768 (1973) (85% of nonpublic schools in New' York church-
affiliated); Rhode Island Fed'n of Teachers v. Norberg, 630 F.2d 855, 859 (Ist Cir. 1980) (94%
of nonpublic school students in Rhode Island); Public Funds for Pub. Schools v. Byrne, 590 F.24
514, 516 (3d Cir.) (nearly 95% of nonpublic schools in New Jersey), afld mem., 442 U.S. 907
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Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that relieving parents of up
to fifty percent of their tuition expenses would permit some to send
their children to nonpublic schools who otherwise would be unable to
do so. The true beneficiaries of any such legislation %vould be the
schools themselves, which would receive essential tuition revenue.162
As the Supreme Court held in Nyquist,

it is precisely the function of New York's law to provide assistance
to private schools, the great majority of which are sectarian. By
reimbursing parents for a portion of their tuition bill, the State
seeks to relieve their financial burdens sufficiently to assure that
they continue to have the option to send their children to religion-
oriented schools. And while the other purposes for that aid-to
perpetuate a pluralistic educational environment and to protect the
fiscal integrity of overburdened public schools-are certainly unex-
ceptionable, the effect of the aid is unmistakably to provide desired
financial support for nonpublic, sectarian institutions.'e

CONCLUSION

Tuition tax benefits have a primary effect that advances religion
by encouraging and helping parents to send their children to parochial
schools. The Supreme Court has held that such an effect renders a
government aid program violative of the establishment clause.
It should find no differently with the Minnesota statute at issue in
Mueller v. Allen. Congress, too, should cease all consideration of such
proposals, for a national tuition tax benefit program, as much as a
state program, would violate the establishment clause of the Constitu-
tion. "-

Nancy Lauren Savitt

(1979); Kosydar v. Woman, 353 F. Supp. 744, 748 n.1 (S.D. Ohio 1972) (98% of nonpublic
school students in Ohio), affd mem. sub nom. Grit v. Wolman, 413 U.S. 901 (1973) (see
discussion at note 130 supra).

'" The court in Kosijdar v. Wolman stated:
Such aid may be less direct and less capable of precise measurement than a grant to the
schools themselves; yet If some parents will now be able to send their children to these
schools or if fewer parents already utilizing them will be forced to withdraw their chil.
dren, [the schools] will be aided.

353 F. Supp. at 762. The decision of the three-judge district court, which struck down a tax
credit for tuition expenses not in excess of $90, presaged the Supreme Court's rationale In Nyquit
and was summarily affirmed, see Grit v. Wolman, 413 U.S. 901 (1973), on the day that Nytqukt
was decided. Thus it is clear that tax credits are impermissible.

' 413 U.S. at 783 (footnote omitted).
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Senator BOREN. Also, I want to again get it into the record-I un-
d-ers-0you to say that the Minnesota experience which has been
so widely cited here this morning, in fact it was the only slender
reed of experience that even approached any kind of statistical
basis with the sweeping statements made in the President's letter
and by the Secretary of Education this morning, that that is a pro-
gram that has very distinct differences from the bill now before us.

Mr -DERSHOWITZ. Well, the same bill was declared unconstitu-
tional in Rhode Island, virtually the identical bill.

Senator BOREN. To the one we are now considering?
Mr. DERSHOWITZ. To the one in Minnesota. Minnesota and Rhode

Island had almost identical bills. The one in Rhode Island was de-
clared unconstitutional. The one in Minnesota was upheld.

The essence of the argument made by the Court of Appeals in
upholding the constitutionality was that it applied across the
board-it applied to private as well as to public institutions, and
that its broad application made it acceptable. I think that argu-

-ment is deficient, but at least that was the essence of the justifica-
tion.

Senator BOREN. So under the Minnesota law if a public school
charged tuition, there would be a tuition tax credit given to the
parent of the student in the public school?

Mr. DERSHOWITZ. That is correct. I think the figures, though,
given in the article in the New York University Law Review,
demonstrate that if you look at it from a student-cost factor, a
142-times greater amount goes to the private sector than to the
public sector using the figures from Minnesota-142 times greater
per student

Senator BOREN. Well, I think that's an important point. And the
distinction between this bill and the Minnesota law is also a very
important one to make, and I'm sure there may be several Mem-
bers of the Committee who will want to offer amendments to
change this particular bill before us. I agree it would not begin to
solve all of the problems or all of the problems I have with it, but
at least it would be perhaps an improvement along with refundabi-
lity as well, and I am sure there are a number of us who will help
those Members on the Committee who have espoused support for
this bill. We will help them to write into this bill the refundability
provision which they want in, too. We want to be helpful td them
in their efforts to include it in this bill, and we will be supporting
those kinds of amendments when they come along again.

I think Senator Durenberger may have some last questions of the
panel.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much. Just probably
very quick questions, at least hopefully quick questions.

I haven't read all of your statements, whether any one is taking a
constitutional position, but does it make any difference whether or
not States like Minnesota are going the tuition tax credit route? Does
a State, in your opinion, run up againt the same objections in your
mind that the National Government does?

Mr. DERSHOWITZ. Well, I think from a constitutional point of
view the Minnesota statute I hope will be held unconstitutional.
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As I had mentioned to Senator Boren a moment ago, a similar
statute, almost an identical statute, was held unconstitutional in
Rhode Island. /

Even if the Supreme Court were to uphold the constitutionality
of the Minnesota statute, which I hope it will not, under the argu-
ment that was made in the Court of Appeals the proposed bill
would probably still be unconstitutional. It would not save the con-
stitutionality.

Senator DURENBERGER. The one before us?
Mr. DERSHOWITZ. The one before you. The main reason is that

that bill only provides tuition tax credits to private schools, not to
public schools, and that was one of the main distinctions that was
made.

In addition, I think that if you put in a refundability provision,
under the clear language in two of the prior Supreme Court deci-
sions, it would demonstrate the clear unconstitutionality of this
bill, because you would in effect be giving money to people in
return for their having sent their children to a religious institu-
tion. It's a payment, a straight payment, to them for having sent
them, because they are getting $300 additional money put into
their pocket. So you are rewarding them for practicing their reli-
gion. -

Senator DURENBERGER. One last quick question.
The NAACP has a position against vouchers. Is that public, pri-

vate, any kind of vouchers?
Mrs. SIMMONS. Any kind of voucher.
Senator DURENBERGER. How about the other organizations?
Mr. DUNN. The Baptist Joint Committee and the Americans

United also oppose voucher systems.
Senator DURENBERGER. For a public school as well as private

school?
Mr. DUNN. Yes.
Mr. DERSHOWITZ. And the American Jewish Congress does, also.
Senator DURENBERGER. Are your positions on vouchers stated in

your statements?
Mr. DERSHOWITZ. No.
Mr. DUNN. We were addressing only this legislation.
Mrs. SIMMONS. In this testimony, no, but we will seek to amend

it.
Senator DURENBERGER. To the degree that you have an articulat-

ed statement that has been adopted by your organizations against
vouchers, and to the degree that it deals with public education, I
think it would be appropriate to have it made a part of the record.

Mrs. SIMMONS. We will do that.
Mr. DERSHOWlTZ. We will do that.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
[The information follows:]
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S T'A TE MEN T-

LEO WVEFFI

At a Hearing on Private Schools

May 13, 1981

on his own behalf
and oa behalf of

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS and
NATIONAL COALITION FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY and

NEW YORK COMMITTEE FOR PUBLIC EDUCATIDN AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

I have been invited by this Committee to set forth my views in relation

to the constitutionality of proposed legislation for governmental financing

of religious schools.

The views I express herein are limited to the issue of constitution-

ality. This, of course, is by no means the sole question to be passed upon

by this Committee. Not all that is constitutional is necessarily desirable,

and for many other reasons I believe such legislation to be contrary to

vise national policy.

I am special counsel to the American Jewish Congress, and general

counsel to the National Coalition for Public Education and Religious Liberty

(National PEARL) and the New York Committee for Public Education and

Religious Liberty (New York PEARL). These organizations have requested me

to inform this Committee that the views expressed herein are shared by them;

and that to the extent dealt with in this statement it be accepted by this
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Committee as their statement as vell as my own. They will submit their

own statements dealing with the public-policy and other non constitutional

aspects of the measures under consideration by this Committee - specifically

upon the disastrous consequence upon an already sorely troubled public

school system that would inevitably flow from their enactment. I should

like to state for the record ay agreement with the statements that will

be submitted to this Committee by these organizations.

Since I appear here as an expert witness, it is appropriate that,

in the manner relating to the qualifying of expert witnesses in litigation,

I btfly set forth my own qualifications.

In addition to my status as counsel for the American Jewish Congress,

the National Coalition for Public Education and Religious Liberty and the

New York Committee for Public Education and Religious Liberty, I have for

the past 16 years been professor of constitutional law at Long Island

University. I have written seven books and numerous articles in law

reviews and political science Journals on the subject being considered

by this Committee.4 Within the past year two of my articles have appeared

respectively in the Minnesota Law Review and the St. Louis Law Review.

Three other articles are scheduled for appearance within the next several

months in The Journal of Church and State, Law and Contemporary Problems.

and the New York Law Review. Finally, I have been requested by the,'editors

of the Encyclopedia of the American Constitution, and am now in the process

of writing ten articles on the subject of religious freedom and church-

state separation, to appear in the Encyclopedia, scheduled for publication

In 1987, the biceneennial anniversary of the adoption of the Constitution.

In addition to my qualifications as teacher and author, and perhaps

21-573 0-83-17
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most relevant here, I have argued before the Supreme Court more cases on

the subject here in consideration than any other attorney in American
1'

history. Beginning in 1968 with the case of Flast v. Cohen. - which

established a taxpayer's standing to challenge unconstitutional expend.

tures in support of religious education, and up to the present time I have

argued the majority of Supreme Court cases that this Committee will be

considering in the present hearings. In practically all Supreme Court

cases in which I did not represent a party to the litigation, I submitted

amici curiae briefs suporting the party invoking the Establishment Clause

as an unsurmountable barrier to the legislation under consideration by

the Court.

Before addressing myself to the relevant Supreme Court decisions, two

additional comments, I think, are appropriate. First. I suggest that there

is some disingenuity in the nomenclature utilized to describe measures

such as these here in consideration. They are not designated as bills

seeking to finance the operations of church related or religious or

parochial schools, but rather of "private" or "non-public" schools. The

disingenuity rests in the fact that at least as far as the First Amendment

is involved, there is no constitutional barrier to governmental financing

of private schools that are not religious.

But were the measures here under consideration limited to secular

preparatory schools, such as Eton and Harrow, that cater exclusively to

high upper-income families, it is doubtful that we would be engaged in

the present hearings, assuming that any member of Congress could be induced

to introduce such a measure. Inasmuch as almost all non-public schools are

sectarian and enroll practically all pupils attending non-public schools,-
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use of the term "private" or "non public" in urging aid to religious

schools smacks somewhat of selling under false pretense.

The second. and more important, comment I should like to make before

touching upon court decisions, relates to the governance of public and of

religious schools. The former are governed by school boards elected by

all the people in the respective school districts including those who

have no children in the public schools or indeed have no children at all.

Should the community be dissatisfied with how a public school system is

conducted they have the power to vote in a new school board. On the

other hand, the constitution that guarantees the right of parents to send

their children to religious schools (as held in Pierce v. Society of 8ici-

ters 3) and excludes the public from exercising control over what and by

whom the children are there taught, is the same one that forbids public

funding of these schools. After all, we established ourselves as an

independent nation because we deemed taxation without representation to

be tyranical.

Coming now to a consideration of the Supreme Court decisions relevant

to proposed legislation here being considered, it should be noted that

most of them involved state rather than Federal statutes. The reason for

this is quite simple: under our federal system, education is primarily an

obligation of state rather than national government. and litigation in

respect to governmental financing is most likely to arise in respect to

state statutes. There have been some suggestions that the Supreme Court's

decisions on state financing may not be fully ayplicable to Federal

statutes, and that the Court may be more tolerant in respect to the

latter inasmuch as Congress and the Judiciary are coordinate branches
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of government.

Nothing in the Court's decisions supports any such distinction. The

Establishment Clause is found in the First Amendment, which, since Barron
4!

v. Baltimore, - has been held to apply only to the Federal government:

application to the states is purely subsidiary, arising from the Due Process

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, Logic would therefore impel the coh-

elusion that if there is a difference in stringenc.v as between state and

Federal legislation application of the Establishment Clause should be more

stringent in respect to the latter.

There is, however, no need to resort to logic in respect to this

point. In its first opinion seeking to define the meaning of the Establish

sent Clause in respect to governmental financing of services related to

parochial school instruction. Everson v. Board of Education, the Court

said: "Neither a state nor the Federal government... can pass laws which

aid., religion." and that ruling has not been questioned in any subsequent

decision.

In Everson the Court upheld the constitutionality of a law providing

for state financing of transportation to parochial schools. There is

considerable language in its opinion to Justify the conclusion that the

statutory purpose. or at least the major statutory purpose. was deemed

to be the protection of children from the hazards of the road and that

the resultant benefit to the parochial schools was merely an incidental

byproduct. The law therefore was one relating to health, safety and wel-

fare rather than educational interests. Later decisions establish that

the Court does not consider violative of the Establishment Clause statutes

in the former category Among these are laws providing meals and medic i ne.
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dental, speech, hearing and psychological diagnostic serIces. Thera-

peutic, guidance and remedial service (including those rendered in mobile

units) that are offered only on sites not physically or educationally

identified with the religious school and are administered by public employees

are in the same category and are therefore also constitutional.

The Court, however, has made it clear that in respect to transportation

only that between home and school mary constitutionally be funded. It

refused to allow funding of field trips to visit "governmental, industrial,

cultural and scientific centers designed to enrich the secular studies of

8'students. -

A similar tightening of permissible financing was imposed by the

Court in respect to the furnishing of secular textbooks for use by pupils

attending parochial schools. Originally, held constitutional in Board of

Education v. Allen, and reAffirmed in Meek -. Pittenger, the Court

has refused to allow financing of instructional material and instructional

equipment (e.g , projectors, science kits, tape recorders, etc ) allegedly

not supplied to the religious schools but only loaned to the pupils or

their parents though stored and used in the school Premises Nor, the

Court held, was it permissible for the state to provide to the school or

pupils non-reusable materials, such as drawing books.

These decisions are understandable only in 'terms of unavoidable

stare decisis. A majority of the Court were patently unhappy with both

Everson and Allen. but a majority of this majority felt themselves bound

by these cases, and therefore limited themselves to restricting these

decisions to the limits upheld therein. -

In respect to other efforts towards financing religious school
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operations out of tax-raised funds, the Court was not so limited. Beginning
I

12
with Lemon v. Kurtzmn. it handed down a series of decisions which, on

the whole, concluded that at least on the elementary and secondary school

levels tax raised funds could not constitutionally be used to finance

educational services in these schools beyond the narrow limits of Nverson

and Allen.

In Iverson the Court first stated and applied what became known as

the no-aid test. Under that test a statute violated the Establishment

Clause if it aided religion, used tax funds to support religious activities

or instttutions or involved government participation in religion or

religious participation in government. Beginning with Lemon the Court

applied a somewhat differently worded, three-prong test, under which a

statute violated the Clause if its purpose was to advance religion, its

principal effect vas to advance or inhibit religion or if it resulted in

excessive government entanglement with religion.

In respect to the purpose criterion the Court has consistently ruled

that in aid-to-education cases, the test was not ,tolated if a challenged

statute had a dual purpose, one secular and the other religious The

same is not true in respect to the effect and entanglement criteria, the

Court has fairly consistently held constitutionally impermissible either

on one ground or the other statutes providing aid to parochial schools.

Thus, in Lemon the Court invalidated Pennsylvania and Rhode Island

statutes providing for state payment towards the salaries of parochial

school teachers to the extent that they taught secular subjects. lu

Levitt v. Committee for Public Bducation and Religious Liberty, L i t

held that since testing was part of the teaching process, New York could
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not finance the cost of preparation and grading of tests - even those in

secular subjects. U2 In Meelr v. Pittenger 16 it invalidated a Pennsyl-ania

law that provided what were called "auxiliary services," such as remedial

reading, psychological services going beyond diagnosis, and guidance and

counseling, all by state-paid personnel who came into the premise of the

parochial schools to administer them.

Most pertinent to the subject being considered by this Committee is

the Court's decision in Committee for Public Education and Religious Liberty

v. Fyquist. There the Court invalidated all of a three part program to

finance (1) maintenance and repair of parochial school facilities, (2) j

tuition reimbursement for parents of pupils in these schools, and (3) tax

relief to parents of such pupils.

In an obvious effort to avoid unconstitutionality under the second of

these parts, advocates of aid to religious schools in California have

contrived what is called the educational voucher plan. Under this plan,

parents would receive from the government vouchers which could be legal

tender only if used for tuition payment. However, unlike the tuition

reimbursement plan invalidated in Nyquist, these vouchers would be issued

to all parents irrespective of their economic status, as well as of'course

their religicn or race.
18'

Professor Lawrence Tribe, in his book American Constitutional Law

expresses the view that notwithstanding Norwood v Harrison, holding

unconstitutional under the Equal Protection Clause a book-lending program

insofar as it aided racially segregated schools, the voucher plan is

constitutional "so long as aid is channeled only to parents and children."

For my part, I cannot agree with this conclusion. To me it seems
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dttficult to see how constitutionality can depend on whether the voucher,

exchangeable by the school for the currency of the realm, is sent directly

to the school or brought to it by the parent or rbild. De-ices to evade

the Establishment CLause considerably more subtle than the roucher p~len

have been rejected by the Court.

In m-y event, I think that the 'oucher plan could not escape Iudicial

nullification unless it were modified In such major aspects as to make it

unworkable, undesirable or both. In the first place, in order to avoid

challenge as sexually discriminatory, schools would be required to accept

applicants irrespective of sex, and possibly also could not segregate them

in classrooms. To avoid economic inequality the schools could not

constitutionally impose tuition payments in addition to those received

from the government through vouchers Moreover, the voucher-funded private

schools could not constitutionally reject applicants because of the inferior

academic ability or even because they would constitute discipline problems.

nor ould they expel pupils who receive poor grades or who disturb the school

regimen, qnv more than public schools can They could not impose religious

instruction, Bible reading or prayer upon the pupils, nor even post the

Ten Commandments or other religious symbols in the classrooms - Above

all, it could not reject the legal tender preferred by an applicant for

admission because he is not if the right religion any more than a

governmentally funded hospital could reflect patients because they are not

of the right religion.

Legal tender can be used for any purpose. Economically disadvantaged

recipients of welfare funds can use the funds for whatever purpose they deem

fit, including contributing them to churches. But vouchers that can be used
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only for tuition payments are not in the aame class. Fictions should not

be resorted to so that the restrictions imposed by the Establishment Clause

can be so patently evaded.

I turn now to the last pert of the Court's decision in Nyouits, the

one involving tax relief to parents of parochial school pupils.

Under the New York statute parents could subtract from their adjusted

gross income for state income tax purposes a designated s'ount for earth

dependent for whom they had paid at least $50 in tuition The amount of

deduction was not dependent upon how much the taxpayer actually paid for

tuition, and was given in addition to any deductions to which the taxpayer

might be entitled for other religious or charitable contributions. The

tax benefits were computed so that they would pick up at approximately

the point at which tuition reimbursement benefits left off.

It should be noted that there was disagreement among the parties as

to how to designate the benefits granted by the statute. The plaintiff

contended that the law, in effect, was one establishing a system of tax

"credits." The State and intervening defendants rejected that designation

:d urged that they were tax "modifications." The Solicitor General, in

an amicus curiae brief, referred to them as "deductions." The District

Court and the Supreme Court agreed with the plaintiffs that although in

form they were tax deductions in effect they were more like tax credits.

However, what is significant here is that the Court did not consider the

characterization as materiel.. "We see," the Court said, "no reason to

select one label or another, as the constitutionality of this hybrid

benefit does not turn in any event on the label we accord to it."

I call this to the attention of the Committee in order respectfully
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to suggest that in considering the -arious bills introduced to accord'tax

benefits for religious school tuition, no significance should be given to

the nomenclature employed by proponents of the measures.

It should, however, also be noted, that in a footnote in Nquist the

Court stated that since the Nlew York program did not have the elements of a

genuine tax deduction, such as those applicable to charitable contributions,

it was not necessary for it to decide whether that form of benefit would be

constitutionally acceptable under the "neutrality" test in lalz v. Tax

Commission.

The question left open in Nyiuist ts answered, at least in respect

to the proposals now being considered by this Committee, in the Supreme

Court's affirmance of the Court of Appeals decision in Public Funds for

Public Schools v. Byrne. 2 There the Court affirmed without opinion a

Court of Appeals decision holding unconstitutional a provision in the New

Jersey general income tax law Teading as follows:

- (b) Additional exemptions. In addition to the persbnal
exemptions allowed in (a), the following additional personal
exemptions shall be allowed as a deduction from gross income:

2. For each dependent who nualifies as a dependent of the
taxpayer during the taxable vear for federal income tax purposes
-- $1,OOO.O0 plus, for each dependent child attending, on a
full-time basis an elementary or secondary institution not
deriving its primary support from public moneys -- $1,000.00'

Footnote 11 in the decision of the Court of Appeals reads as follows:

The Supreme Court has reserved the question whether "a genuine
tax deduction, such as for charitable contributions" would
satisfy the neutrality test in Wlz. Committee for Public
Education and Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, supra, 41 3 U.S. at
70 n. 49. As we interpret the phrase "genuine tax deduction"
it refers to the comprehensiveness of the tax relief granted
by a challenged statute. Because New Jersey's scheme is
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insufficiently comprehensive, the law quest~99ed In this case

does not create a "genuine tax deduction."

What the Supreme Court's affirmance of BRne as recently as 1979

establishes is that the Supreme Court has Tanifested no intention of

retracting from its decision in Nyouist, and that decision is still the

supreme law of the land, binding upon Congress as upon all other legislative

and executive bodies. It follows from this that in passing upon those "

measures before this Committee which purport to provide a "tax deduction"

for religious school tuition, careful scrutiny Is required to make certain

that the benefit sought to be provided is truly a "genuine tax deduction,"

and is "sufficiently comprehensive."

Although Byrne is the most recent case indicating that the Supreme

Court has no intention of overruling or retracting from its decision in

Nvqutat, it is by no means the only one. In M1nnesota Ci'4l Liberties

Uniion %. Minnesota 2 it refused to review a state court decision holding

unconstitutional a law granting tax credits for parochial school tuition
25',

The same conclusion was reached in Grit v. Woman - in respect to an

Ohio statute that provided income, sales and property tax credits to

parents of religious school pupils.

The First Amendment's bar against use of tax-raised funds to support

religious schools stands high in our scale of constitutional values, so

high as to accord litigant status to any taxpayer seeking to challenge

such use. It would, I suggest, seriously impair if not fatally

affect that '-lue if Congress were to enact measures such as those

seeking to evade the mandate through such devices as tuition grants,

educational vouchers, or tax credits or deductions.

Respectfully submitted,

Leo Pfeffe
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1. 392 U.S. 83 (1968).

2. The situation in Ohio, as indicated in Wolmen v. Walter, 433 U.S.
229 (19(7) is typical. The record there showed that of the 720
chartered nonpublic schools all but 29 were sectarian and of these
more than 92% were Catholic.

3. 268 U S. 51.0 (1925).

4. 7 Pet. 243 (1833).

5. 330 U.S. 1, 15 (1947).

6. Wolman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229 (1977).

7. Ibid.

8. Ibid.

9. 392 U S. 236 (1968).

lo. 421 U.S. 3149 (10M5).

11. Support for this assertion is to be found in footnote 56 of the
Court's opinion in Committee for Public Education and Religious
Liberty v. N~quist, 410 U.S. 907 (1973), wherein reference is
made to "Mr. Justice Rutledge's forceful dissent in Everson."

12. 403 U.S. 602 (1971).
13. See, e.g. Levitt v. Committee for Public Education and Religious

Liberty, 413 U.S. 472 (1973). It should be noted, however, that
the same is not true in respect to a case involving religion in
public schools. Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97 (1968); Stone
v. Graham, 101 5. Ct. 192 (1980). In the latter case, the Court
said:

The Supreme Court cases cited by the dissenting opinion
as contrary, Committee for Public Education v. Nyqust,,
Sloan v. Lemon, Lemon v. Kurtzman, Board of Education v.
Allen, are easily distinguishable: all are cases involving
state assistance to private schools. Such assistance has
the obvious legitimate secular purpose of promoting
educational opportunity. The posting of the Ten Commandments
on classroom walls has no such secular purpose.

14. 413 U.S. 472 (1973).
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15. It should be noted, however, that in Committee 'or Public Education
and Religious Libert v. Regan, 100 S. Ct. 840 (1980), the Court
allowed payment to parochial schools for the costs incurred in
administering certain state-prepared tests aiid ta.;ing and reporting
pupil attendance.

16. 421 U.S. 349 (1975).

17. 413 U.S Y5 (1973).

18. p. 845-46, note 33.

19. 413 U.S. 455 (1973).

20. Stone v. Graham, 101 S. Ct. 192 (1980).

21. 397 U.S. 664 (1970).

22. 590 F. 2d 514, affirmed, 99 S. Ct. 2818 (1979).

23. Ibid. The issue was directl presented and decided upon in
Rhode Islead Federation of Teachers v. Norberg, 479 F Supp.
1364 (1979). There the District Court held that a deduction
from gross income for tuition to religious schools violated
the Establishment Clause.

24. 421 U.S. 98 (1974), denying certiorari from 224 N.W. 2d 344.

25. 413 U.S. 901 (1975), affirming Kosydan v. Wolman, 353 F. SUpp.
774.

26. Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83 (1968).
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B1MMT BY JOSEPH B. ROBISON

On Behalf of American Jewish Congress

At Hearings on the Voucher Plan

Before the Subcommittee on ftloyment,
Mtuqower and Poverty of the Senate
Committee on labor and Public Welfare

The American Jewish Congress welcomes this opportunity to express its
views on the voucher plan at these hearings on the bill to authorize continua-
tion of the programs of the Office of Economic Opportunity. We understai5d
that the hearing today is devoted specifically to the question of sponsor-
ship by the O.E.O. of a particular form of the voucher plan for the financing
of education.

tder voucher plans generally, a state or other governmental agency
gives to parents one voucher for a specified sum of money for each school-
aged child. The parents apply to any school of their choice -- public or
private -- denominational or nondencminational -- and the school which
accepts the child is paid the sum specified in the voucher.

The American Jewish Congress opposes institution of voucher plans be-
cause we believe that any such plan would impair two vital aspects of our
system of democracy -- publicly financed and publicly controlled schools
and the separation of church and state.

The voucher plan is designed to deal with serious problems facing the
public schools, the foremost being their failure to meet the educational
needs of the disadvNmtaged. However, we do not believe that the voucher
plan, in any form, would deal effectively with that problem. In practice
and effect, the only nonpublic schools receiving voucher funds would be
those already in existence (predominantly church affiliated) and those that
would be established to cater to the upper classes.

The O.E.O. has been sponsoring a particular form of the voucher plan
developed by the Center for the Study of Public Policy. Because of the
central role played in the development of this plan by Professor Christopher
Jencks of the Harvard University Grade School of Education, it is c nly
known as the "Jencks Plan." The plan is described in a report entitled,
"Education Vouchers" published by the Center.

- We are well aware that the Jencks version of the voucher plain contains
an elaborate structure of safeguards designed to prevent it from being used
to foster racial segiegation and to increase the likelihood that the schools
financed by the plan will deal effectively with the grave shortomings in
the education now being supplied to the children of underprivileged families.
We do not think those safeguards would work.
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A great deal of the support for the Jencks voucher plan rests on the
argunt that the public schools of this country are in a state of collapse
and can only be rescued by the ccetition of school systems financed by
vouchers. In fact however, with one tragic exception, the public schools of
America hays performed well over the years in providing quality education to
our children on an equal basis. They have also served as a vital point of
contact between the social classes and between racial, ethnic and religious
groups.

The exception, of course, and the chief failure of -the public schools
has been their wretched treatment of certain minorities, primarily blacks
and Indians. For those groups, the public schools have meant neither quality
nor equality. But, since that is nothing new, one must look elsewhere for
the present concern about education.

What do people have in mind when they talk about a 'public school
crisis"? Failure to do the basic job of education, as witnessed by educa-
tional retardation and a high drop-out rate; disorder, disruption and violence
irLthe classroom; the unattractive image of the school as a deteriorating
building ruled by a rigid, grim formalism; a teaching system that coavinces
many pupils of their own inadequacy; and lack of responsiveness to parents,
and others in the cocnimty. With the possible exception of the last of
these items, these are the problems of the large metropolitan schools o They
result from a number of factors which boil down to one thing -- the unwilling-
ness of our society, in the past and now, to do the educational job that needs
to be done for the underprivileged -- usually black -- child

The suburban and rural schools, not plagued by the problem of high
concentrations of minority group childrezi, are still functioning well. Even
on the thorny issue of responsiveness to parents, they are less subject to
criticism than the massive city systems. As a result, there is less criticism
of undue rigidity and reluctance to change. In other words, the rural and
suburban schools are still, by and large, doing the fundamental job for
democracy that the public schools have. done right along. The problem is in
the cities, and it is due to the refusal of the great, satisfied, white
majority to do the right thing by the minority that needs help.

The voucher plan would not deal effectively with this problem. The ony"
thing one can say for sure is that a voucher plan would benefit existing
nonpublic schools, most of which are church-affiliated. However, that is
not the stated aim of the principal voucher backers. It is rather to gene-
rate a complex of new nonpublic schools, catering to those who are dis-
satisfied with the public schools. The theory is that, with financing avail-
able, private entrepreneuers and groups of parents will enter the education
business and produce ccuqeting systems offering what the public schools lack.

However, any voucher plan likely to be adopted would do nothing for
those who need it most. As the Center which bag sponsored the J~cks plan
recognizes, it Would be necessary in any voucher plan to retain the present
minimum standards for c culma, teacher training, adequc Y Of fa-ilities
and so forth and to limit the amount of tuition to be charged. It would

-2-
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also be necessary, in our democracy, to require fair selection procedure.
As such safeguards wore imposed, howevers the ardor of would-be school
builders would cool. At the level of couplexity of the Jencks plan, it would
drop below freezing.

To take but one ale, the Jencks plan incorporates a lottery sytom
an the "most promising device for preventing discrimination." (Oonsidering
that it would apply to only half the admissions and that various preferences
would be given to such groups as children of founders and brothers and sisters
of attending pupils, this device is not very ,promising.") Yet, the Report
recognizes that operators of private schools "would consider the diminution
of their control over entry undesirable" (p. 78). It goes on to say, "We have
no doubt that lottery requirements would discourage some people from starting
voucher schools." Indeed it would.

N It xust be r that, at leat for the "business enterprises"
thst are supposed to be attracted to education by the voucher plans there will
be a strong Incentive to keep expenses low. One cannot do this if one accepts
a high proportion of "difficult" children. There viii therefore be a strong
tendency to select the easily educated child. The incentives to accept the
difficult chidren proposed in the Jeneks plan are not likely to be adopted
by any state legislature and are even less likely to be enforced, if adopted.-
In fact, this is recognized in the Center's report which notes that "Voucher
schools are likely to recruit selectively if they can" (p. 62) and that
'nany are likely to encourage students they do not want to withdraw" (p. 85).
It says further (p. 62): 'io system can eIm'nte these practices entirely
or avoid all their undesirable consequences e Some system of public regulation
can, however, help."

Experience with goverbaent programs involving the spending of money
strongly suggests that public regulation would help very little. One y
lay down as a law of public administration that safeguards in such program
do not safeguar4e The pressure to get the prorm going, to spend the money,
is overvhelmng. Any statutory limitations that retard that process tend to
be ignored. What this means in the case of voucher plans is that the only
schools prdoted would be those designed to serve, and in fact serving$, the
economically and educationally advantaged child.

I The effect of this on th public schools would be devastating. It must
be recognized that, on the day that a voucher plan goes into effect, the
public schools are automtically "marked lousy." Ubder any voucher plan --
even the Jencks plan with all its safeguards -- the public school will be
the place that you go if you do not' get into a nonpublic school. And under
any voucher plan, there will always be a certain proportion of children who
go to a public school solely because they failed to get into a nonpublic
school. It may be true that, at the beginni, there would be a substantial
nmber of children going to public schools as a result of their parents'

* choice. The fact that the public school is also the place for "rjects" would
rapidly reduce the number of parents making that choice.

This factor also answers those who say that vouchers would shake the
public schools out of their lethargy and cause then to couete with the new
voucher-financed private schools. State agencies rarely compete with private
agencies and then only when they have vigorous support from politically effec-
tive elements in the population. Once a public school system was branded as a
during ground, it would lose all chance of that kind of support.
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In sin, It Is illusory to hope that vouchers vould induce independent
entrepreneurs to build any significant number of schools for disadvantaged
children. Neither could they be compelled or induced to do so either by
statutory safeguards against discrimination -- racial, economic or educa-
tional -- or incentive pmant. to encourage acceptance of underprivileged
children, such as those proposed in the Jencks Plan. True, a few militant
minority organizations and parent groups might undertake establishing ide-
pendent schools. Such a movement, however, would not make more than a small
dent in the massive educational deficit in deprived areas. 4eanvhile, the bulk
of the private schools brought Into existence by the voucher program, at least
aside from churoh-affiliated schools, would be selective and, in effect, discri-
minatory. Their existence would accelerate the flight frcm the public schools
of favoralbly placed families.

Meanwhile, the plight of the public schools would worsen. Acceptance
of the voucher plan, even on an experimental basis, would deflect the atten-
tion of the public and of public officials from wbat should be their primary
concern in education, overhauling the public school system so that public
schools work for all students.

The threat to separation of church end state is no less grave. While
it is doubtful that the voucher plan would significantly increase the number
of nonsectarian nonpublic schools, there is no question that it would give
massive aid to the existing system of sectarian se.hools. Regardless of techni-
cal formulas designed to evade constitutional problema, the simple fact is
that voucher plans would make possible the creation end continuance of religious
schools -- that Is schools established for the purpose of fostering specific
religious tenets. That would be a plain violation of the principle of separa-
tion of church and state, under which religion has prospered in this country.

There Is one aspect of this issue to which I wish to call this Com-
mittee's particular attention. The Center report, vhich embodies the Jencks
Plan, Is very vague on one critical matter -- whether religiously affiliated
schools participating in the voucher plan will be permitted to discriminate
in admissions on the basis of religion and whether they will be permitted to
require that students accept instruction in the religion of the sponsoring
church. (Schools that admit without regard to religion but which require all
students to take instruction in a particular sectarian doa must obviously
be treated as discriminating.) There are a number, of statements in the report-
that "discrimination" will not be permitted but it is not, clear that they
app3y to discrimination based on religion.

This crests a dil/. If the schools are permitted to discri i te,
problems are raised not oly under the constitutional requirement of separa-
tion of church and state but also under the constitutional guarantees of
equality. It would certainly be wrong, and we believe the courts would hold
it unconstitutional, for educational institutions discriminating on the basis
of religion to receive substantial government fmds. On the other band,
if the participating schools are not permitted to discriminate, large numbers
would be excluded from the voucher plans. It seems unlikely that, with such
an exclusion, the voucher plan would be accepted an a solution to our educa-
tional problems.

The American Jewish Congress has fully supported the program for com-
batting poverty entrusted to the Office of Economic Opportunity and we support
continuation of that agency. However, we urge this Committee to insure that
any legislation it recommends for the continuance of the O.E.O. contains pro-
visions barring further O.0EO. support for any version of the voucher plan.

21-573 0-83- 18
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For:
Bernard Fryshman

bout eight years ago an editorialA appeared whc depictedUnzr Goldwater a esig the poor,
Crying in efect, "[f you don't like
being poor go out and inherit a de-
Paitest store." In essence, this I
what we ar telling Impoverished par.
emu across the country who are des-
perately unhappy with the education
of their children. "If you don't like
your children's schools, be rich wad
snd them to a private school."

Of Courn, not everybody s un-
happy with the results of public edu.
Cation. Messr Megls and Dhaerman
ef the American Federation of Teach-
en sote: "We reject outright the
premise that education has failed. By
and large, the American public icoos
are in the hands of underpaid, over.
worked school teachers serving in
overcrowded clasrooma. Nevertheless,
they have done the finest job of any
school ystam in the wold. Our scien-
d lwoges our j0 An supersonic
MlnS, our rockets that placed a man
en the moon, our engineering our
techliaL, our financial and cultural
achkvMments found their bas in the
Public scboob o our natim."

Parents in our Inner Cieg will be
tM gratified to hear about the auc.

4e1 of our public schools.

O. IL ns NL es nsrW piu oeno of
#48W er New York Imaige 01 trgcA
"on nd kwlmew Brooklyx cotwee.
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Viewpoints

The Voucher Plan:
The Case For and Against

Bernard Fryshman / Florence Flast

One understands the position of the
AFT a little better when the ame
authors stt "it appears that both the
American Federation of Teachers and
the National ducadon Assoition
recognte the lely threat that per.
formance contracting pow to per-
sonne they represnt"

One understnds, but certainly oe
need not accept statements that disa.
se with overwhelming evidence
showing that for a significant propoq-
tion of our populated, public educa-
tion has failed. This has loe been
recognized by comment agen
To quote Dr. Olennan, director of
research ad evaluation of the O1O.

b"In scoo system after shool system
we have found enormous numbers of
poor children who are far behind the
skill levels that we would judge to be
appropriate ad indicative of futur
competence in our society."

Among sevr Volutions that have
been priposd, one of the most in.
Wresting is the voucher systm. Quot.
lag Dr. Olennan again, 1'be basic
idea of a voucher system s relatively
simple. A local public agecy kenes
a voucher to parents. The parents take
the voucher to the school of their
choice. The school return the vouch-
en the agency. Th agency then
snds the school a check equal to the
value of thf. voucher. As a result, pub-
lic subsidies for education go only to
sebools in which parents choose to
enroll thm children. Schools which
cannot attract applicants presumably
-do not remain in business

The advantages of such an approach
are many and varied. Primarily it
would give the poor the same free.
dom of choice of wools now avail-
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able only to wealthier Pam". It
woud encourage competitor &d di-
waiy in approa In con et, an
In educational mehdlg.And it
would Place a premUu on edUCe-
tiona su ccess. A school that did not
measure up would "not remain In
Uiness." Present Parental tendons
surTrounding the schools would be
eased consideraly as attention would
be focused on on aspect only-
wbethet the school was eachin the
children property. Nor would dissat-
ised parents need to resort to actiist
approaches to accomplish change.

Parents would play a primary role
l determining the quality of their
child e's education; a lrgw rang.
of choices in any community would
mean that schools could adapt to the
Seeds of group o children
rather than have ali children it a
iven mold. Community group. whoa.
only contribution has been to crlda
the prent education, sysem would
be fire to open their own schools and
either "produce--o peris," Much of
the educationa "expertise" of extrete-
it group would be shown to be a
sham--and the schools would no
longer be a hosted of racism ost
parents supporting such extrmist
groups do so only because they prom-
ie an aterdve.. With the advent of
the Voucher Pla. promises would
rapidly have to become performance,
and the blandishments of certain
groups would have no meaning if they
could't teach as wen as other schools.

Integration would have real meau-
ins for the firm time. White parents
opos sending their children to inte
grated choos only because the be-
havior patterns of some inn i ty
children am too violent to allow an
elective educational orvironment to
exist Public schools e.e powerless to
deal with the problem; private schools
afe not constrained to accept students
unwilling or unable to meet certain
standards of behavior, ad effective
learning in an integrated setting can
tale place much more easily in a pri-
vate school. This doemu't mean that
white parents will initially send chil-
dren to Inner City private schools,-
but it does mean that peol living
in urban areas will no longer be as
opposed to Integrated schbools in their
neIghborboods as they .eem to be at
presel The advantags of an inte-
graed education ar many, ad a
scbool where discipline cm be ea-
forced property will atact whites and
blacks in upriinS numbers. Nor Is
*h problem child necesarily doomed

9
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to some educational "dump." Privnt
School whwt emphasize athletic a
music or aa or vocational si em
be met up and Ananced as really as
schools rhch emphasize Science o
mathemautics.

That the Voucler Plan has much
to oler the Inner City parent Is un-
doubted. And as a corollary, it hu
much to offer society. Certainly, thereseems to be no a priori reon that
extensive experimentation sold not
tae place. Unfortumtely. education
Is now the ntio's largest Industry.
The Voucher Plan promises to maks
significant changes In the manner in
which billions of dollars will be spent.

t would be naive to expect member
of the educatio "establishment"

to accept a proposal of this kind with
equanimity. We have already indi-
cated the kiad of reaction to be ex-
poted from the American Federation
of Teachers-end states ets from
certain other teacbe' group are as
predictably neatve Nevertbeless,
there are other groups genuinely con-
cerned with the quality of our nation's
children, groups that have no vested
interest In the status quo, who have
raised some objections which must be
answered. Having already stated a
case for the Voucher Plan a discus-
sion of some of the anticipated prob-
blems would now be In order.

"The Voucher Plan will encourage
economic segregation " Not very likely.
The truly wealthy have always sent
their children to separe schools and
will most likely continue to do m.
If the Vowcher Plan is introduced as
planned, with the requirement that
participating schools cannot requMire
any additional payments, very few
middle-das parents will opt for non.
Voucher Pua schools

he public school will be de.
stroyed." Not necessarily. Experience
in Quebec has shown that a high qual-
ity public school system continues to
attract the vast majority of students
in sice of the aid to private schools.
Quality education s the only touch-
stone of success in a competitive stu-
ation; there are large numbers of pub-
lic schools that would compete quite
successfully. In fact, at present, in
some areas, extremely wealthy part
continue to send thetrchildren to pub.
lic scool.

'Suppor of reiious schools would
be forthcoming." Not In any objec-
tionable sense. Present guidelin al-
low for suPort of secular education
onlY-nd also provide for support of

I sboob sbscibing o asreaseat
r for all The Voucher im Is Is

seMeM ls s ff rss Peovig a
R8,100nt1 scholarship or al Blpay.
r mbts to a student atsedift a haich.
oriented University, or to povidng
medical payments to Patients at
Catolk hospital. And, of -ame,
any excessive -involvement" by the
Novel-en might emve rm
schools frm the eligibility &S The
courtU will be no less Jslow of
chureh-stt separation is this case
than in any other.

"Pat especially emong the poor.
will ot be able to ose schools
property." There is a hidden element
of efiticbm In this Comment. "We"
know what is bed for "them." ...-
Do we? Does a parent need a back.
ground in educational statistics to be
able to darmine, whether her child
is learning to read? Pareat-poor and
rich alu*--em deseritely interested
in theta children's education and are
as &aqt as anyone else In detemias-
lag whether learning is taking place.
It would take no moem than a year
for any community to determine
which of Its schools was doing the
job.

"Hucksterism would enter the edu-
cational martL0." Once again the
proof will be In the pudinAg A school
that does not produce will not attra
any "customeam" A school that b
unconventional but does succeed In
educating its children will flourish.
Certainly an "Oca Hi-Brownsvlle"
situation would never occur. Any
group in the community could try Its
own approach. Should it scced, it
would draw from the public schools
and/or cause changes In the local
public schools Should the group fail.
all the invective in the world, al the
blandishment all the threats won't
convince mothers to send children to
community school"

"Some Schools will remain out of
bounds to certain groups." Im bible.
All school (under the Voucher Plan
presently being proposed) will have
to acc all applicants, and if the
are too many applicants. at lea Ml
the students must be determined by
lottery. At least as high a proportion
of minority students would have to
be accpte as had appled.

In -addition to the above resorv-
tions expressed -by concerned bbdI
viduals, there are a number of objec-
tion by certain conceded p ad
Individuals which should be discussed.

The Voucher Plan "could had to
ral4 economic and soc iisolation

of children and weaken or desro the,
public soo ystmi" (National Ed,-
cation Association). One stemMt b
vald. The public school system couid
be weakened or darome-epal,
Is arm where the public school sy-
sm wouldn't meet the challenge. But
to my that the plan "could seed to
MaK ec0omic and social isobti"
Is to Ipoem the matins of today's
ahmst complete kadon of children
-and to refuse to consider the mst
Important advantages of the Voucher

"The foundation of education is
free public educatim" (National As-
sociation of State Boards of Educa-
tion). Having assumed what is to be
teed, the NAME te preeeds to
drew conclusions against t voucher
Plan- No doubt the /M education is
baic--but the peecimream the
voucher experiumt is seeded is the
question whether out p hool
tem is the answer.
"Administraton would never know

bow Iong their student bodies would
be stable." "Prvate schools would be-
come de facto public choo " (M.
vid Tronsprd. executive diretor,
NASBE). Both statements are quite
accurate. And the am statement poses
a very eal Problem, one for which
there Is no simple answer and which
should be studied carefully In any
experimental situation.

The second sttement indicate pe -
cisdy why the Voucher Plan i such
a promising one. A private school
would be "public" insoar as its ac.
cessibility to the average parent-and
its being subject to state regulation
are concerned. It has the advatag
of beings able to introduce educational
innovation and standards of behuvior
unobstructed by the poltic and be-
reaucratle pressures. And, of course,
parents are free to remove their chil-
dren the minute it falls.

It is most diffcult to ubdand
the nature of the American Anoca.
tionl Of ScolAdministration oh-
jection. This organization fears that
the schools "would be removed from
public to private control-control by
eac1 paMnL" This is almost as seri-
ow as putting the government under
the control of the vote. It also feas
a massive bureaucracy "'necessary to
enforce sfeguard and regulationa"
Anyone In the educational astabotb.
meat fearfd of the advent of a 'mas.
sive bureaucracy" must be living in
some world of his osml And, ially,
the AMA objects to providing sup-
port -for &ths student in privat

CMrm If-Week;,10
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eboswho should no be supported
by pubic state, &ad local finds." in
other words. one of the ojcin
to the Voucher Plan Is that it is a
Vpucher Pa.

Orbe American kwis Congrees
Irases &oe Interesting questions.

"Ia Practice and effect," we are told
"the only nonpublic schools recelvinS
voucher funds would be those already
is existence (predominantly church
affiliad) and those that would be
established to cater to the upperdame"

The AJC doe not outline bow one
could establish a -school to "cater to
the upper classes" f even the poor
could afford to send t eir chiren
(voucber In hand) to any school
And the AJC sems to Ipore the

exeineof Vocational and private
trade scboob--many of which have
been opened to cater to welfare recip-
lents, and which have, it dusands
of cases. scded whe the publ
schools have f&il In fact, a
"Voucher Plan" already exists in the
vocational sch area. Welare recip-
Mont are made aware of the nature
of the school requirements, costs
et. at the Labor DepaMmet-and
they are free to choose a career goa
on their own. Their tuition is paid
for by the government. Th fact that
so may public school dropouts are
able to earn successful in private
(noachurch-affliated) trade schools
Is a commentary on what might be
expected from a Voucher Plan sys-
tern Introduced in the emntary and
high school grades.

As always, the AJC takes a stand
calculated to protect both the 'Con-
stitution" and religion " No doubt,
the Voucher Plan will be testd for
constitutionality before the courts; the
behavior of the AC in this respect
is quite predictable. However, the'
opinions of the courts are not quite
u predictable and it seems rather
stue to oppose experimentation be-
cawe the AJC feels it would be "a

panviolation of the principle of
separation of church and state."

The stand of the AFP has been
dsed Previously and the opposi-
tios to the Voucher Plan Is clearly
based on the fear of loss of jobs or
union power, One hasten to reassue
the teachers" unions that all schools
be they public or privats, employ
teachers One must also remind them
that, the Aal aalsIs, the welfare
of the tac er must ome after a
coosideradon for the welfare of the

student

F Inlly, an~l by Prfso 0l
Oinlzbr of Columbia Univery,

ented "Th7e Economics of th
Voucher System," must be considered
carefully. Professor GinzberS is very
disturbed at the fiure of tho ov-
ernment to eect any meng
changes In a variety sal f prob-
lems toug several billim dollars
have ben spent. Are we to concude
then that experimentation Is to sp?
Or should we conclude that Increased
spending and experimentation should
be intense ed In a semarc for a so-
tion to our social ill?

In some way, Professor OGiberg
concludes that the cost of the Voucher
Plan to the taxpayer would be an in-
crease of about SS billion per year.
Thi Indeed is serious-bu doss Dr.
Oinxseg consider that much of the
opposition to Increased ald to educa-
to comM from that lag And vocal

-Sement of the population whose chit-
dren do not beoefit from public
funds? And that further opposition
come from others who fad that con-
trol of the schools has fale into the
hands of a nonresponsive, inefciet
bureaucracy? Much of the public has
lost the ability to sympathize with the
problems of those trying to cope with
the educational ills of our society.
Should the Voucher Plan come into
force, public support would increase
in far greater proportion than educa.
tional costs.

Professor Ginsberg semsn to equate
private scools with either church
schools--or with the schools usually
associate with the wealthy. Experi-
ence with nursery and day care cen-
ter, with private trade schools and
with universities have shown time and
&aao that the private (nonchurch-
relaied) sector can do as good a Job
as the public schools, and certainly
is cheaply. Certainly there will be
church-related school, and Inward-
oriented Shetto schools, d "upper
class" schools.-But there will also be
vas numbers of quality private schools
providinS quality education at reason-
able cos.

We are told that there will be prob-
lems insofar as integrationn" Is con-
ceed. As mentioned above, the prob-
Sam of whites being black schools
stms mainly from the fear of plys-
Ical v olence that - certain
lne City schools. Most black par-
ents oppose this violence with as much
fervor as do whites. And only in a
private s set can stan -

of discipline and behavior be enforced
so white A black alike can barn

The Comments that "one must con-.
adr the Influence of demaic lead

ership In persuading ghetto parents to
opt for one or another alternative"
and that It Is -venturesome to poetu-
lae that many geft parents will
have the time, enry, interest an
backgrund necessary to make inf or-
mal Judgents'" smack ot the plan-
taion philosophy. Should we "better
people " ea the poor normat black
to quality education? Professor Gins-
berS would do web to go into the
Iner City and listen to the evalua-
ion by some of these sme parents

of their prset schools. I would ven-
ture to ay that on the whole the
"poor" will make as intellient deci-
sore about their children' education
as we make about ours. I they ar
gOven the chance.

Finally, Professor Ginzberg ques-
dons wbeier new quality private
schools will be forthcoming. "To as-
wme that there are many people
capable of bring new school into
existence, stin them, ad strsitur-
ing curricula that would be more at-
med to the needs and. interest of

the student body is a presumption
contrary to fact." And "if well-run
schools will be difficult to brins into
existence, there Is little basi for fol-
lowinS the voucher route." Finally.
It is unlikely that hard pressed tax-

payers will view with favor additional
funds for new construction on the
gound t&at 'competition' will have
bendall effects on performance."

These ar serious questions, indeed.
But with very clear answers. Part of
the answer Lies in the vast number of
private nurseries, trade schools, and
universities which now exis throuSh-
out the land. Part of the answer lies
in some innovative teaching technolo-
gie which lie unused because of cer-
tain "job rules" of the bureaucracy.
And par lies In the spirit and ener
of Young America Snxiou to seek
new answers and new approaches.

hno as "new construction" is
concerned, my feeling is that the an-
swer wil be found in private investors
and prvate contributors who will pro-
vide bcki to educational innova.
tion. It Is. also pertinent to note that
Multimillion dollar bui)ding is not

a to provide a good edu.

I have tried to answer some of the
objections raised by critics of the
Voucher Ptan-4cd I have tried to
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pment a cae for the benefits of the
Plan. Certainly all Indviuals boo-
estly concerned with quality educa-
ton shoud encoura e expermeseledon
which would lead to an effective eval-
uation of the Voucber Plan as a Pro-
poe solution to the problem of
educating our youth.

Against:
Florence Flast

t is ironk that Christopher Jeacks,
whoe controversial recomenda-

tions for education vouchers were
adopted by OEO in its search for
school reform to aid the disadvan-
taged child, has now issued a report
from the Center for the Study of
Public Policy at Harvard, suggesting
that school reform is not the answer
after all.

According to a news story in the
New York Timet of September 13th,
the Jeocks report, based on-extensive
data gathered over the past ten years,
concludes that "neither racial desel-
regation, nor compensatory education.
nor preschool programs, nor increased
school spending. nor anything the

- schools have tried has significantly
affected inequalities, in what Mr.
Jencks calls cognitivee skills." . . .
The schools merely soldify and cer.
tify cognitive inequalities that children
bring to school with them .... The
effects of schooling on cognitive skils
depend on a single factor, namely.
the characteristics of the children en-
tering school.

"Everything else - the school
* budget. Its policies, the characerisic
of 4- teacher-I either secondary
or completely irmlevst," the report
finds

So Jencks, along with other edu-
catioal researchers and social scien-
tists, including James Coleman, has
concluded that a child*s performance
or success in school is more related
to his family background than to any

fc& /.related factor. To a lesser degree,
according to Coleman and others, his
performance is also influenced by hi
peer group; these two factors being of

greater Importance than the equality
of teach g. the per pupil cost, or
the nature of the educational environ-
ment, with no distinction being made
between public and private schooL

This is not to imply that we should
now relax our efforts to improve the
quality of education in our schools.
to achieve interation, or to make
the schools more responsve and rele-
vant. However minimal their effect
may be on school achievement, on
social grounds alone these are essen-
tial to a democracy.

Unfortunately. the policies of the
60s made public education the whip-
ping boy for a the ills of this society.
It was easier to say that the public
schools bad failed than to face up
to the realities of life in our cities.
to the widening of the gap between
the CILs in our supposed das-free
American system. But it Is simplistic
and dangerous to suggest that deeply
ingrained racism, discrimination I
housing and employment, inadequate
health care, the imprisonment of mi-
norities in ghettoes and in poverty
are goln to be resolved by education
.ouchera. enabling the victimized
children to attend private schools of
their choice.

The voucher proposal does not ad.
dress itself to the causes of under-
achievement. to the causes of de
facto segregation. to the inhibiting
factors in the teaching and learning
experience, nor does it address itself
to the interrelationship of the many
influences on the 6ild, both In and
out of school.

The exodus of the middle class to
the suburbs in the aftermath of World
War H and the flight of whites to
nonpublic schools following the Su-
preme Court decision of 1954 caused
the public schools to become more
and mort segreated, racially and
economically. This was not solely a
Southern phenomenon. It has been
the pattern of every large Northern
city and many smaller ones, amply
documented by the United States
Commission on Civil Rights

Every plan to improve racial inte-
gration In the public schools was
thwarted by the -white egress" to pri-
vate and parochial schools, even be-'
fore such plans were put into effect
and despite an inferior quality of
education in the latter, due to over-
laV passes and poorly trained teach-
er. In the decade from 1955 to 1965
the rate of growth of nonpublic school
enrollments was two and a half times
that of public schools

Professor Dan Dodson. Director of
the Center for Huan Relations md
Community Studies, New York Uni-
versity, speaking at the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission Conference an
Education in 1962, said, 'A snod case
could be made that the major thing
we are teaching our children in to-
day's world is how to hide. We are
hiding in lily-white oburbs . . . We
are hiding In our churches, according
to many observers of the American
sene.

It is naive to believe that these
middle and upper income parents and
the schools to which they have fed
will permit a voucher system to bring
any significant number of low-income,
minority group children into the
schools their children presently at-
tend. They would be mor lkely to
forego the subsidies to proec sepa-
rateness--economic as well a racial.
For many it would not be a sacrifice.
SIxty-three percent of all Catholic
parochial school tuition is less than
SIO a year and these schools repmr
sent about 90% of the available pri-
vate alternatives. For a non-Catholic
there are few alternatives to the pub-
lic schools.

The report on the Voucher Plan
prepared by the Center for Public
Policy for OEO indicated that new
schools were not likely to be estab-
lished in the short term of the dem-
onstration project and therefore rec-
ommended locating where a number
of private schools already exist. These
are bound to be. all or majority religi-
ous schools. In New York State, sta-
tistics provided by the State Depart-
ment of Education regarding enroll-
ment in nonpublic schools in the
Fall oT 1968 were as follows: Catholic
-45%: Jewish--.9%; other denom-
inations-2.7%; nonsectaran-6.4%.
Most blacks (90%) are Protestant.
Would they really have the private
cooke that the educational voucher
promifss?

And would not the availability of
these vouchers to whites who could
not otherwise aord private education
encourage them to seek admission to
these schools and, being of the proper
faith, gain entrance in preference to
the black Protestant? Would they not
have the constitutional right to such.
preference on religious liberty grounds?
And would not OEO then be provid-
ing Federl funds for the support and
expansion of religious schools in vio-
lation of the Fa Amendment?

The courts have consistently barred
(Condued on pae 21)
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Voucher Plan
(COaiund fim Part 12)

public gants to parochi schools,
gloding their primary purpose to be
vehicless for prmoting relklious
faith" and Rodin that any attempt
to A strictly "secular" education
in such schools involves an excesive
entanglement of government with re-
UIon.

T fact is that the concept of
education vouchers did not orig-

inate wit Christopher Jncks or OE.
The majo proponent of the voucher
was Virgil C. Blum, a Jesuit priest,
who set forth his proposal for a
voucher system in his book. Freedom
of Choke In Educeion (1958). It
was Rev. Blum who founded Citizens
for Educational Freedom, the orga-
nization which lobbies for state aid
to parochial schools and which sig-
n,aificady influenced the delegate se.
lection to the New 'York State Con-
stitutional Convention in 1967. Their
efforts to repeal the so-called Blaine
Amendment, the religious liberty guar-
antee in our St Constitution was
thwarted by the voters after a long
and bitter campaign, in which the op.
potion was, successfully led by
PEARL, the Committee for Publi
Education and Religious Liberty, a
coalition of civic, religious and edu-
cation groups, founded by Leo Pfeffr
of AJCongreas.

Throughout the last decade moat of
the pressure for education vouchers
came from parochial school groups
in the North and White Citizen's
Councils in the South. Vouchers or
tuition grants were approved by the
lesisatures of LouisanM. M Isppi,
Virginia and Alabama. In each )n.
stance they were found by, federal
courts to be s form of state-supported -
segregation and therefore .uncoasti-
tutkx.

It is In'te si to reed the language
at the Louisiana tuition statute of
1967, becAus It has a familiar ring.
It calls for the provision of "financial
aid scholarsbbs to needy children
enrolled In private nonsectarian ele-
mentary and secondary school . ..
whose parents choose not to enroll
sad children in the public education
fcifides of this state ... mindful of
the increase In Juvenile delinquency,
school dropouts and juveane crtm
rau - - -. mindful that the parent,
not the State . . . shall be the deter.
mining force which Al decide on the
type of educastion ultimately received

by the child... (but) lack the
fiances which would enable them to
enrol their children ha ivtwhboo6."

Noble, was it not, to give the needy
the same choice u the rich, to enable
the parent to determine the type of
education for his child? And, after A
it was only to protect their chiren
against juvenile delinquency. o be-
cause they opposed inegimtion!

It is true that private schools need
not retain a yotusler who miasbe.
haves. Whatever the initia selection
procedures might be, private and re-
lisious cbools would have no com-
punction about permanently saspend-
ln youngsters who do not mee their
standards, either in behavior or
achievement. This is common prac-
die a always has been their pre-
roptive. The public school, on the
o hand. Is bound by due prom
requirements and coestitutiona man-
dates of nondiscrimination in admis-
alone and hiring practioss, academic
freedom, equality of opportunity, and
the prohibitions assinst engaging in
M ious or political
7bere is a real danger in exempting
school children from such protections
of our Federal and State Constittiom
and laws.

Apart from the religious schools,
the costs of education In private non.
sectarian schools far exceed the coasts
of public. education. The report of
the New York State Commission on
the Quality, Cost and Finacng of
Elementary and Secondary Education
(the Fleischnann Commission) indi-
cated that in the school year 1969-70
the cost of elementary education in
these private schools averaged $1768
per child and meondary education,
$2234, as compared to total ,apeadi.
tures for public elementary and sec-
ondary students of $1255 per pupil.
Since the OEO plan forbids a voucher
school to charge any tuition above the
value of the voucher sad the voucher
is pegged to the average per capita
operating expenditure in public schools,
It appears obvious tha the noo-
religious private, schoo would be non-
Participants.

The Fleischmann Commission also
disposed of the cihe abou the value
of competition In education, the arSu-
ment that if public school must com.
pete with private schoob, the quality
of education would be higher at al
levels. After a two-year stu4, hey
found "that by and large, public and
nonpublic schuoo s re vMy 4mla
with respect to methods of teaching

and the substance of what is taught.
There Is no convincing evidence of
the suprioty of one or the other...
No studies can be cited to demonstrate
the electivenes of a 'fre market'
concept between public and nonpublic
selctors.

Nor did they Ond the public school
system to be a monolithic Insitution,
"but A plualistic oe, providing di.
varsity of educational programs ad

sppraches within Its sope... Its
varied resources ae available to all
children." The fact Is that no two
district en governed alike, funded
alie, serve the same chidrn, have
the same policies (except in most gen-
eral terms), have the same wfing
aragements. etc. Tbere is as much
divrsty in public schools as In pri-
vate schools, perhaps more.

If religious schools aen exempt for
constitutional reasons and if nonsec-
tuian private schools ae priced too
high to qualify for vtuchers, then
where win the poor Inner City child
take his voucher--to Westchester or
Great Neck? Would they be under
obligation to accept a New York City
voucber? Politics and economics would
dictate not.

It is probably not impossible to
imagine some new schools being
formed by special interest groups
anxious to feed at the public trough
or entrepreneurs anxious to make a
fast dollar. The poor would fall prey
to their promises of instant success
just as they fall prey to trade schools
which promise nonexistent jobs after
graduation. Their only recour, tben.
is the Attorney Gener's oile. It is
no an unfamiia pattern, the poor
being victims of comumer frauds
more than any other group.

Hucksterism in education may not
be employed to any great extent tay
when the market Is limited to high
income parents whoe c are
likely to be carefully weibed (al.
though a recently S law suit
against A highly touted, expenSive
school r "gifted children" on Long
Island demonstrates that they, too,
can be "taken"), but the lure of fed-
eral funds will certain open the
market to shady operations which will
seek to induce low-income parents
to turn over these valuable vouchers.
Moreover, parents may well be placed
under tremendous pressure by com-
munity groups, cburch groups and
political motivated groups, Including
those peddling hate, so subsidize their
edorta with these funds. Such prt*.
arm would place the most vule.
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able parents ian intolerable position
fib iso VpaMtUe that mye
I school wod be an In-

Urad school, whatever the aude-
lines migh be. Th private school Is
not Uly to risk alienating Its p r y
customers by aoceptinS any dinicat
number of poor and nonwhite chl-
O!een. The public schools have at.
tempted various incentive to achieve
racial bet-ne, including smaller caum
and Increse services and staff in
MES (More Elective Schools) school,
in roed schools, in EISE.A pro.
rams, in Open Enrollment sbools,

only to experenoe within a sbort
period of time a considerable loe
of white poptaton to private and
parochial schools. To the extent that
options for private schools ar open
to white students without any inan-
cisl sacrilce o their part, sere-
tion in public and private schools will
be accelerted.

The keyword now ls accountability.
The voucher rsem aan es that ac-
countability would be achieved on
the theory that if the school does not
provide the success souSht, the par
et will withdraw the child and take
his voucher elsewhere. But if the
school satidls the middle-cs prmt
and does not really want the low.
Income minorty group child, it will
not be concerned with this loss. It
would have good reputation amount
the parents whose children It seeks
to enroll and could engale in the
lottery procedure with conidence that
minority pvrp children would not
want to gain eutance sne it falls
them We would have not only from
the child out of ntegrated schools
but some public schools would become
places of last reason for the poorest
achievers, the most disadvantaged
youmgters, truly the dumpInS grunds
for wtwanlied chil

Even If the parents opt only for
other public schools, problems a
bound to arise. Asume that parents
in PS 100 decide that they do not
ike the school and want to enro
their childrm in PS 300, which has
a better reputation. If PS 300 e3
too many applicants, does it have the
option of the Private school to re-
ject those for whom no places Ct?
Can some public schools limit their
enrollment while others have to be
overcrowded? Can private schools be

quired top on double sessions. as
public schools are, when they ar over-
utlisd? Or would this only be a
burden on some public schools? Slnce

current enrollees ad their siblings
would get imt choice under the plan,
will the really be room left for the
poor and would a school not be able
to reduce Its capacity and keep themout?The O. Voucher Plan suggests

that there e a payment of incentives
for integration. What happens if a
school has a majority of blacks and
is unable to induce white enrollment,
would It et less money than an inte-
grated school? Also, what criteria
would be established to demonstte
that a school Is not discrImInatIng-
if It has 1%. 5%, 10% or what per-
cent of black or Puerto ican low.
income children, or are race and
income exudsive criteria?

Nor can one ilnore the cost factor
which would double the present tax
support of education. if the voucher
system wer replicated in New York
City where 400.000 children attend
nanpubbc school and wber 60% of
the public school enrollment is non-
white, which would mean a ighe
value voucher for them, and trans.
poaton expenses am added os top
of the voucher funds, the additional
cost would be well over a half billion
dollars without taking Into account
new capital expenditures.

While OO would assume the bur-
den on a limited experimental scale,
what happens when O1O steps out
and legislatures detmine the cost
Is too high, that the budget could not
accommodate this added burden? Un-
de government pressure, school dis-
tricts in New York State have had
to consolidate for eciency and econ-
omy. If the vouchers encourage a
prol ration of schools, they will lead
to prater, not lesser, costs Io dupli-
cating servios.

There are serious doubts that the
regulations proposed for the voucher
system by 01O am enforceable d
a Christopher Jencks has pointed out.
a unsegulated system . . . would

produce even more racial and eco-
noMi sevetio than the existing
neihSborbood school system ... and
would also widen the expenditure pp
between rich and poor children,. v-
ing the children of the middle classes
an even larger hare of the nation's
educational resources than they now
gt while Veducin the relative share
ging to the children of the poor"
. Whatever string, controls ar

placed on the participating schools in
this expermeat would not survive
when OEO withdraw and could not
be ef actively policed or regulate

In any event. it would appear that
the oEO Voucher Plan Is dead.
dead. State lgslatus and the CoD-
gres have e under tremendous
pressure f mm prchia school ad
vocates to approve a tuition grant sys-
tem without the restrictions of the
rted voucher. Such pressures have
also prompted candidates for national
office to express publicly support for
tax credits, another form of unregu-
lated tuition grants. The plight of the
disadvantapd chil does not stir
political debate and neitb the tuition
rant nor voucher prov te answer.

Educational problems will not be
resolved by competitivtwes of schools,
but by more funds from the Federal
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m ost Jews feel tha soetatare closerto Tuda- than
Catholic are, and that, theor
minite are closer in their beliefs
and philosophy to rabbis than priet
would be. This Is not true. While
lberal Protestant secu have aban-
doved a geat deal of traditional
(hmian be., they represent only
a small percentage of the oal Prot-
mtn community. Because their
miaiers am usually the ones who
participate in brotherhood events
and social action actvitles, where
Jews am likely to meet them, most
Jews draw the false conclusion that
these liberal ministers ma represent-
stve of mostProstants. A recent
emvey of American cle men
(Goaup, March 1971) glows us to
make a much more aco.rate ap-
pralsal. Fortuntely, the survey dif-
teretes between those under 40,
and those ovr 40. Thus, we can
get some idea of further develop-
meats.

"le cegmen wer asked:
"Should churches be concerned
mainly with the spirit ife of the
individual or should they be con-

cerned mainly with problem so-
dety a whole?" FVtee percent
od the rabbis said "mainly with the
p .-itual fe of the indiviual," com-

WSUD . -MAM ks MWh of Teals.
AM. 1W WvwW CitY. CdOWrIAL

pared to 35 % of the priests, and
49% of the miners. The tradi-
tioa Protesan stress inividu-
alim and -esoa sin dearly shows
hee Catholics traditionally have
been more involved with the
state and with the laws of society.
Jews are so highly oriented toward
this word nd its social problems
that there seems to be a slight
countertrend among the younger
rabbis who alone am more con-
cerned with the spirtual life of the
individual than are their elder col-
legues. .

More explicitly, the survey asks:
"In your opinion should churches
keep out of political and sodal mat-
tars or should churches express their
views on day-to-day social and po-
liical questions?" Only 5 % of the
rabbi and 6% of the priests sad
"keep out," compared to 21%6 cf
the ministers. The tendency for
Catbolice and Jews to clas over
spec issues such a abortion, l-
vome, and sate aid lo parochial
schools, often obscures the under-
bin agreement that political -
dvit es am a religions obligation. Of
course, Scripture and God can be
qooti on both aides of most con-
temporary issues. We shouldn't be
auprlsed to find clergymen diing
in their politics. When asked -What
do you think is the most important-rblm ci this country today?"
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ton t for inividulizai d
bmrcio by Changsing &atiue both
11b Mn out of school, by involving
PrU &ION with their children is
aot, to uatrd educational achieve.
ment. rain their splrtom ipro
their Sf4m&V ad befcon den
by disouraling rather than encourag-
ing the growth of exclusdve, selective,

private shosand by using the ran
power and good wig of dedicated
educator, ad social scientists to reany
attad the problem wher the dkad-
vantagod child is and wM be for the
foresee" futu - In t publicMe boola.

More than thatf it equm a e-
awakening of the American consc~ence

21% of rabbi selected the Vlnwm
War, compared to I 1% of mn ers
and priests On the other hand,
23% ol ministers and 14% of
priests picked difference to ph.-
Itual values," compared to 6% of
rabbs

Very few, If any Americen cler-
gymen ar influenced solely, m even
predouiaty, by their religion s
tradition. Their -e a potical
opinion is at least really Impotnt
in understanding why th take a
certain moral posluon on a complex
pitial issue. The cleramen were
asked about their "polical -
from the far kft to the far right
Considr your own political
views, where would you place your-
sel on this scale?" Thirty percent
of the rabbis, 21% of the piests,
and 20% of the ministers place
themselves on the ltL On the other
hand, only 5% di the rabbis, comn-

md to 11% of t* priests and
14% of the ministers plece them-
selves on the right. The ge action
gap is particularly interesting on the
"lt-" There Is a 12-point gap for
ministers (24% for under 40, 12%
for 40 plus), which increases to
18 points for nab (44% foi un-
der 40, 26% for 40 plus), and
reaches 27 points for priests (38%
for under 40, 11 % for 40 plus).
These eftwwg priests Will greatly
trnmorm the Catholic church in
the next two decades If they remain
in the priesthood. However, they
are twice as likely as the average
pre to have considered leaving
religkon life. It is quite. possible
tt many, if not most, o them will
indeed lave the church.

So far the pries have been closer
to the rabbis than the ministers
have. .Ths remains true even when
we onsider religion" services. When
asked, "Do you think a person can
be a "good Catbolic/Protestant/Jew
andnot attend church/temple regu-
ady?" 60% of rabbis say "yes,"
compdto 32% oi priests and
20% of ministers. Once swin the
generation gap Is noticeable among

O b 13, 1972

Rabbis, Priests and Ministers

Allen S. Mailer
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NAACP 61sT ANNUAL CONVENTION-RESOLUTIONS, JUNE 29-JULY 3,1970/
CINCINNATI, OHIO

8. VOUCHER SYSTEM

A school voucher system, assisted by Federal and perhaps other public funds, is
now under consideration by the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity. Under this
plan, vouchers in the form of financial grants would be made directly to low-income
families who could then apply the vouchers to public and private schools of their
choice. Despite general assurances that the plan would include "safeguards" to pre-
vent its use to further segregation, we deeply fear that this indeed would be the
result. We are opposed to the use of any plan of this type as the result would be to
perpetuate segregation in schools.

NAACP 62ND ANNUAL CONVENTION-RESOLUTIONS, JUNE 4-JULY 9, 1971/
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

5. THE VOUCHER PLAN

The voucher plan, whereby parents of all income levels may apply federally-subsi-
dized payments in the form of vouchers for the admission of their children to public
schools or private schools of their choice, is now being funded on an experimental
basis by the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity. Despite vague assurances that the
voucher plans will not be used to further segregation, there is grave reason to fear
that greater racial, ethnic, and socio-economic segregation will indeed result, and
that it will be a new duad-end for black and poor children.

We, therefore, reaffirm our opposition to the voucher plan and we call upon the
National Office and local NAACP branches to take necessary actions opposing the
voucher plan.

Senator DURENBERGER. Panelists, thank you very much.
Our next panel consists of the Reverend Thomas Gallagher, the

Secretary for Education, U.S. Catholic Conference, Washington,
D.C.; Mr. William J. Lehrfeld, Washington, D.C. on behalf of the

-Knights of Columbus, the Catholic Daughters of America, the
Daughters of Isabella, the National Council of Catholic Women, the
National Catholic Education Association, and Citizens for Educa-
tional Freedom; Rabbi Menachem Lubinsky, director Government
and Public Affairs for Agudath Israel of America, in New York,
N.Y.; and Sister Renee Oliver, the associate director, Citizens for
Educational Freedom, Washington, D.C.

Thank you all. If you don't mind going in the order you were in-
troduced, we will proceed. Your statements will all be made part of
the record.

STATEMENT OF REV. THOMAS GALLAGHER, SECRETARY FOR
EDUCATION, U.S. CATHOLIC CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Reverend GALLAGHER. Senator Durenberger, I would like to

thank you for the opportunity.
I am Father Thomas Galagher, the secretary of education for

the U.S. Catholic Conference, and I am here today representing the
Catholic bishops of the United States for the third time in as many
years that they have represented their views on this issue.

The Catholic bishops and the Catholic community support the
concept of tuition tax credits because they see this legislation as a
matter of human rights, human dignity, and a matter of social jus-
tice for millions of American parents of school-age children in the
United States.

Second, they share with you a responsibility for children in
public and private schools. Two-thirds of the Catholic school-age
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children in the United States who attend school attend public
schools, and it would be our contention that support for nonpublic
school does not bespeak a policy of diminished support for public
schoolchildren. In fact, I guess those of us who claim to be leaders
in government and education would do well to perhaps cease foster-
ing such a debate at the grassroots level. I think we make for more
division at the local scene over public and private than the people
at the local scene would make over it.

I think we should see tuition tax credit legislation as support not
so much for nonpublic schoolchildren but, finally, as support for all
children and -their education in the United States.

Third, because education is the responsibility of the entire com-
munity, it will always cost the taxpayer. And we would just like to
suggest that without some assistance increasing numbers of private
schoolchildren will be forced to leave their schools, and that move

_from the private sector to the public sector will probably cost the
citizenry of this country much more than tuition tax credits ever
would.

Fourth, tuition tax credit legislation is good public policy because
it strengthens the basic unit of our society, the family. We would
contend that God has given the children to the family, and the par-
ents are the ones entrusted with creating a world view and making
a world for their children, and they should be empowered to do
that tothe highest degree possible.

Tuition tax credits would reverse the trend that has made the
parent the aid of the educational establishment rather than the es-
tablishment the aid to the parent.

I think we also have to admit that it's a hollow promise to tell
families, and parents in particular, that they have a God-given
right to educate their children and then not empower them, or to
tell them that they have a God-given-responsibility and mandate to
put their children in schools and then not help them sustain that
when they want to make the choice that is their God-given righC.

I think I can also say that we feel it would be very good public
policy to consider the issue of refundability when it comes to tu-
ition tax credit legislation, because if there is any kind of poverty
that enslaves, it is the poverty that deprives us of freedom of
choice. And anyone who has suffered poverty knows that that is
the suffering, that you don't have the freedom to make the choices
that everybody else around you has made.

In closingI would like to say that tuition tax credit legislation
transcends the issues of institutions. We are not so much involved
in kids and students being born to go to school as for students be-
coming the best possible persons that they can become in this
world and in their lifetime. And we have a responsibility to do all
that we can to help them live out that call, live out that develop-
ment.

The issue of tuition tax credits transcends fiscal considerations, a,
matter of who gets what; it speaks to the heart of this Nation, the
family. It speaks to the future of the Nation, its children. It speaks
to the treasure of this country, freedom of choice. And it speaks to
the pride of this Nation, educational opportunity for whomever,
and whenever and wherever they need it.
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I would urge you and all of the members of the committee to
make history and encourage your colleagues to enact this legisla-
tion.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Mr. Lehrfeld?
[The Reverend Gallagher's prepared statement follows:]

TESTIMONY OF REV. THOMAS G. GALLAGHER, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION ON BEHALF OF
THE U.S. CATHOLIC CONFERENCE

Mr. Chairman, members -of the Committee; I am Father Thomas Gallagher, the
Secretary of Education for the United States Catholic Confirence. This is the third
time in as many years that a representative of the U.S. Catholic Bishops has testi-
fied before this Senate Committee in support of tuition tax credit legislation. Al-
though it is not my desire to restate the testimony previously given on two separate
occasions by Bishop James Lyke, I would like to briefly reaffirm the reasons under-
lying the Catholic Bishops' support for this legislation. And further, I would like to
touch upon the issue of tuition tax credits as good public policy, an approach which
I believe has not been adequately emphasized in previous testimony before this
Committee.

RATIONALE FOR SUPPORT

Simply stated, the support by the Catholic community for tuition tax credits is
predicated on the belief that this is a matter of human rights and social justice for
millions of America's school-age children and their parents. The United States
Catholic Conference has testifed numerious times on numerous issues facing Con-
gress, and each time for each issue the motivation has been the protection of the
dignity of the human being. In this issue, too, the very dignity of the child and his
or her parents is at stake. If a child any child, is denied access to the kind of educa-
tion best suited to his needs, then our public policy is errant in its philosophy and
its practice. If a child any child, is restricted in educational opportunity merely due
to his or her parents' inability to pay, then government is remiss in fulfilling its
duty to uphold the dignity of all citizens by enabling them to reach their fullest po-
tential. As Bishop Lyke has previously stated to this Committee, the dignity of the
individual "must be the cornerstone of all public policy in this country."

TUITION TAX CREDITS-GOOD PUBLIC POLICY

Mr. Chairman, this brings me to the second and major thrust of my discussion-
the recognition of tuition tax credits as a just and essential public policy, well
within the purview of Congress.

I have closely followed this issue over the years, as a teacher, as the superintend-
ent of Catholic schools in the diocese of Rockville Centre, New York, and, more re-
cently, as Secretary of Education at USCC. I am saddened by much of the debate
over tuition tax cred'i--saddened by the frequent and indiscrimiate use of argu-
ments which state that this legislation represents poor public policy because it
would contribute to an enterprise which is somehow less than "public" or less than
"American." The argument to which I refer implies that any assistance to nonpub-
lic school children is, in effect, a diminishing of support for children in public
schools.

I must reiterate that fully two thirds of the Catholic school age children in the
United States attend our public schools. Neither the American Catholic bishops nor
I would be here supporting this legislation today if we felt that it would in any way
hinder support for the public schools of our nation. When public schools began and
grew in numbers in the 1800's, most of the nonpublic schools already in existence
accepted as full partners this relatively new enterprise called public education. We
must continue that partnership through the strengthening of both the public and
nonpublic sectors.

This fact-that public support for nonpublic- chool children does not represent a
"tradeoff" with public education-deserves more attention. As Mr. Dennis Doyle,
writing a few years ago for the Brookings Institute, has so aptly stated:

"The conventional wisdom in much of the public and private sector holds that a
major change in the way we finance education-adding private schools to the public
expense ledger-is essentially a zero sum game... The zero sum fear is based or a
false assumption that the education pie is finite, and that even a small slice for pri-
vate education will diminish public education."
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Mr. Doyle goes on to state, significantly, in my opinion:
. o . rather than viewing private education with suspicion and hostility, support-

ers of the public school system might gain, both financially and politically, by look-
ing to the private sector for allies in the effort to adopt a strategy of support for
education as a whole."

The writer continues:
". .. The strongest evidence comes from Australia, where one third of the stu-

dents are enrolled in private schools supported by public funds. Every indication
suggests that there is now a much more broadly-based coalition of support for edu-
cation in general and that the levels of support for education in the public sector
alone are higher now than they would have been absent general support for educa-
tion generally, both public and private."

Mr. Chairman, although the author is here talking about support for schools, not
necessarily direct assistance to parents as would be provided by tuition tax credits, I
think my point has been made. I might add that other evidence exists here iw the
United States which supports this author's view. The city of New York has a strong
nonpublic school community, with over one-fourth of the children attending nonpub-
lic schools. And yet New York city has one of the most outstanding records of sup-
port for public education.

The public policy of support for nonpublic school children, therefore, does not be-
spak a policy of diminished support for public education. In fact, just the opposite
appears to be true.

But what of another aspect of the public policy question, the burden of education
on the taxpayer, including many taxpayers who dco not themselves have children in
school? It costs the taxpayer approximately $2,169 annually to educate a child in
the public schools. If the current economic difficulties continue to plague our nation,
prolonging high unemployment, particularly in our urban areas and industrial cen-
ters, there can be little doubt that more and more children currently attending non-
public schools will be forced to leave those schools. This will place increasing bur-
dens on the taxpayers, because they will have to pay for the education of those chil-
dren at a cost much higher than the costs involved in this tuition tax credit legisla-
tion. I might add that the existing investment in the education of children in non-
public schools is enormous, and that tuition tax credits can also be viewed as good
public policy because they would encourage and maintain that investment in this
important sector of our economy.
-- Mr. Chairman, Members of the Cormittee, I am not indulging here in unsubstan-
tiated rhetoric. In 1982-83 Catholic school enrollment declined 2.2 percent or 68,000
students. Although a more careful analysis must be done to determine exact, reasons
for that-decline, it is a matter of fact that most Catholic schools are located in our
nation's inner-cities and urban areas. These are the very areas which have been hit
by high unemployment, forcing many parents to reconsider even the smallest tu-
ition expense to keep their children in nonpublic schools. If we were to assume, for
comparative purposes, that every one of those 68,000 children was now in the public
sector, taxpayers would be paying approximately $147,492,000 to educate them. If,
on the other hand, we could assume that a $300 tuition tax credit would have
helped those parents keep their children in the Catholic schools, the cost would
have only been $20,400,000. Although my assumptions carry the example to the ex-
treme, I think the point is clear:-Tuition tax credits, particularly in a time of diffi-
cult economic sense. A relatively small investment in the youth of our nation
through tuition tax credits can save billions of tax dollars later on.

Finally, Mr. Chairmafi, I would like to make the point that this-legislation is good
public policy because it has the often overlooked benefit of being family-centered.
Apart from the potential to help strengthen public and private schools, and apart
from the long term fiscal benefits I have already mentioned, this legislation reaches
beyond the sometime muddled debate to a fundamental principle upon which this
country was-founded and to which Americans have always subscribed.

The family is the most basic element of our society and should be supported
through the public policies adopted by our governments. Over the years there have
been presidential commissions on the family, state legislatures repeatedly deal with
issues involving family rights and obligations, and this Congress is constantly voting
on measures affecting family life. Tuition tax credits must also be analyzed as legis-
lation which will strengthen the family in America by giving families, especially
middle- and low-income families, more of a voice in the education of their children.
It is a hollow promise to tell families they have a constitutional right to educate
their child in the school of their choice, if the public policy of the nation does not
empower them to exercise that right. If you believe, as I am sure that you do, that
parents are the primary educators of their children, then you, as government offi-
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cials, must be willing to act on measures establishing public policy that helps par-
ents exercise their responsibilities.

In this sense, Mr. Chairman, the issue of tuition tax credits transcends the issues
of support for schools and fiscal considerations. We are discussing an issue which
will empower the basic unit of our society to make choices in performing its duties
and responsibilities. In the long run, this legislation will strengthen families by
giving them choices which they may not have now. I argue, Mr. Chairman, Mem-
bers of the Committee, that this is good public policy, and one which this Congress
should not hesitate to act upon.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. LEHRFELD, ESQ., LEHRFELD &
HENZKE WASHINGTON, D.C., ON BEHALF OF THE KNIGHTS OF
COLUMBUS, THE CATHOLIC DAUGHTERS OF AMERICA, THE
DAUGHTERS OF ISABELLA, THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
CATHOLIC WOMEN, THE NATIONAL CATHOLIC EDUCATION AS-
SOCIATION, AND CITIZENS FOR EDUCATIONAL FREEDOM
Mr. LEHRFELD. Thank you, Senator.
-My name is William Lehrfeld. I am tax counsel for the commit-

tee for private education and presently its most visible member,
the Knights of Columbus.

You have our prepared testimony. I would like to make some ob-
servations that are not part of the prepared testimony in response
to some of the information is or will be in the record.

First of all, legislation affecting private schools is not new in the
Internal Revenue Code. My computer printout from last night
shows that there are now in the Internal Revenue Code 22 differ-
ent provisions which directly affect the school, the school's teach-
ers, the school's pupils, and the school's parents.

They are probably as little known as the ability for schools to
draw down tax-free regulated alcohol under IRC 5214, the ability of
school employees, for example, to have tax-sheltered annuities
under IRC 403(b), or the ability of private schools to offer tax-free
to students scholarships so they don't have to pay Federal income
tax under IRC 117. There are just a host of Federal tax provisions
already in the Code affecting private schools so that a tuition tax
credit for parents is not unique.

Senator DUREN-BERGER. It might be appropriate to make the in-
formation behind your printout a part of the record as part of your
testimony.

Mr. LEHRFELD. I would be happy to.
[The information follows:]
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This written submission is given, pursuant to the

request of Senator Durenberger. Its purpose is to list and

describe the numerous provisions in the Internal Revenue Code

which provide tax benefits respecting private schools, public

schools, or both private and public schools. As will be

seen, the statutes in question provide diverse kinds of tax

benefits; some lower the tax liability of the schools them-

selves; some give tax benefits to supporters of the school for

their payments to or for the school; and some provide

financial tax benefits to persons who attend the schools or

to their parents or guardians. In order to achieve the results

which Congress intends, several different types of tax classi-

fications are necessary, and some of these classifications

necessarily distinguish between types of schools, including

private schools, religious schools, and public schools.

Each paragraph below will briefly describe the

statute in question; who the direct beneficiaries of the

relevant provision are; and whether the provision related to

private schools, public schools, or other similar classes of

schools. Even a brief perusal of these provisions makes

apparent that tax benefits for private or other classes of

schools is necessary and customary in the Internal Revenue Code.
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I

The 22 provisions below each contains a reference to

educational organizations described in IRC S 170(b)(1)

(A) (ii), which is the most common way in which the Code

refers to a school.

Section 44A. Code Sec. 44A has two separate pro-

visions which relate to schools. Sec. 44A(e) (2) provides

that, for purposes of the credit against the income tax

because of household or home care expenses, if one spouse

is a student, a certain amount of income will be "deemed"

to have been received by such student. Under Sec. 44A(f) (7)

and (8), a qualifying student could attend either a public or

private school. The direct beneficiaries under this section

would be the spouse(s) receiving the increased credit by virtue

of the "deemed" income raising the "earned income limitation*

on the credit. This credit would apply to those who are

students at either private or public schools, universities, etc.

In addition, Sec. 44A(c) (2) (C), while not referring

to educational institutions under either Sec. 501(c)(3) or

Sec. 170(bi(1) (A) (ii), allows as one of the items for which

the credit may be used those expenses associated with the use

of day care centers. Here, the benefit would directly benefit

the taxpayer seeking the use of the credit. The existence of

the credit would also encourage the use of, and thus benefit,

day care centers, most of which are not run by a governmental

unit.

-2-
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Section 44F allows corporations a credit against

income tax for qualified research expenses paid or incurred by

a corporation to private or public colleges or universities

(i.e., "institutions of higher education', per Sec. 44F(e) (2)

(A)). The benefits under this Code section would directly

go to the corporations, by way of the credit. Private and

public colleges and universities would indirectly benefit by

the indirect subsidy of their research expenditures.

Section 103 provides two separate exceptions from

inclusions in gross income for interest paid on bonds. The

first, found at Sec. 103(c) (3), provides that interest paid

on arbitrage bonds used to house personnel of Sec. 170(b) (1)

(A) (ii) public and private educational organizations will not

be included in gross income. However, these institutions are

limited to those granting baccalaureate or higher degrees.

The benefits of this provision would run directly to those

holding the bonds on which interest was paid. Qualifying insti-

tutions issuing the bonds would indirectly benefit from being

able to finance operations with tax-exempt bonds.

This section also provides a similar interest

exc .usion for industrial development bonds issued, for example,

by public schools (Sec. 103(b)(3) (A)) or for private schools

exempt under Sec. 501(c) (3) (Sec. 103(b)(3)(B)). Again, this

provision would benefit both those holding the bonds and those

schools for whom they were issued.

-3-
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Section 117 provides that individuals receiving

scholarships from Sec. 170(b) (1) (A) (ii) educational organiza-

tions (i.e., public or private schools) can exclude such

amounts from gross income, subject to certain limitations on

both the grantor and the recipient. The primary beneficiary

under this provision is the recipient student/individual,

whether he studies or researches at a public or private

school. The statute indirectly benefits schools by providing

a de facto tuition subsidy.

Section 151, which Provides for certain deductions

when computing taxable income, allows for a dependency deduc-

tion for a taxpayer's child who is a student (Sec. 151(a)

(1)(B)(ii)). A student is one who, for 5 months of the previous

year, has attended either a public or private school, within

the definition of Sec. 170(b) (1) (A) (ii) (Sec. 151(e)(4)). The

benefits of this provision accrue to the taxpayer-parent who

claims the dependency deduction.

Section 152 defines "dependentsO for income tax

purposes. For the purposes of determining whether such

student receives more than half of his support from the

taxpayer claiming him as a dependent, scholarships received

from Sec. 170(b)(I)(A)(ii) private and public educational

organizations will not be taken into account in making this

determination (Sec. 152(d)). The primary beneficiary of

this provision is the taxpayer seeking to claim the dependency

deduction.

-4-
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Section 163 provides generally for the deduction of

separately stated interest. Sec. 163(b)(1) allows for the

deduction of non-separately stated interest, if incurred to

purchase "educational services" from a Sec. 170(b)(1) (A)(ii)

public or private educational organization. The primary

benefit of this provision would accrue to the taxpayer who

pays the interest and seeks the deduction.

Section 170 sets forth the rules for deductions arising

as a result of charitable contributions and gifts to qualifying

recipients._ Such qualifying recipients include, under S 170(b)

(1)(A)(ii), "educational organizations", both public and

private, with regular faculty, students, curriculum and educa-

tional activity. The beneficiaries of this provision include

both the donors, by way of the deductions from income allowed

for a percentage of these contributions, and the recipients,

because of the encouragement this Section provides donors to make

such contributions.

Section 403 deals with the taxation of funds in

-employee annuities; subsection (b) treats annuities purchased

by Sec. 501(c)(3) organizations,viz., nonprofit private schools

and educational organizations and public schools, also

described as S 170(b)(1)(A)(ii) educational organizations.

Amounts paid for annuity contracts purchased by such schools

for their employees may be excluded from the employee's income

if certain requirements are met. This provision benefits the

-5-
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employees of public and private nonprofit schools by lowering

their gross income subject to taxation. It indirectly benefits

the schools themselves by lowering their pension costs.

Section 415 in subsection (c)(4) provides for an

irrevocable election by an employee of a Sec. 170(b) (1) (A)

(ii) public or private educational organization with respect

to the gross income exclusion provided by Section 403, above.

This election, though as broad as the provision under

Sec. 403 with respect to educational organizations, is more

restricted with regard to other Sec. 501(c)(3) organizations.

Similar to Sec. 403, the beneficiaries of this provision would

be the electing employees of the educational organizations.

Section 501(c) (3) provides for the exemption from

taxes for nonprofit, private educational organizations

organized and operated exclusively for educational purposes.

While educational organizations under Sec. 170(b)(I) (A) (ii)

(charitable contributions) refers to both public and private

organizations, Sec. 501(c)(3) educational organizations only

encompass private (nongovernmental) schools. Public schools,

being governmental units, are exempt from income taxes under

Section 115. The benefits of Sec. 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status

inure to the private school holding such tax-exempt status.

Section 508 requires that new organizations must

provide notification that they are applying for Sec. 501(c)(3)

exempt status. Subsection (c)(2), however, provides that the

-6-
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Secretary may, by regulation, exempt educational organizations

described in Sec. 170(b)(l)(A)(ii). No real benefit accrues

under this except for a lessening of a minor administrative

burden. Since public schools are not required to file an

exemption application, no notice would be required of them

in any event.

Section 512, titled "Unrelated Business Taxable

Income", has three separate parts which make reference to

educational organizations.

1. In general, this tax, by reference to Sec. 511(a)

(2), applies to all nonprofit private schools, but only to

state (e.g., public) colleges and universities. Thus, while

only the Treasury benefits by the tax, primary and secondary

public schools benefit by not being subject to this tax.

2. A special rule, applicable to the radio station

of private religious colleges excludes unrelated business.

income from the tax under very limited circumstances. Sec.

512(b)(15). Since the educational organization must be

associated with a religious group, by definition, the exception

would not apply to public (state) educational organizations.

Only private religiously-affiliated educational organizations

meeting the specific requirements would benefit from this

exemption from the unrelated business income tax.

3. Section 512(b)(8) provides a special exemption

from the unrelated-business income tax for educational organi-

zations performing research, but only for colleges and

-7""
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universities. Thus, only public and private colleges and

universities would benefit, to the exclusion of primary,

secondary, and certain other private schools. (The tax does

not apply to public primary and secondary schools).

Section 1303(c)(2)(A) provides an exception from

the general rule that income-averaging is only available to

tho3e who furnish at least one-half of their own support.

That subsection provides that an individual may still income

average even if he has furnished less than one-half of his

support if he meets certain age requirements and was not a

full-time student at an educational organization described in

Sec. 170(b) (1) (A) (ii), e.g., public or private schools. This

provision is a detriment to students and former students of

public or private schools who seek to income average to reduce

their income taxes.

Section 2503(e) (2)(A) excludes from the definition of

"taxable gifts" any amounts paid on behalf of an individual

for tuition at a S 170(b) (1) (A) (ii) public or private

educational organization. The benefits of this provision

would run to the person who would otherwise be subject to the

gift taxes, normally, the donor. Indirectly, the provision

encourages tuition subsidies to students.

Section 4041(g) provides exemptions from miscellaneous

excise taxes (e.g., special fuels, diesel fuels, etc.). The

exemption is available both to public (state) educational

organizations ((g)(2)) and private nonprofit educational

-8-
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organizations (Sea. 4221(a)(5) and (d)(5)). The benefits of

this exemption would run to both public schools and nonprofit

educational organizations am defined in S 170(b) (1) (A) (ii),

in the form of lower prices paid.

Section 4253 provides exemptions from the tax imposed

by Sec. 4251 on amounts paid for ccmunications services.

Sec. 4253(i) allows an exemption for services or facilities.

furnished to states, political subdivisions, etc., which would

include public (state) schools and universiLtes. Sec. 4253(j)

provides an exemption for nonprofit, tax-exempt educational

organizations as defined in Sec. 170(b) (1) (A)(ii) and includes

schools operated by organizations exempt under Sec. 501(c)(3).

The benefits of this exemption would run to both private and

public schools in the form of lower prices.

Section 4941(d) (2) (G) (11) exempts from the tax

imposed on self-dealing between a disqualified person and a

private foundation the issuing of scholarships and fellowship

grants to government officials. These scholarships and grants

must meet the provisions of Sec. 117(a), above, and must be

used at either public or private educational organizations

described in Sec. 170(b)(I)(A)(±i). The benefit here would

accrue to the disqualified person who would otherwise be -

subject to the self-dealing tax. This provision would benefit

private operating foundations only, since there is no self-

dealing tax on other organizations.

-9-
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Section 4945(a)(1) exempts from the tax imposed

on the taxable expenditures of private foundations individual

grants (scholarships or fellowships) awarded on an objective

and nondiscriminating basis which are subject to Seo. 117(a),

abov6, and are used for studies at an educational organization

described in Sec. 170(b) (1) (A) (ii). This exemptions would

directly benefit the private foundation as a tix savings, and

would less directly benefit the recipient of the grant by

encouraging private foundations to make such grants. The

recipient could attend either public or private educational

organizations.

Section 5214 provides exemptions from the tax imposed

on distilled, bonded spirits. Sec. 5214(a)(2) exempts all

public schools, as political subdivisions, when the spirits

are used for nonbeverage purposes. Further, Sec. 5214(a)(3)

(A) exempts from the tax spirits used for nonbeverage purposes,

and not for resaie or use in manufacturing any product for

sale, and which are used by nonprofit, exempt private educa-

tional organizations described in So. 170(b) (1)(A) (ii) and

any 'scientific university or college of learning'. The

benefits of this tax exemption would apply to: (1) all public

schools using the spirits for nonbeverage purposes (2) all

public scientific universities using the spirits for non-

beverage, nonresale, etc. purposes, and; (3) all nonprofit

private schools using the spirits for nonbeverage, nonresale,

etc. uses.
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Section 6033(a)(2).(C)(iki provides an exemption from

filing exempt organization re urns to: educational organizations

described in Sec. 170(b) (1)(A) (ii). 2his provision would only

benefit private, versus public (state) schools, because public

(state) schools are not considered to fall under Sec. 501(a)

and, thus, are not required to file the returns in any event.

II

Numerous other provisions in the Federal Tax Code

directly er indirectly benefit certain types of schools,

even though the term "educational organization" or schoolm

is not specifically mentioned. A few of these provisions are

as follows:

1. Private religious schools, but not private

secular schools, are treated as "integrated auxiliaries" of

a church and are not required to file annual income tax re-

turns. Treasury Regulations on Income Tax, Section 1.6033-2(g)

(5) (iv). Of course public schools, which are treated as an

integral part of a state, do not have to file federal income

tax returns.

2. Under the current Federal Insurance Contributions

Act (FICA), and the Act as it will take affect next year,

ordained ministers and members of religious orders are exempt

from FICA tax respecting their earnings while teaching in

religious schools. ZRC S 3121(b)(8)(A). Beginning in 1984,

the FICA tax will have to be paid respecting secular teachers

in all private schools and in all public schools. The exemption

-11-
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for ministers end members of religious orders obviously bene-

fits religious schools.

3. Members of religious orders who have taken a vow

of poverty are also exempt from the self-employment tax, IRC

S 1402(c). Ministers and members of religious orders are

also exempt from the self-employment tax if they file appro-

priate statements stating their objection on religious grounds

to any social insurance system. S 1402(e)(1) Secular teachers

in private and public schools are not subject to self-employment

taxes, but are generally subject to FICA taxes beginning in

1984. This exemption primarily benefits religious schools.

4. The Federal Unemployment Tax Act applies to all

private schools, except for certain church-controlled private

schooloi. See St. Martin Lutheran Church v. South Dakota, 451

U.S. 772. Employees of public schools are covered by a some-

what different unemployment compensation system. The exemption

for certain religious schools benefits private schools which

are an integral part of a church.

5. From 1943 to 1958, only teachers in tax-exempt

private schools were allowed to have Section 403(b) annuity

pension benefits. Revenue Act of 1942, c. 619, 56 Stat. 798,

S 152(c)i Act of October 4, 1961 P.L. 87-370, 75 Stat. 796,

S 3(a). Under current law, teachers in both public and

private schools are allowed the income exclusions provided

by 403(b). This provision benefits the teachers, and indirectly

benefits the schools by lowering their pension costs.

-12-
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Mr. LEHRFELD. Second, we ought to focus on some of the reasons
which cause the Congress to enact tax legislation-equity being one
of them, and evidence of that in the Code is income splitting, or
alimony deductions and includability.

Congress also enhances an activity sometimes, by passing tax leg-
islation-for example, interest deductions on mortgage or nonbusi-
ness debits; and for egalitarian reasons such as-the political con-
tributions credit, or the dependent care credits. The knowledge
that a person's capacity to produce income is impaired convinces
Congress to give him a medical expense deduction or you give him
a casualty loss deduction. And finally, Congress enacts tax laws to
provide ,elief of the burdens of Government by shifting the burden.
You enhance the ability of Government to function by shifting part
of that through the charitable contribution so donees may do part
of Government's chores.

We are trying to indicate by some of this that there are no true
direct financial incentives provided by this bill to the schools them-
selves which in fact encourages a shift from public schools to pri-
vate schools. You are overcoming a financial impediment built into
the Internal Revenue Code for encouraging private school usage,
and the meager tax recognition that is offered here merely lessens
the personal sacrifice of individuals who are otherwise committed
to private schools, whether or not they are sectarian or nonsectar-
ian.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
[Mr. Lehrfeld's prepared statement follows:]
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MR, CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE.

MY NAME IS WILLIAM J. LEHRFELDI ONE OF THE TAX COUNSEL FOR

THE COMMITTEE FOR PRIVATE EDUCATION, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT.

THIS ORGANIZATION IS COMPOSED OF SEVERAL CONSTITUENT

GROUPS REPRESENTING A TOTAL OF 15,5 MILLION PARENTS, STUDENTS,

AND TEACHERS NATIONWIDE, AMONG ITS MEMBERS ARE THE KNIGHTS OF

COLUMBUS (MEMBERSHIP 1.37 MILLION)i THE CATHOLIC DAUGHTERS OF

AMERICA (MEMBERSHIP 170,000)j THE DAUGHTERS OF ISABELLA

(MEMBERSHIP 130,OO0)i THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CATHOLIC WOMEN

(10 MILLION AFFILIATE MEMBERS)i THE NATIONAL CATHOLIC EDUCATIQN

ASSOCIATION (200,000 CATHOLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS,

AND 3.5 MILLION STUDENTS)) AND CITIZENS FOR EDUCATIONAL

FREEDOMo A NONSECTARIAN ORGANIZATION WITH BRANCHES THROUGHOUT

THE UNITED STATES, THE COMMITTEE HAS BEEN FOUNDED FOR THE

EXPRESS PURPOSE OF SUPPORTING THIS ADMINISTRATION'S TUITION

TAX PROPOSALS.

LAST YEAR, A STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE COMMITTEE

FOR PRIVATE EDUCATION WAS PRESENTED BEFORE THE FINANCE COMMITTEE

1/PRINCIPAL, LEHRFELD & HENZKE, P.C., WASHINGTON, D.C.
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ON JUNE 16, 1982, IN SUPPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY AND

AND EQUITY ACT OF 1982, SENATE BILL 2673, ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF

THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THAT BILL WERE PRESENTED, AND THE

DISCUSSION THERE IS EQUALLY APPLICABLE TO CURRENT S. 528.

1 WILL NOT REPEAT THAT DISCUSSION, BUT RATHER APPEND THE STATE-

MENT TO THE END OF MY STATEMENT HERE$

TODAY I WOULD LIKE TO FOCUS MY ATTENTION ON TWO

POINTS WHICH WE BELIEVE ARE PARTICULARLY PERTINENT TO THE

DELIBERATIONS OF THIS COMMITTEE, WITH ITS SPECIAL EXPERTISE

IN FEDERAL TAX AND FISCAL MATTERS. I MIGHT ADD THAT THESE

POINTS ARE ALSO WITHIN THE SPECIAL EXPERTISE OF OUR FIRM,

WHOSE TWO PRINCIPALS HAVE OVER 30 YEARS OF SPECIALIZATION AND

EXPERIENCE WITH THE PECULIAR TAX PROBLEMS OF NONPROFIT RELI-

GIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS$

I

OVER THE PAST 15 YEARS, THE CONGRESS, GUIDED IN LARGE

PART BY THIS COMMITTEE, HAS STEADILY INCREASED THE FEDERAL TAX

BURDEN OF PRIVATE NONPROFIT SCHOOLS, WHICH OF COURSE DIRECTLY

INCREASES THE BURDEN ON PARENTS WHO ARE THE PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL

SUPPORTERS OF THESE SCHOO,.S. THE UNINITIATED OBSERVER MIGHT BE

SURPRISED TO HEAR THIS FAC7A BECAUSE MOST PEOPLE PROBABLY BELIEVE

THAT CHURCHES AND NONPROFIT PRIVATE SCHOOLS PAY NO FEDERAL

TAXES, WHILE THAT WAS ONCE THE CASE, IT IS NO LONGER SO.

BY FAR THE MOST SUBSTANTIAL FEDERAL TAX BURDEN

IMPOSED ON CHURCHES AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS IS CONTAINED IN THE

-2-
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SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1983, SIGNED LAST WEEK BY

PRESIDENT REAGAN, BEGINNING JANUARY 1, 1984, THIS STATUTE

WILL IMPOSEIA COMBINED 1l PERCENT TAX BURDEN ON THE WAGES

OF ALL EMPLOYEES OF CHURCdES, CHURCH SCHOOLS, AND OTHER

PRIVATE NONPROFIT SCHOOLS. OUR FIRM HAS MANY SUCH SCHOOLS

AS CLIENTS, AND MANY OF THEM ARE IN DESPERATE STRAITS TRYING TO

FIND FUNDS TO PAY THIS SUDDEN, UNEXPECTED FINANCIAL BURDEN.

A FEW STATISTICS WILL REVEAL THE ENORMITY OF THE

NEW FINANCIAL BURDEN IMPOSED UPON PRIVATE SCHOOLS BY THIS

STATUTE. ASSUMING AVERAGE ANNUAL WAGES OF $10,000-$15,0O0

PER FULL-TIME TEACHERs AND APPROXIMATELY 20 STUDENTS PER

TEACHER, NEXT YEAR'S INCREASE IN SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES WILL

IMPOSE AN ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL BURDEN OF $70-$105 PER PRIVATE

SCHOOL PUPIL FOR FICA TAXES ON TEACHER SALARIES ALONE. FICA

TAXES ON WAGES OF OTHER EMPLOYEES WILL MAKE THIS BURDEN EVEN

GREATER.

BUT THIS i. NOT THE ONLY INCREASE IN THE FEDERAL TAX

BURDEN RECENTLY IMPOSD UPON PRIVATE SCHOOLS BY THE FEDERAL

TAX CODE, IN 1976, THE FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX ACT WAS

AMENDED TO REQUIRE TAXATION FOR THE FIRST TIME OF NON-PROFIT

?/PRECISE FIGURES ON AVERAGE WAGES OF PRIVATE SCHOOL TEACHERS
ARE NOT AVAILABLE. AVERAGE WAGES OF PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS ARE
$17,602 IN 1980-81. DIGEST OF EDUCATION STATISTICS 1982, TABLE
49 (NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS), WE ARE ALSO
UNAWARE OF ANY STATISTICS-ON THE PERCENTAGE OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS
WHICH PREVIOUSLY ELECTED TO PARTICIPATE IN SOCIAL SECURITY. OUR
FIRM'S EXPERIENCE IS THAT THE SCHOOLS WITH THE MOST PRECARIOUS
FINANCIAL BASE HAVE NOT PARTICIPATED.

-3-
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PRIVATE SCHOOLS, EXCEPT FOR SCHOOLS OF CERTAIN CHURCH-CONTROLLED
F_

PRIVATE SCHOOLS. IN 1983, THIS TAX IS EQUIVALENT TO ABOUT

3 PERCENT OF THE FIRST $7,000 OF AN EMPLOYEE'S WAGES, OR A

MAXIMUM OF ABOUT $200 PER EMPLOYEE PER YEAR.

FINALLY, IN 1969 CONGRESS EXTENDED THE UNRELATED

BUSINESS TAX (I.R.C. Ss 511-514) FOR THE FIRST TIME TO CHURCHES

AND CHURCH-OWNED SCHOOLS. THE TAX HAD BEEN IMPOSED ON NON-

RELIGIOUS PRIVATE SCHOOLS IN 1951. No STATISTICS APPEAR TO BE

AVAILABLE SHOWING THE AIO4O4T OF TAXES COLLECTED FROM SUCH

PRIVATE SCHOOLS. HOWEVER, THE MAIN IMPACT OF THE TAX IS NOT

IN THE TOTAL AMOUNTS COLLECTED, BUT ITS PARTICULARIZED BURDEN

ON THOSE SCHOOLS WHICH TRADITIONALLY RELIED ON A CONTROLLED

BUSINESS TO SUPPLEMENT REVENUES.

OF COURSEs SOME -- BUT NOT ALL -- OF THESE TAXES

WERE ALSO IMPOSED UPON PUBLIC SCHOOLS. BUT SUCH TAXES, LIKE

OTHER INCREASES IN COSTS, ARE BORNE BY THE CITIZENRY AT

LARGE -- INCLUDING PARENTS OF PRIVATE SCHOOL PARENTS. BY

CONTRAST, TAXES ON PRIVATE SCHOOLS ARE BORNE ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY

BY PARENTS OF PRIVATE SCHOOL PUPILS.

THESE INCREASES IN THE FEDERAL TAX BURDENS OF PRIVATE

SCHOOLS -- COMBINED WITH THE EXTRAORDINARY COSTS INCREASES IN

RECENT YEARS FOR FUEL, INTEREST, MEDICAL INSURANCE AND THE

LIKE -- HAVE DRIVEN MANY SCHOOLS TO THE BRICK OF FINANCIAL

3/E T. IARTIN LUTHERAN CHURCH V. SOUTH DAKOTA, 451 U.S. 772.
VN/"I.R.C." AND CODE" REFER TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954.

-4-
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COLLAPSE, OR HAVE REQUIRED THEM TO CLOSE THEIR DOORS. THE

POINT HAS BEEN REACHED WHEN CONGRESS MUST GIVE TAX RELIEF FOR

PRIVATE SCHOOLS TUITION, SO THAT STUDENTS ARE NOT DRIVEN FROM

THESE SCHOOLS INTO THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. APART FROM THE DELE-

TERIOUS EFFECTS ON INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM INVOLVED IN SUCH A FORCED

DEPARTURE FROM PRIVATE SCHOOLS, ANY SUCH SHIFT OF STUDENTS WILL

RESULT IN AN INCREASE IN NEEDED FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL TAX

FUNDS TO PROVIDE PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATIONS FOR SUCH NEW STUDENTS.

THE INCREASED COSTS TO GOVERNMENTS OF EDUCATING

CHILDREN WHO LEAVE PRIVATE SCHOOLS WOULD BE ENORMOUS. IN 1983,

IT IS ESTIMATED THAT THERE ARE ABOUT 5 MILLION STUDENTS IN

PRIVATE SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES# OF THESE, OVER HALF

COME FROM FAMILIES WITH LESS THAN $25,000 ANNUAL INCOME. IF

ONLY ONE PERCENT OF PRIVATE SCHOOL PUPILS CHANGED TO PUBLIC

SCHOOLS BECAUSE OF INCREASED TUITION COSTS, FEDERAL AID TO

PUBLIC SCHOOLS WOULD HAVE TO BE INCREASED BY ABOUT $23 MILLION7Z/
PER YEAR. TOTAL SUPPORT BY ALL GOVERNMENTS TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

WOULD HAVE TO INCREASE BY OVER $105 MILLION PER YEAR. OF COURSE,

IF STUDENTS LEAVE THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS IN GREATER NUMBERS, THE

INCREASE IN GOVERNMENT OUTLAYS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS WOULD BE

PROPORTIONATELY GREATER.

PROJECTIONN OF EDUCATION STATISTICS TO 1990-91, P.32 (NATIONAL
ENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS).

E/S/ HEARINGS BEFORE THE S. FINANCE COMM. ON TUITION TAX
CREDIT PROPOSALS, 9/TH CONG., 2D SESS. 55.

Z/IBID.
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As IS USUALLY THE CASE, MOREOVER, THE EFFECT OF HIGHER

PRIVATE TUITION COSTS WILL NOT BE EQUALLY DISTRIBUTED AMONG

PRIVATE SCHOOLS OR PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS. SUCH COSTS HAVE

ALREADY HAD A DISPROPORTIONATE EFFECT ON CATHOLIC SCHOOL

ENROLLMENT, WHICH HAS A GREATER PRESENCE AMONG THE POOR OF

THE INNER CITIES. LAST YEAR CATHOLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT DROPPED

68,000, OR 2.3 PERCENT OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT, AND 62 FEWER

SCHOOLS REMAINED IN OPERATION. THE DEPARTURE OF THESE

CATHOLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS IS PARTICULARLY DISRUPTIVE FOR THE

PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BECAUSE THEY TYPICALLY OCCUR IN LOW-INCOME

INNER CITY AREAS OF THE NORTHEAST, WHOSE'PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCING

HAS BEEN ERODED BY THE RECESSION AND DEINDUSTRIALIZATION.

IN VIEW OF THE EXTRAORDINARY INCREASES IN FEDERAL

TAX BURDENS ALREADY IMPOSED ON PRIVATE SCHOOLS, AND THE SUBSIDY

TO THE COMMONWEAL INHERENTLY PROVIDED BY SUCH SCHOOLS, SOME

SORT-OF FEDERAL TAX RELIEF IS APPROPRIATE. THE TUITION TAX

CREDIT IS PARTICULARLY SUITED TO THIS PURPOSE, BECAUSE IT

FOCUSES TAX RELIEF ON THE LOWER-INCOME PARENTS WHO ARE MOST

LIKELY TO SWITCH TO THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS IF PRIVATE SCHOOL TUI-

TIONS INCREASE.

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF TAX EQUITY, SOME SORT OF TUI-

TION TAX CREDIT IS ALSO JUSTIFIED. IN 1965, MOST PRIVATE SCHOOLS

WERE FINANCED BY GIFTS TO THE SCHOOL ITSELF OR THE SPONSORING

7UN12TATES CATHOLIC ELEMENTARY " • S SCHOOLS 1982-1983,
P.7NATIONAL CATHOLIC EDUCATION AS SN)

-6-
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CHURCH. AS A RESULTs LITTLE SCHOOL SUPPORT WAS SUBJECT TO

FEDERAL OR STATE INCOME TAXES. TODAYs TUITION REPRESENTS A

MUCH LARGER PORTION OF PRIVATE SCHOOL SUPPORT. WITH THE

MEDIAN TUITION CURRENTLY AT $360 FOR PRIVATE ELEMENTARY
IQ/

SCHOOLS AND $900 FOR PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS, THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT IS OBVIOUSLY COLLECTING SUBSTANTIAL INCOME TAXES

ON FUNDS USED TO PAY PRIVATE SCHOOL TUITION. BY CONTRAST, ALL

OF THE STATE AND LOCAL TAXES PAID TO FUND PUBLIC SCHOOL ARE

DEDUCTIBLE. IN ADDITION, STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS CAN

AVAIL THEMSELVES OF CAPITAL AT LOW INTEREST RATES, SUBSIDIZED

BY THE FEDERAL EXEMPTION OF INTEREST ON STATE AND LOCAL BONDS.

BY CONTRAST PRIVATE SCHOOLS MUST NORMALLY BORROW FUNDS AT

PREVAILING UNSUBSIDIZED INTEREST RATES. WITH THE ENORMOUS

INCREASES IN PREVAILING INTEREST RATES IN THE PAST FEW YEARS.

THIS INEQUITY HAS INCREASED DRAMATICALLY. THE ADMINISTRATION'S

TAX BILL WOULD HELP REDRESS THESE FUNDAMENTAL TAX INEQUITIES.

II

AS THE ABOVE DISCUSSION SUGGESTS FEDERAL TAXES AND

TAX RELIEF FOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS ARE FIRMLY ROOTED IN THE

HISTORY AND STRUCTURE OF THE FEDERAL TAX CODE. FEDERAL TAX

PROVISIONS IMPOSING TAXES, ADJUSTING TAX BURDENS, AND PROVIDING

/STATEMENT OF R THOMAS VITULLO-MARTIN, HEARINGS BEFORE THE
UBCOMM. ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT, S. COMM. ON FINANCE,

97TH CONG., 1ST SESS. (PT. 2), 87, 97.
1Q/STATEMENT OF SECRETARY OF EDUCATION J.H. BELL, ID. AT 9.

-7-
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CREDITS, DEDUCTIONS OR EXEMPTIONS WITH RESPECT TO PRIVATE

SCHOOLS AND THEIR SUPPORTERS ARE INHERENTLY NECESSARY IN SUCH

A COMPLEX CODE. SUCH PROVISIONS HAVE BEEN ROUTINELY ENACTED

AND ADMINISTERED IN PAST YEARS, WITH RELATIVELY LITTLE ADMI-

•STRATIVE OR JUDICIAL PROBLEMS. THERE IS NO REASON TO CONCLUDE

THAT THE SUPREME COURT WILL TAKE THE TOTALLY UNPRECEDENTED

STEP OF HOLDING A TUITION TAX CREDIT TO BE AN ESTABLISHMENT

OF RELIGION.

A SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL FEDERAL TAX STATUTES

RELATING TO PRIVATE OR PUBLIC SCHOOLS MAY BE HELPFUL IN UNDER-

STANDING THEIR HISTORY AND PERVASIVENESS. WE SUBMIT THAT THIS

ANALYSIS WILL SHOW THE ADMINISTRATION'S TUITION TAX CREDIT

BILL IS ROUTINE IN CHARACTER AND FULLY PRECEDENTED.

THE EXEMPTION FOR NONPROFIT RELIGIOUS OR EDUCATIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS -- PRIVATE SCHOOLS -- GOES ALL THE WAY BACK TO

THE FIRST INCOME TAX STATUTE, WHICH WAS ENACTED IN 1862,

DURING THE CIVIL WAR. ACT OF JULY 1, 1862, CH. 119, S 89-93,

12 STAT. 432, 473. THIS PROVISION HAS BEEN CARRIED DOWN THROUGH

THE NUMEROUS INCOME TAX STATUTES AND NOW APPEARS AS CODE

SECTION 501(C)(3). GIFTS TO SUCH RELIGIOUS OR EDUCATIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS WERE EXEMPTED FROM TAX AS EARLY AS THE SPANISH-

AMERICAN WAR, IN THE WAR REVENUE ACT OF 1898, CH. 448, s 29,
30 STAT. 448, WHICH WAS THE PREDECESSOR OF THE TAX DEDUCTIONS

FOR RELIGIOUS OR EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS NOW CONTAINED IN

(INTER ALIA) CODE SECTIONS 170(C)(2)(INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORATE

INCOME TAX DEDUCTIONS), 642(C)(DEDUCTIONS BY TRUSTS)J 2055(A)(2)

-8-
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(DEDUCTIONS BY ESTATES); 2522(A) AND (B)(GIFT TAX DEDUCTIONS),

AND 4942(G)(1)(A) AND 4945(D)(4) (GRANTS BY PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS).

IN WALTZ V. IAX COMMISSION. 397 U.S. 664, 669 (1970),

THE SUPREME COURT RELIED ON THESE AND OTHER FEDERAL TAX EXEMP-

TION STATUTES, HOLDING THAT THE NEW YORK REAL ESTATE TAX

EXEMPTION STATUTE WAS CONSTITUTIONAL BECAUSE IT WAS SIMILAR

TO THE FEDERAL STATUTES AND WAS NOT INTENDED TO ESTABLISH OR

INTERFERE WITH RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND PRACTICES OR HAVE THE

EFFECT OF DOING SO,"

OVER THE YEARS, THE PURPOSE UNDERLYING THESE BASIC

FEDERAL PROVISIONS HAS BEEN INCORPORATED IN A LARGE VARIETY

OF TAX STATUTES WHICH RELATE TO THE TAX BENEFITS AND BURDENS

OF SCHOOLS, THEIR SUPPORTERS AND THEIR STUDENTS. SOME OF THESE

PROVISIONS APPLY TO ALL SCHOOLS, SOME TO NONPROFIT PRIVATE

SCHOOLS ONLY, AND OTHERS SOLELY TO RELIGIOUS SCHOOLS. THESE

PROVISIONS HAVE, FOR THE MOST PART, BEEN ROUTINELY ENACTED

BY THE CONGRESS, INTERPRETED BY THE COURTS, AND ADMINISTERED BY

THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT. TO THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE, NO

FEDERAL APPELLATE COURT HAS EVER HELD ANY OF THESE STATUTES

UNCONSTITUTIONAL, INDEED, IT IS AN ACCEPTED PROPOSITION AMONG

CONGRESS, THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT, COURTS AND TAX PRACTITIONERS

THAT FEDERAL TAX LEGISLATION MUST DEAL WITH THE BURDENS AND

BENEFITS APPLICABLE TO ALL CLASSES OF SCHOOLS, AND TO PARTICULAR

SUBCLASSES OF SCHOOLS.

FOR EXAMPLE, CODE SECTION 151(E)(4) ALLOWS A SPECIAL

DEPENDENCY DEDUCTION FOR NONDEPENDENT CHILDREN, IF-THE CHILD

-9-
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ATTENDS A PRIVATE OR STATE SCHOOL. CODE SECTION 117(A)(1)

ALLOWS A STUDENT TO EXCLUDE FROM INCOME SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

BY PRIVATE OR STATE SCHOOLS. SECTION 44A ALLOWS A TAX CREDIT

FOR DAY-CARE PROVIDED BY A KINDERGARTEN OR NURSERY SCHOOL,

TO ENABLE THE PARENT TO WORK. (OF COURSE, MOST OF THE LATTER

SCHOOLS ARE PRIVATE RATHER THAN PUBLIC.)

NOT ALL PROVISIONS OF THE FEDERAL TAX CODE TREAT PRIVATE

AND STATE SCHOOLS ALIKE, HOWEVER. FOR EXAMPLE, CODE SECTION

511 IMPOSES THE UNRELATED BUSINESS TAX ON ALL PRIVATE NONPROFIT

SCHOOLS, AND ON PRIVATE OR PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES,

BUT NOT-ON PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS. TAX EXEMPT

PRIVATE NONPROFIT RELIGIOUS AND SECULAR SCHOOLS, UNLIKE MOST

OTHER TAX EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS, ARE EXCUSED FROM FILING AN

APPLICATION FOR A RULING AND FROM FILING YEARLY TAX RETURNS.

(I.R.C.'S 508(c)j s 6033(A)(2). OF COURSE, THE IRS RULING

PROVISIONS DO NOT APPLY AT ALL TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS. SECTIONS

4041(G)(4), 4221(D)(5) AND 4253(J) PROVIDED EXEMPTIONS TO PRIVATE

NONPROFIT SCHOOLS, FROM FEDERAL EXCISE TAXES ON AUTOMOBILES,

BUSES, AUTO PARTS, TIRES AND TUBES, CERTAIN SPORTS EQUIPMENT AND

FIREARMS, DIESEL FUEL AND SPECIAL MOTOR OILS ANDTELEPHONE

SERVICE. AND FROM 1943 TO 1958, ONLY TEACHERS IN TAX-EXEMPT

PRIVATE SCHOOLS WERE ALLOWED TO HAVE SECTION 403(B) ANNUITY

PENSION BENEFITS. (REVENUE ACT OF 1942, C.619, 56 STAT. 798,

s 162(C), ACT OF OCT. 4, 1961, P.C. 87-370, 75 STAT. 796, S 3(A).

CERTAIN OTHER PROVISIONS PROVIDE BENEFITS TO PUBLIC

AND TAX-EXEMPT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, BUT NOT TO ANY

-10-
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ELEMENTARY OR SECONDARY SCHOOLS. E.gi I.R.C. s170(E)(4)

(INCREASED DEDUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTIONS OF INVENTORY TO COLLEGE

OR UNIVERSITY)) s44F (SPECIAL INVESTMENT CREDIT FOR RESEARCH

GRANT TO COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY.)

MOREOVER, MANY STATUTES AND REGULATIONS PROVIDE

SPECIAL TAX BENEFITS TO ELIG1 QLU SCHOOLS, AS DISTINCT FRCM ALL

OTHER SCHOOLS. MOST IMPORTANTLY, CONGRESS IN 1976 EXTENDED -

THE UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES TO ALL NONPROFIT SCHOOLS AND OTHER INSTI-

TUTIONS, BUT EXPRESSLY EXEMPTED FROM UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES SERVICES

PERFORMED --

(1) IN THE EMPLOY OF (A) A CHURCH
OR CONVENTION OR ASSOCIATION OF CHURCHES,
OR (B) AN ORGANIZATION WHICH IS OPERATED
PRIMARILY FOR RELIGIOUS PURPOSES AND
WHICH IS OPERATED, SUPERVISED, CONTROLLED,
OR PRINCIPALLY SUPPORTED BY A CHURCH
OR CONVENTION OR ASSOCIATION OF
CHURCHES o * [I.R.C. s 3309(A)(1)(A).]

IN ST. MARTIN LUTHERAN CHURCH V. SOUTH DpAKOA supRA

THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT THIS STATUTE EXEMPTED ALL WAGES OF

ALL CHURCH-CONTROLLED SCHOOL EMPLOYEES, NOT JUST THAT PART OF

WAGES PAID FOR STRICTLY RELIGIOUS DUTIES. PUBLIC SCHOOLS, AND

NONRELIGIOUS PRIVATE SCHOOLS, MUST PAY THE FULL TAX, HOWEVER.

THE COURT NOTED THAT ANY OTHER INTERPRETATION WOULD RAISE SERIOUS

CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS. (451 U.S. AT 780.) THUS THE COURT

HAS VERY RECENTLY APPROVED THE PREFERENTIAL TAX TREATMENT OF

RELIGIOUS SCHOOLS IN THE FEDERAL TAX CODE. UNDER CODE SECTION

3309 AS INTERPRETED BY THE SUPREME COURT, PRIVATE SCHOOLS CON-

TROLLED BY A CHURCH ARE EXEMPT FROM THE UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES,

WHILE ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND NONRELIGIOUS PRIVATE SCHOOLS MUST

-11-
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PAY UNEMPLOYMENT TAX (OR PROVIDE SUBSTITUTE UNEMPLOYMENT

INSURANCE REIMBURSEMENTS).

SIMILARLY, MINISTERS, AND MEMBERS OF RELIGIOUS ORDERS

WHO TEACH IN SCHOOLS CONTROLLED BY THEIR CHURCH, ARE EXEMPT

FROM FICA AND UNEMPLOYMENT TAX, EVEN THOUGH ALL PUBLIC AND

PRIVATE SCHOOLS MUST PAY FICA AND UNEMPLOYMENT TAX RESPECTING

NON-CLERICAL TEACHERS. (I.R.C. S 3121(B), 3309(A).) SUCH

MINISTERS AND RELIGIOUS ORDER MEMBERS MAY ALSO ELECT NOT TO PAY

SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAXES. (I.R.C, s1402(E).

GIVEN THE LONG HISTORY OF THIS PANOPLY OF FEDERAL

STATUTES GRANTING TAX EXEMPTIONS AND DEDUCTIONS FOR THE FINANCIAL

BENEFIT OF NONPROFIT SCHOOLS, IT IS NOT SURPRISING THAT THE

CONGRESS, THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT, AND THE COURTS HAVE COME TO

ASSUME THEIR VALIDITY UNDER THE FIRST AMENDMENT. INDEED, IN

THE BOB JONES-GOLDSBoRO CASES NOW BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT,

THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THESE PRIVATE SCHOOL FINANCIAL BENEFIT

STATUTES IS ASSUMED BY ALL THE PARTICIPANTS; INDEED, THE ISSUE

IS WHETHER RELIGIOUS SCHOOLS ARE ENTITLED TO FINANCIAL BENEFITS

PROVIDED BY CODE SECTION 170 WITHOUT COMPLYING WITH THE RACIAL

DISCRIMINATION LIMITATIONS IMPOSED ON NONRELIGIOUS NONPROFIT

SCHOOLS GENERALLY,

IN SUM, IT IS CLEAR THAT A COMPLEX STATUTORY SYSTEM

FOR FAIRLY TAXING NET INCOME DEMANDS CONSIDERABLE SPECIAL

U/JIN STATES WHICH HAVE WITHDRAWN FROM THE SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM,

No FICA TAXES NEED BE PAID.

12/1982 OCT. TERM. Nos. 81-1, 81-3.

-12-
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ACCOMMODATIONS FOR ALL TYPES OF SCHOOLS, AND FOR MONEY SPENT TO

SUPPORT AND ATTEND THEM. FROM THE EARLIEST DAYS, CONGRESS HAS

RECOGNIZED THE NEED TO ENACT SUCH ACCOMMODATIONS INTO THE

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE AND ITS PREDECESSORS. THE BILL UNDER

CONSIDERATION HERE IS NECESSARY TO OFFSET OTHER RECENTLY ENACTED

FEDERAL BURDENS ON PRIVATE SCHOOLS, AND TO ASSIST SUCH ELEEMOSYNARY

INSTITUTIONS TO COPE WITH OTHER EXTRAORDINARY FINANCIAL BURDENS.

WE SUGGEST THAT THE PROPOSED TAX CREDIT FOR SCHOOL

TUITION IS WELL WITHIN THE PRECEDENT AND TRADITION OF THE ABOVE

TAX BENEFITS FOR CLASSES OF PRIVATE AND/OR PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

INDEED, THE PROPOSED TAX CREDIT FOR TUITION IS LMS OF A BENEFIT

TO SUCH SCHOOLS THAN THE VARIOUS DEDUCTIONS FOR CHARITABLE GIFTS

TO SUCH SCHOOLS, SINCE A GIFT GIVES MORE FINANCIAL BENEFIT TO

THE SCHOOL THAN TUITION PAID FOR SERVICES.

THE SUPREME COURT HAS ALWAYS RECOGNIZED THE BREADTH

OF CONGRESS' TAXING POWER, AND ITS NEED FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

IN ESTABLISHING EXEMPTIONS, DEDUCTIONS, CREDITS AND THE LIKE

FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF INCOME AND TAXPAYERS. FOR THIS REASON,

THE SUPREME COURT HAS NEVER HELD AN INCOME TAX STATUTElINVALID

OR UNCONSTITUTIONAL SINCE THE PASSAGE OF THE SIXTEENTH AMENDMENT

IN 1913. BY CONTRAST, STATE STATUTES -- WHICH ARE INHERENTLY

SUBJECT TO INFLUENCE FROM NARROWER PAROCHIAL CONSENSUS -- HAVE

FREQUENTLY BEEN HELD UNCONSTITUTIONAL. CONGRESS SHOULD EXERCISE

ITS TAXING POWER HERE, UNDETERRED BY UNSUPPORTED FEARS OF

ESTABLISHMENT-OF-RELIGION OR UNCONTROLLED FISCAL EXCESSES.
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Senator Dole, Chaitrman, anti Members of the Committee:

I am Leonard.Fine, Assistant Superintendent of Schools for the Archdiocese

of New Orleans. I amrelpresenting The Louisiana Catholic Conference, and

the Catholic school superintendents from six Catholic dioceses of Louisiana.

These six dioceses have a total student enrollment of one hundred and fifteen

thousand students.

Today providing educational opportunities for all on an equal basis is perhaps

the most important function of our govrment. Education is required in the

performance of our most basic public responsibilities, even service in the

armed forces. Education provides the very foundation of good citizenship.

Education today is a principle Instrument in awakening the child to cultural

values, In preparing the student for later professional training and helping the

student to adjust normally to his/her enviroment. In todays society, it is

doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life If he/she

Is denied the opportunity of an education. Because nonpublic as well as public

schools contribute In building the "foundation of good citizenship", they too

merit consideration when congress makes available a benefit in the educational

area.

It is in this regard that I appear before you and ask for enactment of the proposed

Tuition Tax Credit Legislation. In support of my request, I offer the following

points of testimonial fact. Just as parents choose for their children, their food,

their clothing, vacation, or home, so should these parents be able to choose for

their children th proper school. Having this choice-provides the family with

dignity and self worth.'-The denial of this choice is one of the greatest degradations

of poverty. Poor families are still denied a choice of schools. Most are Imprisoned

in ghetto public schools and for many, this means a life of functional Illiteracy,

unemployment and poverty. Poor families must have the right to choose schools

of high quality, public or nonpublic. Poor families must demand that goverment

emancipate them from inferior ghetto schools, and give them a choice of quality
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public and nonpublic schools. All parents must have the right to choose for

their dependents the best possible educational alternatives. Tuition Tax Credits

would have the direct effect of enabling the ts"-payer to exercise broader

selection in the way his/her dependents are educated. I am also here repre-

senting the sixty thousand Catholic school students from the Archdiocese of

New Orleans. In the city of New Orleans fifty-two percent of the children

attending our schools are of various minority groups, and this number is growing

each school year. Black children in the inner-city nonpublic schools are doing

exceptionally well. Hundreds of thousands of other black children would do

equally well if given the chance to choose quality schools. Tuition Tax Credits

would serve all students on an equal basis, and would help provide education to

all parents.

We in the Archdiocese of New Orleans, and in the other five dioceses of Louisiana,

believe very strongly that as a general proposition and as a matter of public policy,

parochial school students are entitled to the same benefits and services as public

school students are. It Is simply wrong that because the goverment has decided

to go Into the education business and directly sponsor schools, those schools

are the only acceptable vehicle for the goverment to meet the responsibilities

to all children. Tuition Tax Credits would continue to provide other avenues for

parents to choose.

In summation, the Tuition Tax Credit Legislation must be passed so education

opportunities can be provided for all students on an equal basis. Parents must

be allowed to make choices as regards the education of their children, and poor

families must have an alternative to ghetto based inferior schools.
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Mrs. Mary Ann Babendrier

My name is Mrs. Mary Ann Babendrier. I am the parent of thirteen

children who have all attended parochial elementary and secondary

schools. I have had children in the parochial schol system for the

last twenty-one years. My husband is employed by the Federal Govern-

met and in the early years of our marriage held two jobs in order

to meet tuition, school transportation and other school expenses.

Altbugh several of our children are now in college or have completed

their formal educational training, our school expenses last year were

in excess of $7,000.00.

My husband and I believe that education nust deal with the total person

and religious education is essential-a-this concept. We believe

that religious education reinforces bore religious training and gives

the individual soumd principles for moral decision making.

Thirty years ago "the climate of society was much different than it

is today. We are concerned more than ever that education offer disci-

pline and moral principles for decision making. I urge your support

of Tuition Tax Credits to offer assistance to parents who wish to

send their children to a nonpublic private or parochial school. My

husband and I firmly believe it is a constitutional right to receive

such support.
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Mrs. Helen W. Brice

Good After noon:

My nane is Mrs. Seen Brice. I am a retired school teacher from the

D.C. Public Icol System. I taught for twenty-two years in that

system. My two dwgrters began their formal education in public schools.

Despite considerable opposition from my fellow teachers, y husband

and I decided to enroll both children in private schools. We did

so because private schools teach moral values and help students make

decisions which assist them in coping with the many conflicts they

will face in daily life, especially social, racial, and oral conflicts.

In addition to this, private schools have an a of discipline,

umon in most public schools, and are able to advance students

to grade level or beyond.

Although my daughters are now out of college, I urge the sport of

Tuition Tax Credits because this would afford many zore parents with

low incm assistance in choosing a nonpublic school education for

their children.

During the swner I teach classes in enriclmeat courses in a private

school. About 90% of the students are trom public schools and they

give up their vacation time to attend this program because it offers

then curriculum material in reading, math and English that they were

not able to grasp during the school year. Public school teachers have

told me that students who attended this sumer school achieved more

in their cl than students who did not attend. They ashed that

it be continued.

My husband and I sacrificed to send our daughters to private schools

with no assistance. I hope in the future parents will have assistance

to help thea make a choice in the education they wish for their children.
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Frances .ll

Good afternoon, my name is Frances Bell and I am a resident of the

District of Columbia. I am self-employed and I support myself and two sons.

One son is in an elementary parochial school and the other son is in a parochial

high school.

Last year my tuition, books and fees amounted to over $2,200. I am also

a single parent and female head of the household, so the burden of tuition

adds to our total financial burden.'

The reason my children are in Catholic schools is one of education. It

is my belief that if they are not sufficiently prepared to go into the world

as adults and earn a substantial and decent living, then they !n turn will

not be decent, substantial adults. My earlier experience with the public

schools was that the education is not adequate, and I shopped for parochial

schools as you would shop for a house or a car, and I found schools to fit

their needs and what I fcel are their goals and desires.

I hope to try to keep them in parochial schools because of the education

they are getting, the leadership training they are getting, and the religious

background of these schools.

I also feel that without this they will not be able to get into the better

colleges or into the better jobs as adults. If this particular bill passes,

and because of my income and my financial situat-lon, I think it will aid

our family financially. It will aid us spiritually and will also aid us

as a family because if our financial burden is eased, so will our life style.

I would also like to add that I am the total support of a disabled

mother.

Thank you.
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Mtn. Lydia Jones

April 28, 1983

For me to be privileged to address this Comaittee is indeed satis-

fying.

For years I have entered voting booths, pulled levers and wondered

if anyone really cared to hear my thoughts on any issue.

My name is Lydia Jones. I have worked for Batelle Columbus Labs

Washington Operations Office, but have been unemployed for three years.

I am the mother of, and have responsibility for, seven children ages nine

(9) to eighteen (18). Three attend St. Margaret's School, one St.

Patrick's Academy and two Mackin Catholic High and one attends college.

I choose to sacrifice to keep them there because I believe it is

an investment that will bring dividends that will last a lifetime for

them and for me. I am not materially wealthy, but I will continue to try

to keep them in parochial schools.

To paraphrase Safeway Stores slogan, you get everything you want

from a school and a little bit more. They are on the receiving end of

genuine concern and love and I watch as they in turn, learn to care

about others as well as themselves. They do l thout unnecessary things,

usually, but not always, without complaints, because each in his or her

owu way understands the sacrifices entailed in keeping them in Catholic

schools. They want to be there, I want them there and passage of this

Bill would aid me and other parents in'continuin, to provide this oppor-

tunity.

F#
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Testimony

by

Mrs. Carmen Madden

April 28, 1983

I am Mrs. Madden. I am Puerto Rican. I am a housewife. My husband

works at Goddard Space Flight Center. I have five children ranging in age

from 7 to 12 years. All my children attend Sacred Heart School. Next

September my oldest son will be attending Gonzaga College High School. I

will be paying $3,000 in tuition, plus $150.00 for books. I will pay

approximately $1,325.00 per year tuition for my other four children

attending Sacred Heart School, plus $60.00 per child for books and supplies.

Both my husband and I attended parochial school. I started my

children in the public school system because when my oldest child was

fiveyyez old our local parochial school did not have a kindergarten. I

kept the children in public school until the second grade when I determined

that the public school education was not adequate. When the children

were first transferred to the Catholic school their scores on the national

SRA test were below grade level. After being at Sacred Heart School for

a year, their scores went up above grade level.

I want my children to attend a Catholic school that supports my own

philosophy and moral values and provides adequate discipline. The children

themselves prefer the Catholic school to the public school.

Because most of the parents at Sacred Heart School have to sacrifice

to pay their children's expenses, the pastor established a program by

which parents could deduct a certain amount of the tuition if they worked

on school projects.

Since our five children are so close iv age, expenses for their edu-

cation becomes substantial as they advance in school. We, therefore, ask

that you please support this Tuition Tax Credit legislation. Thank you.
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Testimony

by

Mr. Richard Sylvester

Good afternoon, I am Richard 3. Sylvester. I work for the United States

Department of Commerce, Office of the Secretary, 14th and Constitution Avenue,

N. W. My annual income is $16,406.00. 1 support my wife and four children,

three of school age. My older daughter, Angela attends St. Cecilia's Academy.

The tuition at St. Cecilia's Academy is approximately $1,000. Although we

received a grant, we pay a balance of $775.00 plus books, uniforms and other

expenses that accrue over the school year. St. Cecilia's Academy is not in

walking distance for Angela; transportation and lunch are added expenses.

$1.20 for the bus ride and $1.75 for lunch.

Richard, my older son, and Kelly Teresa, my younger daughter, attend

Assumption Catholic School, both on scholarships or grants. For Richard and

Kelly there are books, uniforms and miscellaneous expenses. They too must

ride a bus to and from school and must bring and buy part of their lunch.

Over the years I have cut corners and sacrificed even the necessities

to keep my children in a parochial school. I can visualize even more

ditficult times in the future with the rising cost of living.

I am deeply concerned for my children's education. I have experienced

both the public and parochial school systems. I attended parochial school

in the State of Louisiana from grade 1 through 8. At the parochial school

there was discipline and a very high quality of education. There, the

teachers were concerned with education and teaching respect. Making the

transition into the public school was not an easy task. Very quickly I

learned the teachers were concerned about their paycheck, not your education.

Even then the old statement was popular, "I got mine, you get yours."

When I graduated from that public high school I went to the University

of Southwestern and realized I was only an average 10th grade student.

I would not want my children to experience what I did. I would like

them to have the type of education that would enable them to enter a

University and live productive lives. For that education I chose the

parochial schools, because of my experience.

I an deeply in favor of the tuition tax credit bill.

Thank you.

21-578 0-83- 21
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Senator DURENBERGER. Rabbi Lubinsky?

STATEMENT OF RABBI MENACHEM LUBINSKY, DIRECTOR, GOV-
ERNMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS, AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMER-
ICA, NEW YORK, N.Y.
Rabbi LUBINSKY. Mr. Chairman, I am representing Agudath

Israel of America, a 61-year-old national coalition of Orthodox Jews
headed by the Nation's most eminent scholars.

I am here to represent the interests of 500 Jewish schools and
110,000 students.

I want to respond to a previous witness who spoke about how
well Jewish schools have flourished. True. It was helped by a sym-
pathetic and supportive Jewish community, but also because of the
everchanging and more favorable attitude of the States and even
the National Government.

Our attorneys are convinced that this bill is constitutionally
sound. We certainly do not need outside agencies or defenders to
tell us what is good or is not good for us. At the very least, since
there are apparently differences of opinion as to its constitutional-
ity, let's give the Supreme Court a chance-that's what they are
there for.

This bill is modest. It won't change anything. It won't take chil-
dren out of public schools. It is ludicrous to believe that a $300 tu-
ition tax credit is going to encourage someone who now has a free
education to change schools. None of the other Federal programs-
title I, now chapter I, or textbooks-have done that, and certainly
higher education is a good example of that.

The average cost of educating a Jewish child in an elementary
school has risen to $2,403; yet the average tuition is somewhat
about $1,200. Who is making up the difference?

This bill goes a long way in guaranteeing that the measure won't
assist schools that racially discriminate. What other reasons can
there be for not passing this bill?

You know, on a personal note, I am the son of a Holocaust survi-
vor, and the other day I told my father that I would be coming
here to testify. And he remembers fondly the day when he filed his
first tax return after coming here from the ravages of Europe. He
told me that what impressed him the most was that the contribu-
tion that he made to his synagogue was tax-deductible, and that he
was able to practice his religion and get recognition from the Gov-
ernment for aiding that institution.

He sadd to me:
What I can't understand is, how is it that now, almost 35 years later, the Govern-

ment stil won't give us official recognition of the fact that I have a right to send
you to a religious school, when in fact that school teaches you-about 50 or 60 per-
cent of that day-teaches you what the Government wants you to be taught: math,
science, history, and the like?

Just by way of concluding, I want to say that in the Jewish com-
munity we have particularly high stakes in this bill. We have large
families, that are paying not for one child but for six to eight chil-
dren at the same time. We are already incurring higher costs for
the observance of our religion for such items as kosher food.

The whole debate is just ludicrous. It is fraught with hysteria-
people believing that there will be layoffs of public school teachers,
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and that the barriers of church and State will be removed. Thank
God we still have "In God We Trust" on our currency, and we still
give tax deductions for religion.

Nothing will change, but it will give diversity; it will give recog-
nition to pluralism in education. The time for tuition tax credits
has come.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
[Rabbi Lubinsky's prepared statement follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: My name is Rabbi Henachem Lubinsky and

I am the Director of Government and Publio Affairs of Agudath Israel of America, a 61

year old national Orthodox Jewish movement headed by the nation's moat eminent scholars.

Our Campaign to Relieve Independent Education consists of a network of Committees of

parents and grassroots Jews in 31 states in support o tuition tax credits.

On August 15th, 1972, the President of Agudath Israel of America, Rabbi Morris

Sherer, first testified in support of tuition tax credits before the House Ways and

eans Committee. Since that time, our organization has on numerous occasions appeared

before this committee and the subcommittee to address tuition tax credits. Rather than

to review the overall merits, I would just like to address my remarks to some brief

points about the most recent bill which was introduced by the chairman on February 17th

(S. 528).

Our attorneys are convinced that this bill is constitutionally sound. To be over-

zealous in the constitutional interpretation of tuition tax credits is not to protect

our traditional separation of church and state. It is, In fact, to deny the rights of
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parents to select the school of their choice. In the very least, since there are ap-

parently differences of opinion, we should give this concept a chance by letting the

United States Supreme Court decide the issue. Our lawyers are unanimous In the feeling

that various previCus state cases cannot be used as a precedent in deciding the con-

stitationality of this tuition tax credit bill.

We believe that the Administration's bill is not a boondoggle for the rich, as some

have charged. Its modest cap of $300 when the bill is fully effective in 1985 and its

income coiling assures thit the bill would go mainly to poor middle and working class

parents. In Jewish sponsored schools, which number over 500 representing 110,000, the

vast majority of parents fall into these categories. Other educational systems, most

notably Catholic schools, by and large cater to lower and middle income parents.

It is ludicrous to believe that a $300 tuition tax credit will destroy our nation's

public schools, which we firmly support. $300 will not make the difference for parents

who will have to decide between a free education and a relatively expensive education,

even with a $300 tax credit. None of the other federal programs over the last decade

and a half have had the effect of eroding the base of public schools. Neither Title I

nor state mandated services or any other financial aid programs have in any way shifted

the population from public schools.

The same is true incidentally in higher education as well. There are those who

argue that tax credits is but a foot in the door and that eventually the credit would be

raised. Even if this were to be true, an increased credit will not keep pace with the

mounting cost of operating a private school. Tuition by lower and middle income

families will certainly not keep pace.

The average cost of educating a child in a Jewish elementary school is $2,403.56.

The average cost in high schools is $3,440.56. Both figures are well below the cost in

-2-
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most major cities for educating a child in a publiG school. But even as the boost for

elementary schools, for example, is $2,403, the average tuition is $1,317.08, leaving

the school with the task to somehow make up the dtfferenoe of $1,086.8, and for high

schools where tie average boost per student was $3,440, the aver&&e tuition is $1,498,

leaving the school to mke up $1,942. That is the avorage, which certainly does not

factor in those youngsters who are on full or partial scholarship. No child as far as I

know is ever turned away because they cannot pay or, for that matter, on any other

basis.

This bill goes a long way in guaranteeing that the measure would in no way assist

schools that racially discriminate. The language in the bill which this committee pas-

sed last year goes beyond any previous anti-dscrimLinatLon provisions. In fact, its

language in even stronger than any previous anti-discrimination language in any measure

that was designed to help both public and non-publio schools.

What other reason then can there be to prevent this bill from passage? Parents of

children in private schools look to tuition tax credits as somewhat of a relief in their

overwhelming burden. The case which they often make is that they are forced to shoulder

a double burden or financing public schools as well as their own children's education.

If one considers the multiple child family in the Jewish community where six and eight

children in a family is not uncommon, the cost can be staggering. I think ot grand-

children of Holocaust survivors who came to this country because they truly wanted to

benefit from a land of opportunity and choice. Yet they were being told that this coun-

try only sanctions one torn of education. The very same people that argue that a com-

peting postal system would speed mail delivery cannot see their way in sanctioning a

dual educational system.

This debate on tuition tax credits has at times escaped logio. I have heard and

-3-
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read arguments that on the day after tuition tax credits was passed, mass layoffs of

teachers in the public school system could be expected. I have heard that the

traditional barriers of church-state would be removed, when in fact religion already

plays such an important role in our life, from the G-d we trust on our dollar bills to

the tax deductions we grant to taxpayers who mike contributions to their synagogues and

churches. I have heard of those who fear the discrinination academies but for some

reason no longer trust government to enforce its own regulations as this bill does.

In addition to my capacity as representative of Agudath Israel of America, which

has served as the legislative spokesman for Jewish day schools for so many years, I am

here also to represent the National Society of Hebrew Day Schools, which is the

educational arm of most of the Jewish sponsored schools. We know that our schools are

not elitist academies, that in New York State, for example, of 200 schools and 66,000

students nearly half come from poverty or near poverty backgrounds. We must also con-

sider that these are the same parents who also have considerably higher living costs

because of the large expense incurred to meet such religious requirements as kosher

food. Tuition tax credits, in fact, is a question of survival for a large number of

Jewish parents, particularly those with large famllies.

It seems odd at times that we should have given recognition to people who insulated

their homes because we wanted them to conserve energy, or for child care because we

recognize that two parents In a home may have to work, but that we cannot somehow find

it in our hearts to tell parents, yes, you do have the right to educate your child in

whatever school you choose. No, we will not pay for the cost of educating your child,

but in recognition of your burden and in recognition of the priority we place in

education, we will grant you a small tax credit. That is what this issue is all about.

Let us pass Senate Bill 528 now.
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Senator DURENBURGER. Sister Renee?

STATEMENT OF SISTER RENEE OLIVER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
CITIZENS FOR EDUCATIONAL FREEDOM, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Sister RENEE. Thank you, Senator.
I would like to submit my testimony and just, if you don't mind,

raise some points that I think should be emphasized this afternoon.
And if you will excuse the lack of transitions from one point to an-
other, I will just run through them.

Senator DURENBERGER. Fine.
Sister RENEE. First of all, I am Sister Renee Oliver, associate di-

rector of Citizens for Educational Freedom. Thank you for the op-
portunity to speak to you.

Citizens for Educational Freedom is a national nonsectarian and
nonpartisan organization made up of parents who are concerned
that their rights in education are not being recognized.

Members believe, as I am sure you do, that the educational re-
sponsibility does not originate with the State but rather that the
ultimate responsibility for children belongs to parents.

I am sure that you are aware that virtually every free western
democracy provides some measure of Government support for de-
nominational schools. Of 75 free countries, 65 give direct aid to
nongovernment schools.

In the early days of this country most schools were private,
church-sponsored, and tax supported. All schools received money
from the Government, and all were considered "public schools,"
not because they were agencies of the Government but because
they were educating children for the public good.

I think that it's time that we got back to that idea, that we dif-
ferentiate between "public schools" and "public education." I think
every school that is educating the public should be considered a
public school and should be accorded the same treatment.

Today we know that education is mandated by law in every State
of the Union, and parents are required to educate their children
despite their ability or inability to find and afford a school that
agrees with their own personal values.

In some instances the Compulsory Education Law forces parents
to act contrary to their own conscience, which is a clear violation
of the Free Exercise Clause of the first amendment.

We frd, too, that more and more parents who cannot in con-
science send their children to the assigned public school, but
cannot afford the nonpublic school of their choice, are taking their
children out of school to educate them at home. We notice that
there is almost a home-school protest movement going on across
the country. Obviously this is not the best solution for these chil-
dren, but the parents see it as the lesser of two evils.

To those who argue that parents already have the freedom to
choose, I point out that they may do so only at a loss of their edu-
cational tax dollars. If one is on food stamps, he does not have to
take those to a Government store. If one is on medicare, he does
not have to go to a Government hospital. But if one wants to bene-
fit from his educational tax dollars for elementary and secondary
education, he must do so only at a Government school.
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It is inconsistent with those supporters of public schools who
view them as bastions of democracy that they cannot see the
danger to that same democracy by a single educational system sup-
ported by, and hence basically controlled by, the State. If we follow
their arguments to their logical conclusions, the result would be
the elimination of all nonpublic schools except for those for the
most wealthy, which is certainly a danger to the democracy that
they seek to protect.

Parents who send their children to nonpublic schools today are
saving the taxpayers $13 billion a year. If those children are forced
back into the public sector, the public sector is going to have to
make up that $13 billion.

This committee has said that, when fully implemented, S. 528
will cost about $800 million. The public school budget-local, State,
and Federal-is $99 billion. That means that parents would be al-
lowed to keep in their own pockets eight-tenths of 1 percent of the
amount of money that is being spent in this country on public edu-
cation.

It would seem to me that there is an awful lot of talk and confu-
sion and almost quibbling over eight-tenths of 1 percent of the
amount of money that is being spent on public education when we
ask that parents be allowed to keep that money in their own pock-
ets.

I know, Senator Boren, that you regard that as a Federal subsi-
dy. I am sorry, but I really find that rather shocking. To me what
it says is that all money belongs to the -Government, and the Gov-
ernment. is doing you a favor if it allows you to keep some.

Senator BOREN. I would be glad to cut the taxes that much, but if
it is for everybody, and not tie it to being spent for a specific pur-
pose.

Sister RENEE. If we look at all of the tax credit currently on the
back of the 1040 form, I think their purpose is to encourage the
public to engage in activities that are directed toward the common
good. The first thing on that list is a contribution to a political
campaign. Another credit is for tuition for day care even if it is
church day care, you may take a credit for that. If you insulate
youir home, you may take a credit for that. I have not heard any-
body say that the Federal Government is directly subsidizing, for
instance, Johns Manville, who makes the insulation. Nobody calls
that a direct subsidy to them.

Nobody considers it a direct Federal subsidy to the Senators on
this committee when they benefit from a tax credit. And neither
are there all kinds of strings attached to those credits; and yet I
constantly hear people at this hearing trying to put strings on this
tuition tax credit bill.

At the present time the tuition tax credit bill is the only vehicle
we have that would provide some measure of relief to parents who
send their children to nongovernment schools.

I think it is laudable that we take care of sex discrimination and
discrimination against the handicapped and racial discrimination,
but I don't think that this bill should be the vehicle to do that, as
laudable as all of those things are. I feel that this bill is aimed spe-
cifically to give some kind of relief to parents who send their chil-
dren to nongovernment schools, and that we should try to keep the
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purpose of this bill clear by not encumbering it with a lot of other
issues.

Senator DURENBERGER. Are you near the end, Sister?
Sister RENEE. I am, except I would like to answer a couple of the

questions that some of you raised this morning about the value of a
$300 credit if schools just turn around and increase tuition by $300.
I think that would put them in an impossible position; we would
lose most of the children that we are trying to hold onto.

Right now in the city of Cleveland my Ursuline community is
subsidizing six innercity schools. We honestly cannot continue to
do that much longer; and yet we cannot raise the tuition to those
schools, because it would force those children out of our schools
and some of them into practically a noneducation situation.

We need some kind of relief, and we are looking to this bill to
provide it. We ask this committee and this Congress to please pass
S. 528.

Thank you.
[Sister Renee Oliver's prepared statement follows:]
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SISTER RENEE OLIVER

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

CITIZENS FOR EDUCATIONAL FREEDOM

I am Sister Renee Oliver, Associate Director Of Citizens for

Educational Freedom. I wish to thank the members of the

Committee for the opportunity to speak to you on the very

important topic of parental rights in education.

Citizens for Educational Freedom is a national, non-sectarian

and non-partisan organization made up of parents who are

concerned that their rights in education are not being

recognized.

Members believe, as I am sure you do, that the educational

responsibility does not originate with the state, but rather

that the ultimate responsibility for children belongs to

parents. In 1925, the United States Supreme Court upheld the

right of parents to choose the education of their children.

Likewise the United Nations Declaration on Human Rights, to

which this country subscribes, also acknowledges the prior

right of parents to choose the education they want for their

children.

Scholars in many fields have been pointing out with increasing

frequency that most democratic states throughout the- world

recognize the prior right of parents. Although the particular

form and extent of an equitable, pluralistic system of

education varies in different countries, most democratic states

acknowledge the fundamental right of parents to choose the kind
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of edcation they desire for their children and do not

discriminate in the allocation of public funds among

individuals, groups or institutions. With the exception of the

United States, virtually every western democracy provides some

measure of government support for demominational and

alternative schools. According to a study by Dr. Daniel

McGarry of St. Louis University, of some 75 free world

countries, about 65 provide DIRECT public assistance for

independent schools. In comparison, the United States has only

a limited form of educational pluralism.

In the early days of this country, most education was private,

church-sponsored and tax-supported. All schools receiving money

from the government were considered 'public" schools, not

because they were agencies of the government, but because their

education was providing a public service. Only since the

Everson Case in 1947, has the Supreme Court decided to oppose

relief to parents of non-government school children as a

violation of the First Amendment. This has resulted in

strengthening the goverment monopoly of education, paid for

with taxes from all citizens, and thus creating a condition of

second-class citizenship for children whose parents exercise

their right of choice. In America a monopolistic church is not

allowed, but in its place a monopolistic, public school system

has been established.
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The Supreme Court has not been consistent in its pronouncements

either. The Court has ruled that the state may provide

textbooks to non-government schools but not charts or maps

(They have yet to rule on whether a book of maps is

permissible). The Court haaaLso ruled that the state may

reimburse the schools for mandated services, but reimbursment

for education itself -- which is compulsory -- is not

permissible.

Unfortunately, past debate over constitutionality of relief to

parents has focused upon the Establishment Clause of the First

Amendment and ignored the Free Exercise Clause. Education is

mandated by law in every state of the union. Parents are,

therefore, required to educate their children despite their

ability or inability to find and afford a school that agrees

with their own personal values. In some instances the

compulsory education law forces parents to act contrary to

their own conscience, a clear violation of this Free Exercise

Clause. In Sherbert v. Verner,(374 U.S.398,405-1963) the

Supreme Court said, "...conditions upon public benefits cannot

be sustained if they so operate, whatever their purpose, as to

inhibit or deter the exercise of First Amendment freedoms."

Therefore, no citizen should be required to give up one benefit

(educational tax dollars) in order to enjoy another (free

exercise of religion).
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In addition, there are many parents who believe that limiting

their access to educational tax dollars while requiring

compulsory education is also a violation of the Fourteenth

Amendment which guarantees them equal protection under the law.

Clearly the poor are effectively denied their right of choice

because they can neither afford to exercise choice nor refuse

to attend school. The state has created a category of parents

who, solely by reason of their economic status, must subject

their children to a type of education in which they might not

believe. This dilemma has led to what we call the "Home-school

Protest Movement". More and more parents who cannot in

conscience send their children to the assigned public school

but cannot afford the non-pubic school of their choice, are

taking their children out of school to educate them at home.

While obviously a poor solution, tney see it-as the lessor of

two evils.

To those who argue that parents already have the freedom to

choose, I point out that they may do so only at a loss of their

educational tax dollars. If one is on food stamps, he need not

use them in a government store; if one is on Medicare, he need

not go to a government hospital; a GI Bill need not be used at

a state college or university. But if one wishes to benefit

from his tax dollars for elementary and secondary education, he

must do so in a government school. This is discriminatory,

especially today when the cost of education is consuming more
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and more of the family budget.

According to the National Center for Educational Statistics,

62% of the families who send their children to non-government

schools have incomes under $25,000 and only 10% earn over

$50,000. According to another study by the Catholic League for

Religious and Civil Rights on inner city nonpublic schools, 72%

of these parents earn under $15,000. Obviously, these families

must be under severe stress to come up with the tuition to

these schools.

It is inconsistent that those supporters of public schools who

view them as bastions of democracy cannot see the danger to

that same democracy by a single educational system supported

by--and hence basically controlled by-- the state. If we follow

their arguments to their logical conclusions, the result would

be the elimination of all non-public schools except those for

the most weathy, an obvious danger to the democracy they seek

to protect. Those who prize independence from state-directed

thought must surely recognize that an alternative system of

education for all who desire it is an essential characteristic

of any true democracy. Otherwise we are in danger of promoting

an eucational system that will result in an undifferentiated,

homogeneous mass of citizens.

We also think it is time that we differentiate between public
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schools and public education. Every school that graduates

well-educated students is participating in public education and

should be treated equally as contributing to the common good.

The state's concern should be that quality education is

avalible to all, not where that education occurs.

There is a parallel here to the Bradfield v. Roberts case of

1899, where the Supreme Court viewed a hospital owned and

operated by nuns as "a secular corporation being managed by

people who hold to the doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church.*

The Court thought that as long as the hospital performed its

purpose as stated in the articles of incorporation, the

sectarian character of the hospital was of no matter. So It

should be with schools that are doing a good job of educating

the next generation of Americans.

Today there are approximately five million children in

non-government schools in this country. At an average cost of

$2,553 per child in a public school the parents of private

school children are saving the American taxpayer almost $13

billion a year.

We don't think a tuition tax credit for this kind of saving is

asking too much, especially if you look at the tax credits

already listed on the back of an income tax form: for a

political contribution, for insulating your home, and even for
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day care at a church-supported facility If I understand the

purpose of these tax credits, it is to encourage the public to

engage in activities which-are directed toward the common good.

Surely education should be foremost among them.

When fully implemented, S-528 will represent a tax loss of only

$800 million. (5,000,000 children x $300 a $1.5 billion but all

families will not be eligible for full credit. U-ually less

than 50% of those eligible claim a credit, so $800 million is a

generous figure.) Let us compare this to the $99 billion public

education budget, 100% of which is paid for by taxpayers. A

tuition tax credit would mean that the parents of nonpublic

school children would retain the equivalent of 8/10ths of 10 of,

the amount of money already allocated to public schools. This

is hardly three times the federal money for public schools as

claimed by the report of the American Association of School

Administers. That report failed to take into consideration the

$517 per pupil federal tax relief currently realized by public

schools. Nor would tuition tax credit money come out of the

public education budget any more than an energy credit comes

out of the budget for the Department of Energy or a credit for

a campaign contribution comes out of the Congressional budget.

Public schools will continue to be funded at present levels,

regardless of what happens to tuition tax credits. Nor will

non-passage of tuition tax credits mean that public schools

will get an additional $800,000,000. The two issf-s are

21-678 0-83-22
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mutually exclusive and should be viewed as such. But excellence

in public and non-public schools are not mutually exclusive.

This country should be able to maintain both. May I point out

that there has been no destruction of public education in any

of the other free countries of the world where dual support of

both public and non-public education is practiced, nor did it

happen in Minnesota during the 27 years when that state had an

educational tax deduction in effect. (A practice now being

challenged before the Supreme Court.)

We also think the argument that tuition tax credits will

destroy public schools is an insult to the many excellent

public schools we have in this country. It implies that people

will continue to attend them only if forced to do so by

financial penalty. We do not believe that we must build a

financial Berlin Wall around public schools to keep students

in. On the contrary we believe that public schools are and will

continue to be the major source of education in this country.

But we do not believe that any parent should be locked into a

particular school or school system, especially if it results in

a non-education for their children. Nor do we believe that a

government monopoly of education is in the best interest of

either government or education or children. Whenever you have a

monopoly or a protective tariff, costs rise and quality

declines. On the other hand, if parents are truly able to send

their children where they will get the best education, that



freedom of choice will generate the kind of competition that

will lead to excellence in all schools, public and private.

To the argument that public schools will never be able to

compete with non-public schools because the latter may refuse

Aiffcult students, I would like to interject a personal

observation that as a teacher of many years in parochial

schools I have had children with all types of problems i deaf,

blind, retarded, emotionally dieturbedetc. Non-public schools

have always accepted these children and will continue to do so

whenever possible. The only reason such children are sometimes

refused is that some schools simply lack the money for

facilities and faculty to give them the kind of education they

need.

One final argument against tuition tax credits that we would

like to address is the accusation that they will encourage

racial segregation. Although it is obvious to anyone who has

visited an inner city parochial school that the opposite is

really the case, the Coleman research report should put that

argument to rest once and for all. He says, ... we see that

blacks and whites are substantially less segregated in the

private sector than in the public sector." In fact Coleman

states that those blacks with the means to pay for private

schools have 0 higher enrollemt rates in Catholic schools than

do whites of the same religious group.0 This leads to the
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Coleman conclusion that those most likely to benefit from a

program such as tuition tax credits would be lower income

minorities. The report also shows that there is a higher

percentage of minorities in private schools in states such as

New York and California which have large minority populations

than in public schools. The minority enrollment in New York's

private schools alone exceeds 60%.

Another point which we think has been ignored in this area is

the fact that almost every private school -even the most

prestigious- provides scholarships to poor and minority

students, thus achieving a racial mixture not possible in an

all white suburban school-

In other areas, the number of minority students who have been

refused admission because of discriminatory policies in a few

schools is infinitessimal when compared to the vast numbers of

minority children who have been prohibited from attending the

schools of their choice because they could not afford the

tuition.

Furthermore, all present legislation states quite clearly that

no credit will be allowed to parents who send their children to

schools that discriminate on the basis of race. This is in

keeping with the strong stand against racial discrimination

which CEF has always supported.
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However, in spite of the number of pages in S-528 devoted to

discrimination language, tuition tax credit legislation is not,

and should not be, the vehicle to settle all the discrimination

problems in our country, as laudable\ as that would be. We

believe that there are other pieces- of legislation that can

better address those problems. Tuition Tax Credits, however, is

the only means currently available to bring some measure of

relief and justice to another civil rights issues parents basic

right to choose the education of their own children.

In summary, while a tuition tax credit is not the final answer

to the problems of equity and quality in education, CEF

believes that it will foster parental rights in education. This

in turn, will promote the kind of competition that will

encourage all schools and teachers to vie for excellence that

can only be good for children, education and the future of this

great country. Therefore, CEF believes that a tuition tax

credit involves a policy which should be pursued by this

Congress.

If the federal government assists education in any way, it must

do so in a manner that equalizes educational opportunity for all

children.
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CITIZENS FOR EDUCATIONAL FREEDOM
P.O. &xz 5n244 Now Orlem. ,& 0.', W.7•(6 40 2

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE UNITED STATES SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

April 28, 1983 -- Washington, D.C.

Senator Dole, chairman, members of the committee.

I am Kirby J. Ducote, Executive Director, Louisiana Federation, Citizens

for Educational Freedom (CEF), New Orleans, La., and I am accompanied by

Mr. Leonard Fine, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Archdiocese of New

Orleans, representing the Louisiana Catholic Conference and the Catholic

school superintendents of the six dioceses of Louisiana, with schools

enrolling 115,000 students.

I asked to be heard today in support of S. 528 because I am firmly

convinced that the passage of this legislation will encourage parents of

children attending nongovernment schools to keep their children in those

schools, continuing to pay tuitions AND the necessary taxes for the

operation of the government schools. All taxpayers should be eternally

grateful.

The taxpayers will thank you because each time a child leaves the non-

government school to attend a government school additional taxpayer

monies are needed to educate that child. In Louisiana,the cost of

educating a child in the government schools costs taxpayers an average

of $2436 annually. The national average, as I understand, is consider-

ably higher.

We have been fortunate in Louisiana because the State has recognized

the importance of private education. The Louisiana Legislature has
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provided assistance to the non-government schools, as well as parents and

children. The happy co-existence of government and non-government schools

in Louisiana has enriched parental choice and saves taxpayers $350 million %

annually.

The assistance provided by the Legislature has encouraged parents of non-

public school children in Louisiana to keep their children in those schools.

As a result of the actions of the Louisiana Legislature, enrollment figures

in the non-governmetn schools have remained almost static over the past

five years while other states have witnessed declines in nonpublic school

enrollment -- thus contributing to-the ever-spiraling increase in the

costs to taxpayers for public education.

In 1973-74, CEF and the Louisiana Catholic Conference were successful

in changing the Louisiana Constitution, which had contained a Blain-type

amendment prohibiting aid, directly or indirectly, to any church-related

institution which performed a public service such as education. We not

only struck the Blaine language but inserted this:

"The (Louisiana) legislature shall provide for the education of the

people of the state AND (emphasis added) shall establish and maintain

a public educational system."

We urge Congress to take the same approach -- providing for the educa-

tion of all the children of the nation AND for a public school system.

Parents -- having different values, visions and educational desires

for their children -- are demanding rights and choice in education.

In passing tuition tax credits, you will help to preserve diversity,

and flexibility, as well as competition and freedom in education.

You also will help prevent an advent of monolithic uniformity, universal

standardization, complete secularization and probable stagnation in

education.
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Government rightly encourages constructive activities and non-profit

institutions which contribute to the public welfare as well as serve

the interests of voluntary groups of private citizens. Private education

definitely falls in this category and public policy should accordingly

encourage it.

Granted, there's controversy in S. 528. But it represents thinking

men's suggestions as to how to stimulate education in this country.

At the same time it provides the opportunity to the taxpayer to choose

to have some of his tax dollars for the purpose of assuring diversity,

competitive spirit and freedom in education.

I urge that we should all be thinking along the lines of cooperation

between government and nongovernment education, for without that

cooperation all of our efforts move forward at half steam rather than

full speed ahead.

Before that cooperation can begin, those who oppose any aid to children

in nongovernment schools must realize this: Blind opposition to any

aid only angers a large segment of taxpayers. Those are the taxpayers

who pay tuitions for children at nongovernment schools as well as

taxes to support a government school system which local and national

publications, in growing numbers, condemn as sick at best, as termin-

ally ill, at worst.

At the same time that the government schools come under scrutiny as

never before in my lifetime, there is a growing library of studies

and statistics showing that nongovernment schools are doing a good

job, with far less money, and are serving the inner cities as well

as the suburbs.
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We declare that those of us who are fighting for tuition tax credits

are not competing with the government and its schools. Rather, we are

working to assure parental rights in the field of education and seek

to assure quality education in both government and nongovernment schools.

In closing, may I point out that former President Nixon, in a statement

to the National Catholic Educational Association, had raised the hopes

of parents with children in nongovernment schools by promising to help

them. Former President Carter -- Just before his election -- held out

similar hope to parents when he promised assistance in a message to the

Chief Administrators of Catholic Education.

This administration likewise 4s on record -- and firmly on record --

in support of parental rights in education, through tuition tax credits.

We remind the administration of this support and urge strong, up-front

actions on their part IMMEDIATELY to guide the tuition tax credits to

success.

Parents, forgotten by Nixon and openly turned upon by Carter, are saying

over and over again that they want the choice in education which is

offered by this administration's approach. The hopes of these parents

should not be dashed again.
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FOe nMMVIAii Z Kirby J. Duoote, Executive Director

Contact: 504-522-7469 Citizens for Educational Freedom
P. 0. Box 53244
New Orleans, La. 70153

With public school costs in Louisiana topping $2 billion annually for the first

time and revenues of the state on the decline, it is time to appreciate anew the

near $400 million a year "bonus" contribution made to the state by nonpublic school

parents, governmental representatives of the parents said today.
Kirby J. Ducote, executive director of the Louisiana Federation: Citizens for

Educational Freedom (CEF), released CEF's annual analysis of statewide enrollment

figures.

The analysis shows, he said, that nonpublic schools and their supporters make a

contribution equaling $373,173,000 to the annual cost of educating Louisiana's

elementary and high school students.

That is the amount, he said, that it would cost to educate Louisiana's 148,266

nonpublic school students In public schools.

Civil parish educational profiles -- for the 1981-82 school year -- are soon

to be published by the State Department of Education. They reflect a decline in

both public and nonpublic school students from the last report, for 1980-81.

According to the department's figures, public school enrollment stood at

762,471 in 1981-82 as compared with 773,549 in 1980-81. Nonpublic school enrollment

was 148,266 in 1981-82 as compared with 152,455 in 1980-81.

Emile Comtar, executive director for government programs for the Louisiana Catholic

Conference and a vice-president of CEF, said the "continuing support of the state

administration and the Legislature for both public and nonpublic education creates

a harmonious educational environment which benefits Louisiana taxpayers."

'We believe thera is recognition on the part of public officials of the bonus

contribution which nonpublic school parents make through payment of both taxes and

tuitions," Comer said, adding:

"Can you imagine the turmoil which would be created if nonpublic schools --

most of them under Catholic sponsorship -- could not continue to finance schools

which educate some 150,000 students."

The growing need for public/private cooperation in the field of education, he

said, is seen in the increasing cost of educating students in the government schools.

In 1980-81, he said, the State Department of Education showed the per pupil cost

at $2085 as compared with $2436 in 1981-82.

(over)
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nfonpublic schools," said Ducote, "must be looked upon as a blessing by Louisiana

taxpayers, particularly now that a new OPEC fight has decreased the price of oil and

impacted Louisiana's revenue.

"We have a cushion which softens the impact of reduced revenues in Louisiana and

that cushion 15 the fact that parents of nonpublic schools are supporting public

education while at the same tie keeping open the doors of nonpublic schools."

He said that each year when the figures are published critics say that the CEF

compilation does not take Into account "all that money" that comes from the state

to nonpublic school parents and students.

"All the aids from the state to nonpublic school children," Ducote said,"average

out to $173.04 per child. The total is less than $20 million."

This compares, he said, with the $2436 It cost in 1981-82 to educate a child In

a public school and the total $2 billion public school tab.

"That's why we say that the state, with a little bit of sugar, is getting back

Its money more than tenfold while at the same time preserving parents' right to

choose among schools which, naturally, have varying value systems," Ducote said.

eI"

March 3, 1983
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1961-81 LOUIIANA SCHOOL IOUR&S
4(ource: Lculislaat State Deprtuent or Eductln, Mirth 1983)

PUBLIC NOUPUSLZC TAX SAI3
SCHOOL Pa PUPIL COST SCHOOL 9IvCr9I a fON-

PARISH STUDrTS PUBLIC SCHO STUDENTS P aC SCHOOLS

Acadia 10,602 $2.077 2,041 $,239.157
Allen 1,843 2,138 -
Ascension 10.828 2,173 1,068 2,63L,272
Assouption 5.252 2,106 509 1,061.124
Avoyelles 8,215 2.226 L,220 2.715,720
Beauregard 7.036 2.17- -
8ienvitLe 4.052 2.209 205 152,815
Bossier 17.883 1,139 774 1.655.586
Caddo 99.94 2,1460 7,957 19,637,876
Calcasileu 33,15 2,175 3,690 9,132.750
Caldvoll 2,300 2,316 -
Cameron 1. 3,511 --
Catahoula A1 2,660 - -
Claiborne 3,361 2,323 316 731,064
Concordia 4,682 2,361 505 1,202, 05
DeSoto 5,1465 2,339 286 64 8,95
9. Baton Ruge 59.319 t-652 S,9740 23,799,048
9. Carroll 2,629 2,252 129 966.108
I. Pellctsa 3,365 2,231 631 1,01,651

Evangu line ?.353 2.055 696 1,611, 0
Franklin 5,139 2,393 234 559,962
Grat 3,816 2,129 -
Iberia 15,576 2,175 '1,965 11,2173,875
Iberville 6,262 2.928 1,022 2,992,416
Jackson 3,265 2,518 - -
Jefferson 58,331 2.61 30,71 61.36,391
Jefferson Davis 7,011 2,173 502 1,09084,6
Latsyette 25,971 3,2 5,213 16,707.665
Latourche 17,797 2,025 2,596 5,254.900
LaSalle 3,131 2.21? - -
Lincoln 5,896 2,173 910 1,977,130
Livingston 11,100 1.T? 160 262,720
Madison 3,967 2,201 105 691.905
Morehouse 6,624 2,125 979 2,371,01S
Natchitoches 7,393 2.727 1,192 3,250.58
Orlesas 52,019 2,525 38,364 94,6489,100
Ouachita 16.636 2.01"8 1.922 -1469,596
Plaquamines 5,223 2,375 551 1,308,625
Points Coup@* .020 2.973 L.629 1,843,017
Aapides 23,727 2. 306 3.563 6,216.276
led River 1,902 2.365 327 773,355
NRihland 3,851 2,739 378 1,035,312
Sabina 5,019 2,060 -
St. r ard 10,083 2.512 2,591 6,508.592
St. Charles 6,002 ,467 601 2,634,64?
St. Helene 2,382 2,316 -
St. James 9,591 2.697 385 1,038.315
St. John 5.858 2,516 2,78 6,234,618
St. Landry 10,965 2.358 3,806 8,979,261
St. Martin 8,990 2,250 853 1,919,250
St. Mary L2.783 2.705 2,237 6,051.05
St. Tamany 22,021 1,996 3,875 ?,731.500
Tan4 paho 15,602 2,136 2,924 8,295.664
Teons 1,636 2.979 396 657,739
Terrebonne 20.969 2.339 2,856 6,616,18
Union 9,083 2156 132 289,592
Veiillon 9.239 2.652 1,172 3.108,191
Vernon 10,162 2,123 --
Washington 1,916 2,321 .
mebster 8,703 2,025 334 676,350
V. Baton Rouge 3.801 2,737 979 1.311.023
West Carroll -2,057 2,332 116 270,512
West Feliciana 1,777 3,111 -
Winn 3,796 2,155 - .
City or moro 10,293 2,100 1,026 2,158,600
City of logaluss 4 2.Z14 394 8?2.316

762,71 2.36(Avg.) 11.266 $373,173.02

This is the figure ror Catholic schools alone. Other r4npublic school fL-ure2 not
supplied by East Baton Ioug Parlah.

The total future on the state tabulation was 139,272, out that was compiled beibre
the 8,979 student* in Catholic schools of baton Rouge eare added. causee of non.
reporting or other Independent Schools as noted in (9) above, the actual 1981-82
total rLSuree tor nonpublics probably stood near 15i,000.

This report from &he Loulalmm reederatin, Citisme roe Bau tial Psrsedw
Post o0fioe Baz 53241, ew Orleans, La. T0153
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Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you all very much.
I would ask a question of all of the organizations represented

here. Do any of you have a position against tuition tax credits for
public schools?

Reverend GALLAGHER. No one does.
Senator DURENBErGER. No one does?
How about on the issue of educational vouchers? Does anyone

have a position either for or against educational vouchers?
Mr. Lvialrnw. I would have to disclaim, because I am here as a

tax counsel rather than somebody who is concerned directly with
policy.

Senator DURENBERGER. You don't know whether the organiza-
tions you represent have a position?

Mr. LEHRFELD. I think that could be submitted for the record.
Senator DURENBERGER. All right. That would be helpful.
[Mr. Lehrfeld's information follows:]
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LEHRFELD & HENZKE. P C
A LAW CORPORATION

SUITE 1110
0308 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N W

WASHINGTON. D C 20004

(202) 659 4772
WILLIAM J LEMINrtFE4.

LCONR1'J HENPZIK JR

May 24, 1983

Mr. Ed Danielson
Senate Committee on Finance
Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Testimony of William J. Lehrfeld
Transcript Page 215, Line 18

Dear Mr. Danielson:

In response to a question of Senator David Durenberger

(R. Minn.), about favoring tuition vouchers as part of this

legislation (Tr. p. 215) please be advised, that the Knights

of Columbus does not support such vouchers as part of S. 528.

To our knowledge, there is no satisfactory equivalen existing

in the Internal Revenue Code relating to credits now avail-

able to taxpayers which is in any way similar to "vouchers"

in a particular return year for the eligible individuals.

Although IRC Sec. 43, dealing with earned income credits,

has a refundabflity feature, the use of a carryforward or

carryback of unused tuition credits would seem more con-

sistent with other Code deductions including the charitable

contribution. See, IRC Secs. 170(d) and 46(a) (1) (A) and (C).
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LEHRFELO & HENZKE, P. C

Mr. Ed Danielson N

May 24, 1983
Page Two

We would have no objection if the Congress offered

taxpayers a credit carryback (to offset an income tax

liability of a prior year) or a credit carryforward (to

offset an income tax liability for a future year) if the

value of a tuition tax credit can't be used due to the

absence of federal income tax liability, for whatever reason.

Because our information indicates that low income taxpayers

receive the bulk of all financial aid in parochial schools,

we don't believe the voucher system as part of a tax credit

is the proper mode to enhance access to private schools to

those least able to afford it.

Speaking for the Knights of Columbus alone on this

point, we believe S. 528 is a tax provision and should, to

the extent possible, follow existing precedents in the

Internal Revenue Code relating either to credits in general

or the charitable contribution deduction in particular. If

the Internal Revenue Code's credit provisions are amended in

a substantial number of cases to provide refunds or vouchers

and we satisfied ourselves as to comparability to tuition

tax credit vouchers, we would adapt our view to such a

precedent established by Congress.

f lyours

WJL/bb
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Rabbi LUBINSKY. We are in support of vouchers. We just don't
know whether the administration's current bill is the vehicle for it.

Senator DURENBERGER. Right. I really mean the concept.
Rabbi LUBINSKY. Well, we are very much supportive of a concept

of vouchers.
Senator DURENBERGER. And refundable tax credits? That is a

third issue that has been raised here today. Does anyone have any
objection to that?

Sister RENEE. Not at all.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much. I am going to

have to leave and turn the hearing over to a Democrat-a very
nice person. [Laughter.]

Senator BOREN. I thank the panel, and I apologize that I was
called out during your testimony.

Mr. LEHRFELD. Senator Boren, if you would, grant us the oppor-
tunity to provide-a reply to the insertion in the record of this law
review article that we just heard of. We would like the opportunity
to state our case within the 2 or 3 weeks' time that we have to pro-
vide something in response to that, because our belief is that there
hasn't been a single Supreme Court decision affecting the Federal
income tax since 1913 that declared an exemption, an exclusion, a
deduction, or a credit unconstitutional.

Moreover, we believe there isn't any standing for anybody to
qualify to sue to separate a deduction or credit in the Code on that
basis. We would like to make that point in a separate submission.

Senator DURENBERGER. I think there is no problem with any of
you, or any of the organizations you represent, adding material to
the record on any of your testimony or on any of the questions
raised.

I have raised the questions about these three, particularly, be-
cause-if you were here this morning when I made my opening
statement and asked some of my questions-I am concerned about
who is for financing choice in education and who is for limiting
that choice.

Senator BOREN. I think we would welcome that, very much so,
and any other data like that, within the reasons of length. But we
would welcome having additional materials on both sides of the
constitutional question.

[The material follows:]
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LEHRFELD & HENZKE, P C.
A LAW CORPORATION

SUITE 1110
1301 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N. W.

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20004

(202) 659-4772
WOLLAN J. LCMPtFILO

coNoD J. MCNZKN . i. THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF FEDERAL
TUITION TAX CREDITS

1. Introduction and Summary

1. A recent student note in the April 1983 New

York University Law Review discussed a line of judicial

opinions dealing with the constitutionality of various state

grant and tax statutes under the Establishment Clause.

Savitt, "Laws Respecting an Establishment of Religion: An

Inquiry into Tuition Tax Benefits", 58 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 206

(1983) (hereinafter "Savitt, at "). The student's article

examines these cases, and applies legal principles drawn

therefrom to conclude that S. 528 as presently drafted is

unconstitutional.

As will be discussed more fully below, the student note

considered only one aspect of the caselaw and other authority

governing the constitutionality of S. 528, and arrived at the

wrong conclusion. The thrust of the Savitt note is that the

proposed federal tax statute is more similar to the state

laws struck down by the U.S. Supreme Court in Committee for

Public Education v. Pyguist, 413 U.S. 756 (1973), and its

progeny, than the laws upheld in Walz v. Tax Commission,

397 U.S. 664 (1970). Savitt concludes that such credits fail

to satisfy the second part of the four-part test used by the

Supreme Court to determine constitutionality of a tax statute

under the Establishment Clause -- that the statute must have

21-675 0-8--23
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a principal or primary effect that does not advance religion. 1/

Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 672, 679 (1971); Lemon v.

Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971). The student's conclusion

is that the federal tax statute would accordingly be held

unconstitutional.

With all due deference rt the faculty and students at

New York University Law School, we believe that this approach

too much resembles "choos[ing] among Supreme Court precedents

as we would footwear -- selecting that which 'best fits the

case before us."' Wright v. Regan, 656 F.2d 820, 838 (D.C.

Cir. 1981) (Tamm, J., dissenting). In our view, the Note's

conclusion is based on an overly-simplistic formulation of

the legal standards applicable to determining whether a

federal income tax statute is within the power granted to

Congress by the Constitution. Instead, we believe that

further legal principles, in addition to those picked by

Savitt from the Nyquist line of cases, are applicable.

The student note expressly disclaims any attempt to

consider the implications of the Free Exercise Clause on the

tuition tax credit issue (Savitt at 207 fn.5), and also

passes over quickly any implications of the Constitutional

Taxing Powers (id. at 235). While such isolation may be a

1/ The other parts of the test are Mi) whether the statute
reflects a secular legislative purpose; (ii) whether the
administration of the statute fosters an excessive government
entanglement with religion; and (iii) whether the implemen-
tation of the statute inhibits the free exercise of religion.
Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 672, 678 (1971).
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useful scholarship tool, it does not reflect the Supreme

Court's likely approach to such an issue. Even in cases

involving whether state statutes violated the Establishment

Clause, both Nyquist and Walz discussed the implication of

the issue on Free Exercise rights and the exemption power of

the State.

Where the issue is whether a federal tax statute is

constitutional, there is an even greater need to reconcile

the tensions among the Taxing Powers, the Establishment

Clause, and the Free Exercise Clause. Only this year, the

Supreme Court described Congress' Taxing Powers as "virtually

without limitation." United States v. Ptasynski, No. 82-1066

(June 6, 1983), Slip. Op. 5. In Tilton v. Richardson, supra,

involving whether federal grants to colleges were constitutional,

the Court discussed the Free Exercise issue as well as Congress'

historic power to provide grants to the secular aspects of

religious organizations, and gave special emphasis to the

early case of Bradfield v. Roberts, 175 U.S. 291 (1899),

approving Federal Government subsidies for a religious hospital.

2. The Supreme Court's four-part test in essence

states and defines the requirement that statutes be neutral

toward religion in order to comply with the Establishment

Clause. Such neutrality also marks the required line between

prohibited establishment of religion on one hand, and

interference with free exercise of religion on ;he other

hand.
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In considering whether S. 528 meets this neutrality test

and its various components, it must be emphasized that S. 528

is solely a tax bill, originating in and considered by the

Congressional Tax Committees, which would add a new tax credit

to the Internal Revenue Code. The credit is similar to that

for nursery school expenses paid by working spouses, in that

the credit rather than the deduction format is used, in order

to harmonize liabilities tax between itemizing and non-

itemizing (e.g., standard deduction) taxpayer.2_/ The tuition

tax credit is thus an exercise of the Taxing Power bestowed

on Congress by Article I, 1 8, of the Constitution and by the

Sixteenth Amendment.

The Federal Courts have traditionally and consistently

treated federal tax statutes as neutral tax mechanisms -- and

not as subsidies, grants or penalties -- in order to give a

broad scope to the Congressional Taxing Powers. Classification

of different persons or groups is at the core of that Power,

and the courts have consistently refused to restrict such

Powers by adjudging a favorable or unfavorable classification

as aid or infringement of liberties protected under the Bill

of Rights. The long line of cases reiterating this principle

is exemplified by the-Court's holding that business expenditures

for lobbying are nondeductible, even though nonlobbying

business expenses are deductible. The Court treated this

classification as having a primary tax purpose and effect,

despite the incidental "penalty" on exercise of First Amendment

rights. Cammarano v. Commissioner, 358 U.S. 498 (1959).

2/ Section 44A of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
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But even if the tax credits provided by S. 528 were viewed

as a tax subsidy, the statute would not violate the Establishment

Clause. The right to receive tax-exempt status and tax

deductible contributions under the Internal Revenue Code is

treated as a type of grant or subsidy. Nonetheless, the

Supreme Court has very recently reiterated that such benefits

do not constitute a prohibited establishment of religion.

Regan v. Taxation with Representation of Wash., Nos. 82-2338

and 82-134, Slip. Op. 3-4 and fn.5 (May 23, 1983). Moreover,

in Bob Jones University v. United States, No. 81-3, Slip.

Op. 29 (May 24, 1983), the Court held that a provision giving

the same types of tax subsidies to private schools with

racially nondiscriminatory policies, but denying such benefits

to segregationist private schools, did not violate the

Establishment Clause. The Court reasoned that the purpose of

the nondiscrimination requirement was secular and neutral,

and its effect was to eliminate the necessity for a detailed

examination of the religious beliefs of individual schools.

It is thus apparent that, even if S. 528 were viewed as

a form of tax subsidy like tax exemptions and deductible

contributions, it would not violate the Establishment Clause.

Congress' stated purposes here are totally secular, involving

adjustments of tax burdens to promote educational excellence.

Any collateral benefit to a particular religion or all religion

is were happenstance. There is no other way to adjust tax burdens

of school parents other than to allow the credits to all

private school parents.
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Indeed, the Establishment Clause position of opponents

of S. 528 necessarily denies Congress all power to enact any

statute providing tax relief to private school parents as a

class. Such a conclusion is inconsistent not only with the

opinion in Bob Jones University, supra, but also with the

broad interpretation of Congress' tax classification powers

as set forth in Taxation with Representation of Wash., supra.

There the Court held that Congress had broad power to give

charitable tax subsidies to nonlobbying groups, as opposed to

those which engaged in substantial lobbying, without interfering

with Freedom of Speech guarantees. The Court further held

that Congress' Taxing Powers gave it broad discretion to

classify veterans organizations different from charitable

organizations, and to allow only the former to receive tax

deductible contributions for lobbying purposes. The Court

reasoned that as long as there is no Congressional intent to

infringe the Free Speech rights of the disfavored class, no

taxpayer can complain respecting Congress' decision to give a

tax subsidy to another group's speech activities. Id., Slip.

Op. 9.

The presumption that federal tax statutes constitute an

exercise of the Congressional Taxing Power, and not a subsidy

of collaterally affected persons or entities, is necessary in

order to allow Congress to exercise its Taxing Powers respecting

private schools (religious and nonreligious) and religious

organizations. If every credit, deduction, or exemption were

viewed as a federal grant or subs'4y, and every tax as a
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penalty, the dozens of tax statutes dealing with all or parts

of these classes would be in jeopardy under the Religion

Clauses and other provisions of-the Bill of Rights. For

example, the unique FUTA tax exemptions for religious schools,

the exclusion extended ministers for parsonage allowances,

and special social security tax provisions for religious

orders and their members, could become ultra vires Congressional

Tax Powers. The Courts have correctly held that Congress'

power to accommodate religious organizations under the Taxing

Power is totally secular in character, being akin to Congress'

broad power to adapt the draft laws to religious beliefs

under the War Power.

In reality as well as in theory, federal tax benefits

for private-school parents primarily benefit education and

only incidentally benefit religious and non-religious schools.

Unlike in many states, no one religious group is predominant

in the Nation as a whole, and the revenues at stake here from

tuition tax credits are infinitesimal compared with the

federal budget as a whole. Major religious groups have their

voices muted by the state representation in the Senate.

Enrollment in any denomination's religious schools varies

widely from state to state, and the credits in issue here

would not constitute a substantial part of the support of any

denomination's schools nationwide. In Catholic schools,

which have traditionally constituted the largest religious

private school systems, enrollment has declined, the percentage

of enrollees of other religious persuasions has increased,

"I
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and the proportion of nonclerical teachers has multiplied.

In sum, the "mutual abstention" between government and religion

which is the goal of the First Amendment is stronger than

ever, and is in no way endangered by the neutral tax credit

which S. 528 embodies.

The Courts' "historical acceptance" of the neutrality

of federal statutes, together with the current facts bearing

upon the actual neutrality of the tax credit in question, are

the factors to be considered in adjudging compliance with the

Establishment Clause under both Nyquist and Walz. Applying

these factors to S. 528, the bill clearly possesses the

requisite-neutrality and is Constitutional.

II. The Federal Judicial Branch Gives Great
Deference to Federal Tax Statutes Because
of the Preeminence of the Congressional
Taxing Power.

We start with the astonishing but often overlooked

fact that, since the adoption of the Sixteenteenth Amendment

in 1913, the Supreme Court has never held a federal income

tax statute unconstitutional on its face. Indeed, the Court

has seldom if ever held a federal income tax statute unconsti-

tutional as applied to specific factual situations. 3/

Federal excise and other non-income tax statutes have rarely

3/ In Coit v. Green, 404 U.S. 997 (1971), ef d per curiam
-em.) -reen v. Tonally, 330 F. Supp. 1150DoD.C. 1971) T3-
judge ct.), the internal Revenue Service's prior policy of
recognizing the charitable status of racially discriminatory
schools was held to be contrary to I.R.C. S 501(c)(3). The
courts did not explicitly decide the case on Equal Protection
grounds.
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been held unconstitutional and when they have, it has virtually

always been in the context of criminal cases where the

pertinent provisions, as applied to specific defendants,

conflicted with Fourth and Fifth Amendment guarantees. 4 /

Only this year, the Court stated that the Constitutional Taxing

Power was "virtually without limitation," in upholding

exemptieis-from the Windfall Profits Tax. United States v.

Ptasynski, supra.

The reluctance of the Supreme Court to hold unconstitutiVnal-

federal tax statutes is not a mere historical happenstance.

It is not an accident that Congress' "Power to lay and collect

Taxes, Duties, Imports and Excises" is the first of the

Legislative Branch's powers listed in Article I, 1 8. That

power has been reaffirmed and fortified by adoption of the

Sixteenth Amendment, which gives Congress express "Power to

lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived."

Indeed, the Constitutional power to "lay" taxes on

differing sources also means that not each and every object

or source for tax must be taxed. Exemptions alone, even of

educational and religious organizations, cannot form the

basis for striking down the tax. Pollock v. Farmers Loan and

Trust, 157 U.S. 429 (1895).

4/ For example, United States v. Sanchez, 340 U.S. 42 (1950),
upheld the constitutionality of the excise tax on marihuana
transfers. In Buie v. United States, 396 U.S. 87 (1969),
the Court held tHat a seller or marihuana could not justify
his failure to sell marihuana pursuant to the required
government order form on self incrimination grounds. However,
in Lear v. United States, 395 U.S. 6 (1969), the Court held
that the self-incrimination privilege protected a marihuana
buyer from prosecution for failure to obtain an order form
and pay the tax.
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The Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized that the

Taxing Power under Article I of the Constitution is at the

core of the National Legislature's authority. Given the

history and importance of Congress' Constitutional Taxing Power,

the Supreme Court's historical deference to its co-equal

Branch is not surprising. The absence of a Congressional

Taxing Power in the Articles of Confederatton was one of the

primary reasons for the adoption of the Constitution. Nor

did the early federal Judiciary forget that the Nation's

first internal civil uprising was to challenge Congress'

imposition of a tax on distilled spirits. Congress itself

has never granted the courts jurisdiction to issue injunctions

interfering with the enforcement of its tax statutes. 5 /

Indeed, the Supreme Court has recognized the propriety of

such Judicial abstention in federal tax matters (Cheatham v.

United States, 92 U.S. 85, 89 (1875)):

If there existed in the courts, State
or National, any general power of impeding
or controlling the collection of taxes, or
relieving the hardship incident to taxation,
the very existence of the government might be
placed in the power of a hostile judiciary.

In an analogous situation, the Supreme Court has

stated its reluctance to interfere with the Treasury Department's

issuance of legislative tax regulations authorized by

Congressional enactments. As the Court stated (United States v.

Correll, 389 U.S. 299, 306-307 (1967):

* * * we do not sit as a committee of
revision to perfect the administration
of the tax laws. Congress has delegated

5/ See Section 7421(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954;
7 U.37C. 1 2201.
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to the Commissioner, not to the courts, the
task of prescribing "all needful rules and
regulations for the enforcement" of the
Internal Revenue Code. 26 U.S.C. I 7805(a).
In this area of limitless factual variations,
"it is the province of Congress and the
Commissioner, not the courts, to make the
appropriate adjustments."

The relationship between Congress' Article I Taxing

Power and the Sixteenth Amendment, and other Constitutional

provisions generally and the Bill of Rights in particular,

cannot be boiled down to a simple formula. Each situation

must be judged on its own facts, so as to carry out the

Framer's intent, and maximize to the greatest extent possible

all the Constitutional powers and rights in question.

Ill. S. 528 Is In Form and Substance A Neutral Tax

Mechanism in Furtherance of Congress Taxing Powers.

The thrust of the "principal effect" part of the

Establishment Clause test, and indeed of all the other parts

of the test, is Government neutrality toward religion. Such

neutrality not only sums up the Establishment Clause tests,

but also marks the channel between avoidance of religious

establishment on one hand, and noninterference with religious

exercise on the other hand. See, e.g., Committee for Public

Education v. Nyguist, supra, 413 U.S. at 792-793; Gillette v.

United States, 401 U.S. 437, 453-454 (1971); Walz v. Tax

Commission, 397 U.S. 664, 669, 674, 676 (1970).

It is clear that S. 528 is religiously neutral, because

in form and substance it is primarily an application of

Congress' Taxing Power. The bill would amend the Internal

Revenue Code to add a new tax credit to those now provided in
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Sections 44 through 44H. The tax credit would apply to 50

percent of qualified tuition expenses paid by a taxpayer for

any qualified dependent. The credit would only apply to

tuition paid to a private, non-profit elementary or secondary

school. The credit would be limited to $100 per dependent the

first year of enactment, and rise to a maximum of $300 per

dependent in the third year. Taxpayers with adjusted gross

income exceeding $60,000 would not qualify for the credit.

Tuition paid by parents to racially discriminatory schools

would not be eligible for the credit.

The bill thus addresses income tax classifications and

issues which have been a part of the-federal income tax

statutes from their very earliest years. As explained in

other parts of our written and oral statement, the Internal

Revenue Code has historically contained many provisions which

have established various tax, deduction, and exemption

classifications applicable to private schools. Some of these

classifications apply to all schou1s, some only to private or

to public schools, and some solely to religious schools.

Over the years, the relative tax burdens of religious schools,

or private schools and their financial supporters, have ebbed

and flowed with other changes in the tax law. S. 528 is

merely a continuation of this adjusting process,_6/ aimed at

providing limited tax relief to parents of dependent children

who attend private schools and whose income tax liability

merits a modest downward adjustment. The Congress, through

6/ In one bill or another, federal tax credits for private
school parents have been seriously considered for more than
ten years.
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lengthy hearings and deliberations, perceived these persons

are in need because of other changes in the Code which have

increased their direct and indirect federal-tax burden.

The credit for school expenses provided by S. 528 would

be quite similar to the credit for the expenses of nursery

school currently allowed working spouses by Section 44A of

the Internal Revenue Code. Originally, this provision took

the form of deduction, but it was changed to a credit in 1976

to allow persons using the standard deduction (non-itemizers)

to benefit from it. S. Rep. No. 94-938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess.

132 (1976-3 Cum. Bull. (Vol. 3) 49, 170).

As a matter of tax theory, the tax credit for private

school tuition here should be treated as such a neutral,

income defining mechanism. There are many factors which may

or should be taken into account in adjusting taxable income

for various educational items. State and federal governments

relieve parents of their legal obligation to provide education

to their children to the extent that government provides free

public education. Arguably, such relief from a legal obligation

could logically be taxed as gross income to parents of public

school students (cf. Commissioner v. Tufts, 51 U.S Law Week 4518

(May 2, 1983; U.S. Sup. Ct.)), although Congress and the

Treasury-have never interpreted Section 61 so broadly.

Parents of private school pupils, however, pay tuition with

after-tax dollars. Parents of public school students can

deduct virtually the entire cost of public schools through

the deduction for real estate taxes paid on their homes,
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while parents of private school students pay those same taxes

yet receive no relief for their tuition costs. 7/ The tax

credit is merely one means of adjusting these inequalities

for all taxpayers -- including those who do not itemize

deductions -- to arrive at a fair and equitable income tax

liability. See Note, "Income Tax Deductions and Credits for

Nonpublic Education: Toward a Fair Definition of Net Income,"

16 Harv. J. Legis. 90 (1979). The need for such an adjusting

mechanism is particularly keen in light of the extra federal

tax burdens which changes in the Code and in private school

financing have imposed on private schools and parents of

private school pupils over the past 10-15 years, as explained

in other parts of our written statement.

IV. The Federal Courts Treat Income Tax Statutes
Such as S. 528 as Neutral Tax Mechanisms Not
as Subsidies, Grants or Penalties, in Adjudging
Their Conformity to the Bill of Rights.

The Supreme Court has consistently indicated that it is

fully cognizant of the preeminent importance of Congress'

Taxing Powers, including the practical classifications and

accommodations which are necessary in legislating a complex

legal code to exact revenues from over 100 million taxpaying

individuals and entities. It has accordingly formulated a

number of interpretative rules to ensure that Congress has

7/-Indeed, parents of private school children are doubly
burdened, since IRS presumes their contributions to private
schools are diguilad tuition to the extent of the "value" of
their child's education. Rev. Rul. 79-99, 1979-1 Cum. Bull.
108. IRS has not published a similar rule for parents of
public school children.
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maximum leeway in enacting tax classifications. Under these

rules, tax statutes are treated as neutral revenue measures,

which neither subsidize nor penalize the affected persons,

entities, or activities.

For example, in the Supreme Court's first consideration

of the 1913 income tax act, the Supreme Court upheld the

constitutionality of the exemption of religious and other

charitable organizations, Brushaber v. Union Pacific Railway,

240 U.S. 1 (1916), following its earlier, like conclusion in

Pollock v. Farmers Loan and Trust Co., supra. The Court

rejected the contention that this and other tax classifications

unconstitutionally favored the exempted organizations, in

contravention of the rights of other taxpayers under the Due

Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment (id. at 24, 25-26):

it is * * * well settled that [the due
process clause] is not a limitation upon
the taxing power conferred upon Congress
by the Constitution; in other words, * * *
the Constitution does not conflict with
itself by conferring upon one hand a taxing
power and taking the same power away on the
other hand by the limitations of the due
process clause.

* * * comprehensively surveying all the
contentions relied upon, * * * we cannot
escape the conclusion that they all rest
upon the mistaken theory that although
there be differences between the subjects
taxed, to differently tax them transcends
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the limit of taxation and amounts to a
want of due process * * * 8_/

The same rationale was followed by the Court in upholding

the constitutionality of exemptions and exclusions from the

Social Security Act of 1935, c. 531, 49 Stat. 620 -- including

the exemption for charitable and religious organizations.

Steward Machine Co. v. Davis, 301 U.S. 548, 583-584 (1936).

The Court held that Congress was subject to "restraints less

narrow and confining" than the states (id. at 584), and

concluded that exemptions and deductions for different classes

"are not confined to a formula of rigid uniformity in framing

measures of taxation."

There is no novelty in the current problem of reconciling

the Taxing Powers with the Religion Clauses of the Constituion.

The Supreme Court on numerous-occasions faced a similar

problem several years ago, in reconciling the Taxing Powers

8/ Earlier in 1910, in upholding the constitutionality of
TMe excise tax on corporate income, the Court had stated
(Flint v. Stone Tracy Co., 220 U.S. 107, 173):

As to the objections that certain
organizations, labor, agricultural and
horticultural, fraternal and benevolent
societies, loan and building associations,
and those for religious, charitable or
educational purposes, are excepted from
the operation of the law, we find nothing
in them to invalidate the tax. As we
have had frequent occasion to say, the
decisions of this court from an early
date to the present time have emphasized
the right of Congress to select the objects
oF excise taxation , and within this power to
tax some and leave others untaxed, must be
included the right to make exemptions such
as are found in this act.
(Emphasis added.)
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with the powers reserved to the States under the Tenth

Amendment. Justice Frankfurter eloquently described that

dilemma in words that have application here (United States v.

Kahriger, 345 U.S. 22, 38 (1953) (dissenting op.)):

Concededly the constitutional ques-
tions presented by such legislation are
difficult. On the one hand, courts
should scrupulously abstain from
hobbling congressional choice of policies,
particularly when the vast reach of the
taxing power is concerned. On the other
hand, to allow what otherwise is excluded
from congressional authority to be brought
within it by casting legislation in the
form of a revenue measure could, as so
significantly expounded in the Child
Labor Tax Case, supra, offer an easy way
for the legislative imagination to control"any one of the great number of subjects of
public interest, jurisdiction of which
the States have never parted with .
Issues of such gravity affecting the balance
of powers within our federal system are not
susceptible of comprehensive statement by
smooth formulas such as that a tax is
nonetheless a tax although it discourages
the activities taxed, or that a tax may be
imposed although it may effect ulterior -
ends. No such phrase, however fine and
well-worn, enables one to decide the
concrete case. 9 /

9/ Even with respect to federal grants to religious schools,
We Supreme Court has cautioned (Tilton v. Richardson, supra,

note 1, at 677-678):

Every analysis must begin with the
candid acknowledgement that there is no
single constitutional caliper that can
be used to measure the precise degree
to which these three factors are present
or absent. Instead, our analysis in this
area must begin with a consideration of the
cumulative criteria developed over many
years and applying to a wide range of
governmental action challenged as violative
of the Establishment Clause.

(Footnote continued on page 18).

21-8 0-83-24
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In Steward Machine, supra, the claim was that the

statute's allowance of a 90 percent state tax credit against

the federal unemployment tax was. too generous a subsidy, and

in effect "coerced" the states to enact a state unemployment

tax. The Court rejected such a restriction on the federal

tax power, concluding that a credit could not be declared

unconstitutional merely because the states would find it

difficult not to avail themselves of it.10/

In another line of cases, the Court also repeatedly

rejected claims that the federal tax power was limited to

enacting statutes primarily designed to raise revenue, and

that regulatory tax statutes were an unconstitutional

interference with the powers of the states. The Court has

consistently-held that a federal tax statute "may not be

.(Footnote continued from page 17).

There are always risks in treating
criteria discussed by the Court from
time to time as "tests" in any limiting
sense of that term. Constitutional
adjudication does not lend itself to
the absolutes of the physical sciences
or mathematics. The standards should
rather be viewed as guidelines with which
to identify instances in which the objective
of the Religion Clauses have been impaired.
And, as we have noted in Lemon v. Kurtzman
and Earley v. DiCenso, * *-*,candor compels
the acknowledgement that we can only dimly
perceive the boundaries of permissible
government activity in this sensitive area
of constitutional adjudication.

10/ In Florida v. Mellon, 273 U.S. 12 (1927), the Court
sTmilarly upheld the Federal Government's large estate tax
credit for state inheritance taxes, rejecting the notion that
such a credit was prohibited because it gave undue inccntive
for states to enact inheritance taxes.

A
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declared unconstitutional because its effect may be to

accomplish another purpose as well as the raising of revenue.

If the legislation is within the taxing authority of Congress

-- that is sufficient to sustain it." United States v.

Doremus, 249 U.S. 86, 94 (1919); In re Kollock, 165 U.S. 526,

536 (1897). Thus the Court has upheld Congress' power to

enact a federal statute requiring persons dealing in narcotics

to register and pay a tax (United States v. Doremus, supra)

and a federal tax requiring the registration and payment of a

tax respecting c-ertain firearms (Sonzinsky v. United States,

300 U.S. 506 (1937)). Indeed the Court has overruled a series

of cases holding that a federal tax statute could be overturned

on the ground that it was not designed to raise revenue, but

was merely a penalty in the guise of a tax. United States v.

Sanchez, supra, at 42, 44-45; Bob Jones University v. Simon,

416 U.S. 725, 741, fn.12 (1974).

Another corollary principle often expressed by the courts

regarding federal tax laws is that Congress has broad power

and discretion in.makLng various kinds of classifications

necessary in a tax code. The fact that a classification

affects fundamental liberties under the Bill of Rights does

not result in unconstitutionality, absent unusual circumstances.

That is to say, tax classifications need not be neutral with

respect to fundamental righ-is; the group subject to greater

tax burdens does not have its rights infringed, merely because

its fundamental rights are involved in the classification

scheme.
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For example, the Court in the first challenge to the

modern income tax, Brushaber v. Union Pacific Railway, supra,

at 23, held that there was no unconstitutional discrimination

in taxing differently married and single people, and "husbands

and wives who are living together and those who are not."

More recently, the lower courts have unanimously held that

the various "marriage penalty" statutes, which imposed higher

taxes on certain couples who were married than if the same

individuals lived together out of wedlock, did not infringe

upon the constitutionally protected right to marry. The

various federal courts reasoned that the primary purpose of

the statutes was to adjust tax rates for various tax purposes

(for example, to allow income splitting for families), and

that the resulting extra burden on certain married persons

was mainly incidental to that tax purpose. 11/

.L/Johnson-v. United States, 422 F. Supp. 958, 971-973 (N.D.
Ind.T076, aff'd per curiam, on District Court opinion, sub
nom. Barter v. United states, 550 F.2d 1239 (7th Cir. 19777,
cert. dnied, 434 U.S. 1012 (1978). The courts have also.
repeatedly sustained the constitutionality of the income tax
provisions which, in some circumstances, tax single persons
at a higher rate than married persons. E Kellems v.
Commissioner, 58 T.C. 556, 558-560 (1972' ,fd per-curiam,
474 F.2d 139 (2d Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 359 U.S. 925
(1959); Shinder v. Commissioner, 395 F.:d 222 (9th Cir. 1968);
Faraco v. Commissioner, 261 F.2d 387, 369 (4th Cir. 1958);
Bayless v. Commissioner, 61 T.C. 394, 396 (1973). The Tax
Court has followed these decisions and applied the rational
basis test in upholding the varying child care deduction
standards for persons in different marital situations. E.g.,
Black v. Commissioner, 69 T.C. 505, 507-511 (1977); Keeler v.
Cossioner, 70 T.C. 279, 282-284 (1978); Bryant v.
Commissioner, 72 T.C. 757, 763-765 (1979); accord, Cash v.
ommissioner, P-H T.C. Memo. para. 77,405 (T77), a!F, per

curiam on lower court opinion, 580 F.2d 152 (5th Cit. 1976).
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On similar grounds, the Supreme Court has held that an

ordinary and necessary business expense may be disallowed as

a deduction if spent for lobbying, without infringing Free

Speech constitutional guarantees. The Court reasoned that

Congress had solid tax reasons for limiting business deductions

to nonlobbying expenses, and that withholding the deduction

from lobbying activities did not constitute a penalty for a

firm whose business required extensive lobbying. Cammarano

V. United States, 358 U.S. 498 (1959).

In order to treat tax statutes as constitutionally

neutral, and to preclude their being viewed as advancing or

inhibiting constitutionally protected rights, the federal

courts have treated almost all exemption, credit and deduction

statutes as neutral adjustment mechanisms rather than

affirmative subsidies. For example, in McGlotten v. Connolly,

338 F. Supp. 448, 458 (D.C.D.C. 1972) (3-judge court), the

court held that the tax exemption of social clubs was not a

Congressional subsidy, but rather a technical tax decision by

Congress that clubs are not independent taxable entities.

The result was that the court did not have to determine

whether the social club exemption was an unconstitutional

subsidy of the racially discriminatory practices of certain

private clubs. The exemption was not deemed to be the

functional equivalent of a grant or subsidy.

The Supreme Court applied a similar rationale in

Commissioner v. Sullivan, 356 U.S. 27 (1958), and Commissioner

v. Tellier, 383 U.S. 687 (1966), which hold that the ordinary
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and necessary business expense deduction is primarily a tax

computation mechanism, and should not normally be disallowed

if the expense is illegal or used to further an illegal

scheme.

It is widely recognized that virtually all of the

provisions in the Internal Revenue Code fa-ll into the category

of neutral tax mechanisms. This is as it should be. A

contrary rule allowing courts to examine the collateral and

practical effects of federal tax statutes, and to implement

or impede them on the basis of their ultimate effects on

public policy, would intolerably restrict Congress' legislative-

power to tax and enlarge the authority of the Judiciary in

this area. See United States v. Ptasynski, supra, at 11-12.

This line of cases is frequently viewed as expressing

the fundamental principle that the Government is not entitled

to all income to begin with, so that when it gives a credit

or exemption or deduction, that item does not automatically

become a governmental subsidy. Inherent in any tax code is

the necessity for foregoing certain revenues, for various

reasons or practicality and tax policy. Adjustment of the

Code to adjust tax burdens is treated as ideologically neutral,

and is not normally viewed as a subsidy to the taxpayers who

may be benefitted. For example, under this principle the

Congress may legitimately exempt all labor unions from tax,

-whether or not a particular union misuses the exemption to

violate federal or state laws. The tax exemption is merely

reflective of a Congressional determination that a labor
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union is not a suitable taxable entity, and not an express

approval of the powers, programs and activities of labor

unions. Marker v. Connolly, 485 F.2d 1003 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

It is accordingly clear that in every conceivable

situation the Court has given effect to federal tax statutes

in accordance with their tax forms, and has refused to view

them broadly in a manner which would raise a conflict with

other Federal Constitutional provisions. Under these

principles, the proposed federal tax credit to private school

parents must be viewed as a neutral tax mechanism solely in

exercise of Congress' Taxing Power. The fact that it will

collaterally benefit private religious schools is simply not

material. 12/

We can safely add the adjective "religious" to Justice
K

Jackson's statement in United States v. Kahriger, 345 U.S.

22, 35 (1953) (concurring op.) that "one cannot formulate a

revenue-raising plan that would not have economic and social

consequences." Any other approach to federal tax statutes

would send the federal cov ts into endless speculations about

the indirect effects of the thousands of tax classifications

upon the rights and privileges of the countless classes of

persons which are affected.

V. Even If Tuition Tax Credits Were Treated
as Tax Subsidies, Like Charitable Tax
Benefits, They Do Not Violate The
Establishment Clause.

That the Supreme Court would likely view tax statutes

12/ Recently, the Supreme Court implicitly approved the federal
statutes providing special unemployment tax benefits to certain
religious schools. St. Martin Lutheran Church v. South Dakota,
451 U.S. 772 (1981).
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like S. 528 as neutral for Establishment Clause purposes is

confirmed by the Court's approach to the limited class of tax

statutes treated as subsidies. In Regan v. Taxation with

Representation of Wash., supra, and Bob Jones University v.

United States, supra, the Court recently held that charities'

income tax exemptions and-eligibility to receive tax deductible

contributions, which the Internal Revenue Code allows charities

and veterans organizations, "have the same effect as" or "are

similar to cash grants." Taxation with Representation of

Wash., supra, Slip. Op. 3-4. "[T]he very fact of the exemption

or deduction for the donor means that other taxpayers can be

said to be indirect and vicarious 'donors."' Bob Jones

University, suprA, Slip. Op. 16. Nevertheless, the Court

expressly recognized its earlier holding in Walz v. Tax Commission,

supra, that such tax subsidies do not violate the Establishment

Clause. The Court specifically referred to statements in Walz

that such tax exemptions are not prohibited by the Establishment

Clause, despite the economic benefit which they provide to

churches. Taxation with Representation of Wash., supra,

Slip. Op. 4, fn.5, citing Walz v. Tax Commission, supra, at

674-676, 690-691 (Brennan, J., concurring), 699 (Op. of

Harlan, J.).

In the Bob Jones University case, moreover, the Court

explicitly rejected the taxpayer-schools' argument that the

provisions allowing charitable tax-exemptions and deductibility-

of-contributions benefits violated the Establishment Clause.

Bob Jones University had argued that Congress had no power to

enact a statute providing charitable tax benefits solely to
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nondiscriminating schools, because the purpose and effect of such

a -provision was to subsidize persons and religions believing in

racial integration, and to exhibit "hostility" toward persons and

religions holding segregationist beliefs. The University also

contended that an enforcement of the statute required prohibited

I.R.S. entanglement in its religious activities.13/

The Court recognized that the Federal Government could

not "'prefer one religion over another"', citing Everson v.

Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1947), which allowed school

bus transportation for parochial school pupils. Bob Jones

University v. United States, supra, Slip. Op. 29, fn.30. The

Court refused to give controlling weight to the preferential

effect of the statute, however, reasoning that a tax provision

"'does not violate-the Establishment Clause merely because it

happens to coincide or harmonize with the tenets of some or

all religions."' Citing Gillette v. United States, 401 U.S.

437 (1971), which allowed draft deferment benefits to opponents

of war on religious and philosophical grounds, the Court

concluded that "The IRS policy at issue here is founded on a

'neutral, secular' basis * * * and does not violate the

Establishment Clause." The Court noted that the statute's

uniform application to both religious and secular private

schools avoids any entanglement problems.

The Bob Jones opinion explicitly refused to consider the

collateral effects on religious groups of the tax benefit

classifications in determining whether the classifications

13/Brief for Petitioner, Bob Jones University v. United States,
76. 81-3, pp. 33-34.
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violate the Establishment Clause. This was so even though

the parties made clear to the Court that the major impact of

the racial nondiscrimination condition on tax benefits will

be to penalize schools whose racial discrimination is an

integral part of their supporters' religious beliefs; indeed,

it was the massive-intrusiveness on religions which would

result from a test which would depend on sincerity of religious

belief which led the Court to reject that kind of test. Bob

Jones, supra, Slip. Op. 29; see Brown v. Dade Christian

Schools, Inc., 556 F.2d 313, 324 (5th Cir. 1977) (Goldberg,

J., concurring). Nothing in the tuition credit tax classification

proposed here suggests that the collateral effects of the

classification are any more material, or have greater impact

on religions, than the classification upheld in Bob Jones.14/ -

VI. Tax Classifications Incidentally Benefitting
Religions Should Be Upheld for the Same
Reasons that Religious Draft Deferments Have
Been Approved.

The relationship of the Congressional Taxing Power and

the Establishment Clause has been held to be similar to the

relationship between the War Power and the Religion Clauses.

14/ The right to tax exemption and deductibility of contributions
was also treated as a government subsidy in Green v. Connally,
330 F. Supp. 1150 (D.D.C. 1970), aff'd mem. suBnom. it V.
Green, 404 U.S. 997 (1971). McGlote v. Con-al y, sua,
treated the exemption of fraternal societies from tax on
their private investment income (26 U.S.C. I 501(c)(8)) as a
government subsidy. Professor Boris Bittker has severely
criticized the McGlotten holding. Hewould apparently limit
subsidy treatment co exemptions provided by 26 U.S.C. IS
170(c)(2) and 501(c)(3), respectively. B. Bittker and K.
Kaufman, "Taxes and Civil Rights: 'Constitutionalizing' the
Internal Revenue Code," 82 Yale L.J. (1972).
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The Court of Appeals' opinion 15/ in the Bob Jones University

case held that the charitable tax provision did not

unconstitutionally subsidize nondiscriminatory private schools,

on the grounds that the secular purposes of the charitable

exemption and deduction statutes were "unassailable;" that

"certain governmental interests are so compelling that

conflicting religious practices mus-ryield;" and that "the

principle of neutrality embodied in the Establishment Clause

does not prevent government from enforcing its most fundamental

constitutional and societal values." In so holding, the

court relied equally on Walz v. Tax Commission, supra, as

well as on the opinion in Gillette v. United States, 401 U.S.

437 (1971). The latter case holds that the Government may

grant draft exemption solely to persons whose religious or

philosophical beliefs object to all wars, despite the fact

-that such a classification may deny such exemption to members---

of religious or other groups whose beliefs are of a different

character.

In Gillette, the Court set forth a rationale similar to

that in Walz, concluding that Congress may properly provide

draft exemptions to religious adherents without contravening

the neutrality required by the Establishment Clause. The

Court noted that conscientious objector exemptions had been

present since the earliest days of the draft and had always-

been grounded on individual belief rather than sectarian

affiliation; that in an early case the Court itself had

_5/ 639 F.2d 147 (4th Cir. 1981).
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summarily held such exemptions proper under the First Amend-

ment;16/ that some exemption was justified on pragmatic

grounds; that Congress had considerable latitude in fashioning

a practicable classification; and that such an exemption

promoted Free Exercise Rights. Id., 401 U.S. at 452, 453-460.

Specifically referring to the "Nation('s] * * * enormous

heterogeneity in respect of political views, moral codes, and

religious persuasions," the Court held that the burden was on

the complainant "to show the absence of a neutral, secular

basis for the lines government has drawn." The Court concluded

that Congress' classification did not establish religion any

more than any other exemption classification scheme that could

be devised.

The Supreme Court in Bob Jones expressly relied on the

Gillette case in holding that classifying schools on the

basis of their racial policies did not violate the Establishment

Clause,17/ even though the effect of the classification was

to favor certain religions and disfavor others. In other

words, Bob Jones teaches that, just as Congress, in furtherance

of its War Power, may establish draft exemption classifications

even though they incidentally benefit adherents of certain

religions, so also may Congress, in furtherance of its Taxing

Powers, establish tax benefit classifications which incidentally

reward or harm certain religious groups.

16/ The Court cited the Selective Draft Law Cases, 245 U.S.
366, 389-390 (1918).

17/ Bob Jones University v. United States, supra, Slip. Op.
29, fn.30.
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It is thus apparent that it would constitute a radical

departure from Supreme Court precedent for the Court to hold

unconstitutional S. 528, one of many tax provisions dealing

with the tax burdens of schools and their supporters, on the

basis of a strained analysis magnifying the purported benefit

to religion of this one provision. We have described in

another part of this statement more than twenty federal tax

provisions dealing with private educational organizations,

which implicitly benefit religious schools. In addition,

approximately a dozen other provisions in the Internal Revenue

Code involve religious organizations or individuals of other

kinds, and their employees and supporters. While no detailed

analysis has been done, we believe that at least half of

these statutes provide benefits to persons and organizations

on the basis of their religious status. Indeed, we submit

that it would be virtually impossible to administer the Code

as currently structured without special provisions dealing

with religious organizations. Such classifications would

become impossible to draft if, wherever some direct or indirect

monetary benefit to a religious group resulted, they were

viewed as a prohibited establishment of religion rather thah

as a neutral tax computation mechanism.

VII. Nyquist Requires that the Traditional, Settled
NeutraLity of Federal Tax Statutes Be Given
Effect for Establishment Clause Purposes.

The tax cases above, which describe most federal tax

statutes as primarily designed to make computational adjustments,
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and only incidentally to promote other governmental purposes,

are significant for Establishment Clause purposes. The

Nyquist opinion reiterates the rule that "an indirect and

incidental effect beneficial to religious institutions has

never been thotigh a sufficient defect to warrant the invalidation

of *_* * law." Committee for Public Education v. Nyquist,

supra, at 771, 775.

Since federal tax statutes enjoy a presumption of

neutrality, the second part of the Nyquist test, which

prohibits a primary purpose to advance religion, must be

applied. The Nyquist opinion demands that such traditional

neutrality be taken into account in applying the "primary

effect" component to a tax statute. The Court there emphasized

the fact that the New York tax benefit statute in issue had

no "historical precedent", unlike the charitable tax exemption

and deduction statutes upheld in Walz v. Tax Commission,

supra. Cauti.oning that "historical acceptance" alone would

not satisfy the Establishment Clause, the Court stated that

such a factor could indeed reflect that the supposed "'aid'

was a product not of any purpose to support or to subsidize,

but of a fiscal relationship designed to minimize involvement

and entanglement between Church and State." Nyquist, supra,

413 U.S. at 792-793. The Supreme Court sharply contrasted

historical tax benefits for religious groups, like those

accepted in Walz, with the comprehensive package of grants in

state aid and tax benefits for religious schools present in

Nyquist.
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VII. In Fact as Well as in Theory, S. 528 Has Far
More Neutral Elements Than the State Tuition
Credit Statutes Disapproved by the Courts.

This presumption of neutrality to which S. 528 is entitled

under tax theory is plainly reflected in the actual neutral

effects of the federal S. 528 here, as contrasted with the

effects of the New York state statutes involved in Nyquist,

the state tuition tax credit statutes overturned in subsequent

lower court decisions disallowing tuition tax credits in Ohio18/

and New Jersey,19/ and even the tax credit statute sustained

in Minnesota.20/ In those states, as is usually the case,

education represented the largest budget expenditure. In the

federal budget, however, education is a relatively minor

item, constituting less than 5 percent of the budget.

In the three overturned statutes, moreover, the tax

credits were part of comprehensive direct and indirect

assistance packages for private schools, which would have

constituted a substantial part of the support of the recipient

churches. The Catholic Church was particularly predominant in

these states, and would have received a substantial part of

its educational revenues directly and indirectly from the

state programs. By contrast, at the federal level, the

credits involved in S. 528 are not a part of a total package

jj/ Kosydar v. Wolman, 353 F. Supp. 744 (S;D. Ohio 1972),
aff'd mem. sub nom. Grit v. Wolman, 413 U.S. 901 (1973).

19/ Public Funds for Public Schools of N.J. v. B yrne, 590
772d 514: (3d Ctr. 1979), att'd mere., 442 U.S. 9UT-(T979).

20/ Mueller v. Allen, 676 F.2d 1195, 1202-1206 (8th Cir.
T82), pet. for cert. granted, Oct. 4, 1982.
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of aid to religious groups. Viewed nationally, diverse

religious groups, no one of which claims even 25 percent of

the population as adherents, are scattered over the country..f/

Even within the Roman Catholic Church, the importance of

Church schools varies in various geographic areas of the

Nation, and approximately two-thirds of Catholic children in

the country as a whole attend public schools. The political

impact of the large Catholic population is muted by the

21/ The opinions of the courts in the various tuition tax
credit cases do not furnish statistics as to Catholic
predominance which can be meaningfully compared with each
other and the Nation as a whole. The statistics cited by
Savitt, at 236, fn.161, compare "apples and oranges."

/ Readily comparable statistics by state exist for 1980.
These statistics show that, nationwide, religious school
students constituted a smaller percentage of all private
school students, and Catholic school students constituted a
smaller percentage of private school students, than in New
York, New Jersey, or Ohio. Even in Minnesota, whose tax
deduction statute was approved by the Eighth Circuit, religious
schools and Catholic schools constituted greater proportions
of all students than in the Nation as a whole:

ft"L e2o allr y m&lU wiW amU .CiS* at all
ad" a ~wof a1 a ll 110 1al m

ia o481 4O.94.431 3 .452,865 12.3 4,32.41 10.3 64.6 10.417 1.7 43.5 79.5

U.1. 2,71.084 11393,7 25.) 5a,3l3 11.3 87.0 49,141 L4.9 71.1 6).?

N.J. 1,364,@ 232.I55 It.? 369.916 It.$ 19.1 193,287 t$.S 32.7 32.1

0010 1 ,351.381 210,1S t3.1 25405,1 13.s 34.? 331.2 11.7 04.9 I.?

22M. 114.316 90.557 12.6 31.i16 1&.3 M 6 44.40 6.4 1.5 74.3

3qlnlfal l aal'~I C [at 01 Situcau saIatIatIMILCO,
.1M k~ai~a lco 1292. ?"to. 42.

Moreover, in at least eleven states, nonreligious private
school students constituted 25 percent or more of private
school enrollment. In eighteen states, more than 50 percent
of all private school enrollment is in non-Catholic schools.
Ibid.
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representation-by-state system in the Senate, which tends to

increase the voting power of Western and Southern states with

proportionately smaller Catholic populations.

In sum, at the federal level diversity of interest groups

is so large, and the demands on the budget are so diverse,

that any single religion, or group of religions, will find it

impossible to use the federal tax system as a vehicle for

achieving federal support of religion. Cf. Roemer v. Maryland

Public Works Bd., 426 U.S. 736, 763 (1976); Wolman v. Walter,

433 U.S. 229, 263 (1977) (Powell, J., concurring and dissenting).

The ore of the Establishment Clause has been said to be

"mutual abstention" by church and governmental officials from

interference with each other's domains. Freund, "Public Aid

to Parochial Schools," 82 Harv. L.Rev. 1680, 1684 (1969).

,Federal tax credits to private school parents for tuition

clearly do not endanger that goal at the federal level, any

more than contribution deductibility for parents and other

supporters of churches and church schools. Decades of

experience with federal tax exemption provisions respecting

religious organizations have not caused any untoward divisiveness

or interference between churches and the government.

Moreover, in considering whether tuition tax credits

have the primary effect of advancing religion, one must take

into account the enormous changes in private education in the

decade since the decision in Nyguist. In that case, Roman

Catholic schools comprised 69 percent of all elementary and

21-573 0-83-25
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secondary schools in New York schools.22/ Today, Catholic

schools comprise 46 percent of all private elementary and

secondary schools nationwide,23/ and 1the proportion steadily

decreases .24/

Moreover, the enrollment and staff of the Roman Catholic

schools has changed dramatically. In 1969-1970, only 2.7

percent of Catholic school students were non-Catholic, while

by 1982-1983 that percentage had risen to 10.7 percent.25/

Approximately 20.4 percent of enrollment consists of minotiry

children,266/ most of whom are non-Catholic. Today the

motivation of parents in sending their children to religious

schools is more likely to center around obtatning a sound and

structured secular education, as contrasted with the receipt of

religious instruction. 27,/ Indeed, it is largely the rise in the

proportion of nonclerical teachers, and the attendant increase

in salary and tax burdens,28/ which caused a precipitous

22/ Nyquist, supra, at 768, fn.23.

23/ Digest of Education Statistics-1982, supra, at 48.

24/ National Catholic Education Association, United States
i9d Secondary Schools 1982-1983, at 6.

25? Id., Table 16.

26/ Id., at 15-16.

27/ Id., at 15,17; Catholic League for Religion and Civil
ifghTs, Inner City Private Education-A Study, 9-13 (1982).

28/ Members of religious orders may be exempt under FICA and
i-lf-employment taxes. I.R.C. if 3121(b)(8), 1402(e). Such
taxes must be paid respecting lay teachers in religious
schools, however.
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decline in enrollment in Catholic schools from 1965 to the

present. 29/

In non-Catholic religious schools also, primary and

secondary education is generally following the historical

pattern of religious colleges and universities. Enrollment

is more likely to be religiously heterogeneous or unaffiliated,

and school purposes are increasingly centered on educational

excellence rather than religious orthodoxy. These factors

are important because they decrease the chance that tax

assistance f9r private school parents will primarily benefit

religion rather than education. Cf. Tilton v. Richardson,

403 U.S. 672, 686-687 (1971).

We do not contend that federal tax statutes are immune

from judicial review for compliance with the Establishment

Clause. It is always possible that religious sectarianism

could become a moving force in Congress, resulting in statutory

tax benefits whose purpose was more religious advantage than

fiscal integrity, equity and practicality. However, a critical

look at the economic and educational conditions which give

rise to the tax credit here, and the practical effects of

that credit, plainly reveals that such advancement of religion

is not its primary or even substantial effect.

29/ In 1964, Catholic elementary and secondary schools enrolled
4,533,771 students. In 1981, enrollment had declined to
2,269,000. Digest of Education Statistics 1982, supra, Table
42.
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Senator BoREN. Again, I want to apologize for missing the testi-
mony.

I want to say I do see there are great variations in this country,
and I understand the kind of problems, Sister, when you were tal-
ing about not being able to continue to subsidize the existence of
schools which in many cases are very broad-based schools with a
very different-a good cross-section makeup of the community that
you are serving, in terms of racial makeup, economic makeup, and
the rest. I understand that, and I sympathize with that problem. I
wish I could figure a way of addressing that problem without per-
haps in other regions of the country creating problems where you
begin to leave only the most severe problems and lower-income
people in the public schools that I'm not sure will be addressed by
the private sector in those areas.

Sister RENEE. Senator Boren, it seems to me, though, that to a
large extent you are describing the status quo, and I think what we
are trying to do is to provide some new way of looking at the whole
educational picture that is really going to be good for education.

Sometimes I get the impression that we are not talking about
education or what is good for education and what is good for chil-
dren; it seems that we are talking more about control of education.
And I think the emphasis must definitely be on what is good for
education, what is good for the children of this country. I don't
think we should lose sight of that when we get involved in all of
the rest of this.

Senator BOREN. I agree with you on that point. I think that is
extremely important, and I appreciate the comments thaihave
been made.

I guess it just boils down to what some of us think is the very
important contribution to a sense of community in the country
that public education provides. And maybe that flows from our
own experience.

Where I grew up we had only one school system, and in that
school system were people from all of the various religious groups
in the community, of all the racial groups, of all the income
groups, and I am very, very thankful. that I was in a community
that had but one single school which the whole cross-section of the
community attended. I think it helped create a sense of community
that can't be duplicated where we don't have that. So that's per-
haps a bias and a perspective that I start from. I realize that is not
the picture everywhere, and we are already far down the track in
other directions in other places.

Sister RENRE. I think in many areas it is just as you say but
when you get into the big cities, there is an entirely different situa-
tion.

May I say, too, to Senator Moynihan, you brought up before you
wanted some kind of statistics to prove that competition really does
increase quality. I think there probably is no direct study on that,
but I think if you take a list of the States that have large private
school enrollments you will find that those are the same States
that spend a lot of money on education. And where we don't have
this kind of competitive spirit, the States do not seem to spend as
much money on public education.
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So maybe private education is the catalyst that we need. This is
the way we feel about it.

May I also say, too, that I think in areas where you do have pri-
vate and public schools, that if the parents who send their children
to the private schools knew that they would benefit directly from
an increase in a school or education tax, I think that they would be
much more willing to vote for it than under present conditions.

Let me finally say that we feel most of the education in this
country will be public education-it has been in the past, and it
will continue to be in the future. And that is fine, because we have
many excellent public schools.

We have an excellent public school system in many areas but our
point is that no one should be looked into any system without
choice. Thank you.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I respond, Sister?
Sister RENEE. Yes, please.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I think that what you just said is correct,

and I think it can be very readily established, by a very simple
kind of research, that levels of per capita expenditure on education
are pretty strongly coirelated with the proportion of nonpublic
school students in those States or jurisdictions.

But that brings you the problem of what researchers call "inter-
vening variables." Some wholly different phenomena account for
both the facts of the higher proportion of nonpublic school students
and the higher level of per capita expenditure.

Sister RENEE. It could be.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I have a very simple point which I wanted to

make this morning, which is that the issue of aid to nongovern-
ment schools is, in my opinion, best defined as a question of social
justice and equity. And when the argument is defined in such
terms, it is most defensible.

That is why I get alarmed when people come before us with let-
ters from the President telling us that things are in the Constitu-
tion which aren't in the Constitution.

Sister RENEE. Well, you know the pursuit of happiness might be
included in there. As a schoolteacher I like to presume that my
students are happy.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, as to the pursuit of happiness, I think
you will find it is in the Declaration of Independence.

Sister RENEE. You are right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. When we are talking about education we

have got to talk about texts, and we have got to be a little rigorous
about them.

The point is, it seems to me, that to make unnecessary claims
which in the end will be immensely difficult to establish is to invite
yourself to disputes that you needn't have. To impose on the educa-
tional system a model of the free enterprise economy, and to assert
that market outcomes are superior to nonmarket outcomes, and so
forth, is interesting, but it is hard to prove and it may not be rele-
vant. It is certainly not the most supportable argument, in any
event.

I have been in the field of educational research for quite some
time. I had a principal role in establshing the National Institute of
Education, with the hope that we would begin to get some serious,
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longitudinal, 30- and 40- and 50-year studies. They haven't started
yet, but they might still be done.

Statistics prove that it takes 20 years to find out what the impact
of a first grade education is on a 25- or 26-year-old person, and
we've done in educational research about all you can do with the
sort of stochastic recreation of generations by a one-time survey.
Frederick Mosteller and I put out a huge thick book on the Cole-
man study, which was the second largest study of educational
achievement ever compiled. Some very able statisticians repro-
duced grade levels so that it appeared a§-though one single group
was being tracked through 8 or 9 or 10 grades.

In this way, further insight has been possible, although we have
now gone as far as we can in this type of research. The next gen-
eration of educational research is going to be of two kinds: One
effort will be to get some unified theory of cognition. Some people
think, for example, that they are able to fimd patterns of illogic
when a student can't do a certain kind of arithmetic. Some mis-
takes are random, but others are not. The student makes the same
mistake every time. These aren't mistakes to the student, but they
are in fact mistakes to the exercise.

So, indeed, we are doing a lot. However, these things always take
a generation or two longer than you think. Still, a general theory
of learning is coming along-at least some people involved think it
is.

Another approach involves longitudinal studies. Some of them go
back to the thirties already, and more of them should be done. And
that's wonderful, but not, in my view, the correct case for a plural-
ist school system.

If I could very gently suggest the thought that "in the beginning
were the public schools" just isn't so. The public schools were a
social invention of the first half of the 19th century.

Sister RENEE. In the State of New York.
Senator MoYNIHAN. As you well know. And prior to that, there

were only denominational schools. There were none other.
And in a large part of the country, the old Confederacy apart

from Louisiana where I think the oldest Catholic school was 1714,
there was no public education in the old Confederacy until after
the Civil War. So there are different traditions there.

You know, it's a big, complex country made up of chunks of
other countries over three centuries of development, and the
schools reflect that pattern, different patterns in different parts of
the country.

I just think that equity suggests that we should share in this as
we once did. And we have forgotten that we once did.

I don't want to bore you, or anything, and this is in no sense a
part of the statement, but the proposition that there ought not be
public aid to denominational schools was first raised by, of all per-
sons, President Grant. He was thinking of running for a third
term. He was ill, and he had no money, and he needed to support
his family.

In a speech to the Army of the Tennessee in Des Moines, Iowa,
in 1875, he raised this issue. And he proposed that the Constitution
be amended to make public aid to denominational schools unconsti-
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tutional, there being no question in anybody's mind at that time
that it was constitutional, and indeed normal.

Out of that came a generation of the so-called Blaine amend-
ments, named after Senator Blaine of Maine, which were adopted
in States and occasionally would be adopted in the Senate and the
House, but never at the same time. Thus, it never became an
amendment reported out of the Congress.

But that history is important, as are some of the intergroup atti-
tudes of the time, which weren't all we would hope, and they cer-
tainly have vanished. But somehow this legacy can carry us on. Is
there anything else anyone would like to say? Father? Sir? Gentle-
men?

Well, we thank you very much for your testimony.
At this point in the record I would like to introduce the testimo-

ny of Harold Isenberg, of the Federation of Catholic Teachers, who
was unable to get an opportunity to testify, but would still like his
testimony in the record at some point, and I think this is the right
point.

[Mr. Harold Isenberg's testimony follows:]
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Testimony of
HAROLD J.T. ISENBERG

SUMMER' 9F PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. Catholic school teachers support and urge passage of tuition

tax credit legislation.

2. The fundamental and constitutional right of parents to educate their

children in the school of their choice is being threatened by spiral-

ing educational costs and inflation.

3. Freedom of educational choice does not exist if the only viable

educational system open to parents is the public schools.

4. Tax credits would primarily benefit low and middle income families

earning between $10,000 and $20,000 annually.

5. Nonpublic schools save the'taxpayers' money and often times do a

better job of teaching students to read and write.

6. Nonpublic church-related schools perform a dual function and teach
secular as well as religious subjects.

7. Catholic schools, which make up 90% of all nonpublic schools, are

attracting an increasing number of minority students, and internally

and on a percentage basis are less segregated than public schools.

8. Tax credit.legislation like previous constitutional forms of indirect
aid to nonpublic schools would directly assist parents and/or

students in preserving the alternatives of choice.

9. We believe that the U.S. Supreme Court, which has admitted to-only
"dimly perceiving the boundaries of permissible governmental activity"
in the area of nonpublic school assistance, will find tax credits to

be constitutional.

10. Tax credits directly aid those who bear the brunt of tuition expenses

are simple & inexpensive from an administrative point of view; and
are not prohibitive in terms of costs.

11. Tuition Tax Credits will prevent a public school monopoly and insure
the fundamental and constitutional rights of nonpublic school parents

and their children to viable educational alternatives.
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INTRODUCTION

My sincere thanks to the United States Senate Finance Subcommittee

on Taxation and Debt Manegaement for your courtesy in permitting me to

make a presentation today. I am Harold J.T. Isenberg, and I serve as

President of the Federation of Catholic Teachers.

My organization was incorporated in 1963 as the Catholic Lay Teachers

Group and gained formal recognition and collective bargaining rights in

1969 for the 3,000 parish school teachers employed by the ten county New

York Archdiocese. Ours is the only Catholic teacher union in the nation

to represent both elementary and secondary school teachers on a diocesan-

wide basis. We help educate approximately 136,000 students, many of them

our own children.

The Federation of Catholic Teachers has long been active in and

concerned with issues of social justice both within and outside of the

Catholic Church. This is why we strongly support and encourage the passage

of tuition tax credit legislation. Attached to my statement, for your

information is a position paper of the NYS Coalition for Tuition Tax

Credits, of which I am a member, and an article by my superintendent.

THE RIGHT OF PARENTS

The fundamental and constitutional right of parents to educate their

children in nonpublic schools, affirmed by the United States Supreme
Court in Pierce v. the Society of Sisters, is being threatened by spiral-

ing educational costs and inflation. Government has heavily tipped the

economic scales in favor of public schools so that nonpublic school

parents exercise their right of educational choice only with severe per-

sonal sacrifice. Accommodations, such as tuition tax credits, must be

enacted in Justice in order to secure the educational rights of non-

public school parents. After all, tax credits are not aid to schools -

they assist parents, while preserving the irght of educational freedom of

-I-
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choice. This right, in the instance of parochial schools, also involves

the exercise of the right of freedom of religion. Parents should not

have to pay twice to exercise these basic rights. Further it is clear

that our tax laws do allow relief to taxpayers who shoulder certain

burdens. This does not discriminate against others who get no benefit

because they do not have the expense. 
0

One cannot dismiss the double taxation involved for nonpublic

school parents by saying that those who do not use public beaches, librar-

ies, transportation, etc., also have to pay for these items. The distinct-

ion is that we are not talking about a whim or a luxury. We are talking

about the fundamental and constitution right of parents to have their

children educated in the school of their choice.

In Catholic Education Faces Its Future, Neil G. McCluskey, S.J.,

made the following observations regarding parental rights and govern-

mental assistance to nonpublic schools:

"The states have passed compulsory school attendance laws, and
to assist parents to comply with this legislation, have estab-
lished a system of free public schools, but without any pro-
vision in them for religious training. To achieve the common good
of accessible free education, the states tax all citizens alike
to form a common pool for the support of education. As a result
the states are able to provide for their school-age children the
substantial benefit of free education and certain auxiliary bene-
fits related to schooling. For more and more Catholic families
of moderate and small means, this can only take place within the
type of school the state itself chooses. The higher taxes rise,
the greater the squeeze on the Catholic parent and the less real
freedom of choice he has in choosing a school for his child.

"Many Catholic parents judge that in all conscience they must send
their children to a Catholic school because they believe that
secular education during the child's formative years is best in-
tegrated with religious training. Or they may simply prefer this
kind of schooling. The Catholic parent looks to the public school
not reproachfully but regretfully.

"A family seeking to follow simultaneously the dictates of con-
science and the compulsory-education law may not now, for all
,practical purposes, share in the state's provision for the common
welfare. In the practical order, the state has set up what amounts
to a religious test. Children in Catholic schools would qualify
for free schooling and all related benefits provided by the state
for its junior citizens EXCEPT that their parents have placed. them
in a Catholic school. If public benefits are so administered
that citizens must do violence to their consciences in order to

-2-
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share in them, then the benefits are discriminatory. Perhaps
Catholic parents should look at things differently. Their feeling
of frustration, however, is not assuaged by telling them they
are 'free' to have their own schools, as they watch increasing
subsidies for public schools steadily pricing Catholic-school
education out of the market."

THePROSPECT OF A PUBLIC SCHOOL MONOPOLY

We are not opposed to public schools nor challenging their import-

ance and worth, but we are unalterably opposed to an educational monopoly

over our children. The-prospect of such a situation would be a disturbing

departure from the American tradition of educational pluralism. We cannot

have freedom of choice if the only viable educational system open to

parents is the public school. No matter how scrupulous or altuistic the

monopolist may be, monopoly reduces one's options and therefore the

freedom of choice. As C. Albert Koob and Russell Shaw pointed out in

S.O.S. for Catholic Schools:

"The idea of monopoly in education is peculiarly abhorrent.
Itere the values at stake are of an entirely different and
higher order than whether an automobile buyer shall have
the option of choosing among the products of one or several
automobile manufacturers. They belong to the moral and in-
tellectual order, and in these areas of life the exercise of
free choice is pre-eminently important. And it is essential
that this possibility not be merely negative. (That is, the
absence of coercion) or theoretical: There must, rather, be
the possibility of genuine, practical free choice.

So-far as education is concerned, this means that Americans
should have both the right and the opportunity to choose from
among diocese schools and school systems and that non-public
schools must make up more than a 'token' system, but must be
numerous enough to accommodate parents and students who choose
this kind of school."

Traditionally the American school system is comprised of both

public and nonpublic schools. The danger today is that the nonpublic

school will disappear as a realistic option for families of average in-

come. The vast majority of nonpublic school children, 3.7 million of 5

million attend schools in our nation's large metropolitan areas. Of this

number, 62.7% come from families with incomes of under $25,OOJ. In the

inner city, 72% of the children come from households earning under $15,000
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a year. These are not the wealthy. Tax credits for these parents are not
only a matter of fairness, they are an absolute necessity.

It is true, and a recent National Catholic Educational Association
study verifies the fact, that enrollment in Catholic elementary and
secondary schools throughout the country has remained relatively constant

over the past five years. However, it should be remembered that between
1965 and 1976 enrollment in these schools decreased by 27% with nonpublic

schools closing at about the rate of one every school day. It is to pre-
vent anothefsharp decline that tax credits are needed. As Edward Anthony

of the United States Catholic Conference has said, "let there be no
mistake about it, to thousands of parents held within the ever tightening

grip of poverty, or those brought perilously close to it by an errant
American economy, the potential loss of (educational) freedom of choice

is real."
Our children and their parents need to be able to choose and afford

the school of their preference. Getting a good education is a long-term

process that begins with a child's earliest experiences. The alternatives

of choice must be available to all at each step in the educational pro:
cess to be meaningful. Let us not price our children and their parents
out of the college, elementary or secondary school of their- choice.

NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS SAVE TAXPAYERS' MONEY

Frequently those who would deny nonpublic school parents some form

of help ignore the fact that parochial and other private schools provide

a great service to all the citizens of this nation. We, too, teach child-

ren to read and write - often time better than public schools. In the
New York Archdiocese, elementary school students consistently score a
half year or more beyond the national reading average, while only 50%

of their public school counterparts are on grade level.
If, for example, New York parochial schools were not providing an

education for some several hundred thousand students, the taxpayers in

our state would have to pay significantly more money to the public
schools to do it. In the New York City area the per pupil cost of educat-

ing a child in a Catholic school--is $650 per year on the elementary level,

and $1,350 on the secondary level. The public school costs, however, are
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$2,775 elementary, $3,236 junior high, and $2,716 in the high schools.

Allowing for contributed services supplied to Catholic school students

out of the public school budget, and for the difference between school

levels, it comes out that the Catholic school child is educated at a

cost one-quater to one-half the cost for educating the same child in a

public school. As long as nonpublic schools are in existence and educate

large numbers of children, more money is available per pupil for the
public schools - not, less. For example, in New York City alone 25% of

the students attend nonpublic schools, while the state has the highest
public school per pupil expenditure in the .ountry and has experienced

a 300% increase in public school funding in the past eight years.
The argument that tax credits would hurt public schools is not

valid. Edward Anthony, of the Catholic Conference's Education Department,

made the following observations regarding this issue in a recent speech

before the American Association of School Administrators:

"First of all, there is no evidence to support the assertion
(that tax credits will mean the demise of the public school
system States which either have, or have experimented with
some form of educational tax relief have not experienced a
significant loss in public school enrollments. Second, the
assertion that the quote-unquote "good" students will leave
the public schools also has no basis in fact. If by "good"
we mean wealthy or even middle-class students, it is foolish
to assume that a minimal tax credit will be any incentive
for wealthy parents to move their children. Wealthy parents
who wish to send their children to nonpublic schools have
already made that choice. Those of you who are familiar with
the basic economic principle of -marginal utility' will
understand that the family for whom a $250 tax credit will
mean something is the family that must scrimp and save to
get $250 for tuition for their children. They are the families
that will truly benefit."

PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS AND SECULAR EDUCATION

The dual role of nonpublic and especially church-related schools

has been eloquently set forth by Associate Supreme Court Justice Bryon

White who stated in Board of Education v. Allen:

"Underlying these cases (previous decisions involving govern-
ment assistance to non-public education), and underlying also
the legislative judgements that have preceded the Court decisions,
has been a recognition that private education has played and is
playing a significant role in raising national levels, knowledge,
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competence, and experience. Americans care about the quality of
the secular education available to their children. They have con-

- sidered high quality education to be an indispensable ingredient
for achieving the kind of nation, and the kind of citizenry that
they have desired to create. Considering this attitude, the
continued willingness to rely on private school systems, including
parochial systems strongly suggests that a wide segment of informed
opinion, legislative and otherwise, has found that these schools do
an acceptable Job of providing secular education to their students.
This judgement is further evidence that parochial schools are per-
forming, in addition to their sectarian function, the task of
secular education."

Like Justice White, we do not choose to cast our defense of non-

public schools in the form of an attack on the motives or ideology of

those in public education. Both nonpublic and public schools have made

and continue to make enormous contributions to American society. Unfor-

tunately, unlike nonpublic schools , public schools are the ones who are

monolithically alike when they excluded from their programs religious

values and the religious dimension of the human experience. It has been

said that value-free education is an impossibility, since values of one

kind or another are inevitably conveyed by the educational process. There-

fore, in omitting certain areas of human experience from the classroom,

public schools implicitly "teach" that these matters are of no great im-

portance or concern and can reasonably be passed over by the student.

Unlike other groups in society, our parents have no possibility of

obtaining redress for this situation, since a firmly held legal and

judicial tradition bars the introduction of specifically religious values

or concepts into the public school. In contrast, nonpublic and Catholic

schools can point to a "difference where it counts" in attracting parents

and children to their schools.

Catholic schools are, also, attracting an increasing number of

minority students. The percentage of Black and Hispanic students has

grown steadily over the last decade and now, according to the National

Catholic Educational Association, accounts for 8.1 % and 8.3% of the

total enrollment in all Catholic schools. In the New York Archdiocese

80w of the students in Manhattan and 60% of those in the Bronx are
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minority students. Our schools are neither elitist or segregationist.

Parochial schools are neigborhood schools and reflect the population
which they serve. We agree that the current tax credit proposal must
maintain its present safeguards to prohibit the claiming of a tax credit
for the purpose of sending children to segregationist institutions.

In his report on Public and Private Schools, Dr. James Coleman
found, that from a classroom perspective, nonpublic schools are the

beat integrated. An adjustment in family income, through tax credits,

would further increase the number of minority students in the nonpublic
sector, not make it wme 'elite. He, also, found that Catholic schools

more closely resemble the ideal of the "common school" where children
from different family backgrounds achieve well.

Other findings of Coleman which are worthy of notice are that

between the sophomore and senior years, 24% of the students in public
schools drop out, compared to 12% in Catholic schools and 13% in other non-
public schools. If there were no private schools, segregation patterns

in public schools would be about the same, Coleman states. Internally,
and on a percentage basis of total enrollment, nonpublic schools are
the least segregated. Even when controlling for family background factors,

students in Catholic and other nonpublic schools achieve at a higher
level than public school students. The private schools have a lot of what
seems important to higher scholastic achievement - "greater academic
demands and more ordered environment," according to Coleman.

It is obvious to most that the public schools serve not only the

children they enroll but the total community through the students who are

educated. The same is true of Catholic schools. We not only serve our

students directly, but through them we serve the total community. This

is the way in which any school carries out its role of service and it

seems oddly'short-sighted to ignore that fact in the case of nonpublic

and church-related schools. Our schools have long been an integral part

of the nation's educational establishment. They supplement in many ways

the main task of public schools and provide an opportunity for experi-

mentation in educational methods since they are relatively unhampered by
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bureaucratic red tape or inhibited by political pressures. They give a
spur of competition to the public school - not the cut-throat competition

of two institutions each trying to out distance the other, but the fruit-

ful competition of self-improvement. Both systems benefit and progress

results.

HISTORY OF TAX-AID CONSIDERATION

The idea of indirect assistance to nonpublic institutions is not

new. In the past the United States Congress has given aid to both public

and nonpublic schools through the Reserve Officer Training Programs,

the School Lunch Act of 1949, the Higher Education Facilities Act of

1963, the Higher Education Act of 1965, and the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act, also of 1965. Both the.School Lunch Act and the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act have provided benefits to students in non-

public and church-related elementary and secondary schools. Tax credit

legislation like previous constitutional forms of indirect aid to non-

public schools would directly assist the parent and/or students in pre-

serving the alternatives of educational choice. We feel that it would

meet the constitutional test set forth by the Supreme Court in the Allen

case:

"What are the purpose and primary effect of the enactment?
If either is the advancement or inhibition of religion, then
the enactment exceeds the scope of legislative power as cir-
cumscribed by the Constitution. That is to say that to with-
stand the str ctures of the Establishment Clause there must be
a secular legislative purpose and a primary effect that neither
advances nor inhibits religion."

Again, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the Allen decision in a case in-

volving New York City's tax emption of church property and observed:

"Making textbooks available to pupils in parochial schools in
common with public schools surely was an 'aid' to the sponsoring
churches because it relieved those churches of an enormous, ag-
gretate cost for those books. Supplying of costly teaching
materials was not seen either as manifesting a legislative pur-
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pose to aid or as having a primary effect,-of aid contravening
the First Amendment. In so doing the Court was heeding both its
own prior holdings and our religious tradition . . .With all
the risk inherent in programs that bring about administrative re-
lationships between public education bodies and church-sponsored
schools, we have been able to chart a course that pr6served the
autonomy and freedom of religious bodies while avoiding any sem-
blance of established religion. This is a 'tight rope' and one
we have successfully traversed."

While it is true that the Supreme Court has admitted in Tilton v.

Richardson to "only dimly perceive the boundaries of permissible govern-

ment activity in this sensitive area of constitutional adjudication", we

feel that tax credits for nonpublic elementary and secondary schools are

constitutional, appropriate, and necessary.

Our High Court has seen no difficulty in approving federal grants

and loans for nonpublic colleges and universities. It has rejected the

notion that simply because the school is religiously affiliated, it is

incapable of distinguishing between secular and religious subjects.

Associate Justice White in dissenting on the Lemon v. Kurtzman

case mused:

"Surely the notion that college students are more mature and
resistant to indoctrination in a makeweight, for the Court in
Tilton is careful to note the federal condition of funding and
the enforcement mechanism available. If religious teaching in
federally financed buildings was permitted, the powers of resistance
of college students would in no way save the federal scheme. Nor
can I imagine on what basis the Court finds college clerics more
reliable in keeping promises than their counterparts in elementary
and secondary schools. ..

ADVANTAGES OF THE TAX-CREDIT CONCEPT

Especially in view of the Supreme Court's decisions, it is impera-

tive that Conigress act on the proposed "Tuition Tax Credit Act" in order

to maintain for all Americans the basic right we have to better ourselves

through education and the right of parents to educate their children in

nonpublic schools. We feel that the income tax credit concept has three
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basic advantages. First and foremost, it gives aid directly to those who

bear the brunt of tuition expenses. Every student or parent of a student

who is not self-supporting can take advantage of the credit. Second, the

tax credit is simple and inexpensive from an administrative point of view.

Finally, the cost of the program would not be prohibitive to those con-

cerned with cost. We remind them that the government allows tax advan-

iages to businesses and financially supports the advanced training of

their employees while spending billions for write-off for foreign cor-

porations and oil companies.. Yet, the parent or student trying to attend

the college, elementary, or secondary school of their choice has no such

advantage. The current inequitable situation particularly hurts poor

and middle income families. It is time we recognize our obligation to

insure educational freedom of choice for all Americans by giving them

as much assistance as possible.

For all of the reasons set forth above and primarily to prevent a

public school monopoly and to insure the fundamental rights of our parents

and their children to viable educational alternatives, we urge passage

of tuition tax credit legislation.

Again, our thanks for your time and consideration in this very

important matter.
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-New York State . ...
COALITION FOR

TUITION TAX CREDITS

June 22, 1982

Members of the New York State
Congressional Delegation

The Capitol
Washington, D. C. 20515

onorable Senators and Representatives:

A half-centu;y ago the Supreme Court recog-
nized in a landmark decision the fundamental
right of parents to direct the upbringing and
education of their children. It is hard to
imagine a more essential component of parental
freedom than the right to guide a child's
intellectual, moral and spiritual development
in accord with one's conscience and beliefs.
This was the thinking, in any case, that im-
pelled the Pierce decision and caused the
Court, nearly S0years later, to state in
Wisconsin v. Yoder that "the primary role of
parents in the upbringing'of their children
is now established beyond debate as an en-
during American tradition.0

That fundamental liberty, however, is
sharply curtailed for many parents and all
but extinct for others. Members of the middle
class, caught in unrelenting hard times, find
nonpublic schools increasingly beyond their
mans, and families who face the harsher fact
of poverty must frequently settle for no choice
at all. The tightening economic bind has, in
many instances, stifled a basic parental right.
No right called "fundamental* should depend on
the ability of citizens to afford it. It is
time to make the paper right proclaimed in
Pierce a right in fact.

Allow us to illustrate the problem with
some startling statistics Nonpublic school
ehrollment in New York State declined by 300,000
students or 35 percent from Fall, 1965 to Fall,
1980, a rate more than twice the total state-
wide student drop during the same period. A sig-
nificant cause of this tragic downtrend is the
increased tuition necessitated by soaring costs.
Had enrollment in nonpublic schools reflected
statewide enrollment trends, approximately 165,000
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Members of the New York State
Congressional Delegation

June 22, 1982
Page 2

additional students would be attending nonpublic schools today.

We urge your support of tuition tax credits for families
with children in nonpublic elementary and secondary schools.
Parents scrimping and saving to support an education they
cherish will find in tuition tax credits relief that may make
the difference between choice and no choice. And some for whom
the right to choose has already lost meaning - often poor and
minority parents - would have that right restored. Tax credits
would assure fuller participation by the poor in rights rou-
tiney accorded the rich.

In a real sense, society is served by preserving alter-
native schools. Although public schools have been, continue
to be, and will continue to be the principal provider of edu-
cation for American youth - and have done a commendable job -
they do not provide for everyone's needs. In a pluralistic
society with various responses to life's ultimate questions,
it is impossible for one common school system to meet all
expectations of what a school should be. Public schools must
embody generalized values'which may vary with values of a par-
ticular group. Nonpublic schools while educating good citizens
and loyal Americans, at the same time preserve pluralism by pro-
viding alternatives that address varied needs. The rich and
diverse cultural heritage of nonpublic schools is a national
treasure worthy of support.

In addition, nonpublic schools represent considerable
savings to society and taxpayers. Figures from the State Edu-
cation Department estimate the cost to taxpayers at $3,785 per
public school pupil in New York State for the present academic
year. With 580,000 students in the state's nonpublic schools, the
dollars saved are substantial. Nationally, nonpublic schools
generously provide taxpayers an estimated $11 billion annual tax
credit by educating 10 percent of our country's students, a fact
often overlooked in the current public debate.

Another nonpublic school contribution to the common good
is the counterbalance they provide our near-monopoly public
school system. Monopolies, whether private or public, are
notoriously insensitive to those they serve. The existence of
available alternatives has strengthened both school systems in
our nation, with each taking turn as pacesetter, each establish-
ing new standards, each providing lessons in excellency for the
other. Make no mistake, the existence of alternative schools
and the educational pluralism they provide are facing extinction
in many low-income and middle-class neighborhoods. Many non-
public schools today are struggling for survival. Each school
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Members of the New York State
Congressional Delegation

June 22, 1982
Page 3 -

that closes its doors means another option closed for parents
and another step towards a single school system for all but the
wealthy.

Tuition tax credits are a matter of simple justice. They
would provide partial compensation to parents who, in addition
to paying their full share of public school support, bear the
burden of tuition. Such recompense to citizens shouldering
an extra weight and thereby advancing the public good has long
been considered sound social policy.

The obligation of the state to develop an educated citi-
semr need not restrict public funds to the support of one,
near-monopoly system. Through public policy that enhances
parental choice in education, we advance the right to choose
for all parents, those now exercising it and those who someday
may; we maintain alternative schools and thereby preserve a
rich and excellent educational heritagel we stimulate private
investment in education and in so doing educate citizens at
coubiderable savings to society and we strengthen all schools
by allowing alternatives to continue.

A free society should never expect all citizens to merge
their values and preferences to a homogeneous whole. In almost
every democracy today, a parent's choice of alternative schools
is supported with public funds in recognition of the legitimate
public purpose those schools serve.

We urge you to support tuition tax credits for parents who
choose nonpublic elementary and secondary schools.

Respectfully submitted,

318 COALITION FOR
TUX ON TAX CREDITS
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ATTACHMENT "B"

Reprinted from the NASSP BULLETIN
National Association of Secondary School Principals
Vol. 66 No. 452 March 1982

The Urban aoli School--___
A Vahlable Part of

JaMs Kearney, F.M.S.

......Affording first-
band Insights

Into the urban
school environ-

ment, this writer
provides oompel-

Omg evidence of
the historic and

contemporary
mission of

service of the
Catholic schools

In Amceu.an
- -educa__edeation.

T he cities of this country would bepoorer indeed without thepsrban
Catholic school. The Ions and dis-
tinguished presence of the Catholic
school deserves some overview and
current interpretation.

Typical or the urban Catholic
school is St. Peter's, which opened in
1800 in lower Manhattan to serve the
children or a targly immigrant and
working class. During succeeding
years the number or such school
grew rapidly in the major cities of the
Northeast. Though Catholics con-
stituted less than I percent or the
population at the time or the Revolu-
tion, by 1850 they had become the
largest single group of churchgoers in
America.

Today nearly 10,000 Catholic
schools are located across the country;
more than half are located within the
boundaries of .major cities. Their
greatest concentration-better 1tan 55
percet-is in the Northeast and Great
Lakes regions. Seventy percent of
Catholic school enrollment is in 10
states. New York, Pennsylvania. Illi-
nois, California, and Ohio are the top
five, comprising almost half of the
national enrollment. Five dioceses-
Chicago, Philadelphia, New York,
James Kearney is superin:enden of
schoo, Arcb4iocese'of New York.

36
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ATTACHMENT ""

Tn UW. Caihele School

Brooklyn, and Los Anges-each
with its own distinctive urban char.
acter, enroll more than one-fourth of
the country's 3,106,300 Catholic
school students-a figure expected to
remain constant until at lea 1985.

The reason that so many Catholic
schools are located in the cities is a
relatively simple one: They were built
where the Catholic population was
located, for it was to secure work that
the Catholic immigrants end working
class came to the cities during the
1800s and early 1900s, and it was
there that the Church constructed
schools to provide a religious and
secul education for the children of
these families.

TA.. uqflIshe busians on the
aexde of Cah.5 schoo. in.

Clda the task of prosius
queltY edneAsie feor Mhe Pee
and diudwaged of oar nton.

-From a saftem by Ie
Amra. Caiwk MshIe

The tradition prcvils today as the
percentage of urbas Catholic schools
counties to grow, end the perceet-
age of suburban Catholic schools de-
creses.

Recently. the American Catholic
Bihop reaffirmed the Church's role

of xoviding s Catholic education to
the child who is less advantaged for
socioeonomic reasons.

The unfimished business on the agenda
of Catolic schools includes the task of
providia quality education for the poor
and disadvamtased of our "ation....

What is now being sccomplisAl, bow-
er, should serve only am a spur to
renewed commitmeat to coninued cf.
fort in this alm so cru to the good
of society and so cetr to the mission
of the church.

The positive contribution made by
Catholic schools to urban education
in the United States and to the cities
in which they am located will be
briefly commented upon in five areas
or impact: education, values forms-
tion, finances, sociology, and stabifi-
zation.

Them is suficie nt research to bear
out the contenion that a basic ele.
mnt in the parochial school's appeal
-in inner-city areas especially-is
educational quality. An articulated
commitment to basic karning, to a
sense of order and discine, has r-
mined strong over the years. Talk to
the Hispnic, black, or Oriental
parents, and their overwhelming
perception, as of other ethnic parents
before them, a that the Catholic
schools provide their children with
the opportunity to become proficiemt.
in academic subjects taught by con-
cerned yet demandinl teachers in a
controlled atmosphere conducive to
learning.

Studi constantly ber out the
reality of that perception What is
traditionally termed an dcve else-
w ae is ofen a required subiec is
the Catholic high school. Basic aca-
demic subjects ar stressed. financMs
at times have curtailed too-rapid
entrte into the olten-uncharted waters
of innovation--a partial being, pe-
haps, if one recalls the failure rate.
Findings tha black and Hispac

so
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youth are succeeding in the academic
courses given at Catholic high schools
across the country give evidence that
these schools were right in resisting
the temptation to water down core
offering introduce other tess de-
manding course&. or let up on .ear
academic mission.

In diocese after diocese, schools
with large minority enrollments have
standardized test scores that show
their students performing at or above
grade level in the basic academic
subjects. The scores of the Catholic
elementary school students in Man-
hattan, 80 percent of whom ape mi-
nority, are typical. In 190, the
seventh grade equivalency reading
score was 7.1. in 1911 it was 7.2. For
the same years. the seventh grade
mathematics equivalency scores were
8.2 and 8.5; the language arts scores
wee S. I and 8.5.

A tong4tanding commitment to
the basics and to an academic rigor
has characterized the urban Catholic
school. It has given its graduates the
basic tools and thereby the confidence
to become productive members of the
city's workforce and professions.
When one considers that every year
thepercentages of minorities of inner-
city students. in Catholic schools in-
crease, the impact of these schools on
the "quality of city life in the future
becomes more evident.

Despite the educational achieve-
ments of these schools, they do not
exist solely to 'offer an alternative
academic education. On the contrary,
they have carved out for themselves a
precise mission of values education to
go hand-in-hand with the other corn-

ponents of the education of the whole
person. That mission is implemented
primarily in an atmosphere of com-
munity and Christiaity in an edu-
cational setting. While a daily religion
lesson and occasional attendance at
liturgical services are an important
pert of this education, the cration of
an atmosphere of love and under-
standing by teacher and student alike
is paramount.

In that context, when students are
challenged logically, deeply, ztrally,
and spiritually to think about Gospel
values and about life's values, and to
assess their own lives and the world
in which they live, true values educa-
tion begins to take place. While they
are absorbing facts and leaming
skills, students are being inducted
into some set of standards, beliefs,
and values in keeping with their
dignity as human beings. There is no
imprecision about this, no talk about
the wrongnes of imposing others'
values on students. Indeed, teachers
are chosen--or rejected-primarily on
their own personal commitment to
these values and an acceptance of
their responsibility to transmit them
to the young people they teach.

An August 1978 issue of N week
spoke of -the slums of the nation's
aging and blackening cities" con.;ur-
ing up norms of existence for their
young people such as unemployment.
crumbling neighborhoods, fatherless
homes, and dependence on crime as a
means of survival The urban Catho-
lic school is making a much-needed
contribution Td,* well-being and
the moral fiber of the cities by virtue
of its existence and by its philosophy

402
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that values and a spirit of community
should permeate the educationJ pro-
gram. For when the curriculum em-
phasizes open diao willingness to
listen to another point of view,
altraism, service to others, rgrd for

the nobility of work, peace, and the
rejection of bigotry-all components
of moral and value-centered educa-
tion-there is bound to be an overflow
from the school into the community.

Anoher major impat of the urben
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Catholic school on cities and munici-
palities is the financial one. Rising
costs and federal cutbacks abound;
yet the parochial school, given its
urban centeredness, considerably
relieves the city of a measure of the
financial burden that it would have
to carry if Catholic school students
were to attend the public school.

The National Center for Educa-
tional Statistics estimates that the
191142 expenditures for all nonpublic
eementary and secondary education
will be 14 billion dollars. (See graph.)
If this expenditure had to be assumed
by the cities and sts (te federal
government assumes less than 8
perem of The cost of elementary and
secondary schoI education in this
country) the cost would be sipifi-
catly highr, given the fact that pub-
lic school cost per pupil is somnemes
twice as bilgh that of the onpub
school cost per pupil.

... abws 40 ,Pgee of1 t
qpwtermiu Mek it te
emae IX, Cathek wsho are
u,.Cek.

Catholic education accounts for
about two-third& or an the ampublic
school students in this country. Since
the preponderance of th enrollment
is in the cities, the reduction in the
cost of education accmuing to the
urban taxpayer is staggraing-moat
esimat topping three-and-a-uf
billion dollars per year. One telling
example Were the more than 212,000
Cathoic school students of New York

City enrolled in public schools the
cost to the city and state would sur-
pass six hundred million additional
tax dollars per year.

The reality of the situation is that
parents, primarily through tuition
payments and various fund-raisinll
activities, finance the parochial
schools. They and Church authorities
who elect to subsidize numerous poor
inm-city schools are the financial
underpinning of the system. When
the history of the twentieth century
urban Catholic school is written, one
of its -brightest chapters should be
this conscious and direct commitment -
of financial resources to the poor-
and indirectly to the cities ia which
these Catholic schools are located.

The large cities of our country am
diverse, may-faceted Societim. Cath-
olic schools have proved to be re-
mwkaly adaptable to sociological
Conditions. Socialization i evidet in
the urban Catholic scool. One mani-
festatioa is ecumenical; about 10 per-
cent of Catholc school students are
nonCatholic, and that percentage is
higher in the cities where a significant
pen tage of black students are ot
Catholic.

Asother aspect of socialzation in
the Catholic school is economic, sad
another ethnic. Current data readily
dispel lingering misconceptions that
the Catholic school population is
wealthy and white. National Cente
for Etcation statistics for 1977 reveal
tt one-half of the Catholic school

parents in this cowry make leU
than the action's median income and
12 peren t of this number are at the
lowest levd. There re O ineer-city
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Catholic schools in Manhattan and
the Bronx in New York City. in 64 of
these schools, one-half or the students
belong to families at or below the
poverty level.

From its origin, the Catholic
school in the cities has been a major
force in educating the children of im-
migrants. The children of the Irish.
Italian. German, and Polish men and
women who came to America during
the second half or the nineteenth cen-
tury received their education largely
in church schools. During the de-
cades following their construction.
many of them city schools served sec.
ond and third gwenrations of these
immipants as well as the thousands
upon thousands who have through
the years come to the United States
in search of freedom and opportunity.
Today the dominant ethnic minority
groups in the large cities are the
Hispanics. blacks, and in some sec-
tions of the country, Odaietals. In
many of the major cities minorities
comprise significant pacetages of
the Catholic population-e.., Wash-
ington, D.C. (73 percent), Chicago
(41 pe cnt), New Orleans (40 per.
cent), New York City (50 percent).

Nationally, the Fprcentage of black
and Hispanic Americana in the urban
Catholic school population has near-
ly doubled at the high school level,
and incrqiaed 60 percent at the
elementary school level during the
past 10 years. Last year the number
of black students attending Catholic
schools was 8.I percent of the total
enrollment, a significant fact when
one considers that 1.5 percent of all
Catholics in the United States are

black, and that about 40 percent of
the quarter million black students en-
rolled in Catholic schools are non-
Catholic.

Another facet of the socializaton
realized in the urban Catholic school
setting is the broad spectrum of stu-
dent ability that prevails. Because of
the decrease in school-age population,
affecting both public and nonpublic
schools, most Catholic schools are in

-the position of being able to take
virtually all applicants.

The majority of Catholic schools
are small schools, and consequently
are able to generate a genuine com-
munity spirit that allows teachers to
share with one another and to develop
teaching strategies conducive to the
successful instruction of students of
diverse abilities. The principal of
Catholic schools are encouraged to
generate inservice programs, for cur-
riculum development, and indeed are
held accountable for enuring that
the curriculum meet the needs of all
students.

As in all school today, discipline
problems reflecting societal and home
situations are evident in Catholic
schools, but every attempt is made to
retain the problem 'student, to trest
each cae individually, and to provide
counseling measures and remedial
programs. Even though a tradition
of judiciously administered discipline
is still evident, epulsions are com.
peratively rare.

And while somo-ctainly not this
author-may quarrel with the con-
dusion of some recent research, that
the Catholic schools most closely
resemble the ideal of the common

as
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school, that is, they are educating
children from different backgrounds
and obtaining greater homogeneity
of student achievement, one can
hardly argue with the conclusion that
today's Catholic school is an apt
reflection of the neighborhood and
locale in which it islocated or that it
contributes to the socialization
synonymous with the democratic and
educational ideals of this country.

Finally, the urban Catholic school
contributes a significan: measure of
stability to the neighborhood in which
it is located. Traditionally, the parish.
church and its school have remained
in the inner city. and their visible
presence are symbols of constancy of
purpose in neighborhoods showing
the effects of urban blight, deteriorat-
ing housing, middle clas flight, and
crime. Not a few city dwellers remain
soly because they are assured of a
decent education in the neighbor-
hood parochial school.

ing. a milieu conducive to learning
aad serving, a school climate bene-
ficial to students and communities,

Far from being an isolated institu-
tion concerned only with its own
needs, the urban Catholic school
reaches out to the wider community.
cooperating with city government
assuming responsibility and leader-
ship in civic affairs, and providing its
students and their parents with
motivation and opportunities to learn
how to be good neighbors and good
citizens.

Community is a concept, to be
sure. but more importantly, it is a
reality to be lived. As a proponent of
this philosophy the Catholic school
lens itself tangibly to one of the
great needs of the city, the stabiliza-
tion of neighborhoods.

The Catholic school recognizes
parents as the primary educators of
children. However, changing times
have brought about additional chal-

... the Catholie schools pr*PiW their cktke with the opportunity
to brconse proficient in acadeiwc subjects taaht by concered yet
demandii teachers in a controlled atmosphere coadacie to Le.-
in.

While many such schools date back
to the early 190o, others are of more
recent, vintage. Whatever date their
construction, they are reasonably well
maintained and often the center of
many community activities. They are
truly neighborhood schools with a
strong sense of community and the
warm atmosphere so necessary for
the transmisson of values and ar.

lenges for today's parents. Abuse,
neglect indifference, seltshness,
deseion-all are realities, both in
society and in the home, that have
shattered the quality of contemporary
family life. One major antidote is the
urban Catholic schl os objective of
sharing in the responsibility of
parents by reflecting the qualities of
community that each child ideally ea-
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periences in the context of the family, hoped that, notwithstanding its neces.
Seeing itself as an Ctenrsion of the sary brevity, this an le will help to
family, the Catholic schoo seeks to inform the reader about a significant
prepare students for full participation and valuable part of American edu-
in family life by reflecting in its cation, one often misunderstood, or at
operation and atmosphere the positive least untold. The "wban Catholic
qualities of the family that it firnra-- school deserves to be seen in the
and espouses. positive light or great value to the stu.

That are some reflectioas regard- dent it enrolls and to the city of which
inS the urban Catholic school. It is it is pan.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And now we hear from our last panel: Mr.
Albert Shanker, the president of the American Federation of
Teachers; Mr. Bernie Freitag, vice president of the National Educa-
tion Association; Ms. Lindberg was heard earlier, and so I take it
that you are Mr. Michael Casserly of the Council of Great City
Schools, a legislative and research associate.

Mr. Shanker can't be present, and Mr. Greg Humphrey is repre-
senting him?

Mr. HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You are very welcome, and you are first.
Could I ask the young lady who has joined us to give her name?
Ms. LINDBERG. Nancy Lindberg, from Kansas.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh, of course. You have already testified,

but you are joining the panel. That's very thoughtful of you.
We are ready to start.

STATEMENT OF GREG HUMPHREY, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATION
FOR THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, AFL-CIO

Mr. HUMPHREY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Greg Humphrey. I am director of legislation for the Ameri-

can Federation of Teachers.
Mr. Shanker was here earlier, but because of a convention of our

New York State affiliate, and the unusual length of this hearing he
had to leave. Connections to Albany being what they are, he
couldn't wait any longer.

I represent the American Federation of Teachers, an organiza-
tion of more than 580,000 teachers, paraprofessionals, and other
school personnel who strongly oppose the enactment of any tuition
tax credit bill.

We believe tuition tax credits would cause irreparable harm to
our system of free public education, that they would encourage
devisive forces in our society, and lead to a system of educational
finance that would work to the detriment of the vast majority of
American children and the parents.

If the President's tuition tax credit bill becomes law it will repre-
sent only the first installment of a massive and open-ended entitle-
ment proga of the type that in the past few years the Congress
and the President seem to find so objectionable. But more impor-
tantly, it will become the vehicle for causing irreparable damage to
the public schools.
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Three hundred dollars from the Federal Government will in
many States quickly be matched, especially in those States that
have passed legislation, previously. In a fairly short period of time
the demand for tax credits would be extended down to the local
level, as it already has been in the District of Columbia. What
starts out as a $300 tuition tax credit sponsored by the Government
of the United States would in a very short period of time blossom
into a complete financing package for private education, that
would, we believe, undermine the entire system of school finance
that our country has come to rely on.

I would like to say that -the proposals that are being made for a
tax credit for public education lead me to believe that this possibil-
ity is even greater than I would have believed before this hearing.
And I would be happy to talk about that later as time permits.

Tuition tax credits would result in an unfair and one-sided com-
petition between private and public education. The competition
that would be fostered between public and private education would
be patently unequal, since private schools must observe none of the
mandates placed on public schools.

The admission policies of private schools for the handicapped, for
non-English-speaking children and students with other special
needs are a private matter. Children with expensive educational
needs rarely make it past the first screening in many private
schools, and there is nothing in the law that leads us to believe
that there would be any change in this policy.

What would happen is that a creaming process would begin-ac-
tually one that already exists would be accelerated-with the tax
credit financing, a process by which students without expensive
and difficult education problems would find it more and more ad-
vantageous and attractive to find their way into private schools,
and a financing package to support that activity would blossom.

Another issue that we believe has to be addressed is that of
equity. When the question of providing general aid to private edu-
cation on the basis of $300 per child directly from Federal funds is
compared to what has happened to public education programs over
the past few years, it is difficult for us to see how the Congress can
even consider creating this new form of educational assistance to
private schools.

While we believe that there will never be a time when it is justi-
fled to 'ass a tuition tax credit bill, the ongoing thrust of the
Reagan administration to turn existing education programs back-
ward and make them even less useful for public schools highlights
the fact that a tuition tax credit proposal at this time is even more
inequitable than it might be at others.

When the entire package is looked at, we believe that there are
many reasons to oppose a tuition tax credit, but one that has not
been examined by the Finance Committee is the question of school
finance.

If, for example, a tax credit were permitted for public schools, it
seems to me that this would be encouragement for the developing
of some sort of fee structure among public schools, that either
schools or within a school district would be encouraged to claim a
tuition for certain services that are rendered, or there would be an
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attempt to use this tax credit to pay public school tuiti6ps across
school district lines.

What you are really starting here is a shift in the financing of a
vast and important public service. The results of that shift cannot
be foreseen.

Without any question, a $300 tuition tax credit is not the final
word on this particular experiment, should it be conducted. You
would have, in my mind, started a process that would in a very
short period of time, and I mean within 10 years or so, result in
changes in our educational finance system that would not serve the
90 percent of the parents and children who currently rely on public
education, and you would, I think, with the small leverage of the
$300 tuition tax credit, turn the system completely on its ears. The
final result would require continued Federal activity in order to
undo the damage that we believe would be done.

Thank you very much.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Humphrey.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Albert Shanker and Dorothy

Shields follow:]
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STATEMENT OF
ALBERT SHANKER, PRESIDENT

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, AFL-CIO
BEFORE THE U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

April 28, 1983

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Albert Shanker, president of the American Federation of Teachers

AFL-CIO. The AFT represents more than 580,000 teachers, paraprofessionals

and other educational employees who strongly oppose the enactment of any

Tuition Tax Credit bill. Tuition Tax Credits would cause irreparable harm

to our system of free public education. They would encourage divisive forces

in our society and lead to a system of educational finance that would work to

the detriment of the vast majority of American children and their parents.

Tuition Tax Credits will eventually result in a massive expenditure of

public funds on behalf of 10% of the school age population whose families are

on the whole, better-off economically than the population in general.

No one should be lulled by the fact that the initial credit has been

down-sized. If the President's Tuition Tax Credit bill becomes law, it will

represent only the first installment of a massive open-ended entitlement pro-

gram of the type the President otherwise finds so objectionable. It will

also become the vehicle for causing irreparable damage to the public schools.

Three hundred dollars from the federal government will be quickly matched

by a number of states who have in the past enacted similar legislation. In

addition, it would only be a short time before the demand for tax credits was

extended to the local level as it already.,has been in the District of Columbia

where a plan to provide a $1200 tuition tax credit was voted on two years ago.

In short, a $300 federal tax credit would blossom Into a complete financing

package for private elementary and secondary education. This method of finance
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would undermine the financial base for our public school system and radically

change our existing system of school finance for the worst. Tuition Tax

Credits would finally result in an erosion of support for public schools.

Tuition Tax Credits would create an unfair and one-sided "competition"

between private and public education. The "competition" that would be fostered

between public and private education would be patently uneoual since private

schools observe none of the mandates placed on public schools. The admission

policies of private schools for the handicapped, non-English speaking or other

students with special needs are a private matter. Children with expensive

educational or behavioral problems usually never make it past the first

screening in most private schools. With tax credits paving the way, a cream-

ing process would begin which would allow private schools to attract those

students easiest to serve. The public schools would then have the problem of

serving higher and higher concentrations of students with the most difficult

and expensive educational, and behavioral problems. In the public mind the

public schools would increasingly be seen as a dumping ground to be avoided

with the aid of tax credits.

Another issue that must be addressed is that of equity. How can our fed-

eral government even think of spending $300 per private school child when pro-

grams serving children with the greatest economic and educational needs are

being slashed and eliminated by the Reagan Administration? ESEA Chapter I,

the Education For All Handicapped Children Act, and aid programs for needy

college students have all come under the Reagan knife. It is unfair to even

consider spending more for each student in private schools than is being

spent for children in public schools.

We believe the facts clearly establish that there will never be a time

when it is justified to pass a Tuition Tax Credit bill, but the current

21-578 0-83-27
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sl-ashing and elimination of on-going education programs being attempted by

the Reagan Administration highlights the unfairness of this proposal. To

gouge public education to pay for Tuition Tax Credits is simply too much,

we hope, for this Conqress to bear. It is interesting to note that after

dealing with Tuition Tax Credits the Finance Committee will find it necessary

to raise over $30 billion in taxes to meet the revenue targets of the Senate

Budget Comittee for Fiscal Year 1984. 1 wonder what taxes will be raised

to pay for the additional $1.2 billion in costs needed to pay for this bill

when it is fully implemented.

Another simple test that this Tuition Tax Credit bill fails to pass is

that of need. In 1981 the Congress passed and the President signed into

law the largest tax cut in our Nation's history. More than $750 billion in

taxes are projected to be cut through Fiscal Year 1986. In addition, Con-

gress has changed the rules for charitable contributions and will now allow

t6ose using the short tax form to make tax deductible gifts to non-public

schools. Given the tax changes already made, there is no need to provide

additional tax relief to those who use non-public schools.

Non-public school enrollments have been stable recently (some indicators

are that they are actually increasing). Clearly, the survival of non-public

schools are not at issue now, if in fact they ever were. There is no estab-

lished need for Tuition Tax Credits to "save private and parochial schools"

as some claim.

You should also consider the divisive effects Tuition Tax Credits will

have on our society. Tuition Tax Credits will lead to some schools organized

on ideological rather than educational principle as well as schools based on

race, class and ethnic background. Tuition Tax Credits will foster or support

the creation of schools run by extremists. We can expect our tax dollars will

be used to pay for schools run by cults such as the Moonies or by political
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extremists of the right and left who do not seek to maintain a stable domestic

society. In providing Tuition Tax Credits to the aforementioned groups, you

will damage an institution whose contribution to our country is second to none.

Almost all Americans came from somewhere else. The public schools have con-

tributed mightily to the creation of a Nation out of many diverse peoples.

Tuition paid to schools run by the Reverend Jim Jones and the People's

Temple would have qualified for a Tuition Tax Credit under the bills pending

in Congress. Here was a group that was integrated by race, opposed to dis-

crimination, and identified as a legitimate religion--they had all the surface

markings of a legitimate organization. This could have been a group meeting

the standards found in the bills before this Committee. It is easy to see how

Tuition Tax Credits will finance the expansion of schools run by extremists.

It is also necessary to point out that the so-called safeguards in the Presi-

dent's bill amount to little more than smoke and mirrors. If anything it

offers even less civil rights protections than other proposals heard by this

Commit ttee.

Tuition Tax Credits fail to meet the necessary tests that should be

given to any piece of proposed legislation. They will damage a vital produc-

tive institution, public education, they will lead to divisions in our society

and there is no demonstrated need for the proposed expenditure of the funds.

They are also a roll of the dice. Once the public school system is harmed by

Tuition Tax Credits, there will be no way to put things back in working order

and the educational opportunities of millions of children will be diminished.

We realize that this Committee does not have jurisdiction over education

legislation, but you have before you legislation that will have a profound

effect on the education of our Nation's children not just a tax relief measure.

It should be rejected out-of-hand.

opeiu#2/aflco
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STATEMENT OF DOROTHY SHIELDS, DIRECTOR DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATiON,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON THE
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY AND EQUITY ACT OF 1913 (S. 528)

Aprl 23S, 1913

SUMMARY

We thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the AFL-CIO in

opposition to S. 528. The current tuition tax credit bill (S. 528) does not advance

education. Combined with already declining enrollments and the cutbacks in both

State and Federal support, this bill promises to shortchange public schools even

further, thereby diminishing their capacity to fulfill their public purpose.

Supreme Court Justice Brennan defined this public purpose well in the majority

opinion he wrote in a recent decision of the court. "...We have recognized the public

school as a most vital civic institution for the preservation of a democratic system of

government...and as the primary vehicle for transmitting the values on which our

society rests .... In addition, education provides the basic tools by which individuals

might lead economically productive lives to the benefit of us all. In sum, education

has a fundamental role in maintaining the fabric of society."

This two-fold public purpose - transmitting the values of our society and

producing an educated and productive citizenry - will continue to be the primary

purpose of public education in the future. U we are to compete on the world market,

we must not only continue to support education, we must commit our resources to

improve the quality of education.

If S. 528 was enacted:

The United States Treasury would lose hundreds of millions of dollars.

Another open ended tax expenditure, which is not subject to the legislative process of

authorization and appropriation would be created, ultimately forcing reductions in

direct educational aid at all levels.
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* Tax credits would in many states provide more federal aid per pupil for

nonpublic school education than is currently provided for public schools. The

Education Commission of the States in 1982 stated that a $300 ta: credit would give

32 states more federal aid per pupil for private schools than they wouldd receive for

public schools. In II of those states the average credit would be more than 50 percent

higher than federal public school support. ECS also estimated that a $300 tax credit,

even with an income cap, would cost over one billion dollars annually.

("Tuition Tax Credits: Their Impact ori the States", October 1982, Education

Commission of the States)

* The revenue lost because of S. 528 we believe, would only be the tip of the

iceberg. It would not be long before demands to increase credit allowances would

increase the drain on the federal treasury many times the initial outlays. This would

probably be followed by similar action at the state and local level.

We believe it is an obligation of the federal government to support the nation's

public schools and secure the future of public education. Tuition tax credits divert

-vital funds for financing schools and represent an inequitable and inappropriate use of

the tax structure.

We see no reason to abandon the concept of federal aid to education, for both

public and private school students, as described in legislation such as the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act and Chapter I of the Education Improvement and

Consolidation Act. The AFL-CIO believes the existing structure of federal aid which

allows participation of nonpublic school students on the same basis as students in

public schools is the appropriate way to provide for the special needs for all children.

We urge rejection of 5. 528 and all other similar tuition tax credit bills.
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STATEMENT OF DOROTHY SHIELDS, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITEE ON THE
"EDUCATIOAL OPPORTUNITY AND EQUITY ACT OF j933N (S. 328

Apru 28, 1933

We thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the AFL-CIO in

opposition to S. 528. This bill would provide a credit equal to 50 percent of private

school educational expenses up to a maximum of $100 in the first year, $200 in the

second year and $300 per year thereafter.

The working people of America believe now as they believed in the early days of

this country that quality public education for their children and for themselves Is a key

to an improved quality of life. For more than a decade, tuition tax credits have been

proposed and rejected by the Congress. The current tuition tax credit bill (S. 328) does

not advance education. Combined with already declining enrollments and the cutbacks

in ')oth State and Federal support, this bill promises to shortchange public schools even

further, thereby diminishing their capacity to fulfill their public purpose.

Supreme Court justice Brennan defined this public purpose well in the majority

opinion he wrote in the recent decision of the court that the children of illegal aliens

have the same right to free public education as other children in a school district.

Citing earlier Court decisions, Justice Brennan said: "The American people have

always regarded education and the acquisition of knowledge as matters of supreme

importance.... We have recognized the public school as a most vital civic institution
-J

for the preservation of a democratic system of government...and as the primary

vehicle for transmitting the values on which our society rests.... In addition, education

provides the basic tools by which individuals might lead economically productive lives

to the benefit of us all. In sum, education has a fundamental role in maintaining the

fabric of society."
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This two-fold public purpose -- transmitting the values of our society and

producing an educated and productive citizenry -- will continue to be the primary

purpose of public education in the future. If we are to compete on the world market,

we must not only continue to support education, we must commit our resources to

improve the quality of education. Although education in the United States has

traditionally been a local concern, in certain areas the federal government has the

responsibility to promote national concerns. In science, mathematics, and foreign

languages in particular, the federal government has a legitimate interest in improving

the quality of instruction in the schools and in preparing teachers to teach in these

fields. Without increased federal assistance in these areas, our national priorities

cannot be met, and we cannot hope to compete economically with nations who are

willing to invest in education.

The AFL-CIO therefujre reaffirms its long standing opposition to tuition tax

credits. If S. 528 was enacted:

* The United States Treasury would lose hundreds of millions of dollars.

Another open ended tax expenditure, which is not subject to the legislative process of

authorization and appropriation would be created, ultimately forcing reductions in

direct educational aid at all levels.

* Tax credits would in many states provide more federal aid per pupil for

nonpublic school education than is currently provided for public schools. The

Education Commission of the States in 1982 stated that a $300 tax credit would give

32 states more federal aid per pupil for private schools than they would receive for

public schools. In I I of those states the average credit would be more than 50 percent

higher than federal public school support. ECS also estimated that a $300 tax credit,

even with an income cap, would cost over one billion dollars annually.

("Tuition Tax Credits: Their Impact on the States", October 1982, Education

Commission of the States)
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* The revenue lost because of S. 528 we believe, would only be the tip of the

iceberg. It would not be long before demands to increase credit allowances would

increase the drain on the federal treasury many times the initial outlays. This would

probably be followed by similar action at the state and local level.

The American public school has played a major role in sustaining our democratic

government -- as much as any other single Institution in the history of our nation.

Today, we take for granted that public schools will always be there to provide a

comprehensive education for all children, regardless of their race, religion, academic

ability, physical handicap or the economic status of their parents. We are proud of our

egalitarian universal education system. We continually look to public education to

solve some of our most urgent social problems.

We believe it is an obligation of the federal government to support the nation's

public schools and secure the future of public education. Tuition tax credits divert

vital funds for financing schools and represent an inequitable and inappropriate use of

the tax structure.

Section 2 of S. 528 states three policy goals: "...to foster educational

opportunity, diversity and choice for all Americans." In our judgment tuition tax

credits will set up a situation where these three goals compete rather than

complement each other.

The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation of the

Department of HEW issued a report in 1979 that a $500 tax credit would not

significantly lower the price of private schools for most families. It would, however,

according to the report, offer a significant opportunity for private schools to raise

tuition thereby preventing any lowering of actual costs to parents.

In its February 1981 report the Congressional Budget Office reached the same

conclusion that schools could use the taxpayers as a conduit by increasing their
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charges in order to capture a portion or all of the benefit. There is little reason to

believe that the $300 maximum tax credit in S. 528 would have a different impact on

tuition.

The Reagan Administration has opposed including a refundability provision in this

bill. Refundability provisions at least blunt some of the inequities resulting from tax

credits. S. 528 thus has a particularly disproportionate adverse affect on the poor and

minorities. The 1980 United States Census indicates that 37 percent of Hispanic and

46 percent of Black families with school age children earn $10,000 or less annually and

would, therefore, be automatically ineligible for the proposed tax credits even at the

$300 tax credit level.

S. 528 bases its proposal for tax credits for private elementary and

secondary education on a declaration of policy that "tax relief for nonpublic school

tuition expenses is necessary if American families are to continue to have a

meaningful choice between public and private education at the elementary and

secondary levels." We disagree. The AFL-CIO believes that federal aid to education

should not be restructured in order to advantage private schools over the public school

system. We believe that federal aid to private schools as was provided in the formula

embodied in the Elementary and Secondary Education Act was fair and appropriate.

Under the old ESEA provisions that the AFL-CIO supported, private school

students benefited from federal assistance for such things as instructional materials,

library resources, guidance and testing programs. During 1981 in New York, for

example, more than $2t million in Title I funds, or 8 percent of the state's Title I

money, went to private school students. In addition to such federal programs New

York private school students were entitled to state funds for transportation, health

services and could enroll in State funded occupational and vocational programs. In

Worcester, Massachusetts, 21 percent of Title I funds, 26 percent of Title IV-B funds

and 17 percent of special educational money went to private school students.
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Additionally the three federal programs that serve the largest number of private

school students included those for disadvantaged students, to assist schools to buy

books and instructional materials and to improve local education practice. Title I,

Title !V-B and Title IV-C of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act provided the

greatest dollar allocations and served the largest number of nonpublic school children.

Private schools also benefited from many other federal programs, including aid for

bilingual education, desegregation assistance, gifted and talented students, metric

education and others.

The AFL-CIO believes that tuition tax credits are a wide departure from the

concept of the federal government's role as spelled out in the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act and Chapter I of the Education Improvement and

Consolidation Act which target federal aid through specific programs.

There also continue to be questions about the constitutionality of tuition tax

credits for students who attend private schools. Since the overwhelming majority of

students in nonpublic schools attend church-affiliated institutions, federal dollars

through tuition tax credits would in effect be supporting religious education. This

raises serious constitutional questions relating to the separation of church and state.

Because of the issue several state tuition tax credit proposals have already been held

unconstitutional by state and federal courts. The Supreme Court's Nyquist decision

finding New york State's tuition tax credit law unconstitutional is clear on this

question. Other examples of states whose tuition tax credit laws have been declared

unconstitutional Include New jersey, California and Ohio.

Accordingly, we see no reason to abandon the concept of federal aid to

education, for both public and private school students as described in legislation such

as the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and Chapter I of the Education

Improvement and Consolidation Act. The AFL-CIO believes the existing structure of

federal aid which allows participation of nonpublic school students on the same basis
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as students in public schools is the appropriate way to provide for the special needs for

all children. We urge rejection of S. 528 and all other similar tuition tax credit bills.

In 1977, the AFL-CIO in convention adopted a position of opposition to tuition

tax credits and in May, 1978, expanded on its position In a statement by the AFL-CIO

Executive Council. In 1981, the AFL-CIO Executive Council Report, adopted at the

AFL-CIO Convention in November of that year, "firmly rejected such proposals as

educational vouchers and tuition tax credits as detrimental to the continued strength

and growth of the public school system." Most recently, the AFL-CIO Executive

Council at its February 1983 meeting approved a statement on Education in which it

rejected tuition tax credits "which drain revenues needed for public education

institutions." These statements are attached.

opeiu#2,afl-cio
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Statement by the AFL-CIO Executive Comnil

on

Education

February 28, 1983
Bal Harbour, Fla.

The AFL-CIO rejects the Reagan Adininistration's education budget proposals

because they rest on tax ginmnicks, rhetorical fluff rind pious platitudes instead of a

substantive leadership program to enable the nation's public education system to educate

and re-train America's current aid future workforce.

The AFL-CIO continues to reject educwition vouchers, tuition tax credits and

education savings accounts which drain revenues needed for public education institutions.

The voucher proposal for compensatory education services for the disadvantaged could

destroy a successful and effective public school program.

The AFL-CIO opposes cuts that eliminate or reduce student aid programs and so-

called self-help grants which further diminish equitable education opportunities, penalize

low tuition community colleges and state institutions and demean the dignity of workers'

families striving to offer their children the opportunities of higher education. The

AFL-CIO considers education to be a right and not a privilege. The Reagan

Administration's proposals, by requiring greater payments by individuals, would severely

restrict access to higher education for most Americans, especially those in low-income

groups.

In the conviction that America's commitment to quality education for all should

be broadened and strengthened, rather than reduced, we call on the Congress to reject

proposed rescissions in the categorical funding for bilingual education, Indian education

and special programs to assist elementary and secondary schools.

The President's budget proposals of the last two years included no money for

mathematics and science teaching. While this year's proposal does address the real need
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to train inore teachers in tlse subjects, ,a far greater effort is needed to help raise tne

national level of technical knowledge and training. Vocational education programs being

considered for renewal this year are especially important because of the recession and

high unemployment. Putting America back It work will often depend on our ability to

send America back to school.

Education and training related to job opportunities should be easily and freely

available to young people and to adult workers, especially to those who are unemployed.

To achieve this goal, the public vocational education system must be adequately funded.

The AFL-CIO calls upon Congress to authorize realistic levels of funding to

enable public vocational education to train students in high technology, using modern

equipment. To mnaintaii thte federal leadership role, Congress should reject

Administration efforts to reduce support by consolidating vocational education grants into

broader education block granis.

We also urge the Congress to explore new initiatives for the retraining of adult

workers through the vocational education system, to provide incentives and support for

the training, retention and upgrading of teachers, and to continue and strengthen the

requirements for labor representation on local advisory councils.

We recognize that the joint cooperation of labor, management, local government

and local education agencies and institutions is essential for the effective operation of

vocational programs to ineet the needs of workers, their employers and local

communities. We urge all AFL-CIO affiliates to support such cooperative efforts in every

possible way.

ID,
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FROM: Report of the AFL-CIO
Executive Council
November 1981

Education
Since the AFL-CIO last met in convention the goals for achiev-

irg quality education for workers and their families have re-
ceived an tnprecedonted challenge from the ]Reagan Administra-
tion. At a time when education in America was beginning to
reflect the benefits of the categorical programs funded in the
last two decades, this Administration has misread an election
victory as an overwhelming mandate to ease federal responsi-
bility for educational services to workers and their children. In
the noassive shift of national resources through budget cuts and
tax expenditures public education has taken an unfair share of
the burden. Even more discouraging for those who would hope
to achieve the American dream of a quality education program
from kindergarten through college for themselves and for their
children is the knowledge that this first round Is just the begin-
ning.

The labor movement, which has been in the forefront of edu-
cation battles in local communities, state legislatures and the
Congress, must be prepared to marshall its forces to sustain the
gaips achieved over the last 100 years and move forward with a
program that addresses the crucial needs of our public educa-
tion system.

The AFL-CIO celebrates its centennial year within the frame-
work of an Administration that eloquently professes empathy for
workers' problems, yet stridently proposes programs that con-
tradVct the rhetoric. The AFL.CIO again reaffirms Its commit-
ment to the goals enunciated by Samuel Gompers: "We want
more schoolhouses and less jails, more books and less arsenals,
more leisure and less greed, more justice and less revenge."

Elementary and Secondary EdciItion -

The AFL-CIO reasserts Its commitment to building a strong
public education system from kindergarten through college. In

152
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pursuit of that goal we firmly reject such proposal as educa-
tional vouchers aiid tuition tax credits as detrimental to the con-
tinued strength and growth of th, public school s.ystern. We will
continue to work for the full funding of education prugramn or,
every level of government to assure that sullicient resoui ce.s may
be available to address the critical needs of the public ic1o0s.

We continue to believe that leadership at the federal level is
crucial to addressing the needs of special populations that were
not attended to until the advent of federal aid. Quality programs
and equal educational opportunity for all citizens continues to bo
our priority.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1065 was
essentially repealed with the passage of the Education %Vn.cli-
dation arid lmprove-:ent Act of 1981. Twenty-eight separate ro-
grams were folded into one block grant. However, the larest
categorical programs such as Title I, grants to school distrcta,
Handicapped Aid, and Adult Education were authorized sep rate-
ly. In addition, Impact Aid, Bilingual and Vocational Educatiou
will continue as separate programs.

We support the concept embodied in Title I as it was orignal ly
written in 196.5, a program to addrex% the critical educatkin nereds
of children who were economically disadvantaged. This c-r, ce.'t
though tnder attack from several quarters survived in the rew
Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 19'. Ne o r,-
search indicates that Title I services have made an impact tn
achievement levels of youngsters receiving these, ? service; as
compared to those who have not. We be:ieve that this plgram
illustrates the beneficial role that federal leadership i &'p:ins in
education can provide. The AFL-CIO oppose, any further cinThrts
to dilute Title I services through conversion to block grants or
diminished funding.

Impact Aid, one of the largest programs of general assistance
to school districts, was reduced by nearly 50 percent. The new
legislation calls for a three-year phase out of the program for
children whose parents live or work, but not bot , on federal
property. Schools on military property which have been sup-
ported by Education Department monies will be picked up by the

apartment of Defense. Elimination and reduction of Impact Aid
will add to the burden of local school districts in financing educa-
tional services with inadequate tax revenues.

Career Education
The Career Education program which acquaints students with

the many options available to them in the world of work lost 50
percent of federal funding and was folded into the block giant
of 28 programs in the education legislation of 1981. We expect,
however, that career education efforts will continue in the state
and local education agencies.

We urge our aMlates to cooperate with teachers seeking to

163
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give their students additional information about the labor move-
waent in their career education projects. We reiterate our concern

that career education not be used to circumvent appropriate
labor laws in the guise of providing work experience for students.

Labor in the Schools
Through renewed efforts with state federations and affiliates

the department has been working to advance a balanced program
of education about the labor movement in the nation's chlS-
rooms. The department has cooperated with efforts in Maryland,
Michigan, California and Wyoming which are currently under-
way to introduce information about the labor movement into the
school curricula. Conferences to assist teachers and educators
working with this program have been held in the sante states.
Special emphasis has been given to the preparation and distribu-
tion nf material and films to augment these programs.

Patkets of information designed for students and teachers
have been distributed by the department. A new publication,
How Schools Are Teaching About Labor, provides teachers with
curriculum that has been successfully introduced Into the public
schools. Supplemental to this effort are the materials prepared
for labor's centennial and described in another section of this
report and the department publication. Guide to Union Spon-
sored Scholarships.

Vocational Education
The AFL-CIO reaffirms its historic concern with the develop-

ment of the vocatons' education system. At present, approxi-
mately three million wo,.ng people complete vocational education
programs that enable them to be successful in finding employ-
ment related to their training. At a period when it Is most neces-
sary to direct vocational education programs to specific popula-
tions to alleviate youth unemployment, the Administration has
cut $19 million from the program and is asking for $553 million
in 19R2, a 30 percent cut in funding from 1980.

As the Congress prepares to reauthorize the Vocational Edu-
cation Act of 1976, we call upon them to:

* address the particular needs of minority and inner-city
youngsters for equal access to vocational education institutions.

* consider the resources needed for guidance counselling,
teacher preparation and research.

0 appropriate and authorize adequate funding levels for the
purchase of new equipment and upgraing due to technological
changes.

* address the questions of sex equity in all vocational educa-
tion programs.

* maint-dt, the federal leadership role by rejecting the block
grant prolmal:,s.

15 4
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We ask that the same resources that are allotted to college-
bound students be allocated to those students in the vocational
education system. For too long this system has been considered
inferior to the general education offerings. We continue to believe
a vocational education system that offers a quality program of
basic education and general skills will make a significant con-
tribution t6alleviating youth unemployment.

Higher Education
The Reagan Administration budget critically curtails student

aid funds for workers and their children. The budget cuts affect
virtually every student aid program:

0 Student assistance under the Social Security program was
reduced by 25 percent and will be gradually phased out over a
four-year period. This program was for the children of retired or
disabled. It it estimated that approximately 200,000 Ptudents a
year will be adversely affected by the elimination of these
benefits.

* Guaranteed loans for college students were reduced -ith a
means test imposed for families with annual incomes exceeding
$30,000, eliminating 450 million from the loan program. In ad.
dition, a 5 percent origination fee will be required for all loans.

0 The interest rate was raised from 9 to 14 percent for loans
to parents of college students, with the interest rate tied to the
Treasury bill rate.

* The maximum amount of the Pell grants to needy student,
was reduced for this rear with further reductions due next year

* The Interest rate was raised by I percent (from 4 to' 5 per-
cent) on the National Direct Student Loans, a program for par-
ticularly needy students.

These reductions in aid must be examined In combination with
a general reduction of support for higher education on the state
and local level due to special tax initiatives and loss of revenue.
We ask our affiliates to continue their efforts to convince the
Congress and the state legislatures that higher education be an
attainable goal for every American regardless of race, color,
cred, sex or economic background.

Access to higher education is as important for workers as It is
for their children. The Education Department has been cooperat-
ing with universities and unions to increase the availability of
general liberal arts degree programs geared to the interest of
workers. These programs provide access to higher education for
trade unionists, still fully employed, and at the same time forge
a new and binding relationship between higher education and
trade unionists.

A growing number of union members want to return to school
or complete wcrk on a degree. The AFL-CIO recognizes that the
current criisla in social and economic policy requires that the
labor movement educate its members in a broad range of subjects
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including economic., international affairs, technology, and urban
s. diesz. Liberal education programs designed for and delivs red
to working people wrill enable large numbers of unorganized
students to become familiar with the history of work and the
role of the labor movement. Faculty who staff these programs
will develop a better understanding of trade unions.

The AFL-CIO supports and encourages this new development
in higher education and sees it as offering a balance for students
to the growing proliferation of business-oriented higher educa-
tion programs. We urge union affiliates to encourage their mem-
bers to take advantage of negotiated tuition aid benefits and
union scholarships to continue their higher education.

Adult and Forker Education
Workers and their unions face increasingly complex legisla-

tion. new technology, and health and safety problems that make
it mandatory that they have access to education programs that
will help them effectively fulfill their duties to administer their
unions and represent their members. State universities and com-
minity colleges that cooperate with unions to offer these educa-
tional services are now It the midst of a struggle for public
funding to continue these programs. We call upon our affiliLtes
to sustain their efforts in support of these Institutions serving
labor's needs and we ask their assistance as we seek to convince
legislators on the state and national level that programs for
viorkers are just as valid as programs for farmers and business-
men. We urge all affiliates to continue their special education
efforts on behalf of minorities and women so that their prepara-
tion will enable them to move forward in leadership roles in the
trade union movement.

The Edtication Department assists affliates In worker educa-
tion programs by maintaining close liaison with the universiUes
and community colleges in the University College Labor Educa-
tion Association. Through a cooperative conference in San Fran-
cisco In larch 1981, 200 union and university labor educators
were able to exchange Information and programs impacting on
trade union members.

Special programs for women trade unionists have been spon-
sored by the department. For the past six years the department
has cooperated with the University and College Labor Education
Association in sponsoring three week-long summer schools for
trade union women. These regional schools concentrate on build-
ing skills and developing a greater knowledge of the history,
structure and policies of the trade union movement to encourage
women to take a more active role In their unions. A national con-
ference on comparable worth was cop onsored by the depart-
ment, Cornell University, and the Coalition of Labor Union
Women. The department staff also works with the Southern
Advanced Labor School, the Rocky Mountain Labor School and
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is available for planning and staffing state federation simmer
schools, and other programs sponsored by the affiliates. A special
one-day conference on critical TV viewing was co-sponsored with
the Connecticut State AFL-CIO.

Department staff worked closely in assisting grantees of the
New Directions program of the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration. The Education Department and the OSHA De-
partment of the AFL-CIO have joined with several affiliates and
state federations in a cooperative project with the Workers Insti-
tute for Safety and Health.

The Department of Education prepares ba~ic materials which
are widely used by international and local unions throughout the
country. The most widely used publications include: AFL-CIO
Manual for Shop Stewards and Teaching Guide. How to Run a
Union Meeting, Films for Labor catalogue, Use Films in Educa-
tion Programs, and. Your Local Needs an Education Committee.

Each spring the department prepares a Leadership Training
Manual which is designed to educate local union leaders on key
legislative and economic issues of concern to labor. Almost 5,000
copies of this manual have been ordered for use In summer
schools conducted by international unions, state federations, and
university labor education seminars. In 1081 the manual was
used by 38 international unions, 24 state federations, 21 central
labor bodies, the AFL-CIO Southern Staff Training program and
three summer schools for union women.

The AFL-CIO Film Library houses the largest collection of
films on labor and legislative subjects in the country. Ne" films
are continuously added to the collection which is used by unions,
universities, public schools, church and other social service
groups throughout the nation. Film discussion guides are pre-
pared on most films. Education Update, a bimonthly newsletter
about labor education programs and resources is distributed to
union and university educators.

Council Recommendation
Elementary and Secondary. Education

The AFL-CIO affirms its commitment to building a strong pub-
lic school system to serve all our citizens. Therefore

1. We continue to reject tuition tax credit proposals and edu-
cational vouchers as detrimental to the advancement of the pub-
lic schools.

2. We urge Congress to fully fund education programs de-
signed to serve all students with special needs, i.e., Title 1, handi-
capped aid, and bilingual programs. We further urge Congress
to resist any new initiatives to dilute federal aid through budget
cuts or conversion to block grants.

8. We ask all our affiliates to assist the schools in teaching
about the labor movement. Films, materials and speakers from
the labor movement are an invaluable tool for- the classroom
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teacht.r's efforts to intrri',ce the 'tudy fr lahor int, thi, qchol
program.

Vocational Education
We call upon Congress not to shortchange the students in voa.

tional education and to authorize a program that wiii enable the
system to respond to the problems of youth unemployment. We
ask tht the reauthorization of Vocational Education continue
the federal leadership role; target programs for inner-city resi-
dents; provide for teacher training and resources; authorize
realistic levels of funding for new equipment and new technolo-
gies; and address the quest-on of sex equity for both men and
women.

Higher Education
Tition for higher education should not be prohibitive for

workers and their families. W,'e renew our call to Congress to
fully fund programs of student aid so that the goal of equal
opportunity in education may be available to all students.

The AFL-CIO supports and encourages the development of
worker-oriented liberal arts degree programs sponsored by com-
munity colleges and universities.

We specifically urge our members to begin or continue their
higher education in programs designed and sponsored by union-
ized faculty.

Adult and Worker Education
We call upon our affiliates to Increase their efforts in provid-

ing education programs for their members. We urge affiliates
to work cooperatively to assure that programs for workers re-
ceive public support consistent with the funding for programs for
farmers and business.
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Statement by the AFL-CIO Executive Council

on

TUITION TAX CREDITS

Washington, D.C.

May 10, 1978

As national debate winds down on the question of education tuition tax credits,
the AFL-CIO remains convinced that this form of student aid is Inappropriate and that
the aid package put forward by the Carter Administration for both elementary and
secondary education and higher education is the proper approach.

The Administration proposals would increase college student assistance through
the Basic Education Opportunity Grants by $1.2 billion. This would move the level of
spending for this Important program to $3.3 billion - 3.1 million additional students
would benefit as student participation moves from 2.2 million to approximately 5.3
million. We strongly support H.R. 13 and companion bill S. 1753, bills to extend the
present Elementary-Secondary Act, which should be promptly passed by the Congress.

Much of the current debate centers on the question of extending tax credits to
those parents who choose to send their children to private schools at the elementary-
secondary level. We categorically reject this idea. it is a wide departure from the
original concept of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act which targets federal
aid to specific programs. In fiscal year 1979 the Carter proposals would channel $100
million to $230 million to private schools at the elementary-secondary level from the
$6.9 billion budgeted for elementary-secondary education. Furthermore, It Is
estimated that aid to private schools could double In fiscal year 1980, Accordingly, we
see no compelling argument to abandon the original concept of federal aid to
education, for both public and private school students, established by the Elementary-
Secondary Education Act.

The tax credit approach, as we have noted in the past, would reduce federal
revenues by some $4.7 billion depriving other deserving federal programs of the
necessary funds for their implementation.

Of the several bills introduced in the U.S. House of-Representatives, H.R. 12030
reported by the House Ways and Means Committee is the most likely to reach the
House floor. It is currently awaiting a rule from the Rules Committee. During the
mark-up of the bill in Ways and Means, Rep. Waggoner (D-LA.) succeeded in removing
tax credits from elementary-secondary education. This action, however, left intact
the tax credit approach for student aid at the higher education levels and we oppose
that result.

We call upon the Congress to reject all tuition tax credit bills and to adopt the
Administration's proposals to increase tuition grants to college students as an
alternative to tax credits. This approach will Insure that federal funds provide
maximum tuition assistance to those worker-families who truly need that assistance,
while protecting the college students right to choose either a public or private
institution.

We urge the passage of H.R. 13 and S. 1753. We believe these policies to be in
the national interest.

#####
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Senator MOYNIHAN. I think we will follow our pattern of hearing
each of you from the whole panel.

So, Mr. Freitag?

STATEMENT OF BERNIE FREITAG, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. FREITAG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-
tee.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It's nice to see the two of you side by side.
Mr. FREITAG. Pardon?
Senator MOYNIHAN. It's nice to see the two of you side by side.

[Laughter.]
Mr. FREITAG. Anything to make you happy, Senator. [Laughter.]
The National Education Association, the Nation's largest organi-

zation of teachers and others in the field of education, appreciates
the opportunity to testify in total opposition to S. 528, the Educa-
tional Opportunity and Equity Act.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Freitag, would you mind if I just inter-
rupted to say that Mr. Humphrey did not give the entire statement
that Mr. Shanker was going to give. I would like to put that in the
record, and we will put yours in the record, as well.

Mr. FREITAG. Thank you. We understood that to be the practice
today.

So we are testifying in total opposition to S. 528, the Educational
Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983.

I am Bernie Freitag, the vice president of the NEA, but today I
am also speaking on behalf of the National Coalition for Public
Education, a coalition of 51 national organizations which was
denied an opportunity to testify today.

I come before you today not only as a teacher in our public
schools and a national officer of the National Education Associ-
ation-but also as one who was educated kindergarten through a
masters degree in Catholic schools. I spent 10 years of my life in
the Teaching Order of the Brothers of the Christian Schools and
also taught as a layman in a Catholic high school and in evening
religious classes.

I am a Catholic who actively participates in the life and liturgy
of my parish, which includes financial assistance to our parochial
school system, and I continue my financial support of the private
Catholic college I attended.

Perhaps even more because of my experience, I regret the desire
of the Reagan administration through this tuition tax credit pro-
posal to put itself between the hierarchy of the church and con-
cerned members of the laity with regard to Catholic education.
Often those who speak for the corporate church indicate enthusi-
asm and virtual unanimity among Catholics for tuition tax credit
schemes. I and a host of others know this is not so, even among the
clergy.

The point is, we want our Catholic schools to be ours, and we do
not believe that Federal regulatory intervention will promote ex-
cellence in Catholic private education.

As those on the National Commission on Excellence in Education
who worked on the report released this week so well stated, "Excel-
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lence in education must be our top national priority in the private
and public sphere."

Tellingly, the National Commission cites the 1982 Gallup Poll of
the public attitudes toward the public schools and the belief that
public education should be the top priority for additional Federal
funds.

The Reagan administration's tuition tax credit scheme as pre-
sented in S. 528 does nothing to advance that quality of education,
nor does it promote good public or economic policy. The NEA also
believes it to be unconstitutional.

Let's look at some of the most negative aspects of tuition tax
credits. Under the Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of
1983, private schools would become the prime beneficiaries of Fed-
eral funds. Under S. 528, students in private schools would in effect
receive a $300 subsidy from the Federal Government, nearly twice
the current average per pupil public school Federal expenditure of
$152. It would also be five times more than the current $60 average
per pupil assistance from the Federal Government to private stu-
dents.

It must be remembered that these mostly privileged private
school students would be gaining in Government assistance at the
same time that the Reagan administration has been ordering mas-
sive cuts in Federal funds to public school students.

Passage of tuition tax credit legislation would cause a double tax-
ation burden on all citizens, but it would hit especially hard at the
elderly, the single, and all childless people-growing segments in
our society. It is one thing to ask this part of our population to sup-
port services within the public domain such as the public schools; it
is quite another to require them to finance subsidies to the parents
of private schoolchildren, most of whom are in high income brack-
ets.

Benefits from tuition tax credits would be distributed unevenly
economically, since families with incomes in excess of $20,000 will
reap at least two-thirds of the benefits. Poor families, on the other
hand, stand to gain little from this proposal. Families earning less
than $10,000 represent only about 8 percent of all private school
families, and for those with very low incomes wh6 pay little or no
taxes the administration tuition tax credit proposal will mean
nothing, because it lacks a mechanism of refundability. To gain
under S. 528, people must have tax liability, and not all of the poor
do.

In addition, at a time of considerable conservative clamor for less
Federal involvement in education, tuition tax credit subsidies for
private schools will oblige the Federal Government to evaluate and
regulate private schools.

S. 528 places vital civil rights protections in jeopardy. While the
administration realized the folly of its ways in its tuition tax credit
proposal in the last Congress and spends nearly half of this bill
providing assurances that the tax relief afforded would not pro-
mote racial discrimination, it is clear that these assurances are far
less than warranties. Civil rights language is not at all strong, and
enforcement mechanisms built into the legislation are practically
nil.
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In addition, the NEA is even more wary of the administration's
iivWf when it is viewed in light of the action by the Justice De-
partment last year to refuse to come down strongly on the side of
the IRS when it attempted to deny tax exemption from two
avowedly discriminatory schools, Bob Jones University and the
Goldsboro Christian Schools. Only after public embarrassment and
much outcry did the administration alter its stand.

Finally, the NEA believes the administration's tuition tax credit
scheme to be unconstitutional when viewed against a long line of
Supreme Court decisions. As you are all aware, the Court has con-
sistently struck down provisions which either directly or indirectly
have the effect of advancing religion and offsetting the constitu-
tional provision for separation of church and state.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you today, and the
NEA urges you to reject tuition tax credits as bad public policy, as
being unconstitutional, and as bad economic policy. Thank you.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Freitag.
[Mr. Freitag's prepared statement follows:]
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Mr. Chain and Members of the Ccmittee:

Te National ucaticn Association--tbe nation' s largest

organization of teachers and others in the field of educatioc-

preciat es the In y to testify in total qpositin to S.528, t

D cat Col rtuity and Iuity Act of 1983. I am Bernie Freitag,

Vice-President of the NER.

NEX's policy positions on tuition tax credits and other schms to

provide public assistance to private schools are attached. These"

policies have been adopted by the annual NEA I'presentative Assembly,

the organization's policy-uaking body of 7,000 delegates elected in-each

local and state affiliate in all 50 states, D.C., the overseas dependent

schools, and Puert Rico.

The National cat Association is unalt.%rally opposed to, and

will combat with all the resources at or ccusrd, tuition tax credits

for any level of edctokirdergarten. through graduate school. NEA

believes that tax subsidies for nxpublic stools through tax credits

are bad public policy,, untitutional and bad eonomic policy. We

particularly object to the proposal before this Ccanttee and the

.14_ici~xrMV of entitling a special -interest piece of legislation for a

very few of our better-off citizens a piece of equity legislatio0n.

object to leg.slation in Ongress which speaks of "equal opportmity"

and aids 10 perent of America's school children in private school while

90 percent of ter children-the disadvantaged, language deficient,
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hardi and others wanting a quality eduction-am e ied the

funding to ffillI a drew of equity and equality.

We believe that Amrica mst have high quality tuition-free public

schools which all aUld ren to reach their full potbeial. The

aa dinistaton has shown disregar for public education as it has

proposed massive cuts in progrin. The only initiatives have been to

fiwat'r wn ira public eca through tuition tax credit and

VChe r ad. to undrwrite a jwivate selective d yol st

Thugh this legIslation the inisation proposes a rum and costly

tax burden an the elderly, single persons, and the vast nuother of

citizens wo have no children in scol--public or private. Ttay must

pay taxes for a public schol system and for a system of private schools

to provide public asbeidie for private choices.

Wb presume that this tsewill swe further Mistratio

propoals to undercut vital public services and add to the tax burden of

citizens by providing public dollars for private upose-pehap a

wiauing pool tax credit fr those wo don't wish to go to public pools

or peztap a trartation tax credit for those who use their car

rather than public transpr'taticn.

M~ belie that choice and diversity mist exist in e-ctio as

in other sectors of the life of citizens. Governmet should, of course,

raise public fuds for public purposes. t we disagree dmtay

and cmpletely with proposal to raise public funds and use them for

private purposes outside of the purviAw of elected officials.

flie mislabelled "xMational Opportunity and Bquity Act' is

cleverly described in Section 5 of the bill as not oxastituting

finanal s to education instituions or reci . Yet it
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will coest billions of dollars in lost revenues from the U.S. Treasury.

And by not calling it fInalial ass i stau, it keeps the legislation

exempt from the provisions of the 1964 Civil Eights Act. The intention

and effect of such designation is trans .

ECONCMIC POLICY ISSUES

The Manistaion pr sal for tuition tax credits muat be viewed

against the current climate for education. Is this program costing $2.5

billion over the next three years an invesment in our comic growth?

Will it stimulate the eoogmy, decrease inflton grease

productivity, or aid the national defense? The answers are clearly no.

A Boost for Private Schools Mile Public Schools Are Qat:

The Mniistration is proposing this legislation as a boost to

private education at the saw tim that it relentlessly attepts to co
0

federal aid to the nation's public education institutions. Because of

strong public reaction and Conressiona ladrsip the Mnistration

has been unsucmessfu. in reaching its gal of sal diminishing

federal aid to our public schools. But even thugh we have been able to

resist the efforts of the Bagan Ainsdtraton to mWe e tiona cuts

in the past mveral years, if we look at the overall picuze (See

Pppenix A) and factor in tn, education ing has lost out.
.-ation ppr griations under the FY '83 C-1tIN Resolution for

sdool year 1983-84 totalled $15.1 billion-$5.2 billion higher than the

Peagan dinstration called for; yet, to have kept up with 1980 funding

levels, them appropiations need to be $20.1 billion. It is clear,

than, lookng at this reality, that there are hundreds of th~isans of

children who are hurting because of these cuts.
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Ths inke of federal assistance has hit special lly hard at

schoo.s ewollinq mnbers of children from iso shed

faIl , but the cuts have been aos-thboa, a cti adversely

every kind of student, every school district, and mst teadrs. There

is insufficient msy at the state and local levels to i]. up the

slack. Targeted federal edwetep:m er acted to met
national goals of equality of opportunity i the states re ,

or paaps rl to start or sustain them.

The Reagan s'a tuition tax credit proposal provides a

substantial subsidy for thode parts f already have children in

private schools and does not iqpove the quality of educational services

in either public or private scb=ols.

At the m time, the onisttion is pr6sing leilation to

int:duo voucher pays as a su titu for Chapter I program of the

ction CMr dtion and 7on t Act (E=A, and to extend

voucher payments to children at I inr'ig private schoolsa, further diluting

federal su;rt to pblic education.

Zse meam s will forwe the federal %ovM t to foeg billions

of dollars in revwu=, and the Aerican society will receive absolutely

nothing in rtn-adysound ecofic Policy.

RNi-stimulatiuw credits: A Poor Procedure

The $2.5 ilion in tuition tax credits or the c9et three years

wold be autasetically lost to the Treasury. They wold be

non-tinulaing credits which wold not geneaw e dollar's worth of

nw renues. In future yarw can expct the ost to escalate as

pressure builds to extend the benefits to ool students and

additional parents claim the credit and cl to increase the mount.
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MdA views the tuition tax credit sc)m as totally inimical to the goal

of the President, the Congress, and the public to reduce ltion. Any

tax credit subsidy of private schols is an ironic contrast to the

Admnistr tiori's comtinuing call for fiscal restraint.

Double Tuxation for Every Taxpayer:

Proponents of tuition tax credits for private schools claim that

t!se subsidies are necessary to relieve them of the burden of "double

taxation." NEA supports the right of these parents to choose-ard to

pay for--their children's education in nonpublic schools. 2*I "iuble

taxation argument is a red herring. All citizens pay taxes to the

local, state, and federal govrifmfnts to finance program which promote

the general welfare-Matlur or rot an individual taxpayer is in need of

or eligible to receive the services. W6 pay for the oatruction and

mintenance of streets and hiqiways whether or iot we drive. We pay

taxes to support the Amrican system of tuition-free public eduation,

whether or not we are the parents of school-age children-an we all

benefit from having an educated, employable citizenry as a result.

In fact, it is uractment of tuition tax credit subsidies for

rxxublic schools that w r dual taxation. Especially for
the elderly, and single, childless people-both growing segents of our

socety-it would bc a grossly unfair requiram-t for them to subsidize

education ~for the children of largely high inco families.

In addition to undue tax burdens on certain parts of our p tion

who would not benefit in any way from tuition tax credits, the benefits

from these subsidi s old also be unevenly distrikated geoPically.
For example, a study prepared by the National Coalitim for Public
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education, "Tuition Tax Credits: A State by State Analysis", shows that

the majority of all private school enrollment is concentrated in twenty

states and the District of Columbia. Only eight of these-Pennsylvania,

Hawaii, Delare, New York, District of Columbia, Louisiana, Wisonin

and xxde Island-have morse than fifteen percent of their total

a and secondary enrolmnit in nn-public schools. Yet, these

areas would receive almost all the benefits from tuition tax credits.

tVsarhl~e, another seventeen states-largely in the West and

Southw-st-would receive only a minute portion of the tuition tax

subsidies, although txpayers in these states would bear the expense for

the progr.

PUBLIC PCY IS

E=onmically, the tax credit proposal would be a disaster that is

matched by its effects on education. Under S. 528, students in private

schools would in effect receive a $300 subsidy from the federal

qo nM*rt-nearly twice the current aver per .Ppil public school

federal =wwditure of $152. It ioud also be five tizms more than the

current $60 EW per E.il assistance from the federal m 1" to

priate students.

Through revisions in federal legislation, private schools are

already receiviMg~esn amts from federal sores. This year

alone, they gave gained sme $48 million tax dollars under the Mucation

Qxnsolidation and ITnM-rm t Act (E31A) block grant. This means, for

exaople, that in Now York City, private schools will receive $3

million of the $11 million total federal school aid targeted for Lhe

city under the Chater II progrw.
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And there is no telling where this inflationary spiral because of

federal aid to private education would end as more parents will take

advantage of tuition tax credits, the credits are extended for higher

education costs, or private schools edge up their tuition.

A study prepared by the Bducation Camission of the States in 1982,

"Tuition Tax Credits: Their fMpact on the States", cited an analysis

prepared by the Congressional B Office in that am year of the

potential reve mue los to the federal treasury of various tuition tax

credit schemes. This is what they projected:

"The CDO estimates that a plan aUowifg a tax credit
of 50 percent of tuition paid up to $250 would
reduce federal income tax revenues each yeay by
approximately $1.3 billion in 1982 doIlars. The CB
then -iutes the impact of changing specific
features of this basic plan. For example, by
c ing eligibility qirmts to allow families
with children enrolled in poaso dary schools to
participate, the estimted costs to the federal

wernzmnt would increase to about $2.3 billion.
Increasing the maximum amumnt of the credit from
$250 to $500 would increase costs to $1.9 billion.
Making the tax credit refundable would add an
additional $. 1 billion to the cost of the basic
program. On the other hand, reducing the p o
of costs covered by the credit from 50 to 25 percent
would reduce the cost of the progrun by about $.8
billion. 7ts, key policy decisions with respect to
eligibility, refundability, the p-rortion of costs
covered and the mximzn amount of the tax credit can
drastically affect the total cost and benefits of
any tuition tax credit program.

Another consideration the cost and
benefits of a tuition tax credit program is the
response of parents and schools to the tax credit.
If the credit is set high enough to irxb a
sig mmber of parents to transfer their
chilre to nonublic schools, the cost of the
program would increase coniderably with a
r nczncitant increase in benefits to the new
n nesmers of a private education. For example, if
private shool enrollments increased by 20 percent,
the cost and benefits of the program could increase
by about the same amount, depending on the structure
of the tax credit. Howver, it is not known whether

11hese estimtes are based on the Census Breau's 1976 Survey of Income
and B3catio, which has been updated to reflect current and projected

xxIc, ic and enrollment conditions.
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a tuition tax credit will lead to a significant
increase in private school enrollments. The CBO
report moreover, argues that tuition tax credits
VXuRld produce strong incentives for existing private
schools to raise tuition levels. It speculates that
the larger the tax credit, the larger would be the
price response of private schools, since these
schools would be able to raise tuitions without
adversely affecting the net tuition cost to parents.
In this cae, the benefit from the tax credit would
be absoed - c pletely or partially, depending on
the price-response by schools instead of parents. "

7he effect of tuition tax credits on public school financing is

clear: private schools would become the prim beneficiaries of federal

funds. This would be a gross d of the merican dream,

es cially if it results in Coogressional support of privileged children

at the expense of all children, and fiscally unn.amnes public

edxbation. Tuition tax credit subsidies for private schools would have

this effect. To pay for the revenue loss of at least $2.5 billion over

the first three years, Qnrew will surely be forced to cut back on its

contribution to public equation.

In fact, the harsh reality of this "robbing Peter to pay Paul"

philosophy of edcain s. openly epsedby Assistant Treasury

Secretary John E. Caoton before the House Mucation and labor

Oiuittee in the last session in Q ress, %en he said in response to a

question frm the Chairman:

"First, tuition tax credits have a significant revezi= impact,

therefore, they must be ns 6r tgh with other bk5et
natters.. .Tus, C ogress may wish to consider any tax credit in

the cntext of direct education expenditures, so that the two

types of procgru r-almit one another and so that the total

e cost is at a desirable level."

21-573 0-83-29
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In addition to t h federal lvmt 18 eight percent contributions

the states no aoctibute half the total cost of public educatiom; local

govemn1ts absorb the rmsininr 42 percent of the total cost. For

those who argue that education is a state and local resibility, the

reality facing state and local govenverts today makes it extremely

difficult for then to assume additional fiscal responsibility because of

decresi federal support for public education. The enactmnt of

XXn-s t tuition tax credits for private iacdols will further

erode the fiscal support of the public school sysms. Ninty percent

of Amrica parents depmnd on that system for the education of their

children. (See App,,ix B.)

Credits Benefit the Wbll-to-D

While prnvpo.ts of tuition tax credits have.stressed that the

credits would not only be for the rid and well-to-&, statistics show

otherwise. Fbr example, a 1982 study, "Tuition Tax Credits: Issues of

Bjitya, by Jamms Catteral of Stanford diversity, stated that private

school families with anual inc s exAediq $20,000 will reap at least

tb-thirds of the tuition tax credit benefits. Thes relatively

wel-to-do fdIi are 60 percent of all private school parmts. By
cpariso, families at the low end of the J lar--thse earning

less than $10,000 are only about 8 percent of all private school

fmdlies.

So, to say, as propoonts of tuition tax credits do, that all

paents wald ham the option of tuition tax credits, and therefore

would-be eligible to receive the sam tax break, is a species arg nt.

7m "ctomc" wvuid by tax subsidies for private schools would not be

available and essible to the majority in the actual cost of
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private school tuition is prohibitive to many. 7he real.tax break will

be for the middle and upper income parents who can afford to pay the

balance of the tuition bill--that not subsidized by the tax credit.

Most private schools require Sup front tuition payments in the fall. A

tax credit applied to an April tax bill will not assist lower and middle

incow'parents to participate.

There is mother feature of S. 528 which will also prevent it from

aiding those with low in==: its lack of refudability. The vast

majority of low inc fm IlI who pay little or no tax because their

income is so low cannot benefit. Pbr example, acooi to the Cmm
.Lreau, t p of all Bla-x and thirty-wren percent of all

Hispanic famiIes with school age children earned only $10,000 in 1980.

on the averae, these fanilIes paid taxes of $300 or less.

That mens, fcr exurple, that om of these low income families with

three children in a local parochial school would not be eligible for a

credit, while a family with anple income - up to $40,000 - with three

children in an expensive private school would be able to claim a $900

tax credit in 1985 under the Reagan plan. Even with refundability,

tuition tax credits fo)r private eductin is bad public policy. without

refundability it is plainly r iminatory.

The apeitie Fjqe rethe Stakes Bjal?

heagan Acininstration has stressed the need for cxzpetition in

eaation-supposedly to keep the public schools 'on their toes' lest

private education far overtake them.

But important factors are being kept out of the Administration's

calculations.
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* he public sdhols are obligated to miroll and to educate all

~s regrdlessof innate ability, handicap, proficieny or

deficiency in &Vish. The argument of prpIgietu that fair and

healthy Nctopetiticwi ild result frcm tax credits ignores ptblic

policy of lng st rdi r. The public schools mist educate all.

Ty hawm never been designed, nor should they be, to oete on an

equal footing with atools with discriminatory enolmte policies.

* Private schools are not mandated to act children wr ho are

handica~ped,, have discriliz problem or are otherwiLse difficult

to educate.. in fact, les than 3 percent of all religion sd l

provide prog-ru for the bsndica~ped and only three percent of all

nSuiRpblic sols offer vocational education.

Tx credits, as a fecral policy, would prte the success of

private school, allow special befits through taxes for wealthier

fWWlis, and undemine the support of pub s=ctos through an unfair

and uis motion. ITe result would be an educational caste

system. it is not inoceivable that the elite private aimdols and the

disadvantaged public school will increasingly amount to a separate and

equal dual educate on system in the United States.

Tuition Mix Credits: Mome I~ain

Ironiclly, at a time of considerable onservative claw for les

federal Involeent in .~tion, tuition tax credit subsidies for

private sd1o=l will f the federal goverx-aIt to evaluate and

regulate private schiols. For example, Section 3 of the bill calls for

the Secretary of M:ation to presibe the non-disciminatio to

be used to assuring ompliance with the legislation. '7he Nk~ strongly

believes that uim~ tax credits would be given for private school
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tuition, taxpayers have the obligation to demand that sce certification

of those schools as legitimate be nade. And the NEA will vigorously

pursue strong regulations to ensure public a ti1ity.

The federal government cannot laumch a new multi-billion dollar

subsidy progri without acccipanying regulations and mintmm standards.

Probably through the IRS, the federal yve1iim1t will have to judge the

legitimacy of a school benefiting frci this rw indirect subsidy.

Anything less than a careful scrutiny and reglati n of recipient

-private schools would leave the federal goveI It open to 1egitte

ocuplaints regarding the utilization of the taxpayers' tax dollars. 7b

ensure that carelessly granted tax credits not b an additional

burden on those payin taxes, the federal 2iverim1t will have to

e r an agency to prevent fraud and abuse of the tax credit.

Certain fringe groups which have the Constitutional right to free

speech and fre of ct on uld acquire the funding base to set
up shols. Never before have they been eligible to operate a school
and receive a federal subsidy. Nor should they Pme so.

Local taxpayers and their local school boards are held aM untable

for how tax dollars are spent in the public schools. Taxpayers would

have the right to demand the same accuntability from private schols

benefiting frrm the federal subsidy provided by tuition tax credits. We

view such scrutiny as irvitably running afoul of the "excessive

entanglement test in the Sprem Court's TLen v. 10rnmn decision.

CIVIL RIGHTS 3N JECARY

Civil rights protections are placed in jeopardy under this bill.

Aost cne-half of the Adiistration's tuition tax credit bill is

devoted to trying to provide assuraw--s that the tax relief afforded
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wuld not be used to promte racial dcriation. IBt on close

e2zIintwon e believe these assurans are far less than warranties.

In addition, the Inta n's wavering stand on civil rights

issues raises a great many oorxrns about its actual idtantins of

enforcing whatever civil rights measures are included in this bill.

Afterall, it is this Administration which supported a change in IRS

reglatcmsto. allowv avowedly diciiaoyprivate a-%coow-lsv Bob Jorm

University and the Goldsbro Christian -* xol', to maintain their tax

exmt status. cnly after much public outcry did it rere itself.

And one has to wonder how sinr the kins tion's pledge to

maintain and enforce civil rights laws is when its tuition tax credit

legislation has these features:

0 Under Section 3 on Racially -is inatory : licya, it

irKclue the wording O~h term 'racially dsrmnt

policy' shall not include failure of any educational

institution to prgu or achieve any racial qota, proportion,

or rac entatn in the student bod&." With this vapgnes

of language, a 1bool a tn one 'txoI minority studet

would be implying with the law. -- believe this was not

the intent of the nation's civil rights statutes.

be bill permits a tuition tax credit only for portions of

azm to paid as tuition~ to one or red e cna l

institutions which are exmpt fom taxation under Sec. 501 (C)3

of t e IRS code. Yet nothi in the bill pemits IS to take

action against a school that does, in fact, practice racial

discrmination; wder the bill, only the Attorney Genral may

Jrtake enfnmait activity. 7hm Ainstraton's response
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to the, Bob Jones University and Goldsboro (hristian Schools

case (cited above) as brought before the U.S. Supreme Court

caused the Court to appoint a private attorney, forur

etary of Transportation William T. Column, to intervene

in the Court case on behalf of t; goerrunt.

Under the bill, a school seeking to have the parents of its

students enabled to claim a tuition tax credit for pants

made to it mist file a sworn statement to certify it has not

fllowd a discriminatory policy during h year.
And in turn, taxpayers nust also submit such statement to

their tax form before they can be allod to take the credit.

lis iqtentsn will do rthI to guarantee a

nonrdiscrmiatory policy.

* Under the bill, the Attorney General would be autkzized to

bring declaratory jdgment suits to establish that a school in

fact follows racially discriminatory policies. Bat the

provisions establish a highly complex set of circutas

with little promise of effective relief. Given the current

Att y General's track-record of ncn-intervention in civil

rights cases, a tuition tax credit measure such as S. 528,

that does not have st=rn civil rights eaformnt c

written into the legislation offers few, if any, guarantees.

* In addition to abiguity with regard to the federal

gaverx z1ts policing responsibilities, the Addnistration Is

bill also includes no provisions against private school

disciminaion on other grounds, such as sex, physical or

nuntal handicap, or English language proficiency.
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Public %Anio: Decidedly Against Tuition Tax Cedits

'1Ire is me ure important point in detenuining public policy and

that is what the voters think. WAun state aid for arpiblic sdmls has

been put before the voters in statewide referna xoducted over the

last fifteen years, such sdemes were overwhelmingly Dejected, as

detailed below.

Nw York

Michigan

Nbraska

Mx-m:a-

Ml, yland

Nshinten State

AlaWs±

D. C.

mhsmactumte

Cali onfajm

YEAR

1967

1970

1970

1972

1972

1972

1974

1975

1976

1976

1981

1982

1982

VOTE

AGxn4ST AM
72.5%

57 %

57 %

55 %

61 %

57 %

56.5%

60.5%

60 %

54 %

88 1

62 %

61 %

FOR AMh

27.5%

43 %

43 %

45 %

39 %

43 %

43.5%

39.5%

40 %

46 %

12 %*

38 1

39 %
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.. .1 CML ISSUES

NI has long fWght to protect the First FI 1t s guarantees

re, gardi the exercise of religion free from goverertal intrusion.

We were a founding -er of the National Qalition for Public

education and Religious Liberty (National PEAL) and believe that

subsidizing at federal expense certain groups of individuals so that

they may exercise their religious p e would hav the effect of

advazxing religion in violation of the First Fiint.

Along 1ire of Sup Court cases in recent years has dealt with

the ostitutonality of various mahtods of providing aid to nonpublic

e t and B=eLy schools. ,n curt has csistently struck

dw proviaion which either directly or indirectly have the effect of

c religion and offsetting the constitutional provisions for

ra of circh and state.

.eon fon of "aid' which the Court has found to be onnistent

with the First Fzw1 zmAt are those which provide general welfare and

health. serviom, textbooks, and transportation to all children. In a

recet opinion, Womw v 1Wlter, 97 S. Ct. 2593 (1977), the &ipra--

Court um careful not to extend this doctrine beyad its previous

decisions and indicated that when faced with the question of expanding

nonpublic aid or of prohibiting it, prohiion should be the favored

one case pending before the 1983 session of the Supreme Cit,

M!ler v. Allen, (676 F. 2d 1195 (8th Cir. 1982), deals with a Minnesota

statute that authorizes certain deductions from state irnza tax for

tmaru who incur expenses for tuition, books and instructional

rials and trans at in sending a child to public or private
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elmnta y or e dary school. Wile the statute does allow for

ductions for expenses for children attnding public schools, it is

clear that the bulk of the benefit of any such statute would be to the

parents who pay tuition to the mostly sectarian private schools. NFA

believes it is therefore inrstiutional.

Wa believe that the wostitutionality of the Peagan Admini-

stration's tuition tax credit scha for ela-m-tary and sec e ry
ncnpublic schools is without question in light of the Suprwm Court a
ruling in ~itefor Public Mxation and Rliio Libert v

NYquist, 413 U.S. 756 (1973). 7he Court in Nyluist found that a Now

York statute providing izoua tax benefits. to pants of children
attnding r ;blic schools is a violation of the First P t since
it would have the "imparmndsible effect of a the sctarian

activities of religious adcols."

Although the Now York statute ws perpetrated under the guise of a

"tax de&cti on, rather than a tax credit, the Court saw no distincticn

in the labels and indicated that regardless of the name, its effect ws

unconstitutional. Ihsther you calI it a tax credit, tutition

reimbWrs Mot, or tax deduction, the accumt books look the sam and the

effect is the -.

S-4.trs of tuition tax credits orted that the First k UMt

is not violated sinc the tax benefits adhere to the parent of the

noqxilic school child, not to the private school itself. Bu.. the

Szprm cQ rt in N qecifically rejected this argument tnd found

that the effect of the aid is mamistakably to provide desired financial

M4 ot for nIMablic, %tarla institutions.

For these reasons, the National DIuation Association urges the

Finance mte to reject S. 528 and any other si mila tuition tax
Credit proposal. In otr viw, the needs and prczuaes of public

elmntary and SeON-- A education are of pri y ipotance, and the

energies of YWVCmL are best used in brosnng the scope of
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BUDGET AND APPROPRIATIONS

ESEA (Title 1)
(ECIA Chapter I)
(Basic Grants)

State Block Grant
(ECIA Chapter 2)

Impact Aid
(Not forward funded)

Education for the
Handicapped, Gifted
4 Talented

Vocational Ed.
(Adult Ed.)

Guaranteed Student
Loan Program (GSL)
(Entitlement)

Bilingual
Education

Education Total

Appro.
FY '80
Sch.Yr. 'so-81

3,215,600,000

731,896,000
(combined
programs)

Continuing
Resolution
FY t8 1

Sch.Yr. '81-82

3,111,620,000

614,471,000

825,000,000 756,7S0,000

1,049,000,000 1,025,231,000

779,241,000 681,639,000
+(100,000,000)

1,609,344,000 2,535.470,000

191,463,000 161,427,000

15,600,000,000

Education Tntal * 15.600,000,000

15,200,000,000

17,400,000,000

Continuing
Resolution 4
Supplemental
FY '82
Sch.Yr. '82-83

3,040,980,000
-(2,562,754,000)

483,840,000

456,200,000

1,068,580,000

648,625,000
+(86,400,000)

3,073,846,000

138,057,000

14,600,000,000

19.200,000,000

* Figures for Fr 81 through FT 84 represent amounts required to maintain FT 1980 funding levels after accounting forinflation. Inflation measure used - CPI - U for the fiscal year running from October 1 through September 30.

Continuing
Resolution
FY '83
Sch.Yr. '83-84

3,167,894,000
-(2,687,754,000)

479,420,000

480,000,000

1,110,252,000

721,500,000

+(95,000,000)

3,100,500,000

138,057,000

1S,100,000,000

20,100,00,000

Source: NEA Government Relations - 3/83
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Appendix C

NEW BJSINESS ADC BY
1982 REPRESE VE ASSEMBLY

Tuition Tax Credits

The National Education Association contains to oppose tuition tax
credits and voucher plans because they constitute bad educational
policy, bad e ic policy, and bad public policy. NEA will
continue to do all that is possible to defeat tuition tax credit
proposals in the Ccrxgess. NEA will intensify its efforts to work
cooperatively with all individuals and groups in support of the
public schools and in opposition to tuition tax credits and voucher
plans wherever and whenever they are proposed.

NEA urges all members and affiliates to utilize the Association's
many camunity action activities and 1mmmity contacts and
relationships to give all Americans the facts about these proposals
that threaten the future of our American public schools.

NEA calls on all members and affiliates to participate in the fall
petition drive against tuition tax credits, helping the National
Coalition for Public Ekucation nake this effort a resounding
success. (1982-F)

Cotrt Olaenges to Tuition Tax Credit and Voucher Plans

7e NEA shall initiate a court challenge of the constitutionality
of any tuition tax credit or voucher plan adopted as law. This
intent shall be made known to Congress. (1982-60)
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Casserly, you are next. -
I wanted to tell you, don't you worry about it. If we get up and

leave, it's not like we are Supreme Court justices and you have ex-
ceeded your 10 minutes, but there is a vote on.

Mr. CASSERLY. I will try not to take it personally. I feel a little
bit like the last guest on the Johnny Carson Show. I want to try to
get in all of my stories before the bell rings. [Laughter.]

[Mr. Casserly's prepared statement follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT BY MICHAEL D. CASSERLY, COUNCIL OF THE GREAT CITY

SCHOOLS

Mr. Chairman, my name is Michael Casserly and am the Legislative and Re-
search Director for the Council of the Great City Schools. I am pleased to testify
today before this esteemed Committee on behalf of the Council and as a member of
the National Coalition for Public Education, a broad-based group of over 50 national
organizations unified in opposition to all tuition tax credit proposs.

Currently in its 27th year, the Council of the Great City Schools is an organiza-
tion of 30 of the nation's largest urban school systems. On its Board sit the superin-
tendent, one Board of Education member from each district, making the Council the
only national organization so consituted and the only education whose membership
is solely urban.

The Council's membership serves over 4 million youngsters, or 11 percent of the
nation's public school enrollment. Approximately 32 percent of the nation's Black
children, 26 percent of the Latino children, and 21 percent of the Asian children are
being educated in our schools. Almost one-third of our enrollments are of children
who reside in families receiving public assistance, and over 70 percent of the aver-
age enrollment is minority.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to devote my testimony to the results of a study that
our organization conducted jointly, last year with the American Association of
School Administrators. The study, "The Effect of Tuition Tax Credits on Urban
Schools", was done as an analysis of the original Administration tuition tax credit
bill, S. 2673, with maximum credits of $100, $300, and $500. While the new bill, S.
528, has credits of $100, $200, and $300; the original study continues to offer valua-
ble information on the effects of federal spending and tuition tax credits on the na-
tion's public schools.

Last year the Committee was very concerned about the differences in federal
funding for public elementary and secondary education and comparable non-public
education. The committee asked the Department of Education the following ques-
tion:

"How much does the Federal government spend on public school students, per
student, and how much do you estimate they would spend under this bill? Is it fairly
comparable?"

In response, the Department of Education estimated that in the 1981-82 school
year it spent approximately $152/student from programs under its jurisdiction, and
about $356/student was spent from all federal sources including school lunch, over-
seas schools, day care and others. The key number here is the $152/student because
it, like the tuition tax credit, represents a federal commitment for instructional pur-
poses-unlike health or nutritional programs which are devoted to non-instructional
goals. Tuition tax credits are tied to the costs of tuition or instruction, as its name
implies. The Department goes on the state that comparable aid to non-public schools
is "difficult to estimate.., but totals perhaps one-fifth that of federal support for
students in public schools on per pupil basis." This aid to private schools, then,
would amount to about $30/student and comes through the local public schools from
Chapter 1 (ECIA), Chapter 2 (ECIA), Public Law 94-142, Vocational Education, and
other "Department of Education programs. The total amount of indirect aid to non-
public schools from the Department would equal about $150m if these assumptions
are correct.

The study conducted by the Council last year surveyed 65 major school systems
across the country and collected Department of Education-or federal instructional
expenditure data-on both public and non-public schools. The results showed that
the Department of Education spent about $206/student for public school enrollees in
the 1980-81 school year and about $183/student in the 1981-82 school year. This
latter figure is comparable to the $152/student figure used by the Department last
year, but is slightly higher due to the greater needs of the districts in the study.
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This current school year Department of Education expenditures have dropped to
about $160/student.

If the Congress continues to deny further education budget cuts, this $160/student
should level off at about $152 during the 1983-84 and 1984-85 school years. If the
Administration's original budgets were accepted by Congress, the Department of
Education subsidy for public .dt cation would drop to about $106 in fiscal year 1984.
Even with a freeze of spending, public school instructional aid would have dropped
about 21 percent per pupil in 2 years.

The pattern of indirect federal instructional aid for nonpublic education is evolv-
ing in the opposite direction. In the 65 cities contained in this study, there -were
about 1.4 million students enrolled in nonpublic schools, or about 26 percent of all
nonpublic school students in the nation. Approximately $43/student in Department
of Education funds were spent by the public schools in these cities on behalf of the
nonpublic schools in both the 1980-81 and 1981-82 school years, or about one-fifth
public school amount as indicted by earlier Department of Education testimony.

--- This $43/student is comparable to the $30/student estimate indicated earlier). The
amount of funding this current (1982-83) school year should rise to about $50/stu-
den-it for -nonpublic instructional aid.

If tuition tax credits are added to the federal instructional subsidy for nonpublic
education, then the past ratios favoring public education are reversed-not equal-
ized. Adding a $100 credit for nonpublic education per eligible student to the cate-
gorical instructional aid that nonpublic schools already receive would bring the
total nonpublic subsidy to about $115/sutdent in the 1983-84 school year, to $224/
student in the 1984-85 school year, and to about $329/student in the 1985-86 school
year-under the original, more expensive proposal, S. 2673.

Spending by the federal government, then, on the instruction of public school stu-
dents would fall from $206/student in 1980-81 to about $160/student in 1985-86 if
no further education cuts are made, a 21-percent decrease. The subsidy to nonpublic
education (in the form of combined categorical aid and tuition tax credits) would
increase from $43/student to $329/student over the same time frame, a huge in-
crease. By the 1985-86 school year, the federal government will be spending almost
3 times more on private education than on public education according to the initial
analyses.

These figures as we have noted do not include aid for non-instructional purposes
like feeding and day care. If these programs were included then the federal subsidy
would reach some level of comparability by 1984 or 1985 with the tax credits. How-
ever, by that time the bulk of the federal subsidy for public education would be in
the form of nutritional aid and the bulk of the subsidy for private education would
be in the form of instructional aid, assuming no further cuts in school lunch which
have been espoused by the Administration.

This change in the pattern of funding to school systems especially large urban
ones, represents a major de facto policy change in how the federal government han-
dles education. It signals a federal policy switch toward public education from teach-
ing to feeding. It does not as the Administration purports, equalize the resources
going to public and nonpublic education.

This major switch in federal education policy in not only unfair but the pattern of
new spen ing has some bearing on some of the arguments that proponents of tu-
ition tax credits have made.

First of all, one of the arguments presented by proponents of the credits is that
parents of private school students pay twice for education-once through local prop-
erty taxes to fund public schools, and the second time for tuition to send their chil-
dren to private schools. If these credits become law, however, public school parents
will be paying twice: once in local property taxes for public schools, and a second
time to fund the credits for parents to send their children to private schools.

Secondly, proponents continue to argue that tuition tax credits will promote com-
petition between public and private schools, and that public schools will have to im-
prove or die. It is widely acknowledged that private schools can be selective in their
admissions process and do not have to accept high cost or troublesome students. Al-
though the private schools have but one-fifth the need of public schools, the federal
government is proposing that it now fund private school instruction at a higher rate
than public instruction. There can be no reasonable expectation that public schools
wouldbe able to compete with the privates under circumstances of higher need and
lower funding. No healthy competition could grow under such conditions, even if
one assumed that public and private schools were institutional sectors subject to the
traditional rules of competition.

Third, the tax credits will result in major inequities between federal education ex-
penditures for private schools in the cities and public schools in white collar subur-
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ban areas. Many upper middle class suburbs receive relatively small amounts of fed-
eral assistance. Although need is often lower in these districts, the tax credits will
result in the federal government spending nearly six times more on the private
schools in that area than on the public schools. The smaller the amount of federal
education monies that is received by a local school system (on a per pupil basis), the
greater the disparity will be in the funding of public and private schools with the
tax credit. What will ultimately happen with these credits is that taxpayers in the
wealthier suburbs will foot the bill for city parents to send their children to private
schools.

Fourth, the tax credits will result in major regional differences. Areas of the
country-having fewer nonpublic schools will see their tax money going to those re-
gions that do have privates. This phenomena will be particularly strong in the West
and Midwest. For example, in Mesa (Arizona) there are only about 600 students in
private schools. Because the public schools have very few Title I eligible children,
the district receives only $66/child from the federal government. Even with the tax
credits of about $300/child there are so few private school children that the city is
not likely to recoup the taxes it has sent to a district like Boston to pay for private
schooling there.

Fifth, the tuition tax credits represent a major change in emphasis in that the
federal education apparatus would tilt away from the needy and the poor toward
those in better circumstances. Such new inequities will have serious ramifications
for the education of the nation's racial minorities which are already over-represent-
ed within the poverty population. The 65 cities in this survey contain over thirty
percent of all racial minority children in the nation and about one-third of all the
poor children, yet they will be told that they will receive less educational support
from the federal government.

Besides being dubious federal policy, unconstitutional, discriminatory, and med-
dlesome in the legitimately independent authority of the private schools, these pro-
posed tax credits are unfair as is much of what emerges from this Administration. It
is unfair to the poor, to minorities, and to the public schools themselves.

We do not wish to argue here that if the credits were simply cheaper that equity
would appear. The public school community is opposed to tuition tax credits no
matter what the amount. The data presented here should give ever greater credence
to the notion that these proposed tuition tax credits is one more avenue for taking
from the poor and giving to the rich, a federal approach that is as ill conceived as it
is deplorable.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity to testify and will try to answer
your questions. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL CASSERLY, LEGISLATIVE AND RE-
SEARCH ASSOCIATE, THE COUNCIL OF GREAT CITY SCHOOLS,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. CASSERLY. My name is Michael Casserly, and I am Legisla-

tive and Research Director for the Council of Great City Schools. I
am pleased to testify before this esteemed committee on behalf of
the council and also as a member of the National Coalition for
Public Education.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to devote my testimony this after-
noon to the results of a study that our organization conducted last
year with the American Association of School Administrators. The
study, entitled "The Effect of Tuition Tax Credits on Urban
Schools" was done as an analysis of the original administration tu-
ition tax credit bill, S. 2673, that had maximum credits of $100,
$300, and $500.

While the new bill, S. 528, has credits of $100, $200, and $300, the
original study continues to offer valuable information on the ef-
fects of Federal spending and tuition tax credits on the Nation's
public schools.

Last year the committee was very concerned about the differ-
ences in Federal funding for public elementary and secondary edu-
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cation and for comparable nonpublic education, and it was evident
today that this concern still exists.

Last year, in response to this concern, the Department of Educa-
tion estimated for the committee that in the 1981-82 school year it
spent approximately $152 per student for programs under its juris-
dication and about $356 per student was spent from all Federal
sources, including school lunch, overseas schools, day care, and all
others. The key number here is the $152 per student because it,
like tuition tax credits, represents a Federal commitment for in-
structional purposes, unlike health and nutritional programs which
are devoted to noninstructional goals. Tuition tax credits are tied
to tuition or instruction, as its name implies.

The Department goes on to state that the comparable aid to non-
public schools is difficult to estimate but totals perhaps one-fifth
that of Federal support for students in public schools on a per-pupil
basis. This aid to private schools, then, would amount to about $30
per student and comes from a variety of programs through the
local public schools, for instance, chapter I of the Education Con-
solidation Improvement Act, chapter II, the education block grant,
Public Law 94-142, vocational education, and other Department of
Education programs.

The study conducted by the council last year surveyed 65 major
school districts across the country and collected Department of
Education or Federal instructional expenditure data on both public
and nonpublic schools. The results showed that the Department of
Education spent about $206 per student for public school enrollees
in the 1980-81 school year, and about $183 per student in the 1981-
82 school year. In this current school year the Department of Edu-
cation expenditures have dropped to about $160 per student in the
surveyed districts.

If the Congress continues to deny Federal education budget cuts,
this $160 per student should level off to about $152 during the
1983-84, 1984-85, and 1985-86 school years. If the administration's
original budget cuts had been accepted, the Department of-Educa-
tion's subsidy for public education would drop to about $106 per
student in fiscal year 1984. Even as things stand right now, and
subsidies continue to be frozen, the amount of money from the De-
partment of Education has dropped by approximately 21 percent in
the urban public schools.

The pattern of indirect Federal instructional aid for nonpublic
education is evolving in the opposite direction, however. In the 65
cities contained in our study there were about 1.4 million students
enrolled in nonpublic schools, or about 26 percent of all nonpublic
students in the Nation. Approximately $43 per student in Depart-
ment of Education funds were spent by the public schools in these
cities on behalf of the nonpublic schools in both the 1980-81 and
1981-82 school years, or about one-fifth the amount that the public
schools received, as indicated by the earlier Department of Educa-
tion testimony.

If tuition tax credits are added to the Federal instructional subsi-
dy for nonpublic education, then the past ratios favoring public
education are reversed, not equalized, as the Department of Educa-
tion claims. Adding a $100 credit for nonpublic education for eligi-
ble students the categorical instructional aid that nonpublic schools

21-573 O-83- 30
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already receive would bring the total nonpublic subsidy to about
$115 per student in the 1983-84 school year, to about $224 per stu-
dent in the 1984-85-school year, and to about $329 per student in
the 1985-86 school year. This is under the original administration
version that had a $300 and $500 limit.

We have tried to reestimate these figures based on the new ad-
ministration bill. Our estimate last year was that the Federal Gov-
ernment, under an ultimate $500 limit, would spend almost three
times more on private education than on public education, accord-
ing to our original analysis. We have reestimated those figures, Mr.
Chairman, and it looks like that even with a scaled-down tuition
tax credit bill that has a $300 maximum, that the Federal Govern-
ment will subsidize nonpublic education at the rate of approximate-
ly 1.5 to 2 times that of instructional aid going to public education.

The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if I may ask you to look at the study I
had made a part of the record this morning from the Congressional
Research Service, which indicates that about $13.7 billion in tax
subsidy will be provided to public school districts in fiscal year
1983, largely through tax deductions permitted for State and local
taxes and through the nontaxability of interest on certain State
and local bonds. Now is all of this information included in your
study?

Mr. CASSERLY. All we took a look at was Federal instructional
subsidy to both public stnd nonpublic schools. I would have no
reason to doubt that the amount of tax deduction for public educa-
tion would probably be in the neighborhood of about $13 billion.

1-would be very interested, however, in finding out exactly what
the tax subsidies have been for private schools.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it would be very helpful to 'us if .you
-wouldn't mind doing that. Now, maybe you would mind it.

[Laughter.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, may I say that Mr. Casserl1y

has brought us a very nice piece of research. With the Chairman s
permission, I am going to send it over to the Department of Educa-
tion and ask them what have they-got to say, because, you know,
this is very clearly quantified, and fairly argued, and accurately so,
I'm sure.

I am very sorry that we were told there would be no votes but
there is a vote on Senator Kennedy's amendment to the sunset pro-
vision on immigration. Do you want to give me any advice? I have
never heard of this amendment.

Mr. CASSERLY. Does it involve a tax credit?
[Laughter.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. It does not involve a tax credit.
If you will forgive the tyranny of the bells, I thank you very

much. I will send to Secretary Bell this particularly nice piece of
work, and we thank you for doing it and for bringing it to the com-
mittee.

I repeat what Senator Packwood said earlier, that as far as he,
and I are concerned the public schools come first, and clearly the
atmosphere in which you are cutting public aid to public education
is not one that is very conducive to this particular subject right
now.

Mr. CASSERLY. Thank you very much.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. The hearing is thereby closed, and we thank
our recorder.

[Whereupon, at 3:06 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]

4
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Statement by Senator D'Amato Before The Senate Finance Committee

On Tuition Tax Credits.

Mr. Chairman, I have been a long-time supporter of tuition tax

credits for middle class families with children attending

private or primary schools. The bill before the Committee

today, S. 528, is a most effective means of encouraging

diversity in-our educational system.

I firmly believe that all individuals, regardless of economic

background, should have the right of free choice. This is an

inalienable right granted to all Americans. However, for too

long the middle class has not had the opportunity to choose

an educational system for their children. S. 528, will allow the

less well-to-do to make a dispationate selection of a school free

from economic considerations. This is in the best tradition of

our Nation.

Tuition "ax credits is a fiscally responsible notion. Between

1983 and 1985 only $450 million of revenues will be foregone.

Each year thereafter, the cost to the Treasury will be less than

$800 million. This will be offset by reducing the burden on

local government of educating a child in public schools. It

also does not quantify the economic benefits of investing in

the education of our citizens.

Finallly, Mr. Chairman, S. 528,has built-in safeguards ensuring

that schools espousing discrimination do not benefit from federal

tax breaks. The anti-discrimination provisions of the bill are

extensive and-airtight.

I am proud to be an original cosponsor of S. 528 and it is my

hope that the Committee will promptly report the legislation to

the Senate floor for further debate.
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STATEMENT OF REP. LAWREIVCE COUGHLIN

before the

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

April 28, 1983

Mr. Chairman, as a longtime advocate of tuition tax credit initiatives, I

am pleased to have this opportunity to present testimony to your committee on

S. 528, the Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983. -

Education has been and will continue to be one of the Federal government's

highest priorities and educational alternatives are an important element in our

Nation's educational system. While our public school system offers excellent

instruction for the majority of students, I am sure no one woulo deny that not

all children's educational requirements can be met under the same system of

instruction or in the same schools.

Currently, ten percent of all elementary and secondary school students are

enrolled in private institutions. The majority of these children come from-

families with yearly incomes under $25,000. These families are now faced with the

double burden of paying taxes to support the public school system while paying

tuition expenses for private education. Unfortunately, increasing tuition costs,

coupled with our troubled economic situation in general, have made it increasingly

difficult for many families to exercise their right to choose between public and

private education. Tuition tax credits are one way to ensure that alternative

education continues to be a viable option for many of these families.

As you know, the Administration's tuition tax credit proposal provides a

maximum credit of $100 in 1983, $200 in 1984, and $300 in 1985. The measure

further stipulates that no credit may exceed fifty percent of tuition expenses.

Since credits for higher income brackets are phased out, the Educational Opportunity

and Equity Act will target assistance to middle- and low-income families. Moreover,

with the inclusion of a refundability provision (the concept of which was approved
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by your committee last year) benefits can be further targeted to those who need

them most.

The estimated cost of this legislation is only $1.5 billion over the

three-year period from 1983 to 1985. When the credits are fully phased in, the

cost will be less than $800 million-per year. I believe this is a relatively

modest investment, particularly when compared to the nearly $44 billion the Federal

government spends on education and education-related programs and the estimated

$12.7 billion the Federal government spends indirectly on public education by

allowing individuals to deduct state and local tax payments from federal taxes

due. Moreover, this is one investment which will see increasing returns in the

future.

One area of the Administration's tuition tax credit proposal which has received

a great deal of attention is the anti-discrimination language contained in S. 528

and its companion bill in the House, H. R. 1730. I share the concerns that already

have been voiced by a number of my colleagues in the House and in the Senate and

believe all concerned aie wholely committed to ensuring that any such legislation

contains strong, enforceable provisions which will prevent tax credits from going

to parents who send their children to schools that discriminate on a racial basis.

The efforts by the White House and Committee members last year to reach a reasonable

and responsible compromise on this issue were commendable indeed and I am convinced

that provisions which are satisfactory to all concerned can again be worked out.

Mr. Chairman, I sincerely hope this Committee will expedite consideration of

S. 528 and believe the legislation merits favorable consideration by both Houses

of Congress.

##
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Statement of the

American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO

The American Federation of State, County and Municipal

Employees, a labor union representing more than one million public

employees nationwide, including many non-teaching staff in public

schools,appreciates the opportunity to submit a statement opposing

S. 528, the "Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983." The

Administration supported legislation would provide tuition tax

credits to parents of students attendinq private non-profit elemen-

tary and secondary schools-

AFSCME believes that tuition tax credits are inappropriate

under any circumstances, but Darticularly now, when there is a call

for excellence in education. On April 26, the' National Commission

on Excellence in Education released its report, A Nation At Risk:

The Imperative For Education Reform. The 18-month study reveals

that: "Our nation is at risk. Our once unchallenged preeminence

in Commerce, industry, science, and technological innovation is

being overtaken by competitors throughout the world... the educational

foundations of our society are presently being eroded by a rising

tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and

a people."

In recommending more stringent course loads, strengthened

standards and expectations, longer school days, and improved

teacher preparation, the Commission indicates that though state

and local officials have the primary responsibility for financing

and governing the schools, the Federal government has the primary

responsibility to identify the national interest in education and

should help fund and support efforts to protect and promote that

interest. If in fact the federal government cannot fund the call
W
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for educational excellence, it, at least, does not have to

indirectly take potential federal resources away from

public education through tuition tax credits for private school

students. Rather, during this period of technological advance-

ment, it seems that a real commitment to educational excellence

would be better served through greater federal attention to public

schools which provide education for all students.

Specifically, S. 528 would allow parents to claim a non-

refundable credit on their fed-. al income tax for private school

tuition costs up to a maximum of fifty percent of tuition paid

for each child to a maximum credit per child of $100 in 1983,

$200 in 1984, and $300 in 1985 and subsequent years. A full

credit would be available only to families with an adjusted gross

income up to $40,000. The credit would phase out on incomes

above $40,000 and phase out entirely for families with an income

of $60,000. AFSCME's concern with the tuition tax credit con-

cept is based on four arguments. Tuition tax credits are econo-

mically unsound and raise serious constitutional, civil rights

and educational policy questions.

It is inconceivable that an Administration which proposed

reducing the Federal Education Budget by $2 billion in FY 1984

would also support a tax credit of a comparable amount for parents

sending their children to private schools. In view of the fact

that over 40 million students are enrolled in private school

while only five million are enrolled in private schools, AFSCME

believes it would be more sensible to direct federal funds to

public education programs which are proven, cost effective, and

designed to enhance our commitment tO equality of education for

all.
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Serious-constitutional questions have been raised on tui-

tion tax credits. Eighty-five percent of all private school

students in the United States are in schools with a religious

affiliation. Since religious schools or parishes would be

beneficiaries of tax: credits, federal dollars would tend to

advance and foster religion at public expense.

The anti-discrimination provisions of S. 528 are weak.

Though the bill makes racial discrimination unlawful, it shifts

the burden of policing violations from the federal government to

individuals. Penalties are mild and thus will not effectively

deter discriminatory practices. Additionally, discrimination

on grounds other than race is not prohibited.

Most importantly though, AFSCME believes tuition tax credits

undermine this country's traditional system of universal public

education. The credits would give private schools an unfair

advantage over public schools.

The Congressional Budget Office has estimated, for example,

that with a hypothetical $250 refundable tax credit for elementary

and secondary education tuition payments covering 50 percent of

tuition costs, about 42 percent of the funds would flow to families

with incomes greater than $30,000. only 16 percent would go to

families with incomes less than $15,000.
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Tuition tax credits represent an unfair and dramatic shift

in the federal funding of public education. In August 1982, the

Council of the Great City Schools and the American Association of

School Administrators jointly issued a report entitled "The Effect

of Tuition Tax Credits on Urban Schools." The study of 65 large

school districts in 29 states indicated that Administration

education policies will have reduced Federal aid to public schools

on the average from $206 per student to $105 per student by

1985 -- a drop of 49 percent. Over that same period, the study

reveals, Federal aid to private schools through tuition tax

credits would climb from an average of $43 per student to $329

per student -- an increase of 665 percent. The study also

revealed that tax credits will result in major regional differ-

ences and that taxpayers in areas with fewer private schools

will see disproportionate amounts of their tax money going to

areas with a concentration of private schools.

In conclusion, AFSCME believes that tuition tax credits

are economically unsound, are unconstitutional and discriminatory,

and represent bad public policy. We therefore urge members of

the Senate Finance Committee to oppose S. 528.
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-On behalf of 1,600 public two and four-year postsecondary institu-

tions enrolling 80 percent of the students currently enrolled in higher

education (nine million students), we appreciate this opportunity to sub-

mit for the hearing record the views of our members on S. 528, the Educa-

tional Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983.

The public sector of higher education is unanimous in its opposition

to any tax credit legislation. The National Association of State Univer-

sities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC), in an official Board position,

has stated that tax credits are regressive, unnecessary and costly. The

American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) has voted

to urge rejection of any tax credit legislation. And the joint Commission

on Federal Relations of the American Association of Community and Junior

Colleges and the Association of Community College Trustees has taken a

stand against tuition tax credits as a matter of public policy.

In short, all three associations are on record opposing tuition tax

credit legislation, particularly those which would provide a credit for

postsecondary education. Although the legislation before you only pro-

vides a credit to families who choose to enroll their children in private

elementary or secondary schools, we are concerned that this initiative would

lead to tax credits for higher education, as President Reagan and other

supporters have indicated. Thus, we totally oppose the concept on any

level of education -- elementary, secondary, postsecondary or graduate. We

believe it to be unsound economic and education policy.

At a time when we are experiencing critical budget deficits, we feel
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that S. 528 is extremely ill-timed. The proposal is projected to cost

billions of dollars in lost revenues -- a cost that our nation simply can-

not afford. Congress has already cut federal aid to education and social

programs by 30 percent in the last three years in an effort to reduce the

federal deficit. The additional revenue lost to tuition tax credits could

impose further, even more drastic cuts on these programs in the future.

Also, at a time when this administration is attempting to limit Federal

education spending to the most needed in our society, it is absolutely

ludicrous that this legislation would assist families with up to $60,000

income.

From an educational policy standpoint, S. 528 is totally lacking in

merit. The Federal government simply should not be in the business of pro-

viding a tax credit to wealthy families who can afford to send their children

to private schools. This policy would imply and, in fact, endorse the re-

jection of our national philosophy of a strong public school system and

would undermine continued support for it.

Moreover, S. 528 does not include a refundability provision. In order

to be eligible for a credit, a taxpayer would have to have an income tax

liability at least equal to the amount of the credit. This provision ef-

fectively eliminates participation of many low-income families who would not-

be able to benefit from the credit even though they might have children at-

tending private schools.
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We are also concerned about the meager non-dicrimination provisions

contained in S. 528, which are supposed to provide assurances that the tax

relief afforded would not be used to promote racial discrimination. In

our view, these assurances are extremely tenuous and could easily be cir-

cumvented by some institutions considering the bill's perfunctory enforce-

ment provisions. These particular provisions must be rejected by the Com-

mittee in favor of a more straight-forward and explicit prohibition against

discriminatory practices.

In sum, Mr. Chairman, we strongly urge yo Lto reject S. 528 and any

other tax crediLinitiatives which come before your committee in the future.

The Federal government needs to support the educational opportunities pro-

vided by public institutions at all levels of education. In our view,

tuition tax credits would seriously erode America's commitment to public

education and in doing so, would jeopardize the future educational and .

economic needs of our nation.
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TESTIMONY PREPARED FOR PRESENTATION BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COHI1TTEE IN SUPPORT OF

THE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY AND EQUITY ACT OF 1983

Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the Association for Public Justice, I want to thank the Senate

Finance Committee for the opportunity to offer this testimony in support of the Education-

al Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983 (S. 528). The Association for Public Justice

is a non-denominational association of Christian citizens that is working to promote

justice throughout the public domain.

THE RESPONSIBILITY TO EDUCATE

The Association for Public Justice supports this bill because a policy which pro-

motes greater opportunity for educational choice recognizes the primary right of par-

ents to select the kind of education they desire for their children. This fundamental

right has been forcefully stated in the United Nations' Universal Declaration of

Human Rights (Art. 26, 1948) and the Declaration of the Rights of a Child (Principle

7, 1959).

At present, the United States has only a limited form of freedom of choice in

education. As a democratic society we can be thankful that the 1925 Supreme Court

decision in Pierce vs. Society of Sisters guaranteed the right of parents to send

their children to non-public schools. But while parents in the United States are

not forced to send their children to public schools, they must "pay" extra in the form

of tuition for freedom of choice. This freedom comes, quite literally, at a very high

price. It is a price completely beyond the reach of the poor and also an increasing

number of middle class citizens.

For many parents the decision to send their children to schools which teach a

world and life view consistent with the values of the howe is one of conscience and

religious conviction. The basic question before the Congress is whether only
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the parents who send their children to public schools should receive financial

support, or whether parents who send their children to non-public schools should

also receive some financial assistance since they too pay taxes for education.

The Association for Public Justice affirms that in a pluralistic society

the principles of public justice require of government an equitable handling of

the goods, services, welfare, protection, and opportunity that it controls, without

penalty or specific advantage to any person, group or institution due to religious,

racial, linguistic, sexual, economic or other social and individual differences.

The present public funding policy for education by the federal, state, and local

governments does not measure up to this test of a truly democratic-pluralistic,

governmental policy. Passage of tax credit legislation will help to alleviate this

injustice by beginning to make it possible for every parent and child to choose,

without economic discrimination, the kind of education they desire.

Our support for tuition tax credit legislation should not be viewed, then,

as a kind of special pleading for one particular group of citizens. Our aim is

liberty and justice, a measure of equity and fair play, for every individual and

group in the United States. Every individual and group in society deserves impartial

treatment as a basic civil right, not only politically and economically, but also

in education.

QUALITATIVE DIVERSITY IN EDUCATION

Some support tax credit legislation with the argument that competition

among different kinds of schools is necessary in order to guarantee quality and

progress in education. We would agree that diversity rather than monopolistic uni-

formity is a better guarantor of educational quality. If those of us who are con-

cerned with education want solutions to the growing number of problems and declining

quality in education, then we should support measures that will encourage qualitative
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diversity in education. Some fear that encouraging a healthy diversity of

schools through tuition tax credits will lead to the end of fair and free education

for all. APJ believes that such a policy will mean the enlargement of public care

for education and opportunity. Government at all levels should continue to pay close

attention to all aspects of educational need so that justice is done to every child

who needs shcooling. But this should begin with a fuller recognition of parental

responsibilities for younger children and of educators' creativity. If the schools

which nov receive a disproportionate share of public funding cannot offer a sufficiently

high quality of education to attract that proportion of support from parents and

students, then surely we have a right to question the legitimacy of that sytem of

public provision for education. APJ is not calling for a system that will threaten

educational opportunity for every child; -we advocate just the opposite, namely, a

governmental guarantee of genuine opportunity for students .o go to the school of

their choice without the threat that any child will suffer discrimination. We

specifically support the non-discriminatory provisions of this bill.

However, the concern of APJ goes beyond the promotion of anti-monopolistic

diversity in American education. The basis of our support for qualitative diversity

ineducation is to be found in our understanding of the nature of education and the

task of government. We believe that the policies of government should be founded

on the recognition that the ongoing development of human culture can thrive only in

responsible freedom. Government therefore has no authority to direct society by

attempting to gain control of the internal life of non-political communities,

institutions, and organizations. This conviction has been implemented in our his-

tory ii the case of certain other institutions and enterprises. The disestab-

21-578 0-88-81
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lishment of the church was carried through on grounds that the government ought

not to interfere with the practice of religion. There is strong opposition in

the United States to the idea that government should control the internal life

of ecnoic enterprises. But somehow government establishment of schools has not

been challenged by the majority of Americans in the last one hundred years. In

fact, the conviction that education is the original and proper responsibility of

local, state, and federal governments has become so ingrained that nearly all

Americans speak of independent schools as "private" or "non-public" even though

they render the same public service that government schools render. Why do we

assume that governments have an original right to establish and operate schools

when ve reject their right to establish churches and to control the major economic

enterprises of our society?

THE SUPNE COURT AND KXATIORAL FREEDOM

To answer this question we would have to examine several important dimen-

sions and characteristics of American history and of the United States Constitu-

tional structure, including the Supreme Court's legal bias against non-public

schools in favor of state schools based on a faulty interpretation of the First

Amendment to the Constitution. While the federal government acknowledges both the

primacy of parental responsibility in education (as noted earlier, in the U.N.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Art. 26; the Declaration of the Rights of

a Child, Principle 7; and the U.S. Supreme Court decision, Pierce vs. Society of

Sisters, 1925) as well as the right of citizens to exercise their freedoms of

speech, asambly, and religion (see the First Amendment to the Constitution),

nevertheless, the law of the land that hold for education only respect parental

responsibility and civil freedoms within a context predetermined by governmental

primacy. Our basic principles say that citizens have an original right to freedom
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of speech, assembly, and religious practice, and that parents have an original

right to educate their children, but we have given to our governments preemptive

rights over parents and free citizens in the field of education, a preemption

vhieh is only slightly mitigated by allowing private schools to exist at their

ovn expense.

The Supreme Court has sustained this contradiction by an appeal to the nov

generally accepted distinction between the "religious" and the "secular." But

this distinction, as usually made, cannot do justice to either the First Amendment

or the rights and responsibilities of such institutions as families and schools.

With respect to education, the Supreme Court has assumed (without justification)

that governments have a prior monopoly in the secular realm and that churches and

similar institutions have a monopoly on religion. Families and schools, as insti-

tutions, are not adequately recognized at the start as having any standing in

regard to what is religious and secular. From that starting point, the Court has

then consistently argued that most governmental aid to religious schools violates

the First Amendment's prohibition against government establishment of religion.

The government can legitimately finance its ovn schools since they are, by govern-

mental definition, "secular" and not religious, but it cannot aid "religious"

schools since, by the government's definition, .they are not "secular" but religious.

But more than -one Justice on the Court has pointed to the problem vith

this one-sided stance of the Court, since it actually interferes with the other

religion clause in the First Amendment that mandates the free exercise of religion,

and because it puts full government support (an establishment) behind whatever

outlooks, philosophies, vorld views, moralities, and religions happen to be dominant

in the public schools at any given time and place. The commitments and moralities

of the public schools are thus imposed on all students regardless of the religious
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and moral disposition of their parents and themselves. (See Stevart's dissent

in Schemp 374 U.S. 203 at p. 313, and Douglas in Lemon 403 U.S. 602 at p. 630.)

The error comes in the initial assumptions. The Court has never accounted

for its non-neutral use of the terms "religious" and "secular". If it would

attempt to give such an account, it would discover that churches and so-called

religious bodies are not the only "religious" institutions in our society. Public

schools, in attempting to be "secular", cannot at the same time be neutral, and

thus they reveal their secularistic commitment and viewpoint. In another connection,

the Court has properly acknoweldged that traditional religious commitments are not

the only ones that must be protected under the religion clauses of the First Amend-

ment. All kinds of commitments, including commitments to irreligion and secularism,

must be protected under the First AendLent. (See Seeger 380 U.S. 163; Welsh 398

U.S. 333; and Torcaso 367 U.S. 488.)

If the Court would give an account of its use of the terms "religious"

and "secular", it would also discover that the government is not the only or even

the primary "secular" institution in our society. "Secular" means "of or pertaining

to this world," and all families and schools, no matter how religious or irreligious,

no matter how committed or uncommitted, are "secular" institutions -- they pertain

to life in this world. With regard to parental responsibilities and education,

therefore, the religious/secular dichotomy is useless and-misleading. All schools

are both secular and religious.

Ever since the Everson and McCollum cases In 1947 and 1948 (330 U.S. 1 and

333 U.S. 203), however, the Supreme Court has been supporting governmental primacy

in education and the.,eby discriminating against the non-state schools that have

been established by g,-ups of parents, by churches or by other organizations on the

ground that government schools are purely secular and other schools are fully or
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partially religious. Therejs nothing in the Constitution, however, that can

Justify this distinction or the discrimination that results from it since the

prior rights of religious freedom and of parental responsibilities require that

the government should do nothing that infringes these rights.

Here is the truly serious problem that we confront-today. The different

levels of government in the United States count on parents to nurture their

children through to a healthy and stable maturity. These governments realize,

moreover, that society cannot survive without parents fulfilling their responsi-

bility and without the moral training that religious institutions and other free

associations help to provide for the young people of our society. But precisely

these rights and freedoms are violated by our present system of government pre-

emption in education - preemption of the rights to practice religion or irreligion

freely and to train up children in the way that parents believe is best. Parents

clearly do not have equitable freedom to train their children within the frame-

work of their own convictions, because at a very early age in the life of children,

the government steps in with its preemptive claim to determine the structural

framework of education, within which parents must fulfill their responsibilities.

The social contradiction is that government expects parents to fulfill their

responsibilities, but it turns around and takes away an essential part of parental

freedom which is necessary for the fulfillment of those responsibilities.

GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITY

This is not to say that government should have no interest in or responsi-

bility for education. Our argument is not one of anarchic libertarianism which

opposes governmental authority at every turn. A political community characterized

by public justice requires that government exercise its full and proper authority

in the public domain. A free economy cannot mean "hands off" irresponsibility on
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the part of government. Free religion does not mean governmental disregard for

religion. And freedom in education does not mean that government should leave

schools alone. Allowing schools to be schools rather than departments of the

governmental bureaucracy means simply that the government should exercise its

oversight in a way that allows parents and educators to develop the schools of

their ovn choosing without penalty or special favor to any one school or school

system.

_ Any number of educational concerns should occupy the energies of local,

state, and federal governments. Racial discrimination should not be allowed to

jeopardize the right of any child to go to the school of his (or his parents')

choice. Poverty should not be allowed to keep some children from selecting the

best education that they would desire. Government's responsibility for education

means that it should not allow any injustice to rest at the foundation of educa-

tional opportunity as is now frequently the case. With tuition tax credits and

other means of establishing equity, government will be in a better position than

at present to consider such elements of justice in the midst of educational
I

diversity. Having begun to overcome its ovn unjust funding and establishment

policies, it will be able to deal with all schools more fairly. If governments

see the need for maintaining government-run schools, then such activity should

not lead to any special advantage for those schools or to any penalty against the

choice of non-government schools.

Tax credit legislation will certainly not do all that is necessary to

establish full justice in the area of education, because even a substantial tuition

tax credit from the federal- government to parents will not be enough to give the

non-governmental schools equal standing alongside the public schools. Neverthe-

less, such legislation is one of the most important and valuable steps that can

now be taken in the direction of equity and justice in education. It will give

tremendous encouragement to those who want justice, who are oppressed by majori-

tarian and financial limits to their parental responsibilities and conscientious

convictions. Justice requires that governments at all levels act now to protect

and enhance freedom of choice in education.
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Christian Schools International (CSI) and the Council for American Private

Education (CAPE) both welcome the opportunity to participate in these hearings

on The Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983.

CAPE i a Washington-based coalition of 15 national organizations--Chris-

tian Schools International is one of those organizations-- serving private schools

at the pro-school, elementary, and secondary school levels. CAPE involves

approximately 16, 500 schools in which nearly 4.2 million school children are

enrolled. These organizations, by enrollment, represent more than 85 percent

of America's private schools. Member organizations are nonprofit and subscribe

to admission policies which do not discriminate on the basis of race, color, or

national or ethnic origin. As a representative of such schools. I am pleased to

speak on behalf of the bill now under consideration by this Committee.

The American tax.system is designed to do many things besides just col-

lecting money. The system helps stimulate investments, farming, business,

charitable giving, and a lot more. Through such benefits as tax credits, tax-

payers are allowed benefits for certain contributions which serve a public func-

tion; things such as political contributions, children's day care, and energy

conservation. In some states, tax credits are given for contributions made to

private colleges.

The purpose of tax credits is to encourage taxpayers to use personal funds

in ways which help improve job opportunities or perform other public benefits.

Even without tuition tax credits, the private school parents' use of personal

funds to educate their children currently saves the American taxpayers approxi-

mately $12. 5 billion a year. These parents serve a significant public function in
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the process: educating their children. That is a considerable contribution to the

public good and surely warrants a tax credit benefit.

In addition to the encouragement that tuition tax credits give to parents so

they'will continue providing for the education of their children through private

means, tuition tax credits also speak to certain time-tested American traditions,

including a personal liberty that should mean, among other things, an unfettered

choice in education. Present policy and law does not adequately speak to this

liberty in education.

All famiies have the constitutional right to send their children to the school

of their choice. For the vast majority of private school families, this choice is

made for religious reasons. It is a choice made on the basis of deliberate, care-

ful family priorities. Such a choice strengthens the active participation of

citizens in the education of future citizens and therefore should not only be pro-

tected but encouraged. But the increasing cost of exercising any choice in educa-

tion is putting an increasingly heavy financial burden on the majority of private

school families. In too many cases this increased-burden has effectively denied

parents the liberty of providing an education for their children as their conscience

dictates. The result is an inevitable reduction of liberty in education. Not only

is liberty lost but all taxpayers experience increased tax burdens if private

school families no longer can afford that liberty of choice. Therefore, it seems

fiscally and democratically prudent to insure that liberty in education be encouraged

by keeping choice affordable for all citizens.

The tuition tax credit bill you are considering represents a modest effort to

relieve some of the private school family's tax burden. It also will give new
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educational opportunities to some who thus far have been unable to share in these

opportunities, namely, those who have been deprived of liberty in education be-

cause they are poor. A tax refundable addition to this tuition tax credit bill

would benefit the poor even more.

Let me emphasize that CAPE members advocate strong public schools. We

agree with James S. Coleman who believes a tuition tax credit will not signifi-

cantly affect public school attendance.. We do not believe that tuition tax credits

will negatively affect public school funding. Obviously, public school funding

stands or falls on its own merits; it does not depend on individual tax deductions

or on other federal expenditures. In all likelihood, federal and local funds for

public schools will be increased if tuition tax credits become a reality. Private

school people likely would be more able, hence more willing, to support local

and state public school tax proposals when they receive a form of tax relief

through tuition tax credits for their private school support.

It is difficult to demonstrate how tuition tax credits will diminish public

school quality. It is more easily shown that passage of the bill will only heighten

the resolve of the public schools to serve their public even better. Public schools

will not be diminished by ttion tax credits because most Americans prefer public

school education.' A $300 tax credit is not going to change that preference.

Some have said that the cost of tuition tax credits is too great. The estimated

$Z45 million cost the first year is more than offset by the $310 million all tax-

payers saved this year because of a one-and-one-half percent change in enroll-

ment to private schools. The motivation that a tuition tax credit would provide

for other parents is very likely to increase that $310 million savings to amounts
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equal to or greater than the $526 million estimated second year cost or the

estimated $754 million third year cost. In other words, in terms of cost to tax-

payers, the tuition tax credit likely will be more than offset by the shift in e.a-

rolment even if that shift continues only at its present rate. The most logical

approach to reduce taxpayers' costs may well be to increase the tuition tax credit,

and by doing so motivate even more savings to taxpayers.

One of the most troubling aspects .of this legislation is the extent to which it

is engendering hostility between public and private education. The enmity and

misunderstanding between those two sectors is as long as it is unfortunate. I

speak for the leadership of my organization, Christian Schools International, and

of CAPE when I say that we wish nothing but success to our colleagues in public

education. Public schools belong to us, too. Many of our children attend them.

We want quality public schools. The tuition tax credit is not at all an anti-public

schools measure. If it were, we would not be interested in this bill.

Both public and private school supporters should keep in mind that both sectors

are part ;f an amazingly diverse and rich national system of schools. They differ

in every possible way--in degrees of autonomy, financing, goals, governance,

enrollments, and pedagogy, to name only a few of the most important differences.
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To make this country's school system as vigorous as possible is to reinforce

the strengths of each of its parts. For all serve the good of the whole, and, as

does no other educational undertaking anywhere on earth, the whole serves the

diverse and voracious faith of our pluralistic society in the value and power of ed-

ucation.

In the light of these benefits to education as a whole, to the cities themselves,

and to the democratic principles of liberty which this bill would foster, any

objections to this bill do not seem significant at all. We hope this Committee and

the Congress will recognize the overwhelming benefits tuition tax credits will give

to the nation rnd to the principles it holds so dear. We are convinced that time

will prove that the enactment of this bill not only will benefit the parents of some

5 million American students but also will benefit the entirenation in a multitude

of ways.

We support the Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983 because it

advances the cause of justice, of pluralism, and of equal educational opportunity,

and it strengthens a national network of schools, public and private. For these

reasons we seek--we urge--your wholehearted support of this bill.
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Testimony

by

Leonard DeFiore, Ed.D.

Introduction

I am Dr. Leonard DeFiore, Superintendent of Schools for the Archdiocese

of Washington. Our school system, 115 schools, nearly 38,000 students is

typical of many Catholic school systems throughout the United States.

Our students come from backgrounds representing all strata of society.

Approximately one-third of our students are black and nearly 20 percent

are non-Catholics. In the District of Columbia itself, 70 percent of our

students come from minority backgrounds, many of whose parents sacrifice

mightily to have them attend our schools. The cost of our schools is

modest at best--the per pupil cost in the elementary schools is nearly

$700 per year and approximately double that in the high schools.

Even such a modest cost, especially for a low or middle income family

with several children, can be a severe financial burden. A 1979 study

of inner city Catholic schools, which included Washington, D. C., in-

dicated that more than three-fourths of the families had incomes under

$15,000. You can imagine how much of a burden even modest tuition costs

are for these families. It is to help these low and middle income families
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that I urge this committee to vote favorably on S. 528 "The Educational

Opportunity and Equity Act of 1982."

S. 928. - A Parent's Rights Bill

This bill is not an educational bill; it is not primarily even a tax bill;

in fact, it deals principally with a civil rights issue, namely parental

rights. As Senator Hoynihan observed during the 1973 debate, "this is

a battle for parents rights in education, perhaps the last frontier of

civil rights in this nation." This tuition tax credit bill is a response

to the quest for that public tax policy which would best help parents per-

form their God-given and constitutionally protected right and duty as

primary educators.

Although it is self-evident that the child does not belong to the state,

it was necessary for the Supreme Court in its 1925 Pierce ruling to

defend a corollary of this truth by explicitly guaranteeing parents the

right to "direct the up-bringing and education of children under their

control, and the right to satisfy compulsory education requirements in

either a public or nonpublic school."
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During the past 57 years, that landmark decision supporting freedom

has become a hollow victory. As education costs increase and income

taxation rises, more and more poor and middle income families must

forfeit their constitutionally protected right of free choice in

exchange for a free government provided education. Children whose

parents cannot afford to pay twice for their education are being

coerced to conform to the moral and religious orientation of govern-

ment schools. Freedom of educational choice has become a function of

wealth-a privilege of the wealthy rather than a protected right for

all.

Now it may be true that a few wealthy doctors and corporate executives

may benefit from tuition tax relief (as they now do from free public

schools). However, the vast majority of beneficiaries will be middle

and low income families. Host importantly, it would give the poor

the same rights as the not poor--the ability (which differs from the

theoretical right) to exercise their first amendment right to religious

freedom. It iu silly, under present circumstances, to tell the low
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and moderate income family that they have a government protected right

to educate their children in a religious school but that the govern-

ment will not permit them to use their taxes for that purpose.

In fact the United States remains virtually the only country outside

the totalitarian orbit which deprives private school families of

education tax funds. Let me share with you a list of countries in

which children cannot study religious and moral values in school, or,

if they do, they suffer the loss of tax funds for their education in

secular subjects.

Albania Hungary
Bulgaria Republic of South Africa
Ceylon Russia
China Turkey
Cuba UNITED STATES
East Germany Yugoslavia

S. 528 corrects that inequity and makes that freedom real for all.

Tuition Tax Credits - No Threat to Public Schools

"The sky is falling! The sky is falling!" So screamed Chicken Little

in the familiar children's fable which does so much to teach children

the folly of misplaced hysteria. I am reminded of the fable when I

read some of the comments of those who oppose a tuition tax credit bill.
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For example, in a 1980 column entitled, "Life or Death for Public

Education - The Menance of Tuition Tax Credits," Albert Shanker,

President of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) argues that

"the effect (of tuition tax credits) would be the destruction of

public education as it has existed in this country for over 200

years."

Besides being hysterical far beyond even extravagant exaggeration,

the statement is historically inacurrate: 200 years ago, there

were no public schools. All education at that time was under private

auspices.

As this proposed legislation makes its way through Congress, we will

likely be bombarded with an increased volume of such hyperbole, the

primary purpose of which is to divert attention away from the main

issues at hand, namely, parental rights and social justice.

It is unfortunate that the discussion of the merits of tuition tax

credits too often degenerates into a public vs private education

debate. I reject such a false dichotomy. I assert rather that-the

21-78 0-88-82
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financial health of each system is largely independent of the other.

I agree with the statement of Senator Moynihan on September 24, 1981,

when he introduced his bill. "...I do not believe that a tuition tax

credit will harm them (public schools) or in any way diminish their

ability to provide high quality education to the vast majority of

American youngsters. The real danger in'my .view, to the traditional

American school system, is that the non-government schools will

disappear as an available option to families of average incomes."

Therefore, tuition-tax credits should not be seen as a threat to public

schools; not .one dollar less will be spent on public education as a

result. Nor are they subsidies to encourage parents to remove children

from public schools which now enroll 90 percent of the students; the

credits will be too limited for that.

Those who advance this position raise a curious argument. What they

seem to be saying is that the public schools are so bad that for just

a small incentive, parents would abandon then.

Three points here: First, such an exodus is unlikely; the majority of

parents are satisfied with the public schools. Certainly a small
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tuition tax credit would not be enticing. Secondly, there is no room

in existing private schools for large scale expansion. Probably,

private school capacity is barely sufficient to accommodate what

had been its maximum share of school enrollment--13% In 1966, a rate

at which, by the way, no one argued that they were a threat to public

schools. Third, the current system of government grants and loans

which apply equally to students attending public or nonpublic colleges

has caused no shift to private colleges. Therefore, it is unreasonable

to assume that a tuition tax credit will not alter enrollments at the

elementary and secondary level.

There are at least two current situations which give us a hint about the

possible impact of a tuition tax credit.

The state of Minnesota has had a tuition tax credit and/or tax deduction

program for the last ten years. A careful review of the enrollment

pattern in the state over that period indicates that there has been

no significant change in enrollment patterns.
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In addition, Louisiana has had an educational tax credit for several

years, again with no reported adverse effects on public schools.

While a sample size of two is not conclusive, I submit it is more

instructive than the hysterical ranting about the destruction of

the public school system.

Finally, it is claimed that private schools will attract the best

students. This is not supported factually; a 1971 study in Chicago

found that I.Q. scores were higher in Chicago public schools than in

the-Chicago parochial schools. Further, in the Washington, D. C.

Catholic schools, test scores of entering students indicate that as

a group they are of average ability.

In-fact, tuition credits will strengthen the public sector by encourag-

ing pluralim and consumerism in education. Public education is

threatened more by a lack of competition and accountability than by

private education which acts as a stimulus to achievement in both

sectors.
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Ideally, public and private schools should be seen as partners, not adver-

sarie. in education. Those who construct false dichotomies to indicate

otherwise do a great disservice to all education and to the families whose

children we serve.

Tuition Tax Credits: Not Unconstitutional; No Church-State Issue

There has never yet been a Supreme Court test of this kind of bill. What's

more, there is ample evidence that this bill does not violate the intent of

the Founding Fathers.

One often hears that this country was founded on public education, but that

is not true. There we.e no tax-supported public schools in the United

States until after 1820. Before that, most grade schools and high schools

were church run, even though they were open to anyone who wanted to go.

Local governments levied all kinds of taxes-on liquor, on gambling--

and gave money to the churches to operate these schools. That was direct

support. Obviously, the Founding Fathers would not have considered tuition

tax credits unconstitutiondl. In addition, during past, extensive Senate

and House hearings, constitutional experts testified that a broadly-based
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program of federal tuition credits would'withstand any Court challenge.

Since credits, aid parents, not religious institutions, the church-state

issue is completely avoided. The issue is simply one of parent and student

benefit through reduction in the parent's tax liability. It is no more a

constitutional issue than a deduction for a church contribution for a

stained glass window.

In any event, Congress should pass the bill and let the Courts wrestle with

the sometimes competing claims of the Establishment and Free Exercise

clauses of the First Amendment. However I must admit some scepticism

with the notion, as we stand on the threshhold of the 21st Century, that

American freedom is threatened by religious establishment. How long must

we live with 18th Century ghosts?

S. 528 Prohibits Racial Discrimination

Tuition tax credits will not encourage racist schools since they will not

be available to families which patronize schools which are not in compliance

with existing civil rights laws and regulations and additional provisions

of this bill. Instead, they will have the opposite effect by making it
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,-ssible for low income families, black and white, to enjoy the freedom of

,.',cational choice. Professor Nathan Glazer of Harvard has predicted that

the group which would benefit most from tuition tax credits will be inner

city minority families. And they seem to be aware of this. A New York

Timte/ChS News survey in 1981 QNY Times 9/28/81) found that blacks support

tuition tax credits by a margin of 2-1.

S. 528 Is Not Expensive

Even if funded at the maximum proposal, $500, tuition tax credits for ele-

mentary and secondary students will result in parents keeping approximately

$2 billion for tuition purposes. This pales in comparison to either the

annual federal budget, nearly $800 billion; or the amount saved the

taxpayer annually because private schools exist, at least $15 billion.

Tuition Tax Credtis: Are They a Subsidy of the Wealthy?

Tuition tax credits, like free public education, are no "ripoff" for the

wealthy and in fact will greatly benefit low and middle income families.

In December 1980, the U. S. Department of Education published data which

indicates 27X of private school parents earn less than $15,000 a year
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(30% is national average) and 80% earned less than $30,000 a year-hardly

what one would call wealthy.

Further, a 1979 study of 20,000 students in 81 Catholic schools in eight

cities across the country indicates that 77% of the families reported incomes

of less than $15,000 with 50% below $10,000! More than one-half of the

students in these schools were black and a similar percentage, non-Catholic.

Tuition Tax Credit: Establishment Opposition

The battle over tuition tax credits will be fought mostly in the political

arena, since the key issue at bottom is power and control over the educa-

tional dollar. The.muscle arrayed against tuition tax credits is considerable:

NEA, AFT, AASA, NSBA, etc. That the leadership, at least of NEA and AFT,

perceive tuition tax credits as a threat is quite nattlxal. They should be

opposed because the responsibility of union leaders is to protect the

'interest of the union members against all perceived threats, however remote

and whether real or imagined.

The hard truth, of course, is that education has increasingly come under

control of influences which are more adept at lobbying than teaching.

2
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When these leaders become just one more special interest group whose priority

is protecting their vested interests even at the expense of the people they

serve, then we must view with suspicion their misgivings over tuition tax

credits. When they call a tuition tax credit a "life or death issue" as

does the An, one must wonder if they mean for the country or for the AM. -

Conclusion

Ultimately, economic, political and educational arguments are of secondary

importance. This is a justice issue, a human rights issue, a parental

choice issue. While we rightly promote the rights of individuals in jobs,

health, housing, etc.,-we hav-e yet to find a way to protect one of the

most basic rights of all--the right of families to educate their children

according to their conscience and to choose the religious, cultural, and

philosophical values for their children's education. The tuition tax

credit provides an acceptable answer by providing a rightful share of

their tax dollar to parents who choose other than government schools for

their children. What could be more in keeping with the essential values

and processes of our country? What could be more American?

Certainly, after spending more than $100 billion annually on public schools,
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:Jfte" nonpublic school parents save taxpayers $15 billion annually; it is

ly right and just that America allow these parents to keep a small part

of their earnings to educate their children in the way they deem appropriate.

In short, a tuition tax credit is good economic policy, good public policy

and good educational policy.

As one of our inner city parents said to me recently, "I can give my children

nothing more valuable than a good education." S.528 brings that hope

closer to reality.
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Statement of William E. Laird
Department of Economics

Florida State University

"Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 19830 S.528
April 28, -1983 Tuition Tax Credits

Recent decades have seen a long term decline in competition in the field

of education at all levels. Public schools have achieved something rather

close to monopoly now with over ninety percent of elementary and secondary

students enrolled in public schools. The long-term rise in public school

enrollments vis-a-vis private school enrollment has diminished competition in

education .and has been accompanied by increasing criticism of the public

schools. There is concern about the quality of education produced and the

lack of discipline in the classroom. There is violence and fear of violence

in many schools, both in the classroom and on the grounds. Test scores have

declined. Many parents feel they have lost all control over the education

their children receive while others believe the schools try to accomplish ends

for which they are not well suited. Some believe the quality of leadership in

many school boards has declined in recent years. Even staunch defenders of

the ideals of public education admit things are not going as well as they

should in these schools. Things have been getting worse rather than better

and the public perception of this fact has grown. A National Commission has

Just expressed its concerns about the state of education in America.

There is certainly more than one way to diagnose these complex problems

and obviously alternative ways to go about improving education. The tuition

tax credit approach of S.528 holds promise because it will provide a new set

of incentives to both the public and the private schools while widening the

choice of consumers and encouraging the flow of private capital into
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education. Tuition tax credits will accomplish these things In a rather

direct and simple fashion, without creating a new agency.

What will be created is a new competitive force in an area where public

policy has, sometimes deliberately, sometimes inadvertently, reduced

competition. The public interest requires quality education, but certainly

does not require that public schools progressively monopolize education. On

the contrary, monopolization in this area can be expected to have many of the

sane effects monopoly ordinarily has in other areas. The interests of

consumers are neglected, cost are higher than need be and operations become

bureaucratic. Some would argue these effects are already evident In many

public schools. The public interest is served by monopoly only in those rare

cases of natural monopoly - where competition is not feasible because of the

technology of production. Education is not a natural monopoly. On the

contrary, competition is entirely feasible in education at all levels. The

existing financial arrangements account for the near-monopoly enjoyed by the

public schools.

Tuition tax credits provide one means of encouraging competition in

education. By providing a partial offset to the tuition costs of private

schools, tax credits will broaden the range of choice many parents now face in

educating their children. At present only those who can afford public school

taxes plus the full cost of private tuition have the option-of private school.

They pay twice, and this naturally limits the parent's choice while it

handicaps private schools. This financial arrangement also lessens the

pressure for performance by the public schools. They have something close to

a captive audience.

Some fear tuition tax credits will destroy or greatly damage the public

school system. Certainly many of those with a vested interest in the public
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schools will be alarmed at the possibility of tax credits becoming a reality.

This alarm should be recognized for what it is and not be taken too

seriously.

The opponents of tuition tax credits defend the record of the public

schools and generally express alarm at the possibility of there being a

sinificant shift of students from public to private schools. The alarm

expressed is only partially reconcilable with the defense of the public school

system. If the public: schools were as strong and successful as defenders have

claimed at these (and similar) hearings, there would surely be little cause

for genuine alarm at the prospect of parents having a greater range of

educational choice. The great majority of students would remain where they

are now.

There is very little chance of these fears coming true regarding the

public schools being greatly damaged. They will be challenged, but the worst

will not happen because the public schools should be as capable of responding

constructively to new competitive developments, as other segments of the

society. Tax credits should strengthen the private schools and allow some

growth in this area. They will enable some parents to exercise a choice they

cannot afford at present. The public school establishment will respond in a

positive fashion to this development. The opportunity of freer movement of

children between public and private schools will provide the most direct form

of incentives to local school boards and school officials. The movement of a

relatively few students will quickly gain their attention. This movement is a

challenge they would much prefer not to face and that is understandable.

Nonetheless, such competition and potential competition would almost surely

have a positive effect on the motivation of those with a vested interest in

public schools.
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The public schools certainly would survive the advent of tuition tax

credits. There can be no doubt on the question. However, some of the

attitudes and priorities of the public school establishment may not survive

the more competitive educational world that would be fostered by tax credits.

A change in the perspective of the public school establishment could be one of

the more important benefits of the plan. Both time and resources may be spent

in better ways. The long run effects could be quite positive. Competition

would generate a new emphasis on quality and achievement. This is one reason

for believing tuition tax credits ultimately could strengthen public as well

as private schools. It is important to remember that neither public nor

private schools are ends in themselves, but only a means of educating each

generation. The questions of effectiveness and efficiency must be

considered.

Tuition tax credits offer the possibility of lowering the social cost of

education. The average costs of education per student is significantly less

in private than in public schools and this has been true for a long time.

This difference in cost is not fullX explained by differences in student body

or programs. A marginal shift of students from public to private should

result in some gain in efficiency and the social option of lower average

cost of education. The resources saved by this change may be used to enhance

education or to provide for other public or private needs.

Tuition Tax Credits For Higher Education

The points raised thus far primarily concern elementary and secondary

education. While other points could be raised regarding these levels of

instruction, I would like to turn now to higher education.
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Tuition tax credits for higher education will open choices to students

that relatively few can enjoy at present. One concern is that in so many

states the public universities are all so similar. They tend to be rather

large, often impersonal institutions, and of course, they differ in quality.

Undergraduate education oftentimes receives a low priority at these

institutions, despite official protestations to the contrary. The fact is not

all students do their best in such an environment. Obviously there is no one

academic environment which is best for everyone. Personalities and interests

differ and some are better suited to smaller four year colleges than to large

universities. This is not so much a reflection on the typical state

university as it is an admission of inevitable individual differences in

temperment, ability, background and interests. Some would benefit from living

in another region of the country, just as others would benefit from small

classes rather than large lectures and many would prefer more experienced

professors to graduate student instructors, although many of them are

excellent. Some need more contact with professors than do others. Tax

credits would provide a better opportunity for students to select the type of

institution best suited for them.

Under present institutional arrangements in the financing of higher

education it is difficult if not impossible for many students to spend only a

few extra dollars to attend a school they (or their parents) consider better

suited for their needs. Some can, of course, if the preferred school is

another state institution within their home state. If the preferred school is

a smaller private school some will not have the option they desire.

The point goes beyond the fact that some have their options limited by

the existing financing systems. Higher education is deprived of the

additional resources individuals would be willing to devote to obtain the

education and environment they prefer. Tuition tax credits would provide

choices for a much broader range of students and increase, to a degree, the

flow of private resources devoted to higher education.
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May 12, 1983

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Room SD 221
Dlrksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Dole:

The League of Women Voters of the United States is pleased to take
this opportunity to express the views of our members tui n tax
credits for the record on the hearings on held
by the Senate Finance Comittee on April

The League of Women Voters of the United States, a non-partisan citizen
education and political action organization, has members in all 50
states as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands.

The League has opposed tuition tax credits since 1978, when the League's
national convention, consisting of more than 2,000 League leaders from
across the country, directed the national board to oppose tax credits
for families of children attending non-public elementary and secondary
schools. Convention action was based on a two-pronged League position:
support of equal access to education and support for desegregation as a
means of promoting equal access to education.

The League reaffirmed this comitment by designating opposition to tuition
tax credits as one of its action priorities for 1982 and 1983. In support
of this action priority, League members across the country are writing
letters to their members of Congress opposing tuition tax credits; meeting
with members of Congress to discuss the issue, and organizing local educa-
tional campaigns on tuition tax credits.

The LWYUS has held a position in support of equal access to education since
the early sixties, and has promoted it at the national, state and local
levels through a variety of efforts. The League has supported a wide
variety of federal programs enacted during the past two decades aimed at
meeting the educational needs of the poor and minorities. Nearly every
state League has studied the Issue of school fi'.ance and is involved In
identifying inequities in the ways in which schools are funded.

We have also worked for a strong federal civil rights enforcement role,
including support for busing as an option for implementing school
desegregation. Local League efforts in support of peaceful school
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desegregation have been constant and tireless--including filing court suits,
establishing community coalitions and running rumor control centers.

The League's fundamental opposition to tuition tax credits ,tems from our
support of equal access to education and our concern that tuition tax credits
would undermine our nation's commitment to public education. This concern is
still foremost in the League's mind. Moreover, with our country facing such
dire economic conditions, the budgetary implications of tuition tax credits
make it an even more ill-conceived idea.

In prior detailed testimony before this committee the LWVUS has contended that
tuition tax credits would inhibit equal access to education for all students,
would add to an already swollen budget deficit and would create an educational
caste system. Furthermore, tuition tax credit programs are inconsistent with
our nation's commitment to promote school desegregation.

The proposed tuition tax credit program would benefit only a small minority of
Americans who are significantly more affluent than the majority. Approximately
90 percent of all U.S. students attend public schools. The average income of
families of all non-public school students is 37 percent higher than the
average income of families of public school students. The LWVUS cannot support
a program that would disproportionately discriminate against the poor and minor-
ities.

For the above reasons, the League of Women Voters of the United States strongly
opposes tuition tax credits in any form for any amount.

The League concurs with the testimony provided by the National Coalition for
Public Education, of which we are a member, and of the Washington Bureau of
the National Associatiun for the Advancement of Colored People.

Sincerely,

Dorothy S. Ridings

President

DSR:bb/US

21-573 0 -83-3.4
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REGARDING: S.528

STATEMENT OF: National Association of Elementary School Principals
1920 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091

Mr. Chairman:

The National Association of Elementary School Principals appreciates
the opportunity to offer written testimony on S.528, the
"Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983," concerning the
provision of tuition tax credits to parents who send their children
to private schools.

The National Association of Elementary School Principals represents
over 20,000 elementary and middle school principals throughout the
United States. Our major purpose is to enhance the quality of
education offered all elementary and middle school children. The
Association offices are located in Reston, Virginia, at 1920
Association Drive.

Positions of the Association on various issues are determined by our
Delegate Assembly, a representative body of members selected through
the state associations. Association positions related to tuition
tax credits are as follows:

NPURBLIC MONIES f PBIC CSOL

"Believing in the doctrine of separation of church and state as
provided in our Constitution and believing that every child and
youth in our country is entitled to receive a full range of
education services which meet his or her individual needs, the
Association firmly supports the position that such services
should be provided within the public school system, and that
neither the service nor the system should be diluted by
diverting public monies to support private schools."

TUITIOn T= CET
ONAESP believes that the welfare of this nation is dependent on
a strong public education system. Tuition tax credits reduce
gross tax revenues and adversely affect financial support for
public education.
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"While recognizing the contribution and unique value of private
schools, NAESP is opposed to all proposals that would reduce
financial support and consequently the potential for achieving
a high quality of education in public schools."

These positions define the direction of our testimony.

Senate 528 proposes that Federal legislation should recognize
certain premises. The first premise is that American society is
strong because of its pluralistic nature. The true significance of
pluralism in America, however, is that immigrants from many
countries were free to maintain their cultural diversity because
they were bound together by principles that all welcomed--the
principles set forth in the Declaration of Independence and in our
Constitution. A basic purpose of American education is to assure
our nation a citizenry that understands those principles and remains
bound together by them--not to stimulate potential diversion by the
nation's children, and thus the nation itself, from a commitment to
a unified and common good.

The stress of this proposed legislation on public/private
competition and on a federal emphasis on fostering that competition
is incomprehensible. The next logical step might well- be something
as equally absurd as a federal subsidy for private police and fire
protection, to compete with the fire and police departments
maintained by the states and the localities.

The legislation calls for competition as though each system--public
and private--faced equal environments in which to compete. This is
patently false. The private schools are not called upon to serve
all children--or indeed any but a chosen few--or to abide by
standards and rules imposed for the common ood on the public
schools by the will of the people and their elected leaders.
Competition under different requirements is, we submit, no
competition at all.

Moreover, at the same time that President Reagan is proposing a new
Federalism that includes making state and local governments
responsible for the governance and financing of many educational
programs enacted by the Congress and supported with federal funds,
S.528 cclls for a federal subsidy to maintain religious and other
private schools that will compete with (and divert funds from) the
state and local mandate. Such inconsistency is not merely foolish,
but promises long-range harm to the condition of American education
and thus to the nation itself. This proposed action thus reflects
internal inconsistency in the administration's domestic policies and
does nothing to assure our citizens that federal support for the
educational needs of all Americans is a firm commitment from a
far-sighted government.

Another premise, that "persons of lesser means" would benefit from
the legislation, is similarly specious. According to a report by
the Education Commission of the States, "families with less than
$15,000 incomes would get 15 to 30 percent of the credits" called
for in the bill. For people who have such low incomes that they pay
little or no income tax, such credits simply won't exist. Thus for
many, many families of lesser means, this legislation offers no
relief at all. S.528's "meaningful choice" of schools parents want
their children to attend is thus essentially reserved for the..
wealthier families, who already are well able to exercise that
choice and do not require this legislation.
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Beyond its clear and shameful inequities, the tax relief promised in
8.526 could very well lead to complications its beneficiaries might
find unwelcome. Who would assure the quality and propriety of the
schooling their children receive? Who would monitor adherence to
fire codes and health standards? To what extent would a
church-state entanglement necessarily become? Would the churches
involved discover they had inadvertently acquired a partner? (It is
worth noting that when day-care credits first appeared, the credit
took one line on the income tax form now it has its own two-page
addendum.)

Proponents of the measure take the position that tuition tax credits
would mean no reduction in federal revenues that could be used for
public schooling but would be just a lucky break for certain
families. That contention suggests the illusion that the pot is of
infinite size, capable of being tapped endlessly. The fact is that
tuition tax credits would mean a huge reduction in the amount of
federal money available for education or anything else, and the
public schools would be certain to suffer still further loss.

The fact is that the nation's private schools already receive
sizable amounts of public funds--for transportation, for testing, and
for many other services. Add $300 per child in tuition tax credits
to the list and the federal government will be in the strange
position of providing appreciably more support for sectarian and
other private schools than for the public schools.

The issue of equality of educational opportunity is only partially
addressed by this proposal. The premise calling for this addresses
only racial discrimination and avoids dealing with discrimination on
the basis of sex or handicap. If this proposal would require all
Federally mandated non-discrimination, it cannot specify race as the
only element.

The administration has had much to say about excessive federal
deficits and has called for unified action in eliminating them as a
basic step in strengthening the nation's economy. No one is more
interested in a strong economy than America's elementary and middle
school principals, for professional and personal reasons alike.
However, S.528, the administration's position, would take precisely
the opposite course and add a brand new entitlement program--an
Lll-conceLved, unjustified, harmful new barrier to economic
recovery.

While superficially promising much, 8.528 in reality is addresed not
to the public interest but to the interest of a few. It is at odds
with sou nd economic policy. Above all it threatens an
institutiou--public educatLon--that has been at the heart of this
nation's industrial wealth, technological leadership, and exemplar
to the world of the democratic ideal.

Mr. Chairman, we ask that this bill be abandoned forthwith.

Samuel G. Sava *
Executive Director

Kay 2, 1983
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Statement of
Forest D. Montgomery

Counsel, Offie of Public Affairs
National Asociation of Evangelicals

on

S. 528, the "Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983"

For the last several years the leadership of the National Association
of Evangelicals has been examining the tuition tax credit issue. This
prolonged consideration culminated in the March 10, 1983, adoption of a
resolution endorsing tuition tax credits. That resolution, which was passed
by an overwhelming 91% of the voting delegates, reads as follows:

TUITION TAX CREDIT RESOLUTION

The National Association of Evangelicals affirms its support of quality
public education, encourages Christians to teach in the public schools,
and urges Christian parents to work toward improving such schools.
However, we recognize that many parents, exercising their God-given
right and responsibility to educate their children, by conviction choose
to send them to schools which teach Biblically-based moral values and
a Christian world view. This choice is essential if "the free exercise
of religion" with respect to education is not to be an empty constitutional
right.

Parental choice of public or private education should be available to
all. To help alleviate the double financial burden placed upon parents
who send their children to religious schools, we appeal for the enactment
of tuition tax credits or similar tax relief as a matter of economic
justice. The legislation we advocate would enhance values important
to our society - educational pluralism, academic freedom, and excellence
in all education through freedom of access. Any such legislation
should contain an unequivocal prohibition of racial discrimination. The
National Association of Evangelicals urges Congress to enact such
remedial legislation.

C ~ ~ ~ C ~ N AF.N.L IA-TIS
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Three major benefits would flow from the enactment into law of
tuition tax credits - freedom of choice, enhancement of educational pluralism,
and excellence via competition.

Freedom of Choice. Theoretically parents enjoy freedom of choice
now with respect to the education of their children in public or private

schools. But that choice can be rendered illusory by economic circumstance.
Those who believe public schools are incompatible with their personal
convictions must pay twice for education, financing public schools through
taxes and private education through tuition.

Educational Pluralism. American public education has become thoroughly
secularized. Religious values are ignored; values antithetical to Biblical
precepts are taught. Tuition tax credit legislation would reduce the penalty
now exacted as the price of educating children in a religious environment.

Excellence Via Competition. Tuition tax credits would help foster a
free-market educational system, with parents and children as consumers
and teachers and school administrators as producers. Competition would
force educational excellence as a matter of survival. The near monopoly
of public education today is not conducive to improvement in the quality
of education. Diversity is the best guarantee of quality.

Many evangelicals are in anguish because the public education system,

with their tax dollars, undermines the Biblical values they teach at home
and in the church. We urge favorable consideration of S. 528.

May 12, 1983
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Chairperson
.0 Mrs. Grace Belsinger

National PTA

1201 16th Street, N.W. / Suite 621 / Washington, D.C. 20036 / Phone: 202-822-7878

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Senate Finance

Committee. The National Coalition for Public Education appreciates

the opportunity to present its views on S.528, a bill which would

provide income tax credits to only 10% of the parents who send

their children to elementary or secondary non-public schools. The

National Coalition for Public Education comprises overi.50 civic,

civil rights, educational and religious organizations with a

combined constituency of over 40 million members unified in their

efforts to oppose and defeat all tax credit proposals. The concept

of S.528 is no more worthy of congressional approval today than

were the other tax credit plans considered by this Commiittee in

the past. In prior detailed testimony, The National Coalition for

Public Education contended that tuition tax credits are a not too

subtle attempt to weaken the American public school system

economically, produce unsound national educational policy, and

violate the letter and the spirit of the Constitution of the United

States. In a word, tuition tax credits would have the effect of

removing support for the public schools and redirecting that support

to non-public and church related schools.
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In the short tima this morning, permit me first of all to

reinforce our prior testimony which was presented to this

Committee over the past two years. Secondly, I ask you to focus

your attention on neg-developments and several recent studies

that corroborate our belief that tuition tax credits would

represent a radical shift in current public education policy.

THE ECONOMIC ARGUMENTS

* Tuition Tax Credits Would Be An Economic Disaster

When the National Coalition testified before this Committee

on June 4, 1981, the projected federal deficit was in excess.of

$60 billion. When we next testified on July 16, 1982, the projected

deficit was in excess of $100 billion. Today,the projected deficit

is in excess of $200 billion and several weeks ago, the Senate

Budget Committee heard testimony that predicted another $900 billion

in federal deficits through 1988. Since tuition tax credits are a

multi-billion tax expenditure, an uncontrollable entitlement

program, and an incentive that will reduce the pool of income that

a government can draw on for taxes, just what do the sponsors of

S.528 propose to recommend to reduce spiraling deficits? Certainly,

tuition tax credits would open the door to even greater spending

in future years as the private school interests push for larger

and larger credits. This is best exemplified by House bill 404

in the Minnesota State Legislature advocated by a number of private

school organizations which would increase the Minnesota state
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tuition deduction by 75% for private elementary and secondary

schools. This is but proof that tuition tax credits would be

the "foot in the door" for ever larger credit amounts.

S.528 comes at a time when no fewer than 37 states report

deficita,revenue shortfalls, spending cuts, and reduced public

educational services. In many local school districts, reductions

in federal, state and local spending means that school districts

are beyond cutting the fiscal "fat" out of budgets: they are down

to the marrow. And all of this at a time when the Administration

is seeking to reduce the Federal Education budget from $15.2

billion to $13.1 billion. It would require $21 billion in 1984 Just

to maintain public s-chool programs administered'through the

Education Department at their 1980 levels.

0 Non-Public Schools Already Receive Massive Amounts Of Public Monies

There is an erroneous perception that non-public schools are

totally shut off from receiving public tax monies. This is not true.

To the extent that non-public schools raise their tuition levels

above current levels, tax credits represent an unrestricted revenue

source for schools. Non-public schools are presently eligible to

receive public money through assorted local,state and federal

resources. Many primary forms of public support for non-public

schools are already embedded in tax codes and state and federal

regulations!

1. At state and local levels, private schools usually

are exempt from property taxes on real property and

improvements used for school purposes.
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2. Non-profit schools pay no income, use or sales tax.

3. Individuals and corporations may deduct voluntary

private school contributions from federal income taxes.

-4. In many state, students of private schools receive

publicly supported services and equipment such as

testing, textbooks, handicapped services and

transportation. Released time and dual enrollments

are also common.

5. Federal funds are also allocated to private schools

through numerous programs some of which provide funds

directly to schools and others of which flow through

states. A large portion of federal funds are restricted

in use, such as those provided through Chapter I, which

are subject to regulations regarding their use. On the

other hand, other funds such as Impact Aid and ECIA

are unrestricted in how they can be used. Money from the

Department of Education for private schools amounted to

approximately $43 per student in the school year 1981-82.

6. Starting in the'school year. 1982-1983, non-public schools

have the opportunity to participate ina-new federal program,

Chapter II of the Educational Consolidation and

Improvement Act (ECIA). ECIA provides $437.5 milJ.ion

for use by state and local districts. Of that amount,

public school districts must hand over approximately

$48 million based on the present national private school
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enrollment. And this will translate into more dollars

for private schools. While the data for ECIA is just

beginning to come in, we know that Delaware's private

schools will get 15% in new money and New Jersey's

private schools will get 17% in new federal monies.This

trend Is being established in other states.

Although very few states or the federal government compile

information on a systematic basis related to public expenditures

for private schools, the National PTA has been able to collect

more specific data from several states indicating the magnitude

of federal and state monies going to non-public schools-. For

instance, during the school year 1981-1982:

" Minnesota spent $53 million for private school services

including a state tax deduction for private school students.

" In a special "White Paper" on private school aid, the

Ohio State PTA reports that Ohio spends in excess of

$50 million on non-public schools;

" The Pennsylvania State PTA reports that more than $60

million goes to private schools in its state;

* New Jersey spent more than $57 million for private school

services.

Although statutes and regulations will differ from state to

state, the following itemized list compiled by the New York State
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PTA provides a breakdown of that state's expenditures for non-public

schools during the school year 1981-1982:

STATE AID

I. Transportation $95,400,000

2. Textbook Aid $ 8,414,000

3. School Lunch 900,000

4. Handicapped Students
12,405,000

5. Breakfast Program 9 001000

6. Mandated Services
(i.e. testing, program evaluation,
and reporting) 14,274,000

7. Aid to public schools
for handicapped students
who are enrolled in private
schools 27,867,000

Total state aid spent on private schools in New York totaled over

$160,160,000 last year. Other auxiliary services from other states

for private schools may include: subsidies for private school

teachers of secular subjects, tax deductions, diagnostic health

services and building maintenance and repair. The critical policy

questions are: how many more programs for private schools will

the states and federal government add, how much will they cost,

are they constitutional, and how much more money will they take

from the support of public schools?

21-03 0-88-84
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PUBLIC POLICY ARGUMENTS

In a 1982 report--conducted for the National Coalition for Public

Education by the Council of the Great City Schools and the

American Association of School Administrators1 . it was concluded

that in the 65 urban school districts studied, with tuition tax

credits the federal government will be spending on an average of

three times more for the instruction of private school children

than it will for public school children. There are some urban

school districts such-as Topeka, Kansas. Lincoln, Nebraska ;and

Allentown, Pennsylvania, where non-public schools would receive

more than three times the amount of federal funds. Although this

report was based on the original Reagan bill, S.2673 , the trend

is clear. While the federal government is reducing money for

public education, it will be increasing at a disproportionate

rate the monies provided for non-public schools. Spending by the

federal government to subsidize the teaching of public school children

will fall from $207 per child in 1980-1981 to $105 per child (based

oi Administration projection) in 1984-1985, a 50% decrease; but with

tax credits, will increase from $43 per child to $329 per child

for private school children over the same period, a rise of 565%.

This has severe federal education policy implications. First, there

1"The Effect of Tuition Tax Credits On Urban Schools."
A Joint Report by the Council of the Great City Schools and
the American Association of School Administrators, August, 1982
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would be a major shift away from the high-cost, more difficult

to educate and needy students to those in better circumstances

in the urban areas. Secondly, the report suggests a trend that

tuition tax credits (even at the 4 300 maximum level) will

eventually equalize support for public and.private schools which

represents a major policy shift by itself. Thirdly, for

urban districts, this report presents conclusive evidence .that even

at the S.528 credit levels, private schools will be receiving

more federal support on a per pupil basis than will public schools.

In another study by the Education Commission of the States
2

released in October of 1982, it was concluded that under the

original Reagan tuition tax credit proposal, "in some states, there

would be a significant flow of tuition tax credits, resulting in

an average tax credit that would exceed the per pupil amount of

federal aid currently flowing to the state. In addition, if the

revenue loss due to tax credits were made up by reducing federal

aid to public schools, the average value of the credit would equal

or exceed the average value of federal aid to public school pupils

in almost every state."

For instance, with a $500 maximum credit, the ECS study

concludes that in 18 states the average value of this tax credit

would be less than the average amount of per pupil federal

support. In 12 states, the average tax-credit would be between

2"Tuition Tax Credits: Their Impact on the States,"
Education Commission of the States, October, 1982
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100 and 125 per cent of the average per pupil level of federal

support. In 9 states, tax credits would, on average, be between

125 and 150 per cent of the amount of per pupil federal aid. In

11 states, the average tax credit would exceed 150 per cent of the

average federal aid currently available to each pupil in public

schools. Although no data on the lower credit amounts of S.528 is

available, the proportional distribution of the credits would be

only reduced slightly. Over half of all the credits, 53 percent,

would flow to eight states (California, Florida, Illinois, Michigan,

New Jersey, New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania). These eight states

currently receive 37 per cent of federal education support. We

do not wish to argue that if tax credits were simply cheaper

that equity would appear.. We do wish to argue that the growing body

of evidence suggests that tuition tax credits is an avenue for

creating inequities:

" Between public and private schools
" Between the rich and the poor
" Between states in our country
* Among regions of our country

This pattern of decreased public educational funding has no place in the

United States where equity has been a major national priority. At

risk is nothing more than a new system of financing education

that would provide direct general assistance to private schools. This

would be in addition to the massive monies private schools already

receive through the various other public sources.
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CONSTITUTIONAL ARGUMENTS

" Tax credits violate the Constitutional principles

of separation of church and state because religious

schools would! be recipients of federal aid.

" Since religious schools or parishes would be

beneficiaries of tax credits, federal monies would

tend to advance and foster religion at public expense.

" In order to assure tuition tax credits are used for a

non-sectarian purpose, and do not advance or inhibit

religion, public surveillance and monitoring on schools

grounds would be necessary thereby leading to

excessive entanglements.

It is our judgment that under well-established Supreme Court

precedent, S.528 would be a law respecting an establishment of

religion and would therefore violate the First Amendment.

S.528 proposes a special tax benefit f r parents who send

their children to private sectarian schools. We believe the First

Amendment was designed to prohibit the government from aiding and

advancing religion in this way. Just as the government may not

prohibit.the free exercise of religion including sending children

to private religious schools, (Pierce v. Society of the Sisters,

268 U.S. 510 (1925), it also may not advance any particular religion

or religion in general. School District of Abington Township v.

Schempp, 374 U.S. 203 (1963). The government must remain neutral

on the issue of religion. Because over 85 % of private elementary
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and secondary schools in this country are religiously affiliated

S.528 would have the direct effect of advancing religion. It

therefore cannot be squared ith the principle of neutrality

toward religion embodied in the Establishment Clause of the First

Amendment.

The Supreme Court has agreed with this view of tax benefits

for private religiously affiliated schools. The principle

authority in this area is Committee for Public Education and

Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 657 (1973). In that case

the Supreme Court invalidated New York state's tuition tax credit

as a violation of the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.

The Court reached this result by applying a three-prong test for

determining an establishment ;J religion: to survive constitutional

attack, the statute in question first must reflect a clearly secular

purpose; second, must have a primary effect that neither advances

nor inhibits religion; and, third, must avoid excessive entanglement

with religion. Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971

We believe the case law in this area to be fundamentally

sound.It is rooted in the history of this nation which was formed

in part to escape from the tyranny of government--advanced religion.

The separation of church and state is a cornerstone of our

constitutional democracy. We urge Congress to honor this constitutional

principle and reject the special tax benefits for private religious

schools which would be enacted by S.528. Thank you for this opportunity

to present our views.
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TUmON TAX CREDITS i
FACT SHEET

The National Coalition for Public Education (more than 50 affiliated organizations with more
than 40,000,000 combined members) strongly opposes tuition tax credits. The Coalition mer-
bers believe tuition tax credits would be bad educational and economic policy and would violate
both the letter and the spirit of the Constituion of the United States.

Tuition tax credits are declned to remove support for the pubic schoob-which serve nearly 90%
o( al U.S. students-and to redirect that support to the non-public (church-connected and private)
schools.

* The R*Wn Administration proposed Fiscal 1984 budget calls for a tuition tax credits program that
wold cost unwards of $2.5 billo over the first three years and costs would escalate yearly thereafter.
At the same time the Administration is seeking a cowondina REDUT1ON of $2 billion for FY 1984
alone in support for exsting education pforams.

o Non-public schools a lmi receive significant federal and state aid for services they may provide-
for example, education prolms for the disadvutaged and funds for textbooks and transportation.

Tuldon tax credits would discriminate against the majority of Amerkans, especially the less
affluent and poor.

* The Rang.n Admtnistration opposes including a J1AN Jf provision in tuition tax credits
proposals. Withou h a provision, the full tax credits would be available Q to those whose utx*
due exceed the amount of the proposal tax credit. Others would be ineligible.

e Lack of refundability woull dsaoo2ontelv discriminate aminat ltes-laccordig to the
1980 United Ststas Cerus, 37% of ispenlc and 46% of Black families with school age children earn
$10,000 or less annually and would, therefore, be automutiad dooled the proposed tuition tax credits
even at the proposed figure of $300 per credit.

* The vest majority of non.pubic schools that are NOT church.conected charge so much for
tuition that theoverwhelmng rMldty of Americans could not afford to pay the full tuition over nd
atkm the amount of the tax credit.

* Nearly 90% of all American students attend VJ& schools. The proposed tuition tax credl:s
would be of no benefit whatever to the vast majority of Americans Including those with children In
the public schools, thoes without children of school age and those who have no children.

* Avrage income of families of all non-publi school students U212A" than the averagp Income
of families of public school students-thrproposed tuition tax credits propam b an attempt to benefit
a all migodty of Americans who are slficfntl moe affluent than the majority.
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The proposed tuition tax credits could result in sending public funds to support schools that
dlscrhninate on the basis of race, religion, national odin, sex, handicap, or hrinl practice.

* The tuition tax credits proposals contain no provisions whatever to event or oppose y
of discrimination other than racial discrimination.

SProvisions alist schools which discriminate racially are narroTy defined and would NOT_
constitute an effective deterrent to racial discrimination.

* Tuition tax credits rely only on voluntary statements by non-public schools that they do not
discdminate on the bos of race: verification procedures would 2 take place if individual conplalnts
of racial discrimination were received.

Tuition tax credits are designed to channel public funds in large amounts to churches and to
reliSious groups in violation of both the letter and the spirit of the Constitution of the United
States.

* 8&8% of all private school students in the United States attend relio usy affliated schools.

* Tw United States Supreme Court has established a three-prord teat by which to measr the
constitutionalIty of any statute-the statute must (I) haves secular purpose; (2) have a piary effect
that neither advances nor inhibits religion; and (3) not lead to excessive entanleMnt of church and
state.-Leon . Kurtzman, 1971. The Supreme Court has declared that tuition tax credits cuady
violate this test because they send federal money to both churches and religious oups and organizations
for their use in providing education in the l ous schools (Committee for Public Education and
Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, 1973).

Tuition tax credits would not meet the needs of handicapped, disadvantaged and vocational

education students.

* Only about 2.7% of all religlos schools provide propa for the handicapped.

* Oly 3.0% of all non-public ovide vocationat education progmms.

* Les than 5.0% of all non-public schools provide any services at all to economicll .dsadvantpd
students.

Tuition tax credits would be economically disasterous for America.

* In view of soaring budget deficits, tuition tax credits would be multi-bilion dollar budget busters.

* Because there could be no limit to the number of people who might theoretically choose to take
advantage of them, the proposed tuition tax credits would be potentially uncontrollably inflationary
federal programs.

• 1h availability of public money and increased enrollments would lead .!jevabl to increased
tuition h and Ireased tax credits.

Tuition tax credits represent a false concept of why public schools exist.

* Universal, tuition-free, public education provides the basis for a strong and free America.

* The vast majority of taxpayers would be asked to financially support a m who choose NOT
to take advantage of an available public servi e.
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e Ter are approximately 40,949.100 public school students in Armneca compared to just about
S,028,865 private school students-9.l%of taU students seek their education throulb thepul school.

* Mte who choose to employ private security guards Instead of relying on the public police forces,
to use private a oppod to public transportation, or to build private pooh in their beck yards, do YOT
receive federal tax credi or other payments, to support their private choice in these matters. Citzem
who may oppose some aspect of our national policy, such as Construction f atomic weapons or engaging
In a military conflict, are not allowed to take back the ponon of their taxes that go to support such
matters of national policy. Nor should such payments as tax credits be wade to those who do not want
to make use of the pubic schools.

There are even mor facts and arguments in support of the strong case AGAINST the proposed

tuition tax credits. Hae are a few of them:

" Tax credit undermine America's traditional system of universal public education.

" Private schools can refuse to offer services that public schools must provide and can be mor
selective with regrd to whom they admit.

e Studies comparing college prep students show little if any difference between public and private
school students.

* Tax credits would Induce an educational caste system by drawing children from middle- and
high-Income families into private schools and leaving difficult and more expensive-to-educate children
behin.

.* Tax credits would further erode public shool support by working to decrease public school
attendance, causing a decrease in state support under state funding procedures.

e Tax credits will increase paperwork and red tape by Imposing increased rcoordkeerpnS on the
Schools and the federal government to monitor and audit tax credits.

* Tuition tax credits would dIsproportionately distribute tax funds because

-private school enrollment remains highest in the North astern and Norhcentral states and
lowest In the South and West, and

-private school enrolmnat is highest among northern, white, wealthy families. Further,

-students in the South and West pay more to attend private schools than do their counterparts
in the Northcestral and Northetegm iqom.

9 In urban school districts, non-pubic school students would receive up to 5 times as much federal
support s would public school students.

.. Parents of public school students would in effect pay taxes twice;once for public schools and a
second time through the tax credits provided for parents of non-public school students.

* Tuition tax credits are a "revese Robin Hood" approach, taking from the poor and giving to the
rch.

* Enactment of tuition tax credits would create per-pupil allocations for non-public school students
of at least four times the amount of federal aid for each student in public schools.
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* Tuition tax credits would make churches dangerously dependent on the federal government for
significant amounts of funding.

* Tuition tax credits, once enacted, would lead to endless pressure on the Congress to increase the
amount of the credits and the percentage of tuitions that would be reimbursed until non-public schools
received the same anmnts of public funding as the public schools do.

* Tuition tax credits would dilute public control over public spending. Public schools are governed
by boards responsive to local voters. Local voters have no control whatever over how money is spent
by private and church schools.

* Non-public schools, by accepting the federal funds, would wind up accepting federal controls of
their now-Independent programs.

* Taxpayers would eventually lose any possible benefit of tax credits because nothing in the legislation
would prevent non-public schools from increasing tuitions to absorbilithe amount of the credit, leIng
parents exactly where they were before.

41r~
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SUBMITTED BY

THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS

(The National PTA)

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

The National PTA, the nation's largest parent and child

advocate organization appreciates the opportunity to testify

in total opposition to S.528 and all other tuition tax credit

schemes that provide public assistance to private schools.

Although the National PTA has opposed tuition tax credits

since 1978, opposition to tuition tax credits was overwhelm-

ingly reaffirmed in 1982 by over 1200 PTA leaders from across

the country at the National PTA convention. At that time,

the convention delegates directed the National PTA Board to

oppose tuition tax credits. The National PTA board in turn

established defeat of tuition tax credits as one of its major

legislative priorities. Convention action was based on a two

pronged National PTA position: support of public education and

assurance that federal funds for education will be appropriated

only for public schools that are publicly controlled and tax

supported.

The public schools are accountable to the public for their

educational policies and their fiscal policies. They are governed

by schools boards, either elected by the people or appointed by

elected officials. Anyone can serve on a local school board,
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including parents of children in n¢,n-ptblic schools. The

private and parochial schools, on the other hand, are not

accountable to the public. We do not elect their trustees.

They do not hold open public meetings to set their policies.

We cannot vote on their school budget. The public is not

represented. Forcing taxpayers to support them is taxation

without representation.

We believe that America must huve high quality tuition

free public schools which allow all children to reach their

full potential. Adopting tuition tax credits would be educa-

tional policy making at its worst, and would threaten the very

foundations upon which public education has been built: equal

educational opportunity; equal access to a public education;

and a universal, tuition free education for all children.

Tuition tax credits would be anathema to these principles.

The National PTA maintains that tuition tax credits are

budget busting, unfair, and unconstitutional.

TUITIONl TAX CREDITS WOULD BE BUDGET BUSTING

o The Reagan Administration proposed tuition tax credit

plan is estimated to cost in excess of $2.5 billion

at a time when all segments of our society are under-

going austerity measures due largely to federal program

cuts.

o Tuition tax credits are an entitlement program and an

/, uncontrollable cost. The cost of a tuition tax credit

can only be estimated since it is based on such vari-

ables as the number of parents who would qualify for
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the credit, the amount of tuition paid, and the number

of parents who actually claim the credit. The more

students who shift from public to private schools,

the higher the cost of tuition tax credits. At a

time when we must bring the budget under control,

tuition tax credits are uncontrollable.

o The basic tax credit program would invite endless

escalation as private schools would demand larger

credits. For example, private school groups in

Minnesota are lobbying for a 100% increase in that

state's tuition tax deduction plan. Non-public

schools already get over $14 million dollars under

the present plan, and the same pressure to increase

credits would exist at the federal level.

TUITION TAX CREDITS ARE UNFAIR AND INEQUITABLE

o Currently, students in K-12 non-public schools comprise

11% of the school population. Only these parents would

qualify for a tuition tax credit.

o Since the Reagan Administration plan does not provide

a provision for refundability, only families who pay

enough taxes to claim a credit would benefit and most

of the money would go to families in higher income

brackets. The really needy families who earn less

than $15,000 a year and constitute only 3% of the

children in private schools would receive little help

from tax credits because they have little or no tax

liability.



o The majority of non-public school students are located

in 9 states. These 9 states would receive a dispropor-

tionate share of tuition tax credit money paid for by

the rest of the nation.

o Tuition tax credits give private schools an unfair

advantage over public schools, since private schools

can refuse to offer services that public schools must

provide and because private schools can be selective

with regard to whom they admit.

o Tuition tax credits would not fairly meet the needs of

handicapped, disadvantaged, and vocational education

students.

* Ofily about 2.7% of all religious schools
provide programs for the handicapped;

* Only 3.0% of all non-public schools provide
vocational education programs;

* Less than 5.0% of all non-public schools
provide any services at all to economi-
cally disadvantaged students.

o Parents of children in private schools already get an

average of at least $60 in federal support per pupil.

With tuition tax credits, private school children would

receive at least $360 in several years.

o In a report released by the National Coalition for Public

Education and conducted by the Council of Great City Schools

and the American Association of School Administrators,

it was found that among 65 urban school districts sur-

veyed, Reagan Administration policies would reduce

public aid to public schools on average from $206" per

student in 1980-81 school year to $105 per school year
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in 1984-85--a drop of 49%... while public federal aid

to private schools through tuition tax credits would
/

be increased by over 500%.

o Many non-public schools already receive large amounts

of money from federal and state resources. For example,

during the 1981-82 school year:

* Minnesota spent $53 million for private school
services in addition to a state tax deduction
for private school tuition;

* Ohio spent in excess of $50 million for private
schools;

* Pennsylvania allocated more than $60 million to
non-public schools;

* New York provided over $200 million to non-public
schools;

* New Jersey spent more than $57 million for private
school services.

TUITION TAX CREDITS WOULD BE UNCONSTITUTIONAL

o Tax credits are designed to direct federal money to non-

public schools, including those run by religious estab-

lishments, thereby being used to advance and foster

religious teachings at public expense.

o 84% of all private school students in the United States

attend schools with a religious affiliation.

o The United States has established a three pronged test

by which to measure the constitutionality of any statute--

the statute must have (1) a secular purpose; (2) a primary

effect that neither advances nor inhibits religion; and

(3) not lead to excessive entanglement of church and

state.
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o Lemon vs. Kurtzman, 1971 is the court case that estab-

lished the three pronged test above. Tuition tax credits

violate this test. Tuition tax credits are designed to

send federal money to both churches and religious groups

and organizations for their own use in providing educa-

tion in their religious schools.

Mr. Chairman, the National PTA contends that the principle

of tuition tax credits does a great disservice to public edu-

cation, has little to do with educational quality, subsidizes

the choice of more affulent tax-payers able to afford private

schools, and diverts the most important duty of government

which is to provide public education. The demand that a small

minority be financially rewarded for not using free, public

education, in addition to receiving exemptions from prevailing

educational and social policy has no legitimate place in public

thinking. The National PTA urges this committee ta oppose

tuition tax credits.

21-M7 0-88-485



Mary M. Patnaude

for

New Jersey Right to

Edu~atlonal Choice Committee

Summary

Government guarantees all parents the right to choose the kind of

education they want for their children.

The present method of funding education makes it impossible for many

parents to exercise their rights.

Non-public school parents are in the mainstream of American Society.

The education of all children is in the best interests of our

country.

Non-public school parents deserve a .vote by Congress on the issue of

Tuition Tax Credits.
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There is little to say that has not already been said regarding

the issue of tuition tax credits for families of non-public school

students. This is the third time in two years that this Committee has

held hearings on tax credit legislation. The constitutional experts,

the bureaucrats, the representatives of the public school teachers

unions have all testified eloquently. But not many non-public school

parents have come to testify. They can't leave their homes and their

Jobs, they can't afford the expenses involved in getting here and many

of them have little faith in their ability to effect a change that is

opposed by so many powerful and wealthy interest groups.

I have asked to testify in favor of tuition tax credit legislation

for The New Jersey Right To Educational Choice Committee. This is a

grassroots organization of parents and others who support non-public

education and who believe that the present method of funding education

in our country discriminates against parents who choose or would like

to choose non-public education for their children. The work of the

organization is done by volunteers. There is no paid staff.

To begin, I urge you to amend this bill, as you have amended prev-

ious tax credit bills, to add refundability f6r those families who do

not owe income tax because their incomes are too low. To fail to add

this amendment would be to ignore the rights and needs of those parents

in our'society who suffer most and sacrifice most when they choose non-

public education for their children.

I also want to take this opportunity to redct to some of the

arguments used by those who oppose tuition tax credit legislation.

SoM!fthese arguments have been used for so long that they are



accepted without question, even by those who eventually will vote on

the issue.

1. The non-public schools do not educate the poor or the minorities.

This'argument is usually given by groups and individuals who mill-

tantly'oppose any change in the method of funding education that

would allow poor parents to choose non-public education for their

children. The non-public schools have always educated the children

of the poor and continue to do so in spite of the difficulties in-

volved because of government funding policies. Many minority and

other poor parents make tremendous sacrifices to educate their

children in non-public schools. In New Jersey we have a Catholic

school population of over 185,000 students. Minority students

comprise approximately 20% of this enrollment.

It should be noted that some of the groups who use this argument

regarding the unavailability of non-public education to the poor

have gone to court to attempt to take remedial and other tax

supported programs away from low-income children in non-public

schools.

2. Government should be neutral toward religion. Therefore, no tax

money should be spent for the education of students in religiously

affiliated schools.

What a strange concept of neutrality. Government mandates the

education of all of our young people as being in the best interests

of our society. It guarantees parents the right to choose the kind
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of education they want for their children. It collects taxes

from all taxpayers to pay for this universal education because

it-ultimately benefits all of society. Then, it denies a fair

share of this education tax money to parents who choose relig-

iously affiliated non-public schools because it must be "neutral"

toward religion. This forces those parents who want their chil-

dren educated in religious schools to pay twice, for public

schools through their taxes and for their children's non-public

education by paying tuition. The most incredible part of this

whole "neutrality" discussions that so many Americans have

accepted the present situation as "neutral" for so long a time.

3. Passage of tuition tax credit legislation will destroy the

public schools.

This argument is very often used by leaders in the public school

community. What is really being said here? Does it mean that if

parents were given a real choice-in the education of their children,

free from the financial penalties now involved in such a choice,

that they would leave the public schools in such great numbers that

the system would be destroyed? And what is the remedy that is im-

plied? Is it to force those parents who can't afford a choice, to

keep their children in public schools whether or not they believe

that their children are receiving an adequate education there?

Is it to insist that.government base its educational policies not on

the needs and choices of individual citizens but on the protEction

of a system of education that would be rejected in an open market-

place?
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4. During these difficult economic times, these people (non-public

school parents) want taxpayers to help pay for the education of

their children.

This argument implies that those citizens who use non-public

schools are not part of the mainstream of American society.

This, of course, is not true. Non-public school parents are just

like others in our society. Inflation hurts them. They lose

their jobs when plants close down. They tighten their belts when

their incomes are cut. And they pay any additional taxes levied

at the state and local levels to make up for cutbacks in federal

programs. They are not insulated or isolated from hard times.

They are more vulnerable than most, because they pay twice to

educate their children. Often the poorest of them cannot continue

to send their children to the schools they prefer and must remove

them. Interestingly enough, when this happens government at all

levels finds the money to educate their children in public schools.

5. We should wait to see what the Supreme Court says about current

cases on the issue.

It seems that there are always reasons to wait a little longer.

If Congress believes that the present system of funding education

is flawed, then it should act to correct the flaw. If other minor-

ities had accepted constant delay and inaction because of previous

or possible Court rulings, black Americans would still be consid-

ered non-persons and women would still be considered chattel.
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6. The best thing that government can do for non-public schools Is

leave them alone.

The non-public school community should have no problem with this

sentiment if there were agreement on the definition of "leaving

them alone". Early in our history, England "left us alone" and

imposed taxation with representation. Americans wouldn't buy it.

If government's present policies of funding education which

penalize non-public school parents by forcing them to pay twice

is defined as "leaving them alone", many Americans don't buy tat

either.

It is time for Congress to consider government's present policies

regarding the funding of education. If it believes that these policies

are Just, that they give parents the greatest possible opportunity to

exercise their freedom, to have their values reinforced, to follow

their religious beliefs, then it should vote down any change. If, on

the other hand, Congress believes that it can do anything to broaden

parents' freedom, to protect their rights and to afford them all possible

options in the education of their children, It should vote for legisla-

tion which would accomplish these goals. This Committee has heard the

arguments on this issue many times. It does not seem unreasonable for

those who use non-public schools to expect these hearings to result in

a vote in the Senate rather than in more and still more hearings. We

are beginning to believe that the years of delay represent nothing less

than support of the status quo. We are losing faitYin the system. We

believe that we deserve at the very least a "yes" or "no" vote by our

representative yes.

I urge you to amend the bill to include refundability, to vote it

out of committee, and to push for a vote by the whole Senate. Such

action is long overdue.
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NEW YORK STATE SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION

by

Stanley L. Raub

Executive Director, NYSSBA

The New York State School Boards Association welcomes this

opportunity to present testimony before this Committee on the

Tuition Tax Credits issue.

We continue to oppose strenuously the enactment of tuition

tax credits for parents of nonpublic elementary and secondary

schools. S-528 and HR-1730, the Reagan Administration tuition

tax credits bill, is a considerably amended bill from the 1981

measure, S-550, which was supported by Senators Moynihan and

D'Amato of New York.

Extensive language in the bill would deny tuition tax

credits for amounts paid to schools that engage in racial

discrimination. Indeed, the bill dwells at great length and

in great detail on procedures for assuring that tuition tax

credit funds do not go to schools professing racial

discrimination. "Racial" is emphasized to such a degree that

one soon begins to wonder just why that is so. Then you

realize: No other form of discrimination practiced by nonpublic

schools is even touched upon under this legislation. Nonpublic

schools could take federal tax monies in the form of tuition tax

credits and continue to discriminate as they please, except

for race.

Thus, the bill would promote the establishment of an

educational caste system. Pupils that private schools cannot

handle by reason-of handicap or because they are "difficult*

would be sent to public schools. The bill would further promote
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the success of private schools through exclusivity, while

rendering public schools a "dumping ground" for "unacceptable",

or less academically inclined students.

In a further attempt to assure that nonpublic schools get

the benefit of additional federal dollars without being required

to meet the standards that public schools must meet, the bill

contains Section 5 which says that tax credits are not federal

financial assistance. That section reads as follows:

"Tax credits claimed under Section 44H of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1954 shall not constitute federal financial

assistance to educational institutions or to the recipients

of such credits."

In this way, S-528 protects nonpublic schools from a

number of other antidiscrimination requirements in federal law

that apply to recipients of federal aid. School districts that

discriminate by reason of creed, nationality, age, sex, or

handicap, all are under threat of losing their federal

financial assistance. Obviously, for nonpublic schools, if

tuition tax credits are not federal aid, the nondiscrimination

requirements do not apply.

S-528 and HR-1730 would not provide equity, but rather a

special advantage in the distribution of federal aid. This bill

provides added protection for the practices of discrimination by

income, by handicap, and by ability. It continues assurance

that admissions may be restricted in whatever manner one wishes
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and still permits the receipt of public monies.

With the passage of the Education Consolidation and

Improvement Act of 1981, nonpublic schools were guaranteed

equity with the public schools in the distribution of federal

aid monies. The increased aid to nonpublic schools under

Chapter II of that act was obtained at. the expense of the

public school districts, with the total of Chapter II monies

available greatly reduced from previous years.

This tuition tax credit legislation adds tax credit monies

atop the federal assistance already being received by the

nonpublic schools in Chapter II, in Chapter I (the Old Title I)

and for school lunch and breakfasts. Thus a public policy of

favoring nonpublic education over- public education would be

adopted. The promotion of privilege would be the new national

image of education.

The New York State School Boards Association strongly

urges the members of this committee to oppose the enactment of

tuition tax credits or direct tuition assistance for parents of

nonpublic elementary and secondary school pupils. The federal

tax revenue that would be lost by granting tuition Jax credits

would be better applied to help reach long-promised'levels of

federal aid for education of the handicapped.
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STATEMENT TO: SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: 8.528, TUITION TAX CREDITS

BY: THE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST ASSOCIATION OF CHURCHES OF NORTH
AMERICA (UUA)

THE AMERICA HUMANIST ASSOCIATION (AHA)
THE COUNCIL FOR DEMOCRATIC ALD SECULAR HUMANISM (CODESH)
THE VOICE OF REASON (VOR)

PRESENTED BY: EDD DOERR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE VOICE OF REASON,
P.O. BOX 6656, SILVER SPRING, MD 20906 (598-2447)

APRIL 28, 1983

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

The Unitarian Universalist Association of Churches of North
America (UUA), the American Humanist Association (ARA), the Council
for Democratic and Secular Humanism (CODESH), and the Voice of
Reason (VOR) would like to record their strong objections to S.528,
the so-called Educational Opportunity and Equity Act of 1983, which
would provide massive federal aid to parochial and private schools
by means of tuition tax credits.-

The UUA, with 175,000 members, is composed of over 1,000 con-
gregations in the U.S. Unitarian Universalism has a long history
in our country, going back to the time of the American Revolution.
Indeed, the church of the Pilgrims in Plymouth, Massachusetts,
formed in England before their departure in the Mayflower, is a
Unitarian church. The UUA has long supported the constitutional
principle of separation of church and state as well as the policy
of confining tax support to publicly controlled public schools.
At its annual General Assembly in June 1982 'the more than 2,000
delegates voted almost unanimously for a resolution reaffirming
support for church-state separation and specifically opposing tui-
tion tax credits. Prior to the General Awt.embly, that resolution
was voted the highest priority in the democratic process known as
the parish poll.

The ARA and the CODESH are smaller associations of religious
liberals who also strongly support church-state separation and
public education. VOR is an interfaith organization dedicated to
defending religious freedom and church-state separation.

The four organizations joining in this statement believe
that S.528 is seriously objectionable for at least the following
reasons:

1. It is clearly unconstitutional. In the Nyquist ruling
in 1973 (413 U.S. 756) the Supreme Court carefully examined the
plan and found it to violate the establishment clause of the
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First Amendment. Supporters of the bill argue that its effect
would be to aid students and not schools, but the Nyquist Court
examined and rejected this argument, saying that "the money
involved represents a charge made upon the state for the purpose
of religious education.* Library of Congress and Justice Depart-
ment constitutional experts have stated that the plan is
unconstitutional.

2. By using public funds to aid private schools which are
integral parts of the religious missions of the sponsoring churches,
S.528 would violate every citizen's right not to be taxed for the
support of religion. S.528 would also violate the neutrality
toward religion demanded of government by the First Amendment.

3. Although the sponsors of S.528 claim otherwise, the bill
would favor the more affluent over the less affluent. According
to the most recent figures from the Census Bureau, nonpublic
school parents' incomes average 37% higher than those of public
school parents -- $22,600 for nonpublic, $16,500 for public.
Phasing out tuition tax credits for families with incomes over
$40,000 is but an almost meaningless gesture toward equity. Fur-
ther, 5.528 would be of no use to families too poor to pay the
unreimbursed part of the parochial or private school tuition.
Then, too, S.528 would, when the full $300 credit is in place, put
at least twice as many federal dollars per pupil into nonpublic
as presently goes to public schools, and all the while this admin-
istration is trying to further slash federal aid to public educa-
tion. Finally, S.528 would in no way prevent private schools it
aids from raising tuition to take maximum advantage of the new
money available. S.528 does not guarantee that any aid will
actually stay with the parents it is ostensibly aimed at.

4. S.528 would subsidize the various forms of discrimination
common in nonpublic education. While the bill attempts to put
some restrictions on racial discrimination, these cannot overcome
the racially discriminatory effects of the other forms of selec-
tivity found in nonpublic schools. At present, nonpublic schools
are only 7.5% black in enrollment, while public schools are over
16% black. Nonpublic schools tend toward religious homogeneity
because of the doctrines they inculcate (How many Christian stu-
dents attend Jewish schools, and vice versa? How many religious
mainstream students attend fundamentalist schools?). By charging
tuition (only a small part of which would be reimbursed by S.528)
they tend to exclude the poor. Using entrance exams, failing gen
erally to provide for handicapped children, and aiming chiefly at
recruiting college bound children excludes many more. Even in
faculty hiring, religious and ideological criteria are often used
to discriminate in employment. Thus, S.528 would use public funds
to partially support private schools which practice forms of dis-
crimination not allowed in public schools. Further, S.528 would
not guarantee a single child a place in a parochial or private
school. Public schools must accept all children.
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5. Tuition tax credit aid will create political divisions
along religious lines; Proposals for such aid have already caused
such divisions, as congressional hearings on the subject in recent
years have shown. The Supreme Court has noted that preventing
such division was one of the purposes of the First Amendment.

6. Tuition tax credits, by diverting public funds to non-
public schools while public school budgets are under severe and
worsening strains, can only damage our democratic public schools.
As the report of the National Conission on Excellence in Educa-
tion has shown, our public schools, which serve 901.of our chil-
dren, need additional funds if they are to upgrade curriculum,
expand the school day and year, attract enough top-notch teachers,
and adequately compensate teachers.

7. S.528 would weaken public control over public spending.
Our public schools are run by elected boards of local citizens,
parents, and taxpayers. 8.528 would provide tax support for schools
over which taxpayers would have ho meaningful control. As in 1776,
taxation without representation is tyranny.

8. S.528 would cost the federal treasury nearly twice what
the administration has estimated. With five million students eli-
gible for benefits under the bill, a $100 credit would cost about
a half billion dollars annually, while a $300 credit would cost
about $1.5 billion annually.

9. If by some miracle S.528 were to be upheld by the courts,
there would be endless pressure on Congress to increase the amount
and percentage of tuition reimbursed until nonpublic schools
achieve parity of public support with public schools, as the expe-
rience of Britain, the Netherlands and other countries has shown.
Resistance by Congress to such increases would lead to large scale
sectarian intrusions into the elect ion process, as happened in
several states in the 1960s and 1970s.

10. Tuition tax credits would make churches which operate
parochial schools dangerously dependent upon government. And
acceptance of tax credit aid could and should lead eventually to
unwanted public controls. Why shouldn't the public regulate what
it pays for, and why shouldn't tax aided private schools have to
play by the same rules as public schools.
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11. Finally, nearly every indicator of public opinion shows
strong public opposition to tuition tax credits and all other
forms of tax aid for nonpublic schools. Since 1967 voters in New
York, Massachusetts, Maryland (twice), Michigan (twice), Nebraska,
Missouri, Idaho, California, Oregon, Washington State, and Alaska
have soundly defeated every proposal, grand or petty, to provide
state aid to nonpublic schools. In the only referendum directly
on tuition tax credits, in the District of Columbia in 1981, voters
crushed the plan beneath an 89% to 11% landslide.

Just as significant are the polls taken by members of Congress
in their d stricts. The following table summarizes all of the
polls on tLition tax credits which have come to our attention:

Representative Against For

M. Bolt (R-MD) 54.7% 41.5%
N. Steers (R-MD) 64 30
B. Frenzel (R-MN) 74.4 25.6
R. Regula (R-OH) 58 42
J. Pritchard (R-WA) 66.3 33.7
R. McClory (R-IL) 56 44
P. Williams (D-MT) 60 40
P. Sharp (D-IN) 71 29
B. Rosenthal (D-NY) 56 44
D. McCurdy (D-OK) 71 29
A. Beilenson (D-CA) 63 35
S. McKinney (R-CT) 46 53
P. Roberts (D-KA) 65 35
J. Hammerschmidt (R-AR) 60 40

In conclusion, we believe that a bill so clearly unconstitu-
tional, so clearly inimical to the public interest and social
harmony, and so strongly opposed by Americans throughout the country,
should not be allowed out of committee. Congress instead should be
working to strengthen our beleaguered public schools.
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